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Preface

This volume collects the contributions presented at the XVI International Conference
of the Italian Association for Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI*IA 2017) that was held in Bari,
Italy, during November 14–17, 2017. The conference is the yearly event organized by
AI*IA (the Italian Association for Artiﬁcial Intelligence).
The conference received 91 submissions by authors from 18 countries. Each paper
was carefully reviewed by at least three members of the Program Committee. The ﬁnal
outcome was the acceptance of 39 papers for presentation at the conference, yielding an
acceptance rate of about 40%. The signiﬁcant effort spent by the community in the
review process involved 97 researchers whose commitment and technical quality
mainly contributed to the excellence of the body of work presented here.
AI*IA 2017 hosted a signiﬁcant number of relevant events, starting with the
exciting keynotes by Carla P. Gomes, Cornell University (USA), and Peter W.J. Staar
from IBM Laboratories Zurich (Switzerland). The conference program also included an
unprecedentedly large set of interesting workshops: AIRO, the Workshop on Artiﬁcial
Intelligence and Robotics; AI*AAL.it, the Third Italian Workshop on Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Ambient Assisted Living; AI*CH, the Artiﬁcial Intelligence for Cultural
Heritage workshop; AI3 , the Workshop on the Advances in Argumentation in Artiﬁcial
Intelligence; CeX, the Workshop on Comprehensibility and Explanation in AI and
ML; MLDM, the 6th Italian Workshop on Machine Learning and Data Mining;
NL4AI, the Workshop on Natural Language for Artiﬁcial Intelligence; RCRA, the
International Workshop on Experimental Evaluation of Algorithms for Solving Problems with Combinatorial Explosion; as well as WAIAH, the Workshop on Artiﬁcial
Intelligence with Application in eHealth.
Moreover, AI*IA 2017 featured the traditional Doctoral Consortium. Finally, three
panels completed the program. Two were organized in collaboration with, respectively,
the GULP (the Italian Chapter of the Association for Logic Programming) and AISC
(the Italian Association for Cognitive Sciences), and targeted to an audience of experts.
Conversely, the third was an educational event open to the public (mainly to students
from the last year of secondary school and the ﬁrst years of university) concerning the
impact of AI on society, and proposing a uniﬁed view of AI, economy, and ecology.
The chairs wish to thank the Program Committee members and the reviewers for
their invaluable work in reviewing, the organizers of all workshops held at the conference, as well as the workshop chairs, the Doctoral Consortium chair, and the
industrial liaisons chair for their help in organizing the conference. Moreover, a wishful
thanks to the conference sponsors that supported the conference and enabled different
important social initiatives (among which student grants and technical awards).

VI

Preface

Finally, many thanks to the Organizing Committee for the huge effort dedicated to
the conference ideas, economics, and logistics.
November 2017

Floriana Esposito
Roberto Basili
Stefano Ferilli
Francesca A. Lisi
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Applications of AI

Using Sources Trustworthiness in Weather
Scenarios: The Special Role of the Authority
Rino Falcone(B) and Alessandro Sapienza
Institute of Cognitive Sciences and Technologies, ISTC - CNR, Rome, Italy
{rino.falcone,alessandro.sapienza}@istc.cnr.it

Abstract. In this work we present a platform shaping citizens’ behavior
in case of critical hydrogeological phenomena that can be manipulated
in order to realize many possible scenarios. Here the citizens (modeled
through cognitive agents) need to identify the risk of a possible critical
events, relying of their information sources and of the trustworthiness
attributed to them. Thanks to a training phase, the agents will be able
to make a rational use of their diﬀerent information sources: (a) their
own evaluation about what could happen in the near future; (b) the
information communicated by an authority; (c) the crowd behavior, as
an evidence for evaluating the level of danger of the coming hydrogeological event. These weather forecasts are essential for the agents to
deal with diﬀerent meteorological events requiring adequate behaviors.
In particular we consider that the authority can be more or less trustworthy and more or less able to deliver its own forecasts to the agents: due
to the nature itself of the problem, these two parameters are correlated
with each other. The main results of this work are: (1) it is necessary to
optimize together both the authority communicativeness and trustworthiness, as optimizing just one aspect will not lead to the best solution;
(2) once the authority can reach much of the population it is better to
focus on its trustworthiness, since trying to give the information to a
larger population could have no eﬀect at all or even a negative eﬀect; (3)
the social source is essential to compensate the lack of information that
some agents have.

Keywords: Social simulation
Information sources

1

·

Cognitive modeling

·

Trust

·

Introduction

Critical weather phenomena and in particular ﬂoods have always created enormous inconvenience to populations, resulting in a huge economic loss for the
reference authorities. For instance, [17] reports that in Italy “In the 20-year
period from 1980 to 2000 the State set aside 7,400 million euro for ﬂood damage, or roughly one million euro per day”. In addition to direct damages, easy
to see and to estimate, natural disasters can also cause a series of secondary and
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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indirect damages that are very diﬃcult to detect and predict. It could be a psychological damage [11,12] or again an economical loss due to secondary aspects.
For instance, taking once again into account the economical aspect, being subjected to a natural disaster could lead to a decrease in tourist ﬂows resulting in
a workers’ dismissal. Consider that if the population perceives a particular area
risky, it will be very diﬃcult to change their mind. A practical case is the one
of Umbria (an Italian central region) that in 2016 has repeatedly been stricken
by earthquakes. The streets, houses and structures in general reported extensive
damages, but this is not all. Looking at the data reported by the local authority,
it is possible to notice that the tourism, representing an important source of earnings for the local population, decreased by 35% (http://www.regione.umbria.it/
turismo-attivita-sportive/statistiche-turismo-2016). Even if earthquakes are different and present diﬀerent features, it is still necessary to consider this kind of
indirect loss from ﬂoods. As [13] reports “self-protective behavior by residents of
ﬂood-prone urban areas can reduce monetary ﬂood damage by 80%, and reduce
the need for public risk management”. Thus if it is true that ﬂoods represent a
very serious threat both for the population and for the authorities, it is also true
that the citizens’ self-protective behavior can substantially reduce the problem
of direct and indirect damages. This is why local authorities and governments
should not just focus on helping people after a disaster, but they should also have
the goal of leading the population towards preventive actions that can minimize
the future risks. Analyzing in detail the authority’s role inside this scenario, it
must:
1. Inform the citizens about what is going to happen as soon as it can and with
the most reliable forecast.
2. Provide the information in a proper way: for instance [7] analyze the community resilience, that is the capacity to lead itself in order to overcome changes
and crisis. They showed that this value positively correlates with how satisﬁed the community is with respect to the information communicated by the
authority. This is an important aspect and it needs to be highlighted, but we
are not going to investigate it in our research.
3. Encourage citizens to take self-protective behavior, which can substantially
reduce the problem of direct and indirect damages.
By the means of simulations, we are going to investigate the authority’s role
and how it aﬀects the citizens’ choices.

2

State of the Art

The current literature proposes a lot of studies about the risks of critical weather
phenomena and ﬂoods in particular, but just a few of them focuses on the population’s response.
In [13] the authors state that there are basically three main factors determining the damages that a population suﬀers. The ﬁrst one is the exposure to
ﬂoods (frequency, water level, duration and so on) and the second one is the
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sensitivity, measurable by population density, the economic value of buildings
and structures etc. These two parameters tell us how much the potential damage
is. The third factor is the adaptation, which describes the ability of people to
avoid the potential damage and to limit its extent by the means of adjustment in
the system they live. According to them these adaptation measures can reduce
monetary damage by the 80%. Starting from this consideration, they propose
a socio-psychological model based on Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) to
understand why some people take precautionary action while others do not.
They tested 157 subjects using a survey to identify the values of the model’s
parameters. Then they used a regression model to understand how much each of
these parameters could explain the citizens’ choice to take preventive actions or
not. They show that threat experience appraisal, threat appraisal, and coping
appraisal correlate positively with protective responses, while reliance on public
ﬂood protection correlates negatively with protective responses. Then it seems
that the authorities should put more eﬀort in stimulating citizen’s prevention
measures than in appearing trustworthy for dealing with ﬂoods.
In [1] it is shown that it is possible to successfully exploit the collective intelligence of a population in the ﬁeld of weather forecasts. They created a platform
in which human users provide their bets about the future events, allowing them
to modify their choice at any time, until a given deadline. In particular, they
investigated three betting mechanisms: full transparency, allowing participants
to see each other’s bets; partial transparency, where participants could just see
the group’s average bet; no transparency, in which no information on others’ bets
is made available. Results clearly show that the forecasts’ accuracy provided by
the collective intelligence was not so far by the one of the meteorological model,
especially in the full transparency case. This represents a very interesting example of how to successfully exploit the social source to produce weather predictions. Other interesting works focus on the historical study of the phenomena
happened in a given geographical area: how they happened, their intensity and
frequency and so on. For instance [2] realized a georeferenced database comprising data about historical natural events occurred in the area Valtellina di Tirano,
a mountain area in the Central Italian Alps. Within their study, the authors show
that collecting and making use of this historical information is fundamental to
identify hypothetical critical scenarios and to evaluate the territorial threats and
then to handle future emergencies.
Another kind of simulative works concerning weather forecast uses simulations with the aim of estimating the damages that an event can cause [17,22].
In [17] the authors propose a model simulating critical scenarios and evaluating
the expected economic losses. They consider the ﬂood water level as a factor
indicating the event magnitude. Given a catastrophic natural event of a given
intensity aﬀecting a given area, the model estimates economic losses connected
to direct damages as the number and the economic value of the units of each
element in the area and on the degree of damage they are exposed. This model
needs a good knowledge of the local area and a description of the physical event
to produce an output. Clearly it has the limit of estimating just direct damages,
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but this is absolutely reasonable as indirect damages are not so easy to detect.
As far as we know, ours is the ﬁrst simulative approach trying to model citizens’
decision in the case of critical weather phenomena. The classical approach to
the problem is that of survey [3,14], but it has the limit of identifying what the
people think they would do, not what they actually would do. Moreover, it does
not allow studying a huge set of agents all together. On the contrary, our way
to investigate the problem allows showing some interesting outcomes, since you
can put in the same world a lot of agents interacting with each other and you
can infer what social phenomena emerge. Furthermore, it let us study how the
individual parameters inﬂuence the problem and what role they have, and what
happens if we put them together.

3

The Trust Model

In our view [6] trusting an information source (S) means to use a cognitive model
based on the dimensions of competence and reliability/motivation of the source.
These competence and reliability evaluations can derive from diﬀerent reasons:
1. Our direct experience with S on that speciﬁc kind of information content.
2. Recommendations (other individuals reporting their direct experience and
evaluation about S) or Reputation (the shared general opinion of others about
S) on that speciﬁc information content [8,15,20,21,25].
3. Categorization of S (it is assumed that a source can be categorized and that its
category is known), exploiting inference and reasoning (analogy, inheritance,
etc.): on this basis it is possible to establish the competence/reliability of S
on that speciﬁc information content [4,5,9,10].
Given the complexity of simulations, we chose to use in this paper a relatively simple trust model, focusing just on the ﬁrst dimension above described:
the direct experience with each source. In fact, we use also the categorization
analysis for distinguishing the sources on the basis of their diﬀerent nature. Trust
decisions in presence of uncertainty can be handle using uncertainty theory [16]
or probability theory. We decided to use the second approach, as in this platform agents know a priori all the possible events that can happen and they are
able to estimate how much it is plausible that they occur. We decided to exploit
bayesian theory, one of the most used approach in trust evaluation [18,19,23],
and we based our concept of trust on [6].
In this model each information source S is represented by a trust degree
called TrustOnSource, with 0 ≤ T rustOnSource ≤ 1, plus a bayesian probability distribution PDF1 (Probability Distribution Function) representing the
information reported by S. The trust model takes into account the possibility of
many events: it just splits the domain in the corresponding number of intervals.
In this work we use ﬁve diﬀerent events (described below), then the PDF will
be divided into ﬁve parts. The T rustOnSource parameter is used to smooth the
information referred by S through the formula:
1

It is modeled as a distribution continuous in each interval.
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(1)

This step produces the Smoothed PDF (SPDF). We have that the greater
the T rustOnSource is, the more similar the SPDF will be to the PDF; the lesser
it is, the more the SPDF will be ﬂatten. In particular if T rustOnSource = 1 =>
SPDF = PDF and if T rustOnSource = 0 => SPDF is an uniform distribution
with value 1. The idea is that we trust on what S says proportionally to how
much we trust S. We then deﬁne GPDF (Global PDF) the evidence that an agent
owns concerning a belief P. Once estimated the SPDFs for each information
source, there will be an aggregation process between the GPDF and the SPDFs.
Each source actually represents a new evidence E about a belief P. Then to the
purpose of the aggregation process it is possible to use the classical Bayesian
logic, recursively on each source:
f (E|P ) ∗ f (P )
f (E)

f (E) = f (E|P ) ∗ f (P )dP

f (P |E) =

(2)
(3)

where: f (P |E) = GP DF (the new one); f (E|P ) = SP DF ; f (P ) = GP DF (the
old one). In this case f(E) is a normalization factor, given by Eq. (3).
In other words, the new GPDF, that is the global evidence that an agent
has about P, is computed as the product of the old GPDF and the SPDF,
that is the new contribute reported by S. As we need to ensure that GPDF is
still a probability distribution function, it is necessary to scale it down2 . The
normalization factor f(E) ensures this.
3.1

Feedback on Trust

We want to let agents adapt to the context in which they move. This means
that, starting from a neutral trust level (that does not imply trust or distrust)
agents will try to understand how reliable each single information source is. To
do that, they need a way to perform feedback on trust. We did it through a
weighted mean between the old evaluation and the new one:
newT rustDegree = α ∗ oldT rustDegree + β ∗ perf ormanceEvaluation (4)
α + β = 1 (5)
In Eq. (4) α and β 3 are the weights of the two variables.
2
3

To be a PDF, it is necessary that the area subtended by it is equal to 1.
Of course changing the values of α and β will have an impact on the trust evaluations.
With high values of α/β, agents will need more time to get a precise evaluation, but
a low value (below 1) will lead to an unstable evaluation, as it would depend too
much on the last performance. We do not investigate these two parameters in this
work, using respectively the values 0.9 and 0.1. In order to have good evaluations,
we let agents make a lot of experience with their information sources.
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Here oldT rustDegree is the previous trust degree and the performanceEvaluation is the objective evaluation of the source’s performance. This last value
is obtained comparing what the source said to what actually happened. Let’s
suppose that we have 5 possible events, as in the simulations. The PDF reported
by the source is then split into ﬁve parts. Suppose that there has been an event
e5, which is the most critical event. A ﬁrst source reported a 100% probability
of e5; a second one a 50% probability of e5 and a 50% of e4; ﬁnally a third one
asserts 100% e3. Their performance evaluations are 100% for Source1, 50% for
Source2 and 0% for Source3.

4

The Platform

Exploiting NetLogo [24], we created a very ﬂexible platform, where a lot of
parameters are taken into account to model a variety of situations. Given a
population distributed over a wide area, some weather phenomena happen into
the world with a diﬀerent level of criticality: there are ﬁve possible events, going
from the lightest (e1) to the most critical one (e5). The world is populated by a
number of cognitive agents (citizens), which need to analyze the situation and to
understand what event is going to happen, in order to decide how to behave. To
do so, they will exploit the information sources they can access, attributing them
a trust value. We associate a correct action to each possible event, respectively
a1, a2, a3 a4 and a5. Just the action corresponding to the event is considered as
correct, the others are wrong.
In addition to citizens, there is another agent called authority. Its aim is
to inform promptly citizens about the weather phenomena. The authority is
characterized by a reliability value, expressed in terms of standard deviation,
and by a communicativeness value, that represents its ability to inform the wider
or narrower population.
4.1

Information Sources

To make a decision, each agent consults a set of information sources, reporting
evidence about the incoming event. We considered the presence of three kinds
of information sources (whether active or passive) for agents:
1. Their personal judgment, based on the direct observation of the phenomena.
Although this is a direct and always true (at least in that moment) source, it
has the drawback that waiting to see what happens could lead into a situation
in which it is no more possible to react in the best way (for example there is
no more time to escape if one realizes too late the worsening weather).
2. Notiﬁcation from the authority: the authority distributes into the world
weather forecasts, trying to prepare citizens to what is going to happen. It is
not sure that the authority will be able to inform everyone.
3. Others’ behavior: agents are in some way inﬂuenced by community logics,
tending to partially or totally emulate their neighbors’ behavior.
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The authority provides its notiﬁcation as a clear signal: all the probability is
focused on a single event. Conversely, the personal judgment can be distributed
on two or three events with diﬀerent probabilities. This can also be true for
others’ behavior estimation as the probability of each event is directly proportional to the number of neighbors making each kind of decision. If no decision is
available, the PDF of the social source is a uniform distribution with value 1.
4.2

Citizens’ Description

When the simulation starts the world is populated by a number of agents having
the same neutral trust value 0.5 for all their information sources. This value
represents a situation in which agents are not sure if to trust or not a given
source, as a value of 1 means complete trust and 0 stands for complete distrust.
Two main factors diﬀerentiate these citizens. The ﬁrst one relies on their ability
to see and to read the phenomena. In fact, in the real world not all the agents
have the same abilities. To shape this, we equally divided agents into three sets:
1. Good evaluators will quit always be able to correctly detect the events, and
then we expect them to rely mainly on their own opinion. They are characterized by a standard deviation of 0.3, which means that their evaluations
will be correct 90% of the time4 .
2. Medium evaluators can detect the event, but not as good as the previous
category. They are characterized by a standard deviation of 0.7, which means
that their evaluations will be correct 55% of the time.
3. Bad evaluators are not able to understand the events. They are characterized
by a standard deviation of 100, which corresponds to a performance of 20%
(that is the same of a random choice).
The second diﬀerence resides in how easily the authority reaches them. In
the real world, in fact, it could be possible that the authority cannot reach
everyone, since not all the agents have the same probability to be reached by its
information. According to that, we equally divided agents into three categories:
class A agents are the ﬁrsts to receive the authority’s communications; after
that, class B agents receive the information, and then class C agents. The class
A agents are privileged, as they will always receive the information, but the other
agents will probably cope with lack of institutional information.
4.3

The Authority

The authority’s aim is to inform citizens about what is going to happen. Ideally it
would produces a correct forecast and it would have the time to spread this information through all the population. However this is as desirable as unreal. The
4

In this evaluation we take into account the ability of an agent to inquire further
sources that it can access, considering this as its own attitude/ability. This explains
the high level of accuracy.
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truth is that weather forecast’s precision increases while the event is approaching. In our framework the authority is characterized by a standard deviation,
determining the accuracy of its forecasts. Given the particular context we are
considering, we have that this forecasts become more and more precise as the
event approaches. This means that there will be less time for the authority
to spread this information: it can reach a lower percentage of the population.
According to this consideration, we decided to link the authority accuracy (in
term of standard deviation) with the percentage of the population it can reach.
In an ideal world it would reach all, but it should at least reach the majority
of the population. We let the authority’s standard deviation change from the
highest value to a lower value, representing a bad performance: from 0.1 (96%
of accuracy) to 2 (39% of accuracy). We also consider the citizens’ number: the
greater is the population, the less time the authority has to inform it (see Eq. 6).

ReachedP opulation = 60% +

4.4

StandardDeviation ∗ 40
CitizensN umber
100

(6)

World Description

The world is made by 32 × 32 patches, which wrap both horizontally and vertically. It is geographically divided in 4 quadrants of equal dimension, where
agents are distributed in a random way. Each quadrant will be aﬀected by an
event, so that at the same time we can have diﬀerent events in the world. These
events/phenomena are modeled through the presence of clouds. As already said,
there are 5 possible events with an increasing level of criticality, going from e1
(light) to e5 (critical). In each quadrant, each event has a ﬁxed probability to
happen: 35% e1, 30% e2, 20% e3, 10% e4, 5% e5.
4.5

Workflow

Each simulation is divided into two steps. The ﬁrst one is the training phase,
in which the agents make experience with their information sources to determine how reliable they are. At the beginning we have in the world an authority
and a given number of agents, with diﬀerent abilities in understanding weather
phenomena. The authority spreads its forecasts reporting the estimated level
of criticality. This information will reach a given percentage of the population,
according to the authority’s standard deviation (see Eq. 6). Class A agents are
the ﬁrst to receive this information, then class B agents and class C (if possible). Being just a forecast, its correctness is not ensured. It will happen with a
probability linked to the precision of the authority (depending on its standard
deviation). However it allows agents to evaluate the situation in advance, before
the possible event. During the decision making phase, the agents check their
own information sources, aggregating the single contributes according to the
corresponding trust values. They subjectively estimate the probability that each
single event happens: P(e1), P(e2), P(e3), P(e4), P(e5). In order to minimize
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the risk, they will react according to the event that is considered more likely to
happen. We associate a correct action with each possible event, respectively a1,
a2, a3 a4 and a5. Just the action corresponding to the event is considered as correct, the others are wrong. While agents collect information they are considered
as thinking. When this phase reaches the limit, they have to make a decision,
which cannot be changed anymore. This information is then available for the
other agents (neighborhood), which can in turn exploit it for their decisions. At
the end of the event, the agents evaluate the performance of the sources they
used and adjust the corresponding trust values. If the authority did not reach
them, there will not be a feedback on trust but, as this source was not available
when necessary, there will be a trust reduction linked to the kind of event that
happened: −0.15 for e5, −0.1 for e4 and −0.05 for the others. This phase is
repeated for 100 times (then there will be 100 events) to let agents make enough
experience to judge their sources. After that, there is the testing phase. Here
we want to understand how agents perform, once they know how reliable their
sources are. In order to do that, we investigate the accuracy of their decision (1
if correct, 0 if wrong).
4.6

Platform’s Inputs

The ﬁrst thing that can be customized is the number of agents in the world.
Then, one can set the value of the two parameters α and β, used for the sources’
trust evaluation. Moreover, it is possible to set which sources the citizens will
use in their evaluations: it is possible to choose any combination of them. It
is possible to change the authority reliability, modifying its standard deviation,
which results in a change in it ability to reach the population. Concerning the
training phase, it is possible to change its duration and determine the probability
of the events that are going to happen on each quadrant.

5

Simulations

We used the platform to investigate how diﬀerent authority’s behaviors aﬀect citizens’ choices and the trust they have in their information sources. We believe in
fact that the authority’s choices aﬀect not only citizens individually and directly,
but also, through a social eﬀect, citizens that do not receive its forecast. To do
that, we investigated a series of scenarios, populated by equal populations, but in
presence of diﬀerent authorities. Then we analyze how citizens respond to these
changes, measuring their trust values and the choice they make in presence of
possible risks. Simulations results are mediated through 500 cases, in order to
delete the variability that a single case can have.
Given the framework described above, we analyzed a series of scenarios with
the following settings: number of agents: 200; α and β: respectively 0.9 and 0.1;
exploited sources: all, self and social, self, social, authority, authority and self,
authority and social; authority reliability: going from 0.1 (96% of accuracy) to 2
(39% of accuracy), increasing at regular steps of 0.1; 5. Training phase duration:
100 events; events’ probability: 35% e1, 30% e2, 20% e3, 10% e4, 5% e5.
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Figure 1 shows how the agents’ collective performance changes by varying
the authority’s standard deviation. The ﬁrst interesting result is that combining information sources brings almost always to a better performance. This is
not true anymore when the authority becomes unreliable. For instance, when
its standard deviation is lower than 1.1 exploiting all the sources (blue curve)
becomes less convenient than using just the own experience and the social source
(orange curve). Interestingly, the authority’s standard deviation value guaranteeing the best performance is not 0.1, but 0.2: the agents’ average performance
increases of 1%. This means that just focusing on the authority performance
does not lead to the optimal point. Instead, it is necessary a trade-oﬀ between
the authority’s accuracy and the quantity of agents it can reach.

Fig. 1. Agents’ average performance using a diﬀerent source’s combination (Color
ﬁgure online)

Figure 2 shows a more detailed analysis of the case in which agents use all
the sources. Good evaluators’ performance is weakly inﬂuenced by the authority;
when this source becomes unreliable, they can still count on their own ability.
The same does not stand for medium and bad evaluators, mainly relying on
the authority. The agents’ categorization based on the possibility to receive the
information from the authority provides a very interesting insight. We have that

Fig. 2. The average performance of good, medium and bad evaluators
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Fig. 3. The average performance of Class A, B and C agents.

class A agents tend to perform better and class C agents have the worst performance (Fig. 3). Again, this eﬀect has a limit, since when the authority’s standard
deviation reaches the value 0.8 there is no diﬀerence in their performances. Concerning the agents’ perception of the authority’s trustworthiness (Fig. 4), the
optimal result seems again to be obtained with an authority’s standard deviation of 0.2: from this point forwards, Class C trust in the authority is going to
increase, but the other two categories will do the opposite. In fact, even if in
the 0.2 case the authority has a lower trustworthiness than in the 0.1 case, it
produces a better utility spreading more information and then it is perceived as
more trustworthy. From Fig. 4 we can clearly see how giving information to Class
C agents represents a waste of resource for the authority: they are not going to
use it, as they do not trust the authority. It may not be worth sacriﬁcing the
information quality in order to reach them, while it would be deﬁnitely better
to provide more reliable information to a subset of the population.

Fig. 4. The average authority’s trust evaluation for the categories A, B and C

6

Conclusion

We presented an articulated platform for social simulation, particularly suited
for studying agents’ choice in presence of critical weather phenomena. To this
purpose we realized a Bayesian trust model, used by agents to evaluate and
aggregate information coming from diﬀerent information sources. By the means
of a simulative approach we proved some interesting eﬀects, while it would have
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been very diﬃcult to identify them otherwise. In particular, we were interested
in studying the special role of the authority. It has the aim of informing citizens about the incoming events and ideally it would inform all the population
with a correct forecast. In the real world however, we have to face the fact that
weather forecasts’ accuracy is negatively related to the percentage of population that receive the message, since the accuracy increases while the event is
approaching and there is less time left: the authority has to choose whether to
inform more citizens with a less precise forecast or vice versa. We have shown
that the optimal solution cannot be obtained just focusing on the accuracy or
on the percentage of the population, but that it is necessary to consider them
together. Moreover, the social source (observation of the others’ behavior) plays
an interesting compensative role. It is true that focusing just on it the agents
have a very low performance, but combined in presence of the other sources it
guides them towards a higher performance, even if (1) there is just one source
and only a few agents can access this reliable source or (2) there are two other
sources and one of them is unreliable.
Since we showed that, under bonding conditions for authority’s reliability and
communicativeness, trying to inform as many people as possible could result in
a waste of resources, we are planning to study in the next future the limit point
we identiﬁed in this work, in which the authority’s communicativeness cannot be
increased further without lowering the community’s performance and how this
relates with the social eﬀect. We would like to emphasize that, due to the lack
of data on the authority’s trustworthiness and communicativeness, the results
obtained at this level of abstraction provide general reasoning for guidelines. We
analyzed a phenomenon on which real data are not so easy to ﬁnd, but whose
features are almost known. We focused our eﬀorts on trying to model those
features even if it is necessary to have real reference data to identify speciﬁc
results.
Acknowledgments. This work is partially supported by the project CLARA CLoud
plAtform and smart underground imaging for natural Risk Assessment, funded by the
Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research (MIUR-PON).
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Abstract. Virtual Power Plants (VPP) are one of the main components of future smart electrical grids, connecting and integrating several
types of energy sources, loads and storage devices. A typical VPP is a
large industrial plant with high (partially shiftable) electric and thermal
loads, renewable energy generators and electric and thermal storages.
Optimizing the use and the cost of energy could lead to a signiﬁcant
economic impact. This work proposes a VPP Energy Management System (EMS), based on a two-step optimization model that decides the
minimum-cost energy balance at each point in time considering the following data: electrical load, photovoltaic production, electricity costs,
upper and lower limits for generating units and storage units. The ﬁrst
(day-ahead) step models the prediction uncertainty using a robust approach deﬁning scenarios to optimize the load demand shift and to estimate the cost. The second step is an online optimization algorithm,
implemented within a simulator, that uses the optimal shifts produced
by the previous step to minimize, for each timestamp, the real cost while
fully covering the optimally shifted energy demand. The system is implemented and tested using real data and we provide analysis of results and
comparison between real and estimated optimal costs.
Keywords: Virtual Power Plants
uncertainty
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·
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·
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Introduction

The progressive shift towards decentralized generation in power distribution networks has made the problem of optimal Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
operation increasingly constrained, due to the integration of ﬂexible (deterministic) energy systems combined with the strong penetration of (uncontrollable
and stochastic) Renewable Energy Sources (RES). This challenge can be met
by using the Virtual Power Plant (VPP) concept, which is based on the idea of
aggregating the capacity of many DER, (i.e. generation, storage, or demand) to
create a single operating proﬁle to increase ﬂexibility through the deﬁnition of
approaches to manage the uncertainty.
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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We develop a two-step optimization model to be employed in the Energy
Management System (EMS) of a VPP. Our EMS decides the optimal planning
of power ﬂows for each timestamp that minimizes the cost. The planning decision model is composed by two steps: the ﬁrst (day-ahead) step is designed to
optimize the load demand shift and to estimate the cost, and models the prediction uncertainty using a robust (scenario-based) approach. The second step
is an online greedy algorithm implemented within a simulator that uses the
optimized shifts from the previous step to minimize the operational real cost,
while fully covering the optimally shifted energy demand and avoiding the loss
of energy produced by RES generators. We propose the following main contributions: (1) a robust optimization approach for planning power ﬂows to minimize
the VPP expected cost and to obtain optimized load shifts in presence of forecast uncertainty; (2) the development of a real case study to test the model; (3)
an assessment of the quality of our solutions in terms of the Expected Value of
Perfect Information (EVPI), i.e. by comparing the actually obtained costs with
the optimal expected costs that would be possible assuming perfect information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the main
approaches proposed in the literature for modeling VPP and for handling uncertainties in energy management problems. Section 3 describes the proposed twostep optimization model for the EMS of a VPP. Section 4 presents how we applied
our model to data in a real case study. Section 5 provides an analysis of results.
Concluding remarks are in Sect. 6.

2

Related Work

The potential applications of the VPP concept has been recognized in recent
literature. For example, [2] shows that the advance of DER in the commercial and
regulatory structure of electricity markets in course of liberalization has created
opportunities for decentralization of the role of traditional power utilities.
VPPs are one of the main components of intelligent electrical grids of the
future, connecting and integrating several types of power sources (both renewable and non-renewable), storage and energy loads to operate as a unique power
plant. The heart of a VPP is an EMS which coordinates the power ﬂows coming from the generators, controllable loads and storages. In [12] an EMS for
controlling a VPP is presented, with the objective to manage the power ﬂows
for minimizing the electricity generation costs, and avoiding the loss of energy
produced by renewable energy sources. In general, the EMS can operate by minimizing the generation costs or by maximizing the proﬁts. On the basis of actual
energy prices and availability of DER, the EMS decides: (1) how much energy
should be produced; (2) which generators should be used for the required energy;
(3) whether the surplus energy should be stored or sold to the energy market.
Moreover, DER aggregation can eﬀectively couple traditional peak electrical plants by supporting them with the ﬂexible contribution of consumers to
the overall eﬃciency of the electric system. From this perspective, the EMS of
a VPP can develop Demand Side Management (DSM) mechanisms to modify
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temporal consumption patterns. DSM can provide a number of advantages to
the energy system and focuses on utilizing power saving mechanisms, electricity
tariﬀs, and government policies to decrease the demand peak and operational
costs instead of enlarging the generation capacity. As an example, [13] proposed
an Energy Management System for a renewable-based microgrid with online signals for consumers to promote behavior changes. The integration of renewable
sources must be adequately addressed so as to manage uncertainty and to avoid
aﬀecting the operational reliability of a power system. Unit commitment (UC)
is a critical decision process, which can be formalized as the problem of deciding
the outputs of all the generators to minimize the system cost. The main principle in operating an electrical system is to cover the demand for electricity at
all times and under diﬀerent conditions depending on the season, weather and
time, and by minimizing the operating cost. The deterministic formulation of
this problem may not adequately account for the impact of uncertainty. For this
reason, diﬀerent approaches are used to manage UC under uncertainty [10]: (1)
Stochastic UC, which is based on probabilistic scenarios. The basic idea is to ﬁnd
optimal decisions taking into account a large number of scenarios, each representing a possible realization of the uncertain factors. Stochastic UC is generally
formulated as a two-stage problem [16] that determines the generation schedule
to minimize the expected cost over all of the scenarios, while respecting their
probabilities. The approach usually requires high computational cost for simulations. (2) Robust UC formulations, which optimize assuming a well-deﬁned range
for the uncertain quantities, instead of taking into account their probability distribution. The range of uncertainty is deﬁned by the upper and lower bounds on
the net load at each time period [15]. (3) Hybrid models have been proposed in
recent years to combine the advantages and compensate the disadvantages [14].
The assessment of uncertainty in the modeling of distributed energy systems
has received considerable attention in recent works that apply machine learning
techniques for forecasting ﬂexibility of VPP. Many studies have been done on
the residential sector using support vector regression and neural networks [6,9]
and some methods present promising results however it seems unlikely they may
be implemented in real life in particular in the industrial sector. We plan to
improve these methods in our model for future works.
We propose an EMS composed of a two-step optimization model for a VPP.
Our focus is on modeling renewable sources and load demand uncertainty in the
ﬁrst (day-ahead) step, by proposing a robust optimization with DSM to support
DER aggregation by decreasing peak usage of traditional energy generators. The
second step is an on-line, greedy, algorithm that receives the optimized demand
shifts as input and manages power ﬂows in the VPP and it is necessary to make
the whole approach applicable in practice, but should not be considered a major
contribution of this work.
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3

Model Description

3.1

Robust Approach to Model Uncertainty

We propose a two-step optimization model for the VPP EMS that produces
optimized demand shifts (SLoad ) by assuming as input the predictions for the
solar power (Pf P V ) generation proﬁle, for the demand load proﬁle (Pf Load ),
and a ﬁxed percentage of allowed demand shift. We use a robust approach to
model uncertainty, which stems from (1) prediction errors in the solar power
proﬁle; (2) uncontrollable deviations from the planned demand shifts. For each
of these quantities, the range of uncertainty is speciﬁed via a lower and an upper
bound (for each timestamp), which can be obtained for example by estimating
conﬁdence intervals. We use these bounds to deﬁne a limited number of scenarios
to calculate the optimized demand shifts that minimizes the expectation of the
daily operating costs.
Then we feed these optimized shifts as input to an online greedy heuristic,
implemented within a simulator, that calculates for each timestamp the optimal
ﬂows for the diesel power (PCHP ), the power exchanged with the storage system
(PStorage ) and the power exchanged with the external grid (PGrid ) to supply the
optimally shifted load demand. Figure 1 shows the proposed EMS model.

Fig. 1. The two steps of the optimization model for the EMS

In the ﬁrst step, our objective function minimizes the VPP estimated cost
over all scenarios and the whole optimization period (one day):
min(z) =

1  s
c (t)
|S|

(1)

s∈S t∈T

The objective function will be described in more detail in Sect. 3.8. Where t is
a timestamp, s is a scenario, and cs (t) is the (decision-dependent) cost for a
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scenario/timestamp pair. T is a set representing the whole horizon, and S is the
set of all considered scenarios. In detail, those are:
S = {s++ , s+− , s−+ , s−− }

(2)

s++ is the scenario with the highest values of predicted PP V (t) and PLoad (t) (i.e.
PP V (t) + δP V (t) and PLoad (t) + δLoad (t), where δP V (t) and δLoad (t) deﬁne the
considered range of uncertainty and are part of the problem input). The other
3 scenarios are easily deducible.
3.2

Modeling of Uncertainties

The diﬀusion of PV systems, as green and free sources of energy, implies their
consideration as basic component of recent VPP. As a side eﬀect, it becomes necessary to consider ways of addressing their uncertainty so as not to compromise
the reliability of the system. Also load demand, due to its signiﬁcant volatility, should be considered as uncertain to avoid that the actual VPP behavior
deviates too much from the optimal one.
Formally, we assume that the error for our load demand forecast can be
considered an independent random variable: this is reasonable hypothesis, provided that our predictor is good enough. This allows to deﬁne our uncertainty
range based on conﬁdence intervals. In particular, we assume that the errors
follow roughly a Normal distribution N (0, σ 2 ), and that the variance for each
timestamp is such that the 95% conﬁdence interval corresponds to 20% of the
estimated load. Formally, we have that 1.96σ = 0.2PLoad (t); in practice, this
simply means that the δLoad parameters used to obtain our four scenarios is
equal to 0.2PLoad (t) as in [8].
Methodologies for the estimation of hourly global solar radiation have been
proposed by many researchers and in this work, we consider as a prediction
the average hourly global solar radiation from [11] based on the period of
recorded data (summer) in [7]. We then assume that the prediction errors in each
timestamp can be modeled again as random variables. Speciﬁcally, we assume
normally distributed variables with a variance such that the 95% conﬁdence
interval corresponds to +
−10% of the prediction value. In other words, our δP V
parameter for timestamp t is equal to 0.1PP V (t).
The designs of the EMS with its objective function, the power balance constraints, and the dynamic model of the generation units are presented in the next
subsections. All problems are modeled via Mixed Integer Programming (MILP)
formulations. We ﬁrst describe the (robust) step 1 and then (i.e. Sect. 3.9) we
illustrate the online step of our EMS.
3.3

Modeling of Generator Units

We consider a Combined Heat and Power (CHP) dispatchable generator, with
s
(t) of
an associated fuel cost. Our approach should decide the amount PCHP
generated CHP power for each scenario (s ∈ S) and for each timestamp (t ∈ T ).
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s
We assume bounds on PCHP
(t) given by the Electrical Capability based on real
generation data [3,7]. In our approach we treat CHP decisions in each timestamp
as independent, because we assume that each timestamp is long enough to decide
independently (from the previous timestamp) whether to switch on or oﬀ the
generator. Therefore, we can model the generated CHP power with:
min
s
max
≤ PCHP
(t) ≤ PCHP
PCHP

3.4

∀t ∈ T

(3)

Modeling of Storage Systems

The development of battery systems has increased over the last few years to cover
the use of renewable energy sources when they are not available. Our model for
the battery system is based on the level of energy stored at each timestamp t as
a function of the amount of power charged or discharged from the unit.
s
(t) is the power exchanged between the storage system and the VPP.
PStorage
s
(t) if the batteries inject power into
We actually use two decision variables: PSt
In
s
the VPP (with eﬃciency ηd ) and PStOut (t) for the batteries in charging mode
(with eﬃciency ηc ). The initial battery states and the eﬃciency values are based
on real generation data [3,7]. We use a variable charges (t) to deﬁne for each
timestamp the current state of the battery system:
s
s
charges (t) = charges (t − 1) − ηd PSt
(t) + ηc PSt
(t)
In
Out

∀t ∈ T

(4)

More accurate models for storage systems are present in recent literature. For
example, [4] optimizes battery operation by modeling battery stress factors and
analyzing battery degradation. However, in our work, it is suﬃcient to take into
account the status of the charge for each timpestamp since we assume that
each timestamp is long enough to avoid high stress and degradation level of the
batteries.
3.5

External Grid

s
(t) represents the current power exchanged with the grid for
The variable PGrid
each scenario and for each timestamp. Similarly, the total power is deﬁned as the
s
(t) if energy is bought from the
sum of two additional variables, namely PGrid
In
s
Electricity Market and PGridOut (t) if energy is sold to the Market. We assume
bounds given by the net capacity from literature [3] based on real data for the
maximum input/output net capacity.
min
s
max
≤ PGrid
(t) ≤ PGrid
PGrid
In
In
In
min
s
max
≤ PGrid
(t) ≤ PGrid
PGrid
Out
Out
Out

∀t ∈ T
∀t ∈ T

(5)
(6)
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Demand Side Management

The DSM of our VPP model aims to modify the temporal consumption patterns, leaving the total amount of required daily energy constant. The degree
of modiﬁcation is modeled by shifts that are optimized by the ﬁrst step of our
EMS. The shifted load is given by:
P̃Load (t) = SLoad (t) + PLoad (t)

∀t ∈ T

(7)

where SLoad (t) represents the amount of shifted demand, and PLoad (t) is the
originally planned load for timestamp t (part of the model input). The amount
min
max
(t) and SLoad
(t). By
of shifted demand is bounded by two quantities SLoad
properly adjusting the two bounds, we can ensure that the consumption can
reduce/increase in each time step by (e.g.) a maximum of 10% of the original
expected load.
We assume that the total energy consumption on the whole optimization
horizon is constant. More speciﬁcally, we assume that the consumption stays
unchanged also over multiple sub-periods of the horizon: this a possible way to
state that demand shifts can make only local alterations of the demand load.
Formally, let Tn be the set of timestamps for the n-th sub-period, then we can
formulate the constraint:

SLoad (t) = 0
(8)
t∈Tn

Deciding the value of the
optimization step.
3.7

max
SLoad
(t)

variables is the main goal of our day-ahead

Power Balance

In general, ensuring power balance imposes that the total power generation must
s
(t), in all timestamps and for all scenarios.
equal the load demand, PLoad
In this work, the load demand that must be satisﬁed is the optimally shifted
demand of (day-ahead) step of our model. At any point in time, the overall
shifted load is covered by an energy mix considering the generation from the
internal sources, the storage system, and power bought from the energy market.
Energy sold to the grid and routed to the battery system should be subtracted
from the power balance. Overall, we have:
s
s
s
s
s
s
(t) = PCHP
(t) + PPs V (t) + PGrid
(t) − PGrid
(t) + PSt
(t) − PSt
(t)
P̃Load
In
Out
In
Out
(9)

3.8

Objective Function

The objective of our EMS is to minimize the operational costs z of the VPP in
a time horizon (T ). The objective function formulated as:
1 
s
s
z=
cGridI (t)PGrid
(t) + cCHP PCHP
(t)
(10)
In
|S|
s∈S t∈T

s
s
(t) − cGridO (t)PGrid
(t)
+ cGridS (t)PSt
Out
Out
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where cGrid (t) is the hourly price of electricity on the Market and we assumed
the same price for cGridI , cGridO and cGridS . cCHP is the diesel price, assumed
to be constant for each timestamp.
3.9

Online Step

The online step of our model is designed to obtain the real optimal values for
the power ﬂow variables, assuming that the shifts have been planned using the
first day-ahead step of the model. The on-line greedy algorithm is a restricted
version of our MILP model, obtained by: (1) Fixing all the SLoad (t) to the value
assigned by the step 1; (2) Considering a single scenario, corresponding to the
actual realization of the uncertain quantities. (3) Each timestamp is optimized
one at time. The MILP model is:
min
max
≤ PCHP (t) ≤ PCHP
PCHP

∀t ∈ T

charge(t) = charge(t − 1) − ηd PStIn (t) + ηc PStOut (t)
min
max
≤ PGridIn (t) ≤ PGrid
PGrid
In
In
min
max
≤ PGridOut (t) ≤ PGrid
PGrid
Out
Out

∀t ∈ T
∀t ∈ T

(11)
∀t ∈ T

(12)
(13)
(14)

P̃Load (t) = PCHP (t) + PP V (t) + PGridIn (t) − PGridOut (t) + PStIn (t) − PStOut (t)
(15)
z=



cGridI (t)PGridIn (t) + cCHP PCHP (t) + cGridS (t)PStOut (t) − cGridO (t)PGridOut (t)

t∈T

(16)

4

Case Study

The model is implemented and tested using real data and our case study is based
on a Public Dataset1 . From this dataset we assume electric load demand and
photovoltaic production forecasts, upper and lower limits for generating units
and the initial status of storage units.

1

www.enwl.co.uk/lvns.
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Dataset Description

The dataset presents 100 individual proﬁles of load demand with a time step
of 5 min resolution from 00:00 to 23:00. We consider aggregated proﬁles with
timestamp of 1 h and we use them as forecasted load. We can see, after aggregation, that most of the electrical consumption occurs in certain parts of the day
by presenting consumption peaks, as expected. This lead to the need of demand
side mechanisms to reduce these peaks.
The photovoltaic production is based on the same dataset with proﬁles for
diﬀerent size of PV units but for the same sun irradiance (i.e. the same shape but
diﬀerent amplitude due to the diﬀerent size of the PV panels used). We use also
in this case the PV production as forecasted production. Most of the aggregated
photovoltaic forecast production occurs around midday, with a consequent need
of balancing this source of energy to cover periods of high request of energy in
the VPP. In Fig. 2 we show forecasted values of load demand, optimized demand
shifts and PV production in the case with maximum allowed shifts of 10%.

Fig. 2. Scenarios for load demand (left) and for PV production (right) with 10% of
allowed shift

The demand electricity hourly prices have been obtained based on data from
the italian national energy market management corporation2 (GME) in e/MWh.
The diesel price is taken from the Italian Ministry of Economic Development3
and is assumed as a constant for all the time horizon (one day in our model) as
assumed in literature [1] and from [7].
4.2

Model Comparison

For performing the experiments, we need to obtain realizations for the uncertainties related to both loads and PV generation. Since we have assumed normally distributed prediction errors, we do this by randomly sampling error values
according to the distribution parameters. Speciﬁcally, we consider a sample of
100 realizations (enough for the Central Limit Theorem [5] to ensure that sample
average values will follow approximately a Normal distribution).
2
3

http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/En/Default.aspx.
http://dgsaie.mise.gov.it/.
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For each realization, we obtain a solution and a cost value by solving our
two-step approach (robust optimization + on-line algorithm) using Gurobi as a
MILP solver. We evaluate the quality of the approach by comparing the costs
with those that could be obtained assuming perfect information. This allows us
to estimate the Expected Value of Perfect Information (EVPI).
In particular, we consider two diﬀerent models that make use of perfect information: the ﬁrst is named Day-ahead Oracle, and the second the Day-after Oracle. The Day-ahead Oracle is identical to the robust model, except that only one
scenario is considered and this corresponds to an actual realization of the uncertain variables. The cost obtained from this model represents the best achievable
result for the whole problem, assuming that no uncertainty is present.
The Day-after Oracle is designed to obtain the best possible values for the
power ﬂow variables, assuming that the shifts have been planned using the robust
optimization approach. The oracle replaces the on-line greedy algorithm with a
restricted version of our MILP model, obtained by: (1) Fixing all the SLoad (t)
to the value assigned by the robust approach; (2) Considering a single scenario,
corresponding to the actual realization of the uncertain quantities. The main
diﬀerence w.r.t. the greedy algorithm is that all timestamps are optimized simultaneously, rather than one at a time.
It is interesting to investigate the estimated costs of the robust optimization
step, and evaluate how accurately it predicts the actual costs from the on-line
approach, or the costs of the two oracles.
We refer to the day-ahead oracles as DA, to the day-after oracle as DF, and
to the two steps of our model as RS1 (Robust Step 1) and OS2 (Online Step 2).

5

Results and Discussions

The optimal costs from the on-line approach and the costs of the two oracles
are shown together in Table 1 for comparison. The inspected variable is the
objective function i.e. total daily VPP cost. The comparison is shown also in
terms of percentage diﬀerence to show the diﬀerences among costs by inserting
uncertainty and perfect information of inputs. It is possible to notice that the
percentage diﬀerence between the DA and the DF is relatively small (from 3.79
to 6.99) by changing the percentage of allowed consumption shift. This allows to
deduce that the optimized shifts in the DA (i.e. by assuming that no uncertainty
is present) are similar to the optimized shifts after the introduction of input
uncertainty. By comparing the two oracle models with the online step of our
model, it can be observed that the optimal costs of OS2 signiﬁcantly deviate from
the optimal oracle costs. From this results we can deduce that our OS2 reduces
the quality of the solution by 30% compared to DA (i.e. the best achievable
result for the problem, assuming that no uncertainty is present).
We investigated also the parameters of μ and σ over the 100 tested samples
and we obtained that for the two oracle models the standard deviations are in
the order of 10−5 and in the OS2 the data are slightly more scattered (i.e. in
order of 10−1 ) but on average they all have a good stability.
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Table 1. Costs and % diﬀerence among the three costs with allowed shift of 10%
Shift % cDA
µ (Ke)

cDF
µ (Ke)

cOS2
µ (Ke)

cDA − cDF
diﬀ (%)

cDA − cOS2
diﬀ (%)

cDF − cOS2
diﬀ (%)

5

347.56

371.86

474.94

6.99

36.65

27.72

10

344.21

366.38

471.28

6.44

36.92

28.63

15

341.43

360.90

468.41

5.70

37.19

29.79

20

339.03

355.59

466.10

4.88

37.48

31.08

25

337.58

350.38

464.67

3.79

37.65

32.62

To estimate how accurately the robust optimization step predicts the actual
costs from the on-line approach, we compare in Table 2 the expected optimal
cost from RS1 (see Fig. 1) and the optimal real cost given by OS2. We compare
(over the 100 realizations) by changing the allowed percentage of shift from 2%
to 20%. In the OS2 costs we can see, as expected, an improvement trend by
augmenting the percentage of shift (i.e. by relaxing the constraint) and we do
not have a signiﬁcant deviation from the optimal solution of RS1.
Table 2. Diﬀerence between expected and real costs of the two steps of our model
Shift % RS1 (Expected cost (Ke)) OS2 (Optimal Real cost (Ke)) Diﬀerence %
2

471.36

477.19

1.24

5

439.56

474.94

8.05

8

410.82

472.70

11.51

10

401.94

471.28

14.68

12

416.19

470.02

12.93

15

426.34

468.41

9.87

18

420.23

466.24

10.95

20

416.18

466.10

11.99

We assume that every hour the EMS will compute the energy that will be
produced/sold/bought by each of the VPP components, as the result of the
optimization problem so, in addition to producing the minimum (optimal) daily
cost for VPP, our model also generates the optimal energy ﬂows for each timpestamp. In Fig. 3 we show the optimal ﬂows produced by, respectively, the OS2
(left), the DA (center) and the DF (right) in the same realization (over the 100
possible ones) and always in the case of 10% of allowed shift. The following considerations are deducible from the simulation results: in the DA we can see that,
by having perfect information, it is possible to acquire energy from the grid in
advance (i.e. when the cost is lower) for example in timestamp from 01:00 to
04:00 and to sell energy to the grid in period of highest price on the market
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Fig. 3. Optimal energy ﬂows in the VPP for OS2 (left), DA (center) and DF (right)
in the same input realization

or when more energy is available from renewable sources; renewable resources
are always 100% exploited, because they are convenient in term of costs; around
midday the EMS buys (or sells less) energy from (to) the grid rather than using
the CHP because it is cheaper; CHP production is thus reduced (and absent in
oracle models) during oﬀ-peak hours and is fully restored during on-peak hours
to cover the load demand; the storage constraints are more strict (i.e. charge of
storage for each timpestamp) and for this reason the storage is less used also
during peak-periods. In the online step, the exchange of energy with the storage
system is never used because, due to the greedy heuristic and the assumption of
equal prices, is better to sell energy to the grid rather than to store it for future
hours.

6

Conclusion

This work proposes a VPP EMS, a two-step optimization model, that decides
the minimum cost energy balance at each point in time considering electrical
load, PV production, electricity costs, upper and lower limits for generating
units and storage units. The ﬁrst step models the prediction uncertainty using a
robust approach deﬁning scenarios to optimize the load demand shift and to estimate the cost. The second step is an online optimization algorithm implemented
within a simulator that uses the optimal shifts produced by the previous step
to minimize, for each timestamp, the real cost while fully covering the optimally
shifted energy demand. A case study is used to illustrate that the ﬁrst robust
step of our model produces good optimized shifts that do not signiﬁcantly deviate (in term of costs) from the model with no uncertainty. We compare results
conducted over 100 input realizations and we can observe that we have a loss of
result quality in the second step developed with a greedy heuristic. We plan to
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improve this second online step by developing a multi-stage step able to react
to unexpected event and by testing our model on real data of a large industrial
plant. We plan to apply machine learning techniques to perform the whole range
of predictions involved in the activities of a VPP in the industrial sector.
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Applying Machine Learning to High-Quality
Wine Identification
Giorgio Leonardi and Luigi Portinale(B)
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Abstract. This paper discusses a machine learning approach, aimed at
the deﬁnition of methods for authenticity assessment of some of the highest valued Nebbiolo-based wines from Piedmont (Italy). This issue is one
of the most relevant in the wine market, where commercial frauds related
to such a kind of products are estimated to be worth millions of Euros.
The main objective of the work is to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
classiﬁcation algorithms in exploiting simple features about the chemical
proﬁle of a wine, obtained from inexpensive standard bio-chemical analyses. We report on experiments performed with datasets of real samples
and with synthetic datasets which have been artiﬁcially generated from
real data through the learning of a Bayesian network generative model.
Keywords: Classiﬁcation · Fraud detection · Artiﬁcial data generation

1

Introduction

The quality and safety proﬁles of ﬁne wines represent a peculiar case of the notion
of food integrity, because of the very high value of a single bottle, and because of
the complex chemical proﬁle, requiring therefore speciﬁc and robust methods for
their univocal proﬁling/authentication. About one-third of Italy’s wine production is Controlled Appellation (DOC and DOCG, now Protected Denominations
of Origin [10]). The protection of local and regional wines with designation of
origin labels is necessary for authenticity reasons and in order to protect consumers against frauds and speculation. Although speciﬁc regulations exist in this
matter, and some analytical approaches and protocols are well established for
wine tracking and authentication, quality wines are highly subjected to adulteration. This triggers destabilization of the wine market, particularly regarding
the quality aspect, with an estimated impact of about 7% of the whole market
value. A frequent type of counterfeiting in wine sector, is mislabeling, regarding
both the used cultivar of grape and the geographical area of origin, causing an
economical impact estimated to be several million of Euros [10].
The detection of adulterations or declarations which do not correspond to
the labeling are actually oﬃcial tasks of wine quality control and consumer protection. Some analytical methods, like stable isotope ratio analysis by nuclear
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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magnetic resonance, and isotope ratio mass spectrometry, have been adopted
as oﬃcial methods by the European Community (EC). However, isotope analysis is both time consuming and very expensive to undertake, by requiring a lot
of specialization as well. Moreover, these methods require very large data sets
when used for the identiﬁcation of wine and origin. Non analytical approaches
like olograms, trasponder systems or QR codes only partially address the problem of wine authenticity. For these reasons, a challenge for wine authenticity
is to obtain standard analytical procedures to describe a wine proof-of-identity,
which could defend consumers from illegal adulteration practices, as well as from
unintentional mislabeling due to mistakes during wine production.
Given a speciﬁc set of measured features, obtained from chemical analyses
conducted from the data analytic perspective, the main goal of the work is
to show that well-established state-of-the-art classiﬁcation methodologies from
machine learning, can be suitably adopted to fulﬁll the task of controlling speciﬁc
wine adulterations. The consequence is the generation of an added value to the
quality control process of such high-quality wines.
In the paper we will discuss the experience concerning the TRAQUASwine
(TRAceability, QUAlity and Safety of wine) project, having as a major goal
the authenticity assessment and the protection against fake versions of some
of the highest quality (and often top priced) Nebbiolo-based wines like Barolo,
Barbaresco and Gattinara. Following Wagstaﬀ’s scheme [19], we discuss how data
have been collected, how they have been prepared, how suitable classiﬁcation
models have been identiﬁed and how the interpretation of the results suggests
the emergence of an active role of classiﬁcation techniques, based on standard
chemical proﬁling, for the assessment of the authenticity of the high-quality
wines which were target of the study.

2

The Chemical-Analytical Framework

The TRAQUASwine project involved both industrial and academic partners in
the creation of a network operating in the wine sector, with the aim to trace and
authenticate the origin, quality and safety of Piedmont high-quality Nebbiolobased wines. In this context, the main goals of the project were: (1) to deﬁne the
chemotype of Nebbiolo grape and derived wines, identifying molecular markers
useful for quality control and wine traceability; (2) to establish a comprehensive
analytical approach, based on the exploitation of machine learning techniques
for multivariate analysis to chemotype datasets, useful to the traceability and
authentication of high-quality Nebbiolo-based wines, produced in diﬀerent area
of Piedmont, by diverse wineries.
Chemical parameters and methods were selected by taking into account two
main criteria: the economical cost of the analyses (particularly regarding the
required instrumentation), and the avoidance of the need of pluri-annual consolidated databases, as often required by classical isotopic methods. An important
feature has been the use of data from diﬀerent origin, by considering diﬀerent
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producers, diﬀerent areas of production, diﬀerent typology of wine (i.e., commercial wines on the market, as well as “model” wines explicitly produced for
the study) and diﬀerent aging of the product (see [1] for more details).
Considering data collection, we organized the study as follows: we selected
some of the most valued Nebbiolo-based wines as the high quality classes to
be protected from fakes, and in particular Barolo (BRL), Barbaresco (BRB)
and Gattinara (GAT); we then selected some control wines we called Langhe
(LAN) (referring to a speciﬁc DOC allowing the blend of Nebbiolo and other
grape varieties) and Blend (BLE) (wines that were speciﬁcally prepared to model
blends for GAT that are not allowed by the disciplinary of production). The
goal was to simulate unallowed blends for BRL and BRB in the former case, and
unallowed blends for GAT in the latter. We obtained a total of 146 samples of
diﬀerent wine types. In particular, besides the wine types introduced above, we
have analyzed samples of Sizzano (SIZ), Roero (ROE), Nebbiolo d’Alba (NEB)
and Ghemme (GHE), resulting in a total of 9 possible classes.
In addition, we also tested some samples corresponding to wines produced
without Nebbiolo grape, and in particular with 100% of some grape varieties
partially present in some of LAN commercial wines; we labeled them as NON
(NO Nebbiolo). We reserved 12 samples of NON wines as additional control
wines, to test the response of the learned models with respect to simulated fake
wines with the absence of Nebbiolo grape, and with the additional complication
that no such a kind of wines have been used in the training of the models.
Regarding the data preparation phase, chemical analyses were oriented
to characterize wine samples by their phenolic composition [11]. Given the goal
of inexpensive procedures mentioned before, two main types of analyses were
performed: spectrophotometric methods, which include not speciﬁc and low-cost
assays useful to quantify general class of compounds, and chromatographic methods, which are more advanced but require instrumentation which is generally
available in the standardly equipped laboratories for quality control. Food chemistry experts have identiﬁed 40 parameters of interest that have been measured
with the above methods and related instrumentation. Such a set of parameters
has been then reduced by means of a feature reduction methodology; in particular, correlation-based feature selection with sequential forward/backward search
[9] has been performed, resulting in the reduction from 40 to 15 attributes for
each sample. Finally, two attributes concerning grape percentage information
(that survived the feature selection ﬁlter) were removed as well, since they have
been considered not generally trustable (or even available), in a real scenario.
The ﬁnal set of features used in the experiments described in the present paper
is reported in Table 11 .

1

Classiﬁcation experiments have been performed also with the datasets of 40 and 15
attributes; results are reported in [1].
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Table 1. Features names and acronyms

Feature

Acronym

Feature

Acronym

Total Polyphenols

TP

Total Tannins

TT

Peonidin-3-O-glucoside

Pn-3-glc

Malvidin-3-O-glucoside

Mv-3-glc

Delphinidin-3-O-glucoside (perc) PDn-3-glc Peonidin-3-O-glucoside (perc) PPn-3-glc
Malvidin-3-O-glucoside (perc)

PMv-3-glc Caﬀeic Acid

Caﬀ

Ferulic Acid

Fer

Kaempferol-3-O-glucoside

Kae-3-glu

Myricetin

Mir

Coutaric Acid (perc)

PCout

cis-Resveratrol

cResv

3

Data Characterization and Analysis

Starting from the chemical-analytical framework described in the previous
section, we have obtained a dataset of 146 records with 13 attributes plus the
class; about 22% of the records have a missing value in correspondence of the
measured cResv feature. From the data analytical point of view, we have considered both unsupervised and supervised methods as reported in the following.
3.1

Unsupervised Data Analysis

We ﬁrstly searched for regularities in the chemical proﬁles of the available wines
through unsupervised data analysis. We considered two diﬀerent clustering algorithms (EM and K-means) and dimensionality reduction through PCA; furthermore, we also considered two diﬀerent kind of evaluations: a multi-class evaluation with respect to the original 9 classes (i.e., wine types), and a binary evaluation where important high quality wines (BRL, BRB and GAT) represented
the positive class and the others the negative class. The second kind of analysis
has been performed as the emphasis of the study was on the protection of high
quality wines with respect to diﬀerent wines that could be placed on the market
as fakes. In particular, we evaluated the following unsupervised algorithms
– for multi-class evaluation: K-means with K = 9 clusters, EM with no predeﬁned number of clusters, EM with a predeﬁned set of 9 clusters;
– for binary evaluation: K-means and EM with a predeﬁned set of K = 2
clusters.
The above algorithms have been tested by using both the original set of features
available from chemical analyses, and by considering a PCA feature reduction
approach. Since the class information is actually available in our application, the
unsupervised methods have been evaluated through external metrics, measuring
how close the clustering is to the predeﬁned benchmark classes [7]. To this end,
we have measured the following indices: Purity, Precision, Recall, Rand index,
Fowlkes-Mallows (FM) index and F1-measure. All such indices are values in the
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interval [0, 1], with 0 representing the worst cluster quality and 1 the best one. In
particular, Purity measures the accuracy of the assignment of the most frequent
class to a given cluster (i.e. a purity index equal to 1 means that every class is
perfectly separated in the clusters); Precision and Recall are the usual measures
adopted in the information retrieval setting, and computed by considering the
number of possible pairs of the same class present in the same cluster or in
diﬀerent clusters. They are the basis for the computation of the F1-measure
(the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall) and of the FM index (the geometric
mean of Precision and Recall). Finally, the Rand index measures the percentage
of correct decisions made by the clustering algorithm with respect to the ground
truth given by the class distribution.
Results of the external evaluation of the diﬀerent clustering on both the
original dataset and the one resulting from PCA feature reduction are reported
on Table 2. From such results, we can notice that cluster quality indices are
rather poor (except for Purity in binary classiﬁcation). When no predeﬁned
number of clusters is provided, EM clustering produces nc = 6 clusters on the
original dataset and nc = 13 clusters on the PCA dataset (out of 9 actual
classes). Finally, we can notice that there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the indices when computed on the original dataset with respect to the PCA
dataset (a slight diﬀerence can be evidenced when EM does not use a predeﬁned
number of clusters, and this can be explained by the fact that we have 6 clusters
in one case and 13 clusters in the other one). These experiments suggested us
that regularities associated to wine classes should be better investigated through
supervised methods.
Table 2. External evaluation of clustering (“nc” number of clusters)

Purity
Precision
Recall
Rand Index
F1-measure
FM Index

3.2

K-means
Original
PCA
nc=9 nc=2 nc=9 nc=2
0.43 0.71 0.42 0.71
0.21 0.59 0.24 0.58
0.41 0.52 0.33 0.78
0.69 0.50 0.75 0.53
0.28 0.55 0.28 0.66
0.29 0.55 0.28 0.67

Purity
Precision
Recall
Rand Index
F1-measure
FM Index

EM
Original
PCA
nc=6 nc=9 nc=2 nc=13 nc=9
0.41 0.53 0.71 0.55 0.51
0.22 0.33 0.59 0.37 0.39
0.49 0.37 0.52 0.24 0.37
0.68 0.80 0.50 0.83 0.83
0.30 0.34 0.55 0.29 0.38
0.33 0.35 0.55 0.30 0.38

nc=2
0.71
0.58
0.52
0.50
0.55
0.55

Classification

Concerning supervised methods, we have considered three diﬀerent classiﬁers:
1. a Bayesian Network classiﬁer (BN), with learning performed with standard
Cooper/Herskovits algorithm [3], allowing a maximum of 3 parents per node;
2. a Support Vector Machine (SVM), based on Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm (SMO) [14] with a Pearson Universal Kernel having Lorentzian
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peak shape [17], and with Platt scaling in order to get a probability distribution over the classes [15]2 ;
3. a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer of n = f +c
2 hidden
units (being f the number of features and c the number of classes).
Multi-class classiﬁcation has been performed as a one-agaist-all approach.
Moreover, the evaluation of each classiﬁer refers to a 10-fold cross validation
performed on the obtained dataset (146 records with 13 attributes). To perform
our experimentation, we have exploited the WEKA machine learning tool [8]. As
mentioned before, the main focus was not on general accuracy (even if deﬁnitely
an important measure), but rather to check the performance of the classiﬁers
with respect to the classes of high-quality wines (BRL, BRB and GAT) and
control wines (LAN and BL), by looking at their possible misclassiﬁcations.
Table 3 reports the general accuracy and Kappa statistic of the three classiﬁers
for the considered dataset. Figure 1 reports the prediction statistics with respect
to the classes of interest for BN (upper left), MLP (upper right) and SMO
(lower left) classiﬁer respectively. For each class, the number of predictions in the
diﬀerent classes is reported in the bar chart, as well as the Matthews Correlation
Coeﬃcient (MCC) and F1-measure, with MCC being more signiﬁcant in our
case, since the number of positive instances (those of the target class) are much
less that the number of negative instances (those of all the other classes). We can
remark that, concerning control wines (LAN and BLE), classiﬁcation accuracy
is very good, but more importantly, no control wine is misclassiﬁed as a highquality one and vice versa. This holds for every tested classiﬁer; in particular,
SMO has the best performance even from the qualitative point of view; indeed,
if we consider high-quality wines, we can notice that misclassiﬁcations of BRB
and BRL just confuse each other (and this is deﬁnitely reasonable from the
“oeanological” point of view), while GAT has a perfect recognition.
Table 3. Accuracy and Kappa statistic of the classiﬁers.
Accuracy Kappa
BN

79%

0.75

MLP 82%

0.79

SMO 89%

0.87

To get more insights, we computed, for each classiﬁer, the probability distribution on the predictions that are misclassiﬁed, by focusing on the classes of
interest. Tables 4, 5 and 6 show the results for classiﬁers BN, MLP and SMO
respectively (predictions performed by the classiﬁer corresponding to the boldface entries). It can be noticed the very good performance of SMO, that in case
2

The regularization parameter (a.k.a complexity) has been set to 10, since we are
dealing with a multi-class problem with 9 diﬀerent classes, and it is a good practice
to set the parameter close to the number of classes [13].
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Fig. 1. Predictions of the tested classiﬁers
Table 4. Probability distribution of misclassiﬁcations: BN classiﬁer.
True Ground Probability distribution of misclassiﬁed predictions
GHE GAT SIZ NEB BRL ROE BRB LAN BLE
LAN

0
0

0
0

0
0.566 0
0.005 0.955 0

0.002
0.001

0.002
0.032

0.43 0
0.001 0.005

BLE

0.611 0
0.037 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0.387
0.015 0.314

GAT

0

0.017

0.001 0.08

0.893 0

0.008

0

0

BRL

0.209
0
0.011
0
0

0.419
0
0
0
0.037

0.013
0.001
0
0
0.051

0.004
0.718
0
0
0.151

0.354
0.281
0.481
0.237
0.313

0
0
0
0
0.324

0
0
0.508
0.763
0.119

0
0
0
0
0.005

0
0
0
0
0

BRB

0
0.072
0
0.01

0
0
0
0.012

0
0
0
0.002

0.009
0.035
0
0.611

0
0.846
0.979
0.086

0.991
0
0
0

0
0.044
0.021
0.186

0
0
0
0.009

0
0.004
0
0.084

0.002 0
0.632 0.001

of BRB and BRL (the only high-quality wines having misclassiﬁcations) shows
a null probability of predicting control wines and in one prediction of BRL (the
second misclassiﬁcation of BRL) has a 31% probability of predicting the correct
wine (against a 64% probability of confusing it with the similar BRB). Moreover,
predictions on BLE (the only misclassiﬁed control wine) show a null or close to
null probability of predicting high-quality wines.
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Table 5. Probability distribution of misclassiﬁcations: MLP classiﬁer.
True Ground Probability distribution of misclassiﬁed predictions
GHE GAT SIZ NEB BRL ROE BRB LAN BLE
BLE

0.471 0

0.076 0

0.005

0

0

0

0.447

BRL

0.862
0.383
0
0

0.095
0.012
0
0

0.001
0
0.21
0.118

0.001
0
0
0

0.039
0.014
0.064
0.278

0
0
0.69
0.59

0
0.518
0.036
0.014

0.002
0
0.001
0

0
0.072
0
0

BRB

0
0
0.004
0
0
0

0
0
0.109
0.041
0.004
0

0.025
0.014
0
0.001
0
0.035

0.641
0.748
0.008
0
0.009
0.327

0.233
0
0.543
0.591
0.878
0

0.095
0.233
0
0.002
0.002
0.626

0
0
0.335
0.365
0.107
0

0.001
0.001
0
0
0
0.002

0.004
0.005
0
0
0
0.01

Table 6. Probability distribution of misclassiﬁcations: SMO classiﬁer.
True Ground Probability distribution of misclassiﬁed predictions
GHE GAT SIZ NEB BRL ROE BRB LAN BLE
BLE

0.99 0
0.747 0

0
0
0.059 0.01

0
0

BRL

0.001
0.002

0
0

0.043 0
0.16
0.052 0.001 0.309

BRB

0.001
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0.002

0
0

0.795 0
0.636 0

0
0

0.063
0.063

0
0

0
0.936 0
0.001 0.937 0

0
0

0
0

0.01
0.182

Finally, we tested the learned classiﬁers, using the test set TS composed by
the instances of NON wines; diﬀerently from the wine samples used for training the classiﬁers, the wine samples in TS do not contain any part of Nebbiolo
grape; this implies that acceptable predictions can be those selecting our control
wines (LAN and BLE) which are the ones containing parts of the grape varieties
contained in the wine samples of TS; in particular, LAN is also a preferred predictions than BLE, because of the way NON wine samples have been prepared.
The results are summarized in Fig. 1 (lower right). They show a greater robustness of SMO with respect to other classiﬁers in the presence of control wines on
which the classiﬁer was not trained.

4

Synthetic Dataset

Since a weak point of the study is the limited number of actual wine samples,
in order to investigate classiﬁcation results on a larger dataset, we decided to
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perform an artiﬁcial data generation, starting from the real data we have collected. To this end, we have considered the original dataset of real samples as
the base dataset and, for each class (i.e., wine) we have performed the following tasks: (i) selection of all the instances of the class; (ii) learning of a Linear
Gaussian Bayesian Network (LGBN) [6] speciﬁc for the class, using the PC learning algorithm [16]; (iii) generation of a new data set from the learned model for
the current class. The idea is to exploit a generative model, learned from real
data, to produce synthetic data by model simulation. We ended up choosing an
LGBN model because of two main reasons: the ability of generating continuous features and the modeling of speciﬁc dependencies among the features; the
adopted learning algorithm is Spirtes et al’s PC algorithm [16] that belongs to
the class of constraint-based learning algorithms, deriving a set of conditional
independence and dependence statements by statistical tests. PC allowed us
also to introduce some background knowledge concerning well-know dependencies among the measured features and determined by chemical experts. As an
example, Fig. 2 reports the LGBN structure learned for the wine class BRL (features names are reported in Table 1). Conditional probability distributions are
linear gaussian distributions with respect to parents.

Fig. 2. Structure of LGBN for Barolo artiﬁcial dataset

To learn the generative model we exploited the Genie/Smile software tool
(www.bayesfusion.com), which also allowed us to implement the synthetic data
generation from the model. At the end of this process, all the class-speciﬁc
synthetic instances have been collected together to produce an artiﬁcial dataset
for supervised learning; in particular, we generated 100 times the number of
instances in the base dataset, resulting in a synthetic dataset of 14600 instances.
We performed the same set of experiments performed on the real dataset also for
the synthetic one. Table 7 reports the general accuracy and Kappa statistics of
the three tested classiﬁers. The accuracy of all the classiﬁers is very good, with a
high degree of signiﬁcance as reported by the Kappa statistics. In Fig. 3 we can
inspect the predictions with respect to the classes of interest for BN (upper left),
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Table 7. Accuracy and Kappa statistic for synthetic dataset.
Accuracy Kappa
BN

92%

0.90

MLP 90%

0.89

SMO 94%

0.93

Fig. 3. Predictions of the classiﬁers, synthetic dataset

MLP (upper right) and SMO (lower left) respectively. We can notice that, in
addition to the very high prediction accuracy for each class, also this evaluation
conﬁrms that there is no signiﬁcant confusion between control wines and highquality wines for all the tested classiﬁers. In particular, all the classiﬁers have
only a very few misclassiﬁcation of control wines with high-quality ones (the
largest number of such misclassiﬁcations is represented by 6 samples of BLE
out of 1000, classiﬁed as BRB by MLP) with a particular good performance
of both BN and SMO. Moreover, by looking at the misclassiﬁcations of highquality wines, we can see that the great majority concerns wines which are not
control. In particular, misclassiﬁcations of BRB are mainly reported as either
BRL or NEB, and misclassiﬁcations of BRL are mainly reported as either BRB
or NEB. This is really reasonable, since BRB and BRL are very similar wines,
both produced with 100% Nebbiolo grape as also NEB wines are. We can then
conclude that also for the synthetic dataset, the tested classiﬁers represent a
valuable and viable tool for the goal of the study.
Finally, we produced a synthetic dataset using the test set TS of NON wines;
again this was done by learning an LGBN from TS and by generating 1200
synthetic instances. We call this new test set STS. Figure 3 (lower right) shows
the results obtained by testing STS on the classiﬁers learned by using the whole
synthetic dataset of 14600 instances as a training set. We can notice that all
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the tested classiﬁers identify the vast majority of the synthetic samples as LAN
which is the most suitable class for this type of wines. The most robust classiﬁer
in this test appears to be the BN classiﬁer, while SMO, which is the classiﬁer
best performing on the real data, shows some problems in classifying 125 samples
(about 10% of the generated samples) as NEB and 69 samples (about 5% of the
total set) as BRB. MLP shows an intermediate situation between BN and SMO.
In order to get more insights, we then analyzed the prediction probabilities of
the classiﬁers for each predicted class. Maximum, minimum and average values
of such probabilities are reported in Fig. 4 (minimum and maximum values are
the extreme points of the segment for each class, while the average values are the
middle square points). It is interesting to notice that the 69 predictions of BRB

Fig. 4. Prediction probability for NON wines, synthetic test set TST

of the SMO classiﬁer have a very small probability (average probability of 0.32,
with minimum probability of 0.23 and maximum probability of 0.337). However,
the SMO probability of predicting a NEB wine from dataset TST has an average
value of about 0.4, resulting in a moderate average strength of prediction for such
a class (that should not be predicted in TST dataset).
In conclusion, by considering the fact that samples in the TST dataset are
instances of wines never seen by the classiﬁers during learning, also the results of
the experiments on the synthetic dataset suggest that standard chemical proﬁling
of Piedmont Nebbiolo-based wines, coupled with classiﬁcation techniques, can
be a powerful tool to authenticate high-quality and high-value wines, and that
state-of-the-art supervised techniques may be really eﬀective in dealing with the
recognition of speciﬁc features of such wines.
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Conclusions

In this paper we have reported the results of a study exploiting classiﬁcation for the
authenticity assessment of some high-valued Italian wines. The problem has been
addressed without expensive and hyper-specialized wine chemical analyses, and
by learning and suitably evaluating diﬀerent standard classiﬁers on the resulting
chemical proﬁles. The proposed approach can be regarded as an instance of the 3phases Wagstaﬀ’s scheme based on three fundamental steps [19]: Necessary Preparation has involved the deﬁnition of the analyses for data collection and preparation, Machine Learning Contribution has regarded the selection of a supervised
strategy and of a suitable set of classiﬁers, while Impact has concerned the evaluation of the classiﬁcation results with respect to the study’s objectives.
The main weak point of the study has been the limited number of available samples; however, if compared with similar studies, the sample size used in the work
is deﬁnitely adequate and larger than the usual ones (see e.g., [5,12]). To partially
overcome this limitation, we also tested the classiﬁcation models by using a synthetic dataset; we started from real data and learned some generative models in
the family of Linear Gaussian Bayesian Networks, then we automatically generated from these models some extended artiﬁcial datasets.
Concerning related works, several papers are reported in literature, focused
on diﬀerent analytical targets and techniques, where however the complexity of
the data analytic task is often proportional to the complexity of the chemical or
sensory analyses. Moreover, employed techniques cover essentially all the possible
classiﬁcation or discriminant analysis methods, showing that no “silver bullet” is
available in general [2,18]. Similarly, also in our study there is no clear “winner”
among all the proposed classiﬁers, across the tested datasets; however, a general
conclusion can be drawn by stating that state-of-the-art classiﬁers like Bayesian
Networks, Multi-Layer Perceptrons and Support Vector Machines emerge as very
promising in this context, both for detecting wrong or illecit blends (not necessarily of low quality, but not compliant with regulations as in the case of LAN
and BLE), as well as for avoiding incorrect introductions of unrelated cultivars (as
in the case of NON). This suggests that supervised machine learning techniques
can be suitably proposed to address the wine quality control issue, even without
resorting to complex (and expensive) procedures to generate the needed datasets.
Future works will focus on exploiting ensamble learning techniques, and in particular stacking [4], in order to evaluate their impact on this speciﬁc application.
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Abstract. The dynamics of agent-based models and systems provides
a framework to face complex issues related to the management of future
cities, such as transportation and mobility. Once validated against empirical data, the use of agent-based simulations allows to envision and
analyse complex phenomena, not directly accessible from the real world,
in a predictive and explanatory scheme. In this paper, we apply this paradigm by proposing an agent-based simulation system focused on pedestrian/vehicle interactions at non-signalized intersections. The model has
been designed based on the results gathered by means of an observation, executed at a non-signalized intersection characterized by a relevant number of pedestrian-car accidents in the past years. Manual videotracking analyses showed that the interactions between pedestrians and
vehicles at the zebra cross are generally composed of three phases: (i)
the pedestrian freely walks on the side-walk approaching the zebra; (ii)
at the proximity of the curb, he/she slows down to evaluate the safety
gap from approaching cars to cross, possibly yielding to let the car pass
(appraising); (iii) the pedestrian starts crossing. The overall heterogeneous system is composed of two types of agents (i.e. vehicle and pedestrian agents), deﬁning the subjects of the interactions under investigation. The system is used to reproduce the observed traﬃc conditions and
analyse the potential eﬀects of overloading the system on comfort and
safety of road users.

Keywords: Agent-based modelling
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Introduction

The “Global Status Report on Road Safety” by WHO [18] showed that road
accidents represent the eighth leading cause of death in the world population:
1.25 million people are killed on roads every year. Pedestrians are some of the
most vulnerable road users: the percentage of pedestrian fatalities corresponds
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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to 36% of the overall traﬃc victims in Japan, 23% in the United Kingdom, 16%
in Italy and 14% in USA.
To eﬀectively contrast the social cost of traﬃc accidents it is necessary to
make transportation infrastructures safer, but also to design traﬃc policies able
to integrate theoretical knowledge and analytical data within an evidenced-based
approach [15]. In this framework, the eﬀort from academic research can support
the development of advanced traﬃc management strategies and design solutions,
to enhance the safety of transportation infrastructures and to prevent the occurrence of road fatalities. From a methodological point of view this represents a
challenging ﬁeld of study which requires a cross-disciplinary knowledge (e.g.,
traﬃc engineering, traﬃc psychology, safety science, computer science).
In this context, computer-based systems for the simulation of vehicular or
pedestrian traﬃc have been increasingly reported in the technical and scientiﬁc specialized literature, as a support to the activity of engineers and planners
in the design of eﬃcient and safe transportation networks. In particular, scientiﬁc communities started to incorporate agent-based systems to improve the
expressiveness of traditional modelling approaches and to simulate the complex
behaviour of traﬃc dynamics in urban scenarios.
The intrinsically dynamical properties of agent-based models oﬀer indeed a
research framework to face the complexity of the future cities [14], oﬀering new
possibilities to incorporate and integrate the growing presence of autonomous
entities/artefacts both physical (e.g. autonomous vehicles) and virtual (e.g. data
coming from heterogeneous sources: social media, distributed sensors etc.).
The development of plausible agent-based systems requires to test the quality
of the obtained simulation results against real data [4]. Once validated, the use
of simulations can support the activities of decision makers thanks to the possibility to test in advance the eﬀects of diﬀerent traﬃc management solutions in a
predictive and explanatory scheme. In line with this general approach, the aim
of this paper is to present a real case of data collection performed to: (i ) collect
empirical results about pedestrian-vehicles interactions at non-signalized intersections; (ii ) support the development of a heterogeneous agent-based system to
simulate the phenomenon.
From pioneering works, several models have been developed and applied for
the simulation of pedestrian and vehicular dynamics, including both cellular
automata and diﬀerential equations based models [8]. These two approaches
have, separately and independently, produced a signiﬁcant impact; eﬀorts
proposing instead an integrated model considering the simultaneous presence
of vehicles and pedestrians are not as frequent or advanced. With the notable
exception of [13], most eﬀorts in this direction are relatively simplistic, narrow
(i.e. targeting extremely speciﬁc situations [19]), homogeneous for the simulated
entities, and they are often not validated against real data [11].
In this paper we present a novel simulation model that allows simulating
pedestrian/vehicle interactions at non-signalized intersections. The model has
been designed according to the results of a video-recorded observation, which
focus on: (i ) the level of compliance of drivers to traﬃc norms (yielding crossing
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pedestrians); (ii ) pedestrians’ behaviour while deciding to cross (speeds and
safety gap evaluation). Thus, the model is based on the overall observed collision
avoidance dynamics, in the context of interactions among heterogeneous agents
and its implications on self-organization dynamics. In particular, we focus on
the eﬀects of a variation of the traﬃc conditions, described in terms of both
incoming vehicles and pedestrians, on the performances of the crossing.

2

Data Collection

The video-recorded observation [12] was performed on May 18, 2015 (from 10:45
am, 73 min in total), at a non-signalized intersection in Milan (Italy). The intersection has been selected by means of a preliminary analysis related to the localisation of road traﬃc accidents. Results showed that this area is characterised
by a high number of pedestrian/car accidents in the past years. The observation was performed during the peak hour of the open-air local market which is
held every Monday. Weather conditions during the observation were stable and
sunny.

Fig. 1. A video frame of the observed zebra crossing with an example trajectory (a).
A screen shot from the tracker tool used for data analysis (b).
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A ﬁrst phase of data analysis consisted of manual counting activities to quantify the bidirectional ﬂows of vehicles (1379 vehicles, 18.89 vehicles per minute,
67% cars) and pedestrians (585 pedestrians, 8.01 pedestrians per minute).
The level of performance of the cross-walk has been estimated according to
the Level of Service criteria (LOS) [15], which describes the degree of comfort
and safety aﬀorded to drivers and pedestrians as they travel/walk through an
intersection or roadway segment (see Table 1). The LOS have been estimated by
time stamping: (i ) the delay of vehicles (time for deceleration, queue, stopped
delay, acceleration) due to vehicular and pedestrian traﬃc conditions; (ii ) the
delay of crossing pedestrians (waiting, start-up delay), due to drivers’ non compliance to their right of way on zebra crossings. Results showed that both the
average delay of vehicles (3.20 s/vehicle ± 2.73 sd1 ) and the average delay of
pedestrians (1.29 s/pedestrian ± 0.21 sd) corresponded to LOS A.
Table 1. Level of service criteria for two-way stop-controlled unsignalized intersections [15].
LOS Description
A
B
C
D
E
F

- Nearly all drivers find freedom of operation
- Very small delay, none crossing irregularly
- Occasionally there is more than one vehicle in queue
- Small delay, almost no one cross irregularity
- Many times there is more than one vehicle in queue
- Small delay, very few pedestrian crossing irregularity
- Often there is more than one vehicle in queue
- Big delay, someone start crossing irregularity
- Drivers find the delays approaching intolerable levels
- Very big delay, many pedestrians crossing irregularity
- Forced flow due external operational constraints
- Pedestrian cross irregularly, engaging risk-taking behaviours

Vehicular Delay Pedestrian Delay
[s/veh]
[s/ped]
<5

< 10

5 - 10

10 - 15

10 - 20

15 - 25

20 - 30

25 - 35

30 - 45

35 - 50

> 45

> 50

Then, a sample of 812 crossing episodes was selected from the video in order
to assess the compliance of drivers to pedestrians’ right of way at non-signalized
intersection (see Table 2). The crossing episodes have been selected considering
only cases in which one vehicle directly interacted with one or more pedestrians
at the side-walk. Moreover, the position of pedestrians is described with reference
to the direction of vehicles (either near or far side-walk).
Table 2. Results about the drivers’ compliance to the right-of-way of crossing pedestrians.
Type of pedestrian/vehicle interactions

Compliant

Non-compliant

Ped. approaching/waiting/crossing from the near side-walk 191 (46.14%) 223 (53.86%)
Ped. approaching/waiting/crossing from the far side-walk

1

Standard deviation.

230 (57.69%) 168 (42.21%)
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Results showed that 48% of the total number of crossing episodes was characterized by non-compliant drivers with crossing pedestrians from the two sidewalks. A multiple linear regression2 was calculated to predict the percentage of
non-compliant drivers per minute based on: (i ) number of vehicles per minute
(18.89 veh/min in average; p = 0.007, signiﬁcant predictor) and (ii ) number of
crossing pedestrian per minute (8.01 ped/min in average; p < 0.001, signiﬁcant
predictor). A signiﬁcant regression equation was found, but only 30% of the
values ﬁts the model with R2 = .293 [F(2,70) = 14.526, p < .001].
According to the results presented by [16], the results of the observation
show that the non-compliance of drivers is determined by traﬃc conditions and
by pedestrian ﬂows on zebra. Despite the low level of drivers’ compliance, no accidents or risky situations have been observed, thanks to the self-organization of
the system based on pedestrians’ yielding/collaborative behaviour to approaching cars and the observed high level of performance of the cross-walk (LOS A).
A second phase of video tracking data analysis was executed by using the
software Video Analysis and Modelling Tool 3 (see Fig. 1), which allowed to manually track a sample of 50 pedestrians and 79 vehicles4 . The data set (including
the X, Y coordinates and the associated frames t) was exported for data analysis, aiming at measuring the speeds of vehicles and pedestrians while interacting
at the zebra crossing and the safety gap accepted by pedestrians to cross.
Pedestrian speeds have been analysed among the time series of video frames
(trend analysis), as characterised by: (i) a stable trend on side-walks, (ii) a
signiﬁcant deceleration in proximity of the cross-walk (decision making) and (iii)
an acceleration on the zebra crossing. According to results, crossing behaviour
is deﬁned as composed of three distinctive phases (see Fig. 2):
(a) Approaching: the pedestrian travels on the side-walk with a stable speed
(Speed MA - CA  0);

Fig. 2. An exempliﬁcation of the trend analysis performed on the time series of speeds.
2
3
4

All statistics have been conducted at the p < .01 level.
See www.cabrillo.edu.
The sample was selected avoiding situations such as: platooning of vehicles on the
roadway inhibiting a crossing episode, the joining of pedestrians already crossing,
and in general situations inﬂuencing the direct interaction between the pedestrian
and the drivers.
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(b) Appraising: the pedestrian approaching the cross-walk decelerates to evaluate the distance and speed of oncoming vehicles (safety gap). We decided to
consider that this phase starts with the ﬁrst value of a long-term deceleration
trend (Speed MA - CA < 0);
(c) Crossing: the pedestrian decides to cross and speed up. The crossing phase
starts from the frame after the one with the lowest value of speed before a
long-term acceleration trend (Speed min).
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence among the
speeds of pedestrians while approaching (1.28 m/s ± 0.18 sd), appraising (0.94
m/s ± 0.21 sd) and crossing (1.35 m/s ± 0.18 sd) [F(2,144) = 61.944, p < 0.000].
The term safety gap denotes the ratio between the pedestrians’s evaluation
of the distance of an approaching vehicle and its average speed (not taking
into account acceleration/deceleration trends). The average safety gap accepted
by pedestrians corresponds to 4.20 s ± 2.24 sd (average distance of vehicle =
16.83 ± 8.71 sd; average speed of vehicles = 15.93 hm/h ± 7.02 sd). Although
pedestrians have the right of way on zebra-striped, 30% of them gave way to at
least one approaching vehicle. This result suggested that pedestrians were able
to regulate their behaviour, by taking into account their own crossing capacities
(walking speed), but also the breaking distance needed by vehicles to stop and
the lack of compliance of drivers to traﬃc norms.

3

Simulation Model

The model presented here extends the work proposed in [7]; for sake of space,
we will provide a brief description of its core components, supporting the evaluation of results presented in the next section. For a complete and thorough
discussion, we refer to [9]. The model supports the simulation of non-signalized
pedestrian crossing by means of heterogeneous agents, namely pedestrians and
vehicles. The two types are hosted in diﬀerent environments, which grant an
eﬀective reproduction of the two diﬀerent but coupled dynamics considered in
the simulation.
3.1

The Multi-layered Environment

The overall environment is schematised in Fig. 3(a). Lanes of the road are represented as 1-dimensional continuous edges where car-agents can move only in
one direction. The position of a car-agent is described as a point in the edge and
there is no real space occupation for them: the physics of the system is ensured by
means of the equations that rule their behaviour. Moreover, in order to achieve
the results presented in Sect. 4 each edge is deﬁned as toroidal, thus periodic
boundary conditions are guaranteed by moving the agent to the beginning of
the road once it arrives at its other extreme.
The dynamics of pedestrians is simulated with a rectangular grid of square
cells whose side is assumed to be 40 cm, to describe the space occupation of
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic representation of the environments and agents. (b) Example of
a ﬂoor ﬁeld spread in the simulated scenario of the crossing.

pedestrians [17]. Each cell can be occupied by at most one pedestrian-agent,
allowing thus to reproduce the range of local densities generally observable. Cells
inside the area describing the road lanes are not walkable, while the crossing is
represented by cells that are walkable in case of non signalized crossing or while
the traﬃc light is green or yellow5 .
Pedestrian-agents are moving towards their objective by means of discrete
potentials called floor fields [3]. Each potential is spread from a set of cells
describing a target in the environment. The particular scenario of the crossing
is designed by means of four origin-destination areas at the corners of the rectangular environment (Fig. 3 shows the bottom-left one), and two intermediate
destinations delimiting the extremes of the cross-walk.
Since the dynamics of pedestrians and vehicles inﬂuence each other, the different environments are connected by means of a global environment supporting
a mutual perception among pedestrians and vehicles. Rules managing the coupled dynamics will be described in the following subsections.
3.2

The Behaviour of Car-Agents

The motion of cars is based on the car-following model by Gipps [10], in which
the speed of each vehicle is updated considering, ﬁrstly, internal parameters
of the agent: (i) maximum acceleration a for each time-step of the simulation;
5

In this particular work we will not show results related to the presence of a traﬃc
light, but the proposed model aims at allowing a general simulation of pedestrian
crossing.
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(ii) maximum breaking capabilities b; (iii) speed limit of the road vmax . The
presence of a vehicle ahead of the updating one aﬀects its next speed according
to a safe speed vsafe . vsafe is calculated based on the distance between the two
vehicles and their breaking capabilities. In this way, possible collisions between
cars are simply avoided in this model since they are not subject of investigation.
The update rule of the speed vci (t), for a car-agent ci at time-step t, is then
calculated with Eqs. 1, 2 and 3:
vci (t + 1) = min(v0 , v1 ) + |v0 − v1 | · r

(1)

v0 = v1 − ε (v1 − (vci (t) − a))

(2)

v1 = min [vci (t) + a, vmax , vsafe ]

(3)

where r ∈ [0, 1] is a random number and ε is an additional parameter of the
model typically set to 0.4. vsafe is calculated according to the Eqs. 4, 5 and 6:
vsafe = b (αsafe + βsafe )


dp + g 1 1
+ −
2
αsafe =
b
4 2
βsafe =

αsafe
dp + g
−
(αsafe + 1)b
2

(4)
(5)
(6)

Here b is the maximum deceleration of the car, g is the distance
between the


αp(αp −1)
.
car ahead and dp is the minimum breaking distance dp = b αp βp +
2
αp and βp are respectively the integer and decimal part of the ratio vci /b, which
is the number of time-steps required to arrive at a zero speed. This original
model by Gipps reliably simulates the physics of vehicular traﬃc by assuming
the duration of a time-step of 1 s. The time window described by the time-step,
in fact, represents the time needed by one event to be perceived by the other
agents, thus in this case it implements the reaction time of car drivers to a variation of the speed of an ahead car, or to the arrival of a crossing pedestrian.
By conﬁguring a higher time resolution, that would be plausible for a situation
involving pedestrians, this set of rules of the model would generate unrealistic
reaction times of drivers, and the physics of the system would no longer be plausible in terms of ﬂows of vehicles in the congested state. To solve this problem,
we extended the baseline model with a gap ĝ dependent on the assumed reaction time of the agent treaction and the distance treaction · vcar that it would cover
during this time: ĝ = g − treaction · vcar .
For the simulation presented in the results section, we assumed a duration
of the time-step of 0.1 s and a reaction time assigned with a normal distribution
with μ = 1.1 s and σ = 0.2 s, which provides data about the density–ﬂow relation
for vehicular traﬃc in accordance with observations from literature.
Summarizing, car-agents simply accelerate until vmax if the road is free; otherwise they adjust their speed to vsafe in order to be always able to stop if the
vehicle ahead c , moving at speed vc , starts breaking.
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The rule deﬁned in Eq. 4 is suitable and it is used also to manage interactions
with crossing or approaching pedestrians. The latter are simply considered as
obstacles, just as the preceding vehicles: this choice allows employing the same
rules managing the braking to avoid car accidents also to prevent accidents with
crossing pedestrians.
The overall algorithm that deﬁnes the behaviour of car drivers is shown in
Fig. 4. Firstly, the agent selects the closest agent ahead and, if any, checks for its
type. If it is a car-agent, then the speed is updated as discussed above. If the agent
is a pedestrian and is already crossing, then vsafe is calculated in order to let the
car stop in correspondence of the zebra cross. Given the rules of the interaction
also on the pedestrian-agent side, in this case the car-agent will always be able to
stop before the crossing. On the other hand, if the pedestrian is approaching or
waiting to cross the street, the car-agent will yield to the pedestrian if both there
is enough space, according to its current speed, and the car-agent chooses to be
compliant. For this particular work, the compliance of drivers has been simply
modelled in a static way by further diﬀerentiating the agent type: car-agents are
conﬁgured as either compliant or not at their generation and they will keep this
behaviour for all the simulation run. The probability of generating a compliant
car-agent is then assigned to 0.5, in accordance to the observation.

Fig. 4. The decision algorithm of car drivers.

3.3

The Behaviour of Pedestrian-Agents

When activated, pedestrian agents can move in the 8 cells surrounding their
position in the grid (i.e. Moore neighbourhood). By considering the assumed
side of cells and the time-step duration of the car model, the instantaneous
speed of the agent is computable as 0.4/0.1 = 4.0 m/s, which is rather high for
pedestrian walking. A diﬀerent time-step duration of 0.3 s is then assumed to
simulate the pedestrian motion, in order to get a maximum speed of pedestrians
of about 1.3 m/s.
To simulate the three phases of behaviour described in Sect. 2, among which
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the speed of pedestrians is observed, the activation of
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pedestrian-agents for movement at the beginning of the time-step is managed
in a probabilistic fashion, similar to [2]. In particular, the probability to be
activated for movement is given by ψ = νd /νm , where νd is the desired speed of
the agent and νm is the maximum speed assumed for the simulation, calculated as
explained above. By conﬁguring νd and also varying it during the simulation, it is
therefore possible to conﬁgure diﬀerences in pedestrian type (age, gender, etc.),
as well as in the phases of behaviour while crossing: when a pedestrian-agent
arrives at a certain distance from the zebra, it switches to the appraising phase
and it decelerates until it either reaches the curb or it evaluates the crossing to
be safe. The algorithm for the movement of pedestrian-agents is then shown in
Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 5. Algorithms to manage the movement (a) and appraising phase (b) of pedestrianagents.

The choice of movement is made in a probabilistic way and dependent on
a simple utility function similar to the original ﬂoor ﬁeld model [3], computed
for cells of the neighbourhood. The function takes into account values of the
ﬂoor ﬁeld, possible occupation of cells by other agents and not walkable cells,
and it drives pedestrian-agents towards their targets avoiding overlapping with
others. In addition, possible conﬂicts arising from multiple choices of the same
destination cell are managed with a random extraction6 of a winner which will
be allowed to move, while the others will keep their positions until their next
activation.
A more detailed representation of the pedestrian behaviour by considering
proxemics and groups as in [1] has not been considered given the free-ﬂow conditions of the pedestrian environment in the simulated scenario and the focus
on the interactions with vehicles. Such level of detail will be necessary for future
works, aimed at integrating the proposed model in a multi-scale one able to
6

With equal probabilities among the agents involved.
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simulate and optimize microscopic pedestrian and vehicular traﬃc in urban
areas [5,6].
In order to trigger a speciﬁc behaviour for the appraising phase, we exploited
the intrinsic nature of the ﬂoor ﬁeld generated by the curb close to the zebra
crossing: since it indicates the distance from the cells generating it, its low value
will trigger a speciﬁc set of actions to decide about crossing timing. In particular, when the pedestrian agent perceives the arrival at the curb, it will activate
an evaluation summarized in Fig. 5(b). The algorithm is rather simple but it is
based on the features recognized with the ﬁeld-observation previously presented.
It is founded on the concept of time gap, which describes the time needed by
the incoming car-agent ci to reach the pedestrian-agent position, considering the
current speed vci . Results of the observation showed that there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the average time gap accepted by appraising pedestrians
regarding their age, or regarding the lane of the incoming vehicles (near or far
one). As empirically identiﬁed, thus, the accepted time gap for all pedestrian
agents in the simulation has been normally distributed with μ = 4 s and σ = 2 s.
In the negative case, the pedestrian will continue slowing down–if it did not reach
the curb yet– or keep its position, until either the car starts breaking to yield at
the crossing or one of the following cars allows a higher time gap. Note that the
compliance of car-agents does not necessarily lead to the crossing of pedestrianagents and vice-versa: the time gap could be accepted by pedestrian-agents even
if the behaviour of the car-agent is set as non-compliant. This particular situation will not lead to a collision since the non-compliant car will start to slow
down as well when it will perceive the pedestrian as already crossing (see Fig. 4).

4

Simulation Results

The traditional way to evaluate the plausibility of models in the transportation
area includes the generation of the so called fundamental diagram, i.e. a graph
depicting the relationship between velocity or ﬂow and the density in the simulated environment. In this context, we need to consider the impact of both
vehicles and pedestrians: we chose to vary the vehicular density in a ﬁne grained
way and to consider just four situations associated to diﬀerent pedestrian crossing ratios, respectively (i) no pedestrians, (ii) 2 pedestrians per minute, (iii)
5.52 pedestrians per minute (the arrival rate empirically observed) and (iv) 10
pedestrians per minute. For each value of vehicular density and pedestrian arriving ﬂow, a set of 20 simulations iterations are run to analyse the variability of
results. The simulated area is relatively short (around 400 m), but covers a longer
space than the observed one and this is conﬁgured to accommodate buﬀer zones
before and after the crossing and therefore to allow the generation of diﬀerent
plausible vehicular densities. The speed limit was set to 35 km/h, based on the
empirically observed velocities: despite the speed limit of 50 km/h, drivers were
not able to approach this velocity due to environmental factors not considered
in the simulation, such as other road intersections roughly 150 m before and
after the modelled crossing. We also considered a share of non-compliant drivers
analogous to the observed one, that is, about 50%.
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Figure 6(a) and (b) respectively show the trend of vehicular speed and ﬂow
according to vehicular density and pedestrian arrival rate. The baseline result
(i.e. no pedestrians) is in line with results generally observed in urban roads,
both in terms of speeds and overall ﬂow; as expected, higher pedestrian arrival
rates reduce vehicular speed and, consequently, ﬂow.
Figure 6(c) and (d) describe the results of the model in terms of average
waiting times (one point in each picture denotes the average result for the whole
simulation iteration) respectively for vehicles and pedestrians. This outcome
highlights the levels of service of the crossing, for either pedestrians and vehicles, resulting from the simulation of each conﬁgured scenario. Both diagrams
shows a monotonic growing trend of vehicle and pedestrian waiting time at the
increase of the density of vehicles in the scenario. Moreover, a growth in the
ﬂow of pedestrians leads to a decrease of the level of service of the crossing for

Fig. 6. On the top, fundamental diagrams in the form density–speed (a) and density–
ﬂow (b) of vehicular traﬃc in the investigate scenarios. On the bottom, waiting times of
pedestrians (c) and vehicles (d) in relation with the density of vehicles in the simulated
scenario (static grey lines marks the transitions between levels of service).
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vehicles (Fig. 6(d)); at the same time, the average pedestrian delay is actually
lower and with a smoother growth compared to low pedestrian density situations (Fig. 6(c)). The explanation of this phenomenon is due to the fact that
pedestrian platooning in the crossing is more probable and, moreover, since it
increases the probability that a pedestrian arrives at the curb in a favourable
moment (i.e. with an acceptable time gap due to slow or stopped nearby vehicles,
or due to very far approaching vehicles), leading vehicles to stop irrespectively
of their non-compliant behaviour.

5

Conclusions

The present paper has introduced a model for the simulation of non signalized
road crossings in which pedestrian and vehicular traﬃc meet and require a direct
interaction. The model is based on already existing approaches extended to grant
the diﬀerent actors the possibility to interact and coordinate their behaviours.
The model has been deﬁned according to the results of an observation that also
produced empirical data that has been employed to calibrate and perform an
initial validation of the model in a reference scenario. The model improves the
results of previous works in this area especially due to the fact that an empirically
observed behavioural phase for crossing pedestrians (i.e. appraisal) has been
speciﬁcally considered and also since non-compliant behaviours by vehicle drivers
is now admitted.
Results are in tune with plausible levels of service for this kind of intersection and the model can be used to evaluate the plausible eﬀects of diﬀerent
non-standard situations (e.g. exceptionally high pedestrian or vehicular densities). Future works are aimed, on one hand, at further analysing the model
results to identify potential limits not visible in the presented experimentation:
for instance, the growth in pedestrian delays in case of high vehicular density
and low pedestrian demand seems excessive due to the lack of a cooperative
behaviour by driver agents and to an overly careful behaviour by the crossing
pedestrian. Finally, some ongoing works are already aimed at enriching the model
in order to analyse the safety of crossings with regards to accidents between cars
and pedestrians.
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Abstract. In recent years, the percentage of the population owning a
smartphone has increased signiﬁcantly. These devices provide the user
with more and more functions, so that anyone is encouraged to carry
one during the day, implicitly producing that can be analysed to infer
knowledge of the user’s context. In this work we present a novel framework for Human Activity Recognition (HAR) using smartphone data
captured by means of embedded triaxial accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors. Some statistics over the captured sensor data are computed to
model each activity, then real-time classiﬁcation is performed by means
of an eﬃcient supervised learning technique. The system we propose also
adopts a participatory sensing paradigm where user’s feedbacks on recognised activities are exploited to update the inner models of the system.
Experimental results show the eﬀectiveness of our solution as compared
to other state-of-the-art techniques.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, smartphones have become an indispensable tool for everyday life,
oﬀering a number of features that go beyond the simple calling or messaging
capabilities. In order to let the user perform diﬀerent tasks, these mobile devices
are equipped with many sensors that make them real sensing platforms able to
extract relevant information. One of the most attractive scenario in which such
information can be exploited is Human Activity Recognition (HAR), where data
captured by motion sensors, e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope, can be analysed
to infer user’s current physical activity.
In this context, human activities can be intuitively considered as sequences
of recurrent patterns in raw data captured from smartphone’s sensors. Many
HAR algorithms have been presented in the literature, however their application is frequently restricted to speciﬁc application scenarios, e.g., e-health, or
their inner behaviour is unknown. For example, one of the most reliable HAR
technique is that implemented in the Google APIs for Android, which unfortunately acts as a black-box not providing neither a way to understand what
mechanisms are behind it, nor intermediate information to supervise the running
of the recognition process.
In this paper we present a framework for real-time human activity recognition
using smartphones. In particular, we address a participatory sensing scenario
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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where users contribute to the proper functioning of the system by providing (i)
their own data through a secure client-server architecture, and (ii) feedbacks on
the correctness of the recognised activities.
Such information is exploited to maintain the inner models of the systems
updated, so as to recognize even more instances of known activities performed
by diﬀerent users. The core of the HAR module consists in a state of the art
machine learning technique, i.e., k-nearest neighbors (K-NN), which showed the
best performances both in terms of algorithmic eﬃciency and recognition accuracy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: related work is outlined
in Sect. 2. The system architecture is described in Sect. 3, and the experimental
results are shown and discussed in Sect. 4. Conclusions follow in Sect. 5.

2

Related Work

Most of the methods presented in the literature in the area of human activity
recognition can be grouped in two main categories: vision and sensor-based.
The former can infer user’s activity by analyzing video sequences [3] captured
by a number of diﬀerent devices. Early techniques were based on the extraction
of the users’ silhouettes from RGB images, however, the cost of image processing
algorithms needed for cleaning noisy input data make these approaches usually
unsuitable for real-time applications. More recently, the focus moved to unobtrusive devices capable of capturing both RGB and depth information, e.g.,
the Microsoft Kinect [21,24]. RGB-D data were proven to improve the recognition process allowing for real-time analysis of the observed scene [14]. Some
applications have been proposed in the context of ambient intelligent systems
aimed to recognize the user activities [11], e.g., for energy saving [10] purposes,
or to improve the user experience [20] providing unobtrusive interfaces. Unfortunately, activity recognition through these sensors is quite limited to indoor
environments.
Sensor-based HAR techniques analyze information from various sensors
located in diﬀerent parts of the human body. This approach overcomes the limitations of vision-based methods, but wearable sensors are reluctantly accepted
by the users due to their intrusiveness [25]. Early experiments were performed
using only one accelerometer to capture acceleration values on the three axes [28].
However, since a single sensor is not suitable to describe very complex activities,
several studies have been presented merging information provided by multiple
sensors [13,23]. For example, in [5] the system acquires data from ﬁve biaxial
accelerometers, worn simultaneously on diﬀerent parts of the body, to recognize
both simple and complex activities. In [6] the use of wearable devices in a ehealth scenario is presented. The authors of [4] describe a method to recognize
walking, sitting, standing, and running activities by means of ﬁve accelerometers.
Other studies tried to improve the performances of their recognition systems by
relying on the combinations of heterogeneous sensors, e.g., accelerometers and
gyroscopes, microphones, GPS, and so on [19,30].
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Over the years, more and more works have focused on HAR using
smartphone-based applications. This choice is mainly due to the widespread
diﬀusion of smartphones which exhibited suitable characteristics, e.g., embedded sensors, easy portability of the device, network connectivity, and higher
computing power.
In [12] the authors present an approach that combines machine learning and
symbolic reasoning for improving the quality of life of diabetic patients. The
whole system is based on the recognition of some activities using smartphone
sensors in order to trace patients’ fatigue and depression while performing the
daily routines. The system described in [31] covers a mobile health scenario where
neural networks, implemented on Android smartphones, are used to recognize
ﬁve activities: static, walking, running, upstairs, and downstairs. The same scenario is addressed in [16], where a fall detection system using accelerometers
and magnetometers is proposed. In particular, if a certain threshold value is
exceeded, the method is able to recognize falls in four diﬀerent directions: backward, forward, left and right. In [18], the authors describe an unsupervised learning approach to human activity recognition using smartphone sensors, even when
the number of activities is unknown. However, the recognition process is strictly
dependent on the number of clusters chosen during the design phase. Thus, distinct activities could be erroneously merged into one, or diﬀerent instances of
the same activity could be seen as unrelated. KAFKA [26] is a system analyzing real-time data collected by inertial sensors mounted on Android devices, i.e.
smartphones and smartwatches.
An open framework designed to ease the development of Mobile CrowdSensing (MCS) systems is presented in [8,9]. Mobile Sensing Technology (MoST),
available for Android-based devices, provides some activity recognition and
geofencing algorithms optimised to meet computational and power constraints of
smartphones. Activity recognition is performed by processing raw data captured
by on-board sensors, and allows to distinguish between three kinds of activities:
walking, running, and phone still. Geofencing aims to ﬁnd and delimit the geographic area where a certain activity, or event, occurs. This is usually achieved
by correlating motion data captured by heterogeneous sensors with geographic
coordinates provided by GPS (Global Positioning System) or IPS (Indoor Positioning Systems). The latter can include a number of diﬀerent algorithms and
sensors, for this reason MoST architecture is modular, allowing developers to
extend its functionalities by implementing new techniques or considering custom and virtual sensors.
Despite of the eﬀorts made to design eﬃcient frameworks, one of the best
performing HAR solution is still that proposed by Google [1] since its API level1. However, since such a tool is closed source, developers are not able to use
intermediate results as part of their systems, nor to provide any feedback to the
activity recognition routine.
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Activity Recognition System

The architecture we propose here aims at automatically inferring the activity
performed by the users, in a generic scenario, according to data collected through
their smartphones. The system components can be logically divided in three
parts (see Fig. 1). The ﬁrst is responsible for data collection, that is for capturing
raw data through the smartphone sensors while an activity is performed. The
raw values are sent as input to the features detection module, where a set of ndimensional points are extracted to distinguish diﬀerent activities. Activities are
classiﬁed using a machine learning algorithm, then user can provide feedbacks
on the output of the recognition so as to allow the system to properly perform
future classiﬁcations.

Fig. 1. System overview. The activities performed by the users are captured by means
of the smartphone sensors. Collected data are analyzed to detect some relevant features, that are then used for classiﬁcation. User’s feedbacks on recognised activities are
exploited to improve the classiﬁcation process.

Data collection is performed by using the MoST open-source library, simply
requiring that the user performs diﬀerent activities while having its smartphone
in the pants pocket. Diﬀerently from [18], our system does not take into account
the gravity acceleration, allowing the user for holding the smartphone without
worrying about its orientation.
In order to understand how the activity patterns change according to
accelerometer and gyroscope readings, Fig. 2 shows values of three-axes acceleration (top row) and angular velocity (bottom row) captured while performing
still, walking, running, and vehicle activities respectively.
As regards the acceleration values, even though these four activities look
somehow diﬀerent from each other, some of them, i.e., still and vehicle share
a similar pattern, whilst others, i.e., walking and running are characterized by
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Fig. 2. Three-axes acceleration (top row) and angular velocity (bottom row) for still
(a), walking (b), running (c), and vehicle (d) activities.

high noise as they are intrinsically associated with a signiﬁcant user movement.
On the contrary, by analyzing the values of angular velocity we noticed that
still and vehicle exhibit distinct patterns, whilst other activities are generally
characterized by oscillations of diﬀerent width and frequency. For this reason we
combined data from the two sensors, so as to get the best from both sides.
To ensure real-time activity recognition, the system must be able to process
input data within certain time windows in order to extract the features that will
be used in the next classiﬁcation stage. The entire process of feature extraction
is shown in Fig. 3.
We deﬁne an activity a as the user behaviour observed from initial time
ti to ﬁnal time tf . Given that the duration, in seconds, of the activity aj is
denoted by dj , data captured within this interval is processed into ﬁxed-length
windows of m × n samples, where m is the number of axes along which measurements are performed. In particular, the activity recognition process is based
on (XA , YA , ZA ) values provided by the accelerometer, and (XG , YG , ZG ) values
from the gyroscope.
Choosing the proper length for the acquisition window is essential because
of the impact it could have on the whole system. Short windows may improve
system performance in terms of execution time and CPU load, but may not contain enough information to properly capture the characteristics of the activity.
Vice versa, long windows may alter the system performances since information
about multiple activities performed in sequence might be analyzed within a sin-
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Fig. 3. Feature extraction mechanism. Accelerometer and gyroscope data are processed
within the n-th ﬁxed-length time window Wn , in order to obtain the corresponding
feature vector fn .

gle window. Experimental results using windows of diﬀerent length, suggested
us to use ﬁxed-width windows of 3 seconds with no overlap.
In order to obtain a compact representation of input data, feature vectors
are built similar to [8] by considering (i) max value, (ii) min value, (iii) mean,
(iv) standard deviation, and (v) root mean square over the three accelerometer
and gyroscope axes. Therefore, each feature vector f contains 30 elements, i.e.,
15 values of acceleration and 15 values of angular velocity.
The classiﬁcation process is based on the k-nearest neighbors (K-NN) technique. Given the set of feature vectors (f1 , f2 , · · · , fm ), the key principle behind
K-NN is that an unknown feature point f , projected into a large training set of
labeled data, would be ideally surrounded by samples of its same class. If this
happens, the algorithm could assign to f the same class of its closest neighbor,
i.e., the closest point in the feature space. More generally, the set S containing the k closest neighbors of f is selected and the most recurrent class in S is
assigned to f .
As mentioned earlier, our system adopts a participatory sensing paradigm
[7], which aims at exploiting information provided by a community of users
to improve the system performances. To this end, a client/server architecture
has been designed, allowing each user to (i) share its own data captured by the
smartphone, and (ii) use the same device to leave feedbacks about the recognition
process, indicating, every time an activity has been recognized, whether the
output class is correct or not. Data sent by the client are analyzed within the
server to determine if the models of the diﬀerent activities need to be updated.
In particular, the feature vector fnew received from the client is projected into
the current feature space, together with the class declared by the user. Then,
fnew is compared with existing data from the same class, and if they are similar
above a certain threshold, the activity models are re-computed and sent back to
the client for future classiﬁcations.
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Experiments

In order to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our framework, several experiments were
performed. First, we present a comparison between the results obtained while
using the K-NN method, and a classiﬁer based on K-means clustering. Then,
the overall performances of the HAR system we propose are compared with two
state of the art techniques, i.e., the activity recognition tools provided by MosT
and Google.
The experiments were carried out using ﬁve diﬀerent models of smartphones,
as summarized in Table 1, equipped with built-in accelerometer and gyroscope
sensors. Our application can be installed on any Android device with Ice Cream
Sandwich OS or higher.
Table 1. Smartphone models used for the experiments.
Model

CPU

RAM

Galaxy S7 Edge 8 Core 2 GHZ

4 GB

Galaxy S5 Neo

8 Core 1.6 GHZ 2 GB

Galaxy S4

4 Core 1.9 GHZ 2 GB

Galaxy S2 NFC 2 Core 1.2 GHZ 1 GB
Galaxy Note

2 Core 1.4 GHZ 2 GB

The choose of the speciﬁc classiﬁcation algorithm to adopt is mainly dependent on two aspects: its accuracy, and its eﬃciency in terms of time complexity
and memory consumption. For this reason, we ﬁrstly compared K-NN with a
widely used clustering algorithm that can be adapted to classiﬁcation.
4.1

Choosing the Classification Algorithm

In the considered scenario, given the set of feature vectors (f1 , f2 , · · · , fm ), the
most common application of the K-means algorithm consists in partitioning the
m observations into k sets, C = (C1 , C2 , · · · , Ck ), so as to minimize the intracluster error:
E=

K 


2

fi − µk  ,

(1)

k=1 fi ∈Ck

where µk is the mean value of the k-th cluster Ck .
Nevertheless, K-means can also be used for classiﬁcation, i.e., supervised
learning, according to two diﬀerent schemes [15]. The ﬁrst, straightforward, solution is to apply K-means to the whole blended training set and observe how data
from k diﬀerent classes are associated with each of the k centroids Ck . Then, each
centroid is marked as representative of a certain class i, with i = 1, ..., k, if most
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of the samples in the cluster associated with Ck belong to i. Classiﬁcation of a
new, unknown, feature vector f is performed by ﬁnding its closest centroid and
then assigning to f the same class of Ck . The major drawback to this method is
that performing K-means on blended data produces heterogenous clusters. i.e.,
there is no guarantee that all the points in the same cluster represent the same
class.
The second approach helps to overcome this limitation by separating the
training data in n distinct groups, each containing samples from one of the
n classes we want to recognize. The K-means algorithm is applied on each
group/class separately, so as to obtain k homogeneous clusters, i.e., all the centroids within a single group represents the same class. Thus, classiﬁcation can
be performed by comparing a new, unknown, feature vector f with the k × n
labeled centroids, and assigning to f the class of the closest one.

Fig. 4. Examples of k-means classiﬁcation adopting two diﬀerent schemes. Data from
three classes (red, green, and blue) are classiﬁed into three clusters (crosses, circles,
and dots) using blended (a) or separated (b) training sets. (Color ﬁgure online)

The diﬀerences between the two methods are summarized in Fig. 4. Original
samples from three classes are represented by red, green, and blue points. As a
result of the classiﬁcation, points are marked as belonging to one of three clusters
denoted by crosses, circles, and dots. When using the ﬁrst scheme, K-means is
applied to the whole blended dataset (Fig. 4-a) so that each cluster contains data
from diﬀerent classes, e.g., the cluster denoted by crosses includes red, green, and
blue points. On the contrary, the second scheme (Fig. 4-b) is preferable since it
allows to apply K-means on each class separately, so obtaining homogeneous
clusters, e.g., the elements of the cluster denoted by circles are all greens.
As regards the choice of K, some experiments were conducted to determine
the best value for K-means and K-NN.
For K-means, the value of K is simply the number of activities to be recognized, i.e., K = 4. In order to ﬁnd the best value of K for the K-NN algorithm,
two techniques for predictive accuracy evaluation have been used, i.e., Resubstitution and Cross Validation. Since we addressed a scenario where limited
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resource devices are employed, only odd values of K in the range [3, 9] were
considered. Experiments showed that best results are achieved with K = 7.
Then, tests were performed to compare K-NN with K-means (scheme 2) in
terms of accuracy, precision, and recall [29]. Figure 5 shows that slightly better
results are obtained while applying the K-NN algorithm. This is mainly due
to the incapacity of K-means to distinguish between some similar activities.
In particular, as highlighted by the confusion matrices shown in Tables 2 and
3, still and vehicle activities are frequently mistaken because of their similar
acceleration values (see Fig. 2). This error is almost negligible when adopting
the K-NN classiﬁer.

Fig. 5. Accuracy, precision, and recall of K-means and K-NN.

Table 2. K-means confusion matrix.

still
walking
running
vehicle

still
.87
0
0
.12

walking
.03
1
0
.03

running
0
0
1
.06

vehicle
.1
0
0
.79

Table 3. K-NN confusion matrix.

still
walking
running
vehicle

still
.97
0
0
0

walking
0
1
0
.01

running
.01
0
1
.02

vehicle
.02
0
0
.97

The next set of experiments were aimed at comparing K-means and K-NN in
terms of time of execution and memory consumption. We performed some tests
to measure these two parameters while varying the duration of the processing
windows. Results are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). For the ﬁrst two cases, i.e.,
test A and test B, the duration of the window is about 2 min, whereas smaller
windows of about 50 s where used for C, D, and E. K-means is generally faster
than K-NN, whilst K-NN, independently of the length of time windows, requires
almost constant memory consumption.
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Thus, since we want the HAR application to be as lightweight as possible so
as to prevent the system resources from being consumed more than necessary, we
decided to build the classiﬁcation module on the K-NN algorithm. Such analysis
is also conﬁrmed by the results reported in [22].

Fig. 6. Time of execution (a) and memory consumption (b) of K-means and K-NN
classiﬁers measured under ﬁve diﬀerent conditions denoted by {A,B,C,D,E}.

4.2

Comparison with MosT and Google

The last set of experiments was designed for comparing the system described in
Fig. 1 with two state of the art HAR techniques, i.e., those implemented by the
MosT framework and by the Google APIs.
As discussed in Sect. 1, Google does not provide any detail of the algorithms
behind their products, thus we treated their recognition algorithm as a blackbox. On the contrary, MosT is based on a well known algorithm to eﬃciently
build decision trees, namely C4.5 [27].
Since MosT and Google are able to recognize diﬀerent types of activities, in
order to perform a meaningful assessment two distinct subsets have been deﬁned.
More precisely, the class other was added to cover the activities not considered
in both of the systems alternately compared. Thus, since Google technique is
unmodiﬁable, and it recognizes a greater number of activities than our system,
the comparison was based on a subset formed by still, walking, running, vehicle,
and other. On the contrary, even if MosT originally included only still, walking,
and running, we have been able to add the vehicle activity obtaining the same
set addressed by our system.
Accuracy, precision, and recall achieved by the system we propose as compared to MosT are showed in Fig. 7. MosT results are detailed in the confusion
matrix reported in Table 4. As expected, walking and running are almost correctly classiﬁed, whilst the recognition of vehicle and still is more diﬃcult to
perform. This can be explained because MosT considers only accelerometer data,
that, as shown in Fig. 2, are not useful enough for discriminating between a still
user and one driving at constant velocity. Moreover, decision trees are generally
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less predictive than other classiﬁcation approaches, since a small change in the
data can cause a large change in the ﬁnal estimated tree [17].
As regards the results obtained comparing the proposed system with the
Google activity recognition tool (see Fig. 7), we can notice that Google performances are quite lower than ours, and this can be explained by referring to the
Table 5. In fact, the implementation provided by Google is not able to correctly
distinguish between walking and running activities. In addition, as already discussed, it is not possible to run further experiments, similar to those described
for MosT, to analyze how changing the set of activities would impact on the system performance. This represents a further advantages of our system compared
with Google method.
Table 4. MosT confusion matrix.

still
walking
running
vehicle

still
.33
0
0
.43

walking
0
.96
.02
0

running
0
.04
.98
0

vehicle
.67
0
0
.57

Table 5. Google confusion matrix.

still
walking
running
vehicle

still
.92
0
0
0

walking
0
.56
.45
0

running
0
.44
.55
0

vehicle
0
0
0
.91

other
.08
0
0
.09

Fig. 7. Comparison between the proposed system, MosT, and Google.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a novel human activity recognition framework based
on smartphone built-in accelerometer and gyroscope sensors. The characteristics
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of four activities, i.e., still, walking, running, and vehicle, are represented through
some feature vectors obtained by processing input data within ﬁxed-length time
windows. A K-NN classiﬁer is then applied to recognize the activity performed
by the user. Moreover, our architecture includes a participatory sensory module
which allows to exploit user’s feedbacks on recognised activities to keep updated
the inner models of the system as more examples become available.
A set of experiments were run to compare the proposed solution with two
state of the art techniques, i.e., the MosT framework, and the activity recognition
tool provided by Google. Experimental results showed the eﬀectiveness of our
implementation both in terms of accuracy and eﬃciency.
As future works, we want to introduce a dynamic mechanism to ﬁlter out
noisy data captured just before or after an activity is performed, e.g., when
the user interacts with its smartphone to start or stop the Android application.
Moreover, the adoption of variable length detection windows will be investigated.
We also plan to extend the set of activities by including some frequently
performed in everyday life, e.g., stairs down, stairs up, on bicycle, and so on.
This would be very useful in order to design a system that is able to recognize
complex activities composed of simple tasks, such as those described in this
paper. For example, the complex activity from home to work, could be recognized
as a concatenation of stairs down, walking, vehicle, walking, stairs up, and still.
In order to improve the user feedback mechanism, we want to investigate the
adoption of reputation management techniques, as discussed in [2].
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Abstract. This paper reports about teaching Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI)
by applying the experiential approach called “learning by doing”, where
traditional, formal teaching is integrated with a practical activity (a game
competition, in our case), that is relevant for AI discipline and allows for
an active and playful participation of students.
Students of the course of Fundamentals of AI at the University of
Bologna have been challenged (on a voluntary base) to develop an AI
software able to play the game of Nine Men’s Morris: at the end of the
course, the software players have been compared within a tournament,
so as to establish the competition winner. The game has been chosen to
let the students deepen the knowledge about AI techniques in solving
games, and to apply it in a real, not trivial setting.
The signiﬁcance and the impact of this approach, from the educational
point of view, have been assessed through two questionnaires, a ﬁrst one
focused on the technical aspects, and a second one on the students’ opinions about the initiative. The results are encouraging: students declare
they felt highly motivated in studying AI algorithms and techniques,
and they have been stimulated in autonomously search for extensions
and new solutions not deeply investigated during traditional lessons.

1

Introduction

Learning how intelligent systems work and are designed is important for new
generations which will grow in a world full of “smart objects”. New forms of
teaching have to be determined to ease people’s approach to Artiﬁcial Intelligence
(AI), not only in the university context, but also in primary and secondary
schools, as well as in the industry. Beside traditional teaching techniques, AI
should be approached through tasks people are familiar with, such as games,
and through practical experiences.
The “Learning by Doing” concept belongs to the pedagogical approach proposed by Dewey, who founded and supported the so-called “active pedagogy”
[4]. In that context, the traditional informative and passive education model
was confronted with an active and progressive model based on experiential and
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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participatory learning processes. According to Dewey, education should be considered as an active process where the student can interact with the context,
and possibly modify it. While in the past the scientiﬁc debate considered traditional learning in contrast with Learning by Doing, nowadays it is highly preferred to merge the traditional informative and passive education model with an
active and progressive model based on experiential and participatory learning
processes. To facilitate the knowledge building processes, active didactic methods should be considered: as Dewey pointed out in [4], it is necessary to promote
practical eﬃciency with awareness and critical thinking, otherwise the experiential learning is reduced to a routine mechanism.
One of the most eﬀective didactic strategies is represented by Dewey’s laboratory classrooms, where students can learn by their direct experiences, put in
practice their previous knowledge and, at the same time, acquire new skills. In
this theoretical context, students have an important and active role: pupils participate actively in the learning processes and expand their own knowledge and
thinking by interacting with the environment through the experience. Teachers become facilitators of the learning process by changing their role from an
instructive one towards a collaborative and participative role.
Games and game competitions have played an important role in AI progress:
beside providing stimulating research problems, games provide also benchmarks
for confronting solutions and approaches. Games are also familiar and wellknown to the large public audience, that can easily follow successful results without the need of deep AI knowledge. Moreover, many prestigious universities, such
as Stanford and Essex, are exploring games and game competitions as a teaching
methodology within their university courses. The University of Huelva (Spain)
has made a further step, and has completely integrated the Google AI Challenge into its AI courses [3]. These experiments have been successful from many
perspectives, resulting in an improvement of students motivation and acquired
knowledge.
In [17] the author provides an interesting analysis of AI competitions, and
lists a number of characteristics that could lead such competitions to success or
to failure. Among the many, we report here the following:
– The development should be independent of the programming language and
the operating system.
– The game should be fun for human players.
– The code of the competition and of the past years competitors should be open
source.
– The rules of the competition should be clear and stable.
– It should be easy to develop a very simple (and probably not competitive)
solution.
– A discussion group for technical support, with both participants and organizers, should be run.
We experimented the principles of the “Learning by Doing” approach in an
AI course at the University of Bologna: following the AI traditional fondness for
game competitions, we proposed the students to compete on the development
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of a software agent for the Nine Men’s Morris game. Students participated on a
voluntary base, and teams (upto four members) were allowed. At the end of the
course, the software players have been confronted in a tournament, and students
have been invited to give a formal presentation about technical choices (with
their colleagues as audience).
The Nine Men’s Morris game has been chosen because it is a non-trivial
challenge, yet master degree students have the needed knowledge to successfully implement a player. Moreover, the game has been the subject of a number
of scientiﬁc studies: it has been proved that its solution is a draw [6], a wellperforming heuristic function has been calculated with genetic algorithms [11],
and a strategy that could lead to better results against a fallible opponent has
been deﬁned [7].
The development of an artiﬁcial player required the students to apply their AI
knowledge into a practical implementation. In particular, students experimented
with the application of key concepts of AI game solving such as, for example,
Minmax algorithm and Alpha-beta pruning, heuristics search, and optimization.
Moreover, students were stimulated to investigate other themes such as machine
learning, therefore consolidating and expanding their knowledge. The outcomes
of this teaching experience have been evaluated through two questionnaires,
one focused on the adopted techniques, and a second one focused on how they
perceived the experience. The questionnaires answers conﬁrm the success of the
experiment and provide useful indications for further challenges.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we outline the educational
approaches which may be relevant to this experience. The competition is
described in details in Sect. 3, while Sect. 4 contains the discussion about how the
entire experience has been evaluated and which have been the results. Finally,
Sect. 5 will conclude the paper.

2

Educational Approaches

The didactic perspective of Constructivism [12] is focused on some principles
of “active pedagogy”, and in particular on participation and social practices.
Constructivism is an epistemological orientation according to which knowledge
is acquired through an active building process, culturally situated and socially
negotiated: the student actively participates in building knowledge within a participatory context [10]. The process of learning, strongly inﬂuenced by social
relationships, is considered to be the result of two factors: the cooperation with
others (social factor) and the features of the task (environmental factor). Therefore, acquiring knowledge is the result of a group interaction: the learning of
an individual is the result of a working group that is born from the comparison and collaboration of interdependent groups, and of the use of interpersonal
communication methods [9].
In this work the adopted didactic strategies focus on integrating an innovative approach, characterised by experiential and collaborative learning, in a
traditional education approach. Within and during the traditional course lessons,
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the students are invited to join a competition that requires them to apply their
acquired knowledge, by working alone or in team. In this laboratorial part of
the course, students can put in practice their knowledge with the activation of
experiential learning processes.
The laboratorial/practical activity guides the students toward simulating certain hypothesis and verifying them: in an artiﬁcial context with conditions similar to reality, students can recognize variables and useful elements required to
make a decision. In addition, team working allows the students to discuss, share
and create new knowledge, by using social and communication skills and by activating other models such as peer tutoring and reciprocal teaching. Moreover, the
collaborative learning approach allows students to access their competences and
soft skills which are enhanced by teamwork. This concept was described as the
Zone of Proximal Development [18], in which students gradually develop the
ability to perform tasks autonomously. This aspect is especially relevant to AI
ﬁeld, where applications typically require diversiﬁed skills and interdisciplinary
knowledge.
Summing up, the didactic strategy based on gaming can improve students
motivation and collaboration. Moreover, its eﬀectiveness can be enhanced by
including also the competition dimension in the game.

3

Competition Development

In the following we provide a description of the main aspects of the competition.
In particular, we introduce the game of Nine Men’s Morris, the educational
context of the students and the setting of the competition itself.
3.1

Nine Men’s Morris

Nine Men’s Morris game (also called Mill or Cowboy Checkers) is a ancient [2]
two-player perfect information boardgame. Diﬀerent versions of the game exist,
but in this work we follow the rules described in [6].
Both players have 9 checkers, also called stones or men, of the same color
(usually black for one player and white for the other one). The game board,
illustrated in Fig. 1, presents three concentric squares and four segments which
links the squares by joining the midpoints of the sides. The 24 points of the
board where lines intersects are the position where the players can place their
checkers. At the start of the game, the board is empty and the players have
their stones in hand. The players alternate their moves, with the “white” player
usually making the ﬁrst move.
The game develops along three diﬀerent phases which are determined by the
number of checkers that players have in their hands and on the board. The rules
for each phase are the following:
1. In the ﬁrst phase, during their turns the players put a stone on an empty
position on the board.
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Fig. 1. Nine Men’s Morris game board.

2. When all stones are placed, a move consists in sliding a checker along a line
into a nearby empty position.
3. When one or both players are left with only three checkers on the board and
none in the hand, they can move anyone of their checkers into any empty
position on the board.
Players eliminate an opposing checker by “closing a mill”, i.e. by aligning
three stones along a segment. If there are adversary’s stones which are not part
of a mill, they must be chosen instead of the ones which are aligned in a mill.
To win, players have to remove 7 opposing stones or manages to impede any
possible move to the adversary. If a board conﬁguration is repeated, the game is
declared a draw (this can happen only during the second and the third phase).
The number of possible board states is included between 7.6 × 1010 and
2.8 × 1011 [6], which is relatively small compared to other classic board games.
As a quick comparison, consider that the number of Chess conﬁgurations is
included between 1043 and 1050 , while Go complexity has been estimated to be
10172 [1].
3.2

Educational Context

The educational context of the students to whom this challenge is addressed is
a fundamental factor to take into account. The usefulness of this experience is
strictly correlated with the objectives that the AI course aims to achieve, while
its success could be also linked to the competences that students already have.
The Artificial Intelligence Course. The goal of the course is to introduce the
main concepts and methods of Artiﬁcial Intelligence, with a particular emphasis
on symbolic systems and problem solving, knowledge representation and reasoning, and computational logic.
The problem solving topic, intended as a search in a state space, is introduced
along with the main search strategies. Games, constraint satisfaction problems,
and planning problems are chosen as practical instances and deeply discussed in
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the course both from theoretical and from practical points of view. Regarding games in particular, Minimax-Decision algorithm and Alpha-beta search
are introduced, together with some examples related to a number of games.
The adopted reference book within the course is [14]. During the course, the
design and the implementation of some practical AI systems based on procedural
and declarative programming languages (Prolog in particular) are also stressed.
Moreover, seminars on speciﬁc AI topics are planned: to cite few, an introduction to genetic algorithms, and an overview of Natural Language Processing and
Understanding.
The course is the ﬁrst experience about AI for the Master students in Computer Engineering, and is intended as preparatory course for the Intelligent Systems course, where Machine Learning techniques are introduced together with
applications of problem solving techniques in scheduling, planning and optimization. Therefore, no strong prerequisites are required: the student is gradually
introduced to the fundamental notions of the AI. However, basic notions of a
high level programming language are required, to successfully understand case
studies and applications presented during the lessons.
Classroom lessons are interleaved by some practical activities in the laboratories. For example, an activity focuses on the use of the software library AIMA1 , a
collection of AI algorithms implemented in diﬀerent programming languages such
as Java, Lisp and Python. Moreover, autonomous AI projects are welcomed and
promoted by suggesting ideas and possible case studies. Further details about
the course are available on the university website2 .
Bachelor Degree Background. Most of the students who attend the Artiﬁcial Intelligence course hold a bachelor degree in Computer Engineering from
the University of Bologna. Hence, the majority of the students already have a
background knowledge about object oriented programming and about principles
and patterns of software engineering. Moreover, students who attended the bachelor degree are also proﬁcient in topics like concurrent programming, computer
networks, and information systems and databases. The computer science-related
courses in the bachelor degree comprise traditional lessons (held in classrooms),
as well as laboratory sessions, where students reinforce the acquired knowledge
and apply it on practical experiences, for example by programming in languages
such as C, Java and C#.
3.3

Competition Description

The competition is presented to the students during the course lessons, usually
in the last weeks of March or the ﬁrst ones of April. Students are required
to “register” for the competition within one month from the presentation in
the course, and they are allowed to withdraw at any moment. Such freedom in
1
2

http://aima.cs.berkeley.edu/code.html.
http://www.engineeringarchitecture.unibo.it/en/programmes/
course-unit-catalogue/course-unit/2016/385372.
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the competition registration/withdraw is meant to avoid adding an additional
stress factor to the students, and instead propose the competition as a further
opportunity. To encourage the participation, a small reward is granted on the
ﬁnal course grade: a bonus of 2 points out of 30, which means upto 6.67%
of the ﬁnal grade. To encourage teamwork without imposing limitations (some
students might prefer to work alone), a competition team can be made of 1 up
to 4 students. The deadline for the project submission is usually at the end of
May, after which students are required to prepare a presentation that will be
given to the classmates. The total time available for working on the project is
therefore of 8–10 weeks, plus one additional week for the presentations. Students
are strongly encouraged to communicate with the competitors, and to share
knowledge between the teams: moreover, the presentation given in front of the
class mates serves as a further chance for discussion and confrontation.
The software structure of the competition is quite simple: a Java program
acts as referee of the game, while two other programs act as players. The referee
communicates to the players with TCP protocol, sending them the state of the
game in the form of a Java object and asking them the move they intend to
make in the form of a textual string. Students are provided with the referee
software, along with some classes representing the problem, the game state, as
well as an example player (which is simply a text-based interface for playing).
The AI software player should be capable of playing the game, i.e. to read the
game state provided by the referee, and to send back the chosen move. For each
turn the players have a maximum time limit to provide the move to the referee
(currently, 60 s), otherwise they are declared defeated.
The competition is organized as a round-robin tournament: each player has to
play against all the other players twice, once with white checkers and once with
blacks. When all the matches have been played, the ﬁnal result of each match is
published on the website of the course, along with the winner of the competition.
Records of the matches, along with a brief description of the players and their
compiled code is maintained on the competition website3 . The competition is
run by academic staﬀ in a controlled environment for sake of fairness.
The competition has been held for three years consecutively (academic years
2014/2015, 2015/2016, and 2016/2017). The number of participants has been
17, 27 and 19, respectively, while the number of teams has been 7, 10 and 8.
Table 1. Team composition
Group members  groups

3

1

3

2

10

3

8

4

4

http://ai.unibo.it/mulinochallenge.
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Table 1 shows the number of teams w.r.t. the number of participants: clearly,
students generally preferred to work in teams.

4

Educational Experience Assessment

In this section we introduce and discuss the results of the competition. Students
were asked to answer two questionnaires. In the qualitative questionnaire students provided their feedback on a number of diﬀerent aspects related to the
usefulness, impact, and organization of the competition. The technical questionnaire is focused more on the technologies adopted by the participating teams.
The former questionnaire aims to capture the perception of the students about
the competition, while the latter one aims to spot AI techniques and solutions
that were not covered in the course but used anyway within the competition,
thus pointing towards a certain degree of autonomy and maturity of the students.
We have also compared the exam marks of students who have participated to
the challenge and students who have not.
4.1

Evaluation of Students Opinions

At the end of the competition, the participating students have been asked to
answer a qualitative questionnaire of 20 questions, 18 of which are based on a
ﬁve-level Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree), one question
requires a numeric estimate and one question simply asks for suggestions. Table 2
shows the questions, that have been strongly inspired by the questionnaires used
in [3]. Figure 2 reports average and standard deviation of the answers to the 18
questions based on the Likert scale.
The questionnaire is divided into the aspects of interest for this study: (i)
if the experience has enhanced or increased the students’ knowledge (Q1–Q5);
(ii) if the competition has stimulated the students (Q6–Q10); (iii) if it has
enhanced skills which are not strictly related to AI (Q11–Q15); and (iv) how
much it has been diﬃcult to take part in the competition (Q16–Q19). Answering
the questionnaire was not mandatory, only 36 out of 63 students ﬁlled it.
Students agree that this experience has improved their knowledge about AI
concepts (both new and already known) and problem solving, while are neutral
about how it has inﬂuenced their programming languages knowledge. Students’
motivation has resulted to be stimulated by competing in a challenge, indeed
their feelings about the course have been improved by this experience, even
though they were already high. Students’ skills have been positively inﬂuenced
by the competition and their perception of the value of sharing information has
increased. Despite the mixed feelings about the diﬃculty of the experience and
the amount of hours spent for it, students agree that this challenge has been
well organized and, more importantly, has been a satisfying experience.
It is worth noting the quite important standard deviation of the amount of
hours that students have dedicated to the project. A possible explanation would
take into account the number of members in a team: it is likely that a student
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Table 2. Student’s quality questionnaire

#

Knowledge

1

The experience enables the consolidation of theoretical concepts 4.36
on AI

2

The experience allows new concepts on AI to be acquired

4.42

±0.76

3

The experience allows to discover new ways to solve problems

4.17

±0.73

4

The experience allows new concepts on language programming
to be acquired

3.14

±1.11

5

My ability to apply knowledge in practical and real problems
after the challenge is positive

4.17

±0.83

#

Interest/M otivation

Avg

SD

6

My general assessment for the course before the experience is
positive

4.11

±0.74

7

My general assessment for the course after the experience is
positive

4.47

±0.60

8

The result obtained in the challenge inﬂuences learning on AI

3.69

±1.05

9

The result obtained in the challenge inﬂuences interest and
motivation

3.97

±1.09

10 Competing in a challenge promotes motivation and interest

4.58

±0.72

#

Avg

P ersonal Skills

Avg

SD
±0.63

SD

11 The value of sharing information before the challenge is positive 4.00

±0.88

12 The value of sharing information after the challenge is positive

4.19

±0.70

13 The challenge serves to better understand personal skills

3.97

±0.93

14 The experience allows knowledge on work organization to be
acquired

3.83

±0.93

15 The experience allows knowledge on cooperation and teamwork
to be acquired

4.19

±0.91

#

Avg

SD

16 The diﬃculty and workload of this practice/experience is high

3.36

±1.13

17 How many hours have you spent working on this project?a

38.41 ±25.09
38.83 ±24.11

18 The general assessment on development and organization of
this practice is positive

4.06

±0.74

19 My general assessment for this practice/experience is positive

4.31

±0.81

#

W orkload/Dif f iculty

Suggestions

20 How could this experience be improved?b
Five answers, such as “Enough”, did not express a quantiﬁable amount of time, therefore they have not be taken into account. For 3 answers which indicated an interval,
such as “20–30”, we have considered the mean value of the interval.
Four answers used diﬀerent time units, such as days. We have not considered these
answers in the ﬁrst line. In the second line we have considered them estimating 4 h of
work for each day.
b
Obviously this question does not have associated values.
a
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Fig. 2. Average scores and standard deviation for the students’ opinion based on a
ﬁve-level Linkert scale

participating alone will spend more time on the development of the software
than a student who is part of a four members team.
Students’ Suggestions. From what has emerged from the suggestions, the
main lack of our competition had been the absence of a “language agnostic”
referee. The choice to have a referee that communicated the states through a
Java object seems to have, understandably, made the participants feel forced (or
at least encouraged) to use Java as development language.
Another strong desire has been to have results of the concluded matches
immediately available, not only at the end of the competition, thus indicating
that the competitive component is important for the students.
One last popular request has been about a greater amount of time for developing the project, and for studying and developing better AI techniques which
are not taught during the course, for example machine learning algorithms.
Some minor suggestion have been the following: to use a less known game as
benchmark, to dedicate one laboratory lesson to the development of an artiﬁcial
player, to give a special reward for the winner of the competition and to run
the competition on a hardware equipped with a modern graphic card, so as to
exploit it for, e.g., training deep networks [8].
Besides these helpful suggestions, some students have expressed a deep appreciation toward the competition.
4.2

Evaluation of the Used Techniques

To collect information about the techniques used by the students, two instruments have been used. The ﬁrst one is a mandatory presentation of the project
that each work group made to illustrate its software: the audience comprised
the course teachers and the students. The second one is a questionnaire with
multiple choices and open questions. As the quality questionnaire, its ﬁlling was
completely volunteer, therefore available information regards only 24 teams out
of 25.
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The most frequently chosen programming language is Java, and only one
team opted to develop the project in a diﬀerent language, choosing C. Almost
every team has used traditional state-space search as AI technique, except one
team which has chosen to apply neuroevolution, in particular the NEAT algorithm [16]. Genetic algorithms were also exploited by a second team, which
has used them to tune the parameters of the heuristic function used for the
search. As search algorithm, most of the teams have used Iterative Deepening
with A* or MiniMax with Alpha-Beta pruning. Surprisingly, seven teams have
studied and applied other algorithms which are not covered by the university
course, namely Negamax, NegaScout [13] and Best Node Search [15]. Four teams
have also exploited part of the problem symmetries and transposition tables to
speed-up the search. Many students have chosen to develop the whole software
code by themselves; nonetheless, 10 teams relied on libraries such as AIMA and
minimax4j4 .
As emerged from the questionnaire and from the presentations, even though
most of the teams have implemented techniques which have been taught during
the university course, some teams have demonstrated spirit of entrepreneurship:
students have autonomously studied and implemented techniques which were
new for them.
The software agents which, so far, have obtained the best results, rely on
Iterative Deepening, compact and easily accessible representation of the game
state and symmetries consideration to reduce spatial search.
4.3

Comparison Between Exam Marks

For the sake of completeness, we have also analyzed how the students have performed in the course exam. We have taken into account the results obtained
between June 2015 and July 2017, for a total of 246 exams. We have computed
the average mark scored by students and the relative standard deviation, considering only suﬃcient marks (above 18/30) and only the most recent mark for
each student5 , for a total amount of 228 tests. The “30 cum laude” mark has
been counted as 31. The average mark of students who have participated to
the competition is 28.22, while students who did not participate got an average
mark of 27.55. The standard deviation for the former group is 2.76, while the
one for the latter group is 3.18. On average, students who have taken part to the
initiative have obtained a mark of 0.67 points higher than the other students.
Moreover, considering all the exams performed during the same time span, the
percentage of failed exams results to be 14% for students who have not taken
part to the competition and 5% for students who have.
Apparently, students who took part to the competition witness better results,
in terms of ﬁnal marks, and in terms of less failed tests. Even if this result seems
to suggest that the initiative has been eﬀective, there are other aspects to be
considered as well. First of all, it is debatable if students advancements can be
4
5

https://github.com/avianey/minimax4j.
Students are allowed to repeat the test, even in case of suﬃcient marks.
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testiﬁed only by the ﬁnal marks. For example, it might be worthy to look at the
number of time that students have repeated the exam and their previous results,
the time occurred between the end of the lessons and the exam, and whether
the students have personally attended the course lessons or not. Second, it is
not possible to determine whether the competition has improved the students’
performance or the participants were already the most skilful and motivated
students: in the latter case, collected data would simply show that motivated
students are more prone to take part to side initiatives such as our challenge.

5

Conclusions and Discussion

On the basis of the results emerged from the questionnaires, we deem this experience successful. Students conﬁrmed the improvement of their knowledge and
stated an increased interest toward the course topics and AI in general. The
eﬀectiveness of the adopted learning approaches is conﬁrmed as well.
According to [17], and also from what has emerged from the students suggestions, an important lack is related to not making the competition suﬃciently
independent of the developing language: many students felt “obliged” to use the
Java language. The amount of hours dedicated by students to this experience is
highly variable and some of them have expressed the need for more time. This
could be possible only by extending the competition beyond the course end. This
possibility has been taken into account but it has been discarded due to the community environment that the course oﬀers to the students. Often students took
advantage of pauses between lessons to discuss about the competition both with
professors and members of other teams. We think that this opportunity is a fundamental part of the competition, because it can be interpreted as an informal
discussion group, another important element of success suggested by [17]. One
last important aspect to underline is that the enthusiasm towards this experience
has led many students to develop game-related university projects and master
thesis, which may led to further research works, such as genetic algorithms or
deep networks applications to the game context [5].
This experience can be extended to learn other AI techniques such as machine
learning, natural language processing, constraints solving optimization, planning
and scheduling, and computational logic. Also, it would be interesting to investigate other AI platforms developed in academic contexts or industrial settings,
and to determine how suitable these platforms would be for creating similar
experiences and for improving students learning.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank all the students who have participated
to the competition, and whose names are available on the competition website. Moreover, we are especially grateful to those students who answered our questionnaires. We
would like to thank also the reviewers for their helpful and detailed suggestions.
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Abstract. Sentence-based extractive summarization aims at automatically generating shorter versions of texts by extracting from them the
minimal set of sentences that are necessary and suﬃcient to cover their
content. Providing eﬀective solutions to this task would allow the users
to save time in selecting the most appropriate documents to read for satisfying their information needs or for supporting their decision-making
tasks. This paper proposes 2 contributions: (i) it deﬁnes a novel approach, based on abstract argumentation, to select the sentences in a text
that are to be included in the summary; (ii) it proposes a new strategy
for similarity assessment among sentences, adopting a diﬀerent similarity
measure than those traditionally exploited in the literature. The eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach was conﬁrmed by experimental results
obtained on the English subset of the benchmark MultiLing2015 dataset.

Keywords: Text summarization
argumentation
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Introduction

Text summarization is the process of automatically creating a shorter version
of one or more text documents. Basically, text summarization techniques are
classiﬁed as extractive or abstractive. Abstractive techniques [1] may produce
summaries containing sentences that were not present in the input document(s).
On the other hand, extractive techniques [14] work by selecting sentences from
the input document(s) according to some criterion. An accurate summarization
method must optimize two important properties [21]: coverage, expressing how
much the method is able to cover a suﬃcient amount of topics from the original source text, and diversity, which refers to the capability of the method of
generating non-redundant information in the summary. Graph-based methods
for automatic text summarization have provided encouraging results. The graph
is set up by associating nodes to sentences in the input document(s), and placing edges whenever a node/sentence refers to another. Edges are weighted, and
weights are used to generate the scores of sentences.
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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Argumentation is an inferential strategy that aims at selecting reliable items
in a set of conﬂicting claims (the arguments). Speciﬁcally, the Abstract Argumentation Frameworks introduced by Dung [6] work on graphs in which nodes
represent arguments, and edges represent attack (or, sometimes, support) relations among arguments. Several non-monotonic reasoning approaches have been
deﬁned, that allow one to understand which subsets of arguments in the graph
are mutually compatible, based on the fact that they are able to defend each
other from attacks of other disputing arguments. Some of these approach may
handle weighted graphs/edges.
Given the apparent connections between these two approaches, in this paper
we focus on extractive text summarization, and propose a novel approach based
on abstract argumentation to select the sentences in the input text that are to be
included in the summary. To this purpose, we considered the degree of similarity
between two sentences as an indicator of their being unsuited (or suited) to be
both selected to make up the summary. Indeed, in order to cover a larger portion
of the original text, diﬀerent sentences should be selected, while similar sentences
are likely to bear much redundancy. The underlying idea is to place an attack
relation between pairs of sentences whose similarity is high, in order to enforce
the diversity property. Vice versa, a support relation is introduced between pairs
of sentences with low similarity, in order to enforce the coverage property.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses past works
on text summarization, while Sect. 3 brieﬂy recalls the basics of abstract argumentation, with particular reference to the speciﬁc approach that will be used
in this work. Section 4 introduces our proposals, by designing a general summarization framework which combines natural language processing along with
abstract argumentation evaluation techniques to produce a ﬁnal solution scoring
function. Section 5 evaluates the performance of our approach. Finally, Sect. 6
concludes the paper.

2

Related Work on Text Summarization

Extractive Text Summarization methods are usually performed in three steps
[18]: (i) creation of an intermediate representation of the input which captures
only the key aspects of the text (by dividing the text into paragraphs, sentences,
and tokens); (ii) scoring of the sentences based on that representation; and (iii)
generation of a summary consisting of several sentences, selected by appropriate
combination of the scores computed in the previous step.
The score of sentences should be computed using a measure that is able to
express how signiﬁcant they are to the understanding of the text as a whole. For
instance, [10] proposed to score sentences using a new measure that expresses
their similarity. Its computation encompasses three linguistic layers: (i) the lexical layer, which includes lexical analysis, stop words removal and stemming;
(ii) the syntactic layer, which performs syntactic analysis; and (iii) the semantic
layer, that mainly describes the annotations that play semantic role. These three
layers handle the two major problems in measuring sentence similarity, i.e., the
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meaning and word order problems, in order to automatically combine diﬀerent
levels of information in the sentence while assessing similarity.
In this setting, many strategies have been proposed in the literature to determine which sentences in a given text can be considered as representative of its
content. Word scoring approaches [12] assigns scores to the most important
words. On the other hand, sentence scoring approaches determine the features
of sentences by detecting and by leveraging the presence of cue-phrases [20] and
numerical data [9]. Finally, graph scoring analyzes the relationships between the
sentences that make up the text. The TextRank algorithm [16] extracts important keywords from a text document, where the weight expressing the importance of a word within the entire document is determined using an unweighted
graph-based model.
Some eﬀorts spent in combining the various approaches prove that hybrid
approaches may lead to better results. Indeed, [9] show that combining scoring
techniques leads to an improvement in the performance of both single- and multidocument summarization tasks, as measured by the traditional metrics used in
this setting (ROUGE scores—see next). In general, the same techniques used in
single document summarization systems are applicable to multi-document ones.
Finally, in order to form a paragraph length summary, one approach is based
on Maximal Marginal Relevance [2], in which the best combination of important
sentences is selected.

3

Abstract Argumentation

Since the approach to extractive text summarization that we will propose in this
paper is based on argumentative reasoning, it is appropriate that we ﬁrst recall
here the basics of this inference strategy. As said, Abstract Argumentation is an
inferential strategy that aims at selecting reliable items in a set of conﬂicting
claims (the arguments). In particular, the focus is just on how relations interact
between arguments, whose inner structure and actual content is neglected. These
relations may be expressed by a graph in which nodes represent arguments,
and edges represent attack or support relations among arguments. One of the
most inﬂuential computational models of argument proposed in this setting is
represented by Dung’s Argumentation Frameworks [6], deﬁned as follows.
Definition 1. An Argumentation Framework (AF) is a pair F = A, R, where
A is a set of arguments and R ⊆ A × A. Relation aRb means that a attacks b.
The precise conditions for arguments acceptance are deﬁned by diﬀerent
semantics. Semantics produce acceptable subsets of the arguments, called extensions, that correspond to various positions one may take based on the available
arguments.
Definition 2. Given an AF F = A, R, and S ⊆ A:
– S is conﬂict-free if a, b ∈ S s.t. aRb;
– a ∈ A is defended by S if ∀b ∈ A : bRa ⇒ ∃c ∈ S s.t. cRb;
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– S is admissible if S is conﬂict-free and S is defended by itself, i.e. ∀a ∈
S, ∀b ∈ A : bRa ⇒ ∃c ∈ S s.t. cRb;
– S is a complete extension iﬀ S is admissible and every argument defended by
S is in S;
– S is a grounded extension iﬀ S is the ⊆-minimal complete extension;
– S is a preferred extension iﬀ S is a ⊆-maximal complete extension;
– S is a stable extension iﬀ ∀a ∈ A, a ∈
/ S, ∃b ∈ S s.t. bRa.
A Bipolar AF (BAF ) [3] is an extension of Dung’s AF in which two kinds of
interactions between arguments are possible: the attack and the support relation.
Definition 3. A BAF is a triplet B = A, Ratt , Rsup , where A is a set of
arguments, Ratt is a binary relation on A called attack relation and Rsup is
another binary relation on A called support relation. For two arguments a and
b, aRatt b (resp., aRsup b) means that a attacks b (resp., a supports b).
In BAFs, new kinds of attack emerge from the interaction between the direct
attacks and the supports: there is a supported attack for an argument b by an
argument a iﬀ there is a sequence of supports followed by one attack, while, there
is an indirect attack for an argument b by an argument a iﬀ there is an attack
followed by a sequence of supports. Taking into account sequences of supports
and attacks leads to the following deﬁnitions applying to sets of arguments [3].
Definition 4. Let B = A, Ratt , Rsup  be a BAF. A set S ⊆ A set-attacks an
argument b ∈ A, iﬀ there exists a supported attack or an indirect attack for b
from an element of S. A set S ⊆ A set-supports an argument b ∈ A, iﬀ there
exists a sequence a1 Rsup . . . Rsup an , n ≥ 2, such that an = b and a1 ∈ S. A
set S ⊆ A defends an argument a ∈ A, iﬀ for each argument b ∈ A, if {b}
set-attacks a, then b is set-attacked by S.
In the following, we deﬁne the semantics for acceptability in BAFs.
Definition 5. Let B = A, Ratt , Rsup  be a BAF and S ⊆ A. Then, S is:
–
–
–
–
–

4

conﬂict-free, iﬀ a, b ∈ S s.t. {a} set-attacks b;
safe, iﬀ b ∈ A s.t. S set-attacks b and either S set-supports b or a ∈ S;
a d-admissible set, iﬀ S is conﬂict-free and ∀a ∈ S, a is defended by S;
an s-admissible set, iﬀ S is safe and ∀a ∈ S, a is defended by S;
a d-preferred (resp. s-preferred) extension is a ⊆-maximal d-admissible (resp.
s-admissible) subset of A.

Argumentation-Based Text Summarization

We design a general summarization framework, based on the WordNet lexical
database [17], which is divided in four fundamental phases: natural language
processing pipeline, weighted graph building, semantics evaluation and solution
scoring function, each of which will be described in a separate subsection.
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Given a document to be summarized, we apply a preprocessing procedure
that progressively splits the document into sentences, then splits each sentence into a sequence of tokens, and ﬁnally ﬁlters out stopwords. After that, we
compute the similarity between each sentence that are exploited to generate a
weighted graph whose nodes are sentences and whose edges represent the degree
of similarity between two sentences. The resulting weighted graph is exploited
to generate a suitable graph structure composed by support and attack relations
that are used by the adopted argumentation framework to evaluate solutions
according to a chosen semantics. Finally, we design a procedure that is able to
evaluate the relevance of a given solution which is used in order to determine
which is the best solution for the summarization task among the one evaluated
by the argumentation framework.
4.1

Natural Language Processing Pipeline

The natural language processing (NLP) pipeline is carried out in order to extract
from the input document its basic components which are sentences and tokens.
In order to eﬀectively complete it, we apply the NLP techniques provided by the
Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [15]. In particular, we apply sentence splitting so as to
split the input document into n sentences s1 , s2 , . . . , sn , and we apply tokenization, which splits each sentence si in k tokens w1 , w2 , . . . , wk . Then, lemmatization and stopword removal tasks are applied in order to obtain a sequence of
k  tokens s̃i = w1 , w2 , . . . , wk , with k  ≤ k.
In order to grasp the meaning of each sentence, we use the Simpliﬁed Lesk
algorithm [22] that is able to determine a unique sense sense(wj ) for each
token wj in the sentence si , by selecting the one with highest overlap (computed as cosine similarity) between the vectorial representation of the sense
gloss (extracted from WordNet) and si (i.e., the token context), respectively
vec(sense(wj )) and vec(si ). Speciﬁcally, we exploit a word embedding matrix
W ∈ R|W |×d where W is the word vocabulary and d is the word embedding
size, to generate a representation for each sentence obtained by composing word
vectors associated to its tokens through vectorial operations. Intuitively, the
word embedding matrix encodes latent representations associated to each word
learned from a corpus of documents. We denote as W (x) the lookup operation
over the matrix W used to obtain the word vector x (i.e., a row of W ) related
to the word x. Then, we deﬁne vectorial representation of a sequence of tokens
x = x1 , x2 , . . . , xm  as follows:
c=

1 
W (w),
|W |
w∈W

vec(x) =



xi − c

xi ∈x

where c is the centroid of the vector space deﬁned by the word embeddings and
vec(x) represents the resulting vectorial representation of dimension d associated
to the input sequence x, which is built by removing the common features encoded
in the centroid of the vector space and summing only the relevant ones.
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4.2

Weighted Graph Building

The weighted graph building procedure is concerned with the deﬁnition of a
graph structure which is derived from the similarities between sentences. First,
we deﬁne a graph G = (V, E) where V = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } is the set of sentences
of the documents while E ⊂ V × V is the set of edges between the sentences in
V . We deﬁne a weighting function fw : E → R which associates to each edge a
weight. In this context, the weight is determined by the similarity function sim
between two sentences which is computed as follows:

1
max
φ(wp , wq ),
sim(si , sj ) =
|U (s̃i , s̃j )|
wq ∈U (s̃i ,s̃j )\{wp }
wp ∈U (s̃i ,s̃j )

where U (si , sj ) represents the set of unique words in the sentences s̃i and s̃j
and φ is a similarity function between the tokens wp and wq . The function φ is
deﬁned as a linear combination of three diﬀerent similarity functions which are
described as follows:
φ(wi , wj ) = μ1 · simsyn (wi , wj ) + μ2 · simsem (wi , wj ) + μ3 · simemb (wi , wj )
The syntactic similarity simsyn (·) is deﬁned as the Jaccard Index between
the outgoing and incoming syntactic dependencies associated to the token wi
and wj , respectively. Each dependency relationship is uniquely identiﬁed by the
long name associated to it by the Stanford dependency parser [5]. With the
syntactic similarity we try to understand if the two words in the sentence share,
in some sense, linguistic patterns of usage that can be used to assess if they are
similar from a grammatical point of view.
The semantic similarity symsem (·) is a function proposed in [19]. This function, using the sense associated to the tokens sense(wi ) and sense(wj ), is able
to exploit taxonomic information associated to the synsets deﬁned in WordNet
in order to evaluate the similarity between the tokens. In particular, it deﬁnes a
function which blends two similarity functions that mutually smooth each other,
reported in the following equation:
symsem (wi , wj ) = simF a (wi , wj ) ∗ simW P (wi , wj )
The former, simF a (·), is based on the similarity framework presented in Sect. 3 of
[8] in which we consider as features of the items wi and wj the hypernyms of the
words synset(wi ) and synset(wj ), extracted from the adopted taxonomy. While,
the latter, simW P (·), as presented in Sect. 2.2.3 of [19], considers the single
path information where the concepts exploited in the formula are represented
by synsets. In particular, it takes into account the depth of both the couple of
words synset and their Least Common Subsumer (LCS) (informally, the closest
common synset), which are extracted from the WordNet taxonomy.
The embedding similarity symemb (·) is deﬁned as the cosine similarity
between the word embeddings wi and wj associated to the words wi and wj
extracted from the matrix W . In this way, we are able to exploit word embedding latent representations to compute word similarities in an eﬃcient way.
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We deﬁne the graph G associated to the input document where nodes are
sentences and the edges represent the degree of similarity between them. After
that, we design a graph transformation procedure that allows us to deﬁne a
BAF from the graph G that will be exploited to evaluate speciﬁc argumentation
semantics. In order to obtain a BAF, we deﬁne an heuristic, inspired by the concept of weighted argumentation framework’s inconsistency budget [7], to derive
support and attack relations starting from the relations in the original graph.
First of all, we deﬁne two diﬀerent thresholds that are used to ﬁlter out some
relations and to distinguish between attack or support relations. Speciﬁcally, we
deﬁne the attack threshold as α ∈ [0, 1] and we deﬁne the support threshold as
β ∈ [0, 1]. After that, we normalize the edge weights in [0, 1] and we generate a
BAF B = A, Ratt , Rsup  where A is the set of sentences of V which are involved
in at least one relation of the generated graph B, Rsup = {e ∈ E | w(e) ≤ β} is
the set of support relations and Ratt = {e ∈ E | w(e) ≥ α} is the set of attack
relations, with the constraint that β < α. Intuitively, we decide to consider as
support relations those that connect sentences which are not similar with each
other. In some sense, they may express independent concepts that are worth to
be included in the summary in order to guarantee the coverage property. On
the other hand, we use attack relations to model the fact that two sentences are
really similar so they do not convey any additional information to the summary,
violating the property of diversity.
4.3

Evaluation by Argumentation Semantics

Once the BAF is instantiated, we can exploit semantics to evaluate the acceptability of arguments. What we expect from the arguments evaluation is that:
– conﬂict-free sets will collect the larger subsets of arguments which encompass
the main principle of argumentation solutions, namely, the idea that winning
arguments should not attack each other. This requirement would reward those
sentences which maximize the diversity property. However, for the coverage
property, we require that a solution would defend its element, too.
– d-/s-admissible sets will collect a large number of arguments. Ideally, these
solutions may be appropriate for the task of text summarization. However,
when a constraint is required for a summary (i.e., a maximum number of
chars), admissible solutions may include too many arguments, getting, hence,
a summary which is ideally good but exceeding as number of required chars.
– complete extensions will collect sets of arguments which can defend all and
only its element from external attacks. They are still admissible and will
achieve at most as many solutions as the admissible ones. Anyway, complete
semantics may include too small sets.
– d-/s-preferred extensions will collect those sets of arguments maximallyincluded in d-/s-admissible sets. Therefore, preferred semantics should ideally
behave better than admissible and complete ones both in terms of quality of
the summary and in the number of elements (by chars constraint reasons).
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– stable extensions will collect those sets of arguments which are able to attack
all the remaining arguments not included in the solution. In terms of summary
requirements, it will contain the most dissimilar sentences. Since its strong
requirement, it turns out that stable semantics may not achieve solutions at
all.
Therefore, for our purposes, the d-/s-admissible, d-/s-preferred extensionbased semantics and, occasionally, conﬂict-free sets seem to provide the most
suitable sets of arguments as a trade-oﬀ between acceptability membership conditions and justiﬁcation state. It will be the task of the experimental validation
conﬁrming or rejecting this hypothesis.
4.4

Evaluation of Solution Relevance

For each semantics among the chosen ones, the argumentation framework is
capable to generate a set of solutions. Each solution consists of a set of arguments
which are considered acceptable or justiﬁed by the speciﬁc semantics. In order to
generate a summary, we need to select a solution among the generated ones and
from it we determine the subset of sentences that is relevant and whose length
does not exceed the summary target length deﬁned in the ground-truth data.
Hence, we deﬁne an iterative strategy to select the set of authoritative arguments that are worth to be included in the summary based on an authority
score which is derived from the support and attack relations in the BAF graph
B from which the solution was generated. We can informally deﬁne an authoritative argument in a BAF a node that does not receive a lot of attacks and
that is supported by a lot of arguments. Indeed, an argument a which satisfy
these properties can be considered a relevant part of the document that should
be included in the summary. Formally, we deﬁne the authority score as follows:
auth(a) = [1 + log(sup(a))] ∗ [log(

|Ratt |
)],
att(a) + 1

where sup(a) and att(a) represent the number of supports and attacks received
by a, respectively, and Ratt is the set of attack relations. For the summary
generation we deﬁne two alternative procedures, the ﬁrst selects the best subset
of arguments from the semantic solutions (AUTH-MMR), whereas the second
selects the solution which approximates the target length and which maximizes
the intra-cohesion coeﬃcient of the arguments (AUTH).
As concerns the former, we deﬁne, inspired by the Maximal Marginal Relevance procedure described in [2], an iterative procedure to rank the set of most
relevant arguments that will represent the summary of the input document. In
particular, the ﬁrst similarity measure in the original formula is represented by
the authority score auth(a), while the latter is represented by the similarity
between two arguments. An argument a has an high marginal relevance if it has
an high authority score auth(a) and contains minimal similarity to previously
selected arguments. In order to satisfy the diversity property, we select those
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arguments which maximize the marginal relevance. The procedure keeps selecting arguments until the desired summary length is reached. The summary is
considered as the solution subset which has the higher average arguments score.
For the latter, we select the semantic solution which has both the minimal
characters diﬀerence from the target-length and has the higher average arguments score. We expect that the solution satisfying this constraints will be, at
the same time, the shorter and more precise summary for the document.

5

Evaluation

The eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach was assessed by evaluating its performance on the single-document text summarization task of the English version
of the MultiLing 2015 dataset [11]. This allowed us to have the ground truth,
published after the competition, available for testing purposes. On average, the
input texts were made up of about 25542 characters, while the ground truths
were made up of about 1857 characters (i.e., about 7% of the source texts).
We followed the same experimental protocol as deﬁned in the MultiLing 2015
challenge in which two variants of the ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for
Gisting Evaluation) [13] measure were used to quantitatively evaluate the generated summaries. Formally, ROUGE-N is an N -gram recall between a candidate
summary and one or more reference summaries. The two adopted variants are
ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, which consider the ratio of co-occurring unigrams
(i.e., single words) and bi-grams, respectively, in a candidate summary over the
reference summaries.
In this respect, it is important to point out that the ground truth in this
dataset is obtained by humans using an abstractive approach. This means that:
(i) the comparison under these conditions is partly unfair, because there is no
exact match between the sentences in the input text and those in the summary;
(ii) since the summaries may include words that were not present at all in the
input texts, the whole ground truth summary might be impossible to match,
even considering the whole input text; (iii) condensing the original content into
just 7% opens signiﬁcant possibilities that the authors of the summary have
taken many subjective decisions about what to include in, and what to ﬁlter out
from, the ground truth, leaving the possibility that diﬀerent summaries might
be as good as theirs, but quite diﬀerent from theirs.
In the following, we compared our method with the following baselines, taken
from the published results of the MultiLing 2015 competition:
WORST the worst-performing approach of the challenge with ROUGE-1 of
37.17% and ROUGE-2 of 9.93%;
BEST the best-performing approach of the challenge with ROUGE-1 of
50.38% and ROUGE-2 of 15.10%;
ORACLE [4] can be considered as an upper bound on the extractive text
summarization performance with ROUGE-1 of 61.91% and ROUGE-2 of
22.42%.
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These approaches are set so as to return summaries having the exact length in
characters as the ground truth. This is questionable as well, since by truncating
a candidate summary to a pre-deﬁned number of character spoils the very aims
and motivations of summarization, which is returning a shorter version of the
text that still conveys most of the original content and is human-understandable.
5.1

Standard Argumentation-Based Approach

As already speciﬁed, by its very nature argumentation semantics return subsets
(‘extensions’) of arguments (sentences) that are mutually consistent (‘justiﬁed’).
This means that, using this approach in its standard setting, (i) one has no control on the number of sentences that are selected to make up the summary, except
for choosing diﬀerent semantics that tend to return larger or smaller extensions;
and (ii) the control is at the level of sentences, whereas length comparison to
the ground truth in the dataset is made in terms of characters. So, as a ﬁrst
attempt, we wanted to check the results of the approach in its natural setting.
For semantics that returned several extensions, in the spirit of summarization,
the shortest one was adopted.
To have an immediate idea of the trade-oﬀ between the summarization performance and the length of a summary s, we deﬁned a compound indicator:
Quality(s) = ROUGE-1(s)/length(s)
where the length of the summary, placed at the denominator, penalizes the
quality of the solution s.
We computed the diﬀerent semantics on the argumentation graphs obtained
for diﬀerent threshold settings for α (to determine attacks) and β (to determine
supports). Speciﬁcally, we considered thresholds for β ranging into [0.1, 0.8],
and thresholds for α ranging into [0.15, 0.9], using a 0.05 step for both and
ensuring that β < α in each setting. Overall, this resulted in several hundreds
of argumentation computations for each summarization task.
Due to lack of space, we graphically summarize the results in Fig. 1, where the
y axis reports Quality values, and items on the x axis correspond to the average

Fig. 1. Quality results for the diﬀerent argumentation settings on the MultiLing 2015
dataset
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performance on all summarization tasks for selected (Semantics,α,β) settings,
ordered by decreasing Quality. Speciﬁcally, the graphic includes values for the
s-admissible, d-admissible, stable and complete semantics only, with values β in
[0.1, 0.8] and α in [0.2, 0.9], using a 0.1 step. This resulted in 144 cases, that were
selected as representative of the whole behavior.
While in most of the graphic a smooth shape is visible, it is also apparent that
4 ‘steps’ naturally emerged, associated to sudden changes (drops) in the level of
quality, as if a phase transition occurred. So, we focused on these steps to select
the most relevant settings to investigate in more depth. We ignored the ﬁrst step,
corresponding to summaries shorter than the ground truth. Interestingly, in the
second step the length of the summaries jumps from 1352 to 4365 characters,
making it impossible for us to ﬁnd a summary which has comparable length with
the ground truth (1857 characters). The detailed outcomes for the second, third,
and fourth steps are reported in Table 1. Each step corresponds to two diﬀerent
semantics that returned exactly the same results.
Table 1. Experimental evaluation results for AUTH approach (with natural use of
argumentation). Average size of full texts is 25542 characters, average size of the ground
truths is 1857 (7% of the full texts)
Step Semantics

β

α

Length (%) Quality

Rouge-1
Recall

Rouge-2
Precision Recall

0.1 0.4 4365 (17%) 1.13E-04 49.28% 30.32%

Precision

2

s/d-admissible

3

Stable, complete 0.1 0.5 8544 (33%) 7.07E-05 60.44% 24.44%

23.98% 7.43%

4

s/d-admissible

27.26% 6.16%

0.1 0.5 9826 (38%) 7.33E-05 72.09% 26.65%

15.49% 7.22%

The ROUGE-1 results are comparable to the state-of-the-art at step 2, comparable to Oracle at step 3, and much (>10%) better than Oracle at step 4, but
using the 17%, 33% and 38% of the input texts, respectively (compared to 7%
of the ground truth). In other words, the argumentation approach requires more
than twice as many characters as the ground truth to obtain the same ROUGE1 results as the state-of-the-art, and 1/3 of the whole text to reach Oracle. By
allowing it to use a little more text, but however less than 2/5 of the input text, it
is able to catch nearly 3/4 of the content. Considering ROUGE-2, the same comments as above still hold, but in this case the recall value is slightly larger than
the reference systems. These results suggest that the proposed Argumentationbased approach is sensible and eﬀective in returning relevant summaries, and is
competitive in performance, albeit paying in summary length.
Conﬁrming the hypothesis we made in the previous section, s- and d-preferred
semantics are among those that provide relevant results. Moreover, we may note
that also the stable and complete semantics may yield interesting results that
somehow represent a trade-oﬀ corresponding to the performance of ORACLE.
Given the considerations about possible unfairness of the ground truth construction, we wanted to carry out also a qualitative evaluation of our summaries, by
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asking human beings to read them and provide their sensations. Very interestingly, they reported that the proposed summaries have little redundancy, yet
provide a sensible account of the original document, also ensuring smooth discourse ﬂow, even if they were obtained by ﬁltering out sentences, since present
in the original text, presumably included relevant parts as regards the content
and/or the ﬂow of discourse.
5.2

Relevance-Based Approach

While the natural application of the proposed argumentation-based approach
leaves to the approach itself the task of determining a proper summary length,
we tried to obtain a summary having a given length upon request in order
to check what performance level we can reach under the same constraints as
the other approaches in the literature. Since all sentences in an argumentation
extension are ‘equal’ as regards their belonging to the extension, we had to
introduce an additional post-processing procedure for determining the relevance
of each sentence in an extension, and then select the most relevant until the
desired length is reached, as explained in the previous sections.
The best results obtained by applying the relevance-based post-processing to
the results reported in the previous experiment are the following:

Semantics

β

α

Conﬂict-free

0.65 0.80 1966

46.30%

10.58%

s/d-preferred 0.25 0.75 1942

44.12%

10.54%

Length ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2

We note that, while still lower than that of BEST approach, the performance becomes now signiﬁcantly closer to the state-of-the-art. s-preferred and
d-preferred semantics conﬁrm their ability to provide good results, as hypothesized in the previous section. However, the best result overall is obtained by
another semantics, namely the conﬂict-free one. Thresholds α and β are neatly
larger than those used in Table 1, which could be expected because larger extensions are needed to have a wider range of options among which selecting the
most relevant ones. In this sense, the argumentation step now plays the role
of a ﬁlter, that returns a preliminary summary to be further reduced by the
relevance-based step.

6

Conclusion

This paper proposed 2 contributions to sentence-based automatic text summarization. First, it deﬁned a novel approach, based on abstract argumentation,
to select the sentences in a text that are to be included in the summary. Also,
it proposed a new strategy for similarity assessment among sentences, and a
diﬀerent similarity measure than those traditionally exploited in the literature.
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Experimental results obtained on the English subset of the benchmark MultiLing2015 dataset conﬁrmed the viability and eﬀectiveness of the proposed
approach. Allowing longer summaries than in the dataset’s ground truth, but
still signiﬁcantly shorter than the original text, very high performance can be
reached. While in its basic and natural setting the argumentation-based approach autonomously determines the number of sentences to be included in the
summary, which is typically larger than required by the dataset’s ground truth,
a post-processing procedure was provided to impose the desired length to the
summary.
Future work will carry out further investigations on the possibility of improving the performance of the approach, both in its natural setting and in the
constrained one. This will include exploring other argumentation frameworks,
and deﬁning better strategies for determining the relevance of sentences to be
included in the summary.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially funded by the Italian PON 2007-2013
project PON02 00563 3489339 ‘Puglia@Service’.
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Abstract. This work proposes a novel approach in Named Entity rEcognition and Linking (NEEL) in tweets, applying the same strategy already
presented for Question Answering (QA) by the same authors. The previous work describes a rule-based and ontology-based system that attempts
to retrieve the correct answer to a query from the DBPedia ontology
through a similarity measure between the query and the ontology labels.
In this paper, a tweet is interpreted as a query for the QA system: both
the text and the thread of a tweet are a sequence of statements that have
been linked to the ontology. Provided that tweets make extensive use of
informal language, the similarity measure and the underlying processes
have been devised diﬀerently than in the previous approach; also the particular structure of a tweet, that is the presence of mentions, hashtags,
and partially structured statements, is taken into consideration for linguistic insights. NEEL is achieved actually as the output of annotating a
tweet with the names of the ontological entities retrieved by the system.
The strategy is explained in detail along with the architecture and the
implementation of the system; also the performance as compared to the
systems presented at the #Micropost2016 workshop NEEL Challenge
co-located with the World Wide Web conference 2016 (WWW ’16) is
reported and discussed.

1

Introduction

Named Entity rEcognition and Linking (NEEL) is a sub-task of information
extraction that aims at locating and classifying each named entity mention in
text into the classes of a knowledge base. The interest for such a task has been
growing exponentially with the advent of the Web 2.0 technologies, leading to the
Social Semantic Web research ﬁeld; unlike the Semantic Web that is considered
a model for solving the epistemic interoperability issues, the Social Semantic
Web makes users free to publish uncontrolled texts without grammatical constraints, spreading them to a multitude of other people. Semantic annotation of
social data by linking them into structured knowledge attempts to control such
phenomena, making the social data both machine-readable and traceable.
When the social data are tweets, the main problems arise in both the informal language and shortness of the text [17]: the use of a ‘loose’ language with
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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abbreviations, sparsity of contents and not enough precise context in place of a
formal one, are serious obstacles for the typical semantic annotation approaches.
Moreover, the shorter is the text, the worse are results produced by the context disambiguation, and the annotation can fail. A grammatical evaluation of
the informal language may be useful for solving many of these issues but such
a grammar must not be a formal and strict one. Hand-crafted grammar-based
systems typically produce good results, but at the cost of hard work for manual annotations by experts in Computational Linguistics (CL). Moreover, if the
systems perform statistical evaluations, they typically require a large amount of
training data too. Semisupervised approaches have been suggested to avoid part
of the annotation eﬀort as at [12], but they do not exhibit better performances
than the previous ones. We attempted to perform the semantic annotation of
tweets applying the strategy we developed in [14]; in such an approach, the
answer corresponding to a natural language query is retrieved from the DBPedia ontology. The result is a rule-based QA system that uses a similarity measure
based on the linguistic properties of the involved texts (both the query and the
support text if provided). The approach was deﬁned cognitive according to the
procedural semantics view: in this perspective, understanding and producing a
sentence are two cognitive processes run on a perceptually grounded model of the
world. Such a system does not perform statistical inference and it is not based
on any machine learning paradigm, rather it attempts to simulate the cognitive
processes that take place in humans when they infer the correct answer. Processes
are encoded through the rules and the similarity measure used to link the query
to the ontology: as a result, the ‘semantic sense’ of the query is inferred, and the
answer is produced. In the same perspective, we deﬁned the ‘web sense’ of the
tweet by creating hyperlinks between the tweet itself and the linked data source
DBPedia. The similarity measure and the cognitive processing rules are properly
re-deﬁned for highlighting the particular kind of both the text, that is a tweet
with its typical features, and the task. In a few words, the main contribution of
this paper is the deﬁnition of new aspects in the implementation of the cognitive
processes to allow linking a tweet’s informal text to DBPedia; such processes
consider the particular structure of a tweet (mentions, hashtags, and partially
structured statements) and the nature of the NEEL task. The whole approach
is based also on linguistic considerations about the informal language.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. We ﬁrst introduce the typical issues of the informal language in Sect. 2, highlighting the problems and
the motivations leading traditional approaches to fail. Existing approaches are
discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we report the background of our work; in particular, we describe the original strategy as it was conceived for the QA system,
and the problems posed by the tweets structure. Section 5 reports our approach,
that is all the modiﬁcations to the original strategy we made for applying it
to NEEL in tweets. Comparative evaluations versus the systems participating in
the #Micropost2016 workshop NEEL Challenge co-located with the World Wide
Web conference 2016 (WWW ’16) are reported in Sect. 6. Finally, conclusions
and future works are discussed in Sect. 7.
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The Informal Language and Its Linguistic Issues

The main characteristics of informal language are ill-formed syntax [6] and
dynamicity [9]; ill-formedness is related to the presence of abbreviations, unconventional spellings, and unstructured expressions that give to the tweet a noisy
lexical nature. Dynamicity regards the fact that informal language changes more
frequently than the formal one; there are not strict grammatical rules for describing the informal language, however the sentences expressed in such a language
can be understood by a reader or a hearer even if they do not have rigid structures. Moreover, the informal language is characterized by the possibility to add
new grammatical units or delete old ones over time: either new structures can
emerge during conversation or existing ones can be removed if they are not frequently used. Substantially, social web users contribute to rapid emergence of
new grammatical forms, symbols, and unconventional expressions as they own
the skills to understand and re-use such novelties. This is one of the reasons for
which the traditional Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques fail when
applied to NEEL in tweets. In particular, statistical approaches do not perceive
such linguistic changes until huge annotated text corpora are at disposal for the
scientiﬁc community; manual intervention through explicit annotations of data
is needed in this perspective to allow even very good performances for these
techniques. Challenges are a way to create such reference corpora, and this is an
activity that has to be repeated frequently to address changes in language along
with re-training and ﬁne tuning of such systems.
We choose an inherently unsupervised strategy to be sensitive to both dynamicity and ill-formed syntax avoiding manual annotations: even if we make some
linguistic considerations about the tweet, they are not based on strict grammatical rules, which also need frequent manual updating to cope with language
dynamicity. Rather, the rules we implemented attempt to simulate the cognitive
processes that can be involved in understanding the meaning of a tweet, and
produce semantic annotation as their outcome.

3

State of the Art

Because of nature of tweets that are noisy and short, the performance of standard NLP software signiﬁcantly suﬀers. Derczynski et al. [2] demonstrated that
the performance of various state-of-the-art NLP software (e.g., Stanford NER
and ANNIE) is typically lower than 50% F1 for tweets. Many studies, such as [1]
and [8] perform “informal language normalization” for disambiguating informal
tokens; normalization is achieved deﬁning a set of correspondences with the traditional natural language, that are called the formal counterparts. In particular,
[11] employs (external) web mining to collect the counterparts of informal tokens.
To optimize the labeling process, a large set of tokens are put automatically in
correspondence with words by searching for the informal tokens in Google, and
selecting the counterparts from the top 32 snippets based on the length of the
shared character sequence.
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In [4] the authors propose a strategy for entities disambiguation that reﬁnes
their previous works [5]. They start with an initial extraction-like phase aimed
at ﬁnding mention candidates, based on segmentation and KB lookup. Next,
the disambiguation process is applied to the extracted candidates; this process
uses three typical modules (the matcher, the feature extractor, and the Support
Vector Machine ranker) and gives extra features to the mention candidates.
Finally, another classiﬁcation extracts mention candidates as either true or false
entities, using the features obtained from the disambiguation process. Authors in
[16] integrated some typical NLP processes for extracting entities from informal
tokens, while in [10] authors attempt to discover a global context of informal
sentences from both Wikipedia and Web N-Gram corpus. The sentences are
segmented by a dynamic program, and each of these segments is a candidate
entity. Finally they rank segments according to their probability of being an
entity. In [19] a linguistic analysis is carried out to make prevision on tweets;
diﬀerently from our work, the authors adopt a statistical approach that estimates
trends and distributions into a big collection of tweets.
An important set of systems is referenced at [17], that is the ﬁnal report of
the #Micropost2016 workshop NEEL Challenge co-located with the World Wide
Web conference 2016 (WWW ’16) we refer to for evaluating our approach. The
reader should refer to such a report for a deeper description of the methodology
adopted by the cited systems. The aim of our contribution is avoiding statistical
analysis, considering that social information has a fast and rapid changing over
time, so we attempt to perform an analysis that is not inﬂuenced from previous
trends and collections.

4

Background of the Proposed Approach

We were inspired to the cognitive model already proposed for QA [14] to overcome the problems posed by informal language, and apply our system to NEEL
in tweets. In this section we ﬁrst introduce brieﬂy the cognitive strategy deﬁned
in the previous work, and then we show the typical constraints of NEEL task
highlighting the features that require a modiﬁcation in the base strategy.
4.1

QuASIt: The Cognitive System for Question Answering

QuASIt [14] is a QA system based on a cognitive architecture that attempts
to simulate the human cognitive processes for understanding natural language
queries, and producing an answer. Such an architecture is shown in Fig. 1: in
particular, the DBPedia ontology represents the knowledge of the world owned
by the system. Two kinds of processes have been devised: the ﬁrst is related to
the conceptualization of meaning that associates a perceived external object (i.e.
a word, a visual percept, and so on) to an internal concept. Such a conceptualization associates a meaning to a perceived form; in QuASIt a form is a word of the
query, and the internal concepts are the nodes of the ontology. This process is
implemented by the Mapping to Meanings module. The second process is related
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Fig. 1. The QuASIt cognitive architecture

to the conceptualization of form and is implemented by the Mapping to Forms
module; it associates a syntactic expression to a meaning to be produced, but
such a process is out of the scope of this paper, such as the other module of
the ﬁgure. For detail, please refer to the cited paper. To understand the devised
processes we must formally deﬁne the ontology of the system.
Formal definition of the domain ontology. Formally, the domain ontology
is the tuple O = Co , Po , Ts , L, Pd  deﬁned according to the W3C technical report
speciﬁcation reported at https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/, where:
– Co = {cli } is the set of type 1 classes that are is syntactically represented as
named instances of owl:Class;
– Po is the set of the object properties, so that:
Po = {oi | oi = (clj , clk ) clj , clk ∈ Co };
– Ts = {ti } is the set of literal datatypes;
– L = {li } is the set of literal strings used in the ontology as values of ti ;
– Pd is the set of the datatype properties, so that:
Pd = {di | di = (clj , lk ) clj ∈ Co , lk ∈ L}.
This ontology formal deﬁnition does not include individuals, that are the socalled instances. The instances are obtained from a set of strategies for mapping
assertions of a separated database to the classes of the ontology, that are formalized by the map function so that map : Co ∪ Po ∪ Pd ∪ L → I, and map(oe)
returns the set I containing the instances for the ontological element oe deﬁned
by the assertion mapping.
Modeling the cognitive processes. To access the meanings of the natural
language query, the query is ﬁrst chunked by a POS tagger. A chunk is a set
of consecutive tokens with the same POS tag; it is a n-gram of query words
having the same syntactic category. The set of operations implementing the
comprehension in QuASIt are formalized in what follows.
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Let consider the query Q = {q1 , q2 , ..., qn }, where qi is the i-th token. Being
T the set of all POS tags, and t ∈ T a speciﬁc tag, the chunks set C is the
partition of Q so that:
C = {ci | ci =

k


qj , pos(qj ) = ti ∀j ∈ [l . . . k], l, k ∈ [1 . . . n], ti ∈ T, qj ∈ Q}

l

where the function pos : Q → T returns the POS tag of a token. Then the F
set of chunks grouped in syntactic categories for diﬀerent tags in T is deﬁned;
in particular, we considered F = Fp ∪ Fv ∪ Fq , where Fp contains the chunks
with the adverbial tag, Fv contains the verb phrase chunks, and Fq contains the
noun phrase chunks. The topic of the query is what the user wants to know,
and we assumed that it can be referred to a chunk in Fq , that is each noun in
a sentence is a possible candidate to be the topic of the sentence itself regardless
it is a proper noun or a common one; for this reason, it is searched for in the
domain ontology to extract the corresponding assertion subgraph. Extracting the
assertion subgraph corresponds exactly to the process of conceptualization of the
perceived words, and it is simply implemented by rough intersections between
the stems of the words in F , and the labels of the nodes in the domain ontology.
Let be stem(·) the function that returns the stem of the words in its argument,
couple(·) the function that returns both elements of a couple, and ﬁnally fi a
generic element belonging to either Fq or Fv ; the assertion extraction process is
modeled by the following functions:
– ac : Fq → Co that returns the set ac (fi ) = { clk | stem(fi ) = stem(ij ), ij =
map(clk ), clk ∈ Co } composed by the ontological classes whose instances
label’s stems map to the stems of topic words contained in Fq . The set I = {ij }
will contain all such instances;
– ap : Fv → Po ∪ Pd returning the set ap (fi ) = { pj | stem(fi ) = stem(pj ), pj ∈
Po ∪ Pd , couple(pj ) ⊃ ac (fi )} composed by the properties of the classes in
ac (fi ) whose label’s stems map to the stems of the verb in Fv .

The result is a sub-ontology A = Ca , Pa , I where Ca = Fq ac (fi ), Pa =

Fv ap (fi ), and I the set of individuals retrieved by ac that represents what the
system understands about the query, and its conceptualization through the concepts identiﬁcation in the ontology. These processes have been modiﬁed suitably
for NEEL of entity mentions.
4.2

NEEL in Tweets

A tweet is a post on the social media application Twitter for which we identiﬁed
four main components in the structure, that are:
1. the micropost, that is the message shared by the user. It can not be longer
than 140 characters;
2. the hashtag, that is each metadata tag with the # preﬁx, that allows to
categorize a tweet’s topic(s), and then makes it easier for users to search
other tweets about such topic(s);
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3. the tag, that is the metadata tag with the @ preﬁx, that allows to associate
an entity (other people, locations and so on) already existing in the social
platform;
4. the thread, that are the set of comments of other people to the main micropost.
According to [17] semantic annotation of tweets consists of two main operations:
mention detection and candidate selection. The former is related to the identiﬁcation of the entity mention in the tweet, the latter is the operation related to
the identiﬁcation of the link in DBPedia that deﬁnes such an entity. We devised
some adjustments to the cognitive processes of QuASIt with the aim to model
these operations. The proper nature of the NEEL task poses some constraints
in the elaboration of a tweet, and if the task is executed by a human, she/he
should keep in mind these constraints thus acting inside these boundaries. The
NEEL constraints that we used to model our system are:
– a mention of an entity in a tweet is a proper noun or an acronym;
– the complete extent of an entity is the entire string representing the name,
without any pre-posed (i.e. the articles, the title such as “Mrs”, “Dr”, and
so on...) or post-posed modiﬁers. The sub-strings of an extent, if exist, are
not considerable as single entity mention; for example, the mention “Micheal
Jackson” is a complete extent of a single entity, while the sub-words “Michael”
and “Jackson” are not single mentions. These words can be considered as
single mentions when they are the only string in the extent;
– an embedded entity must be considered an entity mention, while the broader
one not. An embedded entity is encapsulated into a more generic one (the
broader one) that is not explicitly mentioned; for example, in the statement
“The art director of Harry Potter”, the extent “Harry Potter” is an embedded
entity that must be annotated, while “The art director person” is the broader
entity, and must not be annotated;
– the words in the hashtag (‘#’) or in the tag (‘@’) are entities only if they are
proper nouns or acronyms.

5

Cognitive Processes for NEEL in Tweets

The key of the proposed strategy was to consider a tweet as a query to be understood by the QuASIt system. As consequence, the conceptualization of meaning
process has been applied for understanding a tweet, hence to link the tweet to
the ontology. New linguistic aspects have been considered due the informal language and the particular structure of tweets, and considering the NEEL task
nature. The processes we deﬁned for the NEEL task are:
– chunking activity;
– chunk conceptualization;
These processes implement the NEEL operations previously described; in particular, the chunk conceptualization process is an insight of the conceptualization
of meaning in QuASIt for allowing NEEL. As a consequence, the QuASIt architecture was modiﬁed as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The cognitive architecture for NEEL in tweets

5.1

Chunking Activity

To perform mention detection in a tweet, chunking is the base cognitive process
performed by humans for understanding a not plain text [18]. Humans break
down a diﬃcult text into more manageable pieces, and rewrite such “chunks”
in their own words. Given the tweet t, we classiﬁed its components into two
main categories in terms of the linguistic properties of the inherent chunks. The
categories are:
1. the M category, where M = {mi | mi is a micropost of t}; such category
contains the microposts of the tweet, comprising the main micropost that
generates a discussion, and the microposts in the thread that are the comments to the main one;
2. the H category, where H = {hi | hi is a hashtag or a tag of t}, that contains
the hashtags and the tags in t.
Trivially, both hashtags and tags in M require a more deep chunking activity
than microposts, for which blank spaces and/or punctuation separate tokens.
We implemented chunking for tags and hashtags using a cognitive inspired approach: here the linguistic problem can be stated as obtaining a “meaningful”
splitting of a word concatenation where there are no separation characters. The
term “meaningful” has to be intended as “ﬁnding the words, which make more
sense while taking into account morphology”, and it will be the key for selecting
between multiple chunks. The process has been implemented by means of the
A* semantic tokenizer proposed by some of the authors at [13]. A tree of possible alternatives for chunking a concatenated string is built by means of proper
heuristics relying on linguistic considerations that set proper cost functions too.
A left-to-right scanning is used to model the reading activity, that was inspired
to the Simple View of Reading (SVR) [7]. Input strings are scanned from left
to right and candidate words are generated by subsequent character concatenations from the very ﬁrst character to the entire string. The tree is explored by
best-ﬁrst search, and the path with lower cost links nodes that correspond to
the identiﬁed tokens. In this approach, diﬀerently from the original tokenizer,
the source we used for retrieving meaningful words is formed by both DBPedia
ontology and Wordnet linguistic source [3]. In fact, the tags and the hashtags
can contain proper nouns that are not in Wordnet even if they are referred to
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in DBPedia, and vice versa. If no sense words are retrieved, the whole string
is returned. After chunking the text in H, the microposts in M are chunked
too, performing at ﬁrst a simple tokenization based on blank spaces; due to the
presence of informal language, such tokens are chunked again according to the
A* strategy. For completing the chunking activity process, the chunks devised so
far must be rewritten using words already owned by the system. In particular,
considering the informal language, such an operation implies the substitution of
ill-formed syntax words with well-formed ones that are in the sources used by the
system, and represent its language knowledge. Such a substitution is performed
considering the words that are syntactically nearest to the token; more simply,
an automatic correctorbased on Wordnet that is downloadable at https://www.
icbld.com/ is applied to the tokens, and a list of similar words is returned. Formally, let be a star(s) the function that returns the list of chunks Lc for the
string s based on the A* strategy; tok(s) is the function that returns the list of
tokens Lt split using blank spaces for the string s; icbl(k) is the function that
returns the list Lw of syntactically similar words to the token k. The chunking
activity process is modeled by the following functions:

a star(s)
s∈H
ca : H ∪ M → Lc , ca (s) =
a star(tok(s)) s ∈ M
icbl : Lc → Lw ,

icbl(k) = {wi | wi is a word syntactically similar to k}

The output of the chunking activity is the set C = H ∪ M ∪ Lw composed
by all the possible words to be analyzed for mention detection. Next, a POS
tagger allows ﬁltering such words to identify only the proper nouns, and hence
the topic of the tweet; diﬀerently from QuASIt, where the topics were the noun
phrases contained in the query (both common and proper nouns), in this case
the topics are only the proper nouns in the chunk set C according to the NEEL
task speciﬁcations deﬁned previously. Finally, being w a generic set of words,
pos(w) the function that returns the set of POS tags of the words in w according to the chosen tagset speciﬁed at https://courses.washington.edu/hypertxt/
csar-v02/penntable.html, the mention detection process ends with the deﬁnition
of the set M D that will contain all candidate mentions:
M D = {mi | mi = {cj , cj+1 , ..., cj+ni } ⊂ C, pos(mi ) ∈ {N P, N P S}}.
The ni value represents the extent of the i-th mention, and N P and N P S are
the tags associated to the proper noun (rispectively singular and plural).
5.2

Chunk Conceptualization

Once the set M D containing all the possible candidate mentions is built, the
chunk conceptualization process attempts to select from DBPedia the entities
to link to such mentions. Such a process is based on the conceptualization of
meaning deﬁned in QuASIt, particularly in the part related to the extraction
of the assertion subgraph. The assertion subgraph corresponds exactly to the
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conceptualization of a perceived statement because it links the statement itself
to the ontology used by the system; its extraction is now implemented for the
tweet. The rough intersections between the stems of the mentions in M D, and the
stems of the labels in DBPedia is extended here considering a suitable syntactic
similarity and not a perfect match. Recalling the deﬁnitions for the functions
stem and map, and the formal deﬁnition of the ontology in Sect. 4, we deﬁne the
new function sim(w1 , w2 ) = 0.5 ∗ jaro(w1 , w2 ) + 0.5 ∗ lev(w1 , w2 ) that returns
a similarity measure that is a weighted sum of the Jaro-Winkler jaro(· , ·) and
Levenstein lev(· , ·) distances between the words w1 and w2 in its argument.
The use of a string similarity metric enhances the mapping process taking into
account also ill-formed words in informal language that could make the stem
function return no results, thus resulting in an empty intersection with the stems
coming from the labels of DBPedia. In this case, the Jaro-Winkler distance is
computed from the original forms of the chunks; the chunks of a mention have
to be concatenated by the concat function. The chunk conceptualization process
is formalized by the function acneel : M D → Co that returns the set:
acneel (mi ) = { clk | stem(mi ) = stem(ij ) ∨
sim(concat(mi ), ij ) > τ, ij = map(clk ), clk ∈ Co }
composed by the ontological classes such that either the stems of their instance
labels is equal to the stems of mentions in M D or the Jaro-Winkler distance
between such labels and the form of mentions in M D is above a suitable threshold. The value for τ has been ﬁxed to 0.7 experimentally. The set I = {ij } will
contain all such instances.
The candidate selection process is modeled by the acneel function that returns
for each mention in M D the entities in DBPedia which better match to it,
according to the criterion speciﬁed in the function deﬁnition. Finally,
the set of

nodes Ca and the set of correspondent instances I, where Ca = M D acneel (mi ),
and I the set of individuals correspondent to acneel represent what the system
understands about the whole tweet, that is its assertion subgraph.

6

Experiments and Comparative Evaluations

In this section we describe brieﬂy the challenge dataset and the evaluation scores
that we referred to for evaluating our approach. Then we show and discuss our
results in comparison to the participant systems.
6.1

The Dataset and the Metrics

The dataset proposed for the #Microposts2016 NEEL Challenge extends the
ones presented in the previous editions of the challenge with the only change in
the DBPedia version that is DBPedia 2015-04. Particular attention was devoted
to include both event and non-event tweets. Both Training and Development sets
were not used to perform our experiments, because our system uses a symbolic
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unsupervised approach that can be applied in every context and does not require
neither training nor tuning data. The Test set contains 45,164 tokens and 1,022
total entities; it was created by adding tweets collected in December 2015 around
the US primary elections and the Star Wars The Force Awakens Premiere.
The challenge evaluations is based on four metrics, but only three of them
have to be considered for our case. In fact, a metric was introduced for discriminating in case of tie in evaluation score, that is the latency but we have not such
kind of problem in our experiments. The three main metrics are:
1. strong typed mention match (stmm) that considers the micro average F1 score
on the annotations related to the mention extent and the type identiﬁcation;
2. strong link match (slm) that considers the micro average F1 score on the
annotations related to the link for each mention;
3. mention ceaf (mc) that considers the F1 score for the NIL and not-NIL in
the annotations.
The ﬁnal score is computed considering such metrics, according to the formula:
score = 0.4 ∗ mc + 0.3 ∗ stmm + 0.3 ∗ slm. The scorer proposed for the
TAC KBP 2014 task at https://github.com/wikilinks/neleval/wiki/Evaluation
was used to perform the evaluation.
6.2

Results and Discussion

Table 1 reports the results of our system (in bold) compared with the best performances obtained by the participants to the #Micropost2016 workshop NEEL
Challenge. The state-of-the-art approach ADEL developed by [15] was used as
the baseline. The last four columns report the micro average F1 score on each of
the three metrics taken into consideration, along with the the global score value.
Particularly, the second column refers to the use of a supervised/unsupervised
approach in each system. As it is shown, our system ranked second, compared
to the challenge participants, and this is a very remarkable result if we consider
that our system has a performance very close to kea but we make use of an unsupervised strategy, while both kea and ADEL use a supervised one. Our systems
Table 1. Results
Rank Approach Team name

F1mc

F1stmm F1slm

Score

1

sup

kea

0.641

0.473

0.5486

2

unsup

our

0.616 0.515

0.406 0.5227

3

unsup

insight-centre @ nuig

0.621

0.246

0.202

0.3828

4

sup

mit lincoln laboratory 0.366

0.319

0.396

0.3609

5

sup

ju team

0.467

0.312

0.248

0.3548

6

sup

unimib

0.203

0.267

0.162

0.3353

*

sup

adel

0.69

0.61

0.536 0.6198

0.501
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performs similarly to kea in the mc measure, and outperforms it in the stmm,
while has a decay in the slm that can be observed also in ADEL and kea.

7

Conclusions and Future Works

A novel system for Named Entity rEcognition and Linking (NEEL) has been
presented in this paper, that searches for proper nouns in all the components
of a tweet, and links them to concepts in the DBPedia ontology. The presented
approach relies on QuASIt, the QA system already presented by the authors,
and considers a tweet as a query to be understood; our NEEL system modiﬁes
suitably the QuASIt strategy for conceptualization of meaning to link tokens
inside the tweet to DBPedia. At ﬁrst tweets have to be chunked suitably as
regards both tokens in the text and multi-word hashtags or tags. Then chunks
are mapped to the instance labels of the classes in DBPedia using a mixed JaroWinkler/Levenstein distance. Our system ranked second when compared to the
outcomes of the #Micropost2016 workshop NEEL Challenge. Future work will
be devoted to deepen the analysis of the whole assertion subgraph extracted by
the system to devise more semantic information about the tweet like the mood
of each post in a thread as regards the topic of the main tweet.
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Abstract. While sentiment analysis has received signiﬁcant attention
in the last years, problems still exist when tools need to be applied to
microblogging content. This because, typically, the text to be analysed
consists of very short messages lacking in structure and semantic context. At the same time, the amount of text produced by online platforms
is enormous. So, one needs simple, fast and eﬀective methods in order to
be able to eﬃciently study sentiment in these data. Lexicon-based methods, which use a predeﬁned dictionary of terms tagged with sentiment
valences to evaluate sentiment in longer sentences, can be a valid approach. Here we present a method based on epidemic spreading to automatically extend the dictionary used in lexicon-based sentiment analysis,
starting from a reduced dictionary and large amounts of Twitter data.
The resulting dictionary is shown to contain valences that correlate well
with human-annotated sentiment, and to produce tweet sentiment classiﬁcations comparable to the original dictionary, with the advantage of
being able to tag more tweets than the original. The method is easily
extensible to various languages and applicable to large amounts of data.

1

Introduction

Sentiment analysis has been an important research challenge in the last years,
especially with the availability of large amounts of user generated content from
various on-line platforms. Although several methods have been introduced [14],
issues still exist both when it comes to applying and evaluating new methods. In
particular, for microblogging data such as Twitter, diﬃculties arise due to the
length and structure of the messages. These are typically very short, providing
little semantic context, and do not always abide to grammatical rules, which
means preprocessing is not straightforward. Additionally, the size of the data to
be processed is very large, so methods need to be powerful and fast.
Many approaches to sentiment analysis on Twitter are lexicon-based. They
use a dictionary of words that are either manually or automatically tagged with a
sentiment valence to assign sentiment to tweets. These methods have the advantage of being easily translatable to other languages (by translating the small
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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dictionary) and they are fast enough to process large amounts of data in a short
time, which is an important feature when it comes to big data processing. However, a main disadvantage of this approach is that, since tweets are short, it may
happen that no term is found in the dictionary, reducing the amount of tweets
that can be classiﬁed.
Here we introduce a method to extend the dictionary automatically starting
from an existing seed dictionary. The method uses the tweets to be classiﬁed
themselves to create a network of terms, which are then tagged with sentiment
using an epidemics-like process. This method allows us to increase the number
of classiﬁed tweets by about 45%, while maintaining classiﬁcation performance
similar to a smaller manually-tagged dictionary. Additionally, an important possible application of the method is evaluating language superdiversity [20] in a
population, since the resulting dictionary is strongly population-dependent, thus
can provide important insight into how language is used by various populations
on Twitter. In this work we will concentrate on validating the new dictionary,
while the analysis of superdiversity will be approached in future work.

2

Related Work

Over the past decade, there has been a large amount of work on sentiment
analysis that focuses on social media content and microblogging platforms, such
as Twitter. In [14] the authors provide an exhaustive survey. For Twitter, we
can identify several main approaches for sentiment analysis.
Lexicon-Based Approaches. Lexicon based approaches exploit dictionaries of
words with positive and negative valence and then calculate the polarity score of
a text according to the positive and negative words found in the text. Dictionaries can be created automatically, such as SentiWordNet [7], or manually, such
as ANEW (Aﬀective Norms for English Words) [2]. In [6], the overall sentiment
score for a text is computed based on the frequency and the valence of each
word in the text, using a frequency-weighted average. A similar approach is the
VAD method [13], which performs Emotion Detection. In VAD the score for each
sentence is calculated by averaging the valences of each word in the sentence.
Results achieved for three datasets (Semeval 2013, ISEAR and Fairy Tales) show
a Precision score between 0.46 and 0.53, Recall values from 0.40 to 0.42 and F1
score between 0.37 and 0.41. In [8], authors build two discriminatory-word lexicons, one for positive sentiment words, and one for negative sentiment words
using twitrratr.com, a website that provides keyword-based sentiment analysis.
For each tweet the number of keywords is counted (both positives and negatives).
If in the tweet the positive count is higher than the negative count, the tweet is
positive, negative vice-versa. If counts are equal, the tweet is tagged as neutral.
This type of lexicon-based approaches present some known problems. As
underlined in [13], many words change their meaning in diﬀerent contexts. However, dictionaries are annotated based on the general mood evoked by a term
and not how it changes with context. Second, if words with opposite polarity
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are found in a sentence, frequently the sentence’s average polarity score falls in
the neutral state. These issues decrease the overall accuracy obtained with these
methods.
Another important aspect is that, when it comes to processing Twitter data,
the dictionaries are too restricted and small amounts of Tweets can be actually
classiﬁed. To tackle this last issue, means to extend the labelled dictionary have
been investigated. For instance, Velikovich [19] build a network of words and
phrases from a collection of Web documents. For each word, they ﬁrst build a
vector of co-occurrence with the other words. Then they construct a word graph
in which each word is a node, and edges are weighted with the cosine similarity
over the co-occurrence vectors. Sentiment scores are propagated from seed words
into other nodes. The algorithm computes both a positive and a negative polarity
for each node in the graph (poli+ and poli− ). Positive and negative scores are equal
to the sum over the maximum weighted path from every seed word to a speciﬁc
node. The ﬁnal polarity score for the word is calculated as poli = poli+ − βpoli− ,
where β is a constant meant to account for the diﬀerence in overall mass of
positive and negative ﬂow in the graph. The method was also employed by [12]
using emoticons as original seeds.
In this work we provide another method to automatically extend the dictionary based directly on the corpus to be classiﬁed. Compared to previous
approaches, the method simpliﬁes signiﬁcantly both the graph building stage,
and the sentiment propagation stage. In particular, we use the unweighted cooccurrence network and simple propagation based on ideas from contagion models. These simpliﬁcations are important in order to be able to process larger
amounts of data.
Machine Learning Approaches. A diﬀerent class of methods use machine learning
to perform sentiment classiﬁcation. In general, better accuracy is obtained by
these methods compared to the simple lexicon-based approaches above.
In [15], machine learning is applied to sentiment classiﬁcation of movie
reviews. They test three standard algorithms: Naive Bayes, Support Vector
Machines (SVM) and MaxEntropy using a bag-of-words framework. They select
a predeﬁned set of n features: 16,165 unigrams that occur at least four times
in the data and 16,165 bigrams that occur most often. They analyse two means
of constructing the features. The ﬁrst uses presence features, i.e. boolean features that ﬂag whether a unigram or bigram is present in the text. The second
uses the number of times the unigram or bigram appears. Their work shows
that best results are achieved exploiting SVMs and unigram presence as features. Accuracy scores ranged from 0.72 from 0.82 and Recall ranged from 50%
to 69%. Implementing a two-phase approach, they ﬁrst separate subjective messages from objective ones, then they classify the former into positive or negative.
In [8], three-class sentiment classiﬁcation is implemented using Naive Bayes,
Multinomial Naive Bayes, and SVM classiﬁers. Results show that best accuracy is achieved for SVMs, both for presence and frequency features using unigrams+bigrams. Accuracy for unigrams+bigrams is 79% for presence features
and 81% for frequency features. Instead, separate unigrams and bigrams achieved
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accuracy scores that range from 76% to 78.6%. SVMs are shown to outperform
other machine learning methods in [9] as well. Here, the training data is obtained
through mining of tweets with negative and positive emoticons, while features
are based on unigrams, bigrams and parts of speech.
Hybrid Lexicon-Based Machine Learning. Some of the machine learning methods used for sentiment analysis can include features obtained through a lexicon
labelled with sentiment valences. However, classiﬁcation does not rely merely
on computing a sentiment score through averaging of valences, but uses more
complex calculations.
In [1] syntactical features are combined with real-valued prior polarity or
words (e.g. number of negative words) and part of speech tagging. They classify tweets into positive, negative and neutral sentiment classes. Their results
show that models that combine prior polarity features with unigrams, and with
a new tweet representation based on trees, outperform the unigram baseline.
Another recent approach is [12], where adaptive logistic regression is used to
classify tweets. Authors show that combining lexicon-based features with standard machine learning approaches improves performance.
In this work we validate our extended dictionary using SVM classiﬁers and
lexicon-based features, since these methods appear to provide best performance
in most cases presented above. We achieve accuracy, precision and recall rates
similar to other methods. However, our goal is not to introduce a new sentiment
analysis method, but to show that our automatically-extended lexicon produces
results comparable to those obtained by a high-quality manually-tagged established lexicon.
Social Relations Approaches. Another approach to sentiment analysis on Twitter
exploits the social relations between the users and their followers. For instance,
[18] show that the use of label propagation within the Twitter follower graph
improves the polarity classiﬁcation. In [11], a sociological approach is proposed,
showing that social theories such as Emotional Contagion and Sentiment Consistency could be useful for sentiment analysis. We also propose the use of ideas
from contagion models, in particular epidemic spreading and opinion dynamics,
to automatically extend the dictionary used for sentiment analysis, although we
do not base our spreading process on the follower network, but on an un-weighted
co-occurrence graph.

3

Data and Preprocessing

Our analysis is based on two Twitter datasets (one tagged with sentiment classes,
one untagged), and lexical resources, i.e. dictionaries of words enriched with
sentiment valences.
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Tagged Twitter Dataset

This dataset is composed of 3,718 publicly available tweets and their sentiment
classiﬁcations, retrieved from three diﬀerent sources:
The Semeval 2013 Message Polarity Classiﬁcation Competition (task B) 1 .
The original dataset consisted of a 12–20K messages corpus on a range of topics, classiﬁed into positive, neutral and negative classes. We retrieved 2,752 such
tweets, that were still available on the Twitter platform. These were passed
through the language detection algorithm provided by the Python package
Langdetect, to ensure they were written in English, leaving us with 2,547 tweets
in the ﬁnal dataset (428 negative, 1,347 neutral and 970 positive).
The Semeval 2014 Message Polarity Classiﬁcation Competition (task B) 2 .
Similar to Semeval 2013, this corpus consisted originally in 10000 tweets, out
of which we downloaded 687 English tweets (142 negative, 319 neutral and 226
positive).
Earth Hour 2015 Corpus.3 This dataset contains 600 tweets annotated with
Sentiment information (Positive, Negative, Neutral) where each annotation is
triply-annotated through a crowdsourcing campaign. Out of these, 370 tweets
were still available for download through the Twitter platform (30 negative, 185
neutral and 80 positive).
We observe that a small proportion of tweets is tagged with a negative
valence, with neutral tweets being most prevalent, in all three datasets. This
can be seen as a characteristic of Twitter messages in general. This dataset will
be used in the following to evaluate the performance of our extended dictionary,
compared to an already established dictionary, in classifying tweet sentiment. For
this, we ﬁrst proceeded to pre-process data and then to normalize and lemmatize the entire dataset obtained, through a general-purpose pipeline of linguistic
annotation tools, as explained in Sect. 3.4.
3.2

Untagged Twitter Dataset

This dataset is a subset of that used in [5] and composed of just under one
million and seven hundred geolocalised English Twitter messages retrieved for
6 days, from the 14th to the 20th of August 2015. All tweets were linguistically
treated following the method described in Sect. 3.4.
This dataset was used in two ways. First, it is at the base of our method for
extending the dictionary of terms tagged with sentiment valences. Second, sentiment analysis is performed on it, and the resulting sentiment scores compared
between our extended dictionary and a previously established dictionary from
the literature.
1
2
3

The Semeval 2013 Message Polarity Classiﬁcation competition (task B), https://
www.cs.york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/.
The Semeval 2014 Message Polarity Classiﬁcation competition (task B), http://alt.
qcri.org/semeval2014/.
The Earth Hour 2015 corpus: https://gate.ac.uk/projects/decarbonet/datasets.
html.
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Lexical Resources

In order to develop our algorithm and validate results we identiﬁed several
resources of lemmas annotated with sentiment valences.
The Aﬀective Norms for English Words (ANEW) [2] provides a set of normative emotional ratings for 1,034 terms. Using Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM),
an aﬀective rating system, emotional ratings in terms of pleasure, arousal, and
dominance were collected from human subjects. Pleasure represents positive versus negative emotions. Arousal ﬁnds the two extremes of the scale of values in
“calm” and “exciting”. The dominance dimension determines if the subject feels
in control of the situation or not. Each dimension is represented as a number
between 0 and 10. For our algorithm, we used the pleasure dimension as a sentiment valence, as evaluated by both male and female subjects.
SentiWordNet [7] is a publicly available lexical resource in which words are
associated with three numerical scores (Obj(s), Pos(s) and Neg(s)) describing
how objective, positive, and negative they are. In order to be able to use these
together with the ANEW lexicon, we computed a unique polarity for each word.
Following the methods presented in [10], we choose to adopt the diﬀerence
between the positive and the negative score as an overall sentiment valence,
properly scaled to interval [0, 10] like ANEW.
After calculating polarities from SentiWordNet, we observed that the distribution is strongly heterogeneous: neutral words are much more than positives
and negatives. Therefore, we decided to balance classes choosing the number (n)
of items in the least represented class (negative), and selecting from other classes
the n most strongly polarized lemmas, for a total of 16,914 lemmas.
We built an in-house bad words lexicon, including 63 common curse and
swear English words. We selected the words starting from all the dirty words
from Google’s “what do you love” project. Each word of the lexicon is tagged
with a 0.0 polarity score, hence is considered strongly negative.
3.4

Data Preprocessing and Annotation

The aim of the preprocessing phase of tweets is their grammatical annotation.
The ﬁrst problem we decided to deal with was to obtain cleaned data which can
be processed in an eﬀective way by automatic methods. The annotation of linguistic constituents required the development of a dedicated rule-based cleaning
procedure. This consisted of removing punctuation, links and usernames, and
normalising hashtags and emphasis words.
The output of this cleaning phase is linguistically-standardized tweets that
are subsequently treated by a general-purpose pipeline of linguistic annotation
tools. Speciﬁcally, tweets are lemmatized and tagged with the Part-Of-Speech
tagger TreeTagger, described in [16]. In order to reduce the number of noisy
words which could be wrongly identiﬁed and uselessly increase the data to be
processed, we selected, for each tweet, only words belonging to speciﬁc grammatical classes: nouns, adjectives, and verbs. This allowed us to obtain only
signiﬁcant words from the sentiment and meaning point of view.
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We applied the pre-processing procedure to both the tagged and the untagged
tweets above. Hence the two datasets contain cleared standardized English texts
composed of only nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

4

Extending the Dictionary

We adopt an epidemics-based approach to extend the dictionary of terms used
for lexicon-based sentiment analysis. Our method consists of two stages: building
the network and sentiment spreading.
4.1

Building the Network

Starting from the preprocessed Untagged Twitter Dataset (Sect. 3), we build a
network of lemmas where each lemma corresponds to one node. Two nodes are
connected by an edge if there is at least one tweet where both lemmas appear.
Hence, the network is an unweighted co-occurrence graph based on the target
tweets to be classiﬁed. We use a large amount of tweets to build this network,
thus we expect that lemmas with positive valence will be mostly connected to
other positive lemmas, while those with negative valences will be connected
among themselves. We consider only tweets not containing a negation (“don’t”,
“not”, etc.), since with negations it is diﬃcult to understand which lemmas from
the negated tweet can be considered connected in the network, and which not.
4.2

Sentiment Spreading

Once the network of lemmas is obtained, we start to add valences to each node
in the network. We start from a seed dictionary, which is typically reduced in
size. In the next section we will show results obtained when the seed is 50% of
the ANEW dictionary (the other half is used to validate the results), together
with all lemmas in the SentiWordNet and Bad words lexicon. This seed allows
us to assign valences to a reduced number of nodes in the network. This is the
initial state of our epidemic process.
Starting from the initial state, we follow a discrete time process where at each
step sentiment valences spread through the network. At time t, for all nodes i
which do not have any valence, the set of neighbouring nodes N (i) is analyzed,
and i takes the valence that aggregates the distribution of valences in N (i). The
update is synchronous for all untagged nodes that can be tagged at this step. The
epidemic procedure continues until no new valences are assigned to the nodes,
i.e. when the population reaches a stable state. The process is similar to those
seen in continuous opinion dynamics models [17], where agents take into account
the aggregated opinion of their entire neighbourhood when forming their own.
The diﬀerence here is that once a valence is assigned, it is never modiﬁed.
To decide the aggregation procedure we took into account several observations. In general, tweets appear to be very heterogeneous, most containing both
positive and negative words. Hence a simple averaging of valences would most
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of the time result in neutral lemmas, although they actually contain meaningful
sentiment. So, we decided to use instead the mode of the distribution of valences
in the neighbourhood, which is a much more meaningful criterion in these conditions. However, the mode was only considered in special circumstances. We
observed that in some cases the distribution of valences in the neighbourhood is
very heterogeneous. That means the range of valences is very large, or the entropy
of the distribution is very high. In this case, it is unclear what the valence of
the new lemma should be, so we chose not to assign one at all. Again, this was
inspired by works from opinion dynamics (e.g. the q-voter model [3]), taking into
account the concept of social impact: agents are better able to inﬂuence their
neighbours as a consensual group rather than isolated, hence a heterogeneous
group will have no inﬂuence on its neighbours. Here, this was implemented as
thresholds on the range and entropy on the neighbouring valence distribution:
a node will be infected with the aggregated valence of its neighbourhood only if
the range and entropy are below these thresholds. In order to avoid outliers, we
consider the range to be the diﬀerence between the 10th and the 90th percentile.
The two thresholds (range and entropy) become two parameters of our model,
that need to be tuned to maximise performance.

5

Evaluation of the New Dictionary

In order to evaluate the extended dictionary, we perform two diﬀerent analyses.
First, we concentrate on the valences obtained after our sentiment spreading
process. For this we use cross validation on the ANEW dictionary. Speciﬁcally,
the ANEW dictionary is divided into two halves: one half is used as a seed
dictionary during the epidemic process, together with SentiWordNet and the
Bad words dictionary; the second half is used as a test dataset, i.e. the valence
obtained through our procedure is compared to the original valence in the ANEW
dictionary. We use Pearson correlation to quantify the similarity. This gives us
an indication on whether our process produces valid sentiment valences.
It is important to note that while a signiﬁcant correlation between the modelled and real valences is desired, we do not expect to obtain very large such
values. This because the correlation depends highly on the corpus, i.e. how language is used by the Twitter users, the topic, etc. We expect that by changing
the Twitter population, the correlation changes as well. In fact, we propose the
correlation to be a means to quantify superdiversity on Twitter, and we believe
this can be very useful in understanding eﬀects of population migration both on
the receiving and incoming population. However, in this paper we concentrate
only on validating our method for sentiment analysis.
In order to extract optimal values for the entropy and range thresholds, we
repeated the spreading procedure ten times for various thresholds. Figure 1 shows
the average correlation obtained for each threshold combination. We observe that
the range parameter is more important in obtaining higher correlations, with
small ranges resulting in better results. The optimal performance is obtained for
a range threshold of 3, and entropy threshold of 1.38 (we consider the distribution
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Fig. 1. Average correlation between modelled and real word valence.

Fig. 2. Modelled and real word valence
for a selected run with best parameters.

Fig. 3. Histogram of valences for
ANEW and extended dictionary.

described by 10 bins of equal size, hence the maximum entropy is approximately
2.3). Figure 2 displays the modelled and real valences on test data for the run
with the best correlation with these parameter values. The plot shows clearly
that the valences obtained by our method align well with human-tagged data,
validating our approach. For further comparison, we also display the distribution of valences in the ANEW dictionary, compared to the extended dictionary obtained through our method (Fig. 3). We observe some diﬀerences here.
While negative lemmas make a small fraction of the dictionary in both cases, the
extended dictionary still contains a larger fraction of neutral and positive lemmas, compared to the ANEW dictionary. This is, however, not a concern, given
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that we observed this trend for other dictionaries as well (see description of Sentiwordnet in Sect. 3). A second criterion for validation of the extended dictionary
is classiﬁcation performance on the Tagged Twitter Dataset (Sect. 3). We implemented a sentiment classiﬁer based on Support Vector Machines (SVM), that
used several features to classify sentiment of tweets into three classes: negative,
neutral and positive. The features used include, for each tweet, several statistics
over the valence of individual lemmas contained by the tweet: arithmetic and
geometric mean, median, standard deviation, minimum and maximum. To these,
we added the number of lemmas with a valence over 7 and over 9, to understand
the presence of positive terms. Conversely, we also computed the number of lemmas with a valence under 3 and under 1. Finally, we included the total length
of the tweet, and a boolean feature ﬂagging the presence of a negation. We only
considered tweets for which at least 3 lemmas were found in the dictionary.
The features above can be computed using any dictionary, and SVM performance can vary when changing the dictionary. We compare the performance
of our extended dictionary (described in Figs. 2 and 3) with that of ANEW,
which is an established dictionary in the literature. We expect no decrease in
performance with our extended dictionary.
To validate results, we used a cross-validation approach, where 80% of tagged
tweets were used to train the SVM and 20% to test it. The analysis was repeated
ten times for each dictionary, with average performance displayed in Fig. 4. Error
bars show one standard deviation from the mean. The plot shows that the performance with the extended dictionary is comparable to ANEW, validating our
approach. The F1 score increases on the negative class and decreases on the
other two. Precision increases on negative and neutral, while recall increases on
negative and positive tweets. Hence, our extended dictionary seems to perform
slightly better on negative tweets, however it overestimates the positives. Given
that negative tweets are a small part of the corpus, accuracy decreases slightly.
The performance range across repeated runs always overlaps between the two
dictionaries compared.

Fig. 4. Performance of SVM classiﬁer using the original ANEW dictionary only and
our extended dictionary.
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Twitter Sentiment Analysis

To further evaluate the goodness of our algorithm, we compare the behaviour
of the SVM in classifying the Untagged Twitter Dataset using our epidemic
extended sentiment dictionary versus ANEW. Figure 5 shows the number of
tweets classiﬁed by each dictionary, and then the distribution in the negative,
neutral and positive classes. The SVM used was trained with all the Tagged
Twitter Dataset, while the extended dictionary used was that analysed in Figs. 2
and 3.

Fig. 5. Applying the SVM to untagged Twitter data using the original ANEW dictionary versus our extended dictionary.

Applying the SVM using ANEW we are able to label 93,447 tweets. As we
can see, the number of positive tweets is almost twice that of the neutral and
negative tweets. We classify 48,409 tweets as positive, 20,222 as neutral and
24,816 as negative.
Results obtained applying the SVM classiﬁer with the extended dictionary
show an increase in the number of labelled tweets compared to ANEW, by about
45%. We are able to classify 135,341 tweets. As opposed to ANEW, the number of
positives and negatives tweets is not that unbalanced. We classify 31,278 tweets
as positives and, 30,544 as negatives. We also see a signiﬁcant increase of tweets
classiﬁed as neutral.
Since the dataset has no polarity labels, we cannot validate the classes
obtained by each dictionary for individual tweets. However, the distribution of
classes obtained with our extended dictionary seems to be closer to what we
observed in the Tagged Twitter Dataset, i.e. neutral tweets are a majority and
negative ones are a minority. ANEW tends to ﬁnd mostly positive tweets, and
this could be due to the fact that the number of positive words in the dictionary
is higher than other classes. However, this is true also for the extended dictionary. A second reason could be that Twitter users use a youth slang: a large set
of unstandardized lemmas which are not included in ANEW lexicon, but which
are captured by our extended dictionary.
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Discussion and Conclusions

A method for enhancing lexicon-based sentiment analysis by extending the base
lexicon of terms was presented. The extended dictionary was shown to contain
term valences that correlate well with human-labelled lexicons. Furthermore,
performance of SVM-based sentiment classiﬁcation was maintained. At the same
time, the number of tweets labelled by the new dictionary grew by about 45%.
Our method is particularly suitable for Twitter data, where the short length
of the text to be analysed makes classiﬁcation impossible with a small dictionary, since most tweets do not contain any of the terms for which the sentiment
valence is known. Additionally, the procedure to extend the dictionary is very
fast (running times of the order of minutes for over 1.5 million tweets), hence
can be applied to very large amounts of data.
The results presented here validated our method, however we believe the
potential stays in the power of big data. Hence we plan to apply it to much
larger amounts of Twitter data in future work. During our experiments, we
observed an increase in the amount of tweets tagged by about 45% compared
to ANEW, while the extended dictionary was much wider than ANEW. This
indicates the fact that some terms in the network remain isolated, so that sentiment valences do not percolate the entire network, hence many tweets remain
untagged. This issue is exacerbated by the fact that we also impose thresholds
on the neighbourhood from which a node can be ‘infected’ with sentiment. In
these conditions, additional data can improve the percolation power of sentiment
valences and further increase performance of our method. A careful analysis of
the network structure, and its dependence on the amount of data used, is thus
required and will be pursued in the future.
The extended dictionary obtained through our method depends highly on
the set of tweets used to build the network of terms. Here we used a random
selection of tweets, however one could also select user subpopulations, or various
languages. An advantage of our method is that it is easily extendible to other
languages, since it is enough to translate the seed dictionary in order to obtain
a much larger annotated lexicon. The correlation between modelled and real
valences becomes, in this case, a measure to describe the way language is used
in a Twitter subpopulation, allowing for comparison for various purposes. One
application that we have in mind is evaluating superdiversity due to population
migration.
While useful for standard sentiment analysis, as shown here, our method
is also suitable for novel and more advanced techniques similar to supervised
aggregated sentiment analysis [4]. These techniques concentrate not on classiﬁcation of individual tweets, but on quantifying the aggregated distribution of
sentiment in a collection of tweets. Our extended dictionary could prove to be
an important resource to develop new such methods. These would be useful not
only to predict election or debate results, which is why they were proposed in
the ﬁrst place, but also to quantify aggregated sentiment in various populations.
This could help understand superdiversity better, hence we plan to investigate
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the link between our proposed superdiversity index and sentiment quantiﬁcation
on Twitter.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a minimalist hypothesis for keywords extraction: keywords can be extracted from text documents by
considering concepts underlying document terms. Furthermore, central
concepts are individuated as the concepts that are more related to title
concepts. Namely, we propose ﬁve metrics, that are diverse in essence, to
compute the centrality of concepts in the document body with respect
to those in the title. We ﬁnally report about an experimentation over a
popular data set of human annotated news articles; the results conﬁrm
the soundness of our hypothesis.
Keywords: Keywords extraction · Natural language semantics
Conceptual similarity · Word similarity · Lexical resources

1

·

Introduction

Keywords extraction is a principal task in the analysis of text documents: keywords represent in compact fashion the main topics of document contents, and
they are fundamental in a plethora of tasks including information extraction,
selection and retrieval. Keywords extraction is a challenging task: it involves
analyzing and characterizing documents semantic content—which is a relevant
open research problem—, and it has also many applications, in diverse ﬁelds such
as feature extraction, document ﬁltering and clustering. Furthermore, keywords
are customarily used in compiling minimal, dense summaries and in the broader
and neighboring ﬁeld of automatic summarization; they are used to browse document collections, they are beneﬁcial in reﬁning search engine queries and in
building contextual advertisements. Attempts to individuate salient textual elements (be them words, phrases or whole sentences) exist that date back to
several decades ago [2]. However, despite their relevance and their usefulness
for many purposes, explicit keywords are absent from most documents. Providing documents with this meta-information about their content is a costly and
time-consuming activity that still requires professionals to manually provide documents with keywords, either chosen from a given thesaurus/taxonomy or based
on their own evaluation.
Keyword extraction has been traditionally performed based on lexical information, by adopting support corpora, or controlled vocabularies, moreover, the
extraction step has been performed mostly based on statistical methods or on
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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machine learning techniques. The analysis is frequently performed at the terms
level, having terms relations represented as graphs [11,19].
Our approach diﬀers from those in literature in several aspects: ﬁrst, we aim
at ﬁnding salient concepts rather than counting term frequencies/occurrences.
Also, we deﬁne concepts relevance as a relational feature: our hypothesis is that
concepts in a document are relevant in so far as they are semantically connected
to the concepts that are present in the title. We deﬁne the notion of centrality,
that can be computed to estimate how tightly the concepts in the body are
connected to the title concepts. To compute the conceptual centrality, we propose
some novel metrics and some metrics that to the best of our knowledge have never
been used before for keywords extraction.
Our approach has the following strengths: it is simple (it basically tests in
diﬀerent manners how conceptual similarity is suitable for keyword extraction);
it scales to evolving document collections; and it does not require training the
construction of neither ad hoc corpora nor controlled vocabularies/thesauri.
The paper is organized as follows: after a brief survey on related work
(Sect. 2), we introduce our approach (Sect. 3), by providing full details on the ﬁve
metrics being proposed (Sect. 3.2). We then report about the experimentation,
discuss the obtained results (Sect. 4), and close by elaborating on future work
(Sect. 5).

2

Related Work

Several works have been carried out that share some traits with our system. Most
approaches to keyword extraction involve three main phases, that are aimed at
identifying candidate keywords, at ranking them, and ﬁnally at selecting the top
ranked ones.
The Rule Discovery System (RDS) uses syntactic information (namely, some
given POS patterns such as ADJ-NOUN, NOUN-NOUN, etc.) and collects information both internal to the document and collection-based [5]. Ensemble techniques are adopted herein: diﬀerent classiﬁers are learned and then combined
with a voting mechanism to predict the class associated to a given keyword. In
this setting, the keyword extraction task is converted into a binary categorization task, where candidate terms are classiﬁed either as keywords or as nonkeywords. The RDS is grounded on a pool of features such as term frequency,
collection frequency, relative position of the ﬁrst occurrence, and POS tag. It has
been subsequently improved with further ﬁltering of the NP chunks (to eliminate determiners) and with a diﬀerent choice (more general) of the corpus upon
which to compute frequencies.
The authors of TextRank [11] propose an unsupervised graph-based algorithm for both keyword and sentence extraction that leverages a graph representation of the document. Graph nodes contain information on document terms
(the algorithm allows for POS-based ﬁltering, and the authors report the best
results for nouns and adjectives). The edges are built based on the co-occurrence
relation, that accounts for the distance intervening between terms: two vertices
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are connected if they co-occur within a window of ﬁxed length (2–10 terms).
Edges represent an estimation of the cohesion between the terms in the document. In our approach, we use a quite similar measure, the main diﬀerence
is that we do not collect information about the cohesion between terms but
between concepts. Also, the relatedness we measure involves each concept in the
document body, and the concepts in the document title.
The co-occurrence of document terms in a graph-based representation is central also in [17], where the relevance of terms is computed on the base of word
frequency, word degree, and ratio of degree to frequency. Degree is a measure
devised to favor words that occur frequently and in longer candidate keywords.
The authors extract one-third keywords w.r.t. the number of words in the graph,
as it had been earlier done by [11].
The work [4] proposes the notion of semantic similarity to extract keywords:
in this setting, the author exploits a dynamic programming technique for computing Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD). In particular, by referring to the
WordNet sense inventory, the maximal similarity between terms is computed,
based on the assumption that semantic similarity is an estimator of the strength
of the relationship between words. Our work shares some traits with [4]: we also
refer to the conceptual level, but we adopt a much broader sense inventory (the
vectors in NASARI [1]), and we compute some similarity measures not between
each pair of terms in the document, but between terms in the body and in the
title.
SemanticRank introduces a method which can be applied to both individual
terms and text segments [19]; it relies on the omiotis measure, which allows
employing the same approach to both keywords extraction and automatic summarization. To compute the semantic relatedness, the SemanticRank algorithm
makes use of the WordNet sense inventory paired with a measure based on
Wikipedia. The semantic relatedness between two terms is computed by accounting for the path length, for the types of involved edges, and for the depth of
the intermediate nodes in the WordNet hierarchy. This measure is then reﬁned
through another graph-based formula, that implements one simple and sound
intuition: two terms are more related when the number of articles linking to
their corresponding Wikipedia pages is higher than the number of articles linking to either of them [19].

3

Semantic Metrics for Keyword Extraction

One major assumption underlying this work is that keywords extraction should
be based on the semantic content of documents rather than on the statistics
describing terms frequency or terms co-occurrence. As regards as this feature,
our approach is close to several of those surveyed above. One diﬀerence, in these
respects, is in the sense inventory that we use: most previous attempts rely on
the WordNet sense inventory, and on similarity measures deriving from those
proposed by [15]. We experiment over a much broader sense inventory, namely
that of BabelNet [13], and on its vectorial counterpart, NASARI [1].
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However, we also hypothesize that only investigating the connections intervening between terms (or concepts) inside the body of a document is not sufﬁcient to individuate its keywords. This is why among the many possible cues
that have been proposed in literature, we single out the role of title, and test
diﬀerent measures to investigate in how far the concepts that are expressed in
the title may be relevant to extract keywords: to these ends, text documents are
represented as a title,body pair.
Furthermore, we focus on documents rather than on documents collections,
since they are useful for dealing with collections that change over time, such
as news articles directories. Additionally, document-oriented methods “scale to
vast collections and can be applied in many contexts to enrich IR systems and
analysis tools” [17].
The keywords extraction process has two main phases, the semantic preprocessing and the proper keywords extraction. The ﬁrst phase is aimed at individuating the concepts involved in the document, while the latter one is designed
to rank them according to some metrics and to select the highest scoring ones.
3.1

Semantic Preprocessing

In this ﬁrst phase we perform the disambiguation of the document title and
body, that is presently carried out through the Babelfy service.1 The semantic
preprocessing allows to ﬁlter out stop words (only verbs, nouns and adjectives
are retained), permits individuating concepts that are especially frequent in the
document being processed (synonyms are rewritten through a single Babel synset
ID), and also makes it possible to compare the semantic content conveyed by
the title and by the body of the document.
3.2

Keywords Extraction

In the keywords extraction phase, the following steps are performed:
– Matching between body and title concepts, to select the concepts in the body
that are most relevant to those in the title;
– Keywords are selected as the highest ranked concepts.
Many eﬀorts have been invested to deﬁne heuristics to individuate relevant places
where typically the more informative terms can be found, for example in the
close ﬁeld of automatic summarization. In this setting, some features have been
individuated—since the pioneering work by [2]—as chief factors in conveying
document semantic content. Such main features are: (i) term frequency, (ii) the
elements shared between title and body, (iii) structural information on the position of such elements within the text, (iv) some speciﬁc linguistic cues (basically
depending on the kind of documents being considered), such as ‘In sum’, ‘For
all these factors’, etc.. However, interestingly enough, it was early found by [2]
that term frequency was less relevant than the other mentioned features. Among
1

http://babelfy.org.
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these, we focus on investigating the semantic links between concepts in the title
and in the body of documents. In particular, we start from the main assumption
“that an author conceives the title as circumscribing the subject matter of
the document. Also, when the author partitions the body of the document
into major sections he summarizes it by choosing appropriate headings.
The hypothesis that words of headings are positively relevant was statistically accepted at the 99% of signiﬁcance” [2, p. 272].
We acknowledge that this assumption only ﬁts documents with title, and does
not allow handling some kinds of documents (e.g., novels and narrative in general) where headings may have no title. However, most documents we are interested in (such as scientiﬁc articles, news feeds, newspapers articles, goods descriptions, etc.) are typically characterized by having titles. Ultimately, we explore
simple features obtained by shifting features (i) and (ii) to a semantic space.
Our control strategy relies on computing the centrality of each concept in the
body of documents with respect to the concepts mentioned in its title. The general approach consists in averaging centrality contributions associated to each
(body) concept w.r.t. concepts in the title; keywords are then selected by retaining the highest scoring ones.
In detail, the system starts from the lists T = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yL } such that
y ∈ title and B = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xM } such that x ∈ body, that contain the Babel
synset IDs in the title and in the body, of length L and M , respectively. We
then compute the centrality c of the concepts corresponding to the terms x in
the body as a function of their semantic relatedness2 to those in the title:
c(x) =

1 
semrel(x, yi ).
|T |

(1)

yi ∈T

We devised ﬁve metrics that implement the semrel function by exploiting
diﬀerent resources and techniques. Namely, we propose the following metrics:
NASARI, NASARIE, UCI, UMASS and ttcsE , that can be arranged into two
classes of metrics: those based on NASARI conceptual representations, and those
based on coherence measures.
Regardless of the employed metrics, for each document we select as the best
keywords those with maximum centrality, that is:
Keywords = argmax c(x).
x∈B

Using NASARI vectors to compute semantic relatedness. As our ﬁrst
measure, we exploit the semantic vectors of NASARI, that are the vectorial
counterpart of BabelNet synsets. Concepts herein (corresponding to a merge of
2

There is a subtle though neat diﬀerence between semantic relatedness and similarity:
consider, e.g., that ‘eraser’ and ‘pencil’ are related but not similar, whilst ‘pencil’
and ‘pen’ are similar.
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WordNet synsets with Wikipedia pages) are described through vector representations, whose features are synset IDs themselves. Each such feature is provided
with a weight, computed through the metrics of lexical speciﬁcity [1]. In the
following we will denote the concept identiﬁer by y or x, and the corresponding
vector by y or x.
The semantic relatedness between a concept x ∈ B and the concept y ∈ T is
computed by considering ρyx , that is the rank of x in the vector representation
for y. More speciﬁcally, given two arbitrary elements x and yi , we compute their
relatedness as


ρxyi
semrel(x, yi ) = 1 −
.
length(
yi )
The rationale underlying this formula is that x is more relevant to concept yi
if x has smaller rank (and heavier weight), that is it is found among the ﬁrst
concepts associated to yi in yi . For example, if we inspect3 the NASARI vector
for the concept door, we ﬁnd—in decreasing relevance order—that the third term
associated to door is window, the tenth wall, the twelfth is lock, and around the
hundredth position interior door: the above formula emphasizes the contribution
of heavier features, having lower rank.
The centrality of the concept x with respect to each concept yi ∈ T can be
determined as
⎧
1
if ρxyi = 1;
⎪
⎨
0
if x ∈
/ yi ;
semrel(x, yi ) =
y
⎪
ρxi
⎩ 1−
otherwise.
length(yi )
Speciﬁcally, in case the concept x is found to have rank 1 for the concept yi
its relevance is supposed to be maximal to the meaning of yi (it is likely the same
term or a close term which is part of the same synset); conversely, in case it is not
found in the vector associated to y (thus obtaining ρxyi = 0), the relatedness (x, yi )
will not contribute anything to the overall centrality of x to the concepts in T .
Using NASARI embed vectors to compute semantic relatedness. We
also explored the NASARI Embed version (NASARIE in the following), that
contains embedded vector representations of 300 dimensions; the computation
of the centrality can be computed in this case by resorting to standard cosine
similarity, thus
semrel(x, yi ) = cosSim(x, yi ).
Using UCI coherence measure to compute semantic relatedness. Moreover, we propose two metrics, the UCI measure [14] and the UMass measure [12]
that—originally conceived for evaluating Latent Dirichlet Allocation—, have
3

For the sake of clarity in this example we consider the lexical rather than the unified
vector, i.e. having terms in place of conceptual IDs that are actually used by the
system.
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been used in the automated semantic evaluation of diﬀerent latent topic models [18].4
Because both the UCI and the UMASS measures natively handle terms rather
than concepts, after the semantic preprocessing phase, we need to translate back
concepts into terms. However, by exploiting BabelNet, we map all synonyms for
a given concept onto a single shared lexicalization, that is chosen as the most
common term according to BabelNet counts. This strategy allows reconciling
diﬀerent terms underlying the same sense, thus preserving some semantic trait.
The UCI metrics [14] computes the cohesion between two terms w1 and w2
through their pointwise mutual information, that is
score(w1 , w2 , ) = log

p(w1 , w2 , )
,
p(w1 )p(w2 )

where the probabilities are estimated by counting word co-occurrence frequencies in a sliding window over an external corpus, such as Wikipedia, Google or
MEDLINE,5 and the  correction is used to ensure that the function always
returns real numbers (presently  is set to 1). In our setting, we are interested in
computing the cohesion score between the terms in the body and the terms in
the title, so that for each concept x ∈ B lexicalized as wx and yi ∈ T lexicalized
as wyi we compute
semrel(x, yi ) = score(wx , wyi , 1).
Using UMass coherence measure to compute semantic relatedness.
This metrics deﬁne a coherence score based on the co-occurrence of the terms
w1 and w2 as (adapted from [18])
score(w1 , w2 , ) = log

D(w1 , w2 ) + 
,
D(w2 )

where D(w1 , w2 ) and D(w2 ) count the number of documents containing both
w1 and w2 , and only w2 , respectively. The adopted formula follows the rationale
illustrated for the UCI metrics:
semrel(x, yi ) = score(wx , wyi , 1),
where the concept x ∈ B is lexicalized as wx , and yi ∈ T is lexicalized as wyi .
Using the TTCSE to compute semantic similarity. The last metrics we
used in our experimentation relies on a recent lexical resource, the ttcsE , that
consists of a vector-based semantic representation. The ttcsE is compliant with
the Conceptual Spaces, a geometric framework for common-sense knowledge
representation and reasoning, and contains a novel mixture of common-sense
and encyclopedic knowledge [7,10].6
4
5

6

In order to compute such measures we used the Palmetto library [16].
Speciﬁcally, in the Palmetto implementation, the pointwise mutual information
(PMI) and word co-occurrence counts were computed by using Wikipedia as reference corpus [16].
The ttcsE resource is available for download at the URL http://ttcs.di.unito.it.
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Concept representation and similarity computation with the ttcsE . Let D be
the set of N dimensions. Such dimensions are relations that report commonsense information like, e.g., IsA, AtLocation, UsedFor, PartOf, MadeOf,
HasA, CapableOf, etc.. Each concept ci in the linguistic resource is deﬁned
as a vector ci = [si1 , .., siN ], where each sih constitutes the set of concepts ﬁlling a
dimension. Each s can contain an arbitrary number of values, or be empty. The
ttcsE can be used to compute the conceptual similarity between concept pairs:
speciﬁcally, the Symmetrical Tversky’s Ratio Model (STRM) has been adopted
to compute conceptual similarity [9].
The similarity computed through the ttcsE is quite diﬀerent from popular semantic distance measures, that either employ distances between WordNet
nodes, or rely on information content measures [15]. One main assumption underlying this approach is that two concepts are similar insofar as they share values
on the same dimension, such as when they are both used for the same ends, they
share the same components, etc.: in this view, e.g., pencil is deemed more similar
to pen than to eraser in that both of them are usedFor writing or drawing.
In the present setting, the ttcsE is employed to compute the conceptual similarity between concepts in the title and those in the documents body according
to the formula
semrel(x, yi ) = STRM(x, yi ),
where x and yi represent the ttcsE vectors for the concepts x ∈ B and yi ∈ T ,
respectively.

4

Evaluation

In the last few years several sets of keywords-annotated documents have been
collected, annotated and made available, that allow assessing algorithms and
their underlying assumptions on scientiﬁc articles, news documents, Broadcast
News and Tweets (see, for example, [8]).
Dataset. We experimented on the Crowd500 dataset [8], which has been extensively used for testing. The dataset contains overall 500 documents (450 for
training and 50 for testing purposes), arranged into 10 classes: Art and Culture, Business, Crime, Fashion, Health, US politics, World politics, Science,
Sport, Technology. Documents herein have been annotated by several annotators recruited through the Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service. Each keyphrase
is provided with a score equal to the number of annotators who selected it as a
keyphrase.
Participants. In the following, for the sake of self-containedness, we report the
experimental results obtained by [6], where the authors performed a systematic assessment of an array of keyword extractors and online semantic annotators. In particular, we report the results obtained by 2 keyword extractors that
participated in the “SemEval-2010 Task 5: Automatic Keyphrase Extraction
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from Scientiﬁc Articles” (namely, KP-Miner [3] and Maui [20]), and 5 semantic annotators (AlchemyAPI, Zemanta, OpenCalais, TagMe, and TextRazor7 ).
With regards to Alchemy, both the keyword extraction (Alch Key) and concept
tagging (Alch Con) services were considered. More details can be found in [6].
Experimental setting. We adopted the same setting as in [6], where two experiments have been carried out: in the ﬁrst one the authors restricted to considering the top 15 keywords for each document in the dataset, while in the second
one they considered all annotated keywords. Given the diversity of the metrics
employed, some of them typically return a centrality score for each concept in
the document (NASARIE, UCI, UMASS), while the other ones (NASARI and
TTCS) are only able to express a centrality score for some of the concepts in
the document. For this reason, we deﬁned the number of keywords returned by
each metrics by considering as minimum the number of keywords having positive centrality score, and as maximum the average of keywords provided for each
document in the training set (this ﬁgure amounts to 48 keywords per document).
Also, since all metrics assessed were used at a conceptual level, our output is
mostly composed by individual keywords rather than by keyphrases: accordingly,
in the evaluation of the results, we disregarded all keyphrases and focused on
the keywords in the gold standard.
Results. The results obtained by testing on the Crowd500 dataset are illustrated
in Table 1. Speciﬁcally, in Table 1(a) we present the results obtained by comparing the keywords extracted to the top 15 keywords in the Crowd500 dataset,
while the results obtained by considering all of the gold standard keywords are
provided in Table 1(a). Regarding the ﬁrst experiment, over the top 15 keywords,
we note that in 3 out of 5 of the considered metrics (namely, NASARIE, UCI
and UMASS), the F1 score is higher than those reported in the paper by [6].
Also in the second experiment NASARIE, UCI and UMASS obtained highest
F1 score, whilst the results of NASARI and ttcsE are featured by the highest
precision.
Discussion. Given the simplicity of the hypothesis being tested (that is: the titlebody conceptual coherence is suﬃcient to individuate the keywords), the adopted
metrics performed surprisingly well, and seem to conﬁrm that our hypothesis is
sound. We notice that in computing the results over the 15 top ranked keywords
(Table 1(a)), the precision of all our measures is quite low, on average half of
that obtained by KP-Miner, Maui and TagMe. In any case, this datum would
make our metrics inapplicable in a real setting. Although the precision over all
keywords (Table 1(b)) is in line with the other systems (except for KP-Miner,
that has an advantage of around 10% on our score), the low precision over
the ﬁrst 15 keywords (that are the more relevant ones) shows that the ranking
component in the extraction phase must be improved.
7

Available at the URLs http://www.alchemyapi.com/api/keyword-extraction/,
http://developer.zemanta.com/, http://www.opencalais.com/, http://TagMe.di.
unipi.it/ and http://www.textrazor.com/, respectively.
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Table 1. Results obtained on the test set of the Crowd500 dataset: for each system
Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 Score (F) are reported.
participant

k P(%) R(%) F(%)

participant

k

P(%) R(%) F(%)

Alch Con
Alch Key
Calais Soc
KP-Miner
Maui
TagMe
TxtRaz Top
Zem Key

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

16.71
21.63
6.67
41.33
35.87
34.53
15.78
29.75

2.81
6.32
0.09
8.05
9.78
11.21
5.02
5.15

4.82
9.78
0.17
13.48
15.37
16.93
7.62
8.78

Alch Con
Alch Key
Calais Soc
KP-Miner
Maui
TagMe
TxtRaz Top
Zem Key

all
all
all
all
all
all
all
all

16.71
12.40
13.69
40.19
27.46
21.02
6.28
29.75

2.81
16.71
2.60
14.46
20.30
35.89
11.52
5.15

4.82
18.24
4.29
21.27
23.34
26.51
8.13
8.78

NASARI
NASARIE
UCI
UMASS
ttcsE

15
15
15
15
15

24.89
15.62
16.06
15.49
29.08

10.40
35.47
44.40
42.53
8.13

14.67
21.69
23.59
22.71
12.71

NASARI
NASARIE
UCI
UMASS
ttcsE

all
all
all
all
all

39.83
27.72
29.68
26.76
50.36

10.86
36.16
46.28
43.08
8.49

17.06
31.38
36.17
33.02
14.54

(a) Results on the top 15 keywords
in the gold standard.

(b) Results on all keywords.

On the other side, one weakness of our experimentation (which is, admittedly,
a preliminary one) is due to the fact that our results do not actually include
keyphrases but only keywords, and thus they cannot be directly compared to
those of the other systems. We started devising a module for the recognition of
Named Entities (which is to date an open problem) to be integrated into the
described system. However, even though we were forced to disregard keyphrases,
at a closer inspection of the data, in some cases the annotated keyphrases seem
to be rather inaccurate: for example, it is frequent to ﬁnd locutions such as ‘video
below’, ‘although people’, ‘SeaWorld and’, ‘size allows’ and many others.
Finally, by referring to Table 1(b) we note that the traditional trade-oﬀ
between precision and recall seems to be intertwined with the degree of semantics
adopted. In fact, the metrics based on the ttcsE —which is semantically more
sophisticated than the other metrics and represents concepts as entities related
to other concepts—obtained over 50% precision, whilst the UMASS metrics,
which basically counts terms occurrence in documents, obtained 26.76% precision. A full account of the precision over the 10 domains is provided in Table 2:
consistently with previous observations and ﬁndings, metrics with highest results
have higher standard deviation: this fact is trivially explained by the fact that
metrics that perform poorly get low scores on most of the domains, which tend
to increase their stability [6].
Moreover, in Table 3 we present the number of keywords available on average
over the 10 domains, and the actual number of keywords extracted through the
considered metrics. These ﬁgures have been obtained in the experiment considering all keywords. By comparing the number of keywords returned by ttcsE
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Table 2. Analysis of the precision scores by domain (all-keywords experimentation).
Domain

NASARI NASARIE UCI

UMASS ttcsE

Tech

33.92

35.56

31.25 25.00

60.00

Sports

34.05

18.10

24.99 23.70

28.33

Business

40.29

30.76

27.08 27.50

50.00

US politics

38.71

30.63

34.17 32.92

66.67

Art and culture 32.50

21.95

23.75 22.08

20.00

Science

26.21

24.58 23.75

59.58

41.90

Health

33.81

20.39

27.08 22.92

46.67

World politics

68.00

41.95

46.44 46.44

34.00

Crime

45.12

27.92

27.08 21.25

60.00

Fashion

30.04

23.75

30.44 22.08

78.33

Median

39.83

27.72

29.68 26.76

50.36

Average

36.38

27.07

27.08 23.73

54.79

STDEV

10.96

7.30

6.73

7.72

18.28

Table 3. Comparison between the average number of keywords actually returned by
each metrics, and (ﬁrst column) the average number of keywords available in the test
set.
Domain

DATASET NASARI NASARIE UCI UMASS ttcsE

Tech

45

14

43

48

48

2

Sports

26

12

43

45

45

11

Business

37

10

45

48

48

2

US politics

19

5

27

38

38

1

Art and culture 21

5

39

48

48

1

40

20

47

48

48

12

Health

33

14

44

48

48

3

World politics

18

3

20

34

34

9

Science

Crime

37

5

48

48

48

11

Fashion

55

12

48

48

48

11

and NASARI, we observe that even in cases when the ttcsE returns ‘many’ keywords, its precision still scores high: this is the case, for example, of the domains
Sports, Science, Crime and Fashion.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have explored a novel hypothesis for keyword extraction. It
has been designed by starting from the observation that keywords need to be
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individuated by accessing the conceptual level behind document lexica. Building on this tenet, our system performs word sense disambiguation before executing the extraction step. Some of the proposed metrics natively handle concepts (NASARI, NASARIE and ttcsE ), while other metrics (UCI and UMASS)
require terms, as their statistics are computed at the lexical level.
We have investigated a simple though eﬀective hypothesis: the title provides
fundamental (and perhaps suﬃcient) cues to extract keywords. Diﬀerent from
the literature where basically pools of criteria are investigated at once, we have
then proposed ﬁve metrics to assess the coherence between documents title and
body.
The experimentation showed that our hypotheses are reasonable. Although
much work is still needed to improve the quality of the resources we use (in particular for the ttcsE ), we obtained results that—as regards as the F1 score—are
competitive with state of the art systems, and show a good performance especially when considering the precision score, which is relevant also for practical
uses.
Acknowledgements. We desire to thank Simone Donetti and the Technical Staﬀ of
the Computer Science Department of the University of Turin, for their support in the
setup and administration of the computer system used in the experimentation.
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Abstract. Sentiment Analysis has a fundamental role in analyzing users
opinions in all kinds of textual sources. Computing accurately sentiment
expressed in huge amount of textual data is a key task largely required by
the market, and nowadays industrial engines make available ready-to-use
APIs for sentiment analysis-related tasks. However, building sentiment
engines showing high accuracy on structurally diﬀerent textual sources
(e.g. reviews, tweets, blogs, etc.) is not a trivial task. Papers about crosssource evaluation lack of a comparison with industrial engines, which are
instead speciﬁcally designed for dealing with multiple sources.
In this paper, we compare the results of research and industrial engines
on an extensive experimental evaluation, considering the document-level
polarity detection task performed on diﬀerent textual sources: tweets,
apps reviews and general products reviews, in both English and Italian.
The experimental evaluation results help the reader to quantify the performance gap between industrial and research sentiment engines when
both are tested on heterogeneous textual sources and on diﬀerent languages (English/Italian). Finally, we present the results of our multisource solution X2Check. Considering an overall cross-source average
F-score on all of the results, X2Check shows a performance that is 9.1%
and 5.1% higher than Google CNL, respectively on Italian and English benchmarks. Compared to the research engines, X2Check shows a
F-score that is always higher than tools not speciﬁcally trained on the
test set under evaluation; it is lower at most of 3.4% in Italian and 11.6%
on English benchmarks, compared to the best research tools speciﬁcally
trained on the target source.
Keywords: Sentiment analysis · Natural language processing · Machine
learning · Experimental evaluation · Industrial and research tools comparison · Cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation

1

Introduction

Sentiment Analysis (SA) has a fundamental role in modern natural language
processing systems analyzing users’ opinions in all kinds of textual sources. More
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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speciﬁcally, automatically performing polarity detection in user reviews, tweets,
facebook posts, blogs, chats, etc., can lead to a large amount of applications.
Accurately computing sentiment expressed in a huge amount of textual data is
a key task largely required by the market, since sentiment mis-classiﬁcations risk
to be an obstacle in the adoption of sentiment-based applications and decrease
the perceived quality of the ﬁnal users. Nowadays, industrial tools make available
ready-to-use APIs for sentiment analysis-related tasks. However, building sentiment engines showing high accuracy on diﬀerent topics domains and, even more
diﬃcult –and important for the market–, on structurally diﬀerent textual source
(e.g. reviews, tweets, blogs, etc.) is not a trivial task. Each textual data source
may have speciﬁc features that are not carefully managed by general purpose
cross-domain engines: tweets are structurally diﬀerent than products reviews,
news, facebook posts, or apps reviews. Textual content expressing user opinion
is most of the times conditioned by the communication channel used, which
may have implicit or explicit communication rules. Textual sources may diﬀer in
length, level of formality (some of them are sometimes considered to be almost
grammar free), more keen to contain slang words, irony or even being characterized by a high level of objectivity, i.e. not containing opinions at all. Apps
reviews, tweets and Amazon products reviews are great representative examples
of diﬀerent ways in which users express their own opinion. In fact, apps reviews
evaluate the app itself or the service oﬀered through the app and they are often
quite short. Amazon products reviews are usually long, structured, more formal
and mainly just related to a product. Tweets are short, related to possibly any
kind of topic, containing slang words and often irony.
Academic research advances in sentiment analysis in recent years are valuable, and research engines are usually trained and ﬁne-tuned to work well on speciﬁc tasks (e.g. polarity, subjectivity or irony detection), on speciﬁc sources (e.g.
tweets, product reviews, or blogs), on speciﬁc languages or topic domains (e.g.
politics); international challenges are organized every year, asking researchers
to train/tune their engines to work well on such speciﬁc tasks, since the main
goal is to ﬁnd the best approach or algorithm to face a speciﬁc task. This approach however is a bit far away from the market and the needs of industrial
engines: production tools needed by industry are asked to show a high average
cross-source/domain performance. Commercial engines cannot be designed or
ﬁne-tuned on just a very speciﬁc setting, deﬁned by a source and a sub-domain
(e.g. political tweets in a speciﬁc time range) like in many experimental evaluations or competitions. Such tools have to be built to meet the needs of general
purpose applications and show an overall high accuracy on heterogeneous sources
and cross-domains.
Cross-domain sentiment analysis techniques have already been largely studied. Their development is due to the fact that sentiment classiﬁers trained in one
domain may not perform well in another domain. In fact, sentiment expressions
used in diﬀerent domains may lead to diﬀerent sentiment classiﬁcations. For
example, we found apps reviews about games containing expressions like “this
game is my drug” or “it’s an addictive great game”, used by the young users in
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positive meaning, conﬁrmed by other sentences in the review and by the overall
rating. The terms drug and addictive used in other contexts have a negative
meaning. Thus, a sentiment classiﬁer trained in one domain usually cannot be
applied to another domain directly [15]. In order to tackle this problem, sentiment domain adaptation has been widely studied like in [4,5,11,14,21,22]. In
some cases, performance of sentiment domain adaptations is even worse than the
one reached without any adaptation; this is usually known as negative transfer
[14].
The problem faced by cross-domain sentiment classiﬁcation may be even
more diﬃcult when considering multiple sources, i.e. when a sentiment classiﬁer
trained or designed mainly to deal with a speciﬁc text source (e.g. tweets), is
then asked to analyze another source (e.g. reviews). In [12] the concept of crossdomain adaptation for sentiment classiﬁcation is extended to multiple sources,
and the authors study cross-source classiﬁers for the same topic. For example,
they study SA classiﬁers trained on reviews and blogs and tested on tweets
for the same topic. Many other papers have been published about cross-source
sentiment analysis, and we mention here [8,9,22], since all of them evaluate their
approaches on online reviews and tweets.
In particular, in [9], authors show that more robust classiﬁers can be trained
by using a smaller number of in-domain instances augmented with instances
from a related domain, rather than using purely in-domain instances. They recommend that using a training data set composed of both tweets and reviews,
when training a sentiment classiﬁer for use in predicting both tweet and review
sentiment. A similar results is found by [22], where authors show that by fusing the sentiment information extracted from multiple sources can eﬀectively
improve the performance of sentiment classiﬁcation and reduce the dependence
on labeled data. Both approaches focus on building just one single sentiment classiﬁer with wider domain knowledge, to avoid to train a domain-speciﬁc sentiment
classiﬁer for each target source/domain, since labeled data in target domain may
be insuﬃcient, and time-consuming to annotate enough samples.
All of the mentioned research work agrees that the best performance results
in a multiple-source setting are obtained when a speciﬁc model for each source is
built. Moreover, all of them lack of a comparison with industrial engines, which
are instead speciﬁcally designed for production settings, and structurally dealing
with cross-domain and multiple sources sentiment analysis.
In this paper, we focus on the market need for having the best possible performance in all of the sources, domains and languages, while delivering just one
commercial API able to overall perform well in all of the settings. We compare
the results of research and industrial engines on an extensive experimental evaluation, mainly considering the document-level polarity detection task performed
on diﬀerent textual sources: tweets, apps reviews and general products reviews,
in both English and Italian. Moreover, we take into account and compare both
research and industrial engines, by including in our evaluation relevant engine
APIs available in the market and state-of-the-art research tools. Finally, we show
the results of our X2Check solution, in which we use a meta-model acting as a
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model selector, and estimating which is the best specialized model to consider
to analyze the input message.
The paper innovative contribution lies in:
1. An overall experimental comparison between industrial engines (Google CNL
and X2Check) and state-of-the-art research tools that competed in the last
international competitions.
2. For each source under evaluation (tweets, apps reviews and general product
reviews), the quantiﬁcation of the performance gap between industrial and
research tools when they are speciﬁcally trained on the target source versus
their not ﬁne-tuned version on the target source.
3. A multi-language evaluation in which test sets are considered in both English
and Italian.
4. Two new testsets for document-level polarity detection, each containing 10
thousand apps reviews in Italian and English, made available to the research
community.
5. An approach in which, given the input source, a metamodel estimates which
classiﬁcation model is better to use, then the chosen model is used to extract
sentiment.
Considering an overall average cross-source F-score on all of the results,
X2Check shows a performance that is overall 9.1% and 5.1% higher than Google
CNL, respectively for Italian and English benchmarks. Compared to the research
engines, X2Check shows a F-score that is always higher than tools not speciﬁcally
trained on the test set under evaluation; it is lower at most of 3.4% in Italian and
11.6% on English benchmarks, compared to research tools speciﬁcally trained
on the target source.
This paper is structured as follows. After the introduction, we brieﬂy introduce the systems included in our evaluation, and explain the reasons why they
have been selected. Then, we present the experimental evaluation on tweets, apps
reviews and Amazon product reviews; ﬁnally, we present the paper conclusions.

2
2.1

Systems Under Evaluation
Industrial Engines: Google CNL and Finsa X2Check

We consider industrial tools with a pre-trained ready-to-use model that is possible to call from API (Google CNL and X2Check), and X2Check cross-source
adaptations to the speciﬁc target source. Industrial engines are shown in all of
the experimental results, since their comparison with research engines constitutes one the main paper contributions.
About the industrial engines selection, unfortunately, most of the commercial engines for SA do not allow to use their APIs to perform an experimental
comparative analysis and publish the results. In our opinion, this is a lack of
transparency for the ﬁnal user/buyer: in fact, the goal of SA tools is to measure
user opinion, and being aware of its accuracy on the speciﬁc source/domain of
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interest is a valuable information in order to decide its adoption. This is especially important in sentiment analysis since, as we recalled, engines may in general show a signiﬁcant diﬀerent performance depending on the target source. We
checked to possibly include in our evaluation sentiment engines as IBM Watson,
Semantria by Lexalytics, Expert System Cogito API, to mention the ones from
big companies. Considering well known sentiment engines at international level,
performing research about sentiment analysis at their labs, we did not read, in
their terms of use, legal obstacles to run Google CNL and Finsa X2Check for an
experimental evaluation.
Google CNL. Google CNL is an API made available for natural language processing tasks which is delivered at global scale. Here, we focus on the evaluation of
the pre-trained and ready-to-use sentiment model that is oﬀered to the public
for general sources and domains. No additional training is allowed on top of the
pre-trained general purpose model. In particular, we use in this paper the versions made available for English and Italian in May-June 2017. Unfortunately,
we could not ﬁnd any documentation, even at high level, about the techniques
used by Google or the training set used. We can just expect that, given their
huge resources, they could have been using all of the available public sources
for training, even potentially, all of the apps reviews from their Google Play
Store. We cite here the last available papers published on their webpage about
sentiment analysis: [10,17,18].
X2Check, App2Check, Tweet2Check, Amazon2Check. X2Check is an industrial
engine implementing supervised learning techniques that allowed us to create
predictive models for sentiment quantiﬁcation. Training of predictive models is
performed by considering a huge variety of domains and diﬀerent textual sources
like reviews, tweets, etc. It provides, as answer to a sentence in Italian or English, a quantiﬁcation of the sentiment polarity scored from 1 to 5, according
to the most recent trend shown in the last sentiment evaluation SemEval [13],
where tracks considering quantiﬁcation have been introduced. Thus, we consider
the following quantiﬁcation: as “positive”, sentences with score 4 (positive) or 5
(very positive); as “negative”, sentences with score 1 (very negative) or 2 (negative); as “neutral”, sentences with score 3. In order to compute the ﬁnal answer,
X2Check applies a set of algorithms which take into account natural language
processing techniques, allowing e.g. to also automatically perform topic/named
entity extraction. It is not possible to give more details on the engine due to
non-disclosure restrictions.
In the following, we call App2Check, Tweet2Check and Amazon2Check, the
versions of our industrial engine when it is speciﬁcally trained and fine-tuned
respectively on apps reviews, tweets and Amazon products reviews. X2Check is
the general purpose API that we oﬀer (with free trial for research purposes),
that is composed by a meta-model that understands which is the best predictive
model to use according to the provided input text. All of the specialized versions
of our engine (App2Check, Tweet2Check, etc.) are associated with a user-friendly
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web application for customer experience analytics, and whose features are out
of the scope of this paper.
2.2

Systems and Benchmarks from Evalita SentiPolc 2016

Evalita SentiPolc [3] is the main international evaluation for sentiment polarity
classiﬁcation on benchmarks in Italian. Thus, we decided to include here the
results from the last available evaluation (2016) for the polarity task.
iFeel research platform allows to run multiple sentiment engines on the speciﬁed sentences (see Sect. 2.4). Tools included in iFeel are quite general purpose
and, for this reason, in order to ensure in our evaluation the fairest comparison
with our tools about tweet analysis in Italian language, we decided to also take
into account research tools that have been speciﬁcally built to manage and analyze tweets in Italian. To this aim, we considered all of the tools that participated
in the last international competition called SentiPolc2016. These tools are basically machine learning-based tools using mainly supervised learning techniques,
including diﬀerent kinds of features; most of them considered features obtained
observing the typical tweets structure, and some of the best ranking tools considered also semantic features (e.g. UNIBA). Thanks to that, a fair comparison
with our Tweet2Check is made available. We do not go deeper in the description
of these tools since it is fully discussed here [3].
2.3

Systems and Benchmarks from SemEval 2017

We decided to include in our evaluation a comparison of the results obtained
in [16], which is the main international challenge about SA, and the industrial
engines that we take into account here. Systems that participated to SemEval
2017 are 41 engines that participated to Task 4 - Subtask A, implementing
the state-of-the-art techniques for sentiment analysis, mainly machine learningbased, and that have been ﬁne-tuned and trained on the speciﬁc target source,
constituted by tweets.
2.4

iFeel Platform

iFeel is a research web platform [1,2] allowing to run multiple sentiment analysis
tools on the speciﬁed list of sentences. It allows to run tools natively supporting English or ﬁrst translate sentences from other languages into English, and
then run 19 tools on the English translated sentences. Since it has been experimentally shown in [2] that language speciﬁc methods do not have a signiﬁcant
advantage over a simple machine translation approach before sentiment evaluation, and since most of the research tools do not have a publicly available Italian
version, the results of the tools ran by iFeel are used for both Italian and English.
However, for the comparison oriented to research tools not speciﬁcally trained
on the target source, we also considered the only research tool we found which
natively processes Italian, Sentistrenght [19] (SentiStrengthIta in the following),
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and it is our reference tool with no translation before sentiment evaluation. Tools
included in iFeel are (in alphabetical order): AFINN, Emolex, Emoticon Distance
Supervised, Emoticons, Happiness Index, NRC Hashtag, Opinion Finder, Opinion Lexicon, Panas-t, SANN, SASA, Senticnet, Sentiment140, SentiStrength,
SentiWordNet, SO-CAL, Stanford Deep Learning, Umigon, Vader.
Such tools are included in our evaluation to show a comparison of research
tools not speciﬁcally trained on the target source versus industrial tools.
2.5

Benchmarks from ESWC Semantic Sentiment Analysis 2016

We propose here to compare research and industrial tools performance also on
general product reviews. To his aim, we included as testset in our evaluation, a
portion of the training set proposed at the ESWC challenge on Semantic Sentiment Analysis 2016 (SSA 2016) [7]. We chose a balanced subset with randomly
selected instances, to reduce the prediction time of all of the systems.

3

Experimental Evaluation

In our experimental evaluation, we proceed by ﬁrst taking into account the
results on tweets from the main competitions in Italian and English, and we show
how industrial engines –with no specific training on the target source– (X2Check
and Google CNL) perform compared to the most recent research approaches. In
this setting, we are aware that the industrial generic APIs cannot perform well
compared to the speciﬁcally trained and ﬁne-tuned engines from the competitions, and our goal is to quantify their performance gap and generalization power.
Moreover, we evaluate on a cross-source basis our industrial tool to understand
how the specialized version App2Check, trained on apps reviews, performs on
tweets.
Tables 4, 5, and 6 show columns macro-F1 (MF1), accuracy (Acc), F1 on
each class (resp. F1(−) for negative, F1(x) for neutral – if present–, and F1(+)
for positive), and are sorted by macro F1, considered as our scoring system
for the tools. In Table 1, the SentiPolC organizers used a diﬀerent metric and
evaluated separately results obtained for positive and negative classes: Pos/Neg
and F1(+)/F1(−) are diﬀerent measures, and F-score is the average of Pos and
Neg (see [3] for more details). About results from SemEval 2017 in Table 2,
organizers chose the averaged recall (column AvgR) as scoring system. Here,
column AvgF1-PN indicates the average F1 on the positive and negative classes.
Some of the tables are shortened, full tables can be found in [3,6] or [16].
All of the reported experiments are repeatable: (i) Apps reviews and Amazon product reviews benchmarks that we used are available online1 ; (ii) about
industrial engines, a free access to X2Check API and its adaptations will be
guaranteed to this aim, and Google CNL is available online as well.

1

https://app2check.com/performance.
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Evaluation on Tweets

In Table 1, we show the performance obtained by Tweet2Check (in its last,
slightly improved version), and X2Check, on the testset of SentiPolc 2016, composed by two thousand tweets in Italian. In this challenge, two kinds of submission were allowed: a constrained run, allowing to use only the provided training
set as labeled resource; an unconstrained run, which let the participants use
any resource available to perform well in the speciﬁc task. Being a challenge on
Italian, all of the engines were built with explicit support of Italian language
without translations.
Table 1. Comparison on 2000 tweets in Italian from Evalita Sentipolc 2016
System

Const/unc Pos

Neg

c

0.6529

0.7128 0.6828

2 UniPI

c

0.6850 0.6426

3 Unitor

u

0.6354

0.6885

0.662

4 Tweet2Check

u

0.6696

0.6442

0.6569

5 ItaliaNLP

c

0.6265

0.6743

0.6504

6 X2Check

u

0.6629

0.6442

0.6491

7 IRADABE

c

0.6426

0.648

0.6453

8 UniBO

c

0.6708

0.6026

0.6367

1 SwissCheese

9 IntIntUniba

F
0.6638

c

0.6189

0.6372

0.6281

10 CoLingLab

c

0.5619

0.6579

0.6099

11 INGEOTEC

u

0.5944

0.6205

0.6075

12 ADAPT

c

0.5632

0.6461

0.6046

13 App2Check

u

0.5466

0.6250

0.5857

14 samskara

c

0.5198

0.6168

0.5683

15 Google CNL 05-2017 u

0.5426

0.5530

0.5478

16 Baseline

0.4518

0.3808

0.4163

X2Check ranks sixth in this tables, reaching a F-score of 0.6491, just 3.4%
(0.0337) lower than the winner SwissCheese. X2Check is lower than just 1.3%
(0.0129) from Unitor, which is the best engine for the unconstrained run, even if
it is speciﬁcally ﬁne-tuned to work on tweets in this domain. Since the diﬀerence
between Tweet2Check and X2Check is less than 0.008, the use of the meta-model
showed here a performance very close to the one of the model speciﬁc for the
target source. Google CNL reached a MF1 10.1% lower than X2Check and 0.0379
lower than App2Check, which is trained on another source. The meta-model of
X2Check correctly recognized as tweet the 91.4% of the testset, choosing the
best model for this source.
In Table 2, Tweet2Check is not ﬁne-tuned on this domain, even if it is an
engine speciﬁcally trained on tweets. Again, thanks to the accuracy reached by
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its meta-model (95.7% on this testset), the performance of X2Check is really
close to Tweet2Check (almost the same) and it ranks higher than 9 speciﬁcallytrained research tools, with a macro-averaged recall of just 0.118 lower than
the best tool. X2Check is still higher than Google CNL, but here the diﬀerence
between them is just 0.013 in AvgR, and 4.7% in AvgF1-PN. It is interesting to
see that App2Check is still 5 positions higher than the last tool, even if trained
on reviews.
Table 2. Results from SemEval-2017 Task 4, subtask A.
System

AvgR AvgF1-PN Acc

1

DataStories

0.681 0.677

0.651

BB twtr

0.681 0.685

0.658

3

LIA

0.676

0.674

0.661

4

Senti17

0.674

0.665

0.652

5

NNEMBs

0.669

0.658

0.664

... ...

...

...

...

28 ej-za-2017

0.571

0.539

0.582

LSIS

0.571

0.561

0.521

30 Tweet2Check

0.566

0.565

0.526

31 X2Check

0.563

0.561

0.523

32 XJSA

0.556

0.519

0.575

33 Neverland-THU

0.555

0.507

0.597

34 MI& T-Lab

0.551

0.522

0.561

35 Google CNL 06-2017 0.550

0.514

0.567

36 diegoref

0.546

0.527

0.540

37 App2Check

0.541

0.508

0.545

38 xiwu

0.479

0.365

0.547

39 SSN MLRG1

0.431

0.344

0.439

40 YNU-1510

0.340

0.201

0.387

41 WarwickDCS

0.335

0.221

0.382

0.335

0.163

0.206

Avid

In Table 3, we show a further step of evaluation on tweets, considering 1000
randomly selected tweets in English from [2,13]. In this case, tweets have been
randomly selected (with test set equally split on positive/negative) because iFeel
introduced a limitation of 1000 runs while performing our evaluation. This test
set does not contain the neutral class. Here we show a comparison with research
tools that are not trained/tuned on the selected domain, and not necessarily
optimized to work on the tweet source. For example, Standford Deep Learning is
trained on movies reviews, and other research engines on tweets but on diﬀerent
domains.
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Considering the industrial tools, surprisingly X2Check here is the best engine:
it seems that when the model selector chose a model diﬀerent than Tweet2Check, in 12.8% of the tweets, the speciﬁc models called managed to classify
tweets better than Tweet2Check. In Table 3, Google CNL ranks considerably
lower than X2Check, at a distance of 20,7% of MF1.
Table 3. Comparison on 1000 tweets in English

3.2

Tool

Acc

1

X2Check

0.867 0.873 0.869 0.877

MF1

F1(−) F1(+)

2

Tweet2Check

0.858

0.863

0.860

0.865

3

AFINN

0.709

0.772

0.796

0.748

4

Sentistrength

0.668

0.751

0.763

0.740

5

App2Check

0.692

0.716

0.730

0.702

6

Senticnet

0.660

0.684

0.642

0.725

7

Umigon

0.588

0.680

0.692

0.667

8

Vader

0.542

0.671

0.653

0.690

9

Google CNL 05-2017 0.524

0.666

0.604

0.728

10 Sentiment140

0.644

0.649

0.706

0.592

11 SentiWordNet

0.614

0.637

0.616

0.658

12 Op. Lexicon

0.508

0.625

0.653

0.598

13 SOCAL

0.509

0.621

0.655

0.588

14 NRC Hashtag

0.596

0.591

0.678

0.505

15 H. Index

0.448

0.539

0.459

0.618

16 Stanford DL

0.452

0.520

0.614

0.427

17 Emolex

0.458

0.511

0.614

0.407

... ...

...

...

...

...

Evaluation on Apps Reviews

We analyze now the results on apps reviews. Apps reviews benchmark set is
constituted by Test set Apps, made of 10 thousands comments from the following
10 diﬀerent very popular apps (one thousand comments per app).
– Test set Apps-ita: Angry Birds, Banco Posta, Facebook, Fruit Ninja, Gmail,
Mobile Banking Unicredit, My Vodafone, PayPal, Twitter, Whatsapp. It has
been already used in [6].
– Test set Apps-eng: Candy Crush Soda Saga, Chase Mobile, Clash Of Clans,
Facebook Messenger, Gmail, Instagram, My Verizon, PayPal, Snapchat and
Wells Fargo.
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Each comment has a score, called app rating, associated by the user to the
app.
In Table 4 we can see that App2Check, implementing a speciﬁc model, outperforms the research tools with about a 19.8% of better accuracy from the ﬁrst
research tool in the table (SentiWordnet), and shows also a 45% of better accuracy respect to SentiStrenght for Italian. X2Check shows also here a performance
very close to App2Check, since the metamodel chooses App2Check the 89.3%
of the times. Google CNL shows a MF1 that is about 8% lower than X2Check.
In Table 5, Google CNL shows a 2.9% higher accuracy than X2Check, and the
latter is higher than App2Check: the metamodel chose it the 92.6% of the times.
Since the maximum engines accuracy measured on app benchmarks in English
is 66.2%, we further investigated the reason why this occurs, especially in relationship with the much higher accuracy measured in the case of benchmarks in
Italian. It turns out that, the average length of apps reviews in Italian is 74.4
characters, while the length is almost double on apps reviews in English (139.5).
By manually inspecting apps reviews, it seems that long reviews are usually
more likely to have a mixed sentiment, since the user explains in their reviews
both positive, neutral and negative aspects of the product under evaluation. In
such cases, calculating a document-level (overall) sentiment score is probably less
meaningful or useful for the analysis point of view. Even the app rating value
Table 4. Comparison on 10.000 apps reviews in Italian wrt app rating.
Tool

Acc

1

App2Check

0.857 0.733 0.827 0.456 0.917

2

X2Check

0.843

0.714

0.814

0.420

0.908

3

Google CNL 05-2017 0.791

0.634

0.799

0.217

0.888

4

SentiWordNet

0.479

0.604

0.062

0.771

5

AFINN

0.603

0.475

0.492

0.166

0.767

6

SentiStrength

0.597

0.475

0.463

0.193

0.768

7

Stanford DL

0.540

0.456

0.565

0.135

0.668

8

Op. Lexicon

0.553

0.449

0.451

0.175

0.722

9

Sentiment140

0.587

0.441

0.574

0.067

0.682

0.501

0.428

0.478

0.146

0.662

10 Umigon

0.659

MF1

F1(−) F1(x) F1(+)

11 SO-CAL

0.493

0.418

0.458

0.138

0.656

12 NRC Hashtag

0.529

0.412

0.536

0.083

0.617

13 Senticnet

0.631

0.409

0.366

0.091

0.769

14 Vader

0.462

0.385

0.295

0.197

0.663

15 Emolex

0.455

0.383

0.385

0.141

0.623

16 SASA

0.488

0.377

0.296

0.164

0.671

17 SentiStr. Ita

0.396

0.340

0.320

0.139

0.562

... ...

...

...

...

...

...
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Table 5. Comparison on 10.000 apps reviews in English wrt app rating.
Tool

Acc

MF1

F1(−) F1(x) F1(+)

1

Google CNL 05-2017 0.662 0.629 0.717 0.376 0.793

2

X2Check

0.633

0.539

0.698

0.193

0.726

3

App2Check

0.631

0.524

0.708

0.149

0.714

4

Umigon

0.511

0.488

0.527

0.294

0.644

5

Stanford DL

0.514

0.475

0.607

0.242

0.574

6

AFINN

0.499

0.455

0.460

0.273

0.634

7

Op. Lexicon

0.481

0.450

0.434

0.285

0.632

8

SentiStrength

0.475

0.450

0.429

0.301

0.620

9

SO-CAL

0.447

0.424

0.465

0.250

0.557

10 Sentiment140

0.537

0.420

0.643

0.092

0.525

11 NRC Hashtag

0.518

0.405

0.634

0.092

0.489

12 Vader

0.421

0.405

0.268

0.343

0.604

13 SentiWordNet

0.508

0.403

0.529

0.080

0.600

14 Emolex

0.407

0.393

0.379

0.276

0.523

15 SASA

0.402

0.380

0.348

0.264

0.527

16 H. Index

0.377

0.344

0.222

0.283

0.527

17 Senticnet

0.441

0.335

0.327

0.107

0.571

... ...

...

...

...

...

...

itself, used as a reference, can have a low usefulness in cases of mixed sentiment
in the review. Thus, if sentiment engines show a signiﬁcant gap in accuracy compared to the reference rating, it may indicate that we are facing reviews with
a mixed sentiment or that, for example, that the user gives an overall positive
product evaluation through the app rating, and then writes only about negative
aspects to improve. We think that app rating can be anyway a good reference
to use for experimental evaluations with a high number of reviews, since it is
provided by a third party –the product/service evaluator–, and considering that
anyway group of humans agree in around the 80% of cases [20] about sentiment
classiﬁcation. In the case of mixed sentiment, in particular, we recommend a
focus on sentence-level and entity-level sentiment analysis. In order to give an
example, the review “I like this game but after the iOS update I get a crash
when the app starts. Please do something!! ” contains a mixed sentiment even
if the overall rating given by this speciﬁc user is positive: positive in the ﬁrst
part (“I like this game”) and negative in the second and third parts (“after the
iOS update I get a crash when the app starts” and “Please do something!! ”).
App2Check manages to split the ﬁrst part from the second and third part and
assigns a positive sentiment to the entity “game” (called topic) and negative
to the remaining entities involved. We do not further investigate these aspects,
since sentence-level and entity-level sentiment analysis are out of the scope of
this paper.
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Experimental Evaluation on Generic Product Reviews

In Table 6, we show the results on amazon product reviews. Amazon2Check is
the model optimized for such benchmark, and is the best engine here. X2Check
approximates very well its performance, since the metamodel chooses Amazon2Check the 97.5% of the times. X2Check is 4.1% better than Google CNL. As a
reference, we ran here also SentiStrenght and StandfordDL, which score more
than 20% lower than X2Check.
Table 6. Comparison on Amazon products reviews in English - internal evaluation.
Tool

4

M-F1 Acc

F1(−) F1(+)

1 Amazon2Check

0.865 0.864 0.869 0.860

2 X2Check

0.862

0.862

0.868

0.856

3 Google CNL 05-2017 0.821

0.827

0.853

0.790

4 App2Check

0.729

0.736

0.772

0.685

5 SentiStrength

0.630

0.552

0.568

0.692

6 StanfordDL

0.602

0.604

0.705

0.498

Conclusion

In this paper we focused on the industrial perspective of building and evaluating
sentiment engines that have to show a high average performance on heterogeneous sources (tweets, product reviews, etc.), domains (politics, banking, games,
etc.), and languages. We recalled that research engines are usually built to deal
with a speciﬁc setting, and that papers that take into account the topic of multiple source/domain adaptation techniques, and making evaluations on heterogeneous sources, lack of a comparison with industrial engines that are, instead,
speciﬁcally designed to deal with this case. We presented an extensive experimental comparison between industrial engines and state-of-the-art research tools
that also competed in the last international competitions. We discussed the fact
that many industrial engines do not allow in their terms of use to make a comparative analysis, and that this is a strong limitation especially in sentiment analysis, since it is well known that performance can change signiﬁcantly depending
on the target source under evaluation. For this reason, we took into account in
our evaluation only Google CNL and X2Check as industrial engines. Systems
have been evaluated on tweets, apps reviews and general product reviews, on
Italian and English. Two new testsets for document-level polarity detection,
each containing 10 thousand apps reviews in Italian and English, are used for the
evaluation and made available to the research community. Our new general purpose industrial API, called X2Check, has been included in the evaluation; given
the input source, it uses a metamodel estimating which classiﬁcation model is
more suitable for the speciﬁc input. Considering an overall cross-source average
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F-score on all of the results, which is our main goal, X2Check shows a performance that is overall 9.1% and 5.1% higher than Google CNL, respectively for
Italian and English benchmarks. Compared to the research engines, X2Check
shows a macro-f1 score that is always higher than tools not speciﬁcally trained
on the source set under evaluation (reaching 23% on general product reviews); it
is lower at most of 3.4% in Italian and 11.6% on English benchmarks, compared
to best research tools speciﬁcally trained on the target source.
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Abstract. With the growth of the Internet-of-Things and online Web
services, more services with more capabilities are available to us. The
ability to generate new, more useful services from existing ones has been
the focus of much research for over a decade. The goal is, given a specification of the behavior of the target service, to build a controller, known
as an orchestrator, that uses existing services to satisfy the requirements
of the target service. The model of services and requirements used in
most work is that of a finite state machine. This implies that the specification can either be satisfied or not, with no middle ground. This is
a major drawback, since often an exact solution cannot be obtained. In
this paper we study a simple stochastic model for service composition: we
annotate the target service with probabilities describing the likelihood of
requesting each action in a state, and rewards for being able to execute
actions. We show how to solve the resulting problem by solving a certain
Markov Decision Process (MDP) derived from the service and requirement specifications. The solution to this MDP induces an orchestrator
that coincides with the exact solution if a composition exists. Otherwise
it provides an approximate solution that maximizes the expected sum of
values of user requests that can be serviced. The model studied although
simple shades light on composition in stochastic settings and indeed we
discuss several possible extensions.

1

Introduction

With the growth of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and online Web services, more
and more services with more and more capabilities are available to us. By combining the functionalities oﬀered by multiple services, we can provide much added
value. A classic example is the ability to oﬀer a complete vacation by combining
Web services that oﬀer (functionalities for buying) ﬂights, ground transportation,
accommodations, and event tickets. But as more physical devices are controlled
through the Web via services, this can also be used to orchestrate the behavior of various kitchen devices, home entertainment systems, and home security
services [1,2].
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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The problem of service composition has been considered in the literature
for over a decade, starting from seminal manual approaches, e.g., [3–5], which
mainly focussed on modeling issues as well as on automated discovery of services
described making use of rich ontologies, to automatic ones based on planning,
e.g., [6,7] or on KR techniques, e.g., [8], or on automated synthesis [9–11]. The
reader interested in a survey of approaches can refer to [1,12,13]. Here we concentrate on the approach known in literature as the “Roman model” whose original
paper [9] was awarded the most inﬂuential SOC paper of the decade prize at
ICSOC 2013. Actually, for sake of simplicity, in our mathematical treatment we
will consider the Roman model in its most pristine form. Though we will describe
several extension in the discussion section.
In the Roman model, composition is as follows: each available (i.e., to be
used in the composition, therefore referred to as component) service is modeled
as a ﬁnite state machines (FSM), in which at each state, the service oﬀers a
certain set of actions, where each action changes the state of the service in
some way. The designer is interested in generating a new service (referred to as
composite, or target) from the set of existing services. The required service (the
requirement) is speciﬁed using a FSM, too. The computational problem is to see
whether the requirement can be satisﬁed by properly orchestrating the work of
the component services. That is, by building a scheduler (called the orchestrator )
that will use actions provided by existing services to implement action request
of the requirement. Thus, a new service is synthesized using existing services.
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to synthesize a service that fully conforms with the requirement speciﬁcation. Furthermore, a deterministic model
(adopted in many approaches) is inappropriate for most services. Many services have various failure modes and diﬀerent potential transitions for the same
action. This can be addressed by allowing for non-determinism, but satisfying
the requirement in this case can be even harder. This zero-one situation, where
we can either synthesize a perfect solution or fail, should be improved. Rather
than returning no answer, we need a notion of the “best-possible” solution, and
the main contribution of this paper is to provide a solution to this problem.
In this paper we discuss and elaborate upon a probabilistic model for the
service composition problem, ﬁrst presented in [14]. In this model, an optimal
solution can be found by solving an appropriate probabilistic planning problem
(a Markov decision process – MDP) derived from the services and requirement
speciﬁcations. Speciﬁcally, it is natural to make the requirement probabilistic,
associating a probability with each action choice in each state. This probability
captures how likely the user is to request the action in that state. Such information can be, initially, supplied by the designer, but can also be learned in the
course of service operation in order to adapt the composition to user behavior.
Next, a reward is associated with the requirement behavior. This reward can be
deﬁned in diﬀerent ways depending on the designer’s objectives. For example,
we can associate a reward with diﬀerent states that represent achieving certain
milestones, so that solutions that make sure that the service is able to reach
these milestones will be preferred. Or, we can associate a reward with actions at
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a state, modeling how important it is to provide the user with this option at this
state. Thus, if certain actions represent crucial aspects of the service, they will
be associated with high rewards, whereas actions that have added value, but are
less important, can be associated with lower rewards.
We observe that rewards can be related to Quality-of-Service (QoS), which
is often considered crucial in modeling Web services [15,16]. Rewards on some
states represent situations that the designer wants to enforce in order to guarantee QoS, while rewards on actions represent non-functional QoS requirements.
As we discuss later on, one can use complex reward speciﬁcations in the form of
transducers, or formulas in expressive logics such as LTLf and LDLf – lineartime temporal logic and dynamic logic on ﬁnite traces [17].
Given a set of available services and a probabilistic requirement speciﬁcation,
we formulate a new MDP that aggregates this information – it is very similar in
spirit to the product automata used to solve the non-stochastic case – such that
an optimal policy for this MDP generates an orchestrator that maximizes the
expected sum of rewards. In some sense, the orchestrator will ensure that target
transitions of highest value are provided for the longest possible time.
This model can also accommodate various useful extensions. For example, we
can associate a cost with existing service actions or service states – e.g., energy
use in the case of smart homes or service cost in the case of travel services. If these
costs are commensurable with the value of services oﬀered by the synthesized
service, we still obtain a standard MDP. Otherwise, we obtain a multi-objective
MDP (if we want to optimize both aspects) or a constrained MDP (if we have
an energy or travel budget). Both models have been studied in literature and
solution algorithms for them exist. In the last section, we discuss a number of
such useful extensions.
Before continuing, we observe that our probabilistic extension to service composition is orthogonal to that proposed in [18], where available services are probabilistic, but the target speciﬁcation (expressed as ω-regular languages, there)
is not and the orchestrator is required to satisfy the target speciﬁcation with
probability 1.
The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduce our model of services,
whereas Sect. 3 presents the model for the requirement and the solution of the
proposed problem. In Sect. 5 we conlcude with a discussion some extensions of
the basic framework.1

2

The Non-stochastic Model

We adopt the Roman model for service composition [1], in its most pristine form
[9], which we describe below. A service is deﬁned as a tuple S = (Σ, σ0 , F, A, δ),
where:
– Σ is the ﬁnite set of service’s states;
1

A preliminary version of this paper has been presented at the ICAPS 2017 Workshop
on Generalized Planning. (The workshop does not have published proceedings.).
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σ0 ∈ Σ is the initial state;
F ⊆ Σ is the set of service’s ﬁnal states;
A is the ﬁnite set of service’s actions;
δ ⊆ Σ × A → Σ is the service’s transition (partial) function, i.e., actions are
deterministic.
a

We interchange notations s ∈ δ(σ, a) and σ −
→ σ  in δ, possibly keeping implicit δ when no ambiguity arises. Finally, we write A(σ) to denote
{a ∈ A : δ(σ, a) is deﬁned} – the set of actions available at s.
In the Roman model, we focus on the interface that services expose, which
capture a conversational model of the service, i.e., one that represents the
sequences of requests a service can serve, as the interaction with a client goes
on. More speciﬁcally, from a given state, a service can serve only requests for
actions that “label” an outgoing transition. Such actions, although atomic from
the client perspective, correspond, in general to complex activities that may
include, e.g., conversations with software modules or interactions with external
users. Upon execution of the requested action, the service moves to a successor
state, i.e., a state reachable from the current one via a transition labeled with
the executed action.
A history h of a service S is a, possibly inﬁnite, sequence alternating states
and actions (necessarily ending with a state)
σ 0 · a1 · σ 1 · a2 · · · · · an · σ n · · · ·
ai+1

s.t. σ 0 = σ0 and σ i −−−→ σ i+1 , for all i ≥ 0. That is, a possible progression of the
states of the service, annotated by an appropriate action. Note that the above
implies that ai ∈ A(σi−1 ).
We assume we have a ﬁnite set of available services Si = (Σi , σi0 , Fi , A, δi ),
over the same set of actions A. The set of all such services is referred to as the
service community, denoted as S = {S1 , . . . , Sn }.
Given S, [1] deﬁnes a target service as a further service T = (Σt , σt0 , Ft , A, δt ),
again over the actions A. The target service provides a formal characterization
of a desired service that may not be available in the community. We denote the
set of possible target service histories by Ht .
Informally, the target represents a business process that one would like to
oﬀer to clients, where each state represents a decision point. At each state, the
client is provided with a set of options to choose among, each corresponding
to an action available in the state. Notice that typically the target service is
not available. Further, the only entities able to execute actions, i.e., activities,
are the available services. Thus, one cannot build the target service by simply
combining the actions of the target service, but has to resort to the available
services, which impose constraints on the execution of actions, depending on the
conversations they can actually carry out.
The goal of service composition is to combine the available services in an
appropriate way so as to mimic, from a client point of view, the behavior of
the target service. This can be done by interposing an orchestrator between the
available services and the client. The orchestrator delegates the current action
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requested by the client to some available service, waits for the service to fulﬁll
it, then notiﬁes the client, receives a new request, delegates it again, waits, and
so on. In order to do this correctly, one not only needs to ﬁnd a service that is
able to execute the current action, but also has to choose the service so that all
possible future requests compliant with the target service can be fulﬁlled.
To formally deﬁne the computational problem and its solution, we require
some preliminary notions: The system service of S is the service Z =
(Σz , σz0 , Fz , Az , δz ), s.t.:
–
–
–
–

Σz = Σ1 × · · · × Σn ;
σz0 = (σ10 , . . . , σn0 );
Fz = {(σ1 , . . . , σn ) | σi ∈ Fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
Az = A × {1, . . . , n} is the set of pairs (a, i) formed by a shared action a and
the index i of the service that executes it;
(a,i)

– σ −−−→ σ  iﬀ, for σ = (σ1 , . . . , σn ) and σ  = (σ1 , . . . , σn ), it is the case that
a
σi −
→ σi in δi , and σj = σj , for j = i.
Intuitively, Z is the service stemming from the product of the asynchronous
execution of the services in S. This is a virtual entity, i.e., without any actual
counterpart, that oﬀers a formal account of the evolution of the available services,
when the community is seen as a whole. Note that in the transitions of Z,
the service executing the corresponding action, is explicitly mentioned. Also
(a, i) ∈ A(σz ) indicates that a can be executed by service i in the current state.
We denote the set of system service histories by Hz .
An orchestrator for a community S is a partial function2 :
γ : Σz × A → {1, . . . , n}.
Intuitively, γ is a decision maker able to keep track of the way the services in S
have evolved up to a certain point, and that, in response to an incoming action
request, returns the index of a service.
Notice that, in general, γ is not guaranteed to return a service able to execute the requested action, nor that delegating the action to the returned service
guarantees that all possible future requests can be served. Obviously, only the
orchestrator that guarantees such features can be actually used to realize the
desired service, as formalized below.
The dynamics of the system is deterministic given the actions selected by
the user. Hence, together with the orchestrator choice, it determines a system
history. That is, an orchestrator deﬁnes a partial function from target-service
histories to system histories, based on the (partial) mapping from system state
and action to a service and the (partial) mapping from system state, action, and
service, to the next system state. We denote this mapping by τ . More formally,
2

In the original orchestrator definition γ is a function of the entire history instead of
the system service’s current state only. It can be shown that if an orchestrator of
the previous form exist then one of the current form exists [9, 11]. So we adopt this
simpler notion.
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τ : Ht → Hz is deﬁned inductively as follows: τ (σt0 ) = σz0 . Let τ (ht ) = hz , and
let st , sz denote the last states, respectively, in ht , hz . Then, τ is also deﬁned on
ht · a · st provided: a ∈ A(st ) and st = δt (st , a), and that γ is deﬁned on (sz , a),
and (a, γ(sz , a)) ∈ A(sz ). That is, provided the orchestrator function is deﬁned
on sz and a, assigning some value i, and δz is well deﬁned on (sz , i), we have
τ (ht · a · st ) = hz · a · δz (sz , (a, i)). Otherwise, τ (ht · a · st ) is undeﬁned.
If τ (ht ) is well deﬁned, we say that target history ht is realizable by the
orchestrator.
The orchestrator γ is said to realize a target service Z if it realizes all histories
of Z. In this case, γ is also called a composition of Z (on S).
The problem of service composition in known to be EXPTIME-complete, in
fact exponential on the number of the available services [9,19] and techniques
based on model checking, simulation, and LTL synthesis are available [1]. Also,
several variants have been studied, including the case of nondeteministic (i.e.,
partially controllable but fully observable) available services [11].

3

The Valued Requirement Model

The main limitation of the composition approach outlined above is that if a
composition does not exists, no notion of a “good”or “approximate” solution
exists. An interesting notion of unique supremal composition has been introduced
in [20]. But this notion puts the burden on the client executing the target to
foresee in advance what requests it will ask in the future, and this may be too
limiting in various contexts. Furthermore, in actual applications, requests are not
usually of uniform importance. Some parts of the target service may be good
to have, but not essential, while other parts may be central to its functionality.
And typically, diﬀerent requests are not equally likely. These considerations are
not captured by the above model and its solution concepts. Hence, we propose
a modiﬁed model that takes these considerations into account, thus obtaining
a richer, ﬁner grained, formulation of the objective that allows us to deﬁne
appealing notions of “optimal” compositions.
To model the value and likelihood of request, we augment the target service
model with two additional elements. Pt will be a distribution over the actions
given the state. Pt (s, a) is the likelihood that a user will request a in target state
s. Technically, Pt (s) returns a distribution over the actions, or the empty set,
when s is a terminal state on which no actions are possible. Rt is the reward
function, associating a non-negative reward with the ability to provide the action
requested by a user. Rt (s, a) is the value we associate with being able to provide
action a in state s. Formally, a target service is T = (Σt , σt0 , Ft , A, δt , Pt , Rt ),
where Σt , σt0 , Ft , A, δt are deﬁned as before, Pt : Σt → π(A) ∪ ∅ is the action
distribution function, and Rt : Σt × A → R is the reward function. We assume
rewards are non-negative.
One can specialize this deﬁnition in various ways: Rt can depend on Σt only,
if for example, we assume that the reward is given for reaching a ﬁnal state, or
some particular “normal” ﬁnite states, capturing the fact that the service has
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completed appropriately. Rt could simply assign an identical positive value to
every pair (σ, a) such that a ∈ A(σ). This essentially implies that what we care
about is the ability to service as many actions as possible in a state.
The deﬁnitions of an orchestrator, a target history, a realizable target history,
and a realizable target do not change. But we can now deﬁne additional notions.
First, Pt induces a probability density function over the set of all inﬁnite target histories, which we will denote by P∞ . (This follows by the Ionescu Tulcea extension
theorem.) Second, Rt can be used to associate a value with every inﬁnite history.
The standard deﬁnition of the value of a history ht , which
∞ we adopt here, is that
of the sum of discounted rewards: v(σ0 , a1 , σ1 , · · · ) = i=0 λi Rt (σi , ai+1 ), where
0 < λ < 1 is the discount factor. The discount factor can be viewed as measuring
the factor by which the value of rewards is reduced as time progresses, capturing
the intuition that the same reward now is better than in the future.3,4
Given the above, we can deﬁne the expected value of an orchestrator γ to
be:
v(γ) = Eht ∼P∞ (v(ht ) · real(γ, ht ))
where real(γ, ht ) is 1 if ht is realizable in γ, and 0 otherwise. That is, v(γ)
is the expected value of histories realizable in γ. Finally, we deﬁne an optimal
orchestrator to be γ = arg maxorchestrator γ  v(γ  ). The following is reassuring:
Theorem 1. If the target is realizable and every target history has strictly positive value then γ realizes the target iﬀ it is an optimal orchestrator.
That is, if it is possible to realize the target requirement, then any orchestrator
realizing it is optimal, and any orchestrator that does not realize some history, is
non-optimal. The former stems from the fact that if the set of histories realizable
using orchestrator γ contains the set realizable using orchestrator γ  , then v(γ) ≥
v(γ  ). The latter stems from the fact that if, in addition, the set of histories
realizable by γ but not by γ  has positive probability, then v(γ) > v(γ  ). Now,
if h is not realizable by γ  , there exists a point in h where γ  does not assign the
required action to a service that can supply it. Thus, any history that extends
the corresponding preﬁx of h is not realisable, and the set of such histories has
non-zero probability. Since we assume all histories have positive value, we obtain
the desired result.
The importance of this new model is that we now have a clear notion of an
optimal orchestrator that works even when the target service is not fully realizable, and this notion is clearly an extension of the standard notion, coinciding
with it when the service is realizable by some orchestrator. An optimal controller
is simply one that is able to handle more (in expectation) valued histories.
3
4

It can also be viewed as quantifying the probability (1 − λ) that the process will
terminate at some state.
An alternative notion, for which similar
mresults can be obtained is that of average
1
reward, defined, e.g., as lim inf m→∞ m
i=0 Rt (σi , ai+1 ), which requires more mathematical sophistication to handle.
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Computing an Optimal Orchestrator

We now explain how to solve the above model by formulating an appropriate
MDP. An MDP is a four-tuple M  = (S  , A , T r , R ), where S  is a ﬁnite set of
states, A a ﬁnite set of actions, T r : S  × A → π(S  ) is the transition function,
and R : S  × A → R is the reward function. The two latter terms were deﬁned
above in the context of the valued composition model.
The composition MDP is a function of the system service and the target
service as follows M (Z, T ) = (SM , AM , T rM , RM ), where (i) SM = ΣZ × ΣT ×
A∪sM 0 (ii) AM = {aM 0 , 1, . . . , n} (iii) T rM (sM 0 , aM 0 , (σz0 , σt0 , a)) = Pt (σt0 , a)
(a,i)

a

→ σt , and 0
(iv) T rM ((σz , σt , a), i, (σz , σt , a )) = Pt (σt , a ) if σz −−−→ σz and σt −
otherwise. (v) R((σz , σt , a), i) = Rt (σs , a) if (a, i) ∈ A(σz ) and 0 otherwise.
That is, the set of states is the product of the states of the system service,
the states of the target service, and the set of actions. Intuitively, the state
(σz , σt , a) denotes the fact that the system state is currently σz , the target state
is currently σt and the requested action is a. In addition, there is a distinguished
initial state sM 0 . The actions correspond to selecting the service that will provide
the current requested actions, together with a special initializing action, aM 0 .
A transition in state sM 0 is deﬁned only for action aM 0 . From this state, we
can get to state (σz0 , σt0 , a) with probability that is equal to the probability
that action a would be requested from the target service at its initial state. The
state (σz0 , σt0 , a) represents the situation that the system and target service are
in their initial state, and that a is requested of the target service. In general,
the deﬁntion of T r((σz , σt , a), i, (σz , σt , a )) captures the fact that if service Si
provides action a in system and target states σz and σt , then the next system
state is determined by (a, i) and the previous system state, and the next target
state is determined by a and the previous target state. The probability associated
with this transition is the probability that action a will be requested in the new
target state. Finally, the reward function associates a positive reward with states
in which the assigned service Si is able to perform the requested action a, and
the value of this reward is the value of doing actions a at the target state.
Theorem 2. Let ρ be an optimal policy for M (Z, T ). Then, the orchestrator γ
such that γ((σz , σt ), a) = ρ(σz , σt , a) is an optimal orchestrator.
Above we assume that an optimal policy for the MDP is one maximizing
expected discounted sum of rewards with discount factor λ. The result follows
from the fact that there is a one-to-one correspondence between orchestrators
and policies for M (Z, T ), via the relationship: γ((σz , σt ), a) = ρ(σz , σt , a), and
the fact that the value of policy ρ so deﬁned equals v(γ).

5

Extensions

With the basic setting introduced, here we can now discuss several possible
extensions.
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Stochastic available services. For the sake of simplicity, we have assumed so far
that the component and target services are deterministic. Extending our model
to capture stochastic services, where the service transitions are probabilistic too,
is quite easy, see [14]. One needs to simply alter the relevant transition functions.
The precise deﬁnition of realizability now becomes slightly more cumbersome to
write, but the underlying intuitions are the same. The MDP construction, too,
need only be modiﬁed slightly to take into account the stochastic transitions of
the system state and target state.
Handling exceptions. Our current model does not explicitly capture a critical aspect of many real-world scenarios, exception handling [21]: if the target/composite service terminates before a terminal state has been reached, work
done so far has to be undone. This work is distributed across diﬀerent services.
For example, if while booking a vacation, we book a ﬂight but cannot book
a hotel, we must cancel the ﬂight reservation, which can be costly. If we also
booked a car by now, the cost would be higher. We can augment the MDP
deﬁned earlier to take these costs into account by adding a negative reward to
states (sz , st , a) and service choice i such that i cannot supply action a in its
current state. The size of the reward can depend on the states of the various
services, as reﬂected in sz , which reﬂects the work that needs to be undone in
each of the existing services.
Separate rewards speciﬁcations. In the setting considered here, we have coupled
the rewards with the likelihood of the client making certain action requests into
the target service to be realized. In fact it may be convenient to keep the two
speciﬁcation separated, and use the target service only to specify the likelihood
of action request, in line with what happens in the deterministic case. Rewards
in this case could be expressed dynamically on the history of actions executed
so far by the target, through a transducer.
More precisely a transducer R = (Σ, Δ, S, s0 , f, g) is a deterministic transition system with inputs and outputs, where Σ is the input alphabet, Δ is the
output alphabet, S is the set of states, s0 the initial state, f : S × Σ −→ S is
the transition function (which takes a state and an input symbol and returns
the successor state) and g : S × Σ −→ Δ is the output function (which returns
the output of the transition).
In our case the input alphabet would be the set of actions A, the output
alphabet the possible rewards expressed as reals R. In this way the output function g : S × A −→ R, would correspond the reward function. The point is that
now the rewards do not depend on the state of the target, but on the sequence
of actions executed so far. Interestingly if we take the synchronous product of
the target T (without rewards, but with stochastic transitions) and of R (which
is deterministic but outputs rewards), we get a target of the form speciﬁed in
Sect. 3, though this time computed from the two separated speciﬁcations, and we
can apply the MDP construction presented here (or its extension with stochastic
available services discussed previously).
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Non-Markovian rewards. In line with the above point, it has long been
observed [22,23] that many performance criteria call for more sophisticated
reward functions that do not depend on the last state only.
For example, in Robotics [24], we may want to reward a robot for picking up
a cup only if it was requested to do so earlier, where the pick-up command may
have been given a number of steps earlier. Similarly, we may want to reward an
agent for behavior that is conditional on some past fact – for example, if the
person was identiﬁed as a child earlier, we must provide her with food rich in
protein, and if he is older, in food low in sodium. Or we may want to reward the
robot for following some rules, such as executing an even number of steps back
and forth, so as to end up in the starting position.
All these proposal share the idea of specifying rewards on (partial traces or
histories) through some variant of linear-time temporal logic over ﬁnite traces
LTLf . The research on variants of LTLf has become very lively lately with
promising results [17,25–28]. A key point is that formulas in these logics can
be “translated” into standard deterministic ﬁnite state automata DFAs that
recognize exactly the traces that fulﬁll the formula. Such DFAs can be combined
with probabilistic transition systems to generate suitable MDPs to be used for
generating optimal solutions. This can be done also in our context. Essentially
we replace (or enhance) the target speciﬁcation with a declarative set of logical
constraints. Then we compute the synchronous product with a target transition
system that us the likelihood of action choice, hence getting a target speciﬁcation
as that of Sect. 3, analogously to the case of the transducer above. This can be
solved by the techniques presented earlier.
High-level programs as target services. Often certain non-Markovian speciﬁcations can be expressed more naturally by using procedural constraints [25,29,30].
In particular, we can introduce a sort of propositional variant of Golog [31]:
δ ::= A | ϕ? | δ1 + δ2 | δ1 ; δ2 | δ ∗ |
if φ then δ1 else δ2 | while φ do δ
Hence, we can assign rewards to traces that correspond to successful computations of such programs.
For example in a smart environment such as that in [32] we could have a
reward associated to completing the following program:
while(true) do
if(cold ∧ windowOpen)) then
closeWindow;
turnOnFirePlace + turnOnHeating
which says that, all along, if it is cold and the window is open, then immediately
close the window and either turn on the ﬁre place or the heating system (no
other actions can interleave this sequence).
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Note that if and while can be seen as abbreviations for regular expression
[33], namely:
.
if φ then δ1 else δ2 = (φ?; δ1 ) + (¬φ?; δ2 )
.
while φ do δ = (φ?; δ)∗ ; ¬φ?
Hence these programs can also be translated into regular expressions and hence
in DFA to be used as above.
Interestingly, we can combine procedural and declarative temporal constraints by adopting a variant of LTLf , called linear-time dynamic logic on ﬁnite
traces, or LDLf , as speciﬁcation language [17]. For example we may write
[true∗ ] while(cold ∧ heatingOn)) do
(¬turnOﬀHeating∗ ; heat)
which says that at every point in time, while it is cold and the heating is on
then heat, possibly allowing other action except turning oﬀ heating. Again we
are able to transform these formulas into DFAs and proceed as discussed above.
Finally these ideas are related to so called agent planning programs [34],
where the target is speciﬁed as a network of declarative goals. Such programs
can also be extended to the stochastic setting presented here.
Learning. Although we focus on this paper on model speciﬁcation and modelbased solution techniques, we point out that for Web services, statistics gathering
is very simple, and in fact, is carried out routinely nowadays. Consequently, it is
not diﬃcult to learn the stochastic transition function of existing services online,
and use it to specify the probabilistic elements of the model.

6

Conclusion

In the service composition problem, we attempt to satisfy a speciﬁcation of a new
service using existing services. This allows users and businesses to deﬁne new,
complicated services with added value on top of an existing set of services. By
improving the Roman model of service composition to include request likelihood
and values, we were able to not only provide a more faithful formal model of
the problem, but also to address the long-standing problem of deﬁning optimal
orchestrators when no orchestrator can realize all possible desirable behaviors.
Thanks to the correspondence established between orchestrators and policies of
a suitably deﬁned MDP, we can also show how such orchestrators can be easily
computed. Moreover the setting proposed can be extended in several directions
of great theoretical and practical interest.
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Abstract. In this paper we focus on some of the most recent advancements in I-DLV, the new intelligent grounder of DLV; the system has
been endowed with means aimed at easing the interoperability and integration with external systems and accommodating external source of
computation and value invention within ASP programs. In particular,
we describe here the support for external computations via explicit calls
to Python scripts, and tools for the interoperability with both relational
and graph databases.
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1

Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP) [3,17] is a declarative programming paradigm
proposed in the area of non-monotonic reasoning and logic programming. ASP
applications include product conﬁguration, decision support systems for space
shuttle ﬂight controllers, large-scale biological network repairs, data-integration
and scheduling systems (cfr. [11]). In ASP, computational problems are encoded
by logic programs whose answer sets, corresponding to solutions, are computed
by an ASP system [22]. State-of-the-art ASP systems combine two modules, the
grounder and the solver [19]; the ﬁrst module takes as input a program Π and
instantiates it by producing a program Π  semantically equivalent to Π, but not
containing variables. Then, the second module computes answer sets of Π  by
adapting and extending SAT solving techniques [21].
DLV [20] has been one of the ﬁrst solid and reliable ASP system; its project
dates back a few years after the ﬁrst deﬁnition of answer set semantics [16,17],
and encompassed system development and continuous enhancements. It is widely
used in academy, and it is still employed in many relevant industrial applications,
signiﬁcantly contributing in spreading the use of ASP in real-world scenarios.
I -DLV, the new instantiator of DLV, has been recently introduced in [7];
it features good performance and stability, being competitive both as an ASP
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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grounder and as a deductive database system. Furthermore, the ﬂexible nature
of I -DLV allows to widely experiment with ASP and its applications, and to better tailor ASP-based solutions to real-world applications. Since its ﬁrst release,
in order to further ease the use in such practical contexts, I -DLV has been
extended in several ways. In this paper we focus on a set of mechanisms and tools
introduced in I -DLV with the aim of easing the interoperability and integration
with external systems and accommodating external source of computation and
value invention within ASP programs. In particular, I -DLV now supports calls
to Python scripts via external atoms, and connection with relational and graph
databases via explicit directives for importing/exporting data.
The present work is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce Answer Set
Programming by formally describing syntax and semantics, and in Sect. 3, we
provide the reader with a brief overview of I -DLV. Hence, we illustrate the novel
features: while Sect. 4 presents syntax and semantics of external atoms, Sect. 5
formally describes importing/exporting directives; both sections contain a few
examples showing how typical KRR tasks can beneﬁt from these features. In
Sect. 6 we report the results of some experimental activities aiming at assessing
the performance of I -DLV while making use of its novel features. Eventually, in
Sect. 7 we draw our conclusions and discuss ongoing work.

2

Answer Set Programming

A signiﬁcant amount of work has been carried out for extending the basic language of ASP, and the community recently agreed on a standard input language
for ASP systems: ASP-Core-2 [6], the oﬃcial language of the ASP Competition
series [8,15]. For the sake of simplicity, we focus next on the basic aspects of
the language; for a complete reference to the ASP-Core-2 standard, and further
details about advanced ASP features, we refer the reader to [6] and the vast
literature. In this section, we brieﬂy recall syntax and semantics.
Syntax and Semantics. A term is either a simple term or a functional term.
A simple term is either a constant or a variable. If t1 . . . tn are terms and f is a
function symbol of arity n, then f (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a functional term. If t1 , . . . , tk
are terms and p is a predicate symbol of arity k, then p(t1 , . . . , tk ) is an atom.
A literal l is of the form a or not a, where a is an atom; in the former case l is
positive, otherwise negative. A rule r is of the form α1 | · · · | αk :– β1 , . . . , βn ,
not βn+1 , . . . , not βm . where m ≥ 0, k ≥ 0; α1 , . . . , αk and β1 , . . . , βm are
atoms. We deﬁne H(r) = {α1 , . . . , αk } (the head of r) and B(r) = B + (r)∪B − (r)
(the body of r), where B + (r) = {β1 , . . . , βn } (the positive body) and B − (r) =
{not βn+1 , . . . , not βm } (the negative body). If H(r) = ∅ then r is a (strong)
constraint; if B(r) = ∅ and |H(r)| = 1 then r is a fact. A rule r is safe if each
variable of r has an occurrence in B + (r)1 . An ASP program is a ﬁnite set P
1

We remark that this definition of safety is specific for rules featuring only classical
literals. For a complete definition we refer the reader to [6].
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of safe rules. A program (a rule, a literal) is said to be ground if it contains no
variables. A predicate is deﬁned by a rule if the predicate occurs in the head of
the rule. A predicate deﬁned only by facts is an EDB predicate, the remaining
predicates are IDB predicates. The set of all facts in P is denoted by Facts(P );
the set of instances of all EDB predicates in P is denoted by EDB (P ).
Given a program P , the Herbrand universe of P , denoted by UP , consists of
all ground terms that can be built combining constants and function symbols
appearing in P . The Herbrand base of P , denoted by BP , is the set of all ground
atoms obtainable from the atoms of P by replacing variables with elements from
UP . A substitution for a rule r ∈ P is a mapping from the set of variables of r to
the set UP of ground terms. A ground instance of a rule r is obtained applying
a substitution to r. The full instantiationGround(P )of P is deﬁned as the set of
all ground instances of its rules over UP . An interpretation I for P is a subset
of BP . A positive literal a (resp., a negative literal not a) is true w.r.t. I if
a ∈ I (resp., a ∈
/ I); it is false otherwise. Given a ground rule r, we say that r is
satisﬁed w.r.t. I if some atom appearing in H(r) is true w.r.t. I or some literal
appearing in B(r) is false w.r.t. I. Given a ground program P , we say that I
is a model of P , iﬀ all rules in Ground(P )are satisﬁed w.r.t. I. A model M is
minimal if there is no model N for P such that N ⊂ M . The Gelfond-Lifschitz
reduct [17] of P , w.r.t. an interpretation I, is the positive ground program P I
obtained from Ground(P ) by: (i) deleting all rules having a negative literal false
w.r.t. I; (ii) deleting all negative literals from the remaining rules. I ⊆ BP is
an answer set for a program P iﬀ I is a minimal model for P I . The set of all
answer sets for P is denoted by AS(P ).

3

I -DLV

Overview

The I -DLV [7] system, that fully supports the ASP-Core-2 [6] language standard,
relies on a set of theoretical results and techniques proved to be eﬀective in the
old DLV grounder [12]. In particular, it follows a bottom-up evaluation strategy
based on a semi-naı̈ve approach [23]; this latter has been extended with a number
of optimization techniques that have been explicitly designed in the context of
ASP instantiation along with a number of additional techniques and features
purposely designed for I -DLV. A more accurate description of the system and
the underlying techniques is out of the scope of this paper, and hence we refer
the interested reader to [7]; we brieﬂy discuss some design choices, instead, in
order to better understand the ﬂexible and customizable nature of the system.
The long-lasting experience over the DLV grounder proved that a monolithic
set of optimizations, most of which were activated or deactivated at the same
time, does not pay in general. For such reason, even though I -DLV comes with a
general-purpose default conﬁguration, it has been conceived to provide the user
with a ﬁne-grained control over the whole computational process; I -DLV allows
to enable, disable, and customize every single strategy, so that the behaviour
of the system can be tailored to very diﬀerent application scenarios. Notably,
I -DLV provide the users with the capability of controlling and driving the internal grounding process at a more ﬁne-grained level with respect to what one might
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do via command-line options; in particular, it introduces annotations within the
ASP code, which consist in meta-data statements allowing to “annotate” the
ASP programs in a Java-like fashion. While embedded in comments, they can
express explicit steering instructions both at global and rule level. It is worth
noting that I -DLV is part of a greater project aiming at developing a full, eﬃcient ASP system [1] featuring wasp [2] as a solver. In this context, annotations
can also be used for customizing heuristics and extending solving capabilities.
For a comprehensive list of customizations and options, along with further
details, we refer the reader to [7] and to the online documentation [9].

4

External Computations

The availability of external sources of computation has been already recognized
as desirable feature of ASP systems in the literature; indeed, all major ASP
systems are endowed with such capabilities to diﬀerent extents: we mention
here the support for Python computation by clingo [13] and the hex programs
supported by dlvhex [10]. Notably, some forms of external computation and value
invention were supported also by the ASP system DLV [4,5].
External computation in I -DLV is achieved by means of external atoms,
whose extension is not deﬁned by the semantics within the logic program, but
rather is speciﬁed by means of external deﬁned Python programs. They are
inspired by the ones supported in dlvhex [10], although there are some diﬀerences; for instance, while relational inputs are not permitted in I -DLV, in dlvhex
external atoms can have as input parameters also predicates; this implies that
I -DLV external atoms can be completely evaluated at the grounding stage, while
in dlvhex an external atom, in general, might need to wait the solving phase in
order to be evaluated, depending on the interpretation at hand. If, on the one
hand, these look like a limitation, on the other hand they greatly simplify the
evaluation strategy, leading also to improvements of overall performance.
In the following we describe syntax and semantics of the constructs, then
illustrating their use by a few examples.
Syntax and Semantics. An external atom is of the form &p(t0 , . . . , tn ; u0 ,
. . . , um ), where n + m ≥ 0, &p is an external predicate, t0 , . . . , tn are intended as
input terms, and are separated from the output terms u0 , . . . , um by a semicolon
(“;”). In the following, we denote an external atom by &p(In;Out), where In
and Out represent input and output terms, respectively.
An external literal is either not e or e, where e is an external atom, and the
symbol not represents default negation. An external literal is safe if all input
terms are safe, according to the safety deﬁnition in ASP-Core-2 standard [6].
External literals can appear only in the rule bodies, and each instance of an
external predicate must appear with the same number of input and output terms
throughout the whole program.
Given an external atom &p(In;Out) and a substitution σ, a ground instance
of such external atom is obtained by applying σ to variables appearing in In and
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Out, obtaining σ(&p(In; Out)) = &p(Ing ; Outg ). The truth value of a ground
external atom is given by the value f&p (Ing , Outg ) of a decidable n + m-ary twovalued oracle function, where n and m are the lengths of Ing and Outg , respectively. A negative ground external literal not e is true/false if e is false/true.
Intuitively, output terms are computed on the basis of the input ones, according to a semantics which is provided externally (i.e., from the outside of the logic
program) by means of the deﬁnition of oracle functions. Currently, I -DLV supports oracle deﬁnitions via Python scripts. Basically, for each external predicate
&p featuring n/m input/output terms, the user must deﬁne a Python function
whose name is p, and featuring n/m input/output parameters. The function has
to be compliant with Python2 version 3.
Example 1. As an example, let us consider the following rule, that makes use of
an external predicate with two input and one output terms:
sum(X, Y, Z) :– number(X), number(Y ), X ≤ Y, &compute sum(X, Y ; Z).

A program containing this rule must come along with the proper deﬁnition of
compute sum within a Python function, as, for instance, the one reported next.
def compute sum(X,Y):
return X+Y

According to the given deﬁnition, as they are completely evaluated by I -DLV
as true or false, external predicates do not appear in the produced instantiation.
Furthermore, for each value returned by a Python function deﬁning an external
predicate, a proper conversion is necessary from its Python type to an ASP-Core2 term type. By default, on the Python side the following types are permitted:
numeric, boolean or string 3 . These types are mapped to terms accordingly to the
following default policy: an integer returned value is mapped to a corresponding
numeric constant, while all other values are tentatively associated to a symbolic
constant, if the form is compatible to the ASP-Core-2 syntax; values are associated to a string constant in case of failure. Nevertheless, I -DLV allows the user
to customize the mapping policy of a particular external predicate by means of a
directive of the form: #external predicate conversion(&p,type:T1 ,. . . ,TN )., that
speciﬁes the sequence of conversion types for an external predicate &p featuring
n output terms. A conversion type can be: (1) @U INT (the value is converted to
an unsigned integer); (2) @UT INT (the value is truncated to an unsigned integer); (3) @T INT (the value is truncated to an integer); (4) @UR INT (the value is
rounded to an unsigned integer); (5) @R INT (the value is rounded to an integer);
(6) @CONST (the value is converted to a string without quotes); (7) @Q CONST
(the value is converted to a string with quotes). In cases (1 − 5), the value is
mapped to a numeric term, in case (6) to a symbolic constant, while in case (7)
2
3

https://docs.python.org/3.
https://docs.python.org/3/library/stdtypes.html.
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to a string constant. Directives can be speciﬁed at any point within an ASP program, and have a global eﬀect: once a conversion directive for an external predicate has been included, say &p, it is applied each time the predicate is found. For
instance, if the following directive is added to the piece of program in Example 1:
#external predicate conversion(&compute sum,type:Q CONST)., then for
each external call, the output variable Z is bounded to the value returned by the
Python function interpreted as a quoted string. Further details about options
and conversion types are available at [9].
External atoms can be both functional and relational, i.e., they can return
a single tuple or a set of tuples, as output. In Example 1, &compute sum is
functional : the associated Python function returns a single value for each combination of the input values. In general, a functional external atom with m > 0
output terms must return a sequence 4 containing m values. If m = 1, the output
can be either as sequence containing a single value, or just a value, as in the
example; if m = 0, the associated Python function must be boolean. A relational external atom with m > 0 is deﬁned by a Python function that returns a
sequence of m-sequences, where each inner sequence is composed by m values.
Example 2. The following rule uses a relational external atom:
prime f actor(X, Z) :– number(X), &compute prime f actors(X; Z).

Intuitively, given a number X, the rule computes prime factors of X, demanding
this task to a relational external atom, that receives as input the number X, and
returns as output its factors. The semantics has to be provided via a Python
function called compute prime f actors returning a sequence of numbers each
one representing a diﬀerent factor of X.
We remark that, currently, input and output terms can be either constants
or variables; the support for other kinds of term is subject of ongoing works.
KRR with External Computations. Interfacing ASP with external tools
represents an important additional power for modelling KRR tasks. Let us consider, as a running example, the problem of automatically assigning a score to
students after an assessment test: given a list of students, a list of topics, and
a set of questions regarding the given topics along with corresponding student
answers, we want to determine the score of each student. In particular, let us
suppose that each student is represented by a fact of the form student(id), where
id is a unique identiﬁer code, and topics are expressed by facts of type topic(to),
where to is a string representing the topic name, such as “Computer Science”.
Each question can be expressed by a fact of the form question(id, to, tx, ca) where
id is a unique identiﬁer number, to is the topic covered, tx is the text containing
also the possible answers, and ca is the only option which is the correct answer.
Each student’s answer is modelled by a fact of the form answer(sid, qid, ans)
where ans represents the answer given by student sid to the question qid.
4

https://docs.Python.org/3/library/stdtypes.html#sequence-types-list-tuple-range.
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In addition, let us suppose that the score is computed as the sum of the
single scores obtained by answering the questions on each topic, and that some
topics can have a higher relevance with respect to others; for instance, the score
obtained in Mathematics might be more important than the one in English.
Interestingly, the score could be computed diﬀerently each time the assessment
test takes place; for instance, English might be the most relevant topic, in a
diﬀerent session. Moreover, the number of wrong answers may also be considered
while computing the score, for instance in case of negative marking.
Given these requirements, the following program encodes our problem:
s 1 : correctAnswers(St, T o, N ) :– topic(T o), student(St),
N = #count{QID : question(QID, T o, T x, Ca),
answer(St, QID, Ca)}.
s 2 : wrongAnswers(St, T o, N ) : −topic(T o), student(St),
N = #count{QID : question(QID, T o, T x, Ca),
answer(St, QID, Ans), Ans! = Ca}.
s 3 : topicScore(St, T o, Sc) :– correctAnswers(St, T o, Cn),
wrongAnswers(St, T o, W n),
&assignScore(T o, Cn, W n; Sc).
s 4 : #external predicate conversion(predicate=&assignScore,type=R INT).
s 5 : testScore(St, Sc) :– student(St), Sc = #sum{Sc : topicScore(St, T o, Sc)}.

Intuitively, rule s 1 and rule s 2 count the number of correct and wrong answers
for each student on each topic, respectively. Rule s3 determines the score on each
topic for each student; to this end, an external atom is in charge of assigning
the score. Interestingly, each time relevances of the topics need to change, it
is enough to change the Python function deﬁning its semantics. For instance,
supposing that among the concerned topics Mathematics and Computer Science
have the highest importance, and that for each wrong answer the value 0.5 is
subtracted from the score, a possible implementation for the Python function
deﬁning the score computation could be:
def assignScore(topic, numCorrectAns, numWrongAns):
if(topic==‘‘ComputerScience’’ or topic==‘‘Mathematics’’):
return numCorrectAns∗2−numWrongAns∗0.5
return numCorrectAns−numWrongAns∗0.5

Statement s 4 is a directive stating that values returned by the Python function
have be rounded to ASP-Core-2 integers, while rule s 5 computes the ﬁnal score
by summing up the scores on each topic. Notably, rules s 1, s 2 and s 5 make
use of aggregate literals [6] in order to perform some aggregation operations.

5

Interoperability

As discussed in the previous sections, I -DLV has been intended to ease the interoperability of ASP with external sources of knowledge. To further comply with
this aim, its input language, still fully supporting ASP-Core-2, has been enriched
with explicit directives for connecting with relational and graph databases.
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Relational Databases. I -DLV inherits from DLV directives for importing/exporting data from/to relational DBs. An import directive is of the form:
#import sql(db name, "user", "pwd", "query", pred name [, type conv]).

where the ﬁrst three parameters are straightforward, query is an SQL statement
that deﬁnes the imported table (must be double quoted), pred name indicates
the predicate whose extension will be enriched with the result of the query, and
type conv is an optional parameter for specifying how DBMS data types have
to be mapped to ASP-Core-2 terms: it provides a conversion for each column
imported by the database. The type conv parameter is a string with the same
syntax described in Sect. 4. An export directive is of the form:
#export sql(db name, "user", "pwd", pred name,
pred arity, table name, "REPLACE where SQL-Condition").

ﬁrst three params are self-explanatory; pred name/pred arity indicate
name/arity of the predicate whose extension will be exported into the external table name table, and ‘‘REPLACE where SQL-Condition’’ indicates the
tuples to be deleted from the relational table before the export actually takes
place.
The adopted syntax mimic the old DLV one; slight diﬀerences are due to the
fact that I -DLV complies with the ASP-Core-2 syntax. In particular, ASP-Core2 features negative numbers, thus requiring more conversion types, and allows
a predicate name to be associated with predicates with diﬀerent arities, thus
requiring that in an export directive the predicate has to be uniquely speciﬁed
by indicating both the predicate name and arity.
Graph Databases. While connections with relational DBs is, to some extent,
inherited by DLV, interoperability with graph databases is a novel feature of I DLV. In particular, data can be imported via SPARQL queries, both from Local
DBs in RDF/XML ﬁles and remote SPARQL EndPoints, of the form:
#import local sparql("rdf file","query",predname,predarity,[,typeConv]).
#import remote sparql("endpnt url","query",predname,predarity,[,typeConv]).

where query is a SPARQL statement deﬁning data to be imported and typeConv
is optional and speciﬁes the conversion for mapping RDF data types to ASPCore-2 terms. For the local import, rdf file can be either a local or remote
URL pointing to an RDF/XML ﬁle: in this latter case, the ﬁle is downloaded
and treated as a local RDF/XML ﬁle; in any case, the graph is built in memory.
On the other hand, for the remote import, the endpnt url refers to a remote
endpoint and building the graph is up to the remote server; this second option
might be convenient in case of large datasets.
Concerning implementation, for a fast prototyping, we started with a solution based on external atoms. For instance, for each remote SPARQL import
directive, an auxiliary rule of the following form is added to the input program:
predname(X0 , ..., XN ) :– &sparqlEndP oint(“endpnt url”, “query”;X0 , ..., XN ).
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The head atom has predname as name, and contains predarity variables. The
body contains an external atom &sparqlEndPoint in charge of performing the
remote query. Intuitively, when grounding the rule, the extension of the speciﬁed
predicate will be ﬁlled in with information extracted by the query.
The approach relying on external atoms for implementing graph-databases
connection directives perfectly reaches the goal; in addition, it shows how external atoms give the user a powerful mean for signiﬁcantly extending the grounder
capabilities. Nevertheless, there are some reasons in favour of a “native” support
for interoperability with graph databases. First of all, it is easy to imagine that
native support should enjoy much better performance, as we discuss in later on;
furthermore, in many scenarios (as it is often the case in the deductive database settings) the use of external atoms is not crucial, whilst accessing standard
knowledge sources is vital: in such cases, taking care of the burden of the external
Python runtime machinery does not look useful. Hence, the idea is to incorporate into the system the directives that are most likely to be used “per se”, and
let external atoms address cases that need extended functionalities.
KRR with Database Directives. We show the use of the features introduced
above, by means of the running example of Sect. 4.
Let us suppose that general data, such as questions and topics, are permanently stored on a relational database, while test-related data, such as students
and their answers, are gathered into an RDF/XML ﬁle which is speciﬁcally
referred to the test itself. Then, questions can be retrivied from the relational
DB by means of the following directive:
#import sql(relDB, "user", "pwd", "SELECT * FROM question",
question, type:U INT,Q CONST,Q CONST,Q CONST).

where relDB is the name of the database, "user" and "pwd" are the data for
the user authentication, "SELECT * FROM question" is an SQL query that constructs the table to import, question is the predicate name used for building the
new facts, and the ﬁrst ﬁeld (the question identiﬁer) is imported as an integer,
while the remaining ones as quoted strings. Topics can be retrieved similarly.
Moreover, answers of students can be retrieved with the following directive:
#import local sparql("answers.rdf",
"PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX my: <http://sample/rdf#>
SELECT ?St, ?Qe, ?Ans
WHERE {?X rdf:type my:test. ?X my:student ?St.
?X my:question ?Qe. ?X my:answer ?Ans.}",
answer, 3, type:U INT,U INT,Q CONST).

where "answers.rdf" is the XML ﬁle containing the answers, and the subsequent quoted string is the SPARQL query ﬁlling the relation answer/3 in with
two integers and a quoted string. Students can be imported in a similar way.
Interestingly, if the XML ﬁle is hosted on a remote server, #import local sparql
directives allow the users to get rid of implementing the import mechanism.
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Experimental Evaluation

In the following, we report the results of an experimental activity carried out in
order to assess performance of the herein discussed I -DLV features.
Experiments on external computations have been performed on a NUMA
machine equipped with two 2.8 GHz AMD Opteron 6320 processors and 128
GiB of main memory, running Linux Ubuntu 14.04.5 kernel v. 4.4.0-45-generic;
binaries were generated with the GN U C++ compiler v. 4.9. As for memory and
time limits, we allotted 15 GiB and 600 s for each system, per each run.
About interoperability mechanisms, experiments have been performed on
machine equipped with an Intel Core i7-4770 processor and 16 GiB of main
memory, running Linux Ubuntu 14.04.5 kernel v. 3.13.0-107-generic; binaries
were generated with the GN U C++ compiler v. 4.9. As for memory and time
limits, we allotted 15 GiB and 600 s for each system, per each single run.
External Atoms. We compared I -DLV with other currently available systems
supporting similar mechanisms for dealing with external sources of computations
via Python: the ASP grounder gringo [14] and the dlvhex [10] system. In particular, we considered the latest available releases at the time of writing: clingo 5.2.0
executed with the --mode=gringo and dlvhex 2.5.0 executed with the default
provided ASP solver that combines gringo 4.5.4 and clasp 3.1.4, respectively.
In order to assess eﬃciency of the systems in integrating external computations we considered diﬀerent kinds of benchmarks. We ﬁrst considered a set of
problems, focused on the spatial representation and reasoning domain, originally
appeared in [24]. In this setting, two scenarios have been taken into account. The
ﬁrst scenario requires the determination of relations among randomly-generated
circular objects in a 2-D space. For each pair of circles one is interested in
knowing which of the following relations hold: having some contacts, being disconnected, being externally connected, overlapping or partially overlapping, one
being part of the other, one being proper part of the other, one being tangential proper part of the other, one being non-tangential proper part of the
other. For each possible relation, an ASP encoding that makes use of an external
Python script checks if it holds. The encodings have been paired with instances
of increasing sizes containing random generated circles, from 10 to 190. In the
second scenario we re-adapted the encodings of Growth, Move and Attachment
problems introduced in [24], that solves some geometrical problems over triples
of circular objects in a 2D space. Again, instances of increasing size have been
given to the tested systems: in this case, we generated triples of circles, from 7
to 70.
Notably, ASP-Core-2 only supports integer numbers; hence, the encodings
have been re-adapted in order to result independent from the way data are
expressed. Each object is associated with an identiﬁer, and information about
coordinates and dimensions are stored in a csv ﬁle; thus, from the ASP side,
objects are managed via their ids, and computations involving real numbers are
handled externally via the same Python scripts that, in turn, are invoked by
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the external mechanisms typical of each tested system. Hence, the encodings
reported in [24] have been carefully translated into ASP-Core-2 encodings. In
this respect, it is worth noticing that in [24] two versions for Attachment problem
are reported: in our setting, due to the described translation, they coincide.
Since the benchmarks introduced above involve non-disjunctive stratiﬁed
encodings and only numeric (integer) constants as ground terms, we considered
three further domains: the reachability problem, where edges are retrieved via
Python scripts; concatenation of two randomly-generated strings with arbitrary
lengths varying from 1000 to 3000 chars; generation of ﬁrst k prime numbers,
with k ranging from 0 to 100000.
Results, reported in Table 1, show satisfactory performance for I -DLV, both
in comparison with gringo, which solves approximately the same number of
instances but spending larger times, and with dlvhex , which, yet oﬀering a more
complete support for external source of knowledge, suﬀers from its architecture
that makes use of an ASP solver as a black box.
Interoperability. We analyzed the eﬀective gain on performance obtainable
with a native support of SQL/SPARQL local import directives against the
same directives implemented via Python scripts (see Sect. 5). In particular, we
compared two diﬀerent importing approaches: (1) a version exploiting explicit
Table 1. External atoms: experiment results (TO/MO stands for Time/Memory Out).
Problem

# inst. DLVHEX

GRINGO

I-DLV

#solved Time

#solved Time

#solved Time

Attachment

10

0

TO

10

149.55

10

45.50

Growth

10

0

TO/MO

9

164.21

10

67.20

Move

10

0

TO/MO

9

163.89

10

68.08

Contact

10

6

93.05

10

11.21

10

4.94

Disconnect

10

8

127.72

10

10.85

10

4.86

Discrete

10

8

127.44

10

10.85

10

4.96

Equal

10

8

101.07

10

10.95

10

4.93

Externally connect

10

8

100.43

10

10.79

10

4.68

Nontangential proper part 10

7

107.14

10

10.89

10

4.88

Overlap

10

6

92.80

10

11.11

10

4.94

Part of

10

8

126.56

10

11.00

10

4.93

Partially overlap

10

8

126.37

10

11.00

10

4.83

Proper part

10

6

93.34

10

11.21

10

4.99

Tangential proper part

10

7

106.54

10

10.90

10

4.72

5

0

TO/MO

5

64.73

5

52.09

Prime numbers

String concatenation

10

1

93.34

10

21.94

10

13.26

Reachability

10

0

TO/MO 10

36.71

10

37.18

Solved instances

81/165

163/165

165/165

Total running time

59341

8362

3109
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directives natively implemented in C++, (2) a version where the import mechanism is performed externally. The benchmarks are divided into two categories:
– Importing data from a Relational Database, by means of SQL statements.
– SPARQL imports from a local RDF/XML ﬁle.
For the ﬁrst set of benchmarks, a DB containing a randomly generated table
has been created: such table contains 1000000 tuples and features three columns,
one of integer type and two of alphanumeric type. Several encodings have then
been tested, each one importing a diﬀerent number of tuples from the aforementioned table, ranging from 100000 to 1000000. In both cases, each SQL column
is mapped, respectively, to a numeric term, a symbolic constant and a string
constant (we refer the reader to ASP-Core-2 term types [6]).
For the second set of benchmarks, we generated OWL ontologies via the Data
Generator(UBA) by means of the Lehigh benchmark LUBM [18], referred to a
University context; each university has a number of departments ranging from
15 to 22, and the encodings import graduate and undergraduate students from
a diﬀerent number of universities, ranging from 1 to 5.
Table 2. Interoperability: experimental results.
Problem
sql-100K
sql-200K
sql-300K
sql-400K
sql-500K
sql-600K
sql-700K
sql-800K
sql-900K
sql-1M
sparql-lubm -1
sparql-lubm-2
sparql-lubm-3
sparql-lubm-4
sparql-lubm-5

I-DLV-C++ I-DLV-Python
0.55
0.98
1.49
2.07
2.47
2.99
3.51
4.17
4.69
5.02

1.63
3.06
4.58
6.19
7.61
9.20
10.64
11.94
13.24
15.19

7.86
16.62
25.03
31.74
38.08

13.92
29.49
44.39
56.86
66.85

Results, reported in Table 2, show that the native approach clearly outperforms the other by 66% when dealing with SQL directives, and by 43% when
dealing with SPARQL local import directives. Intuitively, an internal management of import/export mechanism can be performed directly interfacing C++ and
SQL/SPARQL, while with external atoms Python acts as a mediator causing an
overhead which is not always negligible, as our tests evidenced.
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Conclusion and Ongoing Work

I -DLV is a project under active development; besides improvements of the pre-

sented features, both in functionalities and performance, further enhancements
are planned, related to language extensions, customizability means, performance,
and a tight integration with the ASP solver wasp [2] in the new full-ﬂedged ASP
system DLV2 [1]. More in detail, more native directives for interoperating with
external data will be added; the I -DLV language will be extended with constructs
for explicitly managing complex terms such as lists; the set of annotations for
a ﬁne-grained control of the grounding process will be enlarged; a new set of
annotations for integrating and tuning wasp will be added; in addition, we are
studying a proper way of manipulating the produced ground program in order
to better ﬁt with the computational mechanisms carried out by the solver.
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Abstract. Bratman’s Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) theory is seminal in
the literature on BDI agents. His BDI theory is taken into account to
extend Shoham’s database perspective on beliefs and intentions. In the
extended framework, an intentions is considered as a high-level action,
which cannot be executed directly, with a duration. They have to be
progressively reﬁned until executable basic actions are obtained. Higherand lower-level actions are linked by the means-end relation, alias instrumentality relation. In this paper, we investigate the complexity of the
decision problems for satisﬁability, consequence, reﬁnement and instrumentality in the database. Moreover, we translate these problems into
the satisﬁability and validity problems in propositional linear temporal
logic (PLTL). With such translations, we can utilize the eﬃcient automated theorem provers for PLTL to solve the problem of deciding the
reﬁnement relation between an intention and an intention set, as well as
the instrumentality relation.

1

Introduction

Bratman’s Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) theory [4,5] is at the basis of the huge
literature on BDI agents. According to his theory, intentions are high-level plans
to which the agent is committed and they play a fundamental role in autonomous
agents. Typically such high-level plans cannot be executed directly: they have
to be reﬁned as time goes by, resulting in more and more elaborate plans. A
means-end relation, which is called instrumentality, should link the higher-level
intention, which is reﬁned, and the lower-level intentions which are inserted
because of the reﬁnement. At the end of the reﬁnement process, there are only
basic actions: actions the agent can perform intentionally. For example, my highlevel plan to submit a paper to a conference is reﬁned into writing a paper and
uploading it to the paper submission management system; further down the line,
the second intention is reﬁned into logging into the system entering information
about the paper and uploading the PDF ﬁle.
While operations of reﬁnement is of fundamental importance and should be
central in BDI agents, as more extensively discussed in [11], the literature on BDI
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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theories only contains very few such a concept [2,14]. The operation of reﬁnement
is notably absent from Cohen&Levesque’s logic [8] which is one of the most
inﬂuential BDI logics and Shoham’s belief-intention database framework [16].
Compared with Cohen and Levesque’s logic, Shoham’s database framework is a
much simpler account that is based on a database of time-indexed basic actions
and beliefs. Compared with the heavily implementation-driven BDI agents, the
belief-intention database is more logical and more suitable for revising beliefs
and intentions. In [13], Herzig et al. followed Shoham’s database perspective and
extended his belief-intention database framework to formalize such a reﬁnement
relation between intentions. In the extended framework, beliefs and intentions
are organized in a so-called belief-intention database: a belief is a propositional
formula indexed by time points and an intention is considered as a high-level
action, which cannot be executed directly, with a duration. To capture the change
of the environments or actions of other agents, environment actions, alias events,
are introduced in belief-intention databases.
As intention reﬁnement plays an important role in BDI theories, the problem of deciding the reﬁnement relation between an intention set and an intention
is pivotal. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. First, we
investigate the complexity of the decision problems for satisﬁability, consequence,
reﬁnement and instrumentality in belief-intention databases. We show that the
satisﬁability and consequence problems in the belief-intention database are both
PSPACE-complete and further show that the problems of deciding reﬁnement
and instrumentality are also PSPACE-complete by reducing them to the satisﬁability and consequence problems.
Second, we translate the satisﬁability and consequence problems in beliefintention databases into the satisﬁability and validity problems in propositional
linear temporal logic (PLTL). Then we can translate the problems of deciding reﬁnement and instrumentality into PLTL. In the last decades, PLTL has
obtained a lot of attention from the researchers, both theocratically and practically. Taking advantage of the automated tools of PLTL1 , we can solve the
decision problems for satisﬁability, consequence, reﬁnement and instrumentality
of belief-intention databases by translating into the satisﬁability and validity
problems in PLTL.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls notions of belief-intention
databases. Section 3 shows the complexity results. Section 4 gives the translation
to PLTL. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Belief-Intention Databases

In this section we recall the main deﬁnitions of belief-intention databases initially
proposed in [13].

1

Several theorem provers for PLTL can be found on
http://users.cecs.anu.edu.au/∼rpg/PLTLProvers/ (accessed on 2 Sep. 2017).
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Coherent Dynamic Theory

Let Evt0 = {e, f, . . .} be a set of basic events and Act0 = {a, b, . . .} a set of basic
actions. Basic events and basic actions take one time unit. Basic actions can be
directly executed by the planning agent. The set Act0 is contained in the set
of all actions Act = {α, β, . . .} which also contains non-basic, high-level actions.
The set of propositional variables is P = {p, q, . . .}. The language of boolean
formulas built on P is denoted by LP .
We suppose that the sets P, Evt0 , and Act are all ﬁnite. The behavior of
actions and events is described by dynamic theories.
Definition 1 (Dynamic theory). A dynamic theory is a tuple T =
pre, post with pre, post : Act ∪ Evt0 −→ LP . The eﬀects of basic actions
P
: Act
and events are conjunctions of literals, given by
eff+, eff− 

0∪ Evt0 −→ 2
where for every x ∈ Act0 ∪ Evt0 , |= post(x) ↔
p∈eff+(x) p ∧
p∈eff−(x) ¬p
and eff+(x) ∩ eff−(x) = ∅.

+
So basic actions and events are STRIPS-like.
 The functions pre, post, eff and
−
eff are extended to sets, e.g. pre(X) = x∈X pre(x) for X ⊆ Act0 ∪ Evt0 .
We use |S| to denote the cardinality of a set S. We use len(ϕ) to denote the
length of a formula ϕ which is the number of symbols used to write down ϕ
except for parentheses. The length of a dynamic theory T , denoted by len(T ),
is the sum of the length of all pre- and postcondition formulas in T .

Definition 2. A dynamic theory T is coherent if and only if for every basic
action a ∈ Act0 and event set E ⊆ Evt0 , if pre({a} ∪ E) is consistent then
post({a} ∪ E) is consistent.
Proposition 1. A dynamic theory T is coherent iﬀ the following formula,
denoted by Coh(T ), is valid:

(pre(e) ∧ pre(x) → ⊥).
(1)
e ∈ Evt0 ,x ∈ Act0 ∪ Evt0 ,
(eff+(e) ∩ eff−(x)) ∪ (eff−(e) ∩ eff+(x)) = ∅

Proof. “⇒”: Suppose dynamic theory T is coherent and post({a} ∪ E) is inconsistent. Because all basic actions and events have a consistent postcondition in
form of a conjunction of literals, only a pair of an action or event x ∈ {a} ∪ E
and an event e ∈ E such that one has a positive eﬀect on propositional variable
p and the other has a negative eﬀect on p, would make post({x, e}) inconsistent and further post({a} ∪ E) inconsistent. deﬁnition of coherence their jointly
precondition pre({x, e}) is inconsistent. Thus Coh(T ) is valid.
“⇐”: Suppose Coh(T ) is valid and there exists some action a and event set
E such that pre({a} ∪ E) is consistent while post({a} ∪ E) is inconsistent. As
post(a) and post(E) can be rewritten into a conjunction of literals, there is a
pair of p and ¬p occurring in post({a} ∪ E). Then there are x, y ∈ {a} ∪ E such
that x = y and p ∈ eff+(x) ∩ eff−(y). Being a conjunct of Coh(T ), pre(x) ∧
pre(y) → ⊥ is true, which entails pre(a) ∧ pre(E) → ⊥, contradicting that
pre({a} ∪ E) is consistent.
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Theorem 1 (Complexity of Coherence). Given any dynamic theory T , to
decide whether T is coherent is co-NP-complete.
Proof. As the length of the formula Coh(T ) is bounded by O(|Act0 ∪ Evt0 |2 ×
len(T )), the problem of deciding coherence is in co-NP.
To establish hardness, let Act0 = {a}, Evt0 = {e} with pre(a) = pre(e) = ϕ,
post(a) = p and post(e) = ¬p. As post(a) ∧ post(e) is inconsistent, ϕ is
inconsistent iﬀ T is coherent. It follows that deciding coherence is co-NP-hard.
Therefore, to decide whether T is coherent is co-NP-complete.
2.2

Belief-Intention Databases

An agent’s belief-intention database contains her intentions plus her beliefs about
initial state and event occurrences which may be incomplete.
Occurrence of an event e ∈ Evt0 at time point t is noted (t, e). The nonoccurrence of events is also considered: let Evt0 = {ē : e ∈ Evt0 } be the set of
event complements. Non-occurrence of e is noted (t, ē). An intention is a triple
i = (t, α, d) ∈ N0 × Act × N with t < d. It means that the agent wants to perform
α in the time interval [t, d]: action α should start after t and end before d. When
α ∈ Act0 then i is a basic intention.
Definition 3. A database is a ﬁnite set
Δ ⊆ (N0 × LP ) ∪ (N0 × Evt0 ) ∪ (N0 × Evt0 ) ∪ (N0 × Act × N).
Given an intention i = (t, α, d), we deﬁne end(i) = d. For a database Δ, we
let end(Δ) be the greatest time point occurring in Δ. When Δ = ∅, end(Δ) = 0.
This is well deﬁned because databases are ﬁnite.
2.3

Semantics

The semantics of dynamic theories and databases is in terms of paths. A path
deﬁnes for each time point which propositional variables are true, which basic
actions the agent will perform, and which events will occur.
Definition 4. A T -path is a triple π = V, H, D with V : N0 −→ 2P , H : N0 →
2Evt0 , and D : N0 → Act0 .
So a path π associates to every time point t a valuation V (t) (alias a state),
a set of events H(t) happening at t, and a basic action D(t) performed at t.
Definition 5. A model of T , or T -model, is a path π = V, H, D such that for
every time point t ∈ N0 ,




(2)
eff+ H(t) ∪ {D(t)} ∩ eff− H(t) ∪ {D(t)} = ∅





+
−
and
V (t+1) = V (t) ∪ eff H(t) ∪ {D(t)} \ eff H(t)∪{D(t)}
H(t) = {e ∈ Evt0 | V (t) |= pre(e)}
D(t) ∈ {a ∈ Act0 | V (t) |= pre(a)}
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So in a T -model: (1) the state at t + 1 is determined by the state at t
and the basic action and events occurring at t; (2) event e occurs iﬀ pre(e) is
true; (3) basic action a occurs implies that pre(a) is true. Next we show the
satisfaction relation T between a path and an intention or a database.
Definition 6. Intention i = (t, α, d) is satisﬁed at a path π = V, H, D, noted
π T i, if there exist t , d such that t ≤ t < d ≤ d, V (t ) |= pre(α), V (d ) |=
post(α), and α ∈ Act0 implies D(t ) = α.
So π satisﬁes (t, α, d) if α is executable at some point after t and can end
before the deadline at a point where the postcondition of α is true. Moreover,
when α is basic then it conforms to the ‘do’-function D of π.
Definition 7. A T -model π = V, H, D is a T -model of Δ, noted π T Δ, if
–
–
–
–

for
for
for
for

every
every
every
every

(t, ϕ) ∈ Δ: V (t) |= ϕ;
(t, e) ∈ Δ: e ∈ H(t);
(t, ē) ∈ Δ: e ∈ H(t);
i ∈ Δ: π T i.

When π T Δ, the agent’s beliefs about the state and the (non-)occurrence of
events are correct w.r.t. π, and all intentions in Δ are satisﬁed on π. A database
Δ is T -satisﬁable when Δ has a T -model.
Δ is a T -consequence of Δ , noted Δ |=T Δ, if every T -model of Δ is also a
T -model of Δ. When Δ is a singleton {i} we write Δ |=T i instead of Δ |=T {i}.
2.4

Refinement and Instrumentality

Reﬁnement consists in adding new intentions to the database while staying consistent. Intuitively, to reﬁne an intention i means to add a minimal set of new
intentions J to the database which, together with other intentions but i, suﬃce
to entail i. Moreover, the deadlines of the means are before that of the end.
Definition 8. Intention i is reﬁned by intention set J in Δ, noted Δ |=T i  J,
iﬀ
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

there is no j ∈ J such that Δ |=T j;
Δ ∪ J has a T -model;
(Δ ∪ J) \ {i} |=T i;
(Δ ∪ J  ) \ {i} |=T i for every J  ⊂ J;
end(j) ≤ end(i) for every j ∈ J.

A higher-level intention and the lower-level intentions reﬁning it should stand
in an instrumentality relation: the lower-levels contribute to the higher-levels.
Definition 9. For a T -satisﬁable database Δ, let intention i ∈ I(Δ) and intention set J ⊆ I(Δ). Then J is instrumental for i in Δ, noted Δ |=T J  i,
iﬀ
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1. Δ \ J |=T i;
2. (Δ \ J) ∪ {j} |=T i for every j ∈ J;
3. end(j) ≤ end(i) for every j ∈ J.
When Δ |=T J  i then J is a minimal set of intentions satisfying the counterfactual “if J was not in Δ then i would no longer be guaranteed by Δ” and all
intentions of J terminate before or together with i. Note that when Δ |=T J  i
then J cannot be empty (because we require i ∈ J).
Instrumentality is connected with intention reﬁnement: when Δ |=T i  J
then every element of J is instrumental for i in the reﬁned database. Formally,
Δ ∪ J |=T {i, j}  i for every j ∈ J.

3

Complexity

In this section, we show the complexity results of the decision problems for satisﬁability, consequence, reﬁnement and instrumentality in belief-intention databases.
3.1

Complexity of Satisfiability

The coherence condition guarantees that there is no conﬂict on the eﬀect of the
action and the events occurring simultaneously at every time points, entailing
the constraint formula (2) in the deﬁnition of T -model (Deﬁnition 5). That is, if
dynamic theory T is coherent, then the empty database is T -satisﬁable. Given a
coherent dynamic theory, it is not necessary to check whether the inﬁnite path
is a T -model of a database and we only need to check the former part bounded
by the greatest time point occurring in the database.
We deﬁne the restriction of natural number set N by a natural number δ
as a set of sequential natural numbers [0, . . . , δ], denoted by Nδ . We deﬁne the
restriction of a function f : N −→ S such that the domain is natural number set
to a natural number δ as f |δ = {(n, s) | n ∈ Nδ }.
Then we introduce the notion of bounded paths.
Definition 10. For a path π = V, H, D and a natural number δ we call the
tuple π = V |δ+1 , H|δ , D|δ , δ a bounded path of π and call δ the bound of π.
Then we deﬁne bounded models by bounded paths.
Definition 11 (Bounded T -model). Given a coherent dynamic theory T , a
T -model π and a database Δ such that π T Δ, we call the bounded path π of π
a bounded model of Δ, noted π T Δ, if the bound of π is greater than end(Δ).
The coherence condition of the dynamic theory allows us to decide if a database
has a model by checking a ﬁnite path, stated as follows.
Proposition 2. Given a coherent dynamic theory T , a database Δ is T satisﬁable iﬀ Δ has a bounded model.
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Proof. “⇒”: Straightforward.
“⇐”: When the dynamic
theory

 T is coherent,
 for every time point t, the
sets eff+ H(t) ∪ {D(t)} and eff− H(t) ∪ {D(t)} are totally disjoint. So, there
is no state in which the performed action has an eﬀect conﬂicting with the eﬀect
of the events which are happening. Thus, we can construct an inﬁnite T -model
starting from the bounded model according to the deﬁnition of T -models.
The lower bound of the complexity of the satisﬁability problem comes from
the reduction to a plan-existence problem. A plan-existence problem with bounded horizon is a tuple P = I, G, TAct0 , δ where δ is a natural number, I is a subset
of propositional variable set P and G is a conﬂict-free conjunction of literals and
TAct0 is a dynamic theory only for basic actions. The plan-existence problem is to
decide whether there exists a sequence of basic actions, called plan, with a length
less than δ from a initial state I to a goal state satisfying G. The plan-existence
problem is PSPACE-complete [7].
Theorem 2. Given a coherent dynamic theory T , the T -satisﬁability problem
of a belief-intention database is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. First, we prove the problem is in PSPACE. Suppose the number of intentions in Δ is m. Consider a memory space with the size of |P| + 2m. When the
|P| cells can denote a state, the 2m cells can indicate the satisfaction of pre- and
postcondition of the action in the corresponding intentions.
Guess a path π = V, H, D, end(Δ), we can change the |P| cells according
to the valuation of each time point deﬁned by π. Because the basic actions and
events are ﬁnite, it can be checked whether π is a T -model in polynomial time.
The 2m cells are initially set to 0 and with time point changing, we change
the 2m cells according to the satisfaction of intentions. To be speciﬁc, consider
an intention i = (t, α, d), from time point t if pre(α) is satisﬁed then the cell
corresponding to the precondition of i is set to 1. Then in the following time
points once post(α) is satisﬁed the cell corresponding to postcondition of i is
set to 1. Unless this cell is 1 at time point d, we stop and conclude that the
path guessed does not satisfy i and further does not satisfy Δ. Therefore, we can
check whether the path is a T -model of Δ in polynomial time, because every
eﬀect, pre- and postcondition is deﬁned as a propositional formula which can
be checked to be satisﬁed by the state in polynomial time. As only ﬁnite sets
of basic actions, events, and propositional variables can be nondeterministically
chosen, deciding whether the path guessed is a T -model of Δ is in NPSPACE.
Because NPSPACE = PSPACE, the T -satisﬁability problem is in PSPACE.
Next we prove the problem is PSPACE-hard by reducing the plan-existence
problem with bounded horizon. For a plan-existence problem P = I, G, TAct0 , δ,
we construct a dynamic theory T by extending TAct0 with a high-level action
Goal ∈ Act \ Act0 such that pre(Goal) =  and post(Goal) = G. We alsosuppose
the event set Evt0 is empty, entailing that T is coherent. Suppose ϕI = p∈I p ∧

q∈P\I ¬q. Then the database Δ = {(0, ϕI ), (0, Goal, δ)} has a T -model iﬀ there
exists a plan in P. So the T -satisﬁability problem is PSPACE-hard.
Hence the T -satisﬁability problem is PSPACE-complete.
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Complexity of Consequence

Next we will show the complexity of the consequence problem in belief-intention
databases which is also PSPACE-complete.
Theorem 3. Given a coherent dynamic theory T , the T -consequence problem
deciding whether Δ |=T Δ is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. For the lower bound, consider the special case of the consequence problem
that Δ |=T ⊥ which means Δ is T -unsatisﬁable. Because the T -satisﬁable
problem is PSPACE-complete by Theorem 2, the problem deciding whether Δ
is T -unsatisﬁable is co-PSPACE-complete. As co-PSPACE = PSPACE, the T consequence problem PSPACE-hard.
For the upper bound, suppose the number of intentions in Δ and Δ is m and

m respectively. As T is coherent, we can consider the complementary problem
deciding whether there exists a path which T -satisﬁes Δ but not Δ. Consider a
memory space with a size of |P| + 2(m + m ) where the |P| cells denote a state
and the 2(m + m ) cells indicate the satisfaction of pre- and postcondition of the
actions w.r.t. intentions in Δ and Δ .
Suppose k = max(end(Δ), end(Δ ). Guess a path π = V, H, D, k, we can
change the |P| cells according to the valuation of each time point deﬁned by π.
Because the basic actions and events are ﬁnite, it can be check if π is a T -model
in polynomial time. The 2(m + m ) cells are initially set to 0 and with time
point changing, we change the 2(m + m ) cells according to the satisfaction of
intentions. Consider an intention i = (t, α, d), in the time points after t if pre(α)
is satisﬁed then the cell corresponding to the precondition of i is set to 1. Then
in the following time points once post(α) is satisﬁed the cell corresponding
to the postcondition of i is set to 1. Unless this cell is 1 at time point d, we
stop and conclude that the path guessed satisﬁes neither i nor the database
containing i. Therefore, it can be checked whether the path is a T -model of Δ
or Δ in polynomial time, because every eﬀect, pre- and postcondition is deﬁned
as a propositional formula which can be decided to be satisﬁed by the state in
polynomial time. As only ﬁnite sets of basic actions, events, and propositional
variables can be nondeterministically chosen, deciding whether the path guessed
is a T -model of Δ but not Δ is in NPSPACE. Because NPSPACE = PSPACE,
the T -consequence problem is in PSPACE.
Hence, the T -consequence problem is PSPACE-complete.
3.3

Complexity of Refinement and Instrumentality

From the deﬁnition of reﬁnement and instrumentality, we know that the satisﬁability and consequence problems are subproblems of deciding reﬁnement
and instrumentality. So, the problems deciding reﬁnement and instrumentality
are both PSPACE-hard. Next we show that these two problems are PSPACEcomplete by translating them into several satisﬁability and consequence
problems.
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Theorem 4. Given a coherent dynamic theory T and a belief-intention database
Δ, to check whether an intention i ∈ Δ is reﬁnable to an intention set J in Δ
is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. Condition 1, 2 and 4 are T -satisﬁability problems and Condition 3 is a
T -consequence problem and it is easy to check Condition 5 in polynomial time.
As the reﬁnement checking problem can be reduced to several T -satisﬁability
problems and a T -consequence problem which are all in PSPACE, the decision problem of deciding reﬁnement is also in PSPACE. As the T -satisﬁability
problem is its subproblem, deciding reﬁnement is PSPACE-complete.
Theorem 5. Given a coherent dynamic theory T and a belief-intention database
Δ, to decide whether an intention set is instrumental for an intention in Δ is
PSPACE-complete.
Proof. (1) Condition 1 is a T -satisﬁability problem; (2) Condition 2 is a set of
T -consequence problems with a number of |J|; (3) it is easy to check condition
3 in polynomial time. As the instrumentality checking problem can be reduced
polynomially to a T -satisﬁability problem and a T -consequence problem which
are both in PSPACE, the decision problem of deciding instrumentality is also
in PSPACE. As the T -satisﬁability problem is its subproblem, deciding instrumentality is PSPACE-complete.

4

Translating to PLTL

Linear temporal logics are widely used to describe inﬁnite behaviors of discrete
systems. In the last decades, diﬀerent model checking techniques for PLTL have
been developed, such as approaches based on binary decision diagrams (BDDbased) [6] and based on propositional satisﬁability problems (SAT-based) [3].
Besides, by translating to Büchi automata, kinds of satisﬁability and validity
checkers for PLTL have been developed, such as LTL3BA [1] and SPOT [9]. Furthermore, the tableau-based decision procedure for the satisﬁability problem of
PLTL has been studied [15,17].
In this section we translate the satisﬁability and consequence problems in
belief-intention databases into the satisﬁability and validity problems of PLTL.
As the problems of deciding reﬁnement and instrumentality are based on the
satisﬁability and consequence problems, we can further translate them into PLTL.
The translations are not in polynomial time,2 but nevertheless we believe that
the translations are of assistance to solve the decision problems of databases by
taking advantage of theorem provers of PLTL.
Following the notations in [10], we deﬁne PLTL on a countably inﬁnite set PL
of propositional variables, classical propositional connectives and restrict it on
the unique temporal operator X (next). Propositional connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔
2

For the database, time points are encoded in a binary way while they are considered
as decimal in the size of the resulted PLTL formula. Therefore, the size of the resulted
formula is not polynomial with respect to the size of the database.
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in PLTL formulas are deﬁned in the standard way with abbreviating Xn as n
continuous operator X where X0 is nothing.
Next, we introduce the semantics of PLTL which is based on a linear-time
structure. A linear-time structure is a pair of M = (S, ε) where S is a set of
states and ε : S → 2PL is a function mapping each state si to a set of propositional
variables which hold in si . Let M be a linear-time structure, i ∈ N0 a position,
and ϕ, ψ are PLTL formulas. We deﬁne the satisﬁable relation |= as follows:
M, i |= p iﬀ p ∈ ε(si ), where p ∈ PL
M, i |= ¬ϕ iﬀ M, i |= ϕ
M, i |= ϕ ∧ ψ iﬀ M, i |= ϕ and M, i |= ψ
M, i |= X ϕ iﬀ M, i + 1 |= ϕ
If there exists a linear-time structure M such that M, 0 |= ϕ, we say ϕ is
satisﬁable. If for all linear-time structure M we have M, 0 |= ϕ, we say ϕ is
valid.
We ﬁrst start by deﬁning some auxiliary propositional variables. For every
event e we introduce an auxiliary propositional variable he , deﬁning the set
Ph = {he |e ∈ Evt0 } and for every basic action a we introduce an auxiliary
propositional variable doa , deﬁning the set Pd = {doa |a ∈ Act0 }. Moreover, we
introduce a set Pc auxiliary propositional variables preα , postα , pree and poste
for every action and event to denote their pre- and postcondition.
Definition 12. Given a coherent dynamic theory T , we deﬁne a conjunction of
formulas Tr(T ) as:
 
 


doa → prea ∧
he ↔ pree
(3)
a∈Act0

e∈Evt0



∧

a∈Act0

∧





Xp ↔

p∈P

he ∨

e∈Evt0
p∈eff+(e)

∧



doa ∧



¬ doa ∧ dob

(4)

a,b∈Act0 ,a=b


a∈Act0
p∈eff+(a)

doa ∨ (p ∧





¬he ∧

e∈Evt0
p∈eff−(e)


¬doa ) (5)

a∈Act0
p∈eff−(a)

 


(preα ↔ pre(α)) ∧ (postα ↔ post(α))

(6)

α∈Act

∧

 


(pree ↔ pre(e)) ∧ (poste ↔ post(e))

e∈Evt0

(7)
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Intuitively, formula (3) means that basic action a is executable if its precondition is satisﬁed and that events are reactive: when their precondition is satisﬁed
they will happen. Formula (4) says that exactly one basic action is allowed at
one time point. Formula (5) means propositional variable p is true in the next
state if and only if either it is “activated” or both it is already currently true and
there is no action or event making it false. Formulas (6) and (7) link the formulas of pre- and postcondition of actions and events with propositional variables.
Finally, Tr(T ) captures the deﬁnition and progression of valuations in one time
point. Then we deﬁne Tr(n, T ) as Tr(T )∧XTr(T ) ∧ ... ∧ Xn Tr(T ) to capture the
ﬁrst n time points of a T -model.
Definition 13. We translate a database Δ into a conjunction of formulas Tr(Δ)
as:



Xt ϕ ∧
Xt he ∧
Xt ¬he
(8)
(t,ϕ) ∈ Δ

∧

(t,e) ∈ Δ









(X preα ∧ Xd postα )

α ∈ Act0 t≤t <d ≤d
(t,α,d)∈Δ

∧

(t,ē) ∈ Δ
t





Xt doa

(9)

(10)

a∈Act0 t≤t <d
(t,a,d)∈Δ

The above deﬁnition actually formalizes the satisfaction of database in a
path. For a coherent dynamic theory, we only consider the fragment of T -model
from time point 0 to end(Δ). The following proposition shows the satisﬁability
problem of database is connected to the satisﬁability problem of PLTL.
Proposition 3. Given a coherent dynamic theory T , a database Δ is T satisﬁable iﬀ Tr(end(Δ), T ) ∧ Tr(Δ) is satisﬁable.
Proof. Let M = (S, ε) be a linear-time structure where S = {s0 , s1 , ...} and
ε : S → 2PL such that PL = P ∪ Pd ∪ Ph ∪ Pc .
“ ⇒ ” : Suppose there exists a T -model π = V, H, D of Δ. Let us build a
linear-time structure M as follows: for every time point t, (i) ε(st ) ∩ P = V (t);
(ii) ε(st ) ∩ Ph = {he |e ∈ H(t)}; (iii) if D(t) = a then ε(st ) ∩ Pd = doa ; (iv)
ε(st ) ∩ Pc = {prex , posty |V (t) |= pre(x), V (t) |= post(y), x, y ∈ Act ∪ Evt0 }.
Now we ﬁrst prove M, 0 |= Tr(end(Δ), T ). According to the deﬁnition of
T -model, we immediately have M, t |= (3) ∧ (4) ∧ (6) ∧ (7) for each time point
t. For every propositional variable p, M, t+1 |= p iﬀ either there is a basic
action or event to make it true or M, t |= p and there is no action or event to
make it false. Thus, for every time point t, we obtain M, t |= Tr(T ) and then
M, 0 |= Tr(end(Δ), T ). Next we prove M, 0 |= Tr(Δ). For every (t, ϕ) ∈ Δ, we
obtain M, t |= ϕ. For every (t, e) ∈ E(Δ), M, 0 |= Xt he because e ∈ H(t) and
he ∈ ε(st ). The case of (t, ē) is similar. By the deﬁnition of satisfying an intention
(Deﬁnition 6), if π T i we have M, 0 |= (9) ∧ (10). So we have M, 0 |= Tr(Δ).
Thus, we conclude that M, 0 |= Tr(end(Δ), T ) ∧ Tr(Δ).
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“ ⇐ ” : Suppose there exists a linear-time structure M such that M, 0 |=
Tr(end(Δ), T ) ∧ Tr(Δ). Now we build a path π = V, H, D as follows: for every
time points t ≤ end(Δ), (i)V (t) = ε(st ) ∩ P; (ii)H(t) = {e|he ∈ ε(st ) ∩ Ph };
(iii)D(t) = a if doa ∈ ε(st ). For those time points t > end(Δ), we can construct
π according to Deﬁnition 5, because T is coherent.
Next we show π is a T -model. For every time point t ≤ end(Δ), due to (4),
there must be an action a such that M, t |= doa . So M, t |= pre(a) then we
have V (t) |= pre(a) and D(t) = a. Because M, t |= he iﬀ M, t |= pre(e), we
have H(t) = {e|V (t) |= pre(e)}. For propositional variable p, it is in V (t + 1)
iﬀ either at time point t, there exists an action or event making it true or both
p ∈ V (t) and there is no action or event making it false. The constraint formula
(2) of T -models is satisﬁed because T is coherent. So, we have π is a T -model.
As Deﬁnition 7, it is easy to prove π T Δ for M, 0 |= Tr(Δ).
The next proposition states the equivalence between the consequence problem
in belief-intention databases and the validity problem in PLTL.
Proposition 4. Given a coherent dynamic theory T , Δ is a T -consequence
of Δ iﬀ Tr(k, T ) → (Tr(Δ) → Tr(Δ )) is valid where k is the greater number
between end(Δ) and end(Δ ).
Proof. “⇒”: for all T -models of Δ, we have Tr(end(Δ), T ) ∧ Tr(Δ). Then if these
models are also models of Δ , then (Tr(end(Δ), T ) ∧ Tr(Δ)) → (Tr(end(Δ ), T ) ∧
Tr(Δ )). Because T -model is inﬁnite on time, either end(Δ) ≥ end(Δ ) or not,
Tr(k, T ) must be satisﬁed. Thus, we have Tr((k, T ) → (Tr(Δ) → Tr(Δ )).
“⇐”: from the proof of Proposition 3, if Tr(k, T ) is satisﬁed we can construct
a T -model π. Further if Tr(Δ) is satisﬁed then π T Δ. Thus, if Tr(Δ) → Tr(Δ ),
then we have Δ |=T Δ .
As shown in the proof of Theorems 4 and 5, the problems of deciding reﬁnement and instrumentality are based on the satisﬁability and consequence problems. By Propositions 3 and 4, we can further translate these two decision problems into the satisﬁability and validity problems of PLTL.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the complexity of the decision problems for satisﬁability, consequence, reﬁnement and instrumentality in belief-intention databases
and prove these problems are all PSPACE-complete. Moreover, we translate the
satisﬁability and consequence problems, and further, the problems of deciding
reﬁnement and instrumentality, in belief-intention databases into the satisﬁability and validity problems of PLTL. With such reductions, the state of the art
in the automated tools of PLTL contributes to develop an implementation for
reﬁning high-level intentions in the belief-intention databases.
Intention reﬁnement is closed to Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning
where higher-level actions are reﬁned step-by-step into lower-level actions. In
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HTN planning, reﬁnement is deﬁned in an explicit way while in the database
the reﬁnement is given in a derived way. The former requires the user to think
throughout all possible reﬁnement ways for all actions, which is a big challenge.
Considering reﬁnement in a derived way helps us to complete the reﬁnement
ways by discovering the implicit reﬁnement relation between actions. Postulates
of the soundness and completeness for reﬁning actions were proposed in [12] and
we believe, they provide rational postulates for improving the HTN domains.
Acknowledgments.. The work was supported by Chinese Scholarship Council and
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Abstract. The evaluation of logic programs is traditionally implemented in monolithic systems that are general-purpose in the sense that
they are able to process an entire class of programs. In this paper, we
follow a diﬀerent approach; we present a compilation procedure that is
able to generate a problem-speciﬁc executable implementation of a given
(non-ground) logic program. Our implementation follows a bottom-up
evaluation strategy. Moreover, we implemented such procedure into a
C++ tool and we present an experimental analysis that shows the performance beneﬁts that can be obtained by a compilation-based approach.
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·

Logic programming

·

Stratiﬁed programs

·

Introduction

Logic programming has proven to be very successful at tackling many computational problems in AI, and this fact lies in the inherent properties of logic languages and also in the implementation of eﬃcient systems [7]. Yet, many modern
applications might involve very large inputs requiring very eﬃcient techniques
to be processed.
The evaluation of logic programs is traditionally performed by systems that
are general-purpose in the sense that they are able to process an entire class of
programs. In this paper, we follow a diﬀerent approach; we consider a compilation strategy for the evaluation of a well-known class of logic programs. The
target language of this work is Datalog with stratiﬁed negation [5,19]: a simple,
yet ﬂexible logic language for deductive databases. This language is suﬃciently
expressive to model many practical problems, and it recently found new applications in a variety of classical and emerging domains such as ontologies [3], data
integration, information extraction, networking, program analysis, security, and
cloud computing (cf. [9]). Moreover, it is a kernel sub-language of Answer Set
Programming (ASP) [2], which is a very expressive language for Knowledge Representation and Reasoning. Notably, core modules of ASP systems are based on
algorithms for evaluating stratiﬁed Datalog programs [10], and, basically, any
monolithic ASP system is also an eﬃcient engine for this class of programs.
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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A common way of solving a problem in logic programming includes the modeling of the problem in terms of two parts, the ﬁrst contains rules and the
second only facts. Whereas rules allow the declarative speciﬁcation of the problem, facts can be used to model problem instances. It is custom in the logic
programming community to refer to the rules of a program as the intensional
part (or encoding), while the set of facts is referred to as the extensional part
(or instance). Basically, the same uniform encoding is used several times with
diﬀerent instances. A general-purpose system (often needlessly) processes the
same encoding every time a new instance is processed. By compiling the encoding in a specialized procedure, one can wire it inside the evaluation procedure so
that one does not have to process it every time. Moreover, specialized evaluation
strategies on a per-rule basis can be determined at compilation time, possibly
increasing the evaluation performance.
In this paper we present lp2cpp a compiler for stratiﬁed Datalog programs. In
our prototype implementation, both the compiler and its output (the compiled
logic programs) are written in C++. Figure 1 shows a high-level architecture
of Datalog compilation and evaluation as designed in our system. The compiler
takes as input a stratiﬁed program and generates a C++ procedure which is then
compiled into an executable implementation that follows a bottom-up evaluation
strategy. The compiled program can then be run on any instance of the input
problem to retrieve solutions.
To assess the performance of lp2cpp, we have compared our implementation
against existing general-purpose systems capable of handling stratiﬁed logic programs obtaining encouraging results. The experimental analysis has been carried
out on benchmarks from OpenRuleBench [13], which is a well-known suite for
logic programming engines.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we overview the
Datalog language; in Sect. 3 we describe our compilation strategy and we present
an example of compilation; in Sect. 4 we present and discuss some experimental
results; in Sect. 5 we present some related works; ﬁnally, in Sect. 6 we draw the
conclusion and present future works.

2

Preliminaries

In the following, we overview the language supported by lp2cpp, namely Datalog
with stratiﬁed negation. We refrain from reporting a formal deﬁnition of the
language (the interested reader is referred to [5,19] for a formal account), rather
we provide an informal description of the syntax of the language and focus on
the concepts that are mentioned in this paper for describing the compilation
procedure implemented in lp2cpp.
A Datalog program with stratiﬁed negation Π is a set of rules of the form
a0 (X0 ) :−a1 (X1 ), . . . , am (Xm ), not am+1 (Xm+1 ), . . . not an (Xn )
where ai (Xi ) are atoms, and Xi denotes a tuple of terms, which are either constants of variables. According to a traditional convention dating back to Prolog,
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Fig. 1. The lp2cpp architecture.

constants are denoted by strings starting by lowercase letter, whereas strings
starting by uppercase letter denote variables. A literal is either an atom (positive literal) or an atom preceded by the negation symbol (negative literal). An
atom, a literal or a rule is ground if no variable occurs in it. Atom a0 (X0 )
is called the head of the rule, whereas the conjunction of atoms denoted by
a1 (X1 ), . . . am (Xm ) is called the positive body and the conjunction of negated
atoms (or negative literals) not am+1 (Xm+1 ), . . . not an (Xn ) is called the negative body. A rule can be seen as an implication where the body implies the
head. If a variable appears in the head of a rule or in a negative literal, it must
then appear also in some positive literal of the same rule (safety), and recursive
deﬁnitions involving negation are not allowed (stratiﬁcation).1 As an example,
the following program models the well-known Reachability problem:
reaches(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y).
reaches(X,Y) :- edge(X,Z), reaches(Z,Y).
Here facts of the form edge(i,j) for each arc (i,j) are used to model the input
graph. Intuitively, the ﬁrst rule says that node X is reached by node Y if there
is an edge between the two, and the second rule recursively deﬁnes the property
by stating that the reachability property is transitive.
The above program is positive (no negated literal occurs). The presence of
negation in recursive deﬁnitions can be problematic [5,19], and for this reason
it is syntactically forbidden by the stratiﬁcation condition.
In order to describe the stratiﬁcation condition more formally, we recall the
concept of dependency graph [5,19]. Given a program Π the dependency graph
DG = <V, E> of Π has a vertex p ∈ V for each predicate p that appears in
some head of Π, and a (direct) edge of the form (b, h) ∈ E whenever b occurs
in the body and h in the head of a rule of Π. Edges are labeled as negative if
1

Safety and stratiﬁcation are standard properties of Datalog programs cfr. [19].
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the body literal is negated. A program is said to be stratiﬁed if there is no cycle
with a negative edge in its dependency graph.
As an example, the above program augmented by rule:
noReach(Y) :- vertex(Y), not reaches(2,Y).
is stratiﬁed, since no cycle of its dependency graph contains negative edges.
The dependency graph is also useful for deﬁning evaluation algorithms.
First, we observe that it can be partitioned into strongly connected components
(SCC)s. An SCC is a maximal subset of the vertices, such that every vertex is
reachable from every other vertex. We say that a rule r ∈ P deﬁnes a predicate
p if p appears in the head of r. For each strongly connected component C of
DG, the set of rules deﬁning all the predicates in C is called the module of C.
The dependency graph yields a topological order [C1 ], ..., [Cn ] over the SCCs: for
each pair (Ci , Cj ) with i < j, there is no path in the dependency graph from
Cj to Ci . Program modules corresponding to components can be evaluated by
following a topological order [5,19]. If two predicates do not belong to the same
SCC it means that they do not depend on each other, thus their deﬁning rules
can be evaluated separately (possibly increasing evaluation performance). Since,
by deﬁnition, stratiﬁed programs admit no negative edge inside any SCC (i.e.
no loop can contain a negative edge), an evaluation performed according to a
topological order ensures a sound computation of programs with negation.

3

Compilation of Stratified Logic Programs

In this section, we ﬁrst provide a high-level description of the compilation
procedure adopted by lp2cpp, then we illustrate how it works by commenting on
an example of compilation.
3.1

Compilation Procedure Description

Given a stratiﬁed Datalog program Π, Algorithm 1 describes the compilation of
Π. The algorithm takes in input Π and generates imperative code implementing
the evaluation of Π on an input set of facts. The ﬁrst step of the algorithm
consists in the computation of a topologically ordered list of the strongly connected component of the dependecy graph (DG) of the input program Π (line
2); then our compilation procedure generates the declaration of data structures
(lines 4–16).
Two types of data structures are used: predicate sets and auxiliary maps.
Predicate sets are used to store ground atoms that will be part of the output, grouped by predicate. The operations associated with predicate sets are
insertion, iteration and containment check. Since predicate sets correspond to
mathematical sets of ground atoms, insertion avoids duplicates. Auxiliary maps
are key-value maps, where keys are tuples and values are sets of tuples. In the
following, we denote a ground atom of p as the n-tuple a1 , a2 , ..., an  where n is
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Algorithm 1. Compilation procedure
Input: DatalogProgram Π
1: //Computation of strongly connected components
2: SCCs ← ComputeSCCs(Π)
3:
4: //Predicate Sets declarations
5: for all p ∈ P redicates(Π) do
6:
write(“P redicateSet” + p.name)
7: end for
8:
9: //Auxiliary Maps declarations
10: AuxM apsV ariables ← ∅
11: for all rule ∈ Π do
12:
AuxM apsV ariables ← AuxM apsV ariables ∪ getAuxM apsV ariables(rule)
13: end for
14: for all v ∈ AuxM apsV ariables do
15:
write(“AuxiliaryM ap” + v)
16: end for
17:
18: W riteF actsReadingP rocedure()
19:
20: //Evaluation of Π by component
21: for all C ∈ SCCs do
22:
for all rule ∈ rules(C) do
23:
for all start ∈ starters(rule) do
24:
W riteEvaluationP rocedure(rule, start)
25:
end for
26:
end for
27: end for
28:
29: for all p ∈ P redicates(Π) do
30:
write(p.name + “.print()”)
31: end for

the arity of p and a1 , a2 , ..., an are ground terms (i.e. constants). Given a predicate p of arity n and a subset S ⊆ {1, ..., n} of cardinality m; an auxiliary map
implements a mapping that maps an m-tuple key to the subset of tuples in p that
matches key. In particular, given a key, which is an m-tuple ks1 , ks2 , ..., ksm ,
the auxiliary map for p on S maps key into a set of n-tuples V , where V is the
subset of tuples in p such that, for each v in V and for each i in S vsi = ksi .
We introduced auxiliary maps since rules are evaluated as nested-joins [19] of
the body literals appearing in them, and we would like to perform join operations
eﬃciently. For example, assume to have the following ground atoms:
p(5, 2, 3), p(2, 3, 4), p(1, 3, 5), p(5, 2, 6)
and assume to have the following rule to evaluate:
h(X, Y ) : −b(X, W, Z), p(W, Z, Y )
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Then we need to perform a join operation between p and b. In particular, we
might be interested in retrieving all instances of p that joins a given ground
tuple of b. For this purpose we can use an auxiliary map on p where the subset
S is {1, 2}, that is the set consisting of the positions (or indices) of p terms that
also appear (join) in b (i.e. the positions of variables W and Z). For example,
if we have a ground atom b(3, 5, 2) such atom joins with p(5, 2, 3) and p(5, 2, 6).
Indeed {p(5, 2, 3), p(5, 2, 6)} is the subset of tuples in p that is retrieved by an
auxiliary map when key = 5, 2. Note that auxiliary maps retrieve an empty
set ∅ when a key tuple maps to no atoms.
Going back to the algorithm description, let Qp be the set of predicates
appearing in Π, we write in the output in the declaration of data structures the
declaration of a predicate set ρ for every predicate p in Qp (lines 4–7). Then, for
each rule r in Π the auxiliary maps needed for the evaluation of r are detected,
added to a set to avoid duplicates, and printed (lines 9–16).
In order to determine what auxiliary maps are needed, we have to ﬁx a
join order for our rules. Essentially, we follow the same order in which literals
appears in rules bodies, beside that we push negative literals to the end of the
rules. Negative literals are pushed at the end of the join so to be sure that all
variables involved in a negative literal are bound (i.e. they have assumed a value)
and we handle negative literals by performing a containment check operation on
the corresponding working set. Containement checks are also done for positive
literals when all variables are bound. In all other cases, we always use auxiliary
maps. The auxiliary maps are always maintained up-to-date with respect to its
predicate set, i.e. every time we insert a new ground atom of a given predicate p
in its predicate set, we then insert the same tuple into every auxiliary map of p.
At this point, we can continue the explanation of the compilation procedure
described in Algorithm 1. So far we computed SCCs and we declared data structures in terms of predicate sets and auxiliary maps. After that, the compiler
prints a procedure which is able to read input facts and load predicate sets and
auxiliary maps with them (line 18).
After facts reading, we are ready to print the evaluation of rules in Π. As
explained above, the computation follows a topological order of the SCCS of the
dependency graph of Π. For each component C in SCCs we loop over the rules
in the module of C (i.e. the rules whose head belongs to C) (lines 21–22). Then
we print the statements performing the evaluation of each rule of a module (24),
and this is done for each starter predicate of a rule. Intuitively, the join operation starts from a starter predicate whose deﬁnition is given in terms of the one
of exit and recursive rule. A rule r in a component C is an exit rule if and only if
all predicates that appear in the body of r belong to a component that precedes
C. This means that the body predicates are already computed when the rule is
processed. Otherwise r is said to be recursive (i.e. there is some body predicate in
the body of r that belongs to C). The ﬁrst predicate is the starter for an exit rule,
whereas all recursive predicates are starters for recursive rules. Thus, the evaluation procedure of a rule iterates over all atoms in the predicate set of the starter
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and implements a nested join starting from it. For example, consider the rule:
h(X, Z) : −b1(X, Y ), not b2(Z), b3(Z, Y )
and assume it is an exit rule. To evaluate it, we use the following order:
b1(X, Y ), b3(Z, Y ), not b2(Z)
Thus, the compiled program will iterate over the ground atoms in the predicate
set of b1, and for each ground atom, performs the join with b3 using an auxiliary
map with key Y  and ﬁnally it checks if the tuple Z is contained in the
predicate set of b2. Note that, in the above example, to make the notation more
readable, we used variable names instead of their positions. If everything succeeds
(i.e. the auxiliary map returns a nonempty set and Z is not contained in the
predicate set of b2), we can infer the head and add it into the predicate set of h.
The evaluation of recursive rules adds an external loop that continues until no
new atoms of the predicates in C are generated.
Finally, the code needed to print the result is added to the output (lines
29–31).
3.2

An Example of Compilation

In this section we provide an example of compilation. Consider once more the
program Π GR that models the Reachability problem with an extra rule to derive
all vertices that do not reach vertex 2:
(1) reaches(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y).
(2) reaches(X,Y) :- edge(X,Z), reaches(Z,Y).
(3) noReach(Y) :- vertex(Y), not reaches(2,Y).

Fig. 2. Dependency graph for reachability with negation.

The dependency graph for the Reachability program is shown in Fig. 2. The
example produces an acyclic graph, thus every Strongly Connected Component
is composed by a single node in the graph. The dependency graph analysis
basically ensures that rule (3) is evaluated after rule (1) and (2).
The core part of the compilation process applied to Π GR is presented in
Algorithm 2. The algorithm starts with the declaration of predicate sets: edge,
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Algorithm 2. Reachability compiled program
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:

//Predicate Sets declarations
P redicateSet vertex
P redicateSet edge
P redicateSet reaches
P redicateSet noreaches
//Auxiliary maps declarations
AuxiliaryM ap edge 1
. . . Facts reading procedure. . .
//Evaluation of rule(1)
for all tuple ∈ edge do
head ← tuple[0], tuple[1]
reaches.add(head)
end for
//Evaluation of rule(2)
current index tuple reaches ← 0
while current index tuple reaches = reaches.size() do
while current index tuple reaches = reaches.size() do
tuple ← reaches.at(current index tuple reaches)
for all X ∈ edge 1.at(tuple[0]) do
head ← X, tuple[1]
reaches.push back(head)
end for
current index tuple reaches ← current index tuple reaches + 1
end while
end while
//Evaluation of rule(3)
for all tuple ∈ vertex do
if not reaches.contains(2, tuple[0]) then
head ← tuple[0]
noreaches.add(head)
end if
end for
//Print model
vertex.print()
edge.print()
reaches.print()
noreaches.print()

reaches, vertex, and noReach. After that, we have the declaration of auxiliary
maps. In the example, one auxiliary map is needed, i.e. the map for predicate
edge on its second term, because of the rule (2).
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At line 10, we omit the facts reading procedure because of space, but it
basically reads all facts and loads predicate sets and auxiliary maps accordingly.
Now the evaluation starts. Remember that the evaluation follows a topological
order of the input program and the order is computed at compilation time. The
ﬁrst rule to be evaluated is the rule (1). Thus, for each tuple in edge a ground
atom of reaches is inferred and added to its predicate set.
Note that, in our procedure, t1 , t2 , . . . , tn  denotes a ground atom of arity
n, while t[i] denotes the random access to tuple t at index i. We adopt a 0-start
indexing notation.
Rule (1) is an exit rule and the evaluation follows the description provided in
the previous section. Instead, rule (2) is a recursive rule. It is the only recursive
rule of the example and it has a single recursive predicate (i.e. reaches), thus we
would not need an external loop (line 20), but we reported it anyway to strictly
follow the description provided in the previous section. At line 21 we iterate
over all ground atoms in reaches and then we retrieve joining edge tuples from
an auxiliary map whose keys are the values of the second terms of edge atoms.
If the join succedes (i.e. the auxiliary map returns a non-empty set of joining
edge tuples), we can derive ground atoms for reaches, which is in the head of
rule (2). Note that we perform iteration and insertion at the same time so we
had to implement predicate sets in such a way that these two operations can be
performed simultaneously.
The last part of the evaluation, from line 32 to line 37, handles rule (3), which
belongs to the second component of the program in the topological order given
by the SCCs analysis. Rule (3) is an exit rule. This rule is evaluated by iterating
over all vertices of the graph and checking whether that vertex is reachable from
node 2, which is a containment check into the predicate set reaches.
Finally, the model of the program is given by the union of all predicate sets.
Thus we output all tuples in each predicate set.

4

Experimental Analysis

To assess the potential of our tool, we performed an experimental analysis where
we compared our system against existing general-purpose systems that can evaluate stratiﬁed logic programs by using bottom-up strategies, namely: Clingo [8],
DLV [12] and I-DLV [4]. Clingo and DLV are two well-known ASP solvers,
while I-DLV is a recently-introduced grounder. Even though the target language of such systems is ASP they can also be considered as rather eﬃcient
implementations for stratiﬁed logic programs.
The experimental analysis has been carried out on benchmarks from OpenRuleBench [13], which is a well-known suite for rule engines. We run all experiments on a Debian Linux server (64bit kernel), equipped with 2.30 GHz Intel
Xeon E5-4610 v2 Processors and 128 GB RAM. Time and memory for each run
are limited to 10 min CPU-time and 4 GB, respectively.
Results are summarized in Table 1 and in Fig. 3. In particular, Table 1 reports
both the number of instances solved and the sum of the execution times for each
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Table 1. Average execution times in seconds and number of solved instances grouped
by solvers and domains, best performance outlined in bold face.
Benchmark

Inst. lp2cpp
Clingo
DLV
I-DLV
Time Sol. Time Sol. Time Sol. Time Sol.

LargeJoins

20

319

18

677

15

578

16

637

15

Recursion

20

337

19

510

18

458

19

356

19

Stratiﬁed negation
Totals

5

72

5

195

5

237

5

76

5

45

300

42

545

38

484

40

444

39

compared tool. The totals are reported in the bottom of the table, whereas the
performance obtained in each class of Datalog programs from OpenRuleBench
with diﬀerent features is reported in a separate row. By looking at the table, we
observe that our tool solves more instances than any alternative on the overall,
and is the fastest on average on all benchmark sets. For completeness, we report
that compilation required 2.6 s on average, considering all benchmarks, but one.
The exceptional benchmark is the wine problem, which has an encoding of almost
1000 rules and takes 12 min to compile. This performance is acceptable given that
compilation is intended as a one-time process in our approach. An aggregate view
of the results is reported in Fig. 3 by means of a cactus plot. Cactus plots are
customarily used to report the overall performance of tools in competitions. A
point (x, y) belongs to a line in the plot whenever the corresponding method
solved x instances in less than y seconds. Figure 3 conﬁrms that lp2cpp performs
well on the overall both in terms of speed and number of instances.

Fig. 3. Overall performance: cactus plot of the execution times.
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Related Works

Actually, the idea of compiling declarative programs is not new and some implemented systems adopt compilation, which is also called program synthesis in
the literature since an intermediate language is used before a compilation in a
binary executable.
In the logic programming context, the LDL language is an early attempt
of combining logic programming with relational databases and the evaluation
implemented in the LDL system follows a compilation-based approach [1,5,11].
Anyway, LDL++, which is the successor of LDL, departed from the compilationbased approach.
In [14], Liu and Stoller describe a method for transforming Datalog programs
into eﬃcient specialized SETL programs. They focus on guaranteed worst-case
time and space complexities and present some speciﬁc data-structures for the
evaluation. Anyway, they do not come up with an available system and they
also impose several restrictions on the input language, for example, they consider
rules with at most two literals in the body and do not support stratiﬁed negation.
In [6] we presented a prototypical implementation of our compiler inspired
to the translation of Liu and Stoller. Initial results were promising for some
domains, but then we departed from the original implementation by moving to
a new data structure design and we restructured and simpliﬁed the evaluation
procedure. A clear diﬀerence w.r.t. the current work is evident when comparing
the reachability example (see Sect. 3) with the same example presented in [6].
Souﬄé [15] is a Datalog engine devoted to program analysis. It adopts a
staged compilation framework for compiling Datalog programs in C++. Unlike
our system, it uses intermediate representations before generating the C++ code
and adopts a typed variant of Datalog for program analysis. Souﬄé input language is not directly compatible with the one of OpenRuleBench and we refrained
from including it in the experimental analysis.
In [16,17] Datalog is translated into SQL. Translation to SQL can produce
complex queries and huge amounts of data. Current relational database management systems may struggle at handling such translations [15].
DLV DB [18] integrates the facilities of logic programming with the high memory capabilities of relational DBMS. In DLV DB rules are transformed into SQL
queries and the evaluation follows a bottom-up schema. It allows the storage of
data on persistent memory, while datalog engines typically work only in main
memory.
In our experimental we compared our system against existing general-purpose
systems: Clingo [8], DLV [12] and I-DLV [4]. Even though the target language of
such systems is ASP they can also be considered as rather eﬃcient implementations for stratiﬁed logic programs. All of them evaluate stratiﬁed logic programs
by using bottom-up strategies.
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Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we presented a new compiler for stratiﬁed Datalog programs.2 The
prototype takes as input a stratiﬁed Datalog program and generates a specialized
implementation for that program. Experimental results are very encouraging.
Ongoing work concerns the improvement of data structures generated by our
compiler and the inclusion of other known optimization techniques used by ASP
grounders [10]. As for future works, we aim at applying compilation-based techniques to the instantiation of ASP programs. Indeed the problem of instantiating
ASP programs can be seen as an extension of Datalog programs evaluation.
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Abstract. Business process modelling (BPM) notations, such as
BPMN, UML-Activity Diagram (UML-AD), EPC and CMMN describe
processes using a graphical representation of process-relevant entities and
their interplay. Despite the wide literature on the comparison between
diﬀerent modelling languages, the BPM community still lacks an ontological characterisation of process elements, among which process participants, that is, the main entities involved in a business process. Purpose of
this paper is to start ﬁlling this gap by providing an ontological analysis
of business processes from the standpoint of process participants. In particular, by discussing participants common to languages such as BPMN,
EPC, UML-AD, and CMMN we characterize them on the basis of their
ontological properties.

1

Introduction

Business process modelling (BPM) notations describe processes using a graphical
representation of process-relevant entities and their interplay. Examples include
well known imperative languages such as BPMN, UML-Activity Diagram (UMLAD) and EPC together with declarative notations such as CMMN1 . Despite the
wide literature on both the investigation of execution semantics and the comparison between the graphical elements of diﬀerent languages [9,11,13,22], the BPM
community still lacks an ontological characterisation of process elements. While
some eﬀorts have been devoted to an ontological characterisation of speciﬁc
modelling languages (see e.g., [18] for an investigation of the ontological commitments of activities and events in BPMN), this characterisation concerns only
the behavioural component and neglects important structural entities which can
1

Traditional process modelling notations rely on an imperative paradigm which aims
at producing models that describe all allowed ﬂows: every ﬂow that is not speciﬁed
in the model is implicitly disallowed. Recent declarative process modelling notations
instead allow the production of more ﬂexible models obtained by describing constraints on the allowed activity ﬂows: all ﬂows are allowed provided that they do not
violate the speciﬁed constraints.
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be modelled using the languages above, that is, process participants. As a result,
process participants, such as actors or (data) objects, are exposed to a dichotomy:
on the one hand they are among the main entities in a business process (diagram) and a fundamental component of an informative process model; on the
other hand they are emblematically neglected when explaining or illustrating
the very notion of process. In fact, for instance, what is the identity of a data
object, i.e., whether diﬀerent actors deal with the same or diﬀerent data objects,
or what is the status of a data object throughout the process execution, remain
unclear.
The purpose of the paper is to provide an analysis of business processes from
the standpoint of process participants. We ﬁrst provide an illustration of diﬀerent
constructs used by imperative and declarative modelling notations (Sect. 2), and
identify the ones that refer to process participants (Sect. 3). Then, by discussing
the process participants common to the diﬀerent notations, we dig into their
ontological properties (Sect. 4). The analysis, and the subsequent characterisation of process participants within the diﬀerent languages, provided in Sect. 5,
is a ﬁrst step toward the illustration of how an ontological analysis enlarged to
process participants can support the interpretation of business process diagrams,
the comparison between modelling notations, and the illustration of the diﬀerent
perspectives that BPM languages implicitly take on business processes.

2

Background

We brieﬂy illustrate here the business process modelling languages taken into
account throughout the paper. In order to aim for a general analysis and avoid
possible biases due to the imperative/declarative nature of the modelling paradigms, we have selected three among the most popular languages that follow the
imperative paradigm (BPMN, UML-AD, and EPC) and a notation that follows
the declarative approach (CMMN). To support our brief description we make
use of process diagrams illustrating a self explanatory scenario of a customer
buying a ﬂight ticket from a travel agency. Besides illustrating the scenario, the
diagrams are “annotated” with speech balloons indicating the type of entity
denoted by the graphical constructs.
BPMN. The BPMN2 (Business Processing Modeling Notation) is a standard
language, proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) to design business processes. BPMN deﬁnes a Business Process Diagram (BPD) which includes
a set of graphical elements divided in: (i) ﬂow objects; (ii) data; (iii) connecting
objects; (iv) swimlanes and (v) artefacts. The ﬂow objects deﬁne the behaviour
of a business process, as the one reported in Fig. 1. They are divided in events,
activities and gateways. Events represent something that “happens” during the
process and are divided in start, intermediate and end events. An activity is a
generic term of work to be performed. An activity can be atomic (task ) or compound (sub-process). A gateway determines the forking, merging and joining of
2

http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/.
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Fig. 1. A business process diagram in the BPMN language.

Fig. 2. A business process diagram in the UML AD language.

paths. In BPMN 2.0 information is represented through data, which include: data
objects, data inputs, data output and data stores. The various ﬂow objects are
linked to each other through connecting objects which are not further discussed
here. Swimlanes represent organisation units through pools and lanes, and they
are usually used to answer the “who” question. BPMN provides further elements,
called artefacts, to describe the context (or information) of the process. Artefacts
are divided into groups and text annotations. Groups are useful to graphically
cluster elements belonging to the same category; text annotations are used to
specify additional textual information that can be valuable to the user of the
diagram.
UML-ADs. UML Activity Diagrams3 (ADs) are one of the diagram families of
the OMG standardised language UML. Purpose of the activity diagrams, such
as the one depicted in Fig. 2, is to describe the control and the data ﬂow as a
sequence of activity nodes connected by activity edges.
In detail, two main types of activity nodes are responsible of describing the
control ﬂow, i.e., the action nodes and the control nodes. While the former represent atomic steps within an activity, the latter allow for controlling the execution
ﬂow by means of the typical AND, OR and XOR logical operations. Two additional control ﬂow nodes are used to depict the initial and ﬁnal nodes. The
3

http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/.
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Fig. 3. A business process diagram in the EPC language.

intuitive semantics of AD can be explained in terms of control ﬂow tokens ﬂowing through the activity diagram, starting from the initial node and ending in
the ﬁnal node.
As for the data ﬂow description, object nodes and object ﬂows are, instead,
the main ADs elements. Indeed, the object nodes represent objects at a given
point of the ﬂow and, as such, they can also have an associated state. Object
ﬂows are instead used for connecting the object nodes to the actions. In order
to also capture the object ﬂow semantics, besides the control ﬂow tokens, object
tokens are also introduced. They are similar to control ﬂow tokens but also carry
a reference to an object.
Furthermore, ADs provide a mechanism for grouping together activity nodes
which have characteristics in common (activity partitions) mainly used as a
means for deﬁning organisational units. Finally, the notation allows for specifying
activity pre- and post-conditions, for instance annotating activity edges with
guards.
EPCs. Event-driven process chains (EPCs) are a workﬂow modelling language
developed in the early 1990s as part of the Architecture of Integrated Information
Systems (ARIS) framework [19].
In detail, three types of nodes are responsible of describing the control ﬂow:
the function nodes, the event nodes and the logical operators nodes 4 (see Fig. 3).
While function nodes represent atomic activities and can thus be considered the
active part of a control ﬂow, event nodes represent the states in which the process
happens to be, and can therefore be considered the passive part of the control
ﬂow. Functions and event alternate, capturing the intuition that states lead to
activities (in a sort of pre-condition fashion), and activities generate states (in a
sort of port-condition fashion). Finally, the XOR, AND and OR logical operators
allow for controlling the execution ﬂow.
Functions within the control ﬂow can be connected to objects belonging to
the other views of an ARIS model, namely the organisational, data, function
4

The list of symbols of EPCs can vary, depending on the speciﬁc system implementation. The analysis and diagrams contained in this paper refer to the description
provided in [20].
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Fig. 4. A business process diagram in the CMMN language.

and product service views. While the number of objects diﬀers from version to
version, the core elements usually comprise: (i) input and output data, material,
services or resource objects required or produced by a function; (ii) owners who
are responsible for a speciﬁc function; (iii) organisation units (e.g., a department)
responsible for a speciﬁc function; and (iv) supporting systems (e.g., a database)
upon which the function acts. Depending on the version of the language, goals,
denoted by house shaped pentagons, can be also connected to speciﬁc functions.
CMMN. The Case Management Model And Notation5 (CMMN) language is a
OMG standard notation for the declarative representation of process models.
The main entity of CMMN is the case, which is described by a case diagram.
Diﬀerently from the previous languages, CMMN aims at capturing variable
and ﬂexible cases, following a declarative approach (see Fig. 4). Thus, rather
than describing all the allowed ﬂows of a process from start to end, it models
cases as composed of process segments (stages) and tasks.
A case plan model, which is the component of CMMN devoted to the speciﬁcation of the behaviour, contains: (possibly discretionary) tasks, stages, milestones, event listeners, connectors, and sentries. A task is a unit of work. Stages
are plan fragments which can be composite or atomic. A milestone represents
an accomplishment which occurs during the process of a case. Events can be
related to: a case ﬁle (created, deleted, modiﬁed, and so on); tasks, stages and
milestones (started, cancelled, ﬁnished, and so on); event listeners (timer and
user event listener). Connectors are used to link diﬀerent plan items. Finally
sentries represent the entry and exit criteria for path items and can be used to
direct the control ﬂow using the AND and OR logical operators.

3

A Brief Comparison of Business Process Languages

We present here a short categorisation and comparative summary of the main elements of BPMN, UML-AD, EPC and CMMN. Modelling elements are grouped
5

http://www.omg.org/spec/CMMN/1.1/.
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Table 1. A comparison among modelling languages

into the three basic categories of process modelling languages, namely the behavioural (BEV) category related to the control ﬂow, the data (DT) category
related to the data ﬂow, and the organisational (ORG) category related to the
“who question”. Being the behavioural section the most articulated, we further
describe it in terms of Functional (the executable pro-active actions), Event
(what happens), Flow (how elements are connected and routed), and State (of
the world) categories. The result of this grouping is summarised in Table 1.
First, we can observe that all the imperative languages, namely BPMN, EPC,
and UML-AD, provide distinctive elements to indicate the start and the end of
a process. CMMN, instead, is focused on the representation of ﬂexible workﬂows
and therefore does not force a speciﬁc start and a speciﬁc end, but only exiting
conditions. Not surprisingly all four languages have graphical symbols for atomic
activities. Similarly, subprocesses and generic groups of activities are foreseen in
all languages but EPCs. Other common elements are routing nodes, connectors,
and data objects. Routing nodes route the control ﬂow using the typical XOR,
OR and AND logical constructors. While CMMN does not have explicit graphical symbols for gateways, its speciﬁcation indicates how to use sentries and
connectors to represent them. Connectors are instead typically used to connect
the various graphical elements indicating the ﬂow of the process. BPMN and
EPCs augment connectors with special symbols to denote connections diﬀerent from the control ﬂow, namely, the connection between actors (data) and an
activity, or the messages exchanged between diﬀerent activities. Also, the granularity and level of detail of data objects can vary, with EPCs particularly rich
in deﬁning a taxonomy of data objects to be used while modelling. Alternative
(OR, XOR) routing nodes can incorporate guards, that is conditions that specify which branch to follow, in all the languages but EPCs (where this role can
be taken by states). “Actors” and organisational entities who “own”/“perform”
parts of a process are another rather common element, only absent in CMMN
case plan model.6
6

CMMN allows to associate organisational entities to cases during the run-time phase.
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Process Participants: An Ontological Analysis

Roughly speaking, the agreement across the literature [13] about what a business process is boils down to this: given a goal, a process is a set of actions
that, together, contribute to achieving that goal. Although in the literature one
ﬁnds that the type and the token levels are often mixed,7 the previous deﬁnition is about process types: the goal is a description of a desired state, e.g.,
that a certain product is assembled or an ordered item is shipped, whereas the
actions are event types like sending a message or identifying a customer. The
way actions contribute to the achievement of the goal is not commonly made
explicit in notations like those considered in the previous sections,8 but there is
an implicit assumption that the process clariﬁes at least the sequence of actions
to be performed, or the possible alternative sequences. The interpretation of the
precedence relation in the sequence is however left open, and one can read it
in terms of temporal, causal or dependence constraints, perhaps depending on
context.
The above generality is common in application domains where large communities have to agree on a common language that mediates among diﬀerent
perspectives and interests. One consequence is that it is unclear what the identity and unity conditions for a process are, that is, when two process deﬁnitions
actually deﬁne the same process, or when an action should be seen as part of
a process. Although here we concentrate on process modelling, these problems
are pretty general and aﬀect also process mining tasks: in absence of unity and
identity principles, it is hard to decide which actions should be registered in a
single process log.
The strategy we propose to ground the unity and identity of business
processes relies on their participants. The intuition is that if two processes have
diﬀerent participants, they are diﬀerent processes. Also, we assume that if two
actions have some participants in common, then—under suitable constraints—
they may belong to the same process.
Consider, for example, a process type pty composed of two diﬀerent actions
act1 and act2 such that act1 precedes act2 . Let us say that act1 is create form
and act2 is send form. Even ignoring whether act1 and act2 belong to the same
process type, or whether there is a precedence constraint between them, we may
reconstruct this information by knowing that the two actions involve the same
form, and that no form can be sent before it was created. Generalising from the
example, the changes of (or in) a process participant may provide information
to identify processes, establish the correct relations between actions and decide
when diﬀerent actions are part of the same process.
7

8

‘Token’ is hereby synonym of a process occurrence (an instance of a process type).
While a process token occurs at a speciﬁc time, a process type is an abstract entity
with no speciﬁc temporal location (see the distinction between Activity (type) and
ActivityOccurrence (token) in the Process Specification Language (PSL) [7]).
As a matter of fact, a language like BPMN does not force modellers to explicitly represent what changes in the (local) world are expected after an activity is performed.
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To investigate business processes from this viewpoint, we ﬁrstly need to clarify what is an action and what are its participants. Recall that in the BPM
literature actions (at the token level) refer to intentional transformations from
some initial state (of the local world at stake) to some other state. Their participants are the entities that take part in the transformations. In the terminology
of [2], action tokens are events,9 while their participants are objects. As we shall
see, the very same action may involve several types of objects as participants:
physical objects (e.g., a knife used to cut a piece of bread); information objects
(e.g., personal data involved in submitting a request); agents and/or organisations playing certain roles (e.g., an administrative employee receiving a form).
Turning back to the four modelling languages described in Sects. 2 and 3, examples of participants are the entities denoted by means of the constructs classiﬁed
under the data (DT) and the organisational (ORG) categories in Table 1.
From a general perspective, participants can be physical or non-physical: both
exist in time, but only the former are located in the physical space. A person is
an example of physical participant, whereas an information object such as the
content of a person’s ID (not its physical support) is a non-physical participant.
Information objects (a.k.a. data objects) are rather common in business
processes and, as seen in the previous sections, modelling notations include different constructs for them. In applied ontology, only a few systems [1,12,14,21]
have attempted a formal treatment of information objects. These ontologies
agree in distinguishing between information objects and their physical carriers
like paper sheets or computer ﬁles; also, the same information object may be
encoded in multiple carriers while retaining its identity. For example, John’s
and Mary’s copies of the Divine Comedy are two diﬀerent carriers of the same
information object. Generalising, we consider an information participant as a
non-physical participant that is somehow ‘manipulated’ during a process. Additionally, we consider information participants as dependent entities that, in order
to participate in a process, have to be encoded in at least one carrier. Note
also that all the actions performed within a particular process occurrences are
ultimately physical actions involving physical participants, so that information
objects are actually indirect participants, which participate to the process by
means of information-bearing objects containing their physical encodings.
Regarding physical participants, we may distinguish between material and
immaterial entities. Material participants do have some physical body (e.g., a
human body or a metallic frame), diﬀerently from immaterial objects like holes,
which in some cases may still be considered as participants (e.g., in a process
including a pin to be inserted in a hole). Holes belong to the broader class of
features, which are dependent entities like information objects.
Another crucial distinction in BPM is between agentive and non-agentive
participants. The former are indirectly represented in BPMN, whose pools and
lanes refer to participants that are committed to and are responsible for the
execution of the depicted process. Notoriously, the deﬁnition of agency is largely
debated in AI. For our purposes, we take the view that an agent is an entity with
9

‘Event’ is the most general term used in [2] for entities occurring in time.
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Fig. 5. Taxonomy of participants

sensors, actuators and the capability to act on itself or on the environment [17].
Human beings and organisations, such as those denoted with ‘customer’ and
‘travel agency’ in Fig. 2, are clearly agents. In a manufacturing domain, a lathe
machine is an agent when, e.g., it has sensors by which it acquires data from
the objects to be manufactured and acts upon them by elaborating these data
through some software. So, in general, a cyber-physical system is an agent, while
a traditional mechanical late is not an agent.
A minimal UML taxonomy of process participants based on some of the
distinctions discussed so far is reported in Fig. 5. Notice that the agentive/nonagentive dichotomy only applies to physical participants, since we assume that
non-physical lack the capability of interacting with the environment. Note also
that some of the distinctions discussed above are orthogonal to those shown
in the ﬁgure, so that they have not been reported explicitly. In particular, we
assume that all agentive participants are material, while non-agentive participants may be either material or immaterial. Moreover, all physical participants
may (or may not) be information-bearers.
Apart from the classiﬁcation above, all participants can play roles. Nonagentive participants may be distinguished according to whether they undergo
a change during an action. If so, they are called the patients of the action;
otherwise, they may play the role of instruments or resources.
From an ontological perspective, roles correspond to properties that objects
only contingently satisfy within the process context, like being used as a resource
during a drilling process. In this sense, one object can loose or acquire a role
while remaining the same entity. We assume that roles can be ascribed to any
type of participant represented in Fig. 5, including information objects.
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Finally, note that we rely on a general notion of participant covering any
object that takes part in a process. One may however restrict this notion only to
“relevant” objects. For instance, considering the ﬂight purchase process of the
previous sections, one may not want to consider as participants the computers
that the customer and the travel agency use to perform their activities. In this
sense, the relevant participants of a process are those that are directly related to
the desired goal, which are typically common to multiple activities. This seems
indeed to be the idea behind the notion of business artifacts [3], which may be
intended as process participants that are passed by from an activity to another,
somehow keeping track of what happens as long as the process goes on. In this
spirit, the ﬂight oﬀer shown in Figs. 1 and 2 can be understood as a data object
that can undergo diﬀerent states (e.g., requested, payed, rejected ) depending on
how the process evolves.

5

Discussion

In this section, starting from the analysis of participants previously presented
and looking at the diagrams in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, we provide some insights on
the modelling notations and the perspectives they take on the processes, focusing
on the data and organisational constructs of Table 1.
The participants relevant in the ﬂight purchase example are the customer,
the travel agency and diﬀerent information objects. The process thus includes
diﬀerent types of participants, material and immaterial ones.
By looking at the diagrams, we observe that no actors appear in CMMN and
neither BPMN nor UML-AD specify whether ‘customer’ explicitly refers to a single individual (e.g., John) or to an organisation. In both cases, this individual is
playing the role of a participant, who desires to book a ﬂight ticket. This consideration reveals, besides the fact that CMMN lacks graphical constructs for specifying actors, the underspeciﬁcation of both BPMN and UML-AD with respect to
our analysis, since pools and activity partitions can’t distinguish between diﬀerent types of participants, nor between the participants themselves and the roles
they play. Diﬀerently, the distinction between single actors and organisations
can be explicitly conveyed in EPC, although the diﬀerence between participants
and their roles is blurred.
In Figs. 1, 2 and 3, Check travel agency website results in a Flight request
which is sent to the agency. On the basis of our analysis, such request is
an information-bearing object, since what the customer sends to the agency
is a (copy of a) physical object encoding an information object. The distinction between information objects and their physical support is not explicitly
addressed by the languages we considered. On the one hand, it seems clear that
when diﬀerent agents share a data object, a certain ﬁle (support) is exchanged.
On the other hand, it is implicitly assumed that the ﬁle displays some information.
According to the diagrams, when an instance of Make ﬂight oﬀer is accomplished, the new information object Flight oﬀer is generated and sent to the
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customer. We may wonder whether the customer and the agency handle the
same ﬂight oﬀer. None of the graphical notations provide a means to address
this issue.
When the ﬂight oﬀer is received by the customer, she checks the oﬀer and
decides either to reject, or to accept it and hence to proceed with the booking
of the ﬂight. This means that the oﬀer—under the control of the customer—
undergoes some update along with the execution of the tasks; e.g., it acquires
new properties, namely, that of having been accepted or rejected. As we can see
from the diagrams, indeed, the Reject oﬀer and Book and pay ﬂight tasks create
further information objects, which can be understood as updates of the oﬀer. At
the same time, however, the ﬂight oﬀer handled by the agency remains “frozen”,
since it is updated with the customer’s information only when the customer
shares it with the agency. More precisely, during the time interval from the
Check ﬂight order to either Reject oﬀer or Book and pay ﬂight, the customer’s
oﬀer and the agency’s oﬀer share some part in common but the former has
more information than the latter. Once either the event Booking and payment
received or Oﬀer rejection received happens, the two information objects are
again the same.The agency indeed receives the customer’s order and updates its
information with the customer’s information.
Here we observe that BPMN (and in part UML-AD) oﬀers the possibility to
model the status of the data objects, e.g., the Flight oﬀer being paid or refused.
On the contrary, in EPC and CMMN this cannot be explicitly modelled, although
it can be inferred by looking at the changes of the world. From a more general
perspective, BPMN and EPC separate the data from the control ﬂow (they have
explicit diﬀerent graphical notations for the two ﬂows). Diﬀerently, in UML-AD
and CMMN, data objects are represented in a unique ﬂow with activities and
control ﬂow elements, so that the process execution cannot proceed unless the
data object is processed/available. In this sense, data object participants play a
fundamental role within the overall process, and it becomes necessary to properly
identify which data objects the process manipulates.
To conclude, the analysis of participants needs to be extended to shed some
light on the ontological characterisation of activity sequences, as well as to identify the diﬀerent modelling approaches in the languages at hand. Once we recognise the changes that participants undergo in the context of a process, indeed, we
can better understand how activities are related (e.g., via precedence constraints)
in order for those changes to take place. This latter topic however deserves more
attention and is left for future work.

6

Related Work

A number of works in the literature focused on the analysis and comparison
of process languages and notations [11,22], as well as on the deﬁnition of a
shared reference metamodel [9,13] for process description at an informal level.
Several works at the intersection between knowledge engineering and business
process modelling (e.g., [10,23]) focus on formal techniques aimed at verifying
the consistency of process models, as well as their smooth execution.
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Focussing on ontology-based business process modelling, which is the context
of our paper, disparate ontologies have been proposed to semantically enrich
process models. Among these, some ontologies axiomatise the properties that
graphical elements satisfy according to modelling notations. In [16], for example,
the authors present an OWL-based representation of BPMN that is used for
reasoning on the consistency of the process models [5] and for the management
of exceptional ﬂows [6]. In a more general setting, De Nicola and colleagues [4]
propose an upper-level ontology for business processes. In both these works,
however, the authors do not attempt a clariﬁcation of the modelling notations
on the basis of some reference ontology.Some initial works towards the analysis
of BPMN based on foundational ontologies are presented in [8,15,18]. These
however focus only on some modelling elements, i.e., activities and events, while
leaving aside the analysis of participants, which is the focus of the presented
work.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we focused on an ontology-based analysis of the properties characterising the process participants common to the main process modelling languages and notations. In the future we plan to extend such a preliminary analysis
in order to deepen the investigation on the ontological commitments of process
participants by further inspecting the diﬀerent perspectives that BPM languages
implicitly take on business processes, as well as providing modellers with guidelines to make an appropriate choice when selecting among diﬀerent notations.
By observing Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 and Table 1, we can notice that diﬀerences
exist also on the behavioural component. As an example, a key diﬀerence among
the languages we considered concerns the representation of the (state of the)
world in response to a process execution. Figure 3 emphasises this as one of the
focuses of EPCs. UML-AD and CMMN lie in the middle by exploiting data
objects and sentries for describing how the world is changed because of the
process execution. For instance, in Fig. 4 the Flight Oﬀer is the postcondition
of the Make ﬂight oﬀer. BPMN, instead, only provides (optional) constructs for
representing the state of data objects. From an ontological perspective, we would
say that, diﬀerently from BPMN, EPC drives the modeller to explicitly represent
the world’s states aﬀected by the designed process, while UML-AD and CMMN
guide the modeller to implicitly represent the world’s states through data objects
and sentries. A further example concerns the relation between activities, and
more in general the way the activities contribute to the achievement of the goal.
For instance, assume that in a slight variation of the example of Sect. 2, the travel
agency splits the activity Make ﬂight oﬀer in two subsequent steps Send ﬂight
oﬀer to customer and Archive oﬀer which, for purely organisational reasons,
must be executed in this order. This would be a pure temporal relation between
the activities in this speciﬁc setting. Instead the activity of Paying for a ﬂight
causes the Preparation of the ticket. Nonetheless these relations would be denoted
by means of the same connector symbol. From an ontological perspective, we
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would say that all the languages we considered here do not guide the modeller
to represent diﬀerent types of precedence relations. Recognising the changes that
participants undergo in the context of a process, and connecting them to the way
activities are related, is another topic that deserves speciﬁc attention and is left
for future work.
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Abstract. In this article we propose a hybrid recommendation framework based on classiﬁcation algorithms such as Random Forests and
Naive Bayes, which are fed with several heterogeneous groups of features.
We split our features into two classes: classic features, as popularitybased, collaborative and content-based ones, and extended features gathered from the LOD cloud, as basic ones (i.e. genre of a movie or the
writer of a book) and graph-based features calculated on the ground of
the diﬀerent topological characteristics of the tripartite representation
connecting users, items and properties in the LOD cloud.
In the experimental session we evaluate the eﬀectiveness of our framework on varying of diﬀerent groups of features, and results show that both
LOD-based and graph-based features positively aﬀect the overall performance of the algorithm, especially in highly sparse recommendation
scenarios. Our approach also outperforms several state-of-the-art recommendation techniques, thus conﬁrming the insights behind this research.
Keywords: Recommender systems
data
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Introduction

According to recent statistics1 , 150 billions of RDF triples and almost 10,000
linked datasets are now available in the so-called LOD cloud: such RDF triples
interconnect in a semantics-aware fashion the information covering many topical
domains, such as geographical locations, people, books, ﬁlms, music, and so on.
The nucleus of such data is commonly represented by DBpedia [1], the RDF mapping of Wikipedia. This huge availability of semantics-aware machine-readable
data attracted researchers and practitioners in the area of Content-based Recommender Systems (RS) [5], willing to investigate how such information can be
exploited to improve the eﬀectiveness of existing algorithms or to tackle several
problems RSs typically suﬀer from.
In this article we investigate the impact of such exogenous knowledge on
the performance of a hybrid recommendation framework based on classiﬁcation
1

http://stats.lod2.eu/.
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techniques as Random Forests and Naive Bayes. In this work we followed the
hybridization strategy which is typically referred to as feature combination [2],
that is to say, we represented the items by means of diﬀerent heterogeneous
groups of features and we used this unique representation to feed the classiﬁers
with training examples. Such a model is then exploited to classify new and unseen
items as relevant or not relevant for the target user.
The features we used are roughly classiﬁed in two groups: classic features
and extended ones. The features that are typically used in hybrid item representations, as unstructured content-based features, collaborative features and
simple popularity-based ones, fall in the ﬁrst group. Next, we extended the representation by introducing data points gathered from the LOD cloud, as basic
structured features (as the genre of a movie or the writer of a book) and graphbased features, calculated by mining the diﬀerent topological characteristics of
the tripartite graph-based representation that connects users, items and properties in the LOD cloud.
In the experimental session we evaluated the eﬀectiveness of our framework
on varying of these sets of features, and results provided several interesting
insights, since it emerged that the overall accuracy signiﬁcantly beneﬁts from
the introduction of LOD-based and graph-based features. Moreover, the results
we obtained also overcame several state-of-the-art recommendation techniques.
To sum up, the contributions of the paper follow:
– We developed a hybrid recommendation framework based on classiﬁcation
techniques, and we designed several sets of features to feed the framework;
– We investigated to what extent the injection of the knowledge coming from
the LOD cloud inﬂuences the performance of the recommendation framework;
– We identiﬁed the subsets of features that maximize the performance of the
algorithm for each experimental setting.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 analyzes related literature. The description of the diﬀerent features we adopted in our recommendation
framework is provided in Sect. 3, while the details of the experimental evaluation
we carried out are described in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 sketches conclusions and
future work.

2

Related Work

The idea of casting the recommendation task to a classiﬁcation one dates back
to the late 90s, when Pazzani et al. [16] proposed a news recommender system
that adopted a Naive Bayes classiﬁer to learn user proﬁles. Next, the use of
such techniques has been largely investigated, especially for content-based recommendation algorithms [6]. In this case several work gave evidence of the good
performance of classiﬁcation algorithms in a wide set of domains, as movies [8]
and artwork suggestion [7,17].
The use of features directly extracted from the LOD cloud is one of the distinguishing aspects of this work, since in most of the current literature, properties
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gathered from DBpedia are only exploited to deﬁne semantics-aware similarity
measures [14]. However, diﬀerently from these work we used these features to
feed a comprehensive model of user interests. Next, several work tried to assess
about the eﬀectiveness of LOD-based features on the overall accuracy of a recommender system, as Musto et al. [9]. These work conﬁrmed that LOD can
signiﬁcantly improve the performance of RSs. Recently, some work [10,11] also
investigated the problem of automatically selecting the best subset of LOD-based
features to feed a recommendation algorithms. In this case, results showed that
feature selection can be helpful to select the most promising properties and can
lead to further improvement of the accuracy of the recommendations.
Finally, the predictive power of graph-based features for recommendation
task was investigated. As an example, Tiroshi et al. [18] showed that graphbased topology measures as node centrality, PageRank and so on can signiﬁcantly
improve the prediction accuracy of a RS. In this case, a distinguishing aspect
of our work is that we calculate the measures by also calculating the metrics on
the tripartite user-item-properties graph (instead of the simple user-item graph),
thus including also the information coming from the LOD cloud.
Diﬀerently from the current work, that often used features directly extracted
from the LOD cloud (as the genre of a movie or the writer of a book), we designed
a more comprehensive hybrid recommendation model merging several diﬀerent
features in a unique representation. A similar attempt towards the deﬁnition of a
hybrid recommendation model based on feature combination is presented in [15],
where the authors present some preliminary results of a music recommender system merging graph-based features with textual data and collaborative features.
To sum up, the goal of this work is to take the best out of the current research
in the area of LOD-enabled RSs: our idea was to deﬁne a comprehensive hybrid
representation model merging heterogeneous features with the novel data points
gathered from the LOD cloud. To the best of our knowledge, an in-depth and
extensive analysis of the impact of both LOD-based and graph-based features
on many classiﬁcation algorithms is a poorly investigated research direction.

3

Methodology

In this section we provide the details of our methodology, by introducing the
groups of features we used to feed the classiﬁcation algorithms and by describing
our recommendation framework.
3.1

Description of the Features

Popularity features. This set of features includes basic popularity-based information about the items, such as the number of ratings received by the item, the
number of positive ratings received by the item and the ratio between positive
ratings and the overall number of ratings.
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This (tiny) group of features may seem trivial and not useful, but this kind of
data is typically very informative for a recommendation task, since it gives information about how popular is a certain item among the users and how positive
is their general opinion about it.
Collaborative features. This class of features models the information encoded
in the user-item matrix which is typically exploited in collaborative ﬁltering (CF)
algorithms Diﬀerently from classical CF algorithms, that use the whole matrix to
calculate the neighbors of the target user and to predict the items the user may
be interested in, in our approach we are only interested in extracting the column
vector modeling the ratings received by an item in order to include them in our
hybrid item representation. Accordingly, the number of collaborative features we
encoded for each item corresponds to the number of the rows of the matrix, that
is to say, to the number of the users in the dataset.
The choice of including this set of features in our hybrid representation is
quite straightforward, since CF algorithms and matrix factorization techniques
tend to obtain very good performance especially when the sparsity of the original
matrix is not high.
Content-based features. Textual content is another interesting source that
can be exploited to provide items with useful and descriptive features. As an
example, the plot of a movie contains several distinctive characteristics of the
item, which can be extracted from such data.
However, textual descriptions are typically noisy, thus it is necessary to properly process such data by adopting Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques before including them in our items representation. In our pipeline the
content was ﬁrst tokenized, then stop-words were removed and the entities occurring in the text were identiﬁed. Next, the remaining tokens were stemmed. In
this case, the amount of features added to the model corresponds to the size of
the vocabulary, that is to say, to the number of diﬀerent tokens occurring in the
description of all the items in the dataset.
Basic LOD-based features. The ﬁrst group of extended features includes
structured basic properties gathered from the LOD cloud, as the genre of a
movie or the author of a book. To gather LOD-based features we preliminarily
carried out a mapping procedure to obtain the corresponding URI for each item in
the dataset. The goal of the mapping procedure is to identify, for each available
item, the corresponding element in the LOD cloud the item refers to. As an
example, we associate the movie The Matrix with its corresponding URI in the
LOD cloud2 . It is worth to emphasize that the mapping is a necessary and
mandatory step to get an entry point to the LOD cloud.

2

http://dbpedia.org/resource/The Matrix.
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Next, for each domain, we deﬁned a subset of relevant properties by exploiting
the outcomes of our previous research [10,11] and ﬁnally we used SPARQL to
extract such data.
As we did for content-based features, we built a vocabulary of LOD-based
properties and we provided each item with these new features. The score of
each feature was set to 1 if the item is described through that RDF property, 0
otherwise. Table 1 reports some of the properties describing The Matrix gathered
from the LOD cloud. In this case, each feature is represented through the couple
< property, value >, since each entity can have diﬀerent roles in the same movie
(and in diﬀerent ones, as well).
Table 1. Partial representation of the vector modeling the LOD-based features
extracted from DBpedia for the movie The Matrix
Property - value

The Matrix

dbo:director - dbr:The Wachowski

1

dbo:director - dbr:Mel Gibson

0

dbo:composer - dbr:Ennio Morricone

0

dct:subject - dbc:Dystopian films

1

dct:subject - dbc:American Horror movies 0
...

...

dbo:producer - dbr:Joel Silver

1

Graph-based features. The second group of extended features is built on the
ground of the graph-based representation obtained by connecting the users to
the items they liked and, in turn, the items to the properties gathered from
DBpedia (see Fig. 1). We refer to these features as tripartite ones.
Given such representations, we decided to mine this graph and to calculate
some measures describing its topological characteristics. Speciﬁcally, in our item
representation we encoded ﬁve graph-based features calculated on the tripartite
user-item graph, that is to say: Degree Centrality, Average Neighbor Degree,
PageRank score, Node Redundancy and Cluster Coeﬃcient. As mentioned in
the related work, most of these measures have already been successfully used in
literature for recommendation tasks.
3.2

Recommendation Framework

In this work we cast the recommendation task to a classiﬁcation one, that is to
say, we used the vectors representing the items the user liked as positive examples
and those he did not like as negative examples. Next, we trained the classiﬁers
and we exploited them to classify all the items the user did not consumed yet
as interesting or not interesting for her.
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Fig. 1. A toy example of a tripartite graph, modeling users, items and properties
gathered from the LOD.

To sum up, given a target user u, a training set T R(u) (the items the user previously rated), and a group of features F , our classiﬁer is fed with the examples
iF ∈ T R(u) and we use the classiﬁcation model to predict the most interesting
items for the target user. Speciﬁcally, items in the test set are ranked according
to the conﬁdence of the prediction returned by the classiﬁcation algorithm and
the top-K items are returned to the target user. In the experimental session the
overall eﬀectiveness of our recommendation framework has been evaluated by
varying diﬀerent sets of features and by using two diﬀerent classiﬁcation algorithms, namely Random Forests and Naı̈ve Bayes.

4

Experimental Evaluation

Our experiments were designed on the ground of four diﬀerent research questions:
which group of classic features maximizes the predictive accuracy? (Experiment
1 ). How do LOD-based features impact on the overall performance of the recommendations? (Experiment 2 ). How do graph-based features impact on the overall performance of the recommendations? (Experiment 3 ). How does our bestperforming conﬁguration perform with respect to state-of-the-art techniques?
(Experiment 4 ).
Experimental protocol. Experiments were carried out on two state-of-theart datasets, i.e. MovieLens-1M3 , and DBbook. The ﬁrst one is a widespread
dataset for movie recommendation, the second was used in the ESWC 2014
Recommender Systems challenge4 and focuses on book recommendation, Some
statistics about the datasets are reported in Table 2.
3
4

http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/.
http://challenges.2014.eswc-conferences.org/index.php/RecSys.
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Table 2. Statistics of the datasets

Users

MovieLens-1M

DBbook

6,040

6,181

Items

3,883

6,733

Ratings

1,000,209

72,372

Sparsity

96.42%

99.85%

Positive ratings

57.51%

45.86%

Avg. rat./user ± stdev 165.59 ± 192.74 11.70 ± 5.85
Avg. rat./item ± stdev 269.88 ± 384.04 10.74 ± 27.14

Experiments were performed by adopting diﬀerent protocols. We used a 80%20% training-test split for MovieLens-1M. For DBbook we used the training-test
split that provided with the data.
Diﬀerent protocols were also adopted to build user proﬁles. In MovieLens-1M,
user preferences are expressed on a 5-point discrete scale, thus we decided to
consider as positive only those ratings equal to 4 and 5. On the other side, the
DBbook dataset is already available as binarized, thus no further processing was
needed. As classiﬁcation algorithms we used the implementations of Random
Forest and Naive Bayes made available in the Weka Toolkit5 .
Popularity features were extracted by simply processing the original data and
by counting the ratings received by each item. As regards collaborative features,
we replaced missing values with a special character and we used a binary representation to encode positive and negative ratings. Next, to generate content-based
features we used the methods implemented in the Apache Lucene6 library for
tokenization, language detection and stop-words removal. Textual descriptions
were all gathered from the Wikipedia pages of the items. Finally, tokens were
stemmed by exploiting the Snowball library7 .
As previously explained, each item was mapped to a DBpedia entry in order
to gather the features from the LOD cloud. To this end, we exploited some mappings already available in literature. In our setting, 3,300 MovieLens-1M entries
and 6,600 items (98.02%) from DBbook (85% of the items) were successfully
mapped. The items for which a DBpedia entry was not found were represented
by using the basic groups of features alone. Finally, graph-based features were
calculated by exploiting the Jung framework8 , a Java library to manage graphbased data. As previously explained, for each item node we calculated Degree
Centrality, Average Neighbor Degree, PageRank score, Node Redundancy and
Cluster Coeﬃcient for tripartite graph.

5
6
7
8

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/.
https://lucene.apache.org/.
http://snowball.tartarus.org/.
http://jung.sourceforge.net/.
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Table 3 we recap the number of features encoded by each group. Popularity
and graph-based features do not diﬀer among the datasets since they do not
depend on data, while the number of collaborative features corresponds to the
number of users in the dataset. Finally, the vocabulary used to encode contentbased and LOD-based data makes the number of features much higher than the
other groups. Clearly, when the recommendation framework is fed with diﬀerent
groups of features (e.g. Collaborative and Content-based, at the same time), the
features encoded in each training example are the merge of the features encoded
by each single group.
Table 3. Features encoded for each group
Feature group

ML1M DBbook

Popularity

3

3

Collaborative

6,040

6,181

Content-based

53,332 100,935

LOD-based

19,991 17,589

Tripartite graph-based 5

5

The performance of each conﬁguration of our recommendation framework
was evaluated in terms of F1@5, calculated through the Rival toolkit9 . Statistical
signiﬁcance was assessed by exploiting Wilcoxon and Friedman tests.
4.1

Discussion of the Results

Experiment 1. Results of Experiment 1 are reported in Table 4. From now on
we will refer to Random Forests and Naive Bayes as RF and NB, respectively.
As we reported in the tables, we also used some abbreviations to refer to the
name of the conﬁgurations. On MovieLens-1M data, the best F1@5 is obtained
by merging popularity-based and collaborative features. As shown in Table 4,
such conﬁguration overcomes all the others. All the improvements are also statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.05), with the exception of the comparison between
popular + collaborative and the collaborative features alone, on both RF and NB.
This means that the collaborative group of features is highly signiﬁcant on this
dataset, and the simple popularity-based information can further improve the
performance of the framework. This is an expected behavior, which is probably
due to the low sparsity of MovieLens-1M dataset.
As regards DBbook, the characteristics of the dataset (it is negatively unbalanced) and the high sparsity make the simple popularity-based features very
informative. As shown in Table 4, if we limit the analysis to single groups of
basic features, popularity-based ones obtain the best results on RF. However,
9

http://rival.recommenders.net/.
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Table 4. Results of Experiment 1. Best-performing conﬁguration for each algorithm
is highlighted in bold
MovieLens-1M
RF
NB

DBbook
RF
NB

Popular (P)

0.5338

0.5458

0.5610

0.5575

Collaborative (C)

0.5618

0.5486 0.5421

0.5610

0.4913

0.5465

Content-based (T) 0.4913

0.5532

P+C

0.5635 0.5483

0.5627 0.5615

P+T

0.5051

0.4965

0.5567

C+T

0.5187

0.5180

0.5549

0.5464

P+C+T

0.5246

0.5189

0.5583

0.5468

0.5467

the overall best combination is obtained again by merging popular and collaborative features, as for MovieLens-1M, by using RF as classiﬁcation algorithm;
To sum up, the outcomes of this ﬁrst experiment conﬁrmed the goodness of
collaborative features and showed that content-based features are too noisy to be
used alone in a recommendation framework, for most of the scenarios. Moreover,
also non-personalized features are very important to improve the eﬀectiveness of
single features by just introducing simple popularity-based data points.
Experiment 2. In the second experiment we tried to extend the representations by introducing structured features gathered from the LOD cloud. Results
are reported in Tables 5 and 6. By analyzing the behavior of LOD features on
MovieLens-1M data (Table 5). The only conﬁguration that beneﬁts of such injection is the one exploiting content-based features: if we consider only content-based
and popular+content-based representations, the introduction of the features gathered from the LOD cloud produces a improvement with both RF and NB.
This behavior can be probably due to the low sparsity of the dataset, which
makes superﬂuous most of the features except collaborative ones. However, even
if these experimental settings showed that the adoption of LOD features has
to be carefully evaluated, the overall best conﬁguration actually includes LOD
features, since the conﬁguration merging popular, collaborative and LOD features obtained the higher F1@5 and signiﬁcantly overcame (p < 0.05) the other
representations.
The results emerging from DBbook data are reported in Table 6. An interesting outcome emerging from this experiment is that when data are sparse,
as for DBbook, LOD-based data points represent a good alternative also to collaborative features. Indeed, even if Popular + Collaborative resulted as the best
representation in Experiment 1, in this experiment Popular + LOD obtained
the best overall F1@5. This means that, when the rating patterns are noisy,
LOD features can be used to enrich the representation with new and relevant
information.
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Table 5. Results of Experiment 2 on MovieLens-1M data. Improvements over the
baseline are reported in bold. The best conﬁguration is emphasized with (*)
F1@5

RF
No-LOD LOD

NB
No-LOD LOD

Popular (P)

0.5338

0.5312

0.5458

0.5320

Collaborative (C)

0.5618

0.5609

0.5486

0.5450

0.4943

0.4913

0.4932

Content-based (T) 0.4913
P+C

0.5635

0.5642 (*) 0.5483

P+T

0.5051

0.5079

0.4965

0.4974

C+T

0.5187

0.5188

0.5180

0.5169

P+C+T

0.5246

0.5246

0.5189

0.5174

0.5451

Table 6. Results of Experiment 2 on DBbook data. Improvements over the baseline are
reported in bold. The overall best conﬁguration is emphasized with (*)
F1@5

RF
No-LOD LOD

Popular (P)

0.5610

0.5659 (*) 0.5576

Collaborative (C)

NB
No-LOD LOD
0.5577

0.5421

0.5560

0.5610

0.5564

Content-based (T) 0.5532

0.5551

0.5465

0.5494

P+C

0.5627

0.5630

0.5615

0.5580

P+T

0.5567

0.5569

0.5467

0.5497

C+T

0.5549

0.5553

0.5464

0.5491

P+C+T

0.5583

0.5560

0.5468

0.5497

To sum up, we can conclude this experiment by stating that our framework can generally beneﬁt from the information coming from the LOD cloud,
especially when RF is used as recommendation algorithm. Indeed, in all the
datasets we considered, the best-performing conﬁguration always encodes LODbased features. Finally, a clear connection between the sparsity of the dataset
and the exploitation of such features emerged: the more the sparsity, the more
the need for features that are merged to (and in some cases, as for DBbook, even
replace) collaborative data points.
Experiment 3. In Experiment 3 we evaluated the impact of graph-based features on our recommendation framework. Speciﬁcally, for each dataset we considered as baseline the best-performing conﬁguration emerged from Experiment 1
and Experiment 2, and we extended the representation by introducing tripartite
features.
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By considering MovieLens-1M dataset, whose results are reported in Table 7,
also the use of such features has to be carefully evaluated, since they rarely
improve the predictive accuracy of the baseline conﬁguration. This is a quite
surprising result, since, none of the conﬁgurations exploiting graph-based features improve the baseline, and this is in contradiction with most of the related
literature which showed the positive impact of topological information for recommendation tasks.
On the other side, a positive impact emerged when graph-based features are
merged with LOD-based ones. Indeed, if we consider as baseline the best conﬁguration emerged from Experiment 2, both RF and NB are able to improve F1@5
with a statistically signiﬁcant improvement (p < 0.05) when tripartite graphbased features are exploited. Overall, the best conﬁguration for MovieLens-1M
data is that based on RF exploiting both LOD-based and tripartite graph-based.
Similar outcomes emerge if we take into account the results on DBbook data.
Table 7. Results of Experiment 3. Improvements over the baselines are reported in
bold. Best-performing conﬁguration for each algorithm is emphasized with (*). The
term baseline and baseline + LOD refer to the best conﬁgurations emerged from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, respectively.
MovieLens-1M
RF
NB

DBbook
RF

NB

Baseline

0.5635

0.5486

0.5627

0.5615

Baseline + Trip.

0.5621

0.5483

0.5607

0.5542

Baseline + LOD

0.5642

0.5451

0.5659

0.5580

Baseline + LOD + Trip. 0.5678(*) 0.5481 0.5667(*) 0.5589

Similar outcomes emerge if we take into account the results on DBbook data.
These results further conﬁrmed the outcomes behind this research, since they
showed that the injection of exogenous data points gathered from the LOD cloud
(in the form of both semantics content-based features and topological tripartite
ones) can increase the predictive accuracy of our recommendation framework,
leading to an interesting improvement over the baselines.
Experiment 4. In the last experiment we compared the eﬀectiveness of our
hybrid recommendation methodology with several state of the art recommendation algorithms. First, we compared our methodology to some state-of-the-art
baselines, i.e. User-to-User (U2U-KNN), Item-to-Item Collaborative Filtering
(I2I-KNN), the Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPRMF) which uses Matrix
Factorization as the learning model with Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)
optimization criterion and an implementation of PageRank with Priors. Moreover, we also compared our methodology to other LOD-aware recommendation
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techniques. Speciﬁcally, we used the features gathered from the LOD as side information for BPRMF, as proposed by Gantner et al. [4], next we also extended
PageRank with Priors (PPR) with LOD-based features as we investigated in our
previous research [10]. PPR was run by using default settings (80% of the weight
distributed to the items the user liked).
For U2U-KNN and I2I-KNN, experiments were carried out by setting the
neighborhood size to 50, 80 and 100 and by using cosine similarity as similarity
measure, while BPRMF was run by setting the factor parameter equal to 10,
20, 50, 100 and adopting 0.05 as learning rate. For brevity, we only report the
results obtained by the best-performing conﬁgurations (80 neighbors for U2UKNN and I2I-KNN, 100 factors for BPRMF, 50 factors for BPRMF with side
information). For U2U-KNN, I2I-KNN and BPRMF we exploited the implementations already available in MyMediaLite10 , while the methods implemented in
the Jung framework11 were used to run PPR.
Table 8. Results of Experiment 4. The best-performing algorithm is highlighted
in bold. The term LOD-RecSys refers to the overall best-performing conﬁguration
emerged for each dataset from the previous experiments.
Algorithm

F1@5
MovieLens-1M

LOD-RecSys 0.5678

DBbook
0.5667

U2U-KNN

0.4270

0.5193

I2I-KNN

0.4320

0.5111

BPRMF

0.5218

0.5290

BPRMF + LOD 0.5215

0.5304

PPR

0.5397

0.5502

PPR + LOD

0.5400

0.5540

As shown in Table 8, our hybrid recommendation framework always overcomes all the baselines on MovieLens-1M and DBbook data. All the increases
are statistically signiﬁcant. It is worth to note that our approach obtains better
results when compared to both classic baselines as well as to other LOD-aware
techniques as BPRMF+LOD and PPR+LOD.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this article we presented a hybrid recommendation framework based on the
combination of diﬀerent groups of features. The distinguishing aspect of this
work is the usage of extra groups of features gathered from the LOD cloud, as
10
11

http://www.mymedialite.net/.
http://jung.sourceforge.net/.
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basic structured features and extended graph-based ones built on the ground of
the tripartite graph connecting users, items and properties.
The main outcome of the experiments is that the combined use of LODbased and graph-based features led to the best overall results we obtained with
our framework. Furthermore, we noted a the connection between the sparsity of
the dataset and the choice of the features to be included in the model: the more
the sparsity, the more the beneﬁt of injecting the exogenous knowledge coming
from the Linked Open Data.
As future work we will try to evaluate diﬀerent groups of features: as an
example, we can replace content-based features with a more compact version
based on word embedding [12], distributional semantics techniques [13] or more
complex representation languages [3]. Similarly, we can extend our set of graphbased features by introducing other topological measures.
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Abstract. This paper aims at investigating the state of realization of
the Semantic Web initiative, through the analysis of some applications
taking background knowledge from RDF datasets. In particular, it shows
the design and the implementation of an extended experiment, which
demonstrates that input datasets are often used only as data structures, without taking into account the logical formalization of properties
involved in such RDF models.

1

Motivation

After more than 15 years since the launch of the Semantic Web (SW) [1] initiative, the way of conceiving knowledge modeling has radically changed, by
going through heterogeneous phases. In the envisioned SW architecture, graphically synthesized in the well-known SW layer-cake, the data interchange layer
is detached from the ontology level and diﬀerent modeling languages enable
them. In particular, Resource Description Framework (RDF) [7] is the language
implementing the data interchange layer; as for the ontology level, languages of
diﬀerent expressiveness have been deﬁned to cover diﬀerent modeling needs. Such
languages may provide a relatively low expressiveness, like the schema language
associated to RDF, RDF Schema (RDFS) [3], or may present a modeling potential comparable to really expressive languages for knowledge representation, like
the Web Ontology Language (OWL), today at its second version, OWL-2 [13].
Currently, the so-called Web of Data [12] oﬀers a huge amount of data, modeled in RDF according to vocabularies deﬁned in diﬀerent ontology languages.
Independently on the expressiveness of such languages, RDF data come with
their own—although simple—semantics.
Nevertheless, most SW applications seem to completely disregard the implicit
informative content embedded in RDF data sources, exploiting them just as
rough data structures—in particular, directed graphs.
In order to support this claim, we here design an extended experiment aimed
at testing the compliance to the SW initiative of applications using RDF data
sources as background knowledge. The experiment can be used to discriminate
SW applications on the basis of their ability to interpret some predicates deﬁned
in RDFS-semantics [7] and to manage blank nodes as special RDF resources.
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We devised the designed experiments in one representative SW application
managing RDF datasets as data source. Results show that: (i) in most cases, the
application behaves diﬀerently when working with datasets which are logically
equivalent—according to RDFS semantics—although expressed in syntactically
diﬀerent ways; (ii) blank nodes are not given special handling. This experiment
demonstrates that the application does not consider the semantics of properties
involved in the input datasets and does not follow the intuition about blank
nodes.
Such a result raises important questions about the state of realization of the
SW initiative: was not RDF conceived for data interchange? Was not the meaning of data part of the envisioned interoperability? Is really a ﬂat transformation
from RDF models to feature sets what the SW creators expected from released
applications?
In this paper we start from the experimental results to discuss issues still
open in the development of RDF applications fully realizing the SW initiative.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we explain
the rationale of the experiments we devised. Then, we show the execution of
the experiments in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 results and main lesson learned from the
experiments are synthesized, before concluding the paper with Sect. 5.

2

Rationale of the Experiments

We explain here our strategy for devising experiments that can discriminate
whether some application based on SW data exploits just the syntax of data, or
instead its semantics.
2.1

RDFS Semantics

Experiment 1. The ﬁrst experiment is based on the RDFS predicate
rdfs:subClassOf. According to RDFS semantics, such a predicate should be
interpreted as transitive, meeting the intuition conveyed by its bare name. Consider the following RDF data patterns:
x rdfs:subClassOf u.
u rdfs:subClassOf z.
x rdfs:subClassOf z.

x rdfs:subClassOf u.
u rdfs:subClassOf z.

where x, u, z are generic IRIs.
Two data sources D1 , D2 , where D1 contains the left-hand pattern, and D2
the right-hand pattern, must be completely equivalent with respect to RDFS
semantics (see Rule rdfs1 in the deﬁnition of the semantics of RDFS [7]). So,
for instance, if a SW application computes a similarity measure s(x, y) between
x and another IRI y, the similarity s(x, y) computed using triples in D1 should
be the same as the one computed using triples in D2 . If this experiment yields
a “no” answer, the SW application is using just the syntactic form of triples—
like a database—not their semantics. While this might be ﬁne for the results
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of the application at hand, one should be clear about the sensitivity of such an
application to apparently redundant triples. The intuition about how “semantic”
is a SW application here may be misleading, since syntactic diﬀerences that may
be judged irrelevant may be in fact not so.
Experiment 2. The second experiment is based on the RDFS predicate
rdfs:domain. Consider the following RDF data patterns:
x r u.
r rdfs:domain z.
x rdf:type z.

x r u.
r rdfs:domain z.

where x, r, u, z stand for some IRIs.
Consider, again, two data sources D1 , D2 , deﬁned to include the left-hand
and the right-hand pattern above, respectively. According to RDFS semantics,
the third triple in D1 is trivially redundant w.r.t. to the content in D2 (see Rule
rdfs2 in the RDFS semantics [7]). Also in this case, a SW application computing,
for instance, a similarity measure s(x, y) between x and y should return the same
value when either D1 or D2 are used as data sources. Any diﬀerent behavior of
the application would reveal that triples are only syntactically parsed.
Experiment 3. The third experiment is based on the RDFS predicate
rdfs:range. Consider the following RDF data patterns:
x r u.
r rdfs:range z.
u rdf:type z.

x r u.
r rdfs:range z.

where x, r, u, z stand for generic IRIs. The same arguments as for Experiment
2 apply if two data sources D1 , D2 are deﬁned to include the left-hand and the
right-hand pattern above, respectively. Again, D1 and D2 are logically equivalent
according to RDFS semantics (see Rule rdfs3 in the document deﬁning RDFS
semantics [7]), and any application claiming to be SW-oriented should return
identical results when either D1 or D2 are used as data sources. Also in this
experiment, the reader may think to an application computing the similarity
between two IRIs, for the sake of example.
Observe that the same experiments could be conducted if instead of a similarity measure, the application performs a clusterization of IRIs. In this case, the
test must ascertain whether the IRI x is put in the same cluster or in a diﬀerent
cluster, depending on which of the two patterns above x is involved in.
2.2

The Status of Blank Nodes

The second type of experiment analyzes if the SW application follows the intuition about blank nodes. In the original semantics of RDF, blank nodes are
existential variables, whose scope is the entire RDF ﬁle they occur in. As such,
they may stand for any IRI or literal, even one not occurring already in the ﬁle.
We stress that blank nodes appear in the syntax and semantics of simple RDF,
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and that RDFS in this case inherits them from the simpler language. Hence this
experiment can be set up even if one does not adopt RDFS semantics.
Experiment 4. Consider the three RDF data patterns below:
x
y

r
r

ex:a.
ex:c.

x
y

r
r

:b1.
:b2.

x
y

r
r

ex:a.
ex:a.

where, following Hayes and Patel-Schneider [7], blank nodes are preﬁxed by
an empty namespace “ ”as in :b, and x, y, r denote generic IRIs. In the ﬁrst
pattern, IRIs x and y are linked through r to diﬀerent, known, IRIs ex:a, ex:c.
In the second pattern, they are linked to two blank nodes, that might coincide in
one interpretation, while they might not in another. In the third pattern, both x
and y are linked to the same IRI ex:a. Now let D1 , D2 , D3 be three data sources
which are the same but for the fact that, for some IRI x, D1 contains the ﬁrst
pattern, while D2 contains the second one, and D3 the third.
Suppose now that a SW application estimates the similarity of x and y.
Clearly, ceteris paribus, in D1 IRIs x and y are less similar than in D3 , in which
they share the same predicate-object pair. The situation for D2 is an intermediate
one: in fact, both the ﬁrst and the third pattern can be instantiations of this
one—among may others. Denoting by s1 (x, y) the similarity the SW application
computes when D1 is given as data source, and by s2 (x, y) and s3 (x, y) those
computed for D2 and D3 , respectively, s2 (x, y) should be an intermediate value
between s1 (x, y) and s3 (x, y)—that is, one should obtain s1 (x, y) ≤ s2 (x, y) ≤
s3 (x, y).
We observed instead that many SW applications treat each blank node as a
new IRI, diﬀerent from every other one. This is what is logically called skolemization. While skolemization yields a data source which—considered as a formula—
is roughly equivalent to the original one for what regards entailment [7, Sect. 6],
the picture is much diﬀerent here. In fact, SW applications compute values and
do other operations on the data—such as clusterization—as if RDF triples speciﬁed a model, not a formula (which represents a set of models). Performing a
skolemization and then use the result for computations amounts to treating the
second pattern above as if it were the ﬁrst—or, treating D1 and D2 to be in the
same situation. Again, the so-called “RDF graph” is treated in this case as a
real graph—a data structure—bypassing its logical meaning.
When a SW application treats blank nodes by skolemizing them, the result of
the experiment shows that always s1 (x, y) = s2 (x, y) < s3 (x, y). Again, while this
may be acceptable for the SW application at hand, one should clarify that blank
nodes appearing in the data source are always treated as new, distinguished, IRIs.
This treatment may be counterintuitive especially when the blank node stands
for one in a short, limited list of possible values—say, when r = foaf:gender, its
object is intuitively either foaf:male or foaf:female—while Skolem constants
add more values to the initial list, with no real meaning, but for the fact that
they are values diﬀerent from any other one.
In data analysis research community, the problem of correctly interpreting
unbounded information is acknowledged and a ﬂorid research ﬁeld is speciﬁcally
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devoted to the prediction of (so-called) missing values [2,11], which are the analogous of blank nodes in RDF data sources. In our opinion, solutions predicting
missing values (the value of blank nodes, in our case) by estimating the expected
value of the variable they quantify [10] are not adequate to SW settings. In fact,
this could prematurely make discrete features that should be kept general for
further inference purpose.

3

Deployment of the Experiments

We here show how the experiments designed in Sect. 2 may serve as a test checking if an application working on RDF data sources may be considered compliant
with the SW requirements.
As use case, we choose a very popular SW application: the Linked Open
Data extension (LODExtension) [9] of the Machine Learning tool RapidMiner
[8]. The RapidMiner LODExtension enables several learning tasks on example
sets automatically extracted by mining data sources in RDF.

Fig. 1. Rapidminer workﬂow of performed experiments

All performed experiments follow the RapidMiner workﬂow shown in Fig. 1,
aimed at computing the similarity of RDF resources through the operations
described below:
1. Read Excel. This operator loads data from Microsoft Excel spreadsheets; in
this workﬂow, the spreadsheet includes a column with the IRIs of resources
to compare.
2. Graph Importer. This operator generates an RDF graph for all input
instances, either from SPARQL endpoint or local ﬁle, with user-speciﬁed
graph depth. In our experiment, an RDF dataset is queried to import speciﬁc
RDF graphs, whose root and depth are user-speciﬁed.
3. RDF Walk Count Kernel. This kernel method counts the diﬀerent walks in
the subgraphs (up to the provided graph depth) around the instance nodes.
The method implements the algorithm by de Vries et al. [5]. In this worﬂow, it is applied on the RDF graph imported in Step 2 for generating features describing the resources of interest according to the knowledge in the
dataset; in particular, RDF Walk Count Kernel counts the diﬀerent walks
in the subgraphs (up to the provided graph depth) around the root. The
operator returns a so-called “ExampleSet”: a set of kernel-generated features
describing the resources of interest. The generation process may be set to
make use of inference on explicit knowledge.
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4. Remove attributes. This is an auxiliary operator which cuts columns from
example sets. In this workﬂow, it is used to remove the IRI of the root from
the set generated at Step 4, because it is not object of comparison.
5. Data to similarity. This operator measures the similarity of each example
of a given ExampleSet with every other example of the same ExampleSet. A
similarity measure may be chosen by the user among available ones.
We now detail the execution of four experiments following the rationale in
Sect. 2. For all of them, the “inference” option is set “on” in Step 4 and the
similarity measure chosen at Step 5 is the one denoted as “Euclidean Distance”
in RapidMiner1 (based on the well-know measure of the same name [6]).
The ﬁrst three experiments aim at testing the sensitivity of the workﬂow in
Fig. 1 to knowledge-irrelevant changes in the RDF input dataset. In particular,
we show the similarity values returned by the selected SW application when two
logically-equivalent RDF models are given as input. For each experiment, we
describe the two input datasets—from now on D1 and D2 —below:
Experiment 1. In this experiment, D1 and D2 describe resources Mandarin
Orange (IRI http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mandarin orange) and Tangerine (IRI
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Tangerine). In particular, D1 and D2 syntactically
diﬀer in the assertions about Mandarin Orange (Resource 2), although being logically equivalent according to RDFS-semantics (see predicate rdfs:subClassOf).
In fact, D1 is depicted in Fig. 2 and matches the left-hand pattern provided in
the the description of Experiment 1 in Sect. 2.1, while D2 , depicted in Fig. 3,
matches the right-hand one.

Fig. 2. D1 : an RDF dataset about Mandarin Orange and Tangerine. The graph
matches the left-hand data pattern given in Experiment 1 in Sect. 2.1, by binding
x to Resource 2

1

Intuitively, distance is meant to be inversely proportional to similarity.
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Fig. 3. D2 : a dataset logically equivalent to the one in Fig. 2. The graph matches the
right-hand data pattern given in Experiment 1 in Sect. 2.1, by binding x to Resource 2.

Experiment 2. This experiment uses two datasets about Mandarin Orange
(IRI http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mandarin orange) and Coﬀea (IRI http://
dbpedia.org/resource/Coﬀea). Coherently with the rationale provided in
Sect. 2.1, D1 and D2 are syntactically diﬀerent but logically equivalent according
to RDF-S semantics (see predicate rdfs:domain). In Fig. 4 (respectively Fig. 5),
it is shown D1 (respectively D2 ), that matches the left-hand (respectively, righthand) pattern given in the description of Experiment 2 in Sect. 2.1.

Fig. 4. D1 : an RDF dataset about Mandarin Orange and Coﬀea. The graph matches
the left-hand data pattern given in Experiment 2 in Sect. 2.1, by binding x to Resource 1

Experiment 3. This experiment uses two other datasets about Mandarin
Orange (IRI http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mandarin orange) and Coﬀea (IRI
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Coﬀea) involving predicate rdfs:range. According to the rationale of Experiment 3 explained in Sect. 2.1, the two datasets
are logically equivalent, even though syntactically D1 (Fig. 6) matches the lefthand graph pattern in the experiment description, while D2 (Fig. 7) matches the
right-hand one.
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Fig. 5. D2 : a dataset logically equivalent to the one in Fig. 4. The graph matches the
right-hand data pattern given in Experiment 2 in Sect. 2.1, by binding x to Resource 1

Fig. 6. D1 : an RDF dataset about Mandarin Orange and Coﬀea. The graph matches
the left-hand data pattern given in Experiment 3 in Sect. 2.1, by binding x to Resource 1

Fig. 7. D2 : A dataset logically equivalent to the one in Fig. 6. The graph matches the
right-hand data pattern given in Experiment 3 in Sect. 2.1, by binding x to Resource 1
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The three experiments share the goal to test that:
dist1 (x, y) = dist2 (x, y)

(1)

where for i = 1, 2, disti (x, y) denotes the Euclidean Distance between x and y,
when they are deﬁned in Di .
Experiment 4. This experiment aims at testing if the workﬂow for computing
similarity gives anonymous resources special handling or considers them exactly
as any other resource. The experiment follows the rationale described in Sect. 2.2
and uses the dataset in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Example of RDF dataset involving blank nodes (denoted by A).

In particular, we show below how to retrieve in Fig. 8 three graph patterns
given in the description of Experiment 3 in Sect. 2.2:
– by binding x to Resource 1 and y to Resource 3, the graph in Fig. 8 matches
the ﬁrst graph pattern (on the left of the table);
– by binding x to Resource 2 and y to Resource 5, the graph in Fig. 8 matches
the second graph pattern (on the center of the table);
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– by binding x to Resource 1 and y to Resource 4, the graph in Fig. 8 matches
the third graph pattern (on the right of the table);
According to the rationale provided in Sect. 2.2, the experiment goal is verifying
that:
dist(Resource1, Resource3) ≥ dist(Resource1, Resource3) ≥ dist(Resource1, Resource4)

(2)

where dist(x, y) denotes the Euclidean Distance between x and y (recall
Footnote 3).

4

Results and Discussion

We here report the results of experiments performance w.r.t. the settings detailed
in Sect. 3. For each experiment, Table 1 shows the values of Euclidean Distance
(disti (x, y)) between each pair of resources x and y (deﬁned in Di ).
Table 1. Euclidean Distance (disti (x, y)) between each pair of resources x and y
(deﬁned in Di ), to be compared in designed experiments.
Input data source: Di

Binding
x

disti (x, y)
y

Experiment 1 D1 (Fig. 2)
D2 (Fig. 3)

Resource 2 Resource 1
Resource 2 Resource 1

Experiment 2 D1 (Fig. 4)
D2 (Fig. 5)

Resource 1 Resource 2 4, 472
Resource 1 Resource 2 2, 449

Experiment 3 D1 (Fig. 6)
D2 (Fig. 7)

Resource 1 Resource 2 3, 162
Resource 1 Resource 2 2, 449

Experiment 4 Figure 8

Resource 1 Resource 3 4, 243
Resource 2 Resource 5 4, 243
Resource 1 Resource 4
0

4
4

Experiment 1–3. We recall from Sect. 3 that Experiment 1–3 are focused on
checking if the selected SW application satisﬁes the goal in Eq. 1. This reverts
to check if, for each experiment, the values of disti (x, y) coincide in the rows
related to data sources D1 and D2 . The reader may verify that this happens
only for Experiment 1, while the test fails for Experiment 2 and 3.
In other words, the analyzed SW application takes into account the transitivity of predicate rdfs:subClassOf by applying inference rules on knowledge
extracted from input data sources. On the contrary, it seems not to apply the
entailment patterns about rdfs:domain and rdfs:range in the process of generating features from the input data sources. In fact, in both Experiment 2 and
3, the application does not notice that D1 ≡ D2 according to RDF-S-semantics.
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The reason for such a dichotomy lays in the kernel method applied in Step
3 of the process workﬂow. The Walk Count Kernel operator generates features
by visiting paths in the input RDF-graph rooted in the resource to describe.
But this operator does not take into account one important peculiarity of RDFgrahs: the fact that the set of labels of nodes and arcs may overlap in RDF,
causing some paths to be connected through the predicate and not through the
object of an RDF statement (as an example, the right-hand patterns given for
Experiment 2 and 3 in Sect. 2.1 are connected through r and not through u). A
deﬁnition of such paths in terms of RDF-paths may be found in previous work
[4].
We believe that a SW application should be able to manage such paths
when mining knowledge from data sources in order to be compliant with RFDSsemantics. This would avoid the production of completely misleading results,
like the ones of Experiment 2 and 3 given in Table 1. In fact, by comparing Row
3 and Row 4 (alternatively, Row 5 and 6), the reader may notice that Resource
1 and Resource 2 are considered more distant from each other if (in dataset D1 )
Resource 1 is further described by the statement:
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mandarin orange
http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Species
which is completely redundant with respect to the content of D2 according to
RDFS-semantics.
Experiment 4. The results of Experiment 4 are formalized in the last three rows
of Table 1. We recall that the experiment goal, formalized in Eq. 2, is checking if
there is any special handling for blank nodes w.r.t. IRIs in the computation of
similarity. This reverts to check: (i) if the application considers Resource 1 and
3 (which are linked to diﬀerent IRIs through the predicate http://dbpedia.org/
ontology/address) more distant from each other than Resource 2 and 5 (which,
instead, are linked to diﬀerent blank nodes through the predicate http://dbpedia.
org/ontology/address); (ii) if both the distances above are bigger than the distance between Resource 1 and 4 (which are linked to the same IRI through the
predicate http://dbpedia.org/ontology/address).
The reader may notice that the application satisﬁes only the second part
(item ii) of the goal: it computes a distance equal to 0 between Resource 1 and
4, as one may expect. On the contrary, it fails to address the ﬁrst part of the
goal: Resource 1 and 3 are considered as distant from each other as Resource 2
and 5, showing that blank nodes are treated the same as any other IRI.
We believe that a SW application (even only compliant with simpleentailemnt regime) should give the proper treatment to blank nodes, in order to
avoid undesirable loss of information which are evident even in our simple example data source. By looking at Fig. 8, the reader may notice that all resources
are connected to an address, which is in turn connected to the resource http://
dbpedia.org/resource/Bari through the property http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
city.
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The Walk Count Kernel operator generates one feature for each path rooted
in the ﬁve resources. In particular, by mining the model of Resource 2 (analogously, 5) it generates (among the others) a feature stating that the resource
is connected to some address in the city of Bari. In our opinion, such a feature
should be matched by all the other resources, but the application considers it
exclusive of Resource 2 (analogously, 5). This happens because the application
gives to some address a symbolic name (a Skolem constant), which by deﬁnition
is diﬀerent by any other IRI (in thi case, address) it manages.

5

Conclusion

We designed a set of experiments which can be used to discriminate applications
involving RDF data sources on the basis of their compliance to the SW initiative.
In particular, three experiments focus on the compliance to RDFS-semantics,
and check if an application correctly interprets the predicates rdfs:subClassOf,
rdfs:domain and rdfs:range. The fourth experiment is focused on the management of blank nodes and aims at discriminating applications on the basis of
the handling they give to such–special–resources.
In order to show how the set of experiments may be performed, we chose
as test application a RapidMiner process computing the Euclidean distance
between two IRIs. The workﬂow embeds operators from the LODExtension of
RapidMiner, which is meant to support classical data mining tasks with information extracted from RDF data sources (also by applying inference techniques).
Results show that the chosen application fails three of the tests induced by
the four experiments: it is not able to manage predicates rdfs:domain and
rdfs:range and blank nodes. Knowledge deriving by transitivity of predicate
rdfs:subClassOf is instead correctly inferred. In other words, the application
may not be considered fully compliant to the SW initiative.
Our future work will be devoted to run the designed experiments in a broader
set of applications traditionally considered as SW-oriented. Results of such an
extended experiment would reveal the current state of realization of the SW
initiative.
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Abstract. Cognitive linguistics introduced image schemas as a missing
link between embodied experiences and high-level conceptualisation in
language and metaphorical thinking. They are described as the abstract
spatio-temporal relationships that function as conceptual building blocks
for everyday concepts and events. Although there is increasing interest
in the area of cognitively motivated artiﬁcial intelligence, where image
schemas are suggested to be a core piece in the puzzle to model humanlevel conceptualisation and reasoning, so far rather few formal logical
approaches can be found in the literature, in particular regarding attention to the dynamic aspects of image schemas. A fundamental problem
here is that the typical mainstream approaches in contemporary KR do
not map well to various scenarios found in image schema modelling. In
this paper, we introduce a spatio-temporal logic for ‘directed movement
of objects’, with the aim to model formally image schematic events such
as Blockage, Caused Movement and ‘bouncing’.

1

Introduction

Embodied cognition states that all cognition occurs as a consequence of the
body’s sensorimotor experiences with its environment [24]. Within this framework the theory of image schemas was introduced as a link between embodied
experiences and mental representations [11,16]. As natural language understanding remains one of the major obstacles in the advancement of artiﬁcial intelligence, there has been an increased interest in utilising image schemas as a stepping stone towards simulating human cognition through formal representations.
Image schemas may be described as spatio-temporal relationships between
objects and their environment [15]. In developmental psychology, they are
thought to develop as infants are repeatedly exposed to certain spatial relationships [20]. In cognitive linguistics, image schemas are primarily studied as
conceptual skeletons that underlie metaphors, analogical reasoning and abstract
concepts [8].
However, research on image schemas raises many challenges. As image
schemas are abstract mental patterns, there exists currently no complete and
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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agreed upon list of image schemas. Despite this lack of common ground in the
research ﬁeld, some commonly investigated image schemas are Containment,
Support and Source Path Goal.1
Regarding identiﬁcation, classiﬁcation and formalisation of image schemas,
there are three main considerations to be taken into account. The ﬁrst is that
image schemas are rarely clear-cut notions in themselves, but rather appear
as networks of closely associated relationships [10]. The second, related issue,
is that while image schemas are, by deﬁnition, the most generic conceptual
building blocks, they also function as building blocks for each other. For
example, when investigating established image schemas such as Blockage or
Caused Movement, these more complicated image schemas can be dissected
into simpler image schemas such as Source Path Goal and Contact. A
third, unfortunately often neglected, aspect of image schemas is their dynamic
nature. Not only are they spatially complex, but they are also temporally complex, and they involve force dynamics.
In this paper we try to address these issues by applying methods from qualitative spatial reasoning (QSR) [19]. QSR is an area of AI that studies spatiotemporal reasoning that approximates human common-sense understanding of
space. Research in QSR is, typically, about a given set of spatial relations (e.g.,
Left, Right, FrontOf, Behind, Above, Below), their logical dependencies, and
how they may be used to describe complex spatial arrangements.
The main hypothesis of this paper is the following: image schemas may be
represented in a language that combines features from several existing QSR
theories. This representation enables the analysis of dependencies and connections between image schemas and it enables us to take into account the temporal
dimension of image schemas. Therefore, this paper introduces a novel logic, called
ISLM , for image schemas combining the Region Connection Calculus (RCC-8),
Qualitative Trajectory Calculus (QTC), Cardinal Directions (CD) and Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL).
To illustrate the modelling capabilities of ISLM , we introduce a static TwoObject image schema family involving Contact and Support. Considering the
addition of movement and temporal change, we then show how ISLM can express
more complex and dynamic image-schematic scenarios: Blockage, the ceasing of Movement Of Object; Caused Movement, the beginning of Movement Of Object through an impact with another object; and ‘bouncing’, the
event in which an object encountering Blockage reverses in the opposite trajectory.

2

A Logic for Directed Movement ISLM

In general, the rich models of time investigated in more cognitively-driven studies on how humans understand time in poetry, everyday cognition, language
in general, and communication can not be mapped easily to existing temporal
1

We write established image schemas in small caps.
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logic approaches [3,5]. The limitations of oﬀ-the-shelf calculi also extends to the
spatial domain, and to standard spatio-temporal combined logics, see e.g. [13].
The well known Region Connection Calculus (RCC) has been used extensively
in qualitative spatial reasoning [4]. However, cognitive studies have supported
the claim that humans do not typically make, or accept, some of the distinctions
inherent in the RCC calculus [12]. A simpler calculus (usually called RCC-5),
can be obtained by removing the distinction between e.g., ‘proper part’ and ‘tangential proper part’, however collapsing the logic to pure mereology [17]. At the
other end of the spectrum is the work of [1], who attempted to model the image
schema of containment from the linguistic perspective. To map the pertinent distinctions made in natural language concerning variations of containment (such
as ‘surround’, ‘enclose’), they needed to extend axiomatically the RCC theory
to capture the identiﬁed eight diﬀerent kinds of containers.
2.1

The Spatial Dimension – Topology of Regions

Before we can move on to the modelling scenarios sketched in the introduction,
we need to introduce the logical framework in some detail. First, following the
work that has been laid out by amongst others [1,7], the Region Connection
Calculus (RCC) is used as a method to represent basic topological spatial relationships. Here we are using the RCC-8 relation [21]. The reason is that a mere
mereology would not suﬃce for modelling image schemas as we need a means to
express that two objects touch each other (EC).2
2.2

The Spatial Dimension – Cardinal Directions

Directions can be absolute or relative. Usually, left and right denote relative
directions [23], which however are conceptually and computationally much more
complicated than (absolute) cardinal directions [18] like North or West. We here
assume a naive egocentric view (i.e. with a ﬁxed observer that is not part of
the model), from which directions like left/right, front/behind and above/below
can be recognised as cardinal directions. This leads to six binary predicates
on objects: Left, Right, FrontOf , Behind , Above and Below . Note that these
relations are unions of base relations in a three-dimensional cardinal direction
calculus as in [18], and the latter can be recovered from these relations by taking
suitable intersections and complements (for example, it is possible that none of
the above six relations hold, which happens to be the case if two regions are
equal or largely overlap).
2.3

The Movement Dimension

In order to take the dynamic aspects of the image schemas into account, the
Qualitative Trajectory Calculus (QTC) [26] is used to represent how two objects
2

For this paper, we only use EC and DC (disconnected). However, when looking at
image schemas such as Containment additional members of these qualitative relations are needed. Moreover, proximity spaces and point-free Whiteheadian systems
based on ‘connection’ [25] will be considered as alternatives in future work.
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relate in terms of movement. In its variant QTCB1D , the trajectories of objects
are described in relation to one another. While [26] use nine diﬀerent relations3 ,
these are composed of two independent parts, with three possibilities for each
part. We here simplify the calculus by only considering these three possibilities:
if object O1 moves towards O2 ’s position, this is represented as O1  O2 , if O1
moves away from O2 ’s position, this is represented as O1 ← O2 , while O1 being
at rest with respect to O2 ’s position is expressed as O1 |◦ O2 . This way of writing
the relative movement of two objects is intuitive and expressive. The calculus
of [26] can be recovered by taking intersections of these relations, combining
the description of the movement of O1 with respect to O2 ’s position with the
description of the movement of O2 with respect to O1 ’s position. For example,
O1  O2 ∧ O2 ← O1 is denoted as O1− + O2 in [26].
With QTC, we can speak about relative movement for a given time point.
What is missing is the ability to speak about the future.
2.4

The Temporal Dimension

We use the simple linear temporal logic LTL [14,22], but interpreted over the
reals instead of over the naturals. The syntax is as follows:
ϕ :: = p |  | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ U ϕ
ϕ U ψ reads as “ϕ holds, until ψ holds”. As is standard in temporal logic, we
can deﬁne the following derived operators:
– F ϕ (at some time in the future, ϕ) is deﬁned as U ϕ,
– Gϕ (at all times in the future, ϕ) is deﬁned as ¬F ¬ϕ.
We moreover use → for material implication, ↔ for biimplication, and  for
exclusive disjunction.
2.5

The Combined Logic ISLM

Syntax of ISLM : The syntax of ISLM is deﬁned over the combined languages of
RCC-8, QTCB1D , cardinal direction (CD), and linear temporal logic (LTL) over
the reals, with 3D Euclidan space assumed for the spatial domain. Note that
we need LTL over real-time in order to interpret QTC relations, the semantics
of which assume continuous time. ISLM therefore stands for ‘Image Schema
Logic’ and M = RCC-8, QT CB1D , CD, LT L, 3D-Euclid . The combination of
the spatial and temporal modalities follows the temporalisation strategy of [6].
Signatures (vocabularies). A signature Σ = (Rr , Rf ) consist of a set Rr of
rigid and a set Rf of ﬂexible object names. In the context of modelling image
schemas, though not playing a central role in the present paper, this will be
useful to handle the modelling of objects that do not change their position nor
3

The reason for using nine relations is the wish to obtain a partition of the space of
all relations between two objects, as is usually done in qualitative spatial reasoning.
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their extension during a period of time (like a house) vs. objects that essentially
have to change (like a moving ball or a balloon being inﬂated).
Σ-Sentences are LTL temporal formulas (see Sect. 2.4) built over (ground)
atomic formulas taken from the union of RCC-8 statements (see Sect. 2.1), 3D
cardinal directions (see Sect. 2.2) and QTCB1D (see Sect. 2.3), plus the forces
predicate. Atomic formulas apply predicates to object names O1 , O2 , . . . ∈ Rr ∪
Rf .4
Example 1. Here are a few examples of well-formed sentences that can be written in this language (and might be considered true in speciﬁc scenarios). Note,
however, that none of them are valid (i.e. true in all models), but can be valid
in scenarios where the geometry of objects and possible movements are further
restricted in the description of the semantics, or can alternatively be used to
prescribe admissible models.
– FrontOf (a, b) ∧ F¬FrontOf (a, b) −→ F(a  b ∨ a ← b ∨ b  a ∨ b ← a) ‘If a
is in front of b, but ceases to do so in the future, then sometime in the future,
either a or b must move with respect to the other object’s original position’;
– Above(a, b) ∧ Ga |◦ b −→ GAbove(a, b) ‘If a is above b and never moves
relative to b, it will be always above b’. Note that this sentence is not valid:
consider e.g. that a circles around b with constant distance. However, it holds
if for example a and b always stay on the same line (that is, their relative
movement is 1D only);
– DC(a, b) ∧ Ga ← b −→ GDC(a, b) ‘If a is disconnected to b and always
moves away from it, it will always stay disconnected to b’. This is actually a
validity.
Semantics of ISLM : We interpret the combined logic ISLM spatially over
regions in R3 and temporally over the real line. Note that we need continuous time in order to interpret QTC properly.5 An interpretation (model)
M = ( |M , forces M ) consists of
– a function
|M : (Rr ∪ Rf ) × R → P(R3 )
such that r|M t is the region covered by object r at time t, and r|M t does not
depend on t for r ∈ Rr , and
– a relation
forces M (t) ⊆ (Rr ∪ Rf ) × (Rr ∪ Rf )
such that forces M (t)(r, s) if object r imposes force on object s at time t.
Given a formula ϕ and a time point t ∈ R, we deﬁne its satisfaction M, t |= ϕ
as follows. If ϕ is an atomic formula, we deﬁne
4
5

Introducing variables and (controlled, cognitively-motivated) quantiﬁcation over
objects is left for a future extension of the logic.
Studying alternatives to this choice is part of future work.
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– If R is an RCC-8 relation, M, t |= R(r, s) holds if r|M t is in relation R with
s|M t, following the RCC-8 semantics in [21].
– if R is a cardinal direction relation, then
• M, t |= Left(r, s) holds if inf{x | (x, y, z) ∈ r|M t} ≥ sup{x | (x, y, z) ∈
s|M t}.
M, t |= Right(r, s) holds if M, t |= Left(s, r) holds.
• M, t |= FrontOf (r, s) holds if inf{y | (x, y, z) ∈ r|M t} ≥ sup{y | (x, y, z) ∈
s|M t}.
M, t |= Behind (r, s) holds if M, t |= FrontOf (s, r) holds.
• M, t |= Above(r, s) holds if inf{z | (x, y, z) ∈ r|M t} ≥ sup{z | (x, y, z) ∈
s|M t}.
M, t |= Below (r, s) holds if M, t |= Above(s, r) holds.
– M, t |= forces(r, s) holds if forces M (t)(r, s).
– QTCB1D formulas are interpreted as in [26], but over regions as moving
objects. Therefore, we deﬁne distance between regions as follows, based on
the usual Euclidean distance d:
d(Y, Z) = inf{d(y, z) | y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z}
Then, given region names r and s, exactly one of three cases occurs:
• M, t |= r  s iﬀ r is moving towards s’s position, that is, if
∃t1 (t1 < t ∧ ∀t− (t1 < t− < t → d(r|M t− , s|M t) > d(r|M t, s|M t)))∧
∃t2 (t < t2 ∧ ∀t+ (t < t+ < t2 → d(r|M t, s|M t) > d(r|M t+ , s|M t)))
• M, t |= r ← s iﬀ r is moving away from s’s position, that is, if
∃t1 (t1 < t ∧ ∀t− (t1 < t− < t → d(r|M t− , s|M t) < d(r|M t, s|M t)))∧
∃t2 (t < t2 ∧ ∀t+ (t < t+ < t2 → d(r|M t, s|M t) < r(k|M t+ , s|M t)))
• M, t |= r |◦ s iﬀ r is of stable distance with respect to s, that is, in all
other cases. Note that stable distance does not imply absence of relative
movement. For example, consider that r moves around s but keeps the
distance stable (e.g. a satellite moves around the earth). It could even be
that r is inside s and moves there (and the distance is constantly 0).
Satisfaction of complex formulas is inherited from LTL:
–
–
–
–

for atomic p, M, t |= p has been deﬁned above
M, t |= ¬ϕ iﬀ not M, t |= ϕ
M, t |= ϕ ∧ ψ iﬀ M, t |= ϕ and M, t |= ψ
M, t |= ϕ U ψ iﬀ for some u > t, M, u |= ψ and M, v |= ϕ for all v ∈ [t, u).

Finally, ϕ holds in M , denoted M |= ϕ, if for all t ∈ R, M, t |= ϕ.
A notable feature of this semantics is that the timepoint where relative movement starts or stops does itself not belong to the set of timepoints where relative
movement occurs. As a consequence, relative movement implies disconnectedness, that is
(r  s ∨ r ← s) → DC(r, s)
is a validity. If two objects are e.g. externally connected (EC), their distance is
0, and therefore, they cannot move away from or towards to each other. Suppose
that the distance of two objects is 0 at time 1, and relative movement starts at
time 1. Then the two objects will be EC and stable (unmoved) at time 1, but
will be DC and in relative movement for the interval (1, 1 + ε] for some ε > 0.
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VERTICALITY, ATTRACTION and the Static ‘Two-Object’
Family

Before moving on to image schemas that encompass two objects in spatial contact
with each other, here referred to as a subset of the ‘Two-Object family’, we
need to introduce two other important image schemas: the Verticality schema
and the Attraction schema. This is important as we need image schematic
components from these to successfully build the Two-Object family.
Verticality is believed to be one of the earliest image schemas to be learned
based on the human body’s vertical axis and the perceived eﬀect gravity has on
objects [11]. In its static form, Verticality represents orientation and relational notions of above and below.
Likewise, image schemas such as Attraction and conceptual structures
that encompass physical forces are experienced and conceptualised in the ﬁrst
six months [20]. Objects fall to the ground, not because of Verticality in itself,
but because of the “Attraction objects have to the ground”6 . Attraction is
part of the force group of image schemas [11], and while it is more complicated
than simple ‘force towards/from’, we ascertain that for the purpose of extracting
conceptual primitives of force relations, Attraction provides a good starting
point.

Fig. 1. How Contact can be hierarchically connected to Support through addition
of spatial primitives from Verticality and Attraction.

Figure 1 illustrates how some of the image schemas involving two objects can
be formally developed. In the most general form, Contact represents the object
relation in which two objects are physically touching. This is strongly related
6

Children naturally do not understand gravity, yet they learn to predict that objects
are ‘forced’ downwards.
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to the notion of Support. However, it is unlikely that infants understand the
forces acting in an image schema like Support. Therefore, in many scenarios
it might be suﬃcient to speak of Support in terms of Contact with ‘above’
orientation. By merging the image schema Contact with the static form of
Verticality (‘above’) we get an Above-Support image schema.
If instead of Verticality, force is added to Contact, another weaker Support can be distinguished, Force-Support. Here the important aspect is that
the supporting object oﬀers physical support, which does not have to be vertical.
For instance, a plank that ‘leans against a wall’ also captures a form of Support. The most speciﬁc and traditional form of Support is constructed when
both Above-Support and Force-Support are combined.7
In the next section we will demonstrate how the Contact and Support
notions as presented in the Two-Object family can be formally represented.
3.1

Formalising the Static Image Schemas Contact and Support

As discussed above, Contact is the most general image schema in which two
objects have a (physical) connection to each other. For Contact, the object
relationship is without any force dynamics neither does it contain any topological
or orientational requirements.
CONTACT is one of the simplest image schemas to conceptualise and consequently also to formally represent using our logic. For our purposes, Contact
is formalised as two regions, here represented by object names O1 and O2 , touching, which is represented in RCC-8 as Contact(O1 , O2 ) ↔ EC(O1 , O2 ).
SUPPORT requires a more involved formalisation given that Attraction or
‘force’ and/or Verticality and ‘above’-ness are involved to keep one object in
contact with another object. Therefore, we ﬁrst need a formal representation of
both ‘above’ and ‘force’. Verticality in terms of above (and below) orientation is expressed with the following predicate Above(x, y) where x is above y,
and forces(x, y) demonstrate how x puts physical force on y (see Sect. 2.5 for
details). Given this, we can formalise the two weaker Support versions, AboveSupport and Force-Support, and when these are merged the union correspond
to universal and more complete version of Support (see Fig. 1).
Above-Support(O1 , O2 ) ↔ EC(O1 , O2 ) ∧ Above(O1 , O2 )
F orce-Support(O1 , O2 ) ↔ EC(O1 , O2 ) ∧ forces(O1 , O2 )
Support(O1 , O2 ) ↔ EC(O1 , O2 ) ∧ Above(O1 , O2 ) ∧ forces(O1 , O2 )
In the next section we proceed to use these formalisations to demonstrate some
more intricate examples by formalising the dynamic image schematic events
Blockage, Caused Movement and bouncing.
7

The authors acknowledge that additional Contact and Support relationships may
exist that have not been considered in this paper.
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The Dynamic Image Schemas BLOCKAGE,
CAUSED MOVEMENT and Bouncing

Before we move on to dynamic image schema combinations, we need to introduce
the image schemas for movement. The Source Path Goal schema can be dissected into a range of diﬀerent simpler (and more complex) forms of movements
(see [9] for an overview). In our logic we simplify movement by using the QTC
primitives.
4.1

Formalisations of the Narratives Behind BLOCKAGE,
CAUSED MOVEMENT and Bouncing

Following the arguments presented in [2] where complex image schemas and
simple events emerge as consequences of combinations of simpler image schemas,
we now proceed to demonstrate how using the logic presented above yields a
formal rendering of Blockage, Caused Movement and ‘bouncing’.

Fig. 2. Illustrations of the three time intervals of Blockage.

BLOCKAGE. The simplest form of blocked movement is the scenario in which
the movement of an object simply ceases to exist. While Blockage is considered an image schema in its own right, it is also possible to describe blockage using a series of simple image-schematic events: Movement Of Object8 ,
Contact and force followed by the lack of Movement Of Object, see Fig. 2.
Formalised, it reads:
On Path Toward(O1 , O2 ) = (O1  O2 ∧ DC(O1 , O2 ))
((a) O1 on Path toward O2 )
Blocked By(O1 , O2 ) = (O1 |◦ O2 ∧ O2 |◦ O1 ∧ F orce-Support(O1 , O2 ))
((b) O1 Blocked by O2 )
In Contact(O1 , O2 ) = (O1 |◦ O2 ∧ O2 |◦ O1 ∧ EC(O2 , O1 ))
((c) O1 in Contact with O2 )
The temporal scenario of ‘blocked movement’ is temporally captured as follows:
On Path Toward(O1 , O2 ) ∧


F Blocked By(O1 , O2 ) ∧ G(In Contact(O1 , O2 ))
8

Alternatively, it is possible to make it more speciﬁc by determining also the path
that the object is moving on, namely through Movement Along Path.
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Here, the nested future time operator guarantees that these events happen in
the correct temporal order.
As these ﬁrst steps until contact happens between two objects reoccur for all
the subsequent scenarios, we will make repeated use of these deﬁned predicates
of On Path Toward(O1 , O2 ) and Blocked By(O1 , O2 ). One interesting thing
to note here is that formalised and in combination with motion, Blockage
works much like Force-Support. Compare the deﬁnition for Support and the
deﬁnition for Blocked By. The only diﬀerence is the addition of a temporal
aspect through the lack of movement. This is an interesting observation, as our
experience is aﬀected by the physical world, meaning that gravitational pull
could be viewed as a sort of ‘downward’ movement and that all Support is
simply Blockage of that movement.
CAUSED MOVEMENT. There are more scenarios that can result from Blockage than the static relation of Contact between the moving object and
the blocking object, presented above. One of the ﬁrst more ‘complex’ image
schemas that appear in the literature is Caused Movement. Namely the
spatio-temporal relationship that results from one object colliding with another
and causing that object to move.
Simpliﬁed, the image schema comes in three diﬀerent forms. First, in
the scenario in which the hitting object comes to rest while the hit object
continues onward (e.g. as in a well executed billiards chock) referred to as
“Pure CM”. Second, in which both objects continue in disjoint forward movement, “Pursuit CM”. There is also a third scenario in which the objects continue
forward movement together, “Joint CM”. However, as Caused Movement
focus on the second object, this third form is currently ignored as it implies
‘pushing’ and agency of the ﬁrst object, a modality not yet present in the logic.
Formalised, it reads:
On Path Toward(O1 , O2 )
Blocked By(O1 , O2 )

(O1 on Path toward O2 )
(O1 Blocked by O2 )

Caused Movement alternative ending one, Pure CM (see Fig. 3a) followed by
alternative ending two Pursuit CM in which both objects move forward (see
Fig. 3b):
Pure CM(O1 , O2 ) = O2 ← O1 ∧ O1 |◦ O2 ∧ DC(O1 , O2 )
Pursuit CM(O1 , O2 ) = O1  O2 ∧ O2 ← O1 ∧ DC(O1 , O2 )
((a) O2 moves away from O1 , O1 is at rest in respect of O2 )
((b) O1 moves towards O2 which moves away from O1 )
In temporal representation, the full scenario of Caused Movement looks as
follows:
On Path Toward(O1 , O2 ) ∧


F Blocked By(O1 , O2 ) ∧ F(Pure CM(O1 , O2 )  Joint CM(O1 , O2 )
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Fig. 3. Illustrations of the two formalised alternative endings of Caused Movement.

Bouncing. Another natural scenario that happens as one object hits another,
is ‘bouncing’. In comparison to Caused Movement the object of interest here
is not the object that is hit but rather the object that is doing the hitting.
The formalisations below correspond to the picture in Fig. 4a.
On Path Toward(O1 , O2 )

((a) O1 on Path toward O2 )

Blocked By(O1 , O2 )
((b) O1 Blocked by O2 )
Bouncing(O1 , O2 ) = O1 ← O2 ∧ O2 |◦ O1 ∧ DC(O1 , O2 )
((c) O1 on Path from O2 which is at rest in respect of O1 )
In full temporal representation the scenario looks as follows:


On Path Toward(O1 , O2 ) ∧ F Blocked By(O1 , O2 ) ∧ F(Bouncing(O1 , O2 ))
Combination of CAUSED MOVEMENT and Bouncing. Another, quite
natural scenario is the combination of bouncing with Caused Movement. In
this scenario the hitting object O1 bounces on O2 while at the same time the
impact pushes the blocking object away (see Fig. 4b). Formalised, it reads:
On Path Toward(O1 , O2 )

((a) O1 on Path toward O2 )

Blocked By(O1 , O2 )
((b) O1 Blocked by O2 )
Bouncing CM(O1 , O2 ) = O1 ← O2 ∧ O2 ← O1 ∧ DC(O1 , O2 )
((c) O1 and O2 are on Paths away from each other)

Fig. 4. Illustrations of the results of bouncing respectively the result of the combination
of Caused Movement and bouncing.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

Developing a formal theory of image schemas is essential for several areas of
cognitively motivated AI, such as computational conceptual blending [10], and
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can also be used, as done in this paper, to better analyse formally distinctions
motivated by empirical research.
The paper has presented a novel way to formally represent image schemas
in a language that combines features from several existing QSR theories. The
representation illuminates the internal structure of image schemas. One result
is that there are families of image schemas that contain closely related image
schemas (e.g., the diﬀerent kinds of Support). Further, some image schemas
are part of others (e.g., Force-Support is part of Blockage). The formalism
also allows us to represent the diﬀerent stages of an image schema and, thus,
represent its temporal dimension.
The formalisation builds on a combination of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
[14], Qualitative Trajectory Calculus [26], Cardinal Directions, and the RCC-8
relations [21] that previously were used to formally approach image schemas. The
combination approach following [6] allows for controlled interaction between the
dimensions, and a decidability and complexity analysis is part of future work.
The modelling approach is illustrated with the ‘Two Object’ family, capturing some static relationships between two objects, as well as using it to narratively express the dynamic image schemas and simple events ‘Blockage’,
‘Caused Movement’ and ‘bouncing’, originally introduced in [2].
Future work includes to use the logic to model concrete scenarios, and to
illustrate how it supports common sense reasoning based on image schemas and
e.g. the logical prediction of future events such as Blockage, as well as extend
the logic with other modalities, for instance, the notion of agency.
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Abstract. Using machines to automatically extract relevant information from unstructured and semi-structured sources has practical signiﬁcance in todays life and business. In this context, although understanding the meaning of words is important, the process of identifying
self-consistent geometric and logical regions of interest—blocks, cells,
columns and tables, as well as paragraphs, titles and captions, only to
mention a few—is of paramount importance too. This complex process
goes under the name of document layout analysis. In this work, we discuss newly designed techniques to solve this problem eﬀectively, by combining both syntactic and semantic document aspects. These techniques
described here are at the basis of KnowRex, a comprehensive system for
ontology-driven Information Extraction.
Keywords: Document Layout Analysis · Information Extraction ·
Table recognition · Answer Set Programming · Ontologies · Knowledge
representation

1

Introduction

Nowadays, it is increasingly needed to acquire, analyze and process complex
documents digitally. To this end, multiple areas of Artiﬁcial Intelligence study
the problem under diﬀerent viewpoints and propose complementary approaches
and techniques. In particular, (semantic) Information Extraction [6,14] faces new
challenges related to processing large volumes of data, which are often “heterogeneous” in the sense that analyzed documents contain complex objects such
as diagrams, images, and tables besides plain text. For humans, the visual presentation of data is often helpful for conveying and understanding information.
Conversely, for a machine, it may be an additional challenge to correctly process
document contents presented through a variety of page layout.
The analysis of documents with heterogeneous information normally starts
with the so-called semantic annotation [22], which basically maps words or
phrases to preconceived ontological concepts. This way, the meaning of such
portions of text is self-consistent, and unambiguous also for machines. However,
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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the spatial “context” in which certain strings of text appear in a document often
adds an extra value to the overall process of interpreting the given document [4].
To get and exploit this kind of information, one should analyze layout and structure of the document.
The ﬁeld of Document Layout Analysis (DLA) [20,28] is concerned with geometrical and logical labeling of document content. Existing techniques approach
the problem on diﬀerent levels: from pixels, through words, sentences, lines, up to
two-dimensional blocks. The solutions usually focus on speciﬁc applications and
domains, such as academic papers [25] medical reports [26] or other collections
of complex documents [3,4,24]. The complexity of the task of document analysis stems from the fact that strictly geometrical features (alignment of words,
lines, columns) and logical intentions (arrangement of sections, headings etc.)
are often interconnected. However, most of the existing tools fail to fully address
this interconnections, operating only within one of the two dimensions. Ideally, one should try to maximally exploit the geometric information intrinsically
owned by an arbitrary document to identify the basic self-consistent blocks of
text, and then enhance the analysis by taking into account semantic information
recognized inside these blocks to fully understand the actual layout.
In this paper, we address the problem of document layout analysis for semantic information extraction. Speciﬁcally, we propose to combine geometrical,
structural and semantic analysis, to obtain more precise representation of complex documents. We use Answer Set Programming [7], table recognition [29] and
semantic annotation to implement the technique. This syntactic-semantic approach is used in a successful ontology-driven IE framework called KnowRex [1]
that is able to automatically process arbitrary collections of complex documents
sharing the domain of data and a common layout. The contributions of this work
can be summarized as follow:
– We propose a novel method for document layout analysis based on geometric
analysis of the regions within the document and logical understanding of its
headings i.e. parts of text that semantically indicate placement of other data.
– We present an ASP-based design and implementation of the geometrical
analysis of complex documents in PDF format.
– We propose a method for analysis of tabular structures with use of semantic
annotation of domain-speciﬁc headings.

2

Information Extraction

The goal of Information Extraction is to obtain structured information from
unstructured or semi-structured documents. The problem originally deﬁned in
1970s in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community over time evolved
into an area with diﬀerent sub-tasks, such as: entity recognition, relation extraction or co-reference resolution. Methods for solving these problems predominantly use variants of text analysis. By parsing and analyzing text and annotating it with lexical, grammatical and semantic information, the IE systems
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are able to comprehend the meaning of words, phrases and sentences. Recent
proposals of ontology-based IE solutions [2,15] allow to manipulate collections
of documents on a higher level of abstraction partially independently from the
input ﬁles encoding and their low-level characteristics.
Currently Information Extraction “in the context of emerging novel kinds of
large-scale corpora assumes new dimensions and reinvents itself” [23]. Dealing
with the new types of document collections and the ever-increasing volumes
of data poses new challenges for the IE systems. To address them, it is often
necessary to analyze the input data by taking into consideration diﬀerent aspects
of the collection. When a human extract information from a set of somehow
“similar” documents (be it with respect to their layout, structure or content) they
intuitively use the common properties to locate and extract relevant information.
We can understand, for instance, that some portions of text, which repeat from
one document to another, serve only as special “labels” or headings that point to
relevant information (e.g. speciﬁc sections in scientiﬁc papers indicate the kind
of content located within them). Sometimes the structure of a document itself
conveys some meaning and gives useful hints for locating desired information. For
instance, a two-column layout may in fact “semantically” be a table, if in the one
column there are names of “attributes” and in the others – the values of them.
This is why the results of document layout analysis has been recently taken into
consideration for the improvement of IE techniques [10,11,27]. Examples from
diﬀerent domains shows the beneﬁts of combining visual, logical and semantic
analysis. While there exist numerous solutions for text and documents tagged
with some kind of markup language, extracting information from complex ﬁles
such as PDF, where textual and graphical elements can be organized in diﬀerent
layouts, poses additional challenges [12,18]. PDF format in general does not
guarantee a machine-readable representation of layout and structure. Instead,
they must often be “recovered”.
KnowRex [1] is a framework that allows to develop systems for Semantic
Information Extraction (i.e. based on the meaning of data). The ontology-driven
approach of KnowRex means that an ontology is both a reference model for the
input documents, and for a “target schema” deﬁned by user. KnowRex extracts
information from collections of PDF documents that share some speciﬁc features, related to their content, structure or layout. When one considers such
collections, they can informally capture the “template” which is a description of
these similarities. Based on it, one can deﬁne a conceptualization of the documents in a more formal way – with an ontology that captures the sort of data
contained within the documents and, to some extend, the way it is organized.
KnowRex uses several techniques to extract information from the documents
and populate the ontology with instances ; in particular: (i) a two-dimensional
processor for recognizing structural elements of documents, (ii) one- and twodimensional tokenizers for identifying basic elements of text, (iii) semantic annotators that label single words or phrases with categories, (iv) semantic descriptors that allow to build objects using the results of structural and semantic
analysis, (v) logical rules to formulate mappings between representations.
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Development of a new project with KnowRex consists in adapting the system
to work on speciﬁc data to obtain desired results. In particular, the user extends
the basic ontology with domain-speciﬁc features and “explains” to the system
how to extract particular objects using available tools or creating their own
semantic descriptors. With a few logical rules, the user deﬁnes mapping from
the extracted objects to the target schema. The process of extracting information works on a diﬀerent level of abstraction: layout and structure recognition,
semantic annotation of text, object identiﬁcation and extraction. The ﬁrst stage,
that inﬂuences the rest of the process, is the document layout analysis.

3

Document Layout Analysis

Document Structure and Layout Analysis [20] is a problem of decomposing a document image into its component regions and understanding their functional roles
and relationships. In particular, the is concerned with the of the document, while
aims to assign and labels to the recognized regions. The input of DLA is a document image. The main steps are: pre-processing (to minimize noise and correct
the skew angle), page segmentation and region classiﬁcation. The output is the
set of regions. This basic setting can be extended e.g., the output can be a more
involved, labels can be attached also to the parts of regions etc.
3.1

Classical Approaches

In literature, there exist two main approaches to document layout analysis:
bottom-up (or aggregating) methods and top-down (or divisive) methods. Below
we present the main characteristics of both approaches and introduce representative algorithms (for more detailed surveys see [9,13]).
Aggregating Methods. This is a “traditional” approach, that analyzes iteratively
a document, starting to link together base elements speciﬁed in detail a priori
(e.g. pixels, words or text lines) to form larger subsystems, which then in turn
are linked, until a complete top-level system is formed. The advantage of this
kind of methods is that no hypothesis is required about the overall structure
of the document. On the other hand, an iterative segmentation and clustering
can require a lot of time which is the main disadvantage. One of the earliest
attempts within this approach was RLSA proposed by Wong et al. [28]. The
method works on a pixel sequence and aims to merge characters into words and
words into text lines, by “smearing” the text to join single characters into bigger
“blobs”. This method required the image to be skew-corrected and the spacing
be known and uniform within the image. An approach by Kieniger [16] starts
from bigger objects, namely words. The algorithm considers an arbitrary word
as a starting point and recursively expands the block formed from this word,
adding the horizontally overlapping words from the previous and next lines.
While many algorithms assume a Manhattan layout of the documents, the Docstrum algorithm by Gorman [21] is a bottom-up page segmentation technique
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based on nearest-neighborhood clustering of connected components exacted from
the document image that can be applied to document page with non-Manhattan
layout and arbitrary skew angle. Another bottom-up approach that works on
non-Manhattan layout is the Voronoi-diagram based segmentation algorithm by
Kise et al. [17]. The method initially extracts sample points from the boundaries
of the connected components and then, after noise has been removed, generate Voronoi diagram using them. Finally, superﬂuous Voronoi edges are deleted.
Unfortunately, these last two techniques do not perform well when the document page contains spacing variations due to diﬀerent styles and font size. Since
the spacing among characters and lines is estimated from the document image,
spacing variations result in split errors.
Divisive Methods. In this more recent approach, a document is iteratively “cut”
into columns and blocks, based on various geometric information and white
spaces. The main advantage over the bottom-up techniques is the velocity of
the approach, as it analyzes the overall structure of the document, removing
the need to combine the characters, ranging from hundreds to thousands on a
single page. In [5], the authors, describe a top-down technique that ﬁrst analyzes
white spaces to isolate blocks and than uses “projection proﬁles” to ﬁnd lines.
The page must have a Manhattan layout. More recent “X-Y cut” segmentation
algorithm [19] is a tree-based top-down technique that represents a document
by means of a rooted tree. The idea of the algorithm is to recursively split the
document into two or more rectangular zones which represent the nodes of the
tree. All the leaf nodes together represent the ﬁnal segmentation.
It is possible to combine the two approaches into a hybrid one that uses a
combination of top-down and bottom-up strategies, see for instance [8].
3.2

A Step Further

The set of regions obtained with classical algorithms represents the segmentation
of a document. Despite the diﬀerences of the algorithms, their output reﬂects
the geometrical layout of the analyzed pages. However, this is not optimally
suited for our purpose, that is the Information Extraction based on the results
of the layout analysis. In fact, for building extraction rules that exploit the
spatial relations between pieces of text, we would like to “normalize” the purely
geometrical results to obtain a “regular” layout representation: a set of regions
that do not overlap and together ﬁll the whole document (one could imagine a
ﬂat grid in which some cells are merged).
To this end, we base our method on a reﬁnement of the classical aggregating algorithms (see Sect. 4) and combine it with table recognition and semantic
annotation (see Sect. 5). More speciﬁcally, ﬁrst we perform a bottom-up geometrical analysis, and then we analyze subsets of regions that together “look like” a
table, and compare the text within them with a predeﬁned “heading ontology”.
Thanks to this, we get to understand if some pieces of text logically follow others,
even if their coordinates do not match perfectly. Based on this, we align or merge
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some regions, and we obtain a more meaningful two-dimensional representation
of the analyzed document.

4

Words, Lines and Blocks Identification

In this section, we describe the process of identifying “self-consistent” blocks of
text from a PDF document. Intuitively, the term self-consistent may refer to a
paragraph, a column, a cell of table or even a title. Due to the variety of diﬀerent
document layouts, it is diﬃcult to provide a universal notion of a block. In what
follows, inspired by the pioneer work of Gorman [21] and a seminal paper by
Kieninger [16], we propose a novel approach that seems to unify most of the
previous techniques.
4.1

Geometric Approach

Form a physical point of view, any PDF document stores in a proprietary format
the positional information of each “atomic” word (as well as any other kind of
object, such as lines or images) occurring in it. From a logical viewpoint, each
such a word can be characterized basically as a tuple
w = id , val , x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , κ,
where: (i) its ﬁrst element id is a positive integer that unequivocally identiﬁes w
in the document, and that implicitly induces some total ordering among all the
words in the document; (ii) the element val is a string of characters excluding
every whitespace, and representing the actual content value of this word; (iii)
the pair (x1 , y1 ) represents the Cartesian coordinates of the top-left corner of w;
(iv) the pair (x2 , y2 ) represents the Cartesian coordinates of the bottom-right
corner of w; and (v) the number κ is a parameter—depending on the actual size
and style of the characters of w—that provides an upper-bound on the width
that a standard whitespace wollowing w should have. Further on, we assume a
notation for referring to particular elements of a tuple as id (w), val (w ) etc.
As an example, consider the following pair of words selected from some PDF:
w1 = (14, “dummy”, 75, 65, 125, 50, 8) and w2 = (15, “string”, 130, 65, 170, 50, 8).
By analyzing these two words, one can realize that they should be visually rendered in the same “text line”. In fact, the value of y1 is 65 in both words, as well
as the value of y2 being equal to 50 both in w1 and w2 . (In practice, to conclude
that w1 and w2 belong to the same line, it suﬃces to verify that at least one of
these two conditions about y1 or y2 is satisﬁed.) Moreover, one can also observe
that the right-hand side of w1 stops at x2 = 125, while the left-hand side of w2
starts at x1 = 130. But since 130 − 125 = 5 < 8 = κ, one can also conclude
that w2 follows w1 not only from a visual point of view but also from a semantic
viewpoint since they are suﬃciently close to each other to be assumed as part
of the same sentence.
Let us formally deﬁne some of the notions introduced above. Consider words
w = id , val , x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , κ, and w = id  , val  , x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , κ . We say that
w follows w if x2 < x1 and if at least one of the following conditions is satisﬁed:
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1. y2 ≤ y1 ≤ y1 , and x1 − x2 ≤ κ; or
2. y2 ≤ y2 ≤ y1 , and x1 − x2 ≤ κ; or
3. y2 < y2 < y1 < y1 , and x1 − x2 ≤ κ.
Note that these three conditions also capture cases that have not been
addressed in the previous example. For instance, if we consider the words
w = (35, “Adrian”, 100, 30, 160, 10, 10) and w = (36, “1, 2”, 163, 35, 178, 25, 5)
representing the sequence Adrian1,2 of characters, the fact that w (logically)
follows w can be inferred by condition (1) as above.
To identify self-consistent blocks of text, our ﬁrst step exploits the relation
follows to aggregates words in line of text. Informally, we partition the original
set of words (that represent the document) so that each element of this partition
contains only words connected by the above relation. More formally, we consider
a set W = {w1 , . . . , wn } of words representing some PDF document. Then, we
deﬁne the document graph G(W ) associated to W as the pair W, A, where W
are the nodes, and A ⊆ W × W are arcs such that (w, w ) ∈ A if, and only
if, w follows w. With this notion in place, a line block is formally deﬁned as
any maximal connected component of G(W ). (By deﬁnition, a word that is not
followed by and does not follows any other word is trivially a line block.) For
example, consider the set W = {w1 , . . . , w5 } representing the string of text:
Document Layout Analysis:

First approach

Naturally, we assume val(w1 ) = “Document”, . . . , val(w5 ) = “approach”. Regarding G(W ) = W , A we have that A = {(w1 , w2 ), (w2 , w3 ), (w4 , w5 )}. Observe
that the pair (w3 , w4 ) is not an arc of G(W ). In fact, w4 does not follows w3 due
to their high distance. Hence, inside this portion we identify two diﬀerent line
blocks, one for w1 , w2 , and w3 , and the other for w4 and w5 .
We have so far described the “horizontal clustering” of words, used to construct line blocks. Observe that from a logical viewpoint, also a line block can
be characterized basically as a tuple LB = id , xl , yt , xr , yb , where: (i) id is a
positive integer that represent the id (w) of the ﬁrst word contained in the line
block; (ii) the pair (xl , yt ) represents the coordinates of the top-left corner of LB,
where xl = min{x1 (wi ) : wi is a word in the LB} and yt = max{y1 (wi ) : wi
is a word in the LB}; (iii) the pair (xr , yb ) represents the coordinates of the
bottom-right corner of LB, where xr = max{x2 (wi ) : wi is a word in the LB}
and yb = min{y2 (wi ) : wi is a word in the LB}.
By applying vertically the same principle at the basis of our horizontal clustering (identifying line blocks from words), we are able to obtain blocks of text,
by grouping line blocks. Similarly to what has been done in [16], the idea to
construct a text block is to “draw a virtual stripe” over the bounding box
(rectangle designated by the coordinates of the LB described above) of the
line block in exam. This stripe has the width of the bounding box itself and
reaches vertically to the directly adjacent line blocks. All block lines that overlap with that stripe will be bounded to the same text block. Hence, consider
two line blocks LBDown = id , xl , yt , xr , yb  and LBU p = id  , xl , yt , xr , yb . We
say that LBDown and LBU p are linked lines if yt < yb and if at least one of
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the following conditions is satisﬁed: (1) xl ≤ xl ≤ xr , (2) xl ≤ xr ≤ xr , or
(3) xl < xl < xr < xr . To reduce the number of comparisons, we set a limit B
up to which comparisons between lines are made, i.e. we require that the line
space yb − yt < B. For example, consider the part of text
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science,
University of Calabria, 87036 Rende, Italy

represented by LBUp
= 6, 30, 165, 480, 145, and LBDown = 12, 50, 138, 440,
118. We can deduce that these lines are linked because condition (1) is satisﬁed.
We can summarize the principal algorithm’s steps as follow: (1) cluster horizontally the words into line blocks, (2) build the bounding boxes of the line
blocks, (3) cluster vertically line blocks into text blocks, and (4) build the bounding boxes of the text blocks.

4.2

Logic-Based Enconding

As explained in Sect. 4.1, our input consists of a set of words, each of which can
now be represent by a logic fact of the form word(id, val, x1, y1, x2, y2, k).
To identify pairs of words connected by the relation follows deﬁned in the previous
section, we use a logic rule for each of the three conditions. Due to space limits,
we now report only the ﬁrst one:
follows(IdL, IdR) :- word(IdL, ValL, X1L, Y1L, X2L, Y2L, K1),
word(IdR, ValR, X1R, Y1R, X2R, Y2R, K2),
Y2R<=Y1L, Y1L<=Y1R, X2L<X1R, Delta=X1R-X2L, Delta<=K1.

where IdL and IdR refer to the left and the right word, respectively. To to identify
“isolated words” we use the rules:
follows_AUX(IdL) :- follows(IdL, IdR).
follows_AUX(IdR) :- follows(IdL, IdR).
isolateWord(Id) :- word(Id, _, X1, Y1, X2, Y2, K), not follows_AUX(Id).

To identify the ﬁrst element of a text line, we use a concept of an “ancestor”
which is inferred from the follows relation, and then keep it in inLine predicate:
ancestorOf(IdA,IdB) :- follows(IdA, IdB), IdA < IdB.
ancestorOf(IdA,IdC) :- ancestorOf(IdA, IdB), follows(IdB, IdC), IdA < IdC.
child(Id) :- ancestorOf(_,Id).
inLine(IdA, IdA) :- ancestorOf(IdA, IdB), not child(IdA).
inLine(IdA, IdB) :- ancestorOf(IdA, IdB), not child(IdA).
inLine(Id, Id) :- isolateWord(Id).

Afterwards, we calculate the bounding box of the text line:
blockLine(IDln,X1,Y1,X2B,Y2B):-word(IDln,_, X1, Y1, X2, Y2, _),
word(IdB, _, X1B, Y1B, X2B, Y2B,_),
inLine(IDln, IdB), not overcome(IDln, X2B).
blockLine(IDln,X1,Y1,X2,Y2):-word(IDln, _, X1, Y1, X2, Y2, _),
isolateWord(IDln).
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using inLine and not overcome to ﬁnd, respectively, the minimum and maximum abscissa among the words that compose the text line.
Applying the same principle as for words that follow one another, we build
rules that encode conditions for the linked lines. With these rules, we ﬁnd line
blocks linked to each other and then ﬁnd the ﬁrst line block of the text block.
The rules for lines are analogous to the ones applied to words.
Finally, we ﬁnd the bounding box of the entire text block. To do this we
consider all the lines that are in the same block (determined by a logic rule named
inBlock) and calculate respectively, the minimum abscissa and the maximum
ordinate between all the block line to ﬁnd the coordinate of the top-left corner,
and the maximum abscissa and the minimum ordinate to ﬁnd the bottom-right
corner of the text block. The rules used for the top-left corner are:
abscissaTL(IDblk, X1):-inBlock(IDblk,IDln), blockLine(IDln,X1,Y1,X2,Y2),
not existsLowerThanTL(IDblk,X1).
ordinateTL(IDblk, Y1):-inBlock(IDblk,IDln), blockLine(IDln,X1,Y1,X2,Y2),
not overcomeTL(IDblk,Y1).
angleTopLeft(IDblk,X1,Y1):-abscissaTL(IDblk,X1), ordinateTL(IDblk,Y1).

After the segmentation of a document into a set of self-consistent blocks, we
perform an additional step. Roughly, we identify some “virtual section breaks”
that vertically split groups of blocks (see Fig. 1). In the depicted example, we
recognize four sections. The ﬁrst section is composed by two blocks far away
from each other, while the second one contains two blocks very close to each
other, misaligned with respect to the blocks of the ﬁrst section. In this case, we
conclude that we have two distinct sections. Then we have the third section,
where we ﬁnd several aligned blocks that could form a table (with headings up
and several columns below). Finally, in the last section the number of blocks in
the same line decreases to a two-column structure, except for the ﬁrst block of
this section that seems to be some heading.

Fig. 1. Self-consistent text blocks from a PDF document.
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Headings and Content Recognition

In this section, we proceed to the second step of our DLA, namely the structure
recognition technique that combine table recognition and semantic annotation
of predeﬁned domain-speciﬁc headings. The results of the preceding geometrical
analysis serve as input to this phase, improving the accuracy of the results and
contributing to obtaining a meaningful grid representation of a document.
5.1

Table Recognition with Quablo

Quablo (http://quablo.eu) is a tool for managing PDF ﬁles and in particular for
identifying and extracting tabular data from them. Among the tools available
on market, Quablo stands out with its advanced conﬁguration possibilities and
ﬂexible modular architecture. Within the KnowRex project, we have worked
out an algorithm that operates on top of Quablo, by “injecting” some semantic
analysis into the tool’s generic algorithm.
The basic algorithm of Quablo works in two modes: the tool can either recognize a table or draw one within a requested area. The ﬁrst task seems more natural and it is well suited for the documents containing real tables. The second,
however, opens up possibilities for a non-standard use. More precisely, asking
Quablo to draw a table in a region that do not contain an explicit table, but
we believe has a tabular structure, can help structure the content within it.
For example, in a multi-column layout, where values in one column determine
the ones in other columns (e.g., in two-column layout, text in the right refer to
those on the left), or in a layout of subsequent section names and content, the
information can be grouped as if it was stored in a table (see Fig. 2).

(a) CV in Europass format

(b) Table drawn by Quablo

Fig. 2. Recognizing tabular structures in a PDF ﬁle.

5.2

Heading Ontologies

The idea of improving the two-dimensional structure of a document with a set of
domain knowledge, consists in interleaving the layout analysis with the semantic
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annotation of content. Recognizing a domain concept in a particular place can
improve the structure of the recognized table, repair some imperfections and,
by merging or aligning cells, improve the representation of the document. The
domain-speciﬁc knowledge is codiﬁed in a simple heading ontology. For each
heading, a user deﬁne a concept (a sub-class of a general ‘category marker’
class) and associate to it a set of strings and regular expressions e.g.:
<entity name="eu_cv_name_label">
<value type="regexp"> Cognome\(i\)\s*/\s*Nome\(i\) </value>
<value type="regexp"> First name\(s\)\s*/\s*Surname\(s\) </value>
</entity>

In KnowRex this is realized via a graphical interface, where user deﬁnes classes
of headings and write extraction patterns for each of them. This dictionary is
used to improve the two-dimensional representation of the tabular regions.
5.3

Grid Construction

The behavior of the algorithm that searches for the labels within a tabular structure depends on the documents characteristics. In particular, the orientation of
the virtual table is set (horizontal or vertical), and the column (or row) in which
domain labels are expected to appear is ﬁxed. Then the algorithm proceeds as
follows: for the selected “heading” column (resp., row), it tries to match the content with the heading ontology entries. As headings may span across several rows
(resp., columns), the algorithm tries to take into account the combined content
of the analyzed and following rows (resp., columns) up to a ﬁxed threshold. If
a match is found, the cells are merged and the content is annotated with the
recognized heading. The algorithm then proceeds to calculate the vertical (resp.,
horizontal) span of the area related to the recognized label. Having this value,
in the other columns (resp., rows) it merges appropriate number of rows (resp.,
columns) into one cell and by doing this it aligns the values, potentially spanned
across rows (resp., columns) to the particular heading. Thus, we obtain more
meaningful representation of the content of the tabular structure (see Fig. 3).

(a) Raw tabular structure

(b) Annotated grid representation

Fig. 3. Constructing a two-dimensional representation of a document

The obtained grid representation is a base for further IE steps. In particular,
it allow to formulate extraction rules that take into account the spatial context of
text portions e.g., after label X, there is the object Y that I need, but at the same
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time are not “wired” to physical encoding of particular ﬁle, because the actual
layout has been “normalized” into a grid during the layout analysis process.

6

Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented a syntactic-semantic approach to document layout analysis
that combines geometrical analysis, table recognition and semantic annotation.
Our approach shares similarities with Kieniger, Docstrum and Voronoi algorithms. All the methods consider the proximity of the elements to merge the
parts of the text, even if the parameters to evaluate the distance among the
object are obtained in diﬀerent way. Unlike RLSA algorithm that starts from
pixels, or Docstrum and Voronoi that start from connected components, we
assume that a document consists of words and we start from them. We have
applied our approach successfully in KnowRex system for Information Extraction from PDF documents. Currently, our technique works only for words, ignoring images. For future work, we plan to extend the analysis, such that it also
takes into account graphical objects, and, moreover, we would like to reﬁne the
computed parameters, because we believe that it is possible to obtain a better
segmentation.
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Abstract. This work discusses an ontological model for legal norms of the
criminal domain. An ontology-based modelling approach is proposed for this
purpose. The approach tends to build a criminal domain ontology and then
formalize the legal rules based on it. A middle-out approach is applied for
building the criminal domain ontology based on ontology reuse and modularization processes. This approach tends to simplify the complexity and difﬁculty
of ontology building process by reusing foundational and legal core ontologies.
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Ontology

1 Introduction
In the legal domain, the purpose of building ontologies is to describe the facts of legal
cases at a comfortable level of abstraction and the “law” of the domain application
which consists of “norms” and “concepts” [1]. Legal ontologies are deﬁned as social
constructs that can be used to express shared meaning within a community of practice
[2]. It is commonly known that the legal domain is dominated by the use of natural
language. Generally, legal norms are expressed in natural language textual sources,
such as legislations and codes, which make them ambiguous since an expression can
have multiple meanings. This problem causes some difﬁculties in interpreting them [3].
The general rule is that any document of this domain is always embedded in a context
of norms. Thus, understanding concepts of a legal norm is important to understanding
other legal norms [4]. The aim of this paper is to describe a well-founded ontological
model for modelling the legal norms of the criminal domain aiming to capture a clear,
concise and unambiguous view of the domain. The domain application of this work is
the Lebanese criminal system. Thus the available sources are the legal norms of the
Lebanese criminal code. The proposed ontological model is composed of four independent modules for modelling the legal sources. For this purpose, a middle-out
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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approach is proposed to build the modules by applying two different strategies: topdown and bottom-up.

2 Legal Norms
Generally, norms are deﬁned as an abstract mandatory command concerning rights or
duties [5]. According to [6], this deﬁnition is very general and extends well over the
notion of norms in the legal reasoning. According to some studies, such as [7], a legal
norm is a rule of conduct of people that may contain a rule on the application of a
sanction in the case of its violation. This deﬁnition is limited to the regulatory form of a
legal norm. Meanwhile, other studies such as [8] classiﬁed legal norms into three main
types:
• Determinative: deﬁne concepts or constitute activities that cannot exist without such
rules.
• Technical: state that something has to be done in order for something else to be
attained.
• Regulative: regulate actions by making them obligatory, permitted, or prohibited
[9].
In the domain application of this work, which is the Lebanese criminal code, the
legal norms are represented in unstructured natural language texts distributed on 770
articles. Two main types of norms are identiﬁed: determinative, known also as terminological, and regulative, known also as normative. The determinative rules consist
in deﬁnitions of some of the concepts of the criminal domain that are used to describe
the criminal facts. For instance, the concept perpetrator is deﬁned in article 212 as:
“The perpetrator of an offence is anyone who brings into being the constituent elements of an offence or who contributes directly to its commission”. Meanwhile, the
normative rules connect the legal consequences to descriptions of certain facts and
situations, such as in article 217: “Anyone who induces or seeks to induce another
person to commit an offence shall be deemed to be an instigator”.

3 Modelling of Legal Norms
The modelling of legal norms consists of legal interpretation of text’s meaning in order
to transform the norms in logical rules for legal reasoning. It is commonly known that
legislative documents are semi-structured and hierarchically structured in nature. In this
context, the structure consists of normative parts rather than simply textual documents
which facilitates the understanding of legal concepts and thus the interpretation of text
[10, 11]. In the legal domain, three conceptual layers are distinguished: norms, textual
provisions and rules [12]. The legal norms usually are expressed in written using legal
text. The textual provisions are the instantiation of the norms in one possible textual
representation (sentence, article, and paragraph). The legal rules, in their regulatory
sense [6], are interpretation of the textual provisions formalized using logical rules [12].
Generally, the legal norms have basically the following structure [13, 14]:
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If A1; . . .; A1 then B;
where “A1, …, A2” are the conditions of the norm, “B” is the legal effect and “if…
then” is a normative conditional. This view highlights an immediate link between the
concepts of the norms and the rules [6]. This link relies mainly on legal ontologies
since they are used for ﬁlling the gap between document representation, expressed in
natural language, and norms modelling using logical formalisms [15]. However,
according to [16], the scholars in the domain of AI & Law, have focused only on the
rules modelling and on the foundational logical theory, and apart the isomorphism
principles [17] and neglected the ontology aspects. Actually, there is a theoretical and
important debate in the AI & Law community on the interpretation of the legal textual
provisions and on formalizing of the rules using logical formalisms [16]. Based on
these perspectives, an ontology-based modelling methodology is proposed that relies
mainly on a well-founded legal domain ontology and thus ﬁlling the gap between texts
and norms modelling.
3.1

Ontology-Based Modelling Methodology

As aforementioned, the domain application of this study is the Lebanese criminal Law
and the legal texts and the speciﬁc provisions within them that are relevant to the legal
norms of the Lebanese criminal code are provided as input. Generally, different formalisms are used in the literature to represent the legal norms such as formal logic,
rules and ontologies [18–20]. Inspired by what found in the literature, and based on the
need to explain the relations between the normative context of the textual provisions
and the legal norms, an ontology-based modelling methodology is proposed to represent the legal norms of the criminal domain and is composed of two main tasks
(see Fig. 1):
• Modelling the content of the legal norms that reflect the criminal domain. This task
results in an ontological model, which is the criminal domain ontology, aiming to
provide a well-founded representation of concepts and semantic relationships
among them in the context of the norms of the criminal domain.
• Modelling the procedural aspect of the legal norms using logical formalisms in
order to obtain list of formalized rules. In this task, following the isomorphism
principle stated by [21, 22] for connecting legal textual provisions with formalized
rules is preliminary. The result of this task is list of logic rules formalized using rule
language based on the criminal domain ontology.

Fig. 1. Ontology-based methodology for modelling legal norms.
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4 Building a Criminal Domain Ontology
Ontologies are considered by deﬁnition as descriptive models of a domain with respect
to the knowledge sources and the type of use [23]. In the current work, the knowledge
sources are the legal norms documents represented by a set of normative contexts
identiﬁed by the articles. The target ontology is intended to be used for supporting
reasoning purposes. Thus, a conceptualization process is needed for modelling the
criminal domain in the context of the legal norms provided as input texts. In this regard,
an issue must be recognized is that there is no agreement on the basic conceptualization
aspects of the legal domain in general. Thus, the same domain can be conceptualized in
different ways. What is needed is rather for the ontologies to be sufﬁciently clearly
stated [24]. It is commonly known that building ontologies from scratch is not an easy
task due to the complexity, difﬁculty and time-consuming of the process. Moreover, the
development of the criminal domain ontology for modelling the legal norms can be
considered as a specialization of a general ontology for law [23]. For this reason,
starting the modelling activity from theoretical assumptions and semantic resources
already developed by the scientiﬁc community in the ﬁeld of legal ontologies can lead
to a well-founded ontological model. Additionally, the literature suggests that legal
ontologies may be distinguished by the levels of abstraction of the ideas they represent
[25], with the key distinction being between core and domain levels. The core level
ontology is a model of general concepts common for all legal domains [26].
Accordingly, research in this ﬁeld should not concentrate on creating a single ontology
of the legal domain but on the creation of a library that contains several dedicated
ontologies at different abstraction levels and supports their mapping to create a composite ontology [27]. Based on these perspectives, a modular middle-out approach has
been proposed to simplify the ontology building process as well as to obtain a composite well-founded ontology [28]. We will discuss this approach in the following
sections.

5 Middle-Out Approach for Building the Criminal Domain
Ontology
A middle-out approach has been proposed to build the criminal domain ontology for
modelling legal norms (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Middle-out approach for building criminal domain ontology.
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The approach is composed of two complementary strategies top-down and bottomup aiming to modularize the ontology into four independent modules which are
themselves ontologies: upper, core, domain and domain-speciﬁc. The upper and core
modules are built by applying the top-down strategy that is considered as a conceptual
modelling process performed by reusing partially existent foundational ontology
(UFO) [29] and legal core ontology (LKIF-Core) [30]. Meanwhile, the bottom-up
strategy starts from textual analysis and conceptual representation of the intended
meaning of the legal norms as an ontology learning process for building the domain
and domain-speciﬁc modules (for more details about this part refer to [31]). Furthermore, the four modules are integrated together using mapping strategies to compose the
global ontology. Thus, it is noticed the usage of two processes: ontology reuse and
ontology modularization. The ontology reuse process, which is now one of the
important research issues in the ontology ﬁeld [32], is recommended as a key factor to
develop cost effective and high quality ontologies. Actually, ontology reuse reduces the
cost and the time required for building ontologies from scratch [33–35]. Moreover, by
reusing validated ontology components, the quality of the newly implemented
ontologies is increased. Concerning the ontology modularization process, it is considered as a major topic in the ﬁeld of formal ontology developments and a way to
facilitate and simplify the ontology engineering process [36]. Additionally, ontology
modularization has several beneﬁts where modular representations are easier to
understand, reason with, extend and reuse [37]. Therefore, using these representations
tends to reduce the complexity of designing and to facilitate the ontology reasoning,
development, and integration.
5.1

Top-Down Strategy

The top-down strategy represents a conceptual modelling process based on reusing
partially existent validated ontologies for building the upper and core modules. The
upper module consists of abstract concepts and relations which are effectively independent of any speciﬁc domain. For a well-founded building of this module, a partial
reuse of existent foundational, or top-level, ontologies can help. The foundational
ontologies are theoretically well-founded domain independent systems of categories
that have been successfully used to improve the quality of conceptual models and
semantic interoperability [38]. In addition to this, partial reuse of foundational
ontologies can facilitate and speed up the ontology development process by preventing
to reinvent the wheel concerning basic categories [39]. In this work, the uniﬁed
foundational ontology UFO is selected for this purpose [40]. UFO permits the building
of an ontology by reusing some generic concepts such as category, kind, subkind,
relator, role and role mixin where the ontologist does not need to rebuild these concepts. UFO is divided into three layered sets: (1) UFO-A, ontology of objects, deﬁnes
terms related to endurants such as universal, relator, role, intrinsic moment;
(2) UFO-B, ontology of events, deﬁnes terms related to perdurants such as event, state,
atomic event, complex event; (3) UFO-C deﬁnes terms related to intentional and social
entities including linguistic aspects such as social agent, social object, social role and
normative description [41]. In the current work, UFO-B and UFO-C are needed to
ground the criminal domain ontology since they deﬁne some basic concepts for the
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criminal domain such as Agent, Intentional_Moment, Action, Event, and Normative_Description. In order to make possible the activity of conceptual modeling via
UFO, the conceptual modeling language OntoUML [42] is used. OntoUML uses the
ontological constraints of UFO as modeling primitives and is speciﬁed above the UML
2.0 meta-model [43].
Reusing Concepts from UFO-C. UFO-C, ontology of endurants, deﬁnes two main
entities Agents and Objects [44]. Agents can be physical (e.g. Person) or social (e.g.
Organization). Objects are also categorized in physical (e.g. book) and social objects
(e.g. normative description). Normative_Description deﬁnes one or more rules/norms
recognized by at least one Social_Agent. Regulations and constitutions are examples of
normative description. Therefore, reusing these concepts, the upper module is developed (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Fragment of the upper module in ONTOUML.

Reusing Concepts from UFO-B. The ontology of perdurants UFO-B deﬁnes Event,
which is a basic concept in the criminal domain (e.g. a crime is an event), as a main
category [44]. In UFO-B, events can be atomic or complex depending on their
mereological structure [45]. Complex events are aggregations of at least two events that
can themselves be atomic or complex. In UFO-B, an event can be an Action or
Participation. Actions are performed by agents and considered as intentional events
caused by intentions [44]. Participation can be for agents and objects.
Concerning the core module, it consists of concepts and relations that are common
across the domains of law and can provide the basis for specialization into domain and
domain-speciﬁc concepts. In order to build this module, the legal core ontology
LKIF-Core [30] have been reused since it contains essential legal concepts such as
Medium, Document, Legal_Source, Legal_Document, and Code. Actually, list of basic
concepts of LKIF-Core are represented using the generic concepts of UFO (see Fig. 4).
Therefore, for knowledge representation and reasoning capabilities in the semantic
web, there is a need to transform the conceptual models of the upper and core module
represented in OntoUML language to a computational ontology language such as the
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Fig. 4. Fragment of the core module in ONTOUML.

Ontology Web Language (OWL). For this purpose, OLED features deﬁned automatic
transformations of the OntoUML models to OWL ﬁles [46] that can be managed using
ontology editors such as Protégé.
5.2

Bottom-Up Strategy

The bottom-up strategy starts from textual analysis and conceptual representation of the
intended meaning of the legal norms by applying an ontology learning process for
building the domain and domain-speciﬁc modules. The domain module consists of
categories that are related mainly to the criminal domain such as Criminal_Act, Penalty, Misdemeanor, Violation, etc. In order to build this module, two main strategies are
applied: (1) specialize the concepts and relations of the core module (Creation, Public_Act, Act_Of_Law, and Reaction are specialized in domain concepts such as:
Criminal_Act, Punishments and Defence); (2) extract semi-automatically the knowledge from textual resources (the English version of the Lebanese criminal code, for
more details refer to [31]). Examples of extracted domain concepts: Felony_Penalty,
Death_Penalty and Fixed_Term_Penalty (see Fig. 5). In the other hand, the
domain-speciﬁc module consists of instances for the concepts and relations of the
domain module. These instances are speciﬁc for the Lebanese criminal domain.

Fig. 5. Excerpt of the domain module in Protégé.
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Modules Integration

After building the ontology modules (upper, core, domain and domain-speciﬁc), there
is a need for an integration process to combine them for composing the global ontology
CriMOnto. Thus, it is essential to consider heterogeneity resolution and related
ontology matching or mapping strategies to be an internal part of ontology integration
[47]. In this context, list of semantic mappings will be created among concepts of the
different modules. For ontology mappings, several studies, such as [48, 49], have
proposed a number of specialized semantics. Meanwhile, for other studies, such as
[50], ontology mappings are represented as OWL axioms of the form SubClassOf,
EquivalentClass and DisjointClass [51]. In CriMOnto, the modules are located on
vertical conceptual levels from general (upper module) to speciﬁc (domain-speciﬁc
module). For this reason, the mappings will be based mainly on a parent-child, or
subsumption, hierarchical relationship [52] and established manually as structural
axiom of the form subClassOf (see Fig. 6). Thus, the hierarchical relationship is
established among the concepts of modules. For this purpose, a linguistic-based
matcher, such as WordNet, is used to deal with ontology mapping for calculating the
similarity values between concepts [53]. Then a domain expert, knowledgeable about
the semantics of legal concepts, validates the proposed mappings.

Fig. 6. Example of hierarchical mapping.

6 Logic Rules
In the legal domain, a norm is represented by an obligation rule that denotes that the
conclusion of the rule will be treated as an obligation [54]. Thus, representing legal
contents though obligation rules comports with the widespread idea that legal norms
typically have the conditional form:
IF condition ðoperative factsÞTHEN conclusion ðlegal effectÞ:
Indeed, obligation rules provide the most widespread and successful representational model for legal knowledge where the concepts of the legal norms are linked to
the rules [55]. For representing them, a modelling process is needed, as well as a rule
language. According to the proposed ontology-based methodology, the modelling
process is based on the criminal domain ontology. For this purpose, the rule language
has to be compatible with the OWL syntax. In the literature, there is a variety of
languages for modelling rules such as: RuleML, SWRL, KIF, etc. In this study, SWRL
is selected because of its simplicity and compatibility with the OWL syntax. An
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additional reason is that the legal norms of the Lebanese criminal code can almost be
expressed in ﬁrst-order logic. SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) is probably the
most popular formalism in Web community for expressing knowledge in the form of
rules. It is the only approach that gathers ontology and rules in product development
[56] where users are permitted to write rules that can be expressed in terms of OWL
concepts and that can reason about OWL individuals. In SWRL, rules are of the form
of an implication between an antecedent (body) conjunction and a consequent (head)
conjunction in the following form [57]:
a 1 ^ a 2 ^ . . . ^ a n ! b1 ^ b2 ^ . . . ^ bm ;
where description logic expressions can occur on both sides, “^” is an operator for the
logical AND, “!” is an operator for drawing the conclusion and ai and bi are OWL
atoms such as, among others, concepts, object properties, data properties, sameAs, and
differentFrom. In Table 1, some examples of SWRL rules are presented.
Table 1. Excerpt of the Lebanese criminal norms expressed in SWRL logic rules.
Legal norms
Article 547: “Anyone who intentionally kills
another person shall be punishable by hard
labour for a term of between 15 and 20
years”

Article 213: “An accomplice to an offence
shall be liable to the penalty prescribed by
law for the offence”

Logic rules expressed in SWRL
Intentional_Homicide(killing),
committed_towards(killing, ?y),
committed_by(killing, ?x) !
is_punished_by(?x, hard_labour),
imposed_for_maximum(hard_labour,
max_d_2), imposed_for_minimum
(hard_labour, min_d_2), term_value
(max_d_2, 20), term_value(min_d_2, 15),
term_type(max_d_2, “years”), term_type
(min_d_2, “years”)
Accomplice(?x), commit(?x, ?y),
is_punishable_by(?y, ?z) !
is_liable_to_punished_by(?x, ?z)

7 Related Work
In the literature, some legal ontologies have modeled legal norms such as DOLCE
+CLO [58], OWL Ontology of Fundamental Legal Concepts [59] and LKIF-Core [60].
Moreover, some recent works such as [12, 23, 61] have described an ontology-based
models of legal norms. In [23], the authors differ between ontology of procedural
norms and ontology of procedures. Concerning the ontology of norms, they started
from theoretical assumptions and semantic resources already developed such as the
Core Legal Ontology1. Meanwhile, for the ontology of procedures, the process is
understood as a sequence of patterns including classes of agents and normative

1

The Core Legal Ontology (CLO) was developed on top of DOLCE
[http://www.loacnr.it/ontologies/DLP.owl].
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deﬁnitions of events and behaviors. In [12], the authors have used three main concepts:
the translation of textual provisions into XML using Akoma Ntoso, developing the
corresponding rules in LegalRuleML, and an ontology for modelling and deﬁning
macro-concepts speciﬁc for the legal domain is developed and expressed in LKIF-Core.
Finally, in [61], the authors described a formal model of legal norms, using their
elements and elements of legal relations they regulate, intended for semiautomatic
drafting of legislation. What differs our work is the usage of two essentials processes:
reuse and modularization. These processes simplify the ontology building process as
well as permit the development of domain ontologies by integrating heterogeneous
sources, such as textual documents and pre-existent validated ontologies.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, an ontological model of legal norms for the criminal domain is discussed
and the ontological modelling process is outlined. For this purpose, an ontology-based
modelling methodology is proposed in order to ﬁll the gap between document representation in natural language and rules modelling using logical formalisms. The
methodology is composed of two main phases: modelling the content of the legal
norms that reflect the criminal domain in order to obtain a criminal domain ontology
and then modelling the procedural aspect of the legal norms using logical formalisms in
order to obtain list of formalized rules. In fact, the proposed methodology tends to
simplify the modelling process of the legal norms and leads to a well-founded ontological model. Furthermore, the resulted criminal domain ontology and the list of rules
will be integrated and used for building a rule-based reasoning model that performs
rule-guided legal reasoning for decision support purposes.
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Abstract. The geologic mapping process requires the organization of
data according tothe general knowledge about the objects in the map,
namely the geologic units, and tothe objectives of a graphic representation of such objects in a map, following some established model of
geotectonic evolution. Semantics can greatly help such a process in providing a terminological base to name and classify the objects of the map
and supporting the application of reasoning mechanisms for the derivation of novel properties and relations about the objects of the map.
The OntoGeonous initiative has built a terminological base of geological knowledge in a machine-readable format, following the Semantic
Web tenets and the Linked Data paradigm, with the construction of an
appropriate data base schema that can be then ﬁlled with the objects
of the map. The paper will present the conceptual model of the geologic
system and how the elements of the cartographic database are classiﬁed
from general deﬁnitions. Also, the paper addresses the setup of web-based
services that respond to queries concerning the properties of the map elements that are not explicitly asserted in the underlying data base, but
are inferred through a reasoning process.
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Introduction

Modern geological maps, which are supported by large geo-databases and are
implemented through interactive representations on WebGIS services, need
explicit geological assumptions for their design and compilation. This task has
been supported by the use of controlled vocabularies, such as those belonging to GeoSciML (GeoScience Markup Language), published by the IUGS CGI
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Commission1 and the INSPIRE “Data Speciﬁcation on Geology” directives2 .
Recently, there has been an interest toward the semantic models, in order to
provide a formal and interoperable representation of the geologic knowledge.
The eﬀective encoding of geologic knowledge through the formal languages of
the semantic web technologies can improve the consistency of the represented
knowledge and beneﬁt from the inferential system that automatically produces
novel knowledge [3]. The semantic approaches are fundamental for the integration and harmonization of geological information and services across cultural
(e.g. diﬀerent scientiﬁc disciplines) and/or physical barriers (e.g. administrative
boundaries). A semantic approach to data representation (referring to existing
ontologies and vocabularies) was used as an essential tool for providing data
interoperability, as recently done at a transnational scale by [6,13]. Initiatives
such as GeoSciML and INSPIRE, as well as the recent terminological shepherding of the Geoscience Terminology Working Group (GTWG), have been promoting information exchange of the geologic knowledge, providing the authoritative standard for geological knowledge encoding. The interconnection between
the geologic knowledge in its various forms (such as geologic events, units, morphologies, etc.) and the several knowledge sources (such as lithological materials,
geochronologic units, etc.) can be addressed through the recourse to the Linked
Data paradigm [4,10].
The OntoGeonous initiative has built a terminological base of geological
knowledge in a machine-readable format, following the Semantic Web tenets
and the Linked Data paradigm [14,15,21]. The major knowledge sources are
GeoSciML schemata and vocabularies and INSPIRE directives. The Linked
Data paradigm has been exploited by linking the already existing machinereadable encoding for some speciﬁc domains, such as the lithology domain and
the geochronologic time scale. Finally, for the upper level knowledge, shared
across several geologic domains, OntoGeonous resorted to NASA SWEET ontology. The OntoGeonous initiative has also produced a wiki that explains how the
geologic knowledge has been encoded from shared geoscience vocabularies3 . In
particular, the sections dedicated to axiomatization support the construction of
an appropriate data base schema that are ﬁlled with the elements of a map.
This paper describes how the semantic encoding of the geologic knowledge in
an ontological format has contributed to the realization of the Piemonte Geological Map4 [21] and how semantic services have been built to answer prototypical
questions posed by the geologists. In the next two sections, we review the related
work on semantics for geological knowledge and sum up the OntoGeonous initiative. Then, we describe how the ontological knowledge has served the task
1
2
3
4

Commission for the Management and Application of Geoscience Information (CGI)
of the International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS).
An operative simpliﬁcation of GeoSciML, published by INSPIRE Thematic Working
Group Geology of the European Commission.
https://www.di.unito.it/wikigeo/.
http://arpapiemonte.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=ﬀf17326
6afa4f6fa206be53a77f6321.
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of constraining the map legend and implementing the classiﬁcation criteria of
the map elements. Finally, we present the web-based application schema and
the ﬁrst prototype designed to answer basic questions that require the reasoning
services, overcoming the limitations of the underlying data base.

2

Related Work

Semantics-informed interpretation of datasets in the context of geomapping tasks
has been addressed in three types of literature works: the technical infrastructures for semantics-informed applications, the ontological encoding of specialized
domains, and the creation of controlled vocabularies (such as GeoScienceML and
INSPIRE).
The technical infrastructures are very numerous in the geomatic literature.
They are generally complementary approaches to OntoGeonous: where they
introduce technical systems for realizing services, OntoGeonous introduces actual
knowledge to support those services, also including consistency checking and
automatic classiﬁcation, which currently lack. Geon5 is a cyber-infrastructure for
the integration of 3D- and 4D-data, where formal ontologies (SWEET, among
others) are used to coordinate and integrate conceptual schemas of heterogeneous geological maps (cf. [18]). OpenEarth Framework and OpenTopography,
both developed from Geon, are a semantics-based toolsuite for integration and
visualization of multi-dimensional data [17], and a high-resolution topographic
data application6 . AuScope7 is an integrated Australian national framework [26]
that allows real time access to data, information and knowledge, stored in distributed repositories. For querying geological maps, AuScope uses vocabularybased services which overcome diﬀerences in geoscience terms due to language,
synonyms and local variations. SETI (Semantics Enabled Thematic data Integration) [7] is a system that enables the retrieval of information from thematic
data archives via semantic search (including the development of ontologies for
the classiﬁcation schemata and the integration of several applications). Finally,
Ma’s ontology mentioned above is the subject of the pilot interactive multimedia project developed by [19], which provided an animated visualization of
this ontology and interaction functions over the ontology, the animation and
an online geologic map, in synchronization with the RDF-based Geologic Time
Scale ontology.
Approaches aimed at the ontological encoding of specialized domains are Virtual Solar-Terrestrial Observatory (VSTO) and Space Physics Archive Search
and Extract (SPASE). VSTO8 is a semantic data framework based on an ontology of the domains of solar physics, space physics and solar-terrestrial physics [8].
5
6
7
8

http://www.geongrid.org/.
http://www.opentopography.org/.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/234183449 AuScope’s use of Standards
to Deliver Earth Resource Data.
https://www.vsto.org.
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As in the case of OntoGeonous, VSTO also refers to the functional decomposition of SWEET, reusing, e.g., the notions of earth and sun realms, respectively.
The SPASE consortium9 is an international group of space physics researchers,
Virtual Observatory developers and data providers who have created a comprehensive space physics data model, converted into an OWL ontology, consisting
of terminology, deﬁnitions, and protocols for the documentation of a data product [20]. These approaches employ ontological encoding of specialized domains;
as such, ontologies are a commodity for terminology and documentation rather
than an eﬀective machine-interpretable knowledge.
Finally, there are a number of approaches that make the eﬀort of relying
on authoritative resources (such as GeoScienceML), without introducing ad
hoc knowledge speciﬁcations. All these approaches currently make a very basic
use of ontological encoding: OntoGeonous improves such methods by providing a comprehensive approach to the formal encoding of the geologic knowledge,
aimed at subsequent automatization of application algorithms. Examples of these
approaches are OneGeology10 , an international initiative of the geological surveys in the world. Its goal is to create a worldwide geological map by harmonizing
data from diﬀerent providers, using GeoSciML standard, TaxonConcept11 [12],
which stores Open Nomenclature synonymy lists in the ﬁeld of taxonomic classiﬁcation of fossil species, The United States Geoscience Information Network12
a federated information-sharing framework that uses GeoSciML as data transfer
standard [24].
The OntoGeonous approach, described in this paper, integrates the knowledge sources in a machine-readable format and applies the encoded knowledge to
the geomapping task, also proposing a software architecture for its exploitation.

3

Conceptual Modeling for Geologic Knowledge: The
OntoGeonous Initiative

The geologic mapping process, which produces the map, requires the organization of data according to the general knowledge about the objects in the map,
namely the geologic units, and to the objectives of a graphic representation of
such objects in a map, following some established model of geotectonic evolution.
Semantics can greatly help such a process in two concerns: on the one hand, it
provides a terminological base to name and classify the objects of the map; on the
other, the machine-readable encoding of the geologic knowledge base supports
the application of reasoning mechanisms and the derivation of novel properties
and relations about the objects of the map [14,15].
OntoGeonous is an initiative of the University of Turin and the Institute of
Geosciences and Georesources of the Italian National Research Council (CNRIGG) for the construction of a terminological knowledge base that is, on the
9
10
11
12

http://www.spase-group.org/.
http://portal.onegeology.org/OnegeologyGlobal/.
http://taxonconcept.stratigraphy.net/.
http://usgin.org/.
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one hand, speciﬁc enough to classify the instances of a speciﬁc geodatabase,
concerning the entries of the Geological Map of Piedmont and, on the other
hand, general enough to connect all the knowledge required for the classiﬁcation
of the instances. OntoGeonous has produced a merged set of computational
ontologies that has been realized through the OWL encoding of the statements
reported in authoritative resources (see Fig. 1). In particular,
– GeoScience Markup Language (GeoSciML)13 a standard data interchange
format supporting structures for geologic and earth science information,
expressed in a number of UML schemata (classes, features, attributes, associations) and statements in natural language, for the major core geological
concepts;
– INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community)14 , a EU Commission directive of the Thematic Working Group Geology, aiming at creating a European Union spatial data infrastructure which
will enable the sharing of environmental information among public sector
organizations; INSPIRE encoding is based on a simpliﬁcation of GeoSciML
(GeoSciML+INSPIRE cookbook, addressing the major vocabularies) and is
expressed through natural language statements;
– SWEET (Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology)15 , developed by NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory since 2002, a set of ontologies in
OWL format that represent a knowledge base for environmental and Earth
system science terms [2,23], considered for major upper, generic concepts;
– vocabularies of speciﬁc subdomains of geologic knowledge that are relevant
for the geomapping task, developed by the IUGS/CGI IWG Concept Deﬁnition Task Group16 : for example, we have imported the lithology domain
vocabulary named Simple Lithology17 , and the ICS Geological Time Scale
Ontology [18] as a subtaxonomy of the Geochronologic Unit class of SWEET
Representation. There were many cross-reference issues to address during the
encoding: for example, the Geochronologic Unit class of OntoGeonous referes
to SWEET GeologicTimeUnit class (actually the hierarchical path Representation – NumericalEntity – Interval – Duration – GeologicTimeUnit).
The core of the geologic knowledge is a taxonomy rooted by Geologic Feature,
which encompasses all the geologic core knowledge, related to (1) MappedFeature, i.e. the spatial extent of the geologic feature on the map, (2) GeoChronologicUnit, root of the ICS GTS taxonomy, (3) CGIVocabularyTerm (an OntoGeonous taxonomy for CGI vocabularies), which provide speciﬁc concepts for
the several subdomains, such as the ones for the earth materials, and to the
13
14

15
16
17

Version 4.0 (2015), http://www.geosciml.org.
D2.8.II.4 INSPIRE Data Speciﬁcation on Geology – Technical Guidelines v.
3.0. (10.12.2013) ( http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu/documents/Data Speciﬁcations/
INSPIRE DataSpeciﬁcation GE v3.0.pdf).
https://sweet.jpl.nasa.gov/.
http://resource.geosciml.org/vocabulary/cgi/201211/.
http://resource.geosciml.org/vocabulary/cgi/201211/simplelithology.rdf.
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abstract descriptions in GeoSciML, which encode attributes, such as, the unit
thickness. GeologicFeature is subdivided into four sub-taxonomies, namely GeomorphologicFeature (the landforms), GeologicUnit (the bodies of some material), GeologicStructure (conﬁgurations or patterns in which the geologic units
are arranged), GeologicEvent (relevant events in geology).

Fig. 1. The major taxonomies of OntoGeonous and their connections.

4

Application of Semantic Knowledge to a Cartographic
Project

The Piemonte Geological Map [21] is grounded on a regional-scale Geodatabase consisting of some hundreds of Geologic Units that have several thousands
instances in the Map [22]. Each Geologic Unit in the map is bounded by some
Geologic Structures. The structure of the Geodatabase is grounded on the hierarchy of the Geologic Units, their characteristics (description) and their lithology
(Simple Lithology encoded classes). The relations between the GeoDB contents
(raws and columns describing the properties of the Mapped Features) and the
general knowledge (concepts) stored in OntoGeonous are illustrated in Fig. 2
through a speciﬁc example, where links between the two knowledge sources are
evidenced by arrowed lines. A speciﬁc geologic unit (Baldissero Formation) is
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a Lithostratigraphic unit made up of two parts (CP1 and CP2 represented by
lithotypes) belonging to a higher rank geologic unit, the Synthem (i.e. the BTP3
Synthem) (as reported in the GeoDB). This Geologic Unit has also relations
with a more general and conceptual knowledge framework, here represented by
the Earth Material class (a Taxonomic Class of the GeoSciML Data Model) and
the Simple Lithology controlled vocabulary (resources of the IUGS CGI Interoperability Working Group). These two knowledge sources are ideally linked with
the GeoDB by arrowed lines, namely the Lithology and Geol Unit3 columns of
the GeoDB table.

Fig. 2. A speciﬁc Geologic Unit (Baldissero Formation) is classiﬁed as a Lithostratigraphic unit made up of lower rank geologic units (compositional parts CP1 and CP2)
represented by lithotypes belonging to a higher rank geologic unit, the BTP3 Synthem. This Geologic Unit has relations with a more general knowledge (represented
in the Earth Material class, see Fig. 2) and is described by the CGI Simple Lithology
vocabulary, as reported in the Geodatabase column Lithology.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate an application schema that can be deployed into several subtasks: the knowledge base OntoGeonous (an .owl ﬁle, possibly interconnected with other knowledge sources in the web, upper middle) resides in a
server that hosts a service which is able to respond to queries posed about the
encoded knowledge. The server runs on a physical machine equipped with four
2.30 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs and 65 GB RAM, executing a Scientiﬁc Linux
7.3 (Nitrogen) operating system. The described architecture is implemented as a
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Java program using the Jena framework;18 inference is performed based on the
HermiT reasoner19 , which is accessed through the OWL API interface20 .

Fig. 3. The application schema for OntoGeonous server.

The speciﬁc application, generally named OntoGeoM-App in the ﬁgure, for
implementing its speciﬁc task, poses queries to the knowledge base. We have
currently implemented a prototype interface for querying the content of the
instantiated knowledge base through a human-friendly query language, which
works as an interface to semantic server that handles class expression queries.
The query interface consists of a triple, addressing a subject (intended as “Find
all entities XXX such that ...”), a property (intended as “... this property YYY
valued as ...”), and an object (intended as “... ZZZ, the value of the property
YYY”). Figure 4 reports the results for the query
‘‘subject = geologic unit’’
‘‘property = made of material’’
‘‘object = some classic sedimentary rock’’
expressed in natural language as “Find any GEOLOGIC UNIT such that ... is
composed of some part that consists of some lithological material that is ... some
classic sedimentary rock.” and translated into the class expression query
GeologicUnit and
(hasComposition some
(CompositionPart and
(hasMaterial some
(EarthMaterial and
(hasLithology some ClasticSedimentaryRock)))))
Several applications can be developed on this skeleton. For example, if we want
to build a more detailed geological map (the current one is at 1:250K scale),
we need an application that can ﬁll automatically a number of entries in the
data base by performing some eﬀective reasoning on the knowledge base (after
queries posed in the SPARQL language); or, for example, if we want to support
18
19
20

Available at the URL https://jena.apache.org.
http://www.hermit-reasoner.com.
http://owlapi.sourceforge.net.
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the cartographer with a draft map coloring based on some features of the units
that are included in the knowledge base, such as the geochronologic reference
and/or their lithology, the application can implement a map coloring algorithm
informed by the semantic knowledge queried through the SPARQL endpoint.

Fig. 4. The interface of the web app to query the map knowledge.

5

Lessons Learned and Conclusions

This paper has presented a machine-readable encoding of geologic knowledge, in
the paradigm of the Semantic Web and the Linked Data, and its application to
an actual geomapping task, namely the deﬁnition and the legend compilation of a
cartographic map of the geologic units in a regional area. We have also seen how
applications and web services can be developed from the encoded knowledge,
accessible through a semantic server. In the rest of this section (and paper), we
report on the lesson learned from the encoding of the geologic knowledge and
its application of the geomapping process.
In general, the ontological encoding has supported the investigation on the
epistemological nature of the relations existing between the diﬀerent orders of
Geological units. In particular, the ontological encoding has moved the terminological problem from the intuitive conception of relations to motivated and
coherent sets of instances, assuring the re-traceability of the knowledge path
(steps) followed during the implementation of the synthetic geological model, as
required by the geomapping task. For example, the reasoner has classiﬁed the
Lithostratigraphic class under the Lithologic class, so the ontology has induced
a taxonomic relation upon the ﬂat vocabulary of geologic unit terms.
The clear explicitation and formal encoding of the intended meaning of the
concepts strongly constrain the deﬁnition and even the accuracy of the spatial location of the mapped features [25]. This improves the applicability of the
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knowledge “stored” in the geodatabase across several domains (e.g. geology, geophysics, geo-engineering, geo-environmental sciences, etc.), overcoming problems
due to the use of diﬀerent taxonomies. The analysis of the meaning of the geological knowledge chunks, as well as their disambiguation through the encoding
into axioms, can cause the deprecation of some concepts. For instance, concept
“Tectonostratigraphic Unit”, largely used in the geological literature although
with slightly diﬀerent meanings, was deprecated. Indeed, concept “Tectonostratigraphic Unit” is a powerful tool that geologists often use to compare/distinguish
portions of a sedimentary domain that originated in partially diﬀerent paleoenvironments and were later separated by tectonic contacts. Since each Tectonostratigraphic Unit can only be deﬁned by comparison with its adjoining units (now
distant bodies), it cannot be deﬁned in an absolute, unambiguous way, and, then,
not expressed by axioms. Anyway, all together the axioms deﬁned for the Lithostratigraphic, Lithotectonic and Geologic Event concepts, respectively, give the
necessary and suﬃcient conditions to formally (and fully) encode the knowledge
that is inherent to the Tectonostratigraphic Unit concept. As a consequence, the
Tectonostratigraphic Unit concept was deprecated in OntoGeonous (in a way
that is consistent with CGI vocabularies and INSPIRE codelists, which actually
do not report such a term).
OntoGeonous has been the product of the interaction between geologists and
computer scientists, who exchanged many ideas during the encoding process.
From a methodological perspective, of a paramount importance has been the
initial attempt of the geologist to address the construction of the terminological
knowledge. This practice has brought the geologist the awareness of the diﬃculty of the terminological vocabulary conception; then, later, when driven by
the axiomatic encoding process, led by the computer scientist, the geologist can
contribute eﬀectively to the axiom building and address eﬀectively the viewpoint of the task at hand, namely the geomapping process. During the ontology
development, an eﬀective tool for discussion of the axiomatic encoding ongoing
was the implementation of a wiki21 . For each concept deﬁnition, we created a
page and the most debated issues opened discussion pages with links to the most
relevant sources. Now, the wiki is released as a resource for further investigation
as well as a human readable version of the knowledge (cf. [11] on the importance
of wiki’s for knowledge creation). It reports the motivations that have driven the
encoding choices, which can be susceptible of novel updates.
The formal encoding of the geological knowledge opens new perspectives
for the analysis and representation of the geological systems. These often have a
very complex internal setting and a large range of physical properties, acquired in
distinct geochronological steps (punctuated by geologic events), but rarely fully
explicitly described [1,5,9,16]. In fact, once that the major concepts employed in
the implementation of a geological map data base are deﬁned, with their meaning explicitly expressed through a computational ontology, the resulting formal
conceptual model of the geologic system can hold across diﬀerent technical and
scientiﬁc communities. Furthermore, this would allow for a semi-automatic or
21

https://www.di.unito.it/wikigeo/.
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automatic classiﬁcation of the cartographic database, where a signiﬁcant number
of properties (attributes) of the recorded instances could be deduced (inferred)
through computational reasoning.
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Abstract. The classiﬁcation of hyperspectral images is a challenging
task due to the high dimensionality of the task (i.e. large amount of pixels described over a high number of spectral channels) coupled with the
small number of labeled examples typically available for learning. In the
last decades, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have gained in popularity in the ﬁeld of the hyperspectral image classiﬁcation as they address
large attribute spaces and produce solutions from sparsely labeled data.
However, they require “representative” training samples of the unknown
class distribution to be accurate. In general, these samples are manually
selected by expert visual inspection or ﬁeld survey. This paper describes
a learning schema, where the most suitable pixels to train the classiﬁer
are automatically selected via a spectral-spatial clustering phase. This
reduces the expert eﬀort required for sampling training pixels. Experimental results highlight that the proposed solution allows us to achieve
a classiﬁcation accuracy that outperforms the accuracy of both random
and baseline sampling schemes.

1

Introduction

Hyperspectral remote sensing is one of the most important additions to remote
sensing technology. Nowadays it allows the acquisition of data simultaneously
in hundreds of spectral bands with narrow bandwidths. This high spectral resolution increases the possibility of more accurate classiﬁcation of materials of
interest in the spectral domain [5].
From a methodological point of view, the automatic classiﬁcation of hyperspectral data is not a trivial task. It is made complex by the high cost of true
sample labeling coupled with the high number of spectral attributes. The humansupervised eﬀort needed to collect only few labeled imagery pixels, properly distributed among the classes, makes the deﬁnition of the proper training set for
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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learning an imagery classiﬁer still an open challenge [1,15]. In addition, the low
number of collected ground truth labels, compared to the high number of spectral variables (also known as Hughes’s phenomenon [11]), is not always suﬃcient
for a reliable estimate of the classiﬁer parameters.
In the last decades, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been widely investigated in the context of hyperspectral image classiﬁcation, in order to deal with
Hughes’s phenomenon. In fact, they are robust classiﬁers in presence of large
variable spaces, which produce accurate solutions also from sparsely labeled
data [8,12]. In alternative, dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g. Principal
Component Analysis) have been adopted, in order to mitigate this phenomenon
[8,17]. However, in all these studies, pixels to train a classiﬁer (i.e. training
pixels) are still picked randomly over the remotely sensed data. Consequently,
selected samples can lie in uninteresting areas and then some classes can be
missed. Instead, from the classiﬁer point of view, the most representative samples should be smartly identiﬁed and labeled by the expert, in order to construct
training sets, where all classes are appropriately represented. At the same time,
the expert action is expected to be minimized in the labeling of the training
samples.
Even the most recent studies, that investigate active learning for the hyperspectral image classiﬁcation (e.g. [13,14]), start learning from an initial pool of
randomly selected, training samples. To the best of our knowledge, the problem of automatically and smartly selecting optimal training samples for learning
an accurate classiﬁer has nowadays attracted some attention in the remotely
sensed imaging literature. Rajadell et al. [16] have authored a seminal study in
this ﬁeld. They have introduced the idea of adopting a clustering scheme, in
order to sample the representative pixels, that should be manually labeled from
the expert and used to learn the classiﬁer. A clustering model has been constructed on the spectral signature of a remotely sensed image. This model has
been used as a means to identify the imagery pixels that potentially belong to the
same (unknown) object. Under the hypothesis that the clustering model is accurate (i.e. every cluster actually groups pixels belonging to the same (unknown)
object), training pixels have been selected throughout clusters. The empirical
study in [16] has proved that this spectral clustering phase has contributed to
properly distribute training sample among the various thematic objects hidden
in the remotely sensed data. Appice and Guccione [1] have recently advanced on
this idea by leveraging the power of the expected spatial correlation of the spectral signature, in order to improve the clustering accuracy and, consequently,
the ability of selecting properly distributed, suitable training pixels. In particular, they have accommodated the spatial autocorrelation of the spectral variables
into the clustering process performed via Partioning Around Medoids. They have
proved that new accuracy can be gained when using spectral-spatial information
to detect objects over the remotely sensed data. In their proposal, the clusters
are detected in a completely unsupervised manner, while the training pixels are
sampled throughout the discovered clusters only after that the clustering phase
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is completed. Finally, the number of clusters to be discovered is required as a
user-deﬁned parameter.
This study achieves a new milestone by carrying on this research direction. It
still proposes sampling examples for labeling through a spectral-spatial clustering
phase, but the pixel sampling and labeling process is embedded in the clustering
process instead of waiting for the clustering to be completed. In addition, the
number of clusters is automatically determined during the clustering process.
Procedurally, pixels are repeatedly partitioned along a tree-based cluster model
so that the top node (cluster) of the tree contains the entire sample of the
imagery pixels. The tree is grown by repeatedly considering any leaf node in the
current tree and partitioning the cluster associated with the considered node
into smaller sub-clusters. New nodes are added to the tree, in order to represent
these sub-clusters. During tree construction, as a new node is built, a number
of pixels is sampled throughout the cluster associated with it and labeled by
the expert. Therefore, labels fed during the clustering process are immediately
available to drive the clustering itself according to a semisupervised-like policy.
In particular, sub-clusters are built by trying to reduce both the variance of the
spatial autocorrelation of the spectral variables and the variance of the acquired
labels simultaneously.
The paper is organized as follows. The next Section introduces some basic
concepts, while Sect. 3 illustrates the proposed semi-supervised learning scheme.
Section 4 describes the empirical study. Finally, in Sect. 5 some conclusions are
drawn and future work is outlined.

2

Basic Concepts

Introductory concepts of this study include hyperspectral data and local indicators of spatial autocorrelation.
2.1

Hyperspectral Data

Let D be a hyperspectral imagery dataset, that is, a set of pixels (examples).
Every pixel represents a region of around a few square meters of the Earth’s
surface (i.e. the pixel region is a function of the sensor’s spatial resolution). It is
associated with the spatial coordinates XY , as well as with the m-dimensional
vector of spectral attributes S = S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm . Every spectral attribute Si is
a numeric attribute that expresses how much radiation is reﬂected, on average,
across the pixel region, at the i-th band of the considered spectral proﬁle. Pixels
of D are labeled according to an unknown target function, whose values belong to
a ﬁnite set of classes C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck }. Every class Ci represents a distinct
theme (i.e. type of Earth’s morphology). In general, pixels are equally distributed
in space over a regular grid, so that a hyperspectral dataset can be represented
by a matrix. A spatial neighborhood is a set of pixels q (task-relevant pixels)
surrounding p (target pixel) in the matrix. In the imagery analysis literature,
spatial neighborhoods frequently have a square shape [15], although alternative
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shapes like a circle or a cross can be also considered. Formally, let R be a positive,
integer-valued radius, the square-shaped spatial neighborhood N (p, R) of pixel
p is the set of imagery pixels q(x + I, y + J), so that −R ≤ I, J ≤ +R.
2.2

Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation

Local indicators look for “local patterns” of spatial dependence within the study
region (see [4] for a survey). They return one value for each sampled location of a
variable; this value expresses the degree to which that location is part of a spatial
cluster. Widely speaking, a local indicator of spatial autocorrelation allows us
to discover deviations from global patterns of spatial association, as well as
hot spots like local clusters or local outliers. Several local indicators of spatial
autocorrelation are formulated in the literature. In particular, the standardized
Getis and Ord local GI∗ [10] is a local indicator of spatial autocorrelation, which
has gained wide acceptance in the literature coupled with the cluster analysis
[2,10]. It is computed as follows:
⎛
⎞
n

1
⎝
λ(i, j)z(j) − z Λ(i)⎠,
gi∗ (Z, i) = 
⎛
⎞

n

j=1,j
=
i
 S2 ⎝ 
λ(i, j)2 − Λ(i)2 ⎠
 n−1 n
j=1,j=i

(1)
where Z is a measured variable, λ(i, j) is a spatial (Gaussian or bi-square) weight
n

(z(j) − z)2
n

j=1
between the locations of i and j, Λ(i) =
λ(i, j) and S 2 =
.
n
j=1,j=i

We note that the weighting schema (λ(i, j)) is used to account for the inﬂuence of pixels falling into a squared neighborhood (namely neighbors) when computing the local indicator gi∗ . A popular choice we adopt in this study deﬁnes
λ(i, j) as a relation inversely proportional to the spatial distance d(i, j), such
that the nearer the neighbor, the stronger its inﬂuence. Speciﬁcally, in this study,
1
if j falls in the considered squared neighborhood of i, λ(i, j) = 0
λ(i, j) = d(i,j)
otherwise. A positive value for gi∗ (Z, i) indicates clusters of high values around
i, while a negative value for gi∗ (Z, i) indicates clusters of low values around i.

3

Spectra-Spatial Tree-Based Sampler

This Section is devoted to the description of a spectral-spatial top-down induction algorithm named S3 CuT (Spectral-Spatial Sampler through Clustering Tree
learning). This algorithm exploits the spectral and spatial information embedded
into an hyperspectral image, in order to grow a tree that describes hierarchicallydeﬁned clusters of the spatial-close, spectral-similar input imagery pixels. It
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leverages the expertise of an oracle, in order to label a budget of pixels, which
are sampled along the tree induction.
The cluster tree is built by resorting to an iterative algorithm (lines 1–12,
main procedure, Algorithm 1) that takes as its input: (1) the unlabeled hyperspectral image D spanned on the spatial coordinate space XY and the spectral
attribute space S, (2) the number of pixels p and (3) the budget B. Procedurally,
the iterative algorithm partitions pixels of image D into hierarchically-deﬁned
clusters. To this purpose, it starts with a node grouping all pixels into a single
cluster. A clustering step corresponds to considering a leaf node in the current
tree and partitioning the cluster of pixels associated with it into two disjoint
subclusters. Two child nodes are associated with the constructed sub-clusters in
the tree (line 9, main procedure, Algorithm 1). As a new node (i.e. cluster) is
constructed in the tree, a sample of p pixels falling within this node is randomly
sampled; the oracle (expert) is queried, in order to label these sampled pixels
(lines 7–8, main procedure, Algorithm 1). The clustering step (and consequently
the tree growth) is iterated over the current set of leaf nodes until a budget B
of pixels has be sampled and labeled (stopping condition, line 5, main procedure Algorithm 1). During the iterative clustering process, leaf nodes are visited
level-by-level in the tree (lines 2–4, 6, 10–11, main procedure, Algorithm 1).1 We
note that, according to this level-wise induction of the cluster tree, pixels are
sampled and labeled as any leaf is visited for the tree growth. This allows us to
construct a labeled sample set with pixels, which are distributed proportionally
to actual density and shape of the clustered imagery areas.
The clustering phase is done by maximizing the (inter-cluster) variance
reduction (lines 1, 5, 6, clustering procedure, Algorithm 1) of both the local
indicators of the property of spatial autocorrelation on the spectral attributes
(var(n, gi∗ (S))) and the labels acquired from the oracle (var(labeled(n), C)). In
particular, the main loop (lines 3–10, clustering procedure, Algorithm 1) looks for
the best spectral attribute-value test c that can be associated with the internal
node.
A candidate test c is in the form S ≤ α for a spectral attribute S ∈ S. Possible
values of α are found by sorting the distinct values of S in the cluster of pixels,
which are associated with the current node, then considering a threshold between
each pair of adjacent bins of the equally-sized discretization of the ordered values
of S. Thus, if the discretization has d distinct bins for S, at most d−1 thresholds
are considered (by default, number of bins d = 20). The algorithm evaluates the
split test c according to the split heuristic Δvarc , deﬁned in Formula 2 and
computed in lines 1,5,6, procedure clustering Algorithm 1.
Δvarc = (var(n, gi∗ (S)) + var(labeled(n), C)) −
line 1, procedure clustering, Algorithm 1

(var(nL , nR , S) + var(labeled(nL ), labeled(nR ), C)),

(2)

line 5,procedure clustering, Algorithm 1
1

A queue structure is used to collect the leaf nodes visited to construct the tree
level-wise (lines 2–6, 10–11, main procedure, Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1. Spectral-Spatial Sampler through Clustering (Tree learning
S3 CuT).
– Main routine(D, S, XY, p, B)→ L
Require: (D, S, XY ) {hyperspectral image D spanned on both spectral space S, spatial coordinate space XY and (initially unknown) class C}
Require: p {number of pixel sampled per node/cluster}
Require: B {budget (i.e. total number of sampled pixels)}
Ensure: L {labeled set}
1: gi∗ (S) ← gi∗ (D, S);
2: queue ← new Queue ();
3: root ← new node(D);
4: inqueue(queue, root);
5: while (not empty(queue) and B > 0) do
6:
n ← dequeue(queue);
7:
L ← L∪oracle(n, p);
8:
B ← B − p;
9:
(nL , nR ) ←clustering(n);
10:
inqueue(queue, nL );
11:
inqueue(queue, nR );
12: end while
– clustering(n) → (nL ,R )
1: var ← var(n, gi∗ (S)) + var(labeled(n), C);
2: (c∗ , Δ∗ var) ← (null, 0);
3: for (each possible Boolean test c according to values of S) do
4:
(nL , nR ) ←splitting (n, c); {clustering induced by c on n}
5:
varc ← var(nL , nR , S) + var(labeled(nL ), labeled(nR ), C);
6:
Δvarc ← var − varc ;
7:
if (Δvar ≥ Δ∗ var) then
8:
(c∗ , Δ∗ var) ← (c, Δvar);
9:
end if
10: end for
11: (nL , nR ) ←splitting (n, c∗ );

∗
(S))+|nR |var(nR ,gi∗ (S))
where var(nL , nR , S) = |nL |var(nL ,gi |n
and var(labeled(nL ),
L |+|nR |
|labeled(nL )|var(labeled(nL ),C)+|labeled(nR )|var(labeled(nR ),C)
labeled(nR ), C) =
.
|labeled(nL )|+|labeled(nR )|
Speciﬁcally, | · | denotes the cardinality of a set and labeled(·) denotes the subset of
labels acquired in a set. This formula is the variance reduction of local indicators of
the property of spatial autocorrelation on the spectral attributes (gi∗ (S)) combined
with the variance reduction of the acquired labels (C). We consider the standardized Getis and Ord local gi∗ (see Formula 1, Sect. 2.2 for details). This indicator
is chosen for its ability to distinguish high-valued areas from low-valued areas in
the row. This spatial clustering power of an autocorrelation measure is attractive
here, since it allows the integration of the spatial autocorrelation into the spectral
information during the clustering phase. The local autocorrelations are considered
for each spectral attribute S ∈ S. To deal with multiple spectral attributes, the
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multi-variate analysis is achieved by computing the reduction of the sums of variances of the indicators of local autocorrelation over the set of spectral attributes,
where each attribute contributes equally to the overall Δvar value. We use sums
since they are common ways to combine statistics in multivariate analysis [2,3].
Formally, let n a node, the variance on the local indicators of the spectral signature
(gi∗ (S)) of the cluster of pixels associated with n is computed follows:

var(n, gi∗ (S))
var(n, gi∗ (S)) =

gi∗ (S)∈gi∗ (S)

|gi∗ (S)|

,

(3)

where gi∗ (S) is the local indicator computed on the spectral attribute S ∈ S.

4

Empirical Study

The presented algorithm is evaluated by considering two benchmark hyperspectral images, namely Indian Pines and Pavia University (http://www.
grss-ieee.org/community/technical-committees/data-fusion/). These data sets
are selected for the following reasons: (1) They have a high spatial resolution.
(2) They contain rich spectral information (100–200 bands) and a high number
of classes (9–16 classes). (3) They correspond to diﬀerent scenarios. (4) Ground
truths are available for these data. Additionally, they are considered standard
benchmark data in hyperspectral image classiﬁcation (e.g. [15]).
The empirical study is performed to investigate the accuracy of the classiﬁer
learned by considering a training set smartly constructed via a spectra-spatial
clustering phase. Before we proceed to present the empirical results (see Subsect. 4.3), we provide a description of the datasets used (see Subsect. 4.1), as well
as of the experimental set-up performed (methodology, metrics and parameters
described in Subsect. 4.2).
4.1

Hyperspectral Data

AVIRIS Indian Pines was obtained by the Airborne Visible Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer (AVIRIS) sensor over the Indian Pines region in Northwestern
Indiana in 1992. The image contains 220 spectral bands, but 20 spectral bands
have been removed due to the noise and water absorption phenomena. The
spatial resolution is 20 m and the spatial size is of 145 × 145 pixels, which are
classiﬁed into 16 mutually exclusive classes (see Fig. 1(a)). This data set represents a very challenging land-cover classiﬁcation scenario, in which the primary
crops of the area (mainly corn and soybeans) were very early in their growth
cycle, with only about 5% canopy cover [15]. Discriminating among the major
crops under these circumstances can be a very diﬃcult task. This scenario is also
made more complex by the imbalanced number of available labeled pixels per
class.
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ROSIS Pavia University was obtained by the Reﬂective Optics System Imaging
Spectrometer (ROSIS) sensor during a ﬂight campaign over the Engineering
School at the University of Pavia, in 2003. Water absorption bands were removed,
and the original 115 bands were reduced to 103 bands. It has a spatial resolution
of 1.3 m. The image has a spatial size of 610 × 340 pixels, which are classiﬁed
into 9 classes (see Fig. 1(b)).

(a) Indian Pines

(b) Pavia University

Fig. 1. The AVIRIS data of Indian Pines and the ROSIS data of Pavia University:
ground truth labels.

4.2

Experimental Set-Up

For each hyperspectral image, we consider budget B and evaluate the training
sets constructed by: (1) sampling B training pixels via the spectral-spatial cluster
tree-based sampler described in this study (S3 CuT); (2) sampling B training
pixels via the spectral-spatial sampler described in [1] (GOPAM); (3) sampling
B training pixels via a random sampler throughout the entire image (Random).
We construct training sets with B equal to 1%, 5% and 10% of the entire
imagery pixel set. Additionally, we set-up p (number of pixels sampled and
labeled per node) equal to 1 for S3 CuT, k (number of clusters discovered by
PAM) equal to the number of ground truth classes for GOPAM (as described
in [1]) and the pixel neighborhood radius R equal to 5 during the calculation
of Getis and Ord indicator for both for S3 CuT and GOPAM. For each data set,
for each sampler, we construct 10 training set trials. For each trial, the inductive Support Vector Machine (SVM) [7] is learned from the trial training set
and used to label the entire image. This choice of inducing SVMs for the classiﬁcation phase is motivated by several studies reported in the literature (e.g.
[6,9,15]), which show that inductive SVMs are applied to hyperspectral image
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classiﬁcation with great success, outperforming several other inductive classiﬁers. As the hyperspectral classiﬁcation problem is a multi-class problem, we
learn multi-class SVMs with the “one-against-all” strategy. SVMs are learned
with the Gaussian kernel rule, while parameters are optimally selected according
to a grid-search method and a three-fold cross validation of the labeled set.
The classiﬁcation performance is evaluated in terms of accuracy of the subsequent classiﬁers. The accuracy of a classiﬁer is measured in terms of overall accuracy (OA) and average accuracy (AA) computed on the classiﬁed images. The
metrics are averaged on the various trials. For both accuracy metrics (OA and
AA), the higher the metric, the more accurate the classiﬁer. In particular, these
metrics are deﬁned in terms of elements xij of the confusion matrix associated to
the classiﬁed pixels. Each element xij denotes the number of pixels with ground
truth cj , which are labeled with
class ci . C is the number of distinct classes in the
xii , (i.e. the sum over the principal diagonal),
image. Let us consider xi =
i


xij (i.e. the sum over all rows for column j) and N =
xij . (i.e.
x+j =
i

the number of pixels). Then, OA =

xi
N

and AA =

1
C

 xii
.
X+i
i

i

j

Table 1. Accuracy analysis: Mean ± Standard Deviation of Overall Accuracy (OA)
and Average Accuracy (AA) of SVMs induced from training set trials constructed by
S3 CuT varying budget B among 1%, 5% and 10% of the pixel number.
1%
Indian Pines

5%

10%

OA .5472 ± .1074 .7555 ± .0050 .8814 ± .0018
AA .4408 ± .2854 .7330 ± .0503 .8337 ± .0221

Pavia University OA .8569 ± .0196 .9206 ± .0023 .9442 ± .0087
AA .7532 ± .0583 .9012 ± .0665 .9109 ± .0011

Table 2. Computation time analysis: Mean ± Standard Deviation of Computation
time (in seconds) spent to sample training sets and induce SVMs from training set
trials constructed by S3 CuT varying budget B among 1%, 5% and 10% of the pixel
number.
1%
Indian Pines

5%

Sampling and labeling 107.02 ± 195.16 182.69 ± 47.37
SVM

10.00 ± 9.44

57.82 ± 274.24

Pavia University Sampling and labeling 134.55 ± 121.03 179.83 ± 220.67
SVM

13.07 ± 14.11

10%
220.11 ± 659.14
146.92 ± 41.06
206.03 ± 154.30

371.59 ± 173.86 2321.93 ± 3256.90
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Results and Discussion

We start this study by analyzing the sensitivity of the performance of S3 CuT to
budget B (as 1%, 5% and 10% of imagery data). Accuracy results and computation times (in seconds) are reported in Tables 1 and 2. The results achieved
conﬁrm the expectation. They show that the larger the training set size, the more
accurate the classiﬁcation accuracy (see Table 1). However, the higher accuracy
is at the expenses of the higher computation time spent to construct the training
set, as well as to induce the SVM (see Table 2). On the other hand, the larger
the training size, the lower the standard deviation of the accuracy computed on
various trials (both OA and AA). This ﬁnal result suggests that the induced
classiﬁer is less sensitive to the samples, which are actually labeled throughout
the clusters constructed along the cluster tree, if we enlarge the budget with the
labeled pixels.
We proceed the discussion by comparing the accuracy of S3 CuT to that of its
baseline competitors, namely GOPAM and Random. Accuracy results are compared in Figs. 2(a) and (b). They conﬁrm the eﬃcacy of the idea of feeding a
training set by accounting for spatio-spectral cluster information. In fact, the
two spectral-spatial samplers, namely S3 CuT and GOPAM, outperform the baseline Random, that neglects clustering and spatial autocorrelation. Furthermore,
this study conﬁrms that the tree-based strategy performed by S3 CuT gains in
accuracy compared to the ﬂat strategy performed by GOPAM by empirically
proving the advantage of acquiring labels during the clustering phase, instead of
doing so once the clustering phase is completed.

(a) Indian Pines

(b) Pavia University

Fig. 2. Comparative analysis: Mean of Overall Accuracy (OA) and Average Accuracy
(AA) of SVMs induced from training sets constructed by S3 CuT, GOPAM and Random
with budget B equal to the 5% of the pixel number.

5

Conclusion

This paper addresses the challenging problem of smartly sampling the optimal representative training pixels of an hyperspectral image. Sampled pixels are
manually labeled by the expert and processed via an inductive learning process,
in order to automatically derive accurate classiﬁcations of unlabeled pixels in
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the image. We describe a top-down induction algorithm that accounts for the
property of spatial autocorrelation of the spectral data, in order to sample the
representative training data. In the presented algorithm, labels are acquired
during a spectral-spatial hierarchical clustering process, hence a few labels are
available during the clustering reﬁnements. Consequently, clusters are built by
trying to reduce both the variance of the spatial autocorrelation of the spectral
variables and the variance of the acquired labels, simultaneously. The empirical
study involves benchmark data. It proves that considering spectral-spatial information, as well as embedding labeling in the clustering phase allow us to deﬁne
a sampling methodology that outperforms both the traditional random sampling methodology, as well as the existing spectral spatial sampling strategies.
As a direction for further work, it would be interesting to investigate the use an
adaptive procedure to automatically ﬁt the number of pixels sampled per cluster
based on properties like cluster size or cluster variance. Additionally, although
the presented method is speciﬁcally designed for imagery data, we are interested
in investigating how it can be generalized to other high-dimensional data (e.g.
geo-localized time-series). Finally, we intend to explore the use of some big-data
technologies (e.g. MapReduce) in the design of the proposed algorithm, in order
to be able to evaluate the performances when large volume of hyperspectral data
are processed via speciﬁc parallel processing architectures.
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Abstract. The blue feeling is the sensation which aﬀects people when
they feel down, depressed, sad and more generally when they are in a
bad feeling state. In some cases, it is a recurring situation in their everyday life and it can be the ﬁrst symptom of more complex psychological
diseases such as depression. In the last decade, as consequence of the
quick increase of detected cases of depression in children and teenagers,
it has become very important to ﬁnd strategies for a timely detection
of this pathology. In this work, we describe a model that can support
the detection task, by identifying some warning scenarios of blue feeling.
The proposed architecture is composed by modules focused on diﬀerent
aspects that characterize the scenario: changes in heart rate, reduction
of sleep, reduction of activities performed, increases of use of negative
phrases and words. In particular, in this paper, we describe the approach adopted to analyze users posts on social media networks (SMNs)
by using natural language processing techniques. The proposed approach
is evaluated through an experimental session over a dataset of Facebook
posts. The results show good performance in the detection of negative
feeling.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing · Emotion · Text annotation ·
Word embedding · Social media · User modeling

1

Introduction

The detection of psychological pathologies, including depression, is an articulate
task that involves experts in psychology, doctors, and tutors of the subject, who
should monitor the patient constantly for observing symptoms of the pathology. This process cannot be substituted by an automated process, but it can
be supported by systems able to detect scenarios in which relevant symptoms
are shown. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Volume IV (DSM-IV) [18] is
usually used as a guide to recognizing psychological pathologies and provides a
complete list of symptoms for the clinical detection of depression:
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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– diﬃculties to sleep and to feel relaxed. More than the 90% of the depressed
subjects are aﬀected by sleep disorders and problems with the quality of sleep
[7,27];
– changes in heart rate. The subject is aﬀected by unusual patterns of heart
rate variability. Corney detected increases in resting heart rates [3,23];
– reduction of activities performed. Subject aﬀected by depression are associated with a reduction of the activities performed during the day. In particular,
Haley [10] had found a strong correlation with an increase of daytime reclining;
– increase of negative sentences and words used. Depressed individuals use signiﬁcantly more negative emotional words [22]. The same behavior is shown
by depressed persons when using Social Networks, as described by Moreno
[20].
We have deﬁned a model (Fig. 1), based on the above-mentioned symptoms,
which is able to detect possible situations of risk (according to literature) and
to provide a timely notiﬁcation of “warning situations” to the tutor of the subject monitored (parents, teachers, etc.). Four main phases are deﬁned: Data
Collection, Data Analysis, Detection, Alerting phase. The user is constantly
monitored by using data collected from her smartphone, computer and wearable
smartwatch. Moreover, information about her Heart Rate Variability (HRV) and
sleep time can be used for detecting situations of risk that can be diﬃcult to
detect without speciﬁc instruments. Each module has functions for collecting,
analyzing and managing a speciﬁc data, while rules for detecting warning situation of blue feeling are deﬁned according to DSM-IV [18].

Fig. 1. Detection model of “waring scenario” for possible cases of blue feeling
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One of the core components of the architecture is the module for text analysis,
whose aim is to associate the text with an emotional label such as happiness or
sadness. The main contribution of this paper is the description of the techniques
adopted to perform this task. Furthermore, we show the results obtained by
an in-vitro experimental evaluation performed on messages collected from social
media networks (SMNs).

2

Related Work

Information which comes from SMNs has been already used in literature as a
source of information for detecting many user’s tendencies [21] but also physiological pathologies such as depression [20,22]. These studies have demonstrated
how the information that comes from demographic data as age and relationship status, Facebook statistics such as the number of friends, and words used
in sentences, are relevant aspects to be considered for the detection of physiological diseases. In order to use these ﬁndings in our architecture (Fig. 1), a
module of text analysis has been deﬁned. It automatically builds a lexicon, associated with Ekman’s emotions: happiness, anger, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise
[6], and it uses this information to annotate SMNs textual messages (i.e. posts
on pages, status updates) with the corresponding emotional label. In literature,
both lexicon-based and machine learning-based approached are used to perform
sentiment detection from text [1,2,4].
Lexicon-based models use word lexicons for counting the number of words in
the phrases associated with each emotion. Most of them are manually annotated
and contain speciﬁc words deﬁned in a standard vocabulary [11,16]. This approach exposes a problem correlated with the validity of the association between
word and emotion because it does not take into account that the same word
might express diﬀerent emotions according to the context in which it is used.
Moreover, the words contained in a standard thesaurus can be totally diﬀerent
from the lexicon used in the “everyday” spoken language. It is obvious that words
such as ‘omg’, ‘hahaha’, and emoticons like provide relevant information about
the emotion felt by the user, but they are not detectable using standard lexicons
[5]. In the ﬁeld of emotion classiﬁcation, diﬀerent machine learning approaches to
the problem have been proposed, some based on supervised learning strategies,
others based on unsupervised [1] techniques. The main limitation of learning
approaches is that they need a large amount of data, thus a complex process
of collection and annotation of sentences taken from the reference domain is
required. Moreover, in order to have an accurate training set, the annotation
process is often performed manually, thus it is a time-consuming process. In this
work, an approach for constructing a dynamic lexicon for labeling messages from
SMNs is proposed. The approach can be used to produce a lexicon for lexiconbased classiﬁcation strategies, as well as for the automatic annotation of datasets
for machine learning approaches.
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Emotional Labeling of Text

The approach used for text labeling is based on the idea that it is possible to
automatically annotate user’s post on SMNs using emoticons, i.e. symbols which
express the emotion and sentiment felt by users. They can be considered as a
good source to assign a sentence with an emotional label [5,26]. Following this
idea, an emoticon-based labeling approach for textual sentences has been proposed. In this study, we decided to adopt the model deﬁned by Ekman [6] based
on six emotions: happiness, anger, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise. The labeling
of SMNs messages with emoticons is used for creating training data to be used
by a categorization algorithm to classify messages which do not contain emoticons. The process of emotional labeling of text collected from SMNs requires
an accurate preprocessing step because messages do not follow standard grammar rules and usually contain links, hashtags, repeated words or words with
repeated characters [13] (“cooooool!!!!”). Preprocessing operations are: cleaning, stop-word elimination, tokenization and the transformation of words into
numerical vectors.
3.1

Emoticon-Based Text Annotation for Training Set

The creation of a dataset to be used by machine learning algorithms is a task
which usually involves human annotators. The presence of noisy data is a critical aspect to be considered when a classiﬁer is trained. In the SMNs scenario,
sentences are very ambiguous and it is diﬃcult also for the human annotator to
associate them with an explicit emotional label. A relevant aspect to consider is,
on the contrary, the large quantity of smiles available in these messages. They
can be associated mostly with a unique emotion and they resume the sentiment
of the entire sentence. As consequence of this observation, the emoticons inside
the text have been used as discriminant features for labeling textual sentences.
Each smile has been associated with a main emotional sense with a very simple
strategy. We identify the most common emotions1,2 recently included in UNICODE standard version 9 and we manually classify them (considering also their
main writing variations), as reported in Fig. 2.
Each sentence has been analyzed and tokenized using TweetNLP3 in order to
replace characters repetitions, words repetition and to extract an ASCII emoticon as a single n-gram. Moreover, links and other noisy elements such as hashtags
have been removed. Each token has been compared with the list of emoticons
previously deﬁned and, when a match has been found, the sentence until that
point has been classiﬁed with the corresponding emotion. Sentences whose length
was lower than 3 n-grams were removed.

1
2
3

http://cool-smileys.com/text-emoticons.
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emoticon.
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/∼ark/TweetNLP/.
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Fig. 2. Smiles classiﬁed for expressed emotion

3.2

Generation of a Lexicon for the Application Domain

The datasets which can be generated using the emoticon-based annotation strategy, as described in Sect. 3.1, are dynamic domain-dependent resources which
can be used for extracting information about emotional lexicon. Diﬀerently from
standard emotional lexicons such as WordNet-Aﬀect [25] or NRC Word-Emotion
Association Lexicon [19], which contain a ﬁxed number of manually annotated
words, a lexicon extracted from this kind of datasets perfectly ﬁts with the writing style of the domain of reference. The sentences annotated by the approach
described in Sect. 3.1, are divided into six independent lists, one for each Ekman
emotion. The sentences within each list are tokenized using TweetNLP and the
frequency list of each token is calculated. The frequencies are normalized over
the maximum frequency detected in the list and the tokens are ranked according
to the values obtained. Only the tokens whose frequency is higher than 1% of
the number of total sentences are considered relevant, but this is a parameter
that can be changed in order to avoid longer or shorter word lists, and can be
optimized according to the number of sentences available. Finally, words falling
in more than one list are removed, in order to keep only the distinctive words
for each class. The weighted list of words is used as a lexicon of keywords which
fully represent each emotional class.
3.3

Creation of a Distributional Space for Words

Textual sentences must be translated into a vector representation. We use a
word embedding continuous vector representation able to capture both syntactic
and semantic information about a word. Several methods have been proposed
in order to create word embeddings that follow the Distributional Hypothesis
[12]. In our work we use two models, commonly called word2vec: continuous
bag-of-words and skip-gram, introduced by [17], which can generate for each
n-gram a 300 features numeric representation (Fig. 3). These models learn a
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vector representation for each word by using a neural network language model
that can be trained eﬃciently on billions of words. Word2vec allows to learn
complex semantic relationships using simple vector operators, such as: vec(king)
− vec(man) + vec(woman) ≈ vec(queen). However, our method is general and
other approaches for building word embeddings can be used [9].

Fig. 3. Example of word2vec representation for the words: great, happy and cool

3.4

Building the Classifier

The approach proposed in this work is based on the similarity score between
the word2vec centroid of each emotional class and the word2vec numeric vector
associated with the sentence to be classiﬁed.
Learning Phase - The learning phase consists in computing the word2vec
centroid of each emotional class. The six lists of words generated by the approach
described in Sect. 3.2 are the sources used as input lexicon. Given a class (e.g.
happiness), each word is this list is associated with a word2vec vector in the
distributional space of word created (Sect. 3.3). The lexicon is subdivided in six
meta-documents, one for each emotion considered, which contains all the words
in the lexicon annotated with the considered emotion. Each meta-document
is transformed in one word2vec centroid by averaging the vectors associated
with each word belonging to the meta-document. Moreover, for removing the
dependency of each word from the centroid of the whole distributional space,
we subtract it from each word vector. The average is weighed with the relative
frequency associated with each word (computed as in Sect. 3.2).
The centroid of word2vec vector for each emotional class Cj is computed as
follows:
−→
→
AV G{(−
vec(word2vec
i ) − vec(centr distr space)) ∗ fi }

(1)

with i ∈ Cj , the speciﬁc word in the list associated with the emotional class Cj .
Classification Phase - The part of the dataset which has not been used for
the learning and lexicon generation process is used as test set. The lexicon-based
approach performs the Tanimoto Similarity [15] between the numerical vector
of the considered text and the numerical vectors of each class. The label of the
corresponding highest score will be provided as output.
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Experimental Evaluation

The proposed approach for emotional labeling of text documents is evaluated
from diﬀerent perspectives. We focused on three research questions:
– RQ1: Is it possible to improve the classiﬁcation accuracy of the algorithm
used by adopting a lexicon generated from a dataset automatically annotated
using emoticons?
– RQ2: Does the proposed classiﬁcation approach outperform classical
approaches of text classiﬁcation for emotions?
– RQ3: Is the proposed classiﬁcation approach able to detect negative sentences
with a good accuracy?
Measures. We used the classical measures of performances adopted for classiﬁers: Precision (P, Eq. 2), Recall (R, Eq. 3) and F1 measure (F1, Eq. 4).
tp
tp + f p
tp
Recall =
tp + f n
2P R
F 1 M easure =
P +R
P recision =

(2)
(3)
(4)

where tp is the number of true positive, fp is the number of false positive, fn
is the number of false negative. F1 measures the overall performance of the
systems.
Statistical signiﬁcance is reported using a paired one-tailed t-test with 95%
conﬁdence (i.e. with p-value ≤ 0.05) over the distribution of F1 values. The
results highlighted in bold show the best performance obtained on that particular
data set.
Datasets. The datasets used for the experiments are Semeval-2007 dataset4
[24] and myPersonality 5 [14]. The Semeval-2007 dataset was used for the task
“Aﬀective Text” of the 4th International Workshop on Semantic Evaluations, the
evaluation campaign for computational semantic analysis systems. The dataset
is annotated with the Six Ekman emotions [6] and contains 1000 journal titles
as training set and other 250 titles as test set, all manually annotated by six
annotators. Each annotation is a value ranging from 0 to 100 for each one of the
six emotions. We consider a phrase annotated with a speciﬁc emotion only if the
corresponding value falls in the interval [50,100].
The myPersonality dataset contains information about 4 millions Facebook
users and 22 millions posts over their timeline. Data have been collected through
4
5

http://web.archive.org/web/20080820044702/http://www.cs.unt.edu/∼rada/
aﬀectivetext.
http://mypersonality.org/.
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a Facebook application that infers personality traits of users by means of a
Big Five questionnaire [8]. During the interaction, the application collects also
other information such as activities on Facebook, demographic data and status
updates6 . In our experiment, we considered only data related to status update
messages. Each message has the ‘id’ of the user, the timestamp and the published
text. We annotated it by using the “emoticon” strategy described in Sect. 3.1.
Details of datasets are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Datasets
Emotion MyPersonality SemEval2007 test-set SemEval2007 training-set
Joy
Sadness

1, 717, 832

75

358

396, 268

61

201

Fear

53, 934

33

155

Anger

21, 187

23

67

Disgust

162, 987

20

35

Surprise

69, 672

38

184

Lexicons. In the experimental session we used two lexicons:
– NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon, a large English lexicon in which
each word is linked to one or more emotions among the eight available (anger,
fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust). It contains 14,182
unigrams and 25,000 n-grams manually annotated by crowd-sourcing;
– WordNet-Aﬀect, a well-known extension of English Wordnet which links each
synset with many aﬀective information, including emotions. The emotional
information is organized hierarchically among four main categories: positive,
negative, ambiguous, and neutral. Among them, we can ﬁnd the six Ekman’s
Emotions plus others, such as love, anxiety, apathy, etc.
4.1

Experimental Session

Experiment 1. The aim of this experiment is to provide an answer for RQ1.
The evaluation compares diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the method for building the
distributional space for words, described in Sect. 3.3. We keep the strategy for
building the space and change only the lexicons used to calculate the centroid
which represents the speciﬁc class. In particular, we tested NRC Word-Emotion
Association Lexicon (NRC) and WordNet-Aﬀect (WN-A) as baseline lexicons
against our dynamic lexicon (DYN-TH) generated as described in Sect. 3.1 from
15,000 sentences randomly chosen, for each emotional class, from the myPersonality dataset (90.000 sentences in total). The test sets used are SemEval2007
6

http://mypersonality.org/wiki/doku.php?id=list of variables available.
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test set plus 1,000 sentences, randomly chosen, for each emotional class, from
myPersonality (6,000 sentences in total). Obviously sentences previously used for
generating the lexicon are withdrawn. The results for SemEval-2007 are available
in Table 2, while those for myPersonality are reported in Table 3.
Table 2. Results obtained on SemEval-2007 dataset by varying the lexicon used. The
Overall F1-Score is obtained by averaging the scores for each class
F1-Score on SemEval-2007
Anger Disgust Fear Joy
30.0

Sadness Surprise Overall

NRC

41.6

30.0 49.2 16.9

16.8

30.8

WN-A

40.0

17.6

27.8 37.5 17.6

27.6

9.51

DYN-TH 28.6

31.1

35.8 44.3 39.1

26.1

34.1

Table 3. Results obtained on 6,000 sentences from myPersonality by varying the
lexicon. The Overall F1-Score is obtained by averaging the scores of each class
myPersonality F1-Score
Anger Disgust Fear Joy

Sadness Surprise Overall

NRC

5.45 17.13

20.96

26.74

20.41

26.62

19.55

WN-A

9.35 25.32

25.04

11.67

2.46

28.38

17.04

36.24

35.49

DYN-TH 36.06 34.11

31.60 36.08 38.22

Experiment 2. The second experiment aims to compare our text categorization approach with state of the art machine learning algorithms. In particular,
we used the Naive Bayes classiﬁcation algorithm and Neural Networks Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) trained on 15,000 sentences, randomly chosen, for each
emotional class, from myPersonality. The test sets are the same as Experiment
1 (SemEval-2007 test set; 6000 sentences from myPersonality). The Neural Networks Multi-layer Perceptron classiﬁer is conﬁgured with a stochastic gradient
descendant optimization algorithm and 100 epochs of learning.
4.2

Discussion of Results

The results in Tables 2 and 4 report the results of both experiments on SemEval2007. Highest values are reported in bold. Our DYN-TH strategy overcome the
others in almost all the runs. Results reported in Table 3 show that the use
of standard lexicons produces lower results compared to DYN-TH, as a consequence of the limited the number of words that they can manage. Real-world
sentences contain a wide lexicon which strongly depends on the writing style of
the user. It is common to ﬁnd slang words, acronyms, symbols, tags and words
that cannot be included in a static manually annotated lexicon. On the contrary, the use of a lexicon built by exploiting a dataset of dynamically annotated
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Table 4. Results obtained on SemEval-2007 dataset by varying the classiﬁcation algorithms. The overall F1-Score is obtained by averaging the scores of each class
SemEval-2007 F1-Score
Anger Disgust Fear

Joy

Sadness Surprise Overall

SemEval-07 systems
SWAT [24]

7.06

0.0

18.27 14.91 17.44

11.78

11.57

16.03

0.0

20.06

1.76

15.00

9.51

3.02

0.0

4.72 11.87 17.44

15.00

8.67

NaiveBayes 10.9

2.1

3.4

42.8

18.9

22.7

30.9

MLP

3.7

19.3

20.2

17.1

24.7

20.0

35.8 44.3 39.1

26.1

34.1

UA [24]
UPAR7 [24]

4.21

Baseline
14.5

Dynamic lexicon
DYN-TH

28.6

31.1

Table 5. Results obtained on 6,000 sentences from myPersonality dataset by varying
the classiﬁcation algorithms. The overall F1-Score is obtained by averaging the scores
of each class
myPersonality F1-Score
Anger Disgust Fear

Joy

Sadness Surprise Overall

Baseline
MLP

20.0

12.7

24.5

28.4

26.7

34.1

24.4

NaiveBayes 28.7

17.9

24.8

30.6

35.2

34.3

28.6

36.24

35.49

Dynamic lexicon
DYN-TH

36.06 34.11

31.60 36.08 38.22

sentences allows to manage a larger set of speciﬁc tokens, even if they are not
correctly written. In particular, as shown in Table 2, DYN-TH outperformed all
the other approaches. There is a statistically signiﬁcance diﬀerence with other
approaches for p < 0.02. These results allow us to provide a positive answer to
RQ1. The comparison among the proposed DYN-TH classiﬁcation strategy and
other learning approaches (Neural Networks Multi-layer Perceptron and a Naive
Bayes classiﬁer) is in favour DYN-TH, as shown by values reported in Table 4
and Table 5.
In particular, the results in Table 5 conﬁrm that there is statistically diﬀerence for p < 0.05. As consequence of this analysis, we conﬁrm the hypothesis
of RQ2. In order to quantify the performance of DYN-TH for the detection of
negative sentences, the results of F1-measure obtained for the classes sadness,
fear, anger, and disgust have been averaged. The values obtained for DYN-TH
is 35.00 against 26.65 for MLP and 20.98 for Naive Bayes. The diﬀerences
among the results are statistically signiﬁcant for p < 0.05 and demonstrate the
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eﬀectiveness of our approach for detecting negative sentences. This allow us to
answer positively to RQ3. In general, the observed results show the validity of
the approach, but at the same time they reveal also the diﬃculty of performing
a clear classiﬁcation in spontaneous contexts. When the user is left free to write
without any strict syntactical rules, approaches based on strict lexicons are easy
to fail. Also strategies based on machine learning are not able to create eﬀective
classiﬁcation rules. For this reason, we suggest that the approach proposed can
provide eﬀective results in the speciﬁc application domain investigated.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

The proposed work introduced a framework for detecting psychological diseases
and blue feeling, by computing a continuous monitoring of the user from heterogeneous sources. The proposed model is based on Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual Volume IV (DSM-IV) whose thresholds are taken from the standard literature about the problem. One of the most important modules designed is the
text emotional annotator. It takes as input a textual sentence and provides the
most probable emotional label for it. The module uses a word2vec representation
of textual content and uses the Tanimoto similarity score to select the appropriate emotional class to be assigned to the text. It uses a lexicon generated from a
dataset automatically annotated using emoticons. The proposed approach overcomes both Naive Bayes and Neural Networks Multi-layer Perceptron algorithms
for the classiﬁcation task.
Furthermore, the eﬀectiveness of the generated lexicon is shown by the results
obtained from the comparison with other lexicons such as WordNet-Aﬀect and
NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon. Finally, we demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of the approach for detecting negative emotions in a real world context.
In order to improve the classiﬁcation performance of the proposed approach, in
the future work we will focus on strategies of hybrid classiﬁers that use both
lexicon-based and machine learning approaches.
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Abstract. Sum-Product Networks (SPNs) are recent deep probabilistic
models providing exact and tractable inference. SPNs have been successfully employed as density estimators in several application domains. However, learning an SPN from high dimensional data still poses a challenge
in terms of time complexity. This is due to the high cost of determining independencies among random variables (RVs) and sub-populations
among samples, two operations that are repeated several times. Even one
of the simplest greedy structure learner, LearnSPN, scales quadratically
in the number of the variables to determine RVs independencies. In this
work we investigate approximate but fast procedures to determine independencies among RVs whose complexity scales in sub-quadratic time.
We propose two procedures: a random subspace approach and one that
adopts entropy as a criterion to split RVs in linear time. Experimental
results prove that LearnSPN equipped by our splitting procedures is able
to reduce learning and/or inference times while preserving comparable
inference accuracy.
Keywords: Machine learning · Deep learning · Structure learning
Probabilistic models · Density estimation · Sum-Product Networks

1

·

Introduction

Density estimation is the unsupervised task of learning an estimator of a joint
probability distribution over a set of random variables (RVs) that are assumed
to have generated some observed data. If such a model provides a good estimate
of the real distribution, it can be eﬀectively used to perform inference, i.e., computing the probability of the queries about some RVs. Density estimation represents one of the central and most general task in machine learning, indeed, many
machine learning tasks, e.g. classiﬁcation and regression can be reframed as performing inference on a probability distribution. While on the one hand one wants
to build a highly expressive and accurate estimator, on the other hand one may
want to be able to eﬃciently learn it from data and to perform tractable and exact
inference on it as well. Trading oﬀ these three performances is one of the current
challenges in density estimation, and in practice it is rare to be able to optimize
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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all of them. Probabilistic graphical models (PGMs), like Bayesian networks or
Markov networks, are able to accurately model highly complex probability distributions, but performing inference and learning on them requires routines that,
even if approximate, may scale exponentially in the worst case [22]. Recently
introduced tractable probabilistic models (TPMs), allow tractable inference at
the expense of a stricter representation bias. TPMs like Arithmetic Circuits [4],
Sum-Product Networks (SPNs) [18], and Cutset Networks [7,20] provide a good
compromise between expressiveness and tractability by compiling complex distributions in compact data structures. Nevertheless, the cost of learning them
to model high dimensional probability distribution is still an issue.
In this paper, we focus on SPNs, and we investigate approximate learning
routines to improve both learning and inference complexity, trying to preserve
the model expressiveness. SPNs represent a probability distribution as a series of
sum and product nodes, arranged in a deep architecture. Under certain structural
conditions, SPNs guarantee several kinds of probabilistic queries to be computed
exactly and in time linear to the network size. Their success in several application
domains like computer vision [18,25], speech recognition [17], natural language
processing [3] and for representation learning [23] increased the interest around
algorithms able to learn both their structure and parameters [5,9,15,24]. One
of the ﬁrst principled top-down learning schemes, and yet still a state-of-the-art
structure learner, is LearnSPN [9]. One of the factors behind its popularity is
its simplicity. LearnSPN greedily and recursively decomposes the observed data
by either splitting RVs after they have been found independent, or by clustering
samples together according to some metric. While several variations of LearnSPN
have been proposed in the literature by adapting the splitting RVs and clustering
routines, their high complexity constitutes the main bottleneck. Our attention
is on the ﬁrst procedure, splitting RVs into independent groups, whose general
complexity, in the worst case, is quadratic in the number of the RVs.
In this paper, we make the following contributions: (i) we advance two alternative procedures to approximate the variable splitting method in LearnSPN
while performing it in sub-quadratic time, and (ii) we empirically evaluate their
eﬀectiveness in trading-oﬀ inference accuracy in favour of inference or learning
times. We propose a random subspace approach in which we reduce the number of independence tests to be computed. Additionally, we investigate an even
more approximated entropy-based criterion that scales linearly in the number
of RVs. A comparison to the original version of LearnSPN on several standard
benchmark datasets reveals that the former approach eﬀectively trades oﬀ the
model likelihood in favour of faster learning times and smaller networks, hence
faster inference. On the other hand, the latter approach, surprisingly, leads the
construction of more complex networks, hence favouring the model expressiveness.

2

Sum-Product Networks

An SPN S is a rooted DAG, encoding an unnormalized probability distribution
over a set of RVs X = {X1 , . . . , Xn }, where internal nodes can be either weighted
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sum or product nodes (graphically denoted resp. as
and ), and leaves are
univariate distributions deﬁned on a RV Xi ∈ X. Each node i ∈ S has a scope
Xψi deﬁned as the set of RVs appearing as its descendant leaves. The subnetwork Si , rooted at node i, encodes the unnormalized distribution over its
scope. Each edge (i, j) emanating from a sum node i to one of its children j
has a non-negative weight wij . The set of all sum node weights corresponds to
the network parameters. Sum nodes can be viewed as mixtures over probability
distributions whose coeﬃcients are the children weights, while product nodes
identify factorizations over independent distributions. Examples of SPNs are
depicted in Fig. 1. In the following we consider X to be discrete valued RVs.
For a given state x of the RVs X, we will indicate S(x) the unnormalized
probability of x according to the SPN S, that is the root node value when the
network is evaluated after X = x is observed. An SPN is deﬁned decomposable
if the scopes of the children of each product node are disjoint. It is deﬁned
complete when the scopes of the children of each sum node are the same. These
properties together imply validity [18], i.e., the ability of exactly computing the
probability of each possible complete or partial evidence conﬁguration.
 When the
weights of each sum node i in a valid network S sum to one, i.e., j wij = 1,
and distribution at leaves are normalized, then S computes an exact normalized
probability for each possible state [16,18]. W.l.o.g., we assume the SPNs we are
considering to be valid and normalized.
In order to compute S(x) it is necessary to evaluate the network through a
|Xψ |
bottom-up step. When evaluating a leaf node i, whose scope Xψi is {Xk }k=1i ,
Si (x) corresponds to the probability of the state x for Xk : Si (x) = P (Xk = x).
The value of
 a product node corresponds to the product of its children values:
Si (xψi ) = i→j∈S Sj (xψj ); while, for a sum node
 its value corresponds to the
weighted sum of its children values: Si (xψi ) = i→j∈S wij Sj (xψj ).
It is possible to demonstrate that all the marginal probabilities, the partition function and even approximate MPE queries and states can be computed
in time linear in the size of the network, i.e., its number of edges [9,16]. Hence,
tractable inference is achieved when the number of edges is at most polynomial
in the number of RVs. Moreover, the less the number of edges in a network,
the faster the inference. While the size of the network implies its inference eﬃciency, its depth, deﬁned as the longest path from the root to a leaf node in
networks with strictly interleaving layers of nodes of the same kind1 , determines
its expressiveness eﬃciency [14]. This kind of eﬃciency relates to the ability of
a network to capture more complex distributions than other networks having
the same or larger size [24]. Lastly, also the number of parameters of a network,
i.e., the number of sum node weights, also called model capacity, inﬂuences its
expressiveness with respect to a weight learning algorithm. While we are not
looking at weight learning per se in this work, it is worth noting that the larger
a model capacity, the higher the representation space searchable by optimizing
the network weights.
1

Note that it is always possible to transform an SPN with adjacent nodes of the same
type into an equivalent one with alternating types [24].
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Fig. 1. Examples of SPNs: a naive factorization over 6 random variables (a), a shallow
mixture standing for a point-wise kernel density estimation (b) and a deeper architecture (c) over the same scope (weights are omitted for simplicity).

Up to now, however, the research community has put more eﬀort in designing
structure learning algorithms and comparing learned SPNs w.r.t. their inference
accuracy, i.e., the closeness of the probability distribution estimated by the network to the one that generated the data. For density estimators in general, this
is usually done in the terms of the average test set log-likelihood [11]. In this
work, following [24], we argue that both the network structure quality metrics
and its log-likelihood shall be taken into account to better evaluate the inherent
trade-oﬀ of density estimators between learning and inference tractability and
their expressiveness and accuracy.
2.1

Structure Learning

As already stated, we focus our attention to a particular structure learning
algorithm for SPNs, LearnSPN [9]. LearnSPN provides a simple, greedy and yet
surprisingly eﬀective learning schema that is able to infer both the structure
and the parameters of an SPN from the data. Note that, while our approximate
approaches are inspired directly by LearnSPN, they can be eﬀectively adapted
to other algorithmic variations aiming to learn SPNs, e.g., the ones proposed
in [1,21,24]. Furthermore, they can also be adapted to other learning scenarios,
in which one has to split RVs into sets of (approximately) independent RVs [8],
e.g., eliciting the independencies among RVs for classical PGMs.
LearnSPN performs a greedy top-down structure search in the space of treeshaped SPNs, i.e., networks in which each node has at most one parent. The
network structure is built one node at a time by leveraging the probabilistic
semantics of an SPN: sum nodes stand for mixtures over sub-populations in the
data, while products represent factorizations over independent components. A
high level outline is sketched in Algorithm 1. LearnSPN proceeds by recursively
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partitioning the training data provided as a matrix consisting of a set D of rows
as i.i.d instances, over X, the set of columns, i.e., the RVs. For each call on
a submatrix, the algorithm ﬁrst tries to split the submatrix by columns. This
is done by splitting the current set of RVs into diﬀerent groups such that the
RVs in a group are statistically dependent while the groups are independent,
i.e., the joint distribution factorizes over the groups. We denote this procedure
as Greedy Variable Splitting (GVS). If the GVS procedure fails, that is all RVs
are somewhat dependent and it is not meaningful to split them, then LearnSPN
switches to split rows. If this is the case, when GVS is designed to ﬁnd two split
components, we assume the second one to be empty. LearnSPN then tries to
aggregate similar submatrix rows (procedure clusterInstances) into a number of
clusters. In the original work of [9], the hard online EM algorithm is employed
to determine an adaptive number of clusters,l, assuming
 RVs Xj independent
given the row clusters Ci , formally: P (X) = i P (Ci ) j P (Xj |Ci ). To control
the cluster number, an exponential prior on clusterings in the form of e−λl|X| is
used, with λ as a tuning parameter.
Every time a column split succeeds the algorithm adds a product node to
the network whose children correspond to partitioned submatrixes. Analogously,
after a row clustering step it adds a sum node where children weights represent
the proportions of instances falling into the computed clusters (line 13). To avoid
a naive factorization of the whole data matrix the algorithm heuristically forces
a row clustering at the ﬁrst step.
Termination happens in two cases: when the current submatrix contains only
one column (line 3) or when the number of its rows falls under a certain threshold
μ (line 5). In the former, a leaf node, standing for a univariate distribution, is
introduced by a maximum likelihood estimation from the submatrix applying a
Laplace smoothing parameter α. In the latter, the submatrix RVs are modeled
with a naive factorization, i.e., they are considered to be independent and a
product node is put over a set of univariate leaf nodes. As noted in [24], the
two splitting procedures depend on each other: the quality of row clusterings is
likely to be enhanced by column splits correctly identifying dependent variables
and vice versa. As a consequence, while we are proposing to substitute only
the GVS procedure, the eﬀects of the introduced approximation will aﬀect also
the row clustering step. We will evaluate this eﬀect globally by measuring both
the structure quality of the networks learned with our proposed approaches and
their likelihood accuracy, in a series of empirical experiments in Sect. 4.

3

Variable Splitting

We now describe in detail the Greedy Variable Splitting (GVS) procedure applied
by LearnSPN to discover groups of dependent RVs, in order to introduce later
our variants. To exactly determine a partitioning of independent RVs, one could
recur to Queyranne’s algorithm to retrieve two subsets with minimum empirical
mutual information (MI), but this will scale in a cubic time w.r.t. the number
of RVs considered [19]. Instead, as the name suggests, GVS proceeds in a greedy
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Algorithm 1. LearnSPN(D, X, α, μ, ρ)
1: Input: a set of row instances D over a set of RVs X ; α: Laplace smoothing parameter; μ: minimum number of instances to split; ρ: statistical independence threshold
2: Output: an SPN S encoding a pdf over X learned from D
3: if |X | = 1 then
4:
S ← univariateDistribution(D, X , α)
5: else if |D| < μ then
6:
S ← naiveFactorization(D, X , α)
7: else
8:
{Xd1 , Xd2 } ← GVS(D, X , ρ)
9:
if |Xd2 | >
 0 then
10:
S ← 2j=1 LearnSPN(D, Xdj , α, μ, ρ)
11:
else
12:
{Di }R
i=1 ← clusterInstances(D, X )

|Di |
13:
S← R
i=1 |D| LearnSPN(Di , X , α, μ, ρ)
14: return S

way, lowering the time complexity to be quadratic (see Algorithm 2). By picking
a RV at random (line 3), GVS tries to discover connected components in a graph
of dependencies by introducing one edge among two RVs if they are dependent.
While pairwise MI could be used to test the independence among the two considered RVs, a more sophisticated statistical test, a G-Test, is applied in the
original formulation of GVS. In both cases, two RVs are assumed to be dependent if the statistical test result falls under a used deﬁned threshold ρ. At the
ﬁrst iteration if the algorithm does not ﬁnd any dependency it returns the ﬁrst
considered node as assuming that it is independent from all the other RVs. The
opposite case is when the algorithm ﬁnds a connected component comprising all
the RVs currently considered by LearnSPN. To understand the worst case time
complexity of GVS consider the following case. At most, the algorithm needs to
perform (n2 +n)/2 G-tests with n = |X| by looking at all possible pairwise cases
(lines 5–12). If we assume the complexity of performing a G-Test to be linear
in the number of samples (m = |D|), then the worst case complexity of GVS
is O(n2 m). As a last remark, consider that the alternative splitting procedures
presented in other SPN learning algorithms, e.g. [15,21], even if employing different pairwise statistical independence tests, still require a quadratic number of
comparisons, in the worst case.
3.1

Stochastic Variable Splitting

The intuition behind our ﬁrst proposed alternative method for splitting variables is the same behind random subspace techniques that have been successfully employed for building ensembles for predictive tasks [2] but also for density
estimation [6]. We name this method Random Greedy Variable Splitting (RGVS)
and we sketch it in Algorithm 3. RGVS randomly selects a subset of X of length
k and then applies GVS only on this subset. Since we are not applying it in an
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Algorithm 2. GVS(D, X, ρ)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: set of samples D over RVs X ; ρ: a statistical independence threshold
Output: a split of two groups of dependent variables {Xd1 , Xd2 },
Xd2 ← X , X0 ← drawVariableAtRandom(X )
X ← X \ {X0 }, P ← {X0 }, Xd1 ← {X0 }, R ← ∅
repeat
 P ← P \ {Xp }
Xp ← pop(P )
for each Xk ∈ X do
if GTest(D, Xp , Xk ) < ρ then
R ← R ∪ {Xk }, Xd1 ← Xd1 ∪ {Xk }, P ← P ∪ {Xk }
for each Xj ∈ R do
X ← X \ {Xj }
until |P | > 0 ∧ |X | > 0
return {Xd1 , Xd2 \ Xd1 }

ensemble scenario, but to learn a single model, we do expect this model inference accuracy to drop since the independencies discovered by RGVS can only
be a subset of those discovered by GVS in a single call. Nevertheless, how much
the accuracy degrades depends to the ability of RGVS to recover the missed
dependencies in one call in the following calls that LearnSPN performs on the
same RVs. At the same time, we aim to reduce the learning times as well as the
inference times, by obtaining smaller networks.
If GVS fails on the set of k RVs R, then even RGVS will fail assuming dependent the remaining variables in S = X \ R (lines 9–10). Otherwise, if the second
component returned from GVS is not empty then RGVS will make another stochastic decision about where to put the remaining variables in S (lines 12–15).
Consequently, the worst case complexity
of RGVS depends on the choice of the
√
parameter k. If k√is chosen to be n, then2 we end up scaling GVS as if it was
linear, since O(( n)2 m) = O(nm). Otherwise, depending on a choice of k < n
the complexity of a single call varies but remains sub-quadratic. However, note
that determining the resulting complexity of a whole run of LearnSPN equipped
with RGVS instead of GVS is not immediate. Consider, for example the case in
which k is chosen as a small fraction of the RVs in X, then, it might happen
that LearnSPN calls the splitting routines a larger number of times since in each
call the only a few or no RVs are considered independent from the rest. The
result is that the network built may be larger, hence the learning time increased,
w.r.t. a network learned with a larger k. In Sect. 5 we empirically evaluate the
sensitivity of RGVS to the choice of k w.r.t. the model inference accuracy and
its learning time.

2

We set k to be at least 2 when n = |X | < 4.
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Algorithm 3. RGVS(D, X, ρ)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

3.2

Input: set of samples D over RVs X ; ρ: a statistical independence threshold
Output: a split of two groups of dependent variables {Xd1 , Xd2 }
√
Xd1 ← ∅, Xd2 ← ∅, n ← |X |, k ← max( n , 2)
if k = n then
return GVS(D, X , ρ)
R ← randomSubspace(X , k)
S ←X \R
{Xd1 , Xd2 } ← GVS(D, R, ρ)
if Xd2 = ∅ then
return {Xd1 ∪ S, ∅}
r ← Bernoulli(0.5)
if r = 0 then
return {Xd1 ∪ S, Xd2 }
else
return {Xd1 , Xd2 ∪ S}

Entropy-Based Variable Splitting

The second proposed variable splitting method is based on the concept of entropy
as taken in information theory3 and it is called Entropy-Based Variable Splitting
(EBVS). Its pseudocode is listed in Algorithm 4. EBVS performs a linear scan of
the RVs in X, grouping in one split those RVs whose entropy value falls under a
user deﬁned threshold η. The rationale behind this idea is that a RV with exactly
zero entropy is independent from all other RVs in X. To understand why this
is true, consider computing MI between RV X and any RV X∗ ∈ X, denoted as
MI(X; X∗ ) then we have that MI(X; X∗ ) = H(X)−H(X|X∗ ) where H(·) denotes
marginal entropy and H(X|X∗ ) conditional entropy respectively [13]. But since
H(X) = 0 by hypothesis and it must hold that H(X) ≥ H(X|X∗ ), then it turns
out that MI(X; X∗ ) = 0, hence X must be independent to all other RVs in X.
Since the empirical estimator for the entropy is rarely zero on real data, we apply
thresholding to increase the method robustness and regularization. Moreover,
we may apply Laplacian smoothing to compute the probabilities involved in the
entropy computation4 .
While η can be heuristically determined by the user by performing crossvalidation, having a global threshold can impose a too strict inductive bias.
Therefore, we introduce another method variant, called EBVS-AE, where AE
stands for “Adaptive Entropy”, in which η is adaptively computed based on the
size of the current submatrix processed by LearnSPN. EBVS-AE determines each
3

4

For a discrete
 RV X, having values in X , we consider its discrete entropy as
H(X) = − x∈X p(x) log(p(x)).
For convenience, and to avoid the addition of a new hyperparameter, the Laplacian
smoothing parameter value will be the same of the hyperparameter α of LearnSPN,
used to smooth the univariate distributions at leaves. Note that now η substitutes
the hyperparameter ρ which is not needed anymore.
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time the actual value of η proportionally to the number of samples |D| processed
w.r.t. the number of samples in the whole dataset. Both EBVS and EBVS-AE
involve the computation of the entropy for each RV in X, hence their complexity
is O(nm). We empirically determine in the next Section whether both EBVS
and EBVS-AE provide good approximations to the variable splitting method of
LearnSPN. It is reasonable to expect the structures learned by these methods to
be quite diﬀerent from those learned by GVS and RGVS, since the procedure to
test for statistical independence relies on a single RV metric for the former and
for pairwise metrics for the latter.
Algorithm 4. EBVS(D, X, η, α)
1: Input: set of samples D over RVs X ; η: a threshold for entropies, α: Laplacian
smoothing parameter
2: Output: a split of two groups of dependent variables {Xd1 , Xd2 }
3: Xd1 ← ∅, Xd2 ← ∅
4: for each Xi ∈ X do
5:
if computeEntropy(D, Xi , α) < η then
6:
Xd1 ← Xd1 ∪ {Xi }
7:
else
8:
Xd2 ← Xd2 ∪ {Xi }
9: if |Xd1 | = 0 then
10:
return {Xd2 , Xd1 }
11: else
12:
return {Xd1 , Xd2 }

4

Experiments

We empirically evaluate RGVS, EBVS and EBVS-AE as alternative methods for
variable splitting by plugging them in LearnSPN-b [24], a simpliﬁed variant of
LearnSPN. We implemented them in Python5 , in the freely available version of
LearnSPN-b [24] and we refer to GVS in the following as the original version
of LearnSPN-b employing Algorithm 2. LearnSPN-b only performs binary splits
even for the row clustering step while learning an SPN. By doing this, it slows
down the greedy search process avoiding too complex structural choices at early
stages, therefore implementing a form of the “simplicity bias”. With this experimentation we aim to answer the following research questions: (Q1) how does
RGVS compare to GVS in terms of inference and learning time and model accuracy? (Q2) how does EBVS compare to GVS in terms of inference and learning
time and model accuracy? (Q3) is EBVS-AE able to learn more accurate and
compact networks in a faster way than EBVS?
To answer the aforementioned questions, we evaluated the proposed methods
on 9 datasets that have been employed as standard benchmarks to compare
5

Code is available at https://github.com/fabriziov/alt-vs-spyn.
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Table 1. Times (in seconds) taken to learn the best models on each dataset and average
test log-likelihoods for EBVS, EBVS-AE, RGVS and GVS.
Learning time

Log-likelihood

EBVS EBVS-AE RGVS GVS EBVS
−6.051

EBVS-AE RGVS

GVS

−6.046

−6.040

−6.329

NLTCS

98

31

4

8

Plants

255

179

24

70

−12.890 −12.853 −16.633 −12.880

Audio

130

108

25

59

−40.763 −40.632 −41.983 −40.697

Jester

73

67

16

41

−53.897 −53.528 −54.881 −53.919

Netflix

131

123

48

89

−58.234 −58.021 −59.752 −58.4360

Accidents

623

96

18

34

−35.336 −35.635

−39.370 −29.002

Retail

105

97

11

22

−11.245 −11.198

−11.290 −10.969

Pumsb-star 256

245

18

34

−29.235 −29.485

−41.969 −23.282

18

3

9

−97.876 −97.764

−99.123 −81.931

DNA

17

Table 2. Structural quality metrics (the number of edges, layers and network parameters) for the best validation models for EBVS, EBVS-AE, RGVS and GVS.

NLTCS

# edges

# layers

EBVS

EBVS EBVS-AE RGVS GVS EBVS EBVS-AE RGVS GVS

EBVS-AE RGVS GVS

# params

8185

3969

316

1129

23

9

9

17

1190

331

58

271

Plants

42318

67821

2770

15129

27

17

15

27

2304

1863

415

2635

Audio

36499

43243

2581

17811

21

11

11

25

550

477

308

2736

Jester

26263

27609

1862

12460

17

5

13

25

308

276

270

2071

Netflix

42033

44512

5097

30417

21

11

15

31

503

465

737

4351

Accidents

98218

33377

1529

11861

33

15

15

27

4315

436

240

2656

Retail

10096

6973

368

1010

41

37

7

19

446

258

31

175

Pumsb-star 32776

137092

1478

12821

29

19

13

27

1941

1885

216

2679

8694

475

3384

7

7

9

13

52

52

38

938

DNA

8694

TPMs, being introduced in [10,12]. They comprise binary data coming from
tasks such as frequent item mining, recommendation and classiﬁcation.
For each method, we select the best parameter conﬁgurations based on
the average validation log-likelihood scores, then evaluate such models on the
test sets. We performed an exhaustive grid search for ρ ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20},
μ ∈ {10, 50, 100, 500} and α ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 1, 2}, leaving all other parameters to
the default values.
Experiments have been run on an 8-core AMD Opteron 63XX @ 2.3 GHz
with 16 GB of RAM and Ubuntu 14.04.4 LTS, kernel 3.13.0-45.
4.1

(Q1) Evaluating RGVS

Regarding RGVS, as expected, making the variable splitting method partially
random fosters the learning speed of the models. Table 1 reports the global learning times for the best validation networks. From it is visible how LearnSPN-b
equipped with RGVS takes less time to grow a full structure than GVS, requiring
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Table 3. Learning times in seconds and average test log-likelihoods for the best
validation models for RGVS, varying the proportion of RVs involved in GVS.
Learning time
10%
NLTCS

9.35

30%
3.65

Log-likelihood
50%
3.54

70%
3.40

90%

10%

3.73 −6.196

30%

50%

70%

90%

−6.356

−6.576

−6.562

−6.337

Plants

45.18 21.25 18.84 21.09 26.49 −16.808 −17.786 −17.186 −16.292 −15.223

Audio

43.72 24.93 24.32 26.03 27.20 −41.866 −42.146 −42.206 −42.076 −41.702

Jester

34.33 17.85 18.77 21.51 30.95 −54.806 −54.984 −54.949 −54.866 −54.341

Netflix

67.51 54.72 51.29 49.53 72.75 −60.043 −59.832 −59.464 −59.559 −59.082

Accidents

38.43 18.10 19.55 20.80 30.40 −39.415 −39.871 −40.006 −38.759 −36.677

Retail

24.18

9.06 11.59 15.73 20.51 −11.382 −11.368 −11.358 −11.344 −11.142

Pumsb-star 24.60 21.60 18.83 19.99 29.50 −43.240 −45.732 −42.171 −37.525 −32.310
DNA

7.55

2.06

2.58

2.98

3.89 −99.453 −99.458 −98.920 −98.269 −95.968

in some cases less than half the time. Table 2 reports the structure quality of
the learned networks in terms of their number of edges (size), number of layers
(depth) and parameters (model capacity). See Sect. 2 for how these values inﬂuence both inference and learning. It is evident how RGVS is able to learn very
compact models, speeding up inference times. However, this is done trading-oﬀ
accuracy. In Table 1 average test log-likelihoods are reported for all methods
on all datasets. There, accuracy degrades on all datasets, being comparable to
other methods on some datasets such as Retail and Jester, but also degrading
signiﬁcantly on Pumsb-star and DNA.
Additionally, to better understand the behavior of RGVS, we evaluate how
changing the proportion of RVs involved in a G-test aﬀects accuracy and learning
times. We assess this by determining k as the varying proportion of the RVs
actually involved in the statistical test, making it range in the 10%, 30%, 50%,
70%, 90% of all of them, for the best conﬁgurations found on the validation sets.
From Table 3, one can see that generally, when the proportion of involved RVs
in the G-test is between 30% and 70%, we obtain faster learning times and less
accurate models. The reason behind this is that when this proportion is either
small or close to 100%, LearnSPN-b just makes much more calls to the RGVS,
evaluating fewer RVs every time. Concluding, we can answer Q1 by stating
that RGVS is able to learn more compact models in less time than GVS, yet
compromising on inference accuracy.
4.2

(Q2) Evaluating EBVS

From our results, EBVS learns much less compact networks w.r.t. GVS. Concerning learning times, while it speeds up the building procedure for a single node,
the overall time required by the algorithm to grow a whole network increases
(Table 1). This is due to the fact that it calls the row clustering procedure less
frequently than GVS since it learns networks with more nodes but with fewer
parameters (Table 2). Thus, it moves into the search space faster but it favours
larger networks than GVS. On the accuracy side, instead, one can see that EBVS
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has comparable results w.r.t GVS and performs better than RGVS (Table 1). To
answer the research question Q2 we can state that EBVS does not learn more
compact networks than GVS but it learns more accurate networks than RGVS.
Still, since the increased size of the learned models, their learning time increased.
4.3

(Q3) Evaluating EBVS-AE

In the previous Section we questioned the introduction of an adaptive thresholding method for the entropy-based splitting procedure. Results conﬁrm our
intuition over the employed datasets. For EBVS-AE, both likelihood and structure characteristics improve if compared to EBVS, as showed in Tables 2 and
1. Concerning accuracy, EBVS-AE on 5 out of 9 considered datasets achieves
comparable or better results than our baseline GVS (Table 1). Given that, we
can answer Q3 by stating that EBVS-AE, in general, tends to learn more accurate and compact networks than EBVS, needing less time, and as such shall be
preferred over it.

5

Conclusions

Learning an SPN from high dimensional data still poses a challenge in terms
of time complexity. The simplest greedy structure learner, LearnSPN, scales
quadratically in the number of the variables to determine RVs independencies. Here we propose more approximate but faster procedures to determine
independencies among RVs whose complexity scales in sub-quadratic time. We
investigate two approaches: a random subspace one and another one that adopts
entropy as a criterion to split RVs in linear time. Experimental results prove
that there is no free lunch: LearnSPN equipped by the former learns networks
that save on learning and inference time, providing less accurate inference; while
with the latter procedure, it is able to produce networks that are still accurate
estimators but require more time when learning and evaluating due to their size.
Future works will investigate how to distill a method being overall optimal.
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Abstract. Typosquatting consists of registering Internet domain names
that closely resemble legitimate, reputable, and well-known ones (e.g.,
Farebook instead of Facebook). This cyber-attack aims to distribute malware or to phish the victims users (i.e., stealing their credentials) by mimicking the aspect of the legitimate webpage of the targeted organisation.
The majority of the detection approaches proposed so far generate possible typo-variants of a legitimate domain, creating thus blacklists which
can be used to prevent users from accessing typo-squatted domains. Only
few studies have addressed the problem of Typosquatting detection by
leveraging a passive Domain Name System (DNS) traﬃc analysis. In this
work, we follow this approach, and additionally exploit machine learning
to learn a similarity measure between domain names capable of detecting
typo-squatted ones from the analyzed DNS traﬃc. We validate our approach on a large-scale dataset consisting of 4 months of traﬃc collected
from a major Italian Internet Service Provider.

1

Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a crucial component of the Internet
infrastructure. By means of the DNS, Internet nodes can be reliably identiﬁed
and located by translating (resolving) a string (i.e., a domain name), into an
integer (i.e., an IP address), through an hierarchical and distributed database.
The DNS infrastructure eﬀectively adds a layer of abstraction that allows for
high-availability and agility of Internet services, while making them reachable
through human-friendly domain names. Unfortunately, such DNS properties are
also abused by miscreants for a myriad of Internet scams. Typosquatting is one
among those subtle, widespread DNS scams mentioned before. In this attack,
cybercriminals register (typo) domain names that closely resemble legitimate,
reputable, and well-known ones (e.g., farebook.com vs facebook.com). The
main aim of miscreants is to harvest and monetize Internet traﬃc originally destined to the mimicked (legitimate) services [1], by exploiting their online popularity as well as user mistakes. Incoming traﬃc may be due to users who accidentally mistype browser URLs [10], destination emails [3], even HTML code [14], or
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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who unluckily click on “legitimate-looking”, malicious (e.g., phishing) links [13].
An important point exploited by miscreants when building malicious links is
the gap between user perception of domain names and the actual domain name
resolution process. Domain names are usually composed by words which are
expected to be read from left to right, e.g., in languages derived from latin or
greek. Conversely, domain names are actually resolved from right to left. Thus, in
DNS entries like facebook.com.xyz.fakedomain.it the user-perceived domain
name may be facebook.com, whereas the most important part is the eﬀective
second level domain name (2LD), i.e., fakedomain.it, which is the domain
name that has been actually registered by miscreants. Under such a single 2LD,
miscreants may freely setup an arbitrary large number of domains with lower
level, where facebook.com.xyz.fakedomain.it is just an instance. From an
attacker perspective, this also makes typosquatting attacks very cheap.
Defensive registration is the main countermeasure used by large Internet
providers, banks, ﬁnancial operators, and in general by all the players which
are heavily targeted by typosquatting and phishing attacks. Nevertheless, such
measure can mitigate only the case of typosquatting occurring at the 2LD
(farebook.com vs. facebook.com) while it remains totally ineﬀective against
typosquatting attacks where the squatting occurs at lower levels. Additionally,
given the large number of domain name variations that may take place, defensive
registration may be very expensive, and incomplete by deﬁnition, since it may
cover only typo-variations that defenders are able to foresee. From a defender
perspective, a more eﬀective and cheaper approach against typosquatting may
be to detect registered typo-domains and act against them if necessary. This is
where past research work focused, the most. All the proposed approaches for
typosquatting detection have in common two distinguishing features. First, they
focus on detecting 2LD typosquatting, through either generative models [5–12]
using legitimate 2LDs as seed, or string similarity measures and time correlation
in live traﬃc [13]. Second, the considered typo-variants where mainly obtained
with the substitution (e.g., facebo0k), addition (e.g., faceboook), or cancellation (e.g., facebok) of one character. This means that typosquatting introducing
more of one of these operations would go undetected (e.g., facebooook).
In this work, we overcome the aforementioned limits. We present a novel
detection approach capable of detecting typosquatting at the 2LD, but also
at lower levels. In addition, we do not leverage any generative model, but we
detect typo-variations of known domain names observed in the wild in large-scale
networks, at the Internet Service Provider (ISP) level, as they are requested by
real (victim) users. Finally, our approach is more general than state-of-the-art
methods, as it is based on n-grams, and it can thus detect typo-variations with
much more than one substitution, addition or cancellation.

2

Background

DNS Basics. As shown in Fig. 1, when a user wants to resolve a domain name
(1) (aiia2017.di.uniba.it in the example) the resolver (e.g. the DNS server of
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Fig. 1. An example of resolution of an internet domain name.

the Internet Service Provider) makes ﬁrst a request to the root name servers
(2), in order to obtain the list of the servers authoritatives for that Top-Level
Domain (.it in the example). Then, the resolver makes a request (3) to the
root servers delegated for the .it TLD in order to get the list of nameserver(s)
authoritative(s) for the uniba Second-Level Domain. Finally, such authoritative
nameserver is queried (4) to obtain the IP address of aiia2017.di.uniba.it. The
resolver ﬁnally passes such address to the user (5) which is then able to reach
the website.
Previous work on typosquatting. Typosquatting is also known as cybersquatting. According to the United States federal law known as the Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act (ACPA, year 1999) [2], Cybersquatting is
“the registration, traﬃcking in, or use of a domain name that is identical
to, confusingly similar to [. . .] a service mark of another that is distinctive
at the time of registration of the domain name [. . .] with the bad-faith intent
to proﬁt from the goodwill of another’s mark.”
As shown in Fig. 2, typosquatting may be motivated by many diﬀerent reasons, including (a) phishing scam advertisement/malware attacks; (b) collection
of email messages erroneously sent to the typo domains; (c) monetization of trafﬁc through aﬃliate marketing links/parked domain advertisements; (d) selling
the typo domains to target brand competitors or the legitimate brand itself [1,3].
Please note that legitimate brands may also defend themselves against cybersquatting by proactively registering, or acquiring control of, typo domains.
Points (c) and (d) were the main aim of a large-scale attack studied by
Edelman [4] in 2003, while tracing back domain names registered by a unique
individual. Such study highlighted more than 8,000 typo domains, most of them
leading victim users (including children) to sexually-explicit websites.
Subsequent work focused on the detection of typo variations of popular
domain names, according to a set of generative models. Such models typically
receive a legitimate domain name as seed and then generate a set of candidate
typo domain names. Each domain name in such set is investigated through active
approaches, e.g., resolving it and retrieving web content [5–12].
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Fig. 2. Main sources of typosquatting, including defensive registrations.

Diﬀerently from the aforementioned approach, Khan et al. [13] propose a
passive approach for detecting typosquatting domain names, by passively looking for domain resolutions and HTTP traﬃc within a live network (University
Campus). The main assumption is that target (legitimate) domain names typically appear close in time with their typo versions, since users may correct
their errors, e.g., correct the typed URL. Under such assumption, typosquatting
domain names as well as their legitimate counterparts are clustered together
using time-based metrics and a Damerau-Levenshtein edit distance of one.
Typosquatting can be also exploited to acquire control of and exﬁltrate data
from websites relying on third-party (external) JavaScript libraries, thanks to
typographical errors in the implementation of web pages. Nikiforakis et al. [14]
named this threat as Typosquatting Cross-site Scripting (TXSS). The impact
of this threat may be very signiﬁcant as demonstrated by the authors registering several typo domains against popular domain names serving third-party
JavaScript libraries (e.g., googlesyndicatio.com vs googlesyndication.com).
Contributions of this work. Similarly to the work by Khan et al. [13], we
employ a passive approach to the detection of typosquatting domain names.
However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst typosquatting detection
approach that operates at the ISP level. We perform an extensive evaluation
that involves traﬃc about hundreds of thousands of real users. Additionally, we
do not rely on any assumption about temporal correlation between legitimate
domains and their typo variations. Finally, our similarity measure can operate
in realtime (in the sense of detecting malicious domains as they start being
observed in DNS traﬃc, with the purpose of subsequent blacklisting) and it
is more general, as it is based on n-grams and considers multiple levels of the
domain name (not only the 2LD). This approach allows us to detect many typo
domains in the wild that would be very diﬃcult (if not impossible) to detect with
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generative approaches, and that involve manipulation at levels lower than the
eﬀective 2LD. In this study, we focus our detection on typo variations of two very
popular domain names. By using n-grams as machine-learning features, we were
able to get useful insights into the strategies currently employed by miscreants
in the typosquatting landscape.

3

Typosquatting Domain Detection

The underlying idea used in this work is to use n-gram-based representations
to detect typosquatting domains. We adapted this idea from [15], where ngram-based representations were used to detect misspelled nouns in databases.
The rationale behind our idea is that such representations may enable detecting typosquatting domains that are not necessarily within small edit distances
from the targeted domain name, i.e., they enable the detection of a wider set of
potential typosquatting patterns.
Let us consider a simple example to clarify this concept. Consider the 2LD
name google and its bi-gram representation, using also a special character to
denote the beginning (#) and the end of the string ($):
#google$ → #g go oo og gl le e$.

(1)

Now, consider the typosquatting domain gooooooogle.com, for which the bigram representation of the 2LD is #g go oo oo ... oo og gl le e$. By computing the intersection of this bi-grams with the previous ones obtained for
google, one ﬁnds that all the seven bi-grams present in google are also present
in the typosquatting domain. In practice, by assigning a binary feature to each
bi-gram of the targeted domain (google in our running example), we can construct a numerical feature vector, suitable to train a machine-learning algorithm.
In our case, the feature vector associated to gooooooogle.com consists of seven
1s, and it is thus likely that it will be classiﬁed correctly. To yield a more complete
n-gram-based representation, we also consider tri-grams and non-consecutive bigrams (i.e., skip-grams) skipping one character.
Another relevant diﬀerence with state-of-the-art approaches is that we aim
to detect whether typosquatting also occurs at lower domain levels than the
2LD. To this end, we consider the aforementioned n-gram-based representations
and look for typosquatting patterns at lower domain levels, by concatenating
such patterns to form a unique feature set. In particular, it is worth remarking
two aspects. First, we ignore the TLD, since for most of popular, legitimate
websites (e.g., google and facebook), registrations are existing at each national
level. Second, to keep the number of features ﬁxed and compact, we concatenate
features extracted from the 2LD, 3LD and 4LD. Then, we consider an additional
set of n-grams to identify potential typosquatting at lower level domains, from
the 5LD up to the 10LD. This set is simply the set of n-grams corresponding
to the level (among the 5LD, 6LD, . . . , 10LD) in which most of the n-grams
match those of the targeted domain (i.e., the sum of the corresponding features
is maximum). For example, consider the domain
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google-974 . zone-one
. com


    
2LD

3LD

(2)

TLD

which has three domain levels. In this case, our feature representation is obtained
by concatenating the n-grams of the targeted domain google found at each level:
. zone-one .com ,
  google-974


   

[0...0] [0...0]

[1...10]

(3)

[0...0]

namely, [0 . . . 0, 1 . . . 10, 0 . . . 0], where we have fourteen 0 at the beginning (since
there is neither match at the 5LD and below, nor at the 4LD), six 1 and one
0 at the 3LD (since google is completely matched except for the termination
character), and then we have further seven 0 at the 2LD.

4

Experimental Analysis

We report here an experimental analysis to evaluate the soundness of the proposed approach. In particular, the goal of our experiments is to understand
whether a learning algorithm trained on the aforementioned n-gram representation can detect typo-squatting at the 2LD and also at lower domain levels,
overcoming the limits of the existing typo-squatting detection techniques [5,7].
We conduct our experiments using real DNS data collected from an Italian
ISP. We focus on detecting typo-squatting against two popular web services, i.e.,
Google and Facebook. To this end, we built two datasets (one per service) as
described below.
Data and ground-truth labels. We ﬁrst extracted all domain names requested
and successfully resolved (along with the corresponding server IP addresses) by
the users of the considered ISP between August 1, 2016 and November 30, 2016.
Then, to establish the ground-truth labels reliably, i.e., to label each domain as
typo-squatting or not, we adopted the following strategy. We started by considering all domain names for which the 2LD is in the Alexa Top 50 as legitimate.
Malicious typo-squatting domains were identiﬁed by ﬁrst extracting all domain
names whose 2LD has a Damerau-Levenshtein distance equal to 1 from the string
google (for the Google dataset) and facebook (for the Facebook dataset). This
includes all domains that one would ﬁnd using the state-of-the-art generative
approaches proposed in [5,7] along with other domains for which the DamerauLevenshtein distance is 1 but that are not encompassed by the aforementioned
generative approaches. To ﬁnd suspicious typo-squatting attempts beyond the
2LD, we used the approach in [15], originally proposed to ﬁnd misspellings in
databases. This technique detects words (from a given list) that are potential
typing errors of a source word (google or facebook in our case). In particular,
we used a simpliﬁed version that simply counts how many bigrams the source
word has in common with each other word in the list (using special characters
to denote the beginning and the end of each word, and considering the order
of each gram, as described in the previous section). Once this measure of overlap between each word and the source word was computed, as in [15], a simple
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clustering procedure was used to separate potential typos from words that are
clearly not typos of the source word. In our case, we considered as a word the content of each domain level (note that a single domain can consist of more words,
e.g., “abc.dot.gooogle.bizz.com” consists of four diﬀerent words, excluding the
TLD “.com”, where only gooogle is eﬀectively a typo of google). The list of
potential word typos was then matched against the domain list (at each level)
to ﬁnd all suspicious typo-squatting domain names. However, recall that ﬁnding
a domain name which is relatively close to the name of a legitimate domain is
not enough to declare it as a typo-squatting attempt. As mentioned in previous work [10], roughly half of these suspicious domain names is in fact legitimate
(think, e.g., to defensive registrations). We thus checked whether the resolved IPs
corresponding to the suspicious domains identiﬁed as potential typo-squatting
host eﬀectively some malicious activity or scam. To this end, we used the API
service provided by VirusTotal,1 and labeled a suspicious domain as malicious
only if the resolved IP is known to be at least in a public blacklist. To reduce
the probability of labeling errors, we collected such labels in January 2017, some
months after our DNS traﬃc was observed. Eventually, we labeled a domain
as typo-squatting only if (i) it was identiﬁed as similar to google or facebook
(both in terms of Damerau-Levenshtein distance and of the clustering approach
discussed in [15]), and if (ii) the resolved IP address of the corresponding server
was known to be malicious from publicly-available blacklisting services, using
the interface provided by VirusTotal (as mentioned before).
However, these services often label legitimate domains as malicious, since
they simply report whether a server has been contacted by malware, and malware typically contact also legitimate services for diﬀerent reasons (e.g., to mislead reverse-engineering analyses, check connectivity, etc.). We thus further reﬁne
the ground-truth labels with a thorough manual analysis. In particular, we found
that most of the domains associated to blacklisting services are labeled as malicious, as they have been probably contacted by malware. This may happen
simply when a malware sample checks whether a domain is already known to be
malicious or not, to avoid connecting to it. In this way, the operations performed
by the malware sample may remain undetected. For example, the DNS query
facebook.com.sbl-xbl.spamhaus.org checks whether facebook.com.sbl has
been blacklisted by Spamhaus. If not, the malware sample can contact it incurring a lower risk of detection. These kinds of queries are deﬁnitely not typosquatting attempts but rather legitimate queries to blacklisting services. We therefore
change their label to legitimate, even if they may be easily misclassiﬁed as potential typosquatting domains by our algorithm.
Classifiers. We trained diﬀerent state-of-the-art learning algorithms on the ngram-based feature representation proposed in previous section (separately on
each dataset, i.e., for each monitored domain). In particular, we considered Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with linear and Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernels, and Random Forests (RFs). We tuned their parameters using a 5fold cross-validation procedure on the training data, in order to minimize the
1

https://www.virustotal.com/it/documentation/public-api/#getting-ip-reports.
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Fig. 3. Average ROC curves exhibited by the considered learning algorithms on google
(left) and facebook (right) datasets.

classiﬁcation error. For the RF classiﬁers, we optimized the number of base
decision-tree classiﬁers k ∈ {10, 15, 20, . . . , 100}; for the linear SVM, we optimized the regularization parameter C ∈ {10−2 , . . . , 103 } and for the RBF SVM
we additionally tuned the kernel parameter γ ∈ {10−3 , . . . , 103 }. We also considered a baseline algorithm that corresponds to the sum of the n-gram feature
values (denoted with “Sum” for short).
Performance Evaluation. Performance was evaluated in terms of Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, averaged on 5 random training-test
splits, using 80% of the data for training (and 20% for testing) in each split.
Experimental Results. Results are reported in Fig. 3, for both google and
facebook datasets. First, note that Sum is outperformed by all learning algorithms used in our experiments. This witnesses that using machine learning
in this case is really helpful to ﬁnd some speciﬁc registration patterns corresponding to malicious typosquatting domains, i.e., the only presence of some
speciﬁc n-grams in the domain name is not suﬃcient to classify it as a potential
typosquatting domain. Another interesting observation is that Random Forests
outperform signiﬁcantly the SVM-based classiﬁers. This may be due to the fact
that they leverage bagging and the random subspace method to build a classiﬁer ensemble of decision trees, which typically improves the performance over
baseline, monolithic learning algorithms.
In Table 1 we additionally report the detection rates of the RF classiﬁer
(which performed best) for typosquatting occuring at diﬀerent domain levels and
at diﬀerent edit distances. This shows that our approach is capable of detecting
typosquatting attempts beyond the state-of-the-art techniques proposed so far.
Besides the aforementioned considerations, the reported results clearly show
that the proposed method is not ready to be deployed on a large scale, e.g., to
monitor the DNS traﬃc of an ISP, due to a rather high false positive rate (i.e.,
fraction of misclassiﬁed legitimate domains). Nevertheless, the reason is simply
that the structure of the domain name does not suﬃce to correctly identify
a typosquatting domain hosting malicious or suspicious activities. To conﬁrm
this issue, we report some examples of misclassiﬁed domains by our algorithm
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Table 1. Detection rates of the Random Forest (RF) classiﬁer for typosquatting at
diﬀerent domain levels (from 2LD to 7LD, 8LD+ denotes the grouping of 8LD, 9LD and
10LD) and Damerau-Levenshtein (DL) distances, for the google and facebook data.
In both cases, the operating point of the RF is set to achieve a 2.5% false positive rate,
which roughly corresponds to a detection rate of 50%, as also shown in Fig. 3.
google

DL = 0

DL = 1

DL >1

True Detected

True Detected

True Detected

2LD

0

0
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17
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the typosquatting domain www.gyoogle.net (left), and of the
defensive registration at www.faceboo.com (right).

in Table 2 and Fig. 4. By a deeper inspection of the misclassiﬁed legitimate
domains, we have discovered that, in practice, some may host malicious activities or even malware although VirusTotal labeled them as legitimate (e.g., this
happens for googllee.co.uk, while the suspicious 6ooogoogle.ru is inactive).
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Table 2. Some examples of domain names correctly-classiﬁed as typosquatting by
our algorithm (using the RF classiﬁer) along with some misclassiﬁed legitimate ones.
Defensive registrations and misclassiﬁed queries to blacklisting services are highlighted
with (*) and (**), respectively.
google
Correctly detected

Misclassiﬁed legitimate domains

google.com-prize4you.com

www.goolge.de (*)

google.com–support.info

news.gogle.it (*)

google.com-updater.xyz

googlehouse.com

google.com-62.org

googllee.co.uk

google.itoogle.it

www.sxgoogle.net

www.gyoogle.net

www.googlel.com

google.com-1prize4you.com

6ooogoogle.ru

facebook
Correctly detected

Misclassiﬁed legitimate domains

facebook.com-winner.me

www.tai-facebook.xyz

ww25.facebook.comfacebook.com facebook-jaegermeister.syzygy.de
facebook.com-feed.top

facebook.feargames.it

facebook.com-iii.org

facebook.fantatornei.com

facebook.com-prize4you.com

faceboock.ddns.net (**)

facﬀebook.com

faceslapbook.blogspot.com

www.faceboo.com (*)

facebook.fantatornei.com

Note also that defensive registrations are not always correctly labeled by VirusTotal. This witnesses that the false positive rate may be even lower than the one
eﬀectively reported in our experiments (due to the fact that our ground-truth
labeling source is not very reliable). Furthermore, it should be clear from the
reported set of examples that categorizing a malicious typosquatting domain by
only looking at the structure of its name is an ill-posed problem; e.g., ﬁnding
“google” at the beginning of a domain name beyond the 2LD is a typosquatting pattern recognized correctly by our algorithm in most of the cases. For this
reason, to reduce the false positive rate, more characteristics should be taken
into account, as done in previous work aimed to detect malicious domains from
DNS traﬃc [16–18]. Despite this, our analysis shows that characterizing the
domain name using n-grams and machine learning may improve the detection
of typosquatting domains over the state of the art, i.e., beyond the 2LD and
small Damerau-Levenshtein distance values. We thus believe that our approach
may be particularly useful to improve the aforementioned existing systems aimed
to detect malicious domains while passively monitoring the DNS traﬃc [16–18],
especially since typosquatting makes sense only if the domain name retains some
degree of similarity with respect to the targeted website; in other words, this is
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a constraint for the attack to successfully mislead most of the unexperienced
Internet users. To summarize, using n-gram-based representations and machine
learning as advocated in this work can be thus deemed an interesting research
direction to improve systems that detect malicious domains from DNS traﬃc.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we proposed a passive DNS analysis approach to the detection
of typosquatted Internet domain names. The proposed approach provides an
advancement with respect to the solutions proposed so far in the literature as
it enables the detection of a typosquatting patterns beyond the 2LD and for
values of the Damerau-Levenshtein distance higher than 1, which is the kind
of typosquatting usually consideres also by preventive registration mechanisms.
The main limitation of our approach is currently represented by the false positive
rate, which may be reduced using whitelisting; however, we strongly believe that
our work may be useful to improve previous work for the detection of malicious
domains from DNS traﬃc [16–18]. Our research work on this area is currently
ongoing, and future enhancements will include both the analysis of the contents
hosted by the detected domains, as well as the analysis of features extracted
at domain registration time and DNS features especially to correctly categorize
defensive registrations.
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Abstract. Kernel methods enable the direct usage of structured representations of textual data during language learning and inference tasks.
On the other side, deep neural networks are eﬀective in learning nonlinear decision functions. Recent works demonstrated that expressive
kernels and deep neural networks can be combined in a Kernel-based
Deep Architecture (KDA), a common framework that allows to explicitly
model structured information into a neural network. This combination
achieves state-of-the-art accuracy in diﬀerent semantic inference tasks.
This paper investigates the impact of linguistic information on the performance reachable by a KDA by studying the beneﬁts that diﬀerent
kernels can bring to the inference quality. We believe that the expressiveness of data representations will play a key role in the wide spread
adoption of neural networks in AI problem solving. We experimentally
evaluated the adoption of diﬀerent kernels (each characterized by a growing expressive power) in a Question Classiﬁcation task. Results suggest
the importance of rich kernel functions in optimizing the accuracy of a
KDA.

1

Introduction

Kernel-based methods and Deep Learning are two of the most popular
approaches in Computational Natural Language Learning. Although these models are rather diﬀerent and characterized by distinct strong and weak aspects,
they both achieved state-of-the-art accuracies in several Natural Language
Processing tasks (NLP).
In many of these tasks, learning processes require to more or less explicitly
account for trees or graphs, which capture and formalize syntactic and semantic
information expressed in texts. An advantage of kernel-based methods is their
capability of exploiting structured information induced from examples, e.g., from
sequences or trees. Sequence [1] or tree kernels [2] are of particular interest as
they operate over structures reﬂecting linguistic evidences, such as syntactic
information encoded in syntactic parse trees (e.g., discussed in [3]). A kernel
function allows applying learning algorithms (such as Support Vector Machine,
[4]) over discrete structures: these are implicitly projected into high-dimensional
geometrical spaces where the learning algorithms can be applied. It is worth
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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stressing that the projection is never made explicit as it is surrogated by the
kernel function itself (the so-called Kernel Trick, [5]).
Deep Learning methods generally require input instances to be explicitly
modeled via vectors or tensors, and their application on structure data is made
possible only by using ad-hoc architectures, (e.g., [6–8]). Even if these methods
obtain outstanding results, their design and architecture are typically tailored
to speciﬁc tasks, and fail to easily adapt to a diﬀerent problem. More in general, training complex neural networks is diﬃcult as no common design practice
is established against complex data structures. For example, in [9] a careful
analysis of neural word embedding models is carried out and the role of the
hyper-parameter estimation is outlined. Diﬀerent neural architectures result in
the same performances, whenever optimal hyper-parameter tuning is applied.
In this latter case, no signiﬁcant diﬀerence is observed across diﬀerent architectures, thus conﬁrming that the choice between diﬀerent neural architectures is
a complex and mostly empirical task.
A possible solution for enabling Structured Learning within Neural Networks
has been recently proposed in [10], where authors demonstrated that expressive
kernels and deep neural networks can be integrated in the so-called Kernel-based
Deep Architecture (KDA). KDA is a common framework that allows modeling
structured information through kernels while learning non-linear decision functions in a neural fashion. In a nutshell, a KDA adopts a dimensionality reduction
method, called Nyström, to ﬁnd the projection function able to approximate
any kernel function and convert any structure (here linguistic structures such as
trees) into dense linear embeddings. These can be used as the input of a Deep
Feed-forward Neural Network that exploits such embeddings to learn non-linear
classiﬁcation functions. In [10], the KDA, combined with expressive kernel functions, allows achieving state-of-the-art accuracy in diﬀerent semantic inference
tasks. At the same time, the adoption of the Nyström method is also beneﬁcial in
terms of computational complexity (see [11]): the KDA drastically improves the
eﬃciency and scalability of pure kernel-based methods, such as Support Vector
Machines. This is important in many real world applications of NLP and Information Retrieval, such as in answer re-ranking in question answering, where
kernel methods are very eﬀective but, at the same time, computationally heavy
[12,13].
The major hypothesis underlying KDAs is the ability of the Nyström reconstruction to capture the semantics of the input linguistic data expressed in the
kernel feature space to guide the inductive inference. In this work we want to
study this property. Are increasingly expressive representations able to achieve
better generalization in diﬀerent semantic tasks? Is the improvement in performance invariant with respect to one given KDA? Is the kernel representation
correlated with the accuracy reachable by a given KDA? We think that diﬀerent
kernel functions, even operating on the same training set (but possibly diﬀerent
data structures, e.g., trees) achieve diﬀerent levels of linguistic generalization.
Notice that the expressiveness of the representation language will play a key
role in the application of neural networks to AI problems, as they will increase
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readability and compliance analysis of the resulting AI agents. As a consequence,
it is worth investigating the contribution of diﬀerent kernel functions, characterized by increasing levels of linguistic expressiveness as they are correspondingly
more readable. We evaluated experimentally our hypothesis by studying the
application of diﬀerent kernels to a Question Classiﬁcation task. Our results
conﬁrm the beneﬁcial role of more expressive kernel functions whose linguistic
evidences allow to achieve state-of-the-art results within the KDA.
In the rest of the paper, Sect. 2 surveys some of the investigated kernels. In
Sect. 3, the Nyström methodology and KDA are described. Section 4 reports the
experimental evaluations. Finally, Sect. 5 derives the conclusions.

2

Kernel-Based Semantic Inference

In almost all NLP tasks, explicit models of complex syntactic and semantic
structures are required, as in Paraphrase Detection: deciding whether two sentences are valid paraphrases involves learning grammatical rewriting rules, such
as semantics preserving mappings among sub-trees. Also in Question Answering,
the syntactic information about input questions is crucial [14]. While manual feature engineering is always possible, kernel methods on structured representations
of data objects, e.g., sentences, have been largely applied. Since [2], sentences
can be modeled through their corresponding parse tree, and Tree Kernels (TKs)
compute similarity metrics directly operating over such trees. These kernels correspond to dot products in the (implicit) feature space made of all possible tree
fragments [2,15]. Notice that the number of tree fragments in a tree bank is
combinatorial with the number of tree nodes and gives rise to billions of features, i.e., dimensions. In this high-dimensional space, kernel-based algorithms,
such as SVMs, can implicitly learn robust prediction models [5], resulting in
state-of-the-art approaches in several NLP tasks, e.g., Semantic Role Labeling
[3], Question Classiﬁcation [16] or Paraphrase Identiﬁcation [17]. As the feature space generated by the structural kernels depends on the input structures,
diﬀerent tree representations can be adopted to reﬂect more or less expressive
syntactic/semantic feature spaces.
Tree kernels operate on trees having labeled nodes and unlabeled edges, therefore, they can naturally exploit constituency trees (e.g., [2]). On the contrary, the
graphs produced by dependency grammars, need a proper conversion in order
to be adopted into tree kernels. For instance, an expressive tree representation
of dependency graphs is the Grammatical Relation Centered Tree (GRCT). As
illustrated in Fig. 1, PoS-Tags and grammatical relations correspond to nodes,
dominating their associated lexemes.
Types of Tree Kernels. Tree kernels are a particular type of convolution kernels that diﬀer in the way they compute similarity between two trees by detecting the tree substructures they share. Diﬀerent tree kernels can be deﬁned by
varying the type of substructures considered during the kernel operation. The
Partial Tree Kernel (PTK) [18] considers as valid substructures the so-called
partial trees. i.e., a node and its (possibly partial) dominated subtrees. In its
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Fig. 1. Grammatical Relation Centered Tree (GRCT) of “What is the width of a football
field?”.

evaluation, the PTK treats all node labels as mere symbols: the substructures
belonging to the compared trees must have exactly the same node labels in
order to contribute to the overall PTK evaluation. This requirement is too strict
as diﬀerent but semantically related lexical nodes (e.g., synonyms) do not provide any contribution to the similarity score. The Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel
(SPTK) described in [16] overcomes this limitation: it extends the PTK formulation by introducing a similarity function between lexical nodes in GRCT representations, i.e., the cosine similarity between word vector representations for the
node labels, based on word embeddings (e.g., [19,20]). In this work, we also use
a further extension of the SPTK, called Compositionally Smoothed Partial Tree
Kernel (CSPTK) (as in [21]). In CSPTK, the lexical information provided by the
sentence words is propagated along the non-terminal nodes representing headmodiﬁer dependencies. Figure 2 shows a compositionally-labeled tree, where the
similarity function at the nodes can model lexical composition, i.e., capturing
contextual information. For example, in the sentence, “What instrument does
Hendrix play? ”, the role of the word instrument can be fully captured only if its
composition with the verb play is considered. The CSPTK applies a composition function between nodes: while several algebraic functions can be adopted to
compose two word vectors representing the underlying head/modiﬁer pair, here
we refer to a simple additive function that assigns to each (h, m) pair the linear
combination of the involved vectors, i.e., (h, m) = Ah + Bm: although simple
and eﬃcient, it actually produces very eﬀective CSPTK functions.
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Fig. 2. Compositional Grammatical Relation Centered Tree (CGRCT) of “What
instrument does Hendrix play? ”.
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Complexity. The training phase of an optimal maximum margin algorithm
(such as SVM) requires a number of kernel operations that is more than linear
(almost O(n2 )) with respect to the number of training examples n, as in [22].
Also the classiﬁcation phase depends on the size of the input dataset and to the
intrinsic complexity of the targeted task: classifying a new instance requires to
evaluate the kernel function with respect to each support vector. For complex
tasks, the number of selected support vectors tends to be very large, and using
the resulting model can be impractical. This cost is also problematic as single
kernel operations can be very expensive: the cost of evaluating the PTK on a
single tree pair is almost linear in the number of nodes in the input trees, as
shown in [18]. When lexical semantics is considered, as in SPTKs and CSPTKs,
it is more than linear in the number of nodes, as measured in [16].

3

Deep Learning in Kernel Spaces

In this section, we will ﬁrst describe the Nyström method for generating low
dimensional embeddings that approximate high dimensional kernel spaces. Then
we will review the Kernel-based Deep Architecture discussed in [10], that eﬃciently combines kernel methods and Deep Learning by using a Nyström layer
into a multi-layer perceptron.
3.1

Linearizing Kernel Representations: The Nyström Method

Given an input training dataset D, a kernel K(oi , oj ) is a similarity function over
D2 that corresponds to a dot product in the implicit kernel space, i.e., K(oi , oj ) =
Φ(oi )·Φ(oj ). The advantage of kernels is that the projection function Φ(o) = x ∈
Rn is never explicitly computed [5]. In fact, this operation may be prohibitive
when the dimensionality n of the underlying kernel space is extremely large,
as for Tree Kernels [2]. Kernel functions are used by learning algorithms, such
as SVM, to operate only implicitly on instances in the kernel space, by never
accessing their explicit deﬁnition.
Imagine we apply the projection function Φ over all examples from D to
derive representations x being the rows of the matrix X. The Gram matrix can
be computed as G = XX  , with each single element corresponding to Gij =
Φ(oi )Φ(oj ) = K(oi , oj ). The aim of the Nyström method is to derive a new lowdimensional embedding x̃ in a l-dimensional space, with l  n so that G̃ = X̃ X̃ 
and G̃ ≈ G. G̃ is an approximation of G that is obtained by using a subset of l
columns of the matrix, i.e., a subselection L ⊂ D of the available examples, called
landmarks. Suppose we randomly sample l columns of G, and let C ∈ R|D|×l be
the matrix of these sampled columns. Then, we can rearrange the columns and
rows of G and deﬁne X = [X1 X2 ] such that:


W
X1 X2
G = XX  =
X2 X1 X2 X2


W
and C =
(1)
X2 X1
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where W = X1 X1 , i.e., the subset of G that only considers landmarks. The
Nyström approximation can be deﬁned as:
G ≈ G̃ = CW † C 

(2)

where W † denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of W . The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to obtain W † as it follows. First, W is decomposed
so that W = U SV  , where U and V are both orthogonal matrices, and
S is a diagonal matrix containing the (non-zero) singular values of W on
its diagonal. Since W is symmetric and positive deﬁnite W = U SU  . Then
1
1
W † = U S −1 U  = U S − 2 S − 2 U  and the Eq. 2 can be rewritten as
1

1

G ≈ G̃ = CU S − 2 S − 2 U  C 
1

1

= (CU S − 2 )(CU S − 2 ) = X̃ X̃ 

(3)

Given an input example o ∈ D, a new low-dimensional representation x̃ can
be thus determined by considering the corresponding item of C as
1

x̃ = Θ(o) = cU S − 2

(4)

where c is the vector whose dimensions contain the evaluations of the kernel
function between o and each landmark oj ∈ L. Therefore, the method produces
l-dimensional vectors.
Complexity. If k is the average number of basic operations required during a
single kernel computation, the overall cost of a single projection is O(kl + l2 ),
where the ﬁrst term corresponds to the cost of generating the vector c, while
the second term is needed for the matrix multiplications in Eq. 4. Typically, the
number of landmarks l ranges from hundreds to few thousands and, for complex
kernels (such as Tree Kernels) the projection cost can be reduced to O(kl).
Several policies have been deﬁned to determine the best selection of landmarks to
reduce the Gram Matrix approximation error. In this work the uniform sampling
without replacement is adopted, as suggested by [23], where this policy has been
theoretically and empirically shown to achieve results comparable with other
(more complex) selection policies.
3.2

A Kernel-Based Deep Architecture

The above introduced Nyström representation x̃ of any input example o is linear and can be adopted to feed a neural network architecture. We assume a
labeled dataset L = {(o, y) | o ∈ D, y ∈ Y } being available, where o refers
to a generic instance and y is its associated class. In this section, we discuss
the Kernel-based Deep Architecture (KDA) presented in [10]. It is a MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) architecture, with a speciﬁc Nyström layer based on
the Nyström embeddings of Eq. 4. KDA has an input layer, a Nyström layer,
a possibly empty sequence of non-linear hidden layers and a ﬁnal classification
layer, which produces the output.
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The input layer corresponds to the input vector c, i.e., the row of the C matrix
associated to an example o. Notice that, for adopting the KDA, the values of the
matrix C should be all available. In the training stage, these values are typically
computed once and accessed several times using a caching mechanism. During
the classiﬁcation stage, the c vector corresponding to an example o is directly
computed by l kernel computations between o and each one of the l landmarks.
The input layer is mapped to the Nyström layer, through the projection
in Eq. 4. Notice that the embedding provides also the proper weights, deﬁned
1
by U S − 2 , so that the mapping can be expressed through the Nyström matrix
1
HN y = U S − 2 : it corresponds to a pre-trained stage derived through SVD, as
discussed in Sect. 3.1. Equation 4 provides a static deﬁnition for HN y whose
weights can be left invariant during the neural network training. However, the
values of HN y can be made available for the standard back-propagation adjustments applied for training1 . Formally, the low-dimensional embedding of an input
1
example o, is x̃ = c HN y = c U S − 2 .
The resulting outcome x̃ is the input to one or more non-linear hidden layers.
Each t-th hidden layer is realized through a matrix Ht ∈ Rht−1 ×ht and a bias
vector bt ∈ R1×ht , whereas ht denotes the desired hidden layer dimensionality.
Clearly, given that HN y ∈ Rl×l , h0 = l. The ﬁrst hidden layer in fact receives
in input x̃ = cHN y , that corresponds to t = 0 layer input x0 = x̃ and its
computation is formally expressed by x1 = f (x0 H1 + b1 ), where f is a nonlinear activation function. The generic t-th layer is modeled as:
xt = f (xt−1 Ht + bt )

(5)

The ﬁnal layer of KDA is the classification layer, realized through the output
matrix HO and the output bias vector bO . Their dimensionality depends on the
dimensionality of the last hidden layer (called O−1 ) and the number |Y | of different classes, i.e., HO ∈ RhO−1 ×|Y | and bO ∈ R1×|Y | , respectively. In particular,
this layer computes a linear classiﬁcation function with a softmax operator, so
that ŷ = sof tmax(xO−1 HO + bO ).
In order to avoid over-ﬁtting, two diﬀerent regularization schemes are applied.
First, the dropout is applied to the input xt of each hidden layer (t ≥ 1) and to
the input xO−1 of the ﬁnal classiﬁer. Second, a L2 regularization is applied to
the norm of each layer2 Ht and HO .
Finally, the KDA is trained by optimizing a loss function made of the sum
of two factors: ﬁrst, the cross-entropy function between the gold classes and the
predicted ones; second the L2 regularization, whose importance is regulated by
a meta-parameter λ. The ﬁnal loss function is thus


y log(ŷ) + λ
||H||2
L(y, ŷ) =
(o,y)∈L
1
2

H∈{Ht }∪{HO }

In our preliminary experiments, adjustments to the HN y matrix have been tested,
but it was not beneﬁcial.
The input layer and the Nyström layer are not modiﬁed during the learning process,
and they are not regularized.
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where ŷ are the softmax values computed by the network and y are the true
one-hot encoding values associated with the example from the labeled training
dataset L.

4

Empirical Investigation

To study the impact of diﬀerent kernels in the investigated KDA architecture,
we perform several experiments on the Question Classiﬁcation task by varying
the KDA model in terms of number of landmarks and kernel functions.
Task and Data Description. Question Classiﬁcation (QC) is the task of mapping a question into a closed set of answer types in a Question Answering system.
We used the UIUC dataset [24], including a training and test set of 5, 452 and
500 questions, respectively, organized in 6 classes (like ENTITY or HUMAN). In this
task, TKs resulted very eﬀective, as shown in [14].
Experimental Setting. We implemented the Nyström projector using KeLP 3
[25]. The neural network has been implemented in Tensorﬂow4 , with 2 hidden
layers whose dimensionality corresponds to the number of involved Nyström
landmarks. The rectified linear unit is the non-linear activation function in each
layer. The dropout has been applied in each hidden layer and in the ﬁnal classiﬁcation layer. The values of the dropout parameter and the λ parameter of the
L2 -regularization have been selected from a set of values via grid-search. The
Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 has been applied to minimize the
loss function, with a multi-epoch (500) training, each fed with batches of size
256. We adopted an early stop strategy, where we selected the best model according to the performance over the development set. Every performance measure is
obtained against a speciﬁc sampling of the Nyström landmarks. Hereafter, we
report the averaged results of 5 of these samplings.
The input vectors for the KDA are modeled using the Nyström method (with
diﬀerent kernels) based on a number of landmarks ranging from 100 to 1000. We
tried diﬀerent kernels with increasing expressiveness:
– BOWK: a liner kernel applied over bag-of-words vectors having lemmas as
dimensions. It provides a pure lexical similarity.
– PTK: the partial tree kernel over the GRCT representations. It provides a
lexical and syntactic similarity.
– SPTK: the smoothed partial tree kernel over the GRCT representations. It
improves the reasoning of the PTK by including the semantic information
derived by word embeddings.
– CSPTK: the compositionally smoothed partial tree kernel over the GRCT
representations. It adds the semantic compositionality to the SPTK.

3
4
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The lexical vectors used in the SPTK and CSPTK are generated using the
Word2vec tool with a Skip-gram model. The tree kernels have default parameters
(i.e., μ = λ = 0.4).
Results. Figure 3 shows the impact of diﬀerent kernels in the proposed KDA
model. Curves are computed by changing the number of landmarks in the
Nyström formulation.

Fig. 3. Accuracy measure curves w.r.t. the number of landmarks.

The increasing complexity of the investigated kernels directly reﬂects on the
accuracy achieved by the KDA. The BOWK is the simplest kernel and obtain
poor results: it needs 800 landmarks to reach 85% of accuracy.
The contribution of the syntactic information provided by tree kernels is
straightforward. The PTK achieves about 90% of accuracy starting from 600
landmarks.
This results are signiﬁcantly improved by SPTK and CSPTK when the
semantic information of the word embeddings is employed: even when only 100
landmarks are used, the KDA using these kernels can obtain 90% of accuracy
and overcomes 94% with more landmarks. Table 1 shows that KDA with CSPTK
also improves the accuracy achieved by the state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) described in [26].
These results demonstrate that (i) it is possible to improve the KDA results
by simply adopting more expressive kernel functions; (ii) the accuracy vs complexity tradeoﬀ of the KDA can be easily controlled by varying the number of
landmarks.
Computational Savings. Regarding the saving that can be achieved by the
KDA, we compared this solution with a traditional SVM formulation (such as
the one provided by [22]) fed with the investigated kernels. The resulting model
includes 3,933 support vectors for the BOWK (87% of accuracy) 3,925 for the
PTK (91% of accuracy), 3,659 for the SPTK (94% of accuracy) and 3,873 for the
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Table 1. Results of the KDA on the QC task with diﬀerent kernels and number of
landmarks.
Model Kernel

#Landmarks
100
200
400

600

800

1000

KDA

BOWK
PTK
SPTK
CSPTK

78.8%
82.7%
89.4%
88.5%

84.2%
88.5%
92.5%
94.3%

84.9%
89.0%
92.7%
94.3%

85.3%
88.7%
93.0%
94.2%

CNN

-

82.2%
86.0%
92.0%
92.2%

83.4%
87.7%
93.2%
93.7%

93.6%

CSPTK (95% of accuracy). In a traditional kernel-based method, the number
of support vectors corresponds to the number of kernel operations required to
classify each new input test instance (here questions). This cost is reduced in a
KDA as it requires only to evaluate the kernel function between the test instance
and each landmark in the Nyström projection function. In Table 2 computational
saving are shown in terms of the percentage of avoided kernel computations
with respect to the application of the traditional SVM to each test instance. As
discussed in [10] the percentage of avoided kernel computation is impressive, as
it is reduced for each kernel from about 97% (for 100 landmarks) to about 74%
(for 1,000) landmarks.
Table 2. Saving of the KDA on the QC task with diﬀerent kernels and number of
landmarks with respect to a traditional kernel-based classiﬁcation.
Kernel

#Landmarks
100
200
400

600

800

1000

BOWK 97.5% 94.9% 89.8% 84.7% 79.7% 74.6%
PTK

97.5% 94.9% 89.8% 84.7% 79.6% 74.5%

SPTK

97.3% 94.5% 89.1% 83.6% 78.1% 72.7%

CSPTK 97.4% 94.8% 89.7% 84.5% 79.3% 74.2%

5

Conclusions

In this work, the Kernel-based Deep Architecture recently proposed in [10] is
studied along the aspects related to linguistic expressiveness of the involved
kernels. KDA corresponds to a methodology aiming at embedding structured
linguistic information within a NN, according to mathematically rich semantic
similarity models, based on a kernel function. KDA is general as it can be applied
to any kernel: its application to structured data, such as trees, is particularly
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interesting in NLP as it allows to map trees into dense vectors according to the
Nyström methodology. As the NN can be eﬀectively applied to capture nonlinearities over these representations, a KDA is overall capable of improving
generalization at the reasonable complexity bounded by the Nyström parameter
(i.e., the number of landmarks).
The impact of the Nyström linear approximation applied to feed a general
well-known neural network architecture, i.e., a multilayer perceptron has been
already shown in [10]. No speciﬁc manual feature engineering nor any ad-hoc
network architectures are shown necessary to achieve high accuracy level and
impressive computational gains. This architecture is largely applicable, and it
was shown successful in achieving state-of-the-art performances in three diﬀerent
NLP tasks [10].
In this work, we investigated if expressive representations due to semantic
kernel functions of increasing complexity are correlated with better performances
in semantic tasks. This allows to demonstrate that neural learning within the
kernel space can be eﬀectively carried by the KDA formulation.
The experimental outcomes have been produced in a Question Classiﬁcation
task, over a well known data set for which state-of-the-art performances were
achieved through the use of SVMs based on compositional semantic tree kernels
(i.e., the CSPTK discussed in [21]). All results conﬁrm that increasingly expressive kernel functions, even operating on the same training set, are able to improve
the performances of a KDA, based on the same NN architecture. This proves that
diﬀerent levels of linguistic generalization are consistently expressed by kernels,
so that the corresponding Nyström reconstruction is an expressive, eﬃcient and
scalable linear representation for complex semantic phenomena. This paves the
way for a variety of application to linguistic inference tasks whereas structured
kernels as tree kernels can be systematically adopted to trigger neural learning,
without resorting to task-speciﬁc architectures.
More experimentation is certainly useful to validate the KDA property across
diverse natural languages and tasks. In particular, the adoption of tree (or graph)
kernels over hybrid information networks (mixing knowledge and lexical graphs)
and the use of a KDA for injecting (knowledge) constraints within a neural
network learning process is a relevant target for short term research.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a framework based on Hierarchical
Reinforcement Learning for dialogue management in a Conversational
Recommender System scenario. The framework splits the dialogue into
more manageable tasks whose achievement corresponds to goals of the
dialogue with the user. The framework consists of a meta-controller,
which receives the user utterance and understands which goal should
pursue, and a controller, which exploits a goal-speciﬁc representation to
generate an answer composed by a sequence of tokens. The modules are
trained using a two-stage strategy based on a preliminary Supervised
Learning stage and a successive Reinforcement Learning stage.

1

Introduction

During their lives, humans need to solve tasks of varying complexity which
require to satisfy diﬀerent types of information needs, ranging from simple questions about common facts (whose answers can be found in encyclopedias) to
more sophisticated ones in which they need to know what movie to watch during a romantic evening or what is the recipe for a good lasagne. These tasks can
be solved by an intelligent agent able to answer questions formulated in a proper
way, eventually considering user context and preferences.
Conversational Recommender Systems (CRS) assist online users in their
information-seeking and decision making tasks by supporting an interactive
process [17] which could be goal oriented. The goal to reach consists in starting general and, through a series of interaction cycles, narrowing down the user
interests until the desired item is obtained [24].
Generally speaking, a dialogue can be deﬁned as a sequence of turns, each
one consisting of an action performed by a speaker or by a hearer. A CRS
can be considered a goal-driven dialogue system whose main goal, due to its
complexity, can be solved eﬀectively by dividing it in simpler goals. Indeed, a
dialogue with this kind of system can include diﬀerent phases, such as chatting,
answering questions about speciﬁc facts and providing suggestions enriched by
explanations, with the aim of satisfying the user information needs during the
whole dialogue. The Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) literature has
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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been consistently shown that, given the right decomposition, problems can be
learned and solved more eﬃciently, that is to say in less time and with less
resources [19]. The most popular HRL framework, called the Options framework
[29], explicitly uses subgoals to build temporal abstractions, which allow faster
learning and planning. An option can be conceptualized as a sort of macro-action
which includes a list of starting conditions, a policy and a termination condition.
In this work we present a CRS called Converse-Et-Impera (CEI) which leverages ideas presented in [12] to design a framework able to manage the diﬀerent
phases of a dialogue. The main contributions of our paper are the following:
1. a framework based on HRL in which each CRS goal is modeled as a goalspecific representation module which learns a useful representation for the
given goal;
2. an answer generation module leveraging the learned goal-specific representations and the user preferences to generate appropriate answers.

2

Methodology

A dialogue can be considered as a temporal process because the assessment of
how “good” an action is depends on the options and opportunities available
while the dialogue progresses further. For this reason, action choice requires
foresight and long-term planning to complete a satisfying dialogue for the user.
We employ the mathematical framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDP)
[2] represented by states s ∈ S, actions a ∈ A and a transition function T :
(s, a) → s. An agent operating in this framework receives a state s from the
environment and can take an action a, which results in a new state s . We deﬁne
the reward function as F : S → R. The objective of the agent is to maximize F
over long periods of time.
Our work takes inspiration from [12] to design a framework able to manage
the diﬀerent phases of a goal-driven dialogue by learning a stochastic policy πg
which deﬁnes a probability distribution over the agent goals g ∈ G given a state
s ∈ S. The agent goals can be considered as high-level actions, thus they can be
consistently modeled by the Options Framework [29]. In fact, the completion of
a goal g can be achieved by a temporally extended course of actions, starting
from a given timestep t and ending after some number of steps k. A module
of the framework called meta-controller is responsible of selecting a goal gt in a
given state st . Moreover, an additional module called controller selects an action
at given the state st and the current goal gt following a goal-speciﬁc policy πga ,
which deﬁnes a probability distribution over the actions that the agent is able
to execute to satisfy the goal gt . Given the two modules, an external critic
evaluates the reward signal ft which the environment generates for the metacontroller, while an internal critic is responsible for evaluating whether a goal
is reached and providing an appropriate reward rt (g) to the controller. So, the
objective function
the meta-controller is to maximize the cumulative external
∞for t−t
γ
ft , where γ is the reward discount factor. Similarly,
reward Ft =

t =t
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the objective
∞ of the controller is to optimize the cumulative intrinsic reward
Rt (g) = t =t γtt−t rt (g).
During a dialogue, in a given timestep t, the system receives a user utterance
x = x1 , x2 , . . . , xm  and the user identiﬁer u ∈ U . Each word xi is encoded in a
vector representation (embedding) xi by using a lookup operation on the word
embedding matrix Ww ∈ R|V |×dw and the user identiﬁer u is encoded in an
embedding u by using a lookup operation on the user embedding matrix Wu ∈
R|U |×du , where dw is the word embedding size and du is the user embedding size.
The sequence of word embeddings xi is encoded using a bidirectional Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) encoder with Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) as in [26]
→
−
which represents each word xi as the concatenation of a forward encoding hi ∈
←
−
Rh and a backward encoding hi ∈ Rh . From now on, we denote the contextual
representation for the word xi by x̃i ∈ R2h . In order to allow the system to keep
track of the relevant information until the dialogue turn t, we equip it with an
RNN with GRU units which encodes x˜m to generate a representation of the
dialogue turn called dialogue state d ∈ Rdd .
We deﬁne the meta-controller policy πM C as a feedforward neural network
which receives in input the dialogue state d to predict the goal g ∈ G. Formally,
the meta-controller is deﬁned by the following equation:
πM C = P (g|x, u) = softmax(dWM C ),

(1)

where softmax(y) is the softmax activation function applied to the vector y to
obtain a probability distribution over the set of possible goals G and WM C ∈
Rdd ×|G| is a weight matrix.
Due to the various requirements of each goal, diﬀerently from [12], we design
a goal-specific representation module which represents relevant aspects of the
current state exploited by the agent to complete the current goal. Given the
current goal g, the system encodes it in g by using a lookup operation on the
goal embedding matrix Wg ∈ R|G|×dg , where dg is the goal embedding size.
After that, the system asks the goal-specific representation module φg for a score
vector z ∈ R|V | which represents the agent attention towards speciﬁc tokens
in the vocabulary V . In the implementation of the framework we support two
diﬀerent goals which belong to the set G namely chitchat and recommendation.
Therefore, we suppose that each conversation can be divided in turns which can
be associated to one of the two available goals. For each of them, we provide a
goal-specific representation module which generates the score vector z according
to a deﬁned strategy. The chitchat module is intended to support general conversation utterances (e.g., “Hey”, “My name is John”, etc.) so it simply returns
a vector of zeros as a result of the fact that it has not focused its attention on
any token. In order to complete the recommendation goal, we have designed a
module called IMNAMAP presented in [9] and inspired to [26], which is able to
generate a score vector by applying an attention mechanism over multiple documents retrieved from a knowledge base to uncover a possible inference chain
that starts at the query and the documents and leads to the attention scores.
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In order to fully support the user during the conversation, the system should
be able to exploit information gathered during previous turns that can be useful
in subsequent turns. For instance, during a given turn an agent may know the
preferred movie director by the user and in a successive turn needs to leverage
it in order to suggest relevant items to him. For this reason, the system applies
an intra-dialogue attention mechanism to reﬁne the score vector zt according
to zk where k = 1, . . . , t. In particular, each zk is concatenated with gt and
dt and given in input to a feedforward neural network in order to estimate a
relevance score rt,k . Then, a probability distribution over the score vectors is
generated using r̃t = softmax([rt,1 , . . . , rt,t ]). Finally, the reﬁned score vector is
t
evaluated as z̃t = k=1 r̃t,k zk . In this way, we give to the agent the capability
to understand the most relevant information extracted during the conversation.
The controller exploits the reﬁned score vector z̃t to generate a sequence
of tokens a = a1 , . . . , an  leveraging the Sequence-to-sequence framework [28]
(also called Encoder-Decoder [6]). The Sequence-to-sequence framework consists
of two diﬀerent modules: an RNN encoder which represents the input sequence
and an RNN decoder able to decode the output sequence using a context vector
c. In this work, the context vector c is represented by the ﬁnal state of the
encoded user utterance x˜m . The RNN decoder generates latent representations
ã1 , . . . , ãn  for the system response using Persona-based GRU units [13] to
exploit the user preferences in the text generation task. A 2-layer feedforward
neural network receives in input ãi and z̃t to generate a probability distribution
over the tokens of the vocabulary V , for each token ai . Formally, the feedforward
neural network is deﬁned by the following equation:
ãi = sof tmax([ai , (z̃t Wih )]Who ),

(2)

where Wih ∈ R|V |×dih and Who ∈ R(h+dih )×|V | are weight matrices, dih is the
input-to-hidden layer size and [·, ·] is the concatenation operator.
Inspired by [25,33], we develop a two-stage training strategy for our conversational agent composed by a preliminary Supervised Learning (SL) stage and a
successive Reinforcement Learning (RL) stage. The motivation behind the adoption of the above-mentioned training strategy is to take into account historical
data collected from previous interactions between a user and a system, which
can be used to learn an initial eﬀective policy for the meta-controller and the
controller which can be further improved by the successive RL stage.
In the SL stage, the agent learns to replicate the conversations which belong
to a given dataset by minimizing a loss function which takes into account both
the meta-controller and the controller errors with regard to the training data.
Given a dataset DM C which consists of N dialogs, each of them composed by T
turns (xi,j , ui , gi,j ), we deﬁne the supervised loss function for the meta-controller
policy πM C as follows:
LM C (DM C ) =

N T
1 
CE(gi,j , πM C (xi,j , ui )),
N i=1 j=1

(3)
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where CE is the cross-entropy loss function which is used in order to evaluate the
error in the meta-controller prediction πM C (xi,j , ui ) with regard to the target
goal gi,j . Given a dataset DC which consists of N dialogs, each of them composed
by T turns (xi,j , ui , gi,j , (ai,j,1 , . . . , ai,j,n )), we deﬁne the supervised loss function
for the controller policy πC as follows:
LC (DC ) =

N T
n
1 
ω(ai,j,k )CE(ai,j,k , πC (xi,j , ui , gi,j ))
N i=1 j=1

(4)

k=1

where CE is the cross-entropy loss function and ω(yi,k,j ) is a function which
deﬁnes a weight associated to a token ai,j,k equal to 2 if the position j refers
to the last utterance in position T − 1 and ai,j,k ∈ E, where E is the set of
entities deﬁned in the dataset (e.g. movies, actors, ...), 1 otherwise. The function
ω weights more errors done on generated suggestions. The meta-controller and
the controller are jointly trained by minimizing a loss function La which linearly
combines the two loss functions and applies L2 -regularization on it as follows:
La (DM C , DC ) = LM C (DM C ) + LC (DC ) + αL2 (Ww , Wu , Wg ).

(5)

A joint training has the beneﬁt to reﬁne the shared representations employed
by the agent to represent the user utterances, the user embedding and the goal
embedding in order to obtain good performance in both tasks.
Given a set of experiences DM C which consists of N dialogs, each of them
composed by T turns (xi,j , ui , gi,j , Ri,j ), we deﬁne a loss function based on REINFORCE [31] for the meta-controller policy πM C as follows:
λ(i, j) = εM C E(πM C (gi,j |xi,j , ui ))
LM C (DM C ) = −

N T
1 
log(πM C (gi,j |xi,j , ui ))
N i=1 j=1

(6)

· (Ri,j − b(xi,j , ui )) + λ(i, j)
+ αL2 (Ww , Wu , Wg ),
where Ri,j is the discounted cumulative reward for the current state, εM C is
a weight associated to the entropy regularizer E(πM C ) and b(xi,j , ui ) is the
baseline implemented as a feedforward neural network which estimates the
expected future return from the current state received by the agent. Given a
set of experiences DC which consists of N dialogs, each of them composed by T
turns (xi,j , ui , gi,j , (Ri,j,1 , . . . , Ri,j,n ), (ai,j,1 , . . . , ai,j,n )), we adopt the loss function proposed in [34] for the controller policy as follows:
ρ(i, j, k) = log(πC (yi,j,k |(yi,j,k−1 , . . . , yi,j,1 ), xi,j , ui , gi,j ))
σ(i, j, k) = (Ri,j,k − b(yi,j,k , xi,j , ui , gi,j ))
λ(i, j, k) = εC E(πC (yi,j,k |(yi,j,k−1 , . . . , yi,j,1 ), xi,j , ui , gi,j ))
LC (DC ) = −

N T
n
1 
ρ(i, j, k)σ(i, j, k) + λ(i, j, k)
N i=1 j=1
k=1

+ αL2 (Ww , Wu , Wg )

(7)
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where Ri,j,k is the cumulative reward for the current state, εC is a weight associated to the entropy regularizer E(πC ) and b(yi,j,k , xi,j , ui , gi,j ) is the baseline implemented as a feedforward neural network which estimates the expected
future return from the current state received by the agent. The entropy regularization is considered in the RL community as another relevant optimization
trick for Policy-based methods which is applied in order to prevent premature
convergence to sub-optimal policy and improve exploration [32].

3

Experimental Evaluation

The experimental evaluation aim is to evaluate the performance of the developed
agent in the generation of accurate suggestions and appropriate response to the
user utterances. In order to achieve our objective, we deﬁned a general procedure
that can be used on classical recommender system datasets to generate a goaloriented dialogue (Table 1) exploiting user preferences. The details of the deﬁned
procedure are reported in [27].
Table 1. Dialogue generated from the MovieLens 1M dataset. To help reading, Wikidata ids have been replaced with the corresponding entities.
Agent

Utterance

user

Hey

Goal
chitchat

bot

What is your name?

chitchat

user

I am Sofia

chitchat

bot

How old are you?

chitchat

user

I am 25

chitchat

bot

What is your occupation?

chitchat

user

sales/marketing

chitchat

bot

Which are your favourite movies?

recommendation

user

I love Speed

recommendation

bot

I suggest you Erin Brockovich Witness Pocahontas
Four Weddings and a Funeral Anna and the King. Do you like them?

recommendation

user

I hate them

chitchat

bot

What are your favourite directors?

recommendation

user

I like John Waters

recommendation

bot

What are your favourite actors?

recommendation

user

I like Josef Sommer Wade Williams Marg Helgenberger Jeroen Krabb

recommendation

bot

What genres do you like?

recommendation

user

My favourite genres are teen film romance film biographical film

recommendation

bot

I suggest you Erin Brockovich Witness Ever After Simply Irresistible
Hairspray. Do you like them?

recommendation

user

I like them

chitchat

bot

I am glad that you like them

chitchat

We applied the dialogue generation procedure on two well-known recommender system datasets such as Movielens 1M (ML1M) [10] and Movie Tweetings (MT) [8]. For ML1M we leveraged the available demographic information
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associated to the user in order to extend the generated conversation with useful contextual questions about the user name, age and occupation. For each
dataset, we retrieved information associated to the properties director (wdt:P57),
cast member (wdt:P161) and genre (wdt:P136) associated to the items coming
from the Wikidata knowledge base. The generated datasets ML1M and MT
are composed of 157, 135 and 48, 933 dialogs whose mean lengths are 14.78 and
6.64, respectively. In addition, ML1M contains 19, 039 tokens, while MT contains
53, 988 tokens.
In order to assess the eﬀectiveness of the two-stage training strategy, we
designed an evaluation procedure in which we ﬁrst evaluated the CEI model after
the SL training and then we evaluated the trained model after the successive RL
training to demonstrate the improvement of the model performance.
3.1

Supervised Learning Setting

In the SL stage the CEI model was trained on a dataset obtained by removing
the utterances corresponding to the “reﬁne” step from the generated dialogues
because it should replicate the dialogues ignoring the additional “reﬁne” steps.
Intuitively, we want that the model avoids to learn from incorrect dialogue turns.
The eﬀectiveness of the model was evaluated against some baselines such as
Random, which is a random hierarchical agent which generates random goals and
utterances composed by random tokens, and Seq2seq, which is an agent able
to generate a response exploiting the popular Sequence-to-sequence framework
trained through SL on the generated dialogues. The comparison with Random
was performed in order to prove that the designed agent is able to learn to replicate the training dialogues, while the comparison with Seq2seq was designed
to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed architecture with respect to a
classical Sequence-to-sequence model which has been adopted in diﬀerent conversational agents [30]. The current implementation of the Seq2seq model had
all the weights initialized from a normal distribution N (0, 0.05), employed a
bidirectional RNN with GRU units to encode the user utterance and applies
a dropout of 0.5 on the RNN encoder input and output connections [35]. The
word embedding size dw was ﬁxed to 50 and the GRU output size was ﬁxed
to 256. The model was trained using the Adam optimizer [11] using a learning
rate of 0.001 and applying gradient clipping considering as the maximum L2
norm value 5, as suggested in [22]. An L2 regularization factor was applied on
the word embedding matrix Ww weighted by a constant value of 0.0001. The
training procedure exploited mini-batches of size 32 for both the datasets and
we decided to apply an early stopping procedure considering the loss function
value on the validation set. In particular, we stopped the training of the model
when the validation loss function was higher than the lowest value obtained for 5
consecutive times. Otherwise, we interrupted the training at the epoch 30. This
work used the oﬃcial TensorFlow implementation of the Seq2seq model1 .
1

https://www.tensorﬂow.org/api docs/python/tf/contrib/seq2seq.
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In order to demonstrate the appropriateness of the meta-controller and controller implementation, we evaluated both the ability of the meta-controller to
select speciﬁc goals and the ability of the controller to generate personalized
responses. Particularly, to assess the eﬀectiveness of the meta-controller implementation we evaluated the Precision of the trained model on the test set leveraging the goal associated to each turn of the conversation. For the controller we
used two diﬀerent metrics to assess the eﬀectiveness of the proposed suggestions
for a speciﬁc user and the goodness of the generated system responses from a
“linguistic” perspective. Speciﬁcally, we used the F1 -measure, which gives an
idea of the goodness of the list of suggestions according to the ground truth
suggestions present in the test set related conversation. Moreover, a per-user
F1 -measure was evaluated considering all the unique proposed suggestions by
the trained model in the test set dialogues with regard to all the positively
rated items of a given user present in test conversations. The system responses
have been evaluated using the BLEU [21] measure by comparing the generated
sequences with the corresponding ones present in the test set. In particular, we
exploited the sentence-level BLEU with smoothing function presented in [14]
and whose eﬀectiveness has been conﬁrmed in [5].
As regards the CEI model parameters, we ﬁxed the embedding size dw , du e
dg to 50. In addition, due to the complexity of the model, we applied dropout of
0.5 on all the GRU cell input and output connections, a dropout of 0.2 on the
IMNAMAP search gates and a dropout of 0.5 on all the hidden layers in fully
connected neural networks employed in the architecture. The batch size was ﬁxed
to 32 and we applied the same early stopping procedure employed in the seq2seq
model. The training procedure exploited the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 0.0001 and we decided, due to the diﬀerent datasets sizes, to apply a lower
L2 regularization weight α equal to 0.0001 on the ML1M dataset whereas we
ﬁxed α to 0.0001 on MT. To stabilize the training procedure and avoid that the
model converges to poor local minima, we applied gradient clipping considering
as the maximum L2 norm value 5. We exploited the same procedure used in [9]
to manage all the facts related to the given user query. In particular, the search
engine returns at most the top 20 relevant facts for the user query. All the tokens
which compose the knowledge base facts are stored in the vocabulary V as well
as all the other tokens which belong to the dataset. The conversations which
belong to the dataset were tokenized using the NLTK default tokenizer2 . The
model was implemented using the TensorFlow framework [1].
Firstly, we evaluated diﬀerent conﬁgurations of the CEI model in order to ﬁnd
the best conﬁguration on a speciﬁc dataset. In the evaluation, we have tried different values for a limited set of parameters while all the others are ﬁxed to the
above-mentioned values. In particular, the GRU output size can assume a value
in the set {128, 256}, the inference GRU output size s in the IMNAMAP model
can assume a value in the set {128, 256}, the output representation of the dialogue
state RNN q can assume a value in the set {256, 512} and the hidden layer size r
in the controller RNN decoder can assume a value in the set {1024, 2048}.
2

NLTK word tokenizer documentation: https://goo.gl/L4Y1Rc.
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Thanks to the preliminary comparisons, we have selected the best conﬁguration of the CEI model on the two datasets, which is the one that has the
higher average score between all the evaluated measures (in the tables of results
the best conﬁgurations are highlighted in bold). After that, we compared the
best CEI model with the proposed baselines. Table 2 shows the experimental
comparison between the best performing conﬁguration and the other baselines
according to the evaluation measures. An NA value in the table is associated to
a conﬁguration for which, due to its implementation constraints, it is not possible to evaluate the measure (i.e., the seq2seq model it is not equipped with a
meta-controller so it is not possible to evaluate its eﬀectiveness).
In the ﬁnal experimental evaluation we can observe that all the values associated to the measures related to the eﬀectiveness of the suggestions are pretty
satisfying compared to the one obtained by Random and Seq2seq. In particular,
on both the MT and the ML1M dataset, there is a marked diﬀerence in terms of
per-user F1 and F1 measure between CEI and the baselines which is justiﬁed by
the ability of the intra-dialogue attention mechanism to propagate the attention
scores collected during the conversation to the controller which exploits them in
the response generation procedure. It is worth noting that on the MT dataset
the BLEU measure evaluated for the Seq2seq model is higher than the one for
our model. This is a relevant factor which calls for further investigation on the
real ability of the RNN decoder with Persona-based units to understand when
to generate a token exploiting the RNN latent representation and when to use
the score vector generated from the intra-dialogue attention mechanism.
Table 2. Evaluation between the best performing CEI model and all the baselines on
MT and ML1M.

3.2

Conﬁguration MC precision C BLEU
C F1
MT ML1M MT
ML1M MT

C per-user F1
ML1M MT
ML1M

Random

0.332 0.333

0

0

0

0

0.002

Seq2seq

NA

NA

0.791 0.839

0.022

0.01

0.044

0.029

CEI SL

1.0

1.0

0.784

0.110 0.07

0.001
0.851

0.170 0.108

Reinforcement Learning Setting

For the RL stage, a particular OpenAI Gym [4] environment called Recommender
System Environment (RSEnv) is designed to let a hierarchical agent interact with
a simulated user according to his/her preferences extracted from the dialogue
datasets. For each user we build the user proﬁle by composing the available information collected during the dialogue generation procedure concerning his/her
name, age, occupation and preferences. For each simulated dialogue, the environment selects a random user that will interact with the bot. The environment
checks the presence of particular keywords in the bot utterance and generates
the appropriate answer by exploiting the user proﬁle. When the agent generates
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a sequence of tokens, it receives a reward which is evaluated by the BLEU metric
so that, in the long-term, it should be able to understand which are the appropriate tokens that should be generated in speciﬁc states. Therefore, the agent
keeps answering the user until a list of suggestions is proposed to him/her and,
according to the current user preferences, a reward is generated as the mean
between the F1 -measure and the BLEU which represents the user satisfaction
for the proposed suggestions. Depending on the value of the evaluated reward
signal, the user answers with a positive utterance (i.e., “I like them”) or a negative utterance (i.e., “I hate them”). It is in this moment that the system receives
a supplementary reward signal for the meta-controller – extrinsic reward – which
is equal to 50 if the user satisfaction score is over 0.5, −5 otherwise. There are
some limit cases that the environment should be able to manage in order to
support an eﬀective training procedure. In particular, if the system accidentally
generates a sequence of tokens which does not contain a recognized keyword, a
special tag “unknown” is used to notify to the agent that the environment is
not able to process its utterance. In this case, a reward signal of −5 is returned
for the meta-controller and a reward equal to 0 is returned to the controller.
Another case that the environment should manage is when the agent asks the
environment for information which are not present for the current user. In this
case, the environment notiﬁes the agent that it does not know the answer and
returns a “nothing” message. Furthermore, in order to prevent that the agent
is trapped in a loop in which the environment answers always with the same
utterance, we interrupt the interaction between the agent and the environment
after 10 turns. If the system is not able to complete the dialogue in a number
of turns which is less than the predeﬁned threshold value, it is penalized with a
reward of −5 for the meta-controller and receives 0 for the controller.
For each dataset, we selected only the best conﬁguration in the SL training
phase for the successive RL training stage. In this way, we expect to assess,
thanks to a quantitative evaluation, if the system is able to improve its performance by learning from its own experiences with users. We exploited the REINFORCE algorithm for the meta-controller and the controller in order to ﬁne-tune
their policies directly from the experiences collected by the agent. The model
is trained using the SL training procedure is used in the RL training procedure
during which it interacts with the environment by exploiting the meta-controller
and the controller policy to collect experiences from which it can learn from.
The adopted training procedure starts by loading the pre-trained model
obtained from the SL stage and uses it in a RL scenario so it selects actions
according to a state given by the environment and observes a reward according
to their goodness. The model parameters are the same as the ones used in the SL
training procedure so the parameters are used as they are in the RL setting. The
only diﬀerence relies in the optimization method employed and in the loss function exploited to optimize the model parameters. We run the training process in
the RL scenario for a ﬁxed number of experiences e and we used mini-batches
of them to update the model parameters. The advantages of this strategy are
twofold: ﬁrst we are able to obtain more accurate gradient approximation and
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second we are able to exploit the power of the GPU leveraged in our experiments
to compute simultaneously multiple matrix operations. The batch size is ﬁxed
to 8 on the MT dataset and to 32 on the ML1M dataset. The entropy regularization weights εM C and εC are ﬁxed to 0.01, the number of experiences is ﬁxed
to 10, 000 for each dataset and we apply a discount factor on the meta-controller
rewards equal to 0.99. In the RL scenario we do not design a joint training procedure because the loss functions of the meta-controller and the controller are
updated in diﬀerent moments, as described in [12]. Moreover, they represents
diﬀerent behaviour strategies that cannot be easily mixed together as they are.
We also changed our optimization algorithm from Adam to the vanilla SGD
because we observed during our experiments with Adam catastrophic eﬀects on
the eﬀectiveness of the policies due to the aggressive behaviour of the algorithm
in the early stages of the training. Indeed, according to our experience, it upsets
the learned policies making them completely useless for our tasks.
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Fig. 1. Results of the RL experimental evaluation on the MT and ML1M datasets.

As described before, when the RL training stage is completed, we evaluate
the performance of the learned model on a test environment which contains users
data that the agent have not seen in the SL and RL training stages. The learned
model resulting from the training procedure is evaluated according to a similar
procedure that is used during the training stage. Particularly, we exploit the user
proﬁle information related to the users present in the test set of each dataset and
we monitor how the system behaves in terms of two diﬀerent measures collected
during the system interaction with the environment: MC rewards, which is the
meta-controller mean reward obtained in a mini-batch, and C rewards, which
is the controller mean reward obtained in the mini-batch. Analyzing the graphs
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Fig. 1b, d related to the ML1M dataset, we can observe how the meta-controller
and the controller are able to interact with the environment. The performance
is stable for each batch of examples underlining the capability of the model to
generalize quite well over the training experiences. The same trend is observed
in the charts Fig. 1a, c for the MT dataset which is promising because, despite
the signiﬁcantly diﬀerent dimensions of the two datasets, the agent performance
is still reliable and satisfying.

4

Related Work

In the literature CRSs have been classiﬁed under diﬀerent names according to
the strategy adopted in order to extract relevant information about the user and
provide recommendation to him/her. Case-based Critique systems ﬁnds cases
similar to the user proﬁle and elicits a critique for reﬁning the user’s interests
[20,23] throughout an iterative process in which the system generates recommendations in a ranked list and allows the user to critique them. The critique will
force the system to re-evaluate its recommendations according to the speciﬁed
constraints.
A limitation of classical CRSs is that their strategy is typically hard-coded
in advance; at each stage, the system executes a ﬁxed, pre-determined action,
notwithstanding the fact that other actions could also be available for execution.
This design choice negatively eﬀects the ﬂexibility of the system to support
conversation scenarios which are not expected by the designer. In fact, despite
the eﬀectiveness of these systems in diﬀerent complex scenarios, as reported in
[20], they always follow a predeﬁned sequence of actions without adapting to the
user requirements. Moreover, typically they uses a representation for the items
that is hand-crafted which is incredibly labour-intensive for complex domains
like music, movies and travels. For instance, in the work presented in [3] is
exploited a ﬁrst-order logic representation of the items by an attribute closure
operator able to reﬁne the attribute set of the items considered in the current
conversation.
To overcome these limitations the work ﬁrst presented in [15] and then
extended in [16–18], proposes a new type of CRS that by interacting with users
is able to autonomously improve an initial default strategy in order to eventually
learn and employ a better one applying RL techniques. It was ﬁrst validated in
oﬀ-line experiments to understand which were the state variables required by the
system and then it was evaluated in an online setting in which the system had
the task to support travellers. Another relevant work is the one presented in [7].
It exploits a probabilistic latent factor model able to reﬁne the user preferences
according to a fully online learning recommendation approach.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

CEI represents a framework for a goal-oriented conversational agent whose objective is to provide a list of suggestions according to the user preferences. Our
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intuition is that a dialogue can be subdivided in ﬁne-grained goals whose achievement allows the agent to successfully complete the conversation with the user.
The framework leverages a combination of Deep Learning and Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning techniques and is trained by using a two-stage procedure.
As regards with the answer generation module we plan to understand if
the current implementation is well suited to take into account the score vector
weights generated by the intra-dialogue attention mechanism in order to eﬀectively exploit them in the recommendation phase. In addition, we think that
allowing the model to leverage multiple information sources can give it the possibility to grasp diﬀerent views of the items that can be used to provide more
accurate suggestions according to the user preferences.
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Attentive Models in Vision: Computing Saliency
Maps in the Deep Learning Era
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Abstract. Estimating the focus of attention of a person looking at an
image or a video is a crucial step which can enhance many vision-based
inference mechanisms: image segmentation and annotation, video captioning, autonomous driving are some examples. The early stages of the
attentive behavior are typically bottom-up; reproducing the same mechanism means to ﬁnd the saliency embodied in the images, i.e. which parts
of an image pop out of a visual scene. This process has been studied for
decades in neuroscience and in terms of computational models for reproducing the human cortical process. In the last few years, early models
have been replaced by deep learning architectures, that outperform any
early approach compared against public datasets. In this paper, we propose a discussion on why convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are so
accurate in saliency prediction. We present our DL architectures which
combine both bottom-up cues and higher-level semantics, and incorporate the concept of time in the attentional process through LSTM recurrent architectures. Eventually, we present a video-speciﬁc architecture
based on the C3D network, which can extracts spatio-temporal features
by means of 3D convolutions to model task-driven attentive behaviors.
The merit of this work is to show how these deep networks are not
mere brute-force methods tuned on massive amount of data, but represent well-deﬁned architectures which recall very closely the early saliency
models, although improved with the semantics learned by human groundtruth.

Keywords: Saliency
learning

1

· Human attention · Neuroscience · Vision · Deep

Introduction

When humans look around the world, observing an image or watching at a
video sequence, attentive mechanisms drive their gazes towards salient regions.
Attentional mechanisms have been studied in psychology and neuroscience since
decades [17], and it is well assessed that the attentional mechanism is mainly
bottom-up in its early stages, although inﬂuenced by some contextual cues, and
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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guided by the salient points in the scene which is scanned very quickly by the
eyes (in about 25–50 ms per item). If the person has a task-driven behaviour, e.g.
when one drives a car, top-down attentive process arise; they are slower (at least
200 ms of reaction in humans) and due to the learned semantics of the scene.
In general, the control of attention combines some stimuli processed in diﬀerent
cortical areas to mix spatial localization and recognition tasks, integrating datadriven pop outs and some learned semantics. It has also a temporal evolution,
since some mechanisms such as the inhibition of return and the control of eye
movements allow humans to reﬁne attention during time.
Reproducing the same attentional process in artiﬁcial vision is still an open
problem. In the case of a static image, researchers have shown that salient regions
can be identiﬁed by considering discontinuities in low-level visual features, such
as color, texture and contrast, and high-level cues as well, like faces, text, and
the horizon. When watching a video sequence, instead, static visual features have
lower importance while motion gains a crucial role, motivating the need of diﬀerent solutions for static images and video. In both scenarios, computational models capable of identifying salient regions can enhance many vision-based inference
mechanisms, ranging from image captioning [11] to video compression [13].
Since the seminal research of Kock, Ulman and Itti [18,23], traditional prediction models have followed biological evidences using low-level features and
semantic concepts [14,22]. With the advent of Deep Learning (DL), researchers
have developed data-driven architectures capable of overcoming many of the
limitations of previous hand-crafted models. This is not only due to the bruteforce of DL architectures, with their capability of being trained by supervised
data. This is one area where these architecture are particularly suitable since
they recall precisely the neural biological models. Still, it is surprising to see
how much today’s models share with those early works.
Motivated by these considerations, we present an overview of diﬀerent solutions that we have developed for saliency prediction on images and video with
DL, which represent now the state-of-the-art in public available benchmarks.
We compare the neural network model with the early models of computational
saliency map, to show similarities and diﬀerences. The main contribution of this
work is a discussion on why the model of attention prediction with Deep Learning is useful. The paper will show that today’s models, based on Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) share many of the principles of early models, while at
the same time solving many of their drawbacks. Diﬀerent convolutional architectures will be presented, to deal with features extracted at multiple levels,
and to reﬁne saliency maps in an iterative way. Eventually, a solution for video
saliency prediction will be discussed and analyzed in the case of driver attention
estimation.
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Related Work
Saliency Prediction on Images

Early works on saliency prediction on images were based on the Feature Integration Theory proposed by Treisman and Gelade [32] in the eighties. Itti et al. [18],
then, proposed the ﬁrst saliency computational model: this work, inspired by
Koch and Ullman [23], computed a set of individual topographical maps representing low-level cues such as color, intensity and orientation and combined
them into a global saliency map. The saliency map is a scalar map, as large as
the image, where each point represents the visual saliency, irrespective of the
feature dimension that makes the location salient. The locus of highest activity
in the saliency map is the most probable eye ﬁxation point or is the point where
the focus of attention should be localized.
After this work, a large variety of methods explored the same idea of combining complementary low-level features [5,14] and often included additional
center-surround cues [38]. Other methods enriched predictions exploiting semantic classiﬁers for detecting higher level concepts such as faces, people, cars and
horizons [22].
In the last few years, thanks to the large spread of deep learning techniques, the saliency prediction task has achieved a considerable improvement.
First attempts of predicting saliency with convolutional networks mainly suﬀered
from the absence of ﬁne-tuning of network parameters over a saliency prediction
dataset and from the lack of suﬃcient amount of data to train a deep saliency
architecture [25,33]. The publication of the large-scale attention dataset SALICON [20] has contributed to a big progress of deep saliency prediction models
and several new architectures have been proposed.
Huang et al. [16] introduced a deep neural network applied at two diﬀerent
image scales trained by using some evaluation metrics speciﬁc for the saliency
prediction task as loss functions. Kruthiventi et al. [24] proposed a fully convolutional network called DeepFix that captures features at multiple scales and
takes global context into account through the use of large receptive ﬁelds. Pan
et al. [27] instead presented a shallow and a deep convnet where the ﬁrst is
trained from scratch while some layers of the second are initialized with the parameters of a standard convolutional network. Finally, Jetley et al. [19] introduced
a saliency model that formulates a map as a generalized Bernoulli distribution
and they used these maps to train a CNN trying diﬀerent loss functions.
2.2

Saliency Prediction in Video

When considering video inputs, saliency estimation is quite diﬀerent with respect
to still images. Indeed, motion is a key factor that strongly attracts human attention. Accordingly, some video saliency models pair bottom-up feature extraction
with a further motion estimation step, that can be performed either by means
of optical ﬂow [39] or feature tracking [37]. Somehow diﬀerently, some models
have been proposed to force the coherence of bottom-up features across time. In
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this setting, previous works address feature extraction both in a supervised [30]
and unsupervised [34] fashion, whereas temporal smoothness of output maps can
be achieved through optical ﬂow motion cues [39] or explicitly conditioning the
current map on information from previous frames [28].
As previously discussed for the image saliency setting, the representation
capability of deep learning architectures, along with large labeled datasets, can
yield better results. However, deep video saliency models still lack, being the
work in [4] the only meaningful eﬀort that can be found in the current literature.
Such model leverages a recurrent architecture iteratively updating its hidden
state over time, and emitting the saliency map at each step by means of a
Gaussian Mixture Model.

3

Saliency Prediction with Deep Learning Architectures

In this section we provide a detailed discussion of diﬀerent deep learning architectures for saliency prediction on images and video. We will introduce a convolutional model for images, which incorporates low and high level visual features,
and which, conceptually, extends the seminal work by Itti and Koch [18] by
means of a modern neural network. A discussion on the similarities and diﬀerences between these two models will follow, and forerun the presentation of a
second model, in which a recurrent convolutional architecture is used to reﬁne
saliency maps in a way which is roughly similar to the human scanpath. Finally,
we will present an architecture for saliency prediction on video, and show how
this particular domain diﬀers from that of images in the case of driver attention
prediction.
3.1

Incorporating Low-Level and High-Level Cues in a Multi-Level
Network

In [8], we proposed a Deep Multi-Level Network (ML-Net) for saliency prediction.
In contrast to previous proposals, in which saliency maps were predicted from
a non-linear combination of features coming from the last convolutional layer of
a CNN, we eﬀectively combined feature maps coming from three diﬀerent levels
of a fully convolutional network thus taking into account low, medium and high
level cues. Moreover, to model the center bias present in human eye ﬁxations, we
incorporated a learned prior map by applying it to the predicted saliency map.
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our ML-Net model.
More in details, the ﬁrst component of our architecture is a CNN based
on a standard convolutional network originally designed for image classiﬁcation and then employed in several other computer vision tasks. This network,
named VGG-16 [29], is composed by 13 convolutional layers, divided in 5 diﬀerent
blocks, and 3 fully connected layers. Since we aimed at producing a 2-dimensional
map (i.e. the predicted saliency map), we removed the fully connected layers
thus obtaining a fully convolutional architecture. Several other deep saliency
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Predicted
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Fig. 1. Overview of our Multi-Level Network (ML-Net) [8].

models [9,16,19,27] employ the VGG-16 as starting point for their architectures and almost each of them combines feature maps coming only from the last
convolutional layer of the VGG-16 network diﬀerentiating from each other by
designing speciﬁc saliency component or by using diﬀerent training strategies. In
contrast to this approach, the second component of our model took as input feature maps coming from three diﬀerent levels of the VGG-16 network: the output
of the third, fourth and ﬁfth convolutional blocks. Our model eﬀectively combined these feature maps through two speciﬁc convolutional layers that merge
low, medium and high level features and then produce a temporary saliency
map. Finally, we decided to incorporate an important property of human gazes
in our model. In fact, when an observers looks at an image its gaze is biased
toward the center of the scene. To this end, the last component of our architecture was designed to model this center bias through a learned prior map which
was applied to the predicted saliency map thus giving more importance to the
center of the image.
It is well known that at training time a deep learning architecture has to minimize a given loss function that, in the saliency prediction task, aims at eﬀectively
approaching the predicted saliency map to the ground-truth one obtained from
human ﬁxation points. Previous deep saliency models were trained with diﬀerent strategies by using a saliency evaluation metric as loss function or, more
commonly, a square error loss (such as the euclidean loss). We instead designed
a speciﬁc loss function inspired by three diﬀerent objectives: predicted saliency
maps should be similar to ground-truth ones, therefore a square error loss was
a reasonable choice. Secondly, predictions should be invariant to their maximum, and there is no point in forcing the network to produce values in a given
numerical range, so predictions were normalized by their maximum. Third, the
loss should give the same importance to high and low ground-truth values, even
though the majority of ground-truth pixels are close to zero. For this reason,
the deviation between predicted values and ground-truth values was weighted
by a linear function, which tends to give more importance to pixels with high
ground-truth ﬁxation probability. The overall loss function was thus
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L(w) =

1
N

N



2
 φ(xi )

 max φ(xi ) − yi 

i=1

α − yi

(1)

where xi are the predicted saliency maps while yi are the ground-truth ones.
The proposed architecture was trained with mini-batch of N samples by using
the Stochastic Gradient Descent as optimizer.
3.2

Deep Learning Architectures vs. the Itti and Koch’s Model

The ﬁrst computational model for saliency prediction,and probably the most
famous, was presented in a seminal paper by Itti and Koch [18]. It proposed to
extract multi-scale low-level features from the input image which were linearly
combined and then processed by a dynamic neural network with a winner-takesall strategy to select attended locations in decreasing order of saliency. As we
have shown in the previous section, nowadays saliency prediction is generally
tackled via CNN architectures, therefore giving more importance to learning
than to hand engineering of features. However, today’s models share a lot with
that inﬂuential work.
The model in [18] extracted three kinds of features from input images: color
(as a linear combination of raw pixels in color channels), intensity (again, computed as a linear combination of color channels), and orientation, by means of
oriented Gabor pyramids [12]. It should be noted that all these features can
be easily extracted by a single convolutional layer, and, indeed, visualization
and inversion techniques [36] showed that ﬁlters learned in the early stages of a
CNN roughly extract color and gradient features. Also, the linear combinations
of color channels in [18] can be computed via a single convolutional layer with
channel-wise uniform weights or with a 1 × 1 kernel.
One detail, however, is missing in current convolutional architectures: authors
of [18] extracted the same features at multiple scales, and then validated them
by performing central diﬀerences between adjacent scales. In a CNN, instead,
features are always computed at a single scale, even though the overall architecture extracts (diﬀerent) features at diﬀerent scales thanks to pooling stages.
Of course the multi-scale validation of features was also motivated by the need
of extracting robust features, something which comes almost for free in modern
architectures. Moreover, many state of the art CNN models are multi-scale by
construction, feeding a pyramid of images to the same convolutional stack. Even
in our model, we combine diﬀerent features extracted at diﬀerent scales to form
the ﬁnal prediction, instead of taking only those produced by the last layer.
Conversely, the most evident characteristic that the Itti and Koch model
misses with respect to today’s architectures is the ability to extract higher level
features, and to detect objects and part of objects. This is achieved, in today’s
networks, by increasing the depth of the network (e.g. 152 layers in the ResNet
model [15]). This, given the big performance gap, clearly highlights the need of
high-level features for saliency prediction.
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Table 1. Comparison results on the MIT300 dataset [21].
SIM ↑ CC ↑ sAUC ↑ AUC ↑ NSS ↑ EMD ↓
Inﬁnite humans 1.00

1.00

0.80

0.91

3.18

0.00

ML-Net

0.59

0.67

0.70

0.85

2.05

2.63

Itti

0.44

0.37

0.63

0.75

0.97

4.26

Image

Itti

ML-Net

Ground-truth

Fig. 2. Qualitative comparisons between the Itti [18] and ML-Net [8] models. Images
are from the SALICON dataset [20].

As a proof of concept, in Table 1 we compare the results of the model in [18]1
with those of our method. We use the standard performance indicators for
saliency: the Similarity, the Linear Correlation Coeﬃcient (CC), the Area Under
the ROC Curve (AUC) and its shuﬄed version (sAUC), the Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS) and the Earth-Mover Distance (EMD). We refer the reader
to the work by Bylinskii et al. [7] for a detailed discussion on these metrics. It
can clearly be seen that CNNs overcame that early model by a big margin, with
respect to all metrics, and this experimentally conﬁrms the need of high-level
features for saliency prediction, rather than just employing low-level cues such
as in [18]. To give a better insight of the performance gain, we also report some
qualitative results on images randomly chosen from the SALICON dataset. We
show them in Fig. 2, along with the ground-truth saliency map computed from
human eye ﬁxations. While the model of [18] tends to concentrate on color and
gradient discontinuities, which often do not match with the human ﬁxation map,
our model can clearly guess most of the saliency maps in a way which is almost
indistinguishable from the ground-truth. The middle image, showing a pizza, is
also a good example to show the role of the center prior: when there is no a
clear object which stands out in the scene, human eyes tend to ﬁx the center of
1

Numerical and qualitative results of the Itti-Koch model have been generated using
the re-implementation of [14], which is also the one reported in the MIT Saliency
Benchmark [6].
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the image, as our model has learned to do. Also, predictions from our ML-Net
are particularly focused on small areas, similarly to the SALICON ground-truth.
This is due to the fact that, in absence of a task-driven attentive mechanism, the
focus tends to be directed on what is a-priori known, such as a person, a face,
a traﬃc sign. The architecture, trained on similar data, does not overﬁt speciﬁc
points, but tends to replicate the same semantic-based attentive behaviour.
3.3

Saliency Map Refinement via a Convolutional Recurrent
Architecture

Models for saliency prediction can also go beyond feed-forward neural networks and include recurrent components. Recurrent neural networks are usually
employed to deal with time-varying input sequences, but can be used, in general,
to process any kind of sequence. Following this intuition, we proposed a second
model [10] in which we combined a fully convolutional network (similar to the
one described in the previous sections) with a recurrent convolutional network,
endowed with an attention mechanism. The recurrent network, instead of looping
on a time sequence as in the case of video captioning [3], performs an iterative
reﬁnement of the saliency map by focusing on diﬀerent part of the image. This
behaviour is encouraged by using a spatial attentive mechanism, inspired by the
machine translation literature [2]. We called the overall architecture SAM, i.e.
Saliency Attentive Model.
Figure 3 shows, for some images taken from the SALICON dataset, the prediction from the model of Itti and Koch [18], that from our previous model [8],
and the output of the attentive network at each step, for t = 1, ..., 4, as well as
the ground-truth map. As it can be noticed, the reﬁnement strategy carried out
by the network results in a progressive improvement of the prediction, which
overcomes the performance of a feed-forward neural network like the one in the
ML-Net model.

Image

Itti

ML-Net

t=1

SAM
t=2
t=3

t=4

GT

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison between the Itti [18], ML-Net [8] and SAM [10] models on images taken from the SALICON dataset [20]. For the SAM model, we show
predictions given by the recurrent attentive network at diﬀerent steps.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the COARSE+FINE model depicting the both streams guiding the
optimization during training. Please note that in test stage the cropped stream is not
used. At the bottom, the architecture of the COARSE module is illustrated.

3.4

Estimating Task-Driven Saliency in Videos

In [26], we described a model devised for predicting saliency on the DR(eye)VE
dataset [1], and capable of replicating human attentional behavior while driving.
The need for a diﬀerent model tailored for this speciﬁc context is twofold: ﬁrst, as
anticipated, objects motion in videos tends to capture human attention. Moreover, ﬁxations recorded during the dataset acquisition in [1] are strongly related
to the driving activity, and call for a task-driven model and training procedure.
Motivated by the insight that a small temporal window holds suﬃcient information meaningful for the task of driving, our model captures short-term correlations by means of 3D convolutions, which also stride along time axis. Accordingly, it takes as input samples holding 16 consecutive frames (called clips from
now on) and provides a dense saliency probability map for the last (current)
frame of the clip. The network is jointly trained with two input streams (Fig. 4),
in order to tackle the central bias that usually aﬀects saliency benchmarks in
general, and is even more noticeable in the driving task. Both streams rely on
the same backbone encoder, that we name COARSE module as provides a rough,
harsh saliency estimate. Such model is based on the work by Tran et al. [31] and
employs their C3D architecture to map pixels into a 512-dimensional encoding
space. Being interested in spatially coherent feature maps, we drop the top fully
connected classiﬁcation module. Moreover, we discard the deepest convolutional
layer, which encodings are strongly tailored to the original action recognition
task, retaining only the most general features provided by previous layers. Eventually, we modify the last pooling layer to cover the whole time axis, and therefore squeeze out the temporal dimension from the output features. The resulting
map, which is reduced by a 16x factor along spatial dimension and lacks the
temporal axis due to pooling layers, is then processed to produce a saliency
estimate as big as the original image and featuring a single probability channel.
This is achieved by means of a series of upsampling followed by convolutions.
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During training, the model is fed with two streams. The ﬁrst stream encourages the model to learn saliency estimation given visual cues rather than prior
spatial bias, and feeds the COARSE model with random crops. Cropping is also
employed in the original C3D training process. Indeed, in [31] authors perform a
tensor resize to 128 × 128 and then a random 112 × 112 crop. In our experience,
this cropping policy is too polite, and yields models strongly biased towards the
image center since ground-truth maps still suﬀer a poor variety. The policy we
employ is immoderate, and features a 256 × 256 resize before the crop. This way,
samples cover a small portion of the input tensor and allow variety in prediction
targets, at the cost of a wider attentional area. Intuitively, the smaller crops are,
the larger the attentional map will appear. Thus, the trained model was able to
escape the bias when required, but unfortunately provided over-rough estimates.
To address this issue, we feed the COARSE model with a second stream providing
images resized to match the crop size. The prediction, after being resized and
concatenated with the last frame of the clip, than undergoes a further block
of convolutional layers (FINE module) that reﬁne the map. Estimates from both
streams are modeled as a probability density P over pixels, and optimized jointly
against a ground-truth map Q by means of the Kullback-Leibler divergence:



Qi
Qi log  +
(2)
DKL (P, Q) =
 + Pi
i
where the summation index i spans across image pixels and  is a regularization
constant.
Evaluation. Here we discuss the experiments performed in order to assess the
design choices of our architecture for video saliency. As common in public benchmarks, we ﬁrst compare our model against two central baselines. The ﬁrst one
represents the central bias as a Gaussian N (μ, Σ), being μ the image center and
Σ a diagonal covariance matrix whose variances are coherent with the image
aspect ratio. A more precise, task-driven baseline is obtained by averaging all
training ground-truth maps, and two unsupervised state-of-the-art video saliency
models [34,35] are also included in the comparison. The evaluation has been carried out comparing the shift between predicted and ground-truth maps both in
terms of Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient (CC) and Kullback-Leibler divergence
(DKL ). We report such measures evaluated both in the whole test set and in the
attentive subsequences only2 in Table 2. Moreover, we report the results of the
ML-Net model, that was originally proposed for image saliency and has been
properly trained from scratch on the DR(eye)VE dataset.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this evaluation. Firstly, from the
poor performances of unsupervised models emerges the peculiar nature of the
driving context, that demands for task-driven supervision. Moreover, it can be
2

Attentive subsequences in DR(eye)VE are clips in which the driver is looking far from
the image center due to a peculiar maneuver he is performing. We refer the reader
to [26] for details.
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Table 2. Evaluation of the proposed models against central baselines, both on the test
and attentive sequences of DR(eye)VE.
Test seq
Att. seq
CC ↑ DKL ↓ CC ↑ DKL ↓
Baseline (gaussian)

0.33

2.50

0.22

2.70

Baseline (mean train GT) 0.48

1.65

0.17

2.85

Wang et al. [35]

0.08

3.77

–

–

Wang et al. [34]

0.03

4.24

–

–

ML-Net

0.41

2.05

0.29

2.49

COARSE

0.44

1.73

0.19

2.74

COARSE+FINE

0.55

1.42

0.30

2.24

Frame

GT

COARSE+FINE

ML-Net

Fig. 5. Representation of diﬀerences in the video saliency estimation. This qualitative
assessment indicates the suitability of the COARSE+FINE model in encoding temporal
information. On the other hand, the ML-Net model processes still images and is more
inﬂuenced by low-level non temporal features.

noticed that the attentive subset of samples is crucial for the evaluation, as
simple input-agnostic baselines perform positively overall. Finally, an important
remark is revealed by the superior performance of the proposed model w.r.t
ML-Net. The gap in performance is due to the temporal nature of video data:
indeed, COARSE+FINE proﬁtably learned to extract temporal features that are
meaningful for video saliency prediction, whereas the design of ML-Net cannot
capture such precious dependencies. A qualitative illustration of the diﬀerence
in predictions is illustrated in Fig. 5.

4

Conclusions

In this work we presented diﬀerent deep learning architectures for saliency prediction on images and video, showing the importance of multi-level features
and the ability of recurrent architectures to enhance saliency prediction results.
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We also shown, with experiments on a driving dataset, that dealing with video
sequences requires ad-hoc architectures due to the need of extracting motion
features. The comparison between today’s models and the early model by Itti
and Koch [18] revealed several similarities in the way feature are extracted, and
motivated the gap in performances with current models, which is not merely due
to the their brute-force nature, but also to their ability to recall very closely early
saliency and biological models, although improved with the semantics learned
on the ground-truth.
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Abstract. We present and analyze the problem of realizing an
accountability-supporting system in multiagent systems technology. To
this aim and to avoid ambiguities, we first characterize the concept of
accountability, which we later work to realize computationally, particularly in relation to the partially overlapping notion of responsibility.
Then, with the aim of achieving accountability as a design property, we
provide a few principles that characterize an accountability-supporting
multiagent system. We provide an accountability protocol to regulate the
interaction between an agent, willing to play a role in an organization,
and the organization itself. Finally, we show as a case study how the use
of such a protocol allows multiagent systems, realized with JaCaMo, to
support accountability.
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Introduction

In the ﬁeld of multiagent systems (MAS), individual and organizational actions
have social consequences, which require the development of tools to trace and
evaluate principals’ behaviors and to communicate good conduct. This concerns
the value of accountability. The main contribution is to provide a notion of when
an organization of agents supports accountability by investigating the process
of construction of the organization itself as well as to give the deﬁnition of a
protocol to be followed in order to design and build an organization that supports
accountability. The core of the analysis is the notion of role and the action of
role adoption (or enactment). Indeed, the concept of role has been studied in
many diﬀerent ﬁelds of computer science like software engineering, databases,
security and, of course, artiﬁcial intelligence. Despite several proposals have been
made about a characterization of such a concept, there is little consensus about
its properties and purposes. A reason for this lack is the diversity of scopes and
applications that such a general concept could have in diﬀerent disciplines. If seen
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from an organizational point of view, roles should describe the way individuals
can interact with and act upon an organization.
Continuing our work on accountability as presented in [3], in this study we
wish to present a more nuanced view of the concept, particularly in relation to its
close sibling, responsibility, and oﬀer an initial exploration of platform requirements for a software-based, accountability-attribution process. Building on our
previous characterizations of accountability, this study adds considerations that
consequently impact implementation decisions on our chosen platform. We also
attempt to tie our work more closely to work in the ﬁeld of ethics so as not
to diminish the rich meaning behind accountability and avoid cheapening the
concept to the point of a deﬁnitional equivalence with traceability. We oﬀer ethical dilemmas to force our hand into programming diﬃcult decisions and form
a more conceptually complete system of accountability. With some conceptual
modiﬁcations, we believe JaCaMo [5] a particularly apt platform for building in
an accountability mechanism.

2

A Characterization of Accountability and Responsibility

As a potentially wide-ranging concept, accountability can take on many diﬀerent
characteristics and meanings, especially depending on the discipline in which
discussion takes place. Our own approach relies on a more mechanistic view in
which accountability is a backward-looking, institutional process that permits
one entity to be held to account by another. The accountability process activates
when a negative (or positive) state is reached and an authoritative entity wishes
to hold to account those behind said state. The process itself is divided into
three primary phases: (1) an investigative entity (forum) receives all information
regarding agents’ actions, eﬀects, permissions, obligations, etc. that led to the
situation under scrutiny, (2) the forum contextualizes actions to understand their
adequacy and legitimacy, and ﬁnally (3) the forum passes judgment on agents
with sanctions or rewards [7]. Our goal consists in automating the entire process
for use in a MAS, although we will presently leave out the sanctioning piece of
the third phase due to its organization-speciﬁc application. In order to realize
our goal, we begin by looking at the reasoning process behind accountability to
identify points of adaptation into the software world.
Three conditions for accountability attribution are identiﬁed in [8]: agency,
causal relevancy, and avoidance opportunity. The agency condition expresses
not only an individual’s independence and reasoning capacity, but also that
entity’s ability to distinguish right and wrong. Because software agents have no
independent ethics, we maintain that their moral compass, so to speak, only
emerges in and is unique to a given software organization. An agent’s “ethics”
will be expressed through adherence to norms and commitments. The causal
relevancy condition expresses the necessity of causation linking a given agent to
a situation under scrutiny. The avoidance opportunity condition speciﬁes that
an “agent should have had a reasonable opportunity to have done otherwise” [8].
The condition does not imply that in absence of the agent’s action, the situation
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would not have come to pass. That is, an agent can be held accountable for a
causal contribution even in the presence of the inevitable. To illustrate, we can
consider the example from [8] in which we ﬁnd ourselves in the presence of two
murderers who simultaneously shoot someone, their bullets piercing the victim’s
heart in the same moment. Should one of the murders have chosen not to shoot,
the victim would still have died, yet we would naturally hold both accountable.
They both had an opportunity to avoid causally contributing to the victim’s
death.
The accountability attribution process, due to its quality of determining
the parties who causally contributed to a given situation, necessarily uses of
a backward-looking approach. Its domain lies in the past, uncovering intrigue
and revealing causal mystery. Responsibility attribution, as accountability’s temporal mirror sibling, instead looks to the future and places its deﬁnitional weight
on parties deemed capable and worthy of realizing a certain goal or goals. Both
concepts, divided only by time, work towards the common purpose of situational deconstruction in order to distribute responsibility or accountability in
a reality-reﬂecting fashion among a situation’s atomic agents. Their common
purpose gives rise to a strong working relationship between the concepts. Their
complementary nature permits considerations and evaluations to ﬂow between
the two, which can, at the very least, inform their respective investigations. As
expressed in [9], “When I am responsible for my actions now, I may be held
accountable later”.
Despite their close relationship, one concept cannot directly implicate the
other. Even if a responsible entity’s task was not completed as planned, that does
not automatically indicate that fault lies with said entity. Likewise, if an entity
is deemed accountable, that entity was not necessarily designated responsible in
planning stages. As an example, should a person be named responsible for task A
but then be coerced to realize “not A”, that person cannot be, at the very least,
wholly accountable. We would rather name the coercer partially accountable if
not solely accountable for her/his role in causing “not A”. However, even beyond
the extreme example of coercion, other forces can also impact an individual’s
ability to realize a task. For example, say we have an organization consisting of
two members: one to prepare a wall, wall-preparer, and another who paints the
wall, painter. The encompassing organization would give both access rights and
distribute responsibility to wall-preparer for prepping the wall, and to painter
for painting the wall. Then come execution time, wall-preparer fulﬁlls her/his
task by spackling the wall but, having a whimsical side, unexpectedly paints
a black stripe down the middle. Unfortunately, due to the unexpected action,
painter has not the correct amount of materials and cannot fulﬁll her/his task.
Though not coerced, painter cannot proceed due to the actions of another.
If we assume the complete absence of unplanned inﬂuences in a given context, responsibility directly maps to accountability. Though one might be hardpressed to justify such an assumption in an organization with human actors, its
absurdity diminishes in a world of software agents. Simply put, we must be able
to adequately plan for the unexpected. To illustrate, we can take the previous
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example and imagine it unfolding in a multiagent setting. Before agreeing to be
the organization’s painter, painter would stipulate provisions for its role goals,
in this case, white wall. An organization, accepting painter ’s provisions, would
then add white wall as a goal condition to the job description of wall-preparer.
Wall-preparer would in turn accept its new goal condition. Come execution time,
when wall-preparer adds the black stripe, not only will painter ’s provisions not
be met, but wall-preparer will also have violated its own goal conditions. Since
wall-preparer knows what it did was wrong thanks to goal conditions, causally
contributed to an adverse situation of work failure, and could have avoided
causally contributing, it will be held accountable for the adverse state. A direct
correlation between responsibility and accountability presents other advantages
for accountability. As discussed in [9], when it comes time to assess an event,
an investigative forum analyses who was involved, at what level, and whether
those involved acted correctly or the presence of mitigating circumstances if not.
If, however, we exclude the possibility of unplanned actions, any deliberations
a forum would make would be already programmed in and accounted for in the
very deﬁnitions of roles and groups. The deliberation would, thus, take the form
of tracing violated pre and post conditions to their source.
An exclusion of unexpected actions fulﬁlls both the positive and negative
approaches to accountability. The positive approach means that an agent will
be held accountable if it doesn’t fulﬁll its job, while the negative approach means
that it will not negatively aﬀect the organization independently of its own designated job. While a realization of the positive approach implies a careful interaction pattern between an organization and its agents to keep an agent to its
post conditions should its provisions hold, the negative approach implies a more
temporally independent mechanism for the entire lifecycle of an organization
to hold its members to correct behavior. This study concentrates ﬁrstly on the
positive approach with the negative approach to follow in future studies.
Diﬃcult ethics questions on moral responsibility and accountability present
us with critical decision points wherein we must choose the “ethics” of our software agents. The famous Frankfurt example [16] confronts us with such a choice.
Consider an individual who performs an action. Unknowingly, a mechanism in
her/his brain would cause her/him to perform the action anyway, even should
she/he choose not to act. The example complicates the assumption for moral
responsibility of the alternate possibilities condition. As diﬃcult a question the
example raises, we ﬁnd a comfortingly simpler scenario when we translate the
example to software. Suppose an organization contains a certain agent who performs an action. That same agent by design cannot have a hidden mechanism
because quite simply it knows its own plans. Plans it does not know it cannot
execute. However, if the same agent ﬁnds itself in that troublesome state whatever action it performs, should the agent be held accountable for the adverse
state when that state is inevitable? We adopt the incompatibilist position to
moral responsibility and conclude in a software setting that an agent cannot
be held accountable in causal determinism. That said, due to our distributed
approach to accountability in which agents declare their provisions and goals,
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the burden of discovery of inevitable states lies with the agents. If an agent stipulates provisions for an inevitable adverse state, that same adversity would be
represented to some degree in its provisions due to its inevitable nature. The
agent would still be held accountable for the state, because it eﬀectively declares
responsibility for a goal through its accepted stipulated conditions.
Likewise as a consequence of building up provisions and goal conditions
dynamically in part through agent declarations, an organization eﬀectively
excludes goal impossibilities. If an agent oﬀers to realize a goal in the presence of a certain provisions, it is declaring for all intents and purposes that the
goal is possible under certain conditions. Should that agent oﬀer up an incorrect assessment and the goal be eﬀectively impossible even with stipulations, the
agent will nevertheless be held accountable, because the organization “believes”
an agent’s declaration. We therefore conclude, thanks to the distributed nature
of our vision of accountability, that an organization can consider absent both
impossibilities and inevitabilities.
Another ethical dilemma concerns knowledge of the consequences of one’s
actions. That is, can one be held accountable for an unforeseeable outcome?
In software this particular ethical dilemma can take on various forms. As an
initial observation, thanks to the principles of information hiding, a software
agent by design cannot, and indeed should not, know all the eﬀects of its actions
in an organizational setting. In our case the modularity of software makes it
possible for us to address the ethical dilemma. For instance, in the context of
JaCaMo [5], an agent can see organizational goals and roles and, therefore, knows
nothing beyond its own place in a chain of goals. An agent can, therefore, be
accountable for interrupting its own goal, and consequently the executions of
future-dependent goals, but cannot be accountable for causing an error that
crashes the server. Only if an organization were to communicate to its agents
that a certain state crashes the server would agents be accountable for a crashcausing state.

3

Organizational Accountability as a Design Property

As a consequence of our ethical dilemmas and general considerations of the intricacies surrounding responsibility and accountability, we conclude the concepts
require the presence of a number of attributes. Because a direct mapping between
responsibility and accountability requires the absence of unplanned actions, an
agent must be aware of future expectations, that is, must be able to plan for all
required future actions. Thus, if an organization requires an agent to realize a
certain goal, the agent must be made aware before taking on its corresponding
responsibility. Since goals only take on meaning in a given context, the assumption of responsibility also only meaningfully occurs within a speciﬁc context. A
general acontextual responsibility assignment cannot indicate a later potential
accountability due to lack of situatedness. To talk about accountability in a
MAS we need to trace such a characterization back to the notions upon which
MASes are traditionally built, like agents, roles, organization, environment, and
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interaction. To this end, we distill the following few founding principles at the
basis of the way to achieve organizational accountability as a design property.
Principle 1. All the collaborations and communications subject to considerations of accountability among the agents occur within a single scope that we call
organization.
This principle derives from the observation that accountability is a relationship
between principals, and this is meaningful only within a speciﬁc context, i.e., the
organization. The organization is a social structure in the sense given by ElderVass [14], i.e. an entity that is made up of parts (entities themselves), with which
given relationships hold. Accountability in this perspective is a synchronically
emergent property of the organization, that is a property that holds because of
its parts and their relationships. The parts (or relationships) taken by themselves
would not show it.
Placing an organizational based limit on accountability determinations serves
multiple purposes. It isolates events and actors into more manageable pieces so
that when searching for causes/eﬀects, one need not consider all actions from the
beginning of time nor actions from other organizations. Agents are reassured that
only for actions within an organization will they potentially be held accountable.
Actions, thanks to agent roles, also always happen in context.
Principle 2. An agent can enroll an organization only by playing a role that is
defined inside the organization.
Related to the need to set a context to agent interaction, roles, which we see as an
organizational and contextual aid to accountability, attribute social signiﬁcance
to an agent’s actions and can, therefore, provide a guide to the severity of nonadherence.
Principle 3. An agent willing to play a role in an organization must be aware
of all the powers associated with such a role before adopting it.
Following Hohfeld [18], a power is “one’s aﬃrmative ‘control’ over a given legal
relation as against another.” The relationship between powers and roles has long
been studied in ﬁelds like social theory, artiﬁcial intelligence, and law. Here we
invoke a knowledge condition for an organization’s agents, and stipulate that
an agent can only be accountable for exercising the powers that are publicly
given to it by the roles it plays. Such powers are, indeed, the means by which
agents aﬀect their organizational setting. An agent cannot be held accountable
for unknown eﬀects of its actions but, rather, only for consequences related to an
agent’s known place in sequences of goals. By deﬁnition, accountability operates
in the context of relationships between, borrowing terms from [11], an accountgiver and an account-taker. To give it a computational form, it is necessary to
start from the relationship-describing stipulations, for both account-giver and
account-taker, of conditional expectations on account-giver’s behavior. Thus, an
agent will not be held accountable for an unknown goal that the organization
attaches to its role, and this leads us to the next principle.
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Principle 4. An agent is only accountable, towards the organization or another
agent, for those goals it has explicitly accepted to bring about.
This means that a rational agent has the possibility to take on the responsibility for a goal only when it knows it possesses the capabilities for achieving the
goal. In other words, not only is the autonomy of an agent is not constrained by
accountability, it is even improved since the agent can apply forms of practical
reasoning to determine whether to join an organization and under what conditions. Indeed, accountability’s very domain lies in contextual dynamics and
situational complication. In our own societies we are very familiar with the complexities within which accountability operates: certainly no person would agree
to be held unconditionally accountable for any goal because, simply put, context
matters. So too must the participating agents in a MAS have the opportunity
to stipulate their own provisions, as expressed in the next principle.
Principle 5. An agent must have the leeway for putting before the organization
the provisions it needs for achieving the goal to which it is committing. The
organization has the capability of reasoning on the requested provisions and can
accept or reject them.
Thinking about the use of accountability in the world of artiﬁcial agents,
one might rightfully ponder accountability’s potential role. From the extensive
history of moral responsibility, we ﬁnd two such justiﬁcations for the attribution of praise/blame: (1) because individuals deserve the feedback, and (2) in
order to inﬂuence change in an individual (and indeed attribution is only appropriate when such a change occurs) [15]. Naturally, we ﬁnd our own purpose in
the latter. With our concept of computational accountability we strive towards
a general goal of teaching agents correct behavior in the context of a particular organization. Our goal consists in realizing a fully automized system of
accountability. We wish to directly program accountability in a MAS platform,
speciﬁcally JaCaMo, while maintaining the most integral pieces of the concept,
namely autonomy balanced with traceability and culpability.

4

An Accountability Protocol

We turn now to a MAS design-phase application of the above-mentioned accountability principles. Chopra and Singh explored a similar approach of design-phase
accountability in [11]. In their work, Chopra and Singh suggest that an actor
can legitimately depend on another to make a condition become true only when
such a dependency is formalized in an institutionalized expectation, whose structure describes expectations one actor has of another and whose inherently public nature wields normative power. To tackle accountability as a design property, Chopra and Singh introduce the notion of accountability requirement as a
special case of institutionalized expectation. An accountability requirement is
a relation involving two principals, an account giver (a-giver) and an account
taker (a-taker). The a-giver is accountable to the a-taker regarding some conditional expectation; namely, the expectation involves an antecedent condition
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and a consequent condition. Usually, the consequent condition is pursued only
when the antecedent condition is true. In principle, if an accountability requirement is violated, the a-taker has a legitimate reason for complaint. The notion
of accountability requirement can be further reﬁned in terms of commitments,
authorizations, prohibitions, and empowerments [11]. Each of these relations has
speciﬁc implications in terms of who is accountable and for what reason. It is
worth noting that an a-giver is normally accountable for a speciﬁc condition
towards the whole group of agents in a MAS. That is, in an agent society, agents
are accountable for their actions towards the society as a whole. Rather than
creating an accountability requirement between each possible pairs of a-giver
and a-taker, it is convenient to adopt the perspective by Chopra and Singh, i.e.
to consider both the agents and the organization as principals, among which
mutual expectations can be deﬁned.
In other words, an organization is considered as a persona iuris [11], a legal
person that, hence, can be the a-giver or a-taker of an accountability requirement, as any other principal represented by an agent. In addition, an organization
will also be the conceptual means through which complex goals are articulated
in terms of subgoals, and distributed among a set of roles. An organization
is, therefore, a design element that allows one to specify: (1) what should be
achieved by the MAS (i.e., the organizational goals), and (2) what roles are
included in the organization and with what (sub)goals. Concerning accountability, an organization that shows the above features naturally satisﬁes Principles 1
and 3.
Our intuition is that in order to obtain accountability as a design property of a MAS, the agents who are willing to be members of an organization enroll in the organization by following a precise accountability protocol.
The organization provides the context in which accountability requirements are
deﬁned. To deﬁne such an accountability protocol, we rely on the broad literature
about commitment-based protocols and focus our attention on the accountability
requirements that can be expressed as (practical) commitments. Commitments
have been studied at least since the seminal works by Castelfranchi [10] and
Singh [22]. A social commitment is formally represented as C(x, y, p, q), where
x is the debtor (a-giver, in our case), that commits to the creditor y (a-taker)
to bring about the consequent condition q should the antecedent condition p
hold. From the accountability point of view, the a-giver is accountable when the
antecedent becomes true, but the consequent is false.
The gist of the accountability protocol is to make explicit the legal relationships between the agent and the organization. These are expressed as a set of
(abstract) commitments, directed from organizational roles towards the organization itself, and vice versa. The ﬁrst step captures the adoption of a role by an
agent. Let pwri,1 , . . . , pwri,m be the powers that agent Agi , willing to play role
Ri , will get. Agi will commit towards the organization to exercise the powers,
given to it by the role, when this will be requested by the legal relationships it
will create towards other agents. In this way, the agent stipulates awareness of
the powers it is endowed with, becoming accountable, not only towards some
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other agent in the same organization but also towards the organization itself, of
its behavior:
cpwri,1 :: C(Agi , Org, C(Agi , Z1 , pwri,1 ), pwri,1 )
...
cpwri,m :: C(Agi , Org, C(Agi , Zm , pwri,m ), pwri,m )
above Zj , j = 1, . . . , m represent some roles or some (not necessarily diﬀerent)
agents in the organization. These commitments represent the fact that, from an
accountability-based point of view, an agent, when exercising a power because
of a social relationship with some other agents, has some duties towards the
social institution which provides that power, too. Indeed, when an employee is
empowered by a manager to perform a given task on behalf of the company, the
result is not only a commitment of the employee with the manager, but also a
commitment of the employee with the company. An agent willing to play a role
is expected to create a commitment that takes the form:
cpwrRi :: C(Agi , Org, accept playerOrg (Agi , Ri ), cpwri,1 ∧ · · · ∧ cpwri,m )
where accept playerOrg (Agi , Ri ) is a power of the organization to accept agent,
Agi , as a player of role Ri . Org, then, has the power to assign goals to the agents
playing the various roles through assignOrg . This is done through the creation
of commitments by which the organization promises to assign some goal to some
agent should the agent accept to commit to pursue the goal:
cassi,1 :: C(Org, Agi , cgi,1 , provi,1 ∧ assignOrg (Agi , goali,1 ))
...
cassi,n :: C(Org, Agi , cgi,n , provi,n ∧ assignOrg (Agi , goali,n ))
Above, cgi,k=1,...,n denote the commitments by whose creation the agent explicitly accepts the goals and possibly asks for provisions provi,k=1,...,n . Here, goali,k
is a goal the organization would like to assign to the agent Agi . The antecedent
condition of cgi,k has the shape provi,k ∧ assignOrg (Agi , goali,k ), where provi,k
stands, as said, for a provision the agent requires for accomplishing the task, and
the consequent condition has the shape achieveAgi (goali,k ):
cgi,1 :: C(Agi , Org, provi,1 ∧ assignOrg (Agi , goali,1 ), achieveAgi (goali,1 ))
...
cgi,n :: C(Agi , Org, provi,n ∧ assignOrg (Agi , goali,n ), achieveAgi (goali,n ))
Provisions are to be instantiated with those prerequisites that Agi discloses
as necessary for it to complete its job and that Org is expected to provide. On the agent side, these commitments are the means through which the
agent arranges the boundaries of its accountability within the organization. For
instance, painter, in our example above, is an agent hired in a painting organization including also wall-preparer. A provision for painter to paint a wall could be
wall-prepared, a condition that is to be achieved by another agent from the same
organization, and that appears in the accountability requirements of its role.
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Should wall-preparer behave maliciously (as in our example), painter would not
be accountable for not painting the wall as provision wall-prepared would be
missing. On the organization side, provisions are part of the information used to
decide whether to assign the goal to the agent (the internal decision processes of
an organization are outside the scope of the paper). An agent becomes obliged to
achieve a goal only after this assignment so as to not violate the accountability
requirement. Finally, achieveAgi (gi,j ) denotes that goal goali,j is achieved.
We can now introduce the protocol that regulates the enrollment of an agent,
Agi , in an organization, Org, as a player of role Ri , and the subsequent assignment of goals to Agi carried out by Org.
(1) create(cpwrRi )
(2) accept playerOrg (Agi , Ri )
(3) create(cpwri,1 ), . . . , create(cpwri,m )
(4) create(cassi,k ), k = 1, . . . , n
(5) create(cgi,k ), k = 1, . . . , n
(6) assignOrg (Agi , goali,k ), k = 1, . . . , n
(7) provi,k , k = 1, . . . , n
(8) achieveAgi (goali,k ), k = 1, . . . , n
An agent Agi , willing to play role Ri , makes the ﬁrst step by creating the
commitment, cpwrRi (1). By doing so it proposes itself as role player. It is worth
noting that the creation of cpwrRi is possible only as a consequence of Principle 3,
by which an organization must disclose the powers associated with its roles. The
organization is free to decide whether to accept an agent as role player (2).
In case of acceptance the agent creates the commitments by which it becomes
accountable with the organization of the use of its powers (3). Step (4) allows
the organization to communicate the goals it wishes to assign to the agents. The
agents are expected to accept them by creating the corresponding commitments
of Step (5), thereby knowing which goals it may be asked to achieve at Step (6).
Steps (7) and (8) respectively allow the organization to satisfy the provisions,
and the agent to communicate goal achievement.
Principle 1 ﬁnds an actualization in the fact that all the mentioned commitments are created within a precise organization instance. When Org accepts Agi
as a player for role Ri , the enrollment of the agent is successfully completed.
After this step, the agent operates in the organization as one of its members.
This satisﬁes Principle 2, for which an agent is a member of an organization only
when it plays an organizational role. Principles 4 and 5 ﬁnd their actualization in
terms of the commitments cgi,k ’s. Principle 4 demands that an agent is accountable only for those goals it has explicitly accepted to bring about. The creation
of one of the commitments cgi,k represents the acceptance of being responsible,
and hence accountable, for the goal occurring in the commitment consequent
condition. Principle 5 states that an agent must have the leeway to negotiate
its own duties, which we obtain in two ways. First, the agent creates its own
commitments, which means that the mission commitments might cover just a
subset of the goals. Second, the agent can make explicit provisions for each role
goal.
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Case Study: Accountability in JaCaMo

JaCaMo [5] is a conceptual model and programming platform that integrates
agents, environments, and organizations. It is built on the top of three platforms, namely Jason [6] for programming agents, CArtAgO [21] for programming
environments, and Moise+ [20] for programming organizations. The aim of the
framework is both to integrate the cited platforms, and to integrate the related
programming meta-models to simplify the development of complex MASs. The
presence of an actual programming platform ﬁlls the gap between the modeling
level and the implementation level. According to [19], the Moise+ organizational
model, adopted in JaCaMo, explicitly decomposes the speciﬁcation of an organization into three diﬀerent dimensions. The structural dimension speciﬁes roles,
groups and links between roles in the organization. The functional dimension is
composed of one (or more) scheme(s) that elicits how the global organizational
goal(s) is (are) decomposed into sub-goals and how these sub-goals are grouped
in coherent sets, called missions, to be distributed to the agents. Finally, the
normative dimension binds the two previous dimensions by specifying the roles’
permissions and obligations for missions. One important feature of Moise+ [20]
is to avoid a direct link between roles and goals. Roles, indeed, are linked to missions by means of permissions and obligations. In this way, the functional and
the structural speciﬁcations are kept somehow independent. This independence,
however, is the source of some problems when reasoning about accountability.
The reason is that schemes can be dynamically created during the execution,
and assigned to groups within an organization, when agents are already playing
the associated roles. This means that agents, when entering into an organization
by adopting an organizational role, have no information about what they could be
obliged to do in the future because this information, related to a speciﬁc scheme,
could be not available or even not present at all at that time. This contradicts
Principle 4.
Let’s now consider an excerpt of the building-a-house example presented
in [5]. An agent, called Giacomo, wants to build a house on a plot. In order to
achieve this goal he will have to hire some specialized companies, and then ensure
that the contractors coordinate and execute in the right order the various tasks
and subgoals. We will focus on the second part of the work, namely the building
phase. A company that is to be hired needs to adopt a role in the organization.
Roles are gathered in a group that is responsible for the house construction.
After goal adoption, a company agent could be asked (through an obligation
issued by the organization) to commit to some “missions.” Now, let’s suppose
that Giacomo is a dishonest agent and wants to exploit the contracted companies
in order to achieve some purposes that are unrelated to house construction. In
particular, let’s suppose he wants to delegate a do_a_very_strange_thing goal to
the agent who is playing the plumber role. This would be possible because an
agent, when adopting a role, has no information about the kind of tasks that
it could be assigned. These are, indeed, created in an independent way w.r.t.
roles, and are associated with them only later. In the example, the plumber
agent reasonably will not have a plan to achieve the do_a_very_strange_thing
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goal. Consequently, when the corresponding obligation is created, it will not be
fulﬁlled.
Given the above scenario, who could we consider accountable for the
inevitable goal failure of do_a_very_strange_thing? The agent playing the
plumber role? Indeed, the agent is violating an obligation. Giacomo, because it
introduced the new goal? Perhaps the system itself, since it permits such unfair
behavior? The system, however, doesn’t know the agents’ capabilities, and cannot consequently make a fair/unfair judgment call. Our inability to attribute
accountability stems from the lack of adherence to the Principles 4 and 5. Goal
assignment is, in fact, without replication and is performed thorugh schemes,
which can even be dynamically created and associated with an existing group.
Moreover, the very independence between roles and goals violates Principle 4:
when enacting a role in JaCaMo, agents make no claim about what kind of
goals they are willing to have assigned (indeed, they could even not have the
possibility to do so). For this reason they cannot be held accountable later for
some organizational goal they haven’t achieved. Finally, since agents do not
explicitly commit to any goal while adopting a role, they cannot specify any
provision needed in order to achieve a particular state of aﬀairs. This contradicts Principle 5.
Our work with JaCaMo highlights a conceptual challenge in the concept of
role and role’s central place in responsibility and accountability (in the form of
“role-following responsibility”) as illustrated by [12]. To a certain degree, decoupling a role from an organizational execution essentially negates the role’s function to limit its operational domain. As illustrated in our tinkering with buildinga-house, without prior agreement of what exactly a role means in a particular
organizational context, we can force a role to mean whatever we want so long
as the language matches. This is in contrast with Principle 4. The consequent
dynamism of roles makes automatic considerations of accountability impossible
to conclude. In our construction of computational accountability, roles represent
a division of responsibility and pattern of interaction that serve the investigative forum to assign accountability. The accountability protocol allows achieving
accountability by design by excluding that the organization assigns goals beyond
the powers the agents acquire by enacting a role. Moreover, the protocol allows
agents to make their provisions explicit. As one way to enforce a behavior that
respects the protocol, one could modify the conceptual model of JaCaMo (and
its implementation) so that it follows the ﬁve principles. Another way is to introduce proper monitors that, if needed, can check that the protocol is respected.
This calls for the realization of a kind of artifact that can monitor the interaction, represent the social state (made of the existing commitments), and track
its evolution. A proposal based on [1] can be found in [2].

6

Conclusions

If we adapt the approach to roles developed in [4], in which roles essentially
deﬁne an organization, accountability takes on functional implications for the
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very deﬁnitional existence of the organization. Should some roles remain unfulﬁlled, an organization would correspondingly ﬁnd itself in deﬁnitional crisis. As
illustrated in [17], role fulﬁllment means continual realization of role relationships, that is, a role’s duties and obligations. Accountability allows an organization some recourse in crisis and a method of expressing the relative importance
its roles play. Armed with the knowledge of relative responsibility and therefore importance in the collective, an organization enables role-playing agents to
make informed decisions should conﬂicts arise and to make their own cost/beneﬁt analysis should one wish to not perform its function.
A mechanism based on commitments presents numerous conceptual advantages for accountability. An agent is able to specify the exact social context in
which it can fulﬁll the speciﬁed goal. It eﬀectively announces to the organization
that should its requirements become true, it will be accountable for fulﬁlling the
goal. Essentially the commitments require pre-execution knowledge of expectations and requirements both on the part of the organization and of the agent,
which satisﬁes accountability’s foreknowledge requirement. Commitments can
therefore provide indications of responsibility, as a pre-execution assignment,
which will then, thanks to the exhaustive deﬁnitions of pre and post conditions,
provide a direct mapping to accountability post execution. Since the agent by
design creates the commitment to the organization, the agent, not the organization, speciﬁes its requirements to satisfy the goal. Casual determinism and
impossibilities are consequently absent at an organizational level because each
agent stipulates the exact social circumstances in which it can operate and realize the goal. Moreover, role relationships become explicit through the provision
stipulation, which will later provide basis for role-adherence determination. The
commitment structure therefore provides the necessary characteristics for beginning to speak of accountability.
Based from our beginning discussion of accountability, responsibility plays a
key role in building out our accountability system. Based on work like [13], we
will need to associate levels of responsibility with roles in an organization, which
will serve to later implicate accountability. In order to justify a direct mapping
between responsibility and accountability, in future studies we will also work to
fulﬁll the negative approach to accountability.
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Abstract. We propose a new type of self-aware systems inspired by
ideas from higher-order theories of consciousness. First, we discuss the
crucial distinction between introspection and reﬂexion. Then, we focus
on computational reﬂexion as a mechanism by which a computer program can inspect its own code at every stage of the computation. Finally,
we provide a formal deﬁnition and a proof-of-concept implementation of
computational reﬂexion, viewed as an enriched form of program interpretation and a way to dynamically “augment” a computational process.
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1

Introduction

Self-aware computing is a recent area of computer science concerning autonomic
computing systems capable of capturing knowledge about themselves, maintaining it, and using it to perform self-adaptive behaviors at runtime [1,13,24].
Almost all self-aware systems share one or more of three properties dealt with
extensively in the AI literature: self-representation, self-modification, and persistence. Examples of self-aware behaviors are the introspection and reﬂection
features implemented in some programming languages such as Java. Type introspection is the ability of a program to examine the type or properties of an
object at runtime, while reﬂection1 additionally allows a program to manipulate
objects and functions at runtime.
However, neither of them have all of the above three properties. In fact, introspection implies self-representation but not self-modiﬁcation. Moreover, reﬂection is temporally-bound, since it occurs in a small portion of the program execution. Even self-monitoring, considered as a periodic sequence of introspective events, implies persistence but not self-modiﬁcation. We may wonder if
we could have a type of computational self-awareness in which persistent selfrepresentation and self-modiﬁcation would occur simultaneously and yet being
functionally distinct.
1

The term reflection should not be confused with the term reflexion, which will be
discussed in Sects. 2.3 and 3.

c Springer International Publishing AG 2017

F. Esposito et al. (Eds.): AI*IA 2017, LNAI 10640, pp. 418–427, 2017.
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In this paper, we address this issue and present a computational architecture
provided with this property, which we call computational reflexivity. Speciﬁcally,
we propose to introduce introspection and reﬂection at every step of the execution, enriching the interpretation loop with additional instructions aimed to
represent the program at a meta level, combine local and global information,
and perform a second-order execution. The enriched interpreter is thus capable
of running a program and, concurrently, generating and executing a corresponding modiﬁed (or “augmented”) version.
This separation between “observed” (or target) and “observing” (or augmented ) process allows the system to perform self-modiﬁcation at a virtual
level (i.e., on the augmented process). As a consequence, the system can choose
whether and when the modiﬁcation should be applied to the target process.
In addition to the formal deﬁnition of computational reﬂexivity, we provide a
proof-of-concept prototype, implemented through the modiﬁcation of a wellknown meta-circular interpreter. It allows us to demonstrate that the proposed
mechanism is computationally feasible and even achievable with a small set of
instructions.
In our deﬁnition of computational reﬂexivity, we have been inspired by several concepts discussed in the literature on consciousness studies. Some of them
will be reported in the following sections. Our main source of inspiration is,
however, the notion of self-conscious reﬂexivity, as discussed in higher-order theories of consciousness, and the attempts to describe it in neuroscientiﬁc [6] and
computational [25] terms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present
an overview of self-awareness, introspection, and reﬂexion in the context of both
computer science and consciousness studies. Section 3 introduces the formal deﬁnitions of computational reﬂexion, and Sect. 4 introduces the prototype. Finally,
we present a short discussion in Sect. 5 and draft possible applications and next
research steps in Sect. 6.

2
2.1

Background
Procedural Introspection

In the context of the present work, we use the term computational introspection
to indicate a program capable of accessing itself, create a self-representation,
and manipulate it. However, a preliminary distinction should be made between
diﬀerent meanings of ‘knowledge’ underlying the notions of ‘representation’ and
‘manipulation’. We distinguish between procedural knowledge and declarative
knowledge, the former based on computable functions, and the latter on logical
statements. Depending on which meaning of ‘knowledge’ is adopted, there are
two diﬀerent ways to deﬁne computational introspection, called here procedural
introspection and declarative introspection, respectively.
Batali [3] claims that “introspection is the process of thinking about one’s
own thoughts and feelings. [...] To the degree that thoughts and feelings are
computational entities, computational introspection would require the ability of
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a process to access and manipulate its own program and its current context” (See
Valdemir and Neto [26] on self-modifying code). In other words, computational
introspection corresponds to the ability of a program to process its own code as
data and modify it2 .
By contrast, in declarative introspection, the access corresponds to the generation of a set of logical statements, while their manipulation is performed by
logical inference [14,28]. Batali [3] says that “The general idea is that a computational system (an agent preferably) embodies a theory of reasoning (or acting,
or whatever). This is what traditional Al systems are – each system embodies a
theory of reasoning in virtue of being the implementation of a program written
to encode the theory.”
As discussed by Cox [5], “From the very early days of AI, researchers have
been concerned with the issues of machine self-knowledge and introspective capabilities. Two pioneering researchers, Marvin Minsky and John McCarthy, considered these issues and put them to paper in the mid-to-late 1950s. [...] Minsky’s
[17] contention was that for a machine to adequately answer questions about the
world, including questions about itself in the world, it would have to have an executable model of itself. McCarthy [14] asserted that for a machine to adequately
behave intelligently it must declaratively represent its knowledge. [...] Roughly
Minsky’s proposal was procedural in nature while McCarthy’s was declarative.”
On the basis of these ideas, Stein and Barnden performed a more recent work
to enable a machine to procedurally simulate itself [21].
Interestingly, Johnson-Laird [10], inspired by Minsky, proposes a deﬁnition of
procedural introspection closer to the concept of computable function. He claims
that “Minsky’s formulation is equivalent to a Turing machine with an interpreter
that consults a complete description of itself (presumably without being able to
understand itself), whereas humans consult an imperfect and incomplete mental
model that is somehow qualitatively diﬀerent.” According to Smith [20], “the
program must have access, not only to its program, but to fully articulated
descriptions of its state available for inspection and modiﬁcation.” [...] Moreover,
“the program must be able to resume its operation with the modiﬁed state
information, and the continued computation must be appropriately aﬀected by
the changes.”
Unlike the use of ‘procedural’ discussed above, actually consisting of a
“declarative” representation of the “procedural knowledge”, we employ the term
in a more restrictive way. Procedural introspection is here limited to program code
access and modiﬁcation, without any logical modeling and inference. In this way,
we want to avoid the possible dependence of a particular declarative modeling
from the choices of the human designer, instead focusing on aspects connected
to program access and modiﬁcation.

2

In this deﬁnition, we put together self-representation and self-modiﬁcation and, thus,
the introspection and reflection features mentioned in Sect. 1.
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Introspection in Consciousness Studies

Historically, all the uses of the term ‘introspection’ in computer science have been
inﬂuenced by the meaning of the same term in philosophy of mind and, later
on, neurosciences and cognitive science. In consciousness studies, introspection is
often discussed in the context of the so-called higher-order (HO) theories, based
on the assumption that there are diﬀerent “levels” or “orders” of mental states.
Perceptions, emotions, and thoughts are instances of ﬁrst-order mental states.
Higher-order mental states are mental states about other mental states. For
example, a thought about thinking something. Introspection is considered as “an
examination of the content of the ﬁrst-order states” [18]. It is not clear, however,
if introspection itself is a high-order state or it is involved in the occurrence of
ﬁrst-order states.
2.3

Self-conscious Reflexivity

Introspection is not generally considered the main characteristic of conscious
states. By contrast, as claimed by Peters [19], “consciousness is reﬂexivity”,
where reflexion is the “awareness that one is perceiving”. Unlike other deﬁning
characteristics, such as intentionality, reﬂexivity is the only one that is considered
unique to consciousness. Trautteur remarked that Damasio was the ﬁrst scientist
to describe reﬂexion in the context of neuroscience [25]. Damasio’s deﬁnition of
reﬂexion (referred to by the term core self ) is reported in the following statement:
– It is the process of an organism caught in the act of “representing its own
changing state as it goes about representing something else” ([6, p. 170]).
This deﬁnition is meant to be based on biological (and, thus, physicalist,
objective) terms since the term ‘representation’ here denotes speciﬁc neural patterns. The next statement expresses the attempt by Trautteur to translate the
above “metaphorical” deﬁnition in computational terms:
– [It] is the process of an agent “processing its own processing while processing
an input3 .”
In this version, the organism is reformulated as a computational agent and
representation as a computational process. Both the above statements present a
logical issue. We refer to it as the identity paradox. It consists of the fact that
the object and the subject of the experience are perceived as the same entity. It
is a violation of the identity principle, also detectable in other expressions used
by the same and other authors such as “presence of the self to itself” or “the
identity of the owner (of experience) and the owned” [25].

3

This statement is extracted from unpublished notes by Trautteur.
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Elements of Inspiration and Informal Definition
of Computational Reflexivity

To overcome this logical contradiction, we moved the focus from identity to
simultaneity. This frame shifting was inspired by Van Gulick [27], which emphasizes the simultaneity of observed and observer: “what makes a mental state M a
conscious mental state is the fact that it is accompanied by a simultaneous and
non-inferential higher-order (i.e., meta-mental) state whose content is that one
is now in M”. The above statement triggered the insight that reﬂexion can be
seen as the simultaneous occurrence of two distinct and synchronized processes.
It implies three underlying assumptions in it: temporal extension (i.e., ‘state’
means that we are dealing with processes), distinction (i.e., we have two separate processes), and synchronicity (i.e., the two processes are simultaneous).
Because of the temporal extension, the term ‘simultaneity’ is employed here in
the sense of interval simultaneity, which refers to sequences of events [9]. Interval simultaneity does not necessarily imply, here, the simultaneity of the single
events. Our assumption of synchronicity requires that each step in one of the
two processes must occur only after a corresponding step in the other one. As
shown in the next section, each pair of steps are part of the same interpretation
loop.
Therefore, we informally deﬁne computational reflexion as the concurrent
(i.e. at every step of the interpretation loop) and synchronized execution of a
computer program and manipulation of its code. Correspondingly, an interpreter
capable of performing computational reﬂexion is said to be provided with computational reflexivity. This deﬁnition implies that computational reﬂexivity is a
characteristic of a particular class of universal machines.

3

Formal Definition of Computational Reflexion

In this section, we provide, a step a time, all building blocks for the formal deﬁnition of computational reﬂexion. We assume reﬂexivity as a property applicable
to the execution of any computer program, instead of a property of a single
program. For this reason, it must rely on a particular type of program interpretation. From the point of view of an interpreter, the execution of a program can
be reduced to a number of iterations of the same interpretation loop. We use
the term step to denote a single occurrence of the interpretation loop, despite
its internal complexity. We unravel below the deﬁnition of computational reﬂexivity as a sequence of incremental enrichments of the interpretation loop. Each
enrichment, referred by both a textual symbol and a graphic mark, is meant to
induce a corresponding modiﬁcation at the process level.
1. Lower Step and Standard Execution. The original computational step
(i.e., the unmodiﬁed interpretation loop) is called here lower step, indicated
. At the process level, we call
by the symbol (SL ) and the graphic mark
target process the overall program execution.
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2. Single Introspection and Tracing. In this modiﬁed step, the interpreter
executes a local procedural introspection on the current step, returning the
code of the current instruction. It is called single introspection, indicated by
.
the symbol (SL , IS ) and the graphic mark of the interpretation loop is
At the process level, the system generates a trace of execution, similar to the
one produced by a debugger.
3. Single Upper Step and Mirroring. The interpreter executes the instruction just extracted by introspection. We call it upper step, denoted by
. At the
(SL , IS , SSU ). The overall loop is graphically represented as
process level, we have two identical programs simultaneously executed. We
use the term mirroring to indicate this real-time duplication of the target
process.
4. Double Upper Step and Augmentation. Here the interpretation loop is
enriched with two further operations: the modiﬁcation of the current step
of the “mirrored program” by introduction of an additional instructions,
and the next step execution4 . The term double upper step, with the symbol (SL , IS , SDU ), indicates the execution of the “mirrored” instruction and
the additional one. The overall loop is graphically represented as
. We
call computational augmentation the modiﬁcation of the interpretation loop
performed so far. Correspondingly, we have two simultaneous processes: the
target process and the augmented process. The latter one is based on the
former but modiﬁed at the step level.
5. Double Introspection and Reflexion. Now, we consider a particular type
of computational augmentation, in which the additional instruction of the
double upper step is a further operation of global procedural introspection.
While the local introspection returns the code of the current instruction of the
target program (i.e., the lower step deﬁned above), the global introspection
returns the code of the entire target program or a subset of it. In this case,
the upper step consists of an execution of the mirrored instructions of the
target program plus additional global instructions about it. We call double
introspection this type of double upper step, and denote it by the symbol
.
(SL , ID , SDU ). The overall loop is represented by the graphical mark
Finally, we deﬁne computational reflexion as the process generated by the
loop composed by lower step, double introspection and double upper step.
Table 1 summarizes the schema of all components. Each row reports the
symbolic representation, the graphical mark, and the corresponding terminology at both step and process level. In summary, the addition of speciﬁc groups
of instructions to the interpretation loop underlies the generation of diﬀerent
processes, each built on the previous one: standard execution, tracing, mirroring,
augmentation, and reflexion. Given a target process, the enriched interpreter
executed the related program and a concurrent version executed, at every step,
4

Although a more general class of code modiﬁcation is conceivable, we limit the focus
on the modiﬁcation by instruction insertion. As explained in the next point, the aim
is to enrich the second process with information about the target process.
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Table 1. Diﬀerent versions of the interpretation loop, with the addition of step components, and related computational processes.
Symbol

Step Components

Process Creation

Process

(SL )

Lower Step

Standard Execution

Target Process

(SL , IS )

+ Single Introspection

Tracing

Execution Trace

(SL , IS , SSU )

+ Single Upper Step

Mirroring

Mirror Process

(SL , IS , SDU )

→ Double Upper Step

Augmentation

Augmented Process

(SL , ID , SDU )

→ Double Introspection

Reflexion

Reflexive Process

with its own code. Our deﬁnition of computational reﬂexion is thus a formal
speciﬁcation of the informal one reported in Sect. 2.4.

4

Prototypical Implementation

As a proof of concept of the feasibility to implement computational introspection,
as deﬁned in the previous section, we developed a prototypical version. Specifically, we employed and modiﬁed the code of a Lisp meta-circular interpreter
[8,12] (i.e., an interpreter of the Lisp programming language, implemented in
the same language), called here Lisp in Lisp. The main reason for using Lisp in
Lisp is that it is one of the simplest ways to implement a general-purpose interpreter. Indeed, it is a speciﬁc model of computation based on Church’s Lambda
Calculus [4,15]. As reported by McCarthy [16], “Another way to show that Lisp
was neater than Turing machines was to write a universal Lisp function and show
that it is briefer and more comprehensible than the description of a universal
Turing machine. This was the Lisp function eval [...]” The program is just a few
lines of code and the deﬁnition of its main function, eval, is based on the composition of a few primitive operators. The eval function is what is performing
the interpretation (or evaluation) process.
In this case, we call computational step (and, equivalently, interpretation
loop) the Lisp in Lisp execution between two next calls of the eval function.
Therefore, using the sequence of steps described in the previous section, we
modiﬁed the deﬁnition of eval adding additional function calls. For example,
the single introspection event correspond to a call of the function quote, which
returns the code of the argument (i.e. the instruction under execution). Respect
to the original version of Lisp in Lisp the modiﬁed version was reformulated
as a continuation-passing interpreter [7] with two additional arguments: one
representing the “future of the computation” (i.e., the continuation) and the
other representing the “past of the computation” (i.e., the history).
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In the same way proceeded in the previous section, we focused on the interpretation loop and gradually enriched to obtain the version implementing computational reﬂexion.
1. Lower Step. It is equivalent to the interpretation loop deﬁned above.
2. Single (Local) Introspection. The current eval call returns the code of
the current instruction, consisting of a function call.
3. Single Upper Step. The code of the current function call, produced by the
local introspection, is in turn executed (i.e. eval is called on it).
4. Double Upper Step. The code generated by local introspection is enriched
with additional instructions. As an example, we added a print call to the
output of the current call. In this way, the interpreter will display on the
terminal the trace of execution.
5. Double Introspection. Finally, the interpretation loop is enriched with the
instruction for global introspection. In other words, it returns the code of the
entire program.
In summary, at any stage of the computation, the interpreter accesses and
executes the code both locally and globally. In particular, the program code could
be modiﬁed at each step and, thus, inﬂuence the next execution. The complete
code of the program and applied examples of executions are free available for
research purpose5 .

5

Discussion

The intuitions formalized in this paper are aimed to envision a new type of selfaware systems. While almost all state-of-the-art systems are based on introspection, we propose to consider reﬂexion as the main aspect of self-awareness. We
could intuitively deﬁne computational reﬂexion as “a mechanism for making a
computational process continuously self-informed”. The expression “mechanism
of making” expresses the fact that is the property of a particular type of interpreter. Indeed, we focused on the interpretation loop and modiﬁed it. Reﬂexivity
is not the feature of a speciﬁc class of computer programs but, instead, something
that can be provided to any executable programs through this form of interpretation. Through reﬂexion, the standard program execution (i.e., the target process)
is dynamically “reﬂected” into the execution of its augmented counterpart (i.e.,
the reflexive process).
As explained in Sect. 3, each instruction of the target program is executed
twice: the ﬁrst time (as sequence of lower steps) to achieve the standard execution (and generate the target process), and the second time (as sequence of
upper steps) as part of the reﬂexive process. In the term ‘self-informed’ used
in the above deﬁnition, the preﬁx ‘self ’ is not referring to a single entity but
to a couple of mutually interactive entities. This duality between the two synchronized processes is the way we addressed the identity paradox introduced in
Sect. 2.3.
5

Available at the URL http://valitutti.it/papers/reﬂexion/index.html.
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Possible Applications and Future Work

The speciﬁc nature of computational reﬂexivity, summarized in the previous
section, allows us to imagine a variety of applications. For example, we could
see the execution of the target program and the corresponding reﬂexive augmentation as performed by two separate but synchronized devices. Speciﬁcally, we
could have an autonomous agent (e.g. a robot in a physical environment) and an
interfaced web service implementing reﬂexion. Therefore, computational reﬂexivity could be used as a way to provide a system with a temporary “streaming
of self-awareness”.
The aimed next steps of our research are focused on the following aspects.
Firstly, we intend to further develop the proposed formalization and achieve possible interesting implications as formal theorems. Secondly, we aim to study the
degree to which the reﬂexive process should give feedback to the target process
and modify the related program. In other words, we would like to investigate
aspects of run-time “virtual” self-modiﬁcation, not yet taken into account, at
this stage of the research, in our prototype.
A crucial issue is about eﬃciency. We need to investigate to what degree
the combination of step-level local and global introspection and corresponding
execution can be feasible performed. If the target program is suﬃciently complex,
there is a limitation in the number of instructions capable of being executed along
the duration of the interpretation loop. In this case, the procedural modeling of
the target process should be optimized. It would also interesting to compare the
notion of computational reﬂexivity with the metacognitive mechanisms employed
in general cognitive architectures such as CLARION [22,23], SOAR [11], or ACTR [2]. Finally, we intend to explore the extent to which computational reﬂexivity
could be employed to achieve a form of self organization, using the information
gathered by the step-level introspective acts to train a self-reinforcement system.
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Abstract. Types are a crucial concept in conceptual modelling, logic,
and knowledge representation as they are an ubiquitous device to understand and formalise the classiﬁcation of objects. We propose a logical treatment of types based on a cognitively inspired modelling that
accounts for the amount of information that is actually available to
a certain agent in the task of classiﬁcation. We develop a predicative
modal logic whose semantics is based on conceptual spaces that model
the actual information that a cognitive agent has about objects, types,
and the classiﬁcation of an object under a certain type. In particular, we
account for possible failures in the classiﬁcation, for the lack of suﬃcient
information, and for some aspects related to vagueness.

Keywords: Types

1

· Conceptual spaces · Sortals · Identity · Vagueness

Introduction

Conceptual Modelling is a discipline of fundamental importance for several areas
in Computer Science, including Software Engineering, Enterprise Architecture,
Domain Engineering, Database Design, Requirements Engineering and, in particular, for several subareas of Artiﬁcial Intelligence, most notably, Knowledge
Representation and Ontology Engineering [7].
From a cognitive point of view, without types, we would not be able classify
objects and, without classiﬁcation, our mental life would be chaotic. As [21] puts
it: Categorization [...] is a means of simplifying the environment, of reducing the
load on memory, and of helping us to store and retrieve information eﬃciently.
If we perceived each entity as unique, we would be overwhelmed by the sheer
diversity of what we experience and unable to remember more than a minute
fraction of what we encounter. Furthermore, if each individual entity needed a
distinct name, our language would be staggeringly complex and communication
virtually impossible. In contrast, if you know nothing about a novel object but
you are told it is an instance of X, you can infer that the object has all or many
properties that Xs have [20].
Frequently, monadic types used in conceptual models have as their instances
objects, i.e., entities that persist in time, possibly undergoing qualitative changes,
while keeping their identity throughout most of these changes. On the one hand,
the importance of object types is well recognized in the aforementioned areas,
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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as basically all conceptual modelling, ontology design, and knowledge representation approaches have as ﬁrst-class citizens modelling primitives to represent
them. On the other hand, in most of these approaches, the notion of object
types taken is equivalent to the notion of a unary predicate in ﬁrst-order logical
languages. As a consequence, these approaches ignore a number of fundamental ontological and cognitive aspects related to the notion of object type. These
include the following.
Not all types have the same ontological nature, hence, not all types classify
objects in the same manner and with the same force. In particular, whilst all
types provide a principle of application for deciding whether something fall under
their classiﬁcation, only types of a particular sort (termed sortals) provides also
a principle of persistence, individuation, counting and trans-world identity for
their instances [12,16]. In particular, a speciﬁc type of sortal termed a kind is
fundamental for capturing the essential properties of the objects they classify.
Hence, kinds classify their instances necessarily (in the modal sense), i.e., in
all possible situations. In fact, there is a large amount of empirical evidence in
cognitive psychology supporting the claim that we cannot make any judgment
of identity without the support of a kind [16,22]. This, in turn, should have
direct consequences to our formal understanding of types. For instance, given
that there is no identity and no counting of individuals without a kind, then we
should not quantify over individuals of our domains without the support of a
kind. On a second aspect, from a cognitive point of view, our judgment of both
the qualities and attributes of an object as well of which objects fall under a
certain type are vague.
In this paper we make a contribution towards a new logical system designed
to capture important ontological and cognitive aspects of types. Firstly, we propose a view of types that is grounded in the information that a cognitive agent has
about the type, the object that may be apt to be classiﬁed under the type, and
about the act of classiﬁcation. In order to ground this view on a cognitively motivated account of types, we place our modelling within the theory of conceptual
spaces proposed by Gärdenfors [6]. Brieﬂy, Gärdenfors models the qualities of an
objects by means of multidimensional space, a conceptual space, endowed with a
distance that is intended to represent similarity between qualities. An example is
the space of colours, composed by a three dimensions (brightness, chromaticness,
hue) that are capable of explaining the similarity perceived by a cognitive agent
among colours, by means of the methodology of multidimensional scaling [10].
Secondly, this system is compatible with philosophical view of objects and
types, which focuses on the crucial distinctions between sorts of types, in particular, diﬀerentiating between sortals and ordinary predicates and between essential
(kinds) and inessential sortals. In order to characterize these distinctions, a system must heavily rely on a modal treatment of objects and types. For this reason,
it is compelling to understand how the modal view can be combined with the
idea of the classiﬁcation captured by conceptual spaces.
A combination of modal logic and conceptual spaces has been developed in
[8] where the semantics of types may be given in terms of concepts in the sense
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of Gärdenfors, i.e., suitable subsets of a conceptual space. In this paper, we aim
to extend the conceptual view of types by introducing a number of elements
that better account for possible failures, partiality, and vagueness of the task of
classiﬁcation that cognitive agents might face. In order to achieve that, a number
of signiﬁcant points of departures from Gärdenfors’ view has to be embraced.
On the one hand, we shall view the semantics of types as rough sets rather
than mere sets. Rough sets are a generalisation of sets that allows for indeterminacy in the classiﬁcation [17]. A rough set is intuitively composed by three
regions: its positive part, containing the case of certain classiﬁcation, its negative
part, containing the cases of non-classiﬁcation, and a boundary of undetermined
classiﬁcation. Rough sets are then a viable tool for representing partiality, vagueness, or uncertainty in the task of classiﬁcation.
On the other hand, the view of objects in conceptual spaces is problematic
both from a cognitive and a philosophical perspective [15]. Objects in the view
of Gärdenfors are identiﬁed with points in a conceptual space. From a cognitive
perspective, that amounts to viewing the information about a certain object
as fully determined. For instance, an agent must know the precise shade of
colour, the exact weight, the sharp length of any recognisable object. This is
indeed cognitively unrealistic. From a philosophical perspective, by identifying
objects as points in a conceptual space, we are identifying the reference of a
proper name with its speciﬁed sensible qualities and this aspect poses serious
problems to the modalisation of the view of objects. In particular, we lose the
rigid designation of proper names, as it is hard to assume that the qualities of an
object are stable across possible worlds, time, circumstances. Abandoning the
rigid designation of proper names entail facing a serious amount of complications
eﬀectively highlighted by Kripke [11]. For that reason, we prefer to embrace rigid
designation of proper names (i.e. the individual constants in our logical language)
and abandon the identiﬁcation of objects with points in a conceptual space.
To cope for this two aspects, the cognitive and the philosophical perspective,
we shall assume that individual constants are interpreted in a separated set of
objects that is distinguished by the conceptual space. The denotation of constants is then rigid, in any possible world the denotation of individual constants
is the same. However, the amount of information about the object may vary.
For this reason we shall also associate the individual constants to the amount of
information that an agent has about the qualities of the objects. The information associated to the individual constants plays the role of the intension in a
Fregean perspective: roughly, the intension captures the amount of information
that is required in order to access or recognise the extension, or the denotation,
of the constant [5]. In a similar way, we shall introduce the intension of a type
as the amount of information that the agent has about the type and we shall
deﬁne the extension of a type as set of objects classiﬁed by the type. According
to a Fregean perspective, as we shall see, the intension of a type will allow for
determining its extension.
The contribution of this paper is the following. We present a three-valued
logic to reason about the classiﬁcation of objects under possibly rough types
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emerging form concepts in a conceptual space. For this reason, we extend the
treatment of classiﬁcation of [8] to account for partial and vague information.
Moreover, we develop a modal logic on top of the three-valued logic in order to
formally capture the signiﬁcant deﬁnitions of kinds of types, therefore extending
[14,15] to account for modalities. The remainder of this paper is organised as
follows. The next section presents a simpliﬁed formulation of conceptual spaces.
Section 3 presents a three-valued logic for rough sets that is adequate to represent classiﬁcation under the assumption of vague or partial information. Section 4
discusses the proof-theory of the proposed system. Section 5 presents an applications of our framework to the classiﬁcation of types. Section 6 concludes.

2

Conceptual Spaces

We present our formal framework that relies on previous work on conceptual
spaces. Our deﬁnition of conceptual spaces is inspired by the formalizations
based on vector spaces provided in [1,19]. A domain Δ is given by a number
of n quality dimensions Q1 , . . . , Qn endowed with a distance dΔ that usually
depends on the distances deﬁned on its quality dimensions. Following [1], we
assume that every domain contains the distinguished point ∗.1 A conceptual
space is deﬁned by Gärdenfors as a set of domains {Δ1 , . . . , Δn }. We simplify
the model by putting the following deﬁnition:
Definition 1. A conceptual space is a subset of the cartesian product of n
domains: C ⊆ Δ1 × · · · × Δn .
Our deﬁnition is weaker than the one proposed by [1], as we are taking any
subset of the cartesian product as a conceptual space. This is motivated just as
a simplifying move. Stronger deﬁnitions, that express, for instance, separability
and integrality of the domains, can be retrieved by putting suitable constraints
on C.
A point of a conceptual space with n domains is an element x ∈ C, that is,
x = x1 , . . . , xn  is a vector of values in each domain, i.e., we do not explicitly
consider the dimensions of the domains and the reduction of the distances dΔi
to the ones of the dimensions. These aspects are not relevant to the present
treatment.
Gärdenfors represents concepts as regions in conceptual spaces. In addition,
he assumes that natural concepts correspond to sets of convex regions (that
represent natural properties) in a number of domains with a salience assignment.
We leave salience for future work and, to provide an interpretation to disjunctions
and negations of concepts, we do not concentrate on what Gärdenfors terms
natural concepts, e.g., the union or the complement of convex regions, in general,
is not convex. A sharp concept is then represented just as a subset R ⊆ C. By
contrast, we represent rough concepts by rough sets [17]. Following [2], a rough
set of C is speciﬁed by means of a pair of sets A, B such that A ⊆ B ⊆ C: A
1

∗ means here that a certain quality is not applicable to a certain object.
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represents the interior of the rough set, B is its exterior, and B \ A its boundary.
The intuition behind a rough concept C is that one does not have a sharp
deﬁnition of C, i.e., only the properties that belong to its interior are necessary
for all the instances of C. The properties that belong to its boundary are, in
general, satisﬁed only by some instances of C. Therefore, for the objects placed
at the boundary of C, one can neither conclude that they are C-instances nor that
they are not C-instances. This aspect relates to prototype theory, where one can
consider a graded membership with two thresholds, one associated with A, the
other with B. These thresholds can also be deﬁned on the basis of the distances
dΔ deﬁned on the relevant dimension. Finally, note that sharp concepts are just
a special case of rough ones, i.e., they can simply be represented by particular
rough sets with form A, A.

3

A Logic for Types

We introduce a predicative language L by specifying the alphabet that contains
a countable set of individual constants C = {c1 , c2 , . . . } and a countable set
of variables V = {x1 , x2 , . . . }. The set of unary predicates (i.e. types) is split
into two sorts of predicates: kind K = {K1 , K2 , . . . } and regular, or common,
predicates, P = {P1 , P2 , . . . } that have, as we shall see, distinct interpretations. We focus on unary predication in this paper, thus we do not introduce
relations at this point, besides the identity { = }, which we shall discuss in a dedicated section. In particular, we also assume a set of (relative identity) relations
{=K1 , . . . , =Kn }, where Ki are kinds. As we shall see, the relative identity relations apply only to objects of the same kind.
Moreover, we assume the following set of logical connectives {¬, ∧, ∨, →}. For
quantiﬁcation, we assume as in [8] only a restricted form of quantiﬁcation that
depends on a kind, that is, we assume the following set of restricted quantiﬁers
{∀K1 , ∀K2 , . . . , } where Ki ∈ K. Moreover, we assume a modal operator on
propositions {}.
The set of formulas is deﬁned by induction in the usual way. Assume that
ci , cj ∈ C, Q ∈ S ∪ P,  ∈ {¬, ∧, ∨, →}, and φ(x) denotes the formula φ with x
as the sole free variable2 .
L ::= ci =Ki cj | Q(ci ) | φ  φ | ∀Sj φ(x) | φ
We introduce now the structure that we use to deﬁne the models of our
language [15].
Definition 2. A conceptual structure for L is a tuple S = C, O, , ι, σ where:
– C is a conceptual space;
– O is a non empty set of objects;
–  is a function that maps individual constants into objects,  : C → O;
2

Since we deal with restricted quantiﬁcation, we deﬁne the predicative language without open formulas.
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– ι is a function that maps predicates into rough sets of C, ι : P → P(C)×P(C);
– σ is a function that maps objects into regions of C, σ : O → P(C).
A conceptual model M is then obtained by adding a valuation function ||·||M
that maps formulas to a suitable set of truth-values. || · ||M depends on , ι,
σ but also on the choice of the set of truth-values that captures the possible
classiﬁcations. To capture reasoning about rough sets, we assume three truthvalues {t, u, f }, representing truth, false, and undetermined.
The modal structure of the logic is then captured by means of the following
deﬁnitions.
Definition 3. A constant domain frame W, R, C, O is given by a set of possible
worlds W , an accessibility relation R, a conceptual space C and a domain of
interpretation of the individual constants, that is in our case, the set of objects
O.
An interpretation Iw speciﬁes, for each w ∈ W , a conceptual model M for
w. That is, a conceptual structure S = C, O, , ιw , σw  such that C, O, and  are
ﬁxed for every possible world w. What indeed can change through possible worlds
is the intension of individual constants σw and of predicates ιw and therefore,
as we shall see, their extension when varying w.
Formally, the objects in O provide the denotation of the individual constants
in C. The function , called extension, associates individual constants to objects,
thus it plays the role of the interpretation function in a standard ﬁrst-order
model. In Fregean terms,  provides the denotation, or the reference, of the
individual constant.
The σ function locates objects in C, i.e., it characterises an object in terms of
its properties, represented as regions of C. In this sense, the view of the meaning
of individual constants deﬁned here is similar to their treatment in terms of
individual concepts proposed in [8]. Diﬀerent objects may then have the same
associated properties, allowing us to deal with the problem of coincidence and
separate it from identity. In addition, the partial or vague information about
objects can be represented by locating them in regions (rather than points) of
C, in case the exact (fully determinate) properties of an object are not known.
To capture the case of fully determinable objects, it is always possible to assign
all the objects to singleton subsets of C. Again, in Fregean terms, σ provides the
intension of the individual constant, the amount of information about the object
that is required in order to understand its denotation.
The (rough) concepts of C provide the semantics of both kinds and regular
predicates of L. The function ιw , called intension, maps a predicate P ∈ P into
a (rough) set of C that we indicate by ιw (P ), ιw (P ).3 Given a rough set, we
3

Note that we are using a concept of intension that diﬀers from the standard view
of modal logics, i.e. the Carnap view of intensions as functions form possible worlds
to extensions of predicates. Here the intension of a type, in a Fregean perspective,
is the relevant information associated to the type. This information may or may
not change through possible worlds. This is an open question that requires further
investigation. In this paper, we prefer not to commit to either assumption.
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can deﬁne three regions (that depend on the interpretation of P in w): P OSPw =
w
ιw (P ), N EGw
w (P ), and BNP = ι¯
w (P ) \ ιw (P ).
P = C \ ι¯
The (rough) extension of a predicate P in the world w—the set of objects
that (roughly) satisfy P in w—can be deﬁned on the basis of how an object is
positioned in C (via σw ) with respect to the intension of P in w. This is captured
by means of the following deﬁnition:
w (P ) = {o ∈ O | σw (o) ⊆ ιw (P )}

(1)

The extension of a predicate in w is given by the set of objects that are classiﬁed by ιw (P ). This view embraces a Fregean perspective on predicates and on
predication: the intension of a predicate (its Sinn) is a mean to obtain, or compute,
its extension, cf. [5]. In this way, we partially capture the intension of predicates,
i.e., their meaning is not reduced to a mere set of objects, rather it is given by the
amount of information that is required to perform the classiﬁcation [18].
Since fully determinate objects are associated to points and sharp sets are
a special case of rough sets, our modelling generalises the case of classiﬁcation
deﬁned in [6,8].
3.1

Semantics of Predication

We start by presenting the semantics of atomic sentences. We denote by ||φ||w
the valuation of a formula φ in w, meaning that φ has value ||φ||w at w. Since
objects are associated to regions in C and predicates are mapped to rough sets of
C, we have to decide how to view the amount of information about the object and
the concept [15]. Among the viable readings, we choose the following deﬁnition.
||P (a)||w = t iﬀ σw ((a)) ⊆ P OSPw
P OSPw

||P (a)||w = u iﬀ σw ((a)) 
and σ((a)) 
||P (a)||w = f iﬀ σw ((a)) ⊆

N EGw
P
N EGw
P

(2)
(3)
(4)

True means that all the points in σ((a)) are certainly P , that is, they are in
the positive part of P . The case of falsity means that all the points of σ((a))
are certainly not P , that is, they are in the negative part of P . The case of
||P (a)||w = u does not entail that σ((a)) is fully included in BNPw , σ((a)) may
w
spread across all the three regions P OSPw , N EGw
P , and BNP , cf. Fig. 1.
3.2

Kinds vs Regular Types

We deﬁne kinds as predicates that are rigid and that provide an identity criterion.
To capture the distinction between kinds and regular predicates, we restate the
previous deﬁnition as follows. For P ∈ P, ||Q(a)||w , is exactly as in (2), (3), and
(4). For K ∈ K, we ﬁx the interpretation of K across possible worlds:
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Fig. 1. Undertermined truth-value of classiﬁcation
w
||K(a)||w = t iﬀ for all w,σw ((a)) ⊆ P OSK

(5)

||K(a)||w = u iﬀ for all w,σw ((a)) 
and σ((a))  N EGKw
||K(a)||w = f iﬀ for all w,σw ((a)) ⊆ N EGw
K

(6)
(7)

w
P OSK

The deﬁnition of kinds amounts to assuming that their extension is ﬁxed
in any possible worlds. For instance, an object that is classiﬁed as (of the kind)
person cannot cease to be a person. In principle, we could also ﬁx the intension of
each kind for every world, that would amount to assuming that the information
associated to a kind is the same in any possible world.
A second crucial feature of kinds is that they provide identity criteria. That
is, identity is only deﬁned across individuals classiﬁed by the same kind (either
directly classiﬁed under the same kind or classiﬁed under sortals that specialize
the same kind). For this reason, we present now the treatment of the identity
relation.
3.3

Identity

We can in principle add a standard identity relation to the ﬁrst order language.
The semantics is given by the following deﬁnition. For any two terms τ and τ  ,
we have that:
– ||τ = τ  ||w = t iﬀ ε(τ ) = ε(τ  ).
– ||τ = τ  ||w = f iﬀ ε(τ ) = ε(τ  ).
As the deﬁnition shows, the truth-value of every identity statement only
depends on ε. This view of identity is ontological, in the sense that it does not
depend on any data about τ and τ  . Moreover, identity statements are determined, there is indeed no room for the third truth-value u.
This view entails, due to the constant domain assumption, that if an identity
statement is true at a world, then it is necessary true. In this sense, that notion
of identity captures an ontological view of identity.
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In our language, instead, we assume that ontological identity is always relative to a kind. That is why we assumed the set of relative identity relations
{=K1 , . . . , =Kn }.
w
w
||τ =K1 τ  ||w = t iﬀ σ(ε(τ )) ⊆ P OSK
, σ(ε(τ  )) ⊆ P OSK
and ε(τ ) = ε(τ  ). (8)
l
l
w
w
||τ =Kl τ  ||w = f iﬀ σ(ε(τ )) ⊆ P OSK
, σ(ε(τ  )) ⊆ P OSK
, ε(τ ) = ε(τ  ). (9)
l
l

||τ =K1 τ ||w = u iﬀ otherwise
(10)

In case we also have a standard identity predicate, the relative identity relations can be deﬁned as follows.
– τ =Ki τ  ↔ Ki (τ ) ∧ Ki (τ  ) ∧ τ = τ 
As we have seen, the standard identity is always determined. Relative identity
is not, this is due to the possible uncertainty in classifying an object under a kind,
e.g. the truth-value of Ki (τ ) may be u. For this reason, the relative identity has
a cognitive note, it depends on the actual information that are available about
the relata and their classiﬁcation under a kind.
3.4

Semantics of Logical Operators

The deﬁnition of logical connectives follows the following truth tables of Kleene
logic plus the Lukasiewicz deﬁnition of implication, which is suited for treating
a semantics based on rough sets [2] (Table 1).
¬ t uf
fut

∧
t
u
f

t uf
t uf
uuf
fff

∨
t
u
f

tuf
tt t
tuu
tuf

→
t
u
f

tuf
tuf
ttu
tt t

The semantic deﬁnition of restricted quantiﬁers is the following. Denote by
Q(x/cj ) the substitution of the variable x with constant cj .
w
||∀Kl x Q(x)||w = t iﬀ for all cj such that σ(cj ) ⊆ P OSK
, ||Q(x/cj )||w = t
l
(11)
w
, ||Q(x/cj )||w = f
||∀Kl x Q(x)||w = f iﬀ there is a cj such that σ(cj )  P OSK
l
(12)

||∀Kl x Q(x)||w = u iﬀ otherwise.
(13)
The true clause of restricted quantiﬁcation means that a universal statement
is true if for any constant cj whose interpretation satisﬁes the kind Kl (i.e.
σ(cj ) ⊆ P OSKl ), Q(x/cj ) is true at w. The false clause only required that there
is a counterexample to ∀Kl x Q(x) among those cj that fall under the kind Kl .
In any other case, the value of ∀Kl x Q(x) is undetermined.
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Table 1. Axioms and rule for modal Lukasiewicz logic
Axioms
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

A → (B → A)
(A → B) → ((B → C) → (A → C))
(A → (B → C)) → (B → (A → C)
((A → B) → B) → ((B → A) → A)
(((A → B) → A) → A) → (B → C) → (B → C)
A∧B →A
A∧B →B
(A → B) → ((A → C) → (A → B ∧ C))
A→A∨B
B →A∨B
(A → C) → ((B → C) → (A ∨ B → C)
(¬B → ¬A) → (A → B)
∀xA(x) → A(τ )
∀x(A → B) → (A → ∀xB) (where x is not free in A).
∀xA(x) ↔ ∀xA(x)
(A → B) → (A → B)

Rules
– Modus Ponens: if  A and  A → B, then  B.
– Generalisation: if  A, then  ∀xA(x).
– Necessitation: if  A, then  A

The semantics of the  modality is then the following:
||φ||w = t iﬀ for all w such that wRw , ||φ||w = t

(14)

||φ||w = f iﬀ there is a w such that wRw , ||φ||w = f
||φ||w = u iﬀ otherwise.

(15)
(16)

In a similar fashion as the case of universal quantiﬁcation, we assume that
a φ is true if for every accessible world, φ is true there, φ is false if there is
an accessible world that falsiﬁes φ, and it is undetermined in the other cases.
Note that, in case we want to maintain a standard modal logic setting, kinds
and restricted quantiﬁcation can be deﬁned by maintaining the following axioms.
Denote by A(x) a formula with x among its free variables.
K(x) ↔ K(x)
¬K(x) ↔ ¬K(x)
∀K xA(x) ↔ ∀x(K(x) → A(x))

(17)
(18)
(19)

The ﬁrst two axioms ﬁx the extension of a kind in every possible world, while
the third axiom deﬁnes the relative identity relations.
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A Hilbert System

We can introduce a Hilbert system for capturing reasoning in our proposed
system. The ﬁrst-order Lukasiewicz three-valued logic is deﬁned by means the
following list of axioms and two inference rules developed in [3,9]. For the modal
part, since we are assuming a constant domain for the interpretation of the
individual constants (via σ), we shall assume the Barcan formula and its converse
[4]. Moreover, we assume the principle K, i.e. axiom 16, and the necessitation
rule.
The concept of derivation in  is deﬁned by induction as usual [3]. We leave
the proof of soundness and completeness for a dedicated future work.
In this calculus, the distinction between kinds and regular predicates, the
restricted quantiﬁcations, and the relative identity relations can be deﬁned as
we have seen in Deﬁnitions (17), (18), and (19).

5

Sortal, Rigid, Anti-rigid Types

We deﬁned a kind K as a predicate that is rigid and that provides an identity
criterion, by enabling to deﬁne a relative identity relation =K . For the sake
of example, we present how to deﬁne a few other important notions of types.
Firstly, we deﬁne the concepts of rigidity, non-rigidity, and anti-rigidity.
– We say that a predicate P is rigid if ∀x(P (x) → P (x))
– We say that a predicate P is non-rigid if ¬∀x(P (x) → P (x))
– We say that a predicate P is anti-rigid if ∀x(¬P (x))
We deﬁne a sortal type S as the conjunction (i.e. the specialisation) of a kind
K by means of a predicate that may not be rigid.
A predicate S is a sortal iﬀ S(x) ↔ (K(x) ∧ P (x)) where P is any predicate
(20)
That is, a sortal is logically equivalent to the specialisation of a kind by means
of any predicate. Even if K is rigid, since P may be any predicate, the sortal S
may or may not be rigid (there may be worlds in which P (x) is not true while
K(x) is). The sortal S inherits however the identity criterion provided by the
kind K: two elements of S must be elements of K, therefore the identity criterion
provided by =K applies to them. Notice that in case also P is a kind, we have
that the sortal S is also rigid. Therefore, in this case, the sortal is also a kind.
In this case, the sortal is a kind that is logically equivalent to the conjunction of
two other kinds.
Moreover, we deﬁne what the philosopher David Wiggins [21] terms a phased
sortal as the specialisation of a kind by means of an anti-rigid predicate.
A predicate S is a phased sortal iﬀ S(x) ↔ (K(x)∧P (x)) where P is anti-rigid
(21)
For instance, the type student can be deﬁned as the specialization of the kind
person by the anti-rigid property of being enrolled in some course of study.
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For completeness, we can also deﬁne types that are provided by the specialisation of a kind by means of a non-rigid predicate.
Further properties of kinds can be added by means of logical constraints.
For instance, the assumptions that individuals are partitioned into kinds can be
easily expressed in this language. We leave that for a dedicated future work.

6

Conclusion

We have introduced a logic for types that combines a cognitively inspired semantics and a modal treatment. We embraced a Fregean perspective in separating,
for individual constants and types, their intension, which provides the actual
amount of information available, and their extension. By using rough sets on a
conceptual space, we modelled the possibly vague intension of types and, by associating regions in conceptual spaces to objects, we modelled the possibly vague
or partial information about the objects. As we have seen, the logic that is adequate to model predication under this assumptions requires three truth values.
We extended this treatment with modalities in order to capture the fundamental
classiﬁcations of types, e.g. kinds, sortals, phased sortals.
Future work concerns two directions. On the one hand, we are interested in
establishing the adequacy and the computational complexity of the proposed
logical system to the reasoning about possibly uncertain classiﬁcations under
types and in investigating its viable extensions. On the other hand, we intend to
use this framework to provide an cognitively motivated exhaustive classiﬁcation
of the variety of types actually used in Conceptual Modelling and Knowledge
Representation.
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Abstract. In Automated Planning, generating macro-operators
(macros) is a well-known reformulation approach that is used to speedup the planning process. Most of the macro generation techniques aim for
using the same set of generated macros on every problem instance of a
given domain. This limits the usefulness of macros in scenarios where the
environment and thus the structure of instances is dynamic, such as in
real-world applications. Moreover, despite the wide availability of parallel
processing units, there is a lack of approaches that can take advantage of
multiple parallel cores, while exploiting macros.
In this paper we propose the Macro sets Evolution (MEvo) approach.
MEvo has been designed for overcoming the aforementioned issues by
exploiting multiple cores for combining promising macros –taken from a
given pool– in diﬀerent sets, while solving continuous streams of problem instances. Our empirical study, involving 5 state-of-the-art planning
engines and a large number of planning instances, demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the proposed MEvo approach.

1

Introduction

Macro-operators (“macros” for short) are a well-established problem reformulation technique for encapsulating sequences of planning operators in the same
format as original planning operators. Macros can be thus seen as state space
“short-cuts”: they can reduce the number of steps needed to reach the goal, at
the cost of an increased branching factor.
In the last decades, numerous techniques have been proposed for extracting macros. These techniques are usually either planner-independent such as
MUM [3] and BLOMA [5], or planner-speciﬁc such as SOL-EP version of
MacroFF [2] or Wizard [11]. The former approaches are designed to perform
well in general regardless of planning techniques, while the latter approaches are
tailored to a speciﬁc planning technique.
Most of the existing macro generation techniques rely on a training phase,
where training plans, solutions of simple problems, are analysed. Doing so gives
useful insights into structure of plans that can be exploited (in form of macros)
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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for solving harder problems in the same domain. On the negative side, training
might unintentionally introduce a bias towards a speciﬁc subclass of problems.
This is because training instances are believed to be representative of the testing problems. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that generated macros
cannot be modiﬁed, and are used on any instance of the considered domain:
instances where the generated macros are not helpful therefore become hard to
solve. Aforementioned issue can be partially overcome by online macro generation techniques such as Marvin [6], OMA [4], or DHG [1]. However, limited
information is available online and, for the sake of eﬃciency, the extraction
process can not be too sophisticated.
Remarkably, although numerous techniques exist for extracting macros, no
work has been done in the area of the realtime evaluation of usefulness of macros,
possibly generated by diﬀerent approaches, and in their automatic combination
in suitable macro sets, which would allow to deal with continuous streams of
diﬀerently-structured problem instances. To the best of our knowledge, there is
also a lack of approaches for exploiting macros in parallel planning, where more
than one processing unit can be exploited for solving a given problem instance.
In this work we propose MEvo –Macro sets Evolution– that, given a pool of
macros and a domain-independent planner, can automatically combine macros
in suitable sets to be used for solving a stream of problem instances from a
given domain and, more importantly, can evolve the composition of such sets
according to observed performance. Therefore, we can deal with situations where
problem structure changes, and can select macros that “comply” with a given
planning engine. MEvo is based on the following pillars: (i) nowadays, multicore machines are widely available and cheap; (ii) multi-core planning engines
are not as well engineered as traditional planners (as observed in [10,15]); and
(iii) given the large number of existing techniques, macros can be collected from
various sources, and even hand-coded. The idea is that when a new problem
instance arrives, several parallel runs of the solver attempt to solve it. One
run is exploiting the original problem encoding, while each of the other runs
incorporates diﬀerent sets of macros. As soon as one run solves the instance, all
the others are terminated and the usefulness evaluation of each macro is then
updated accordingly. Because the original domain model is considered among
the parallel runs, a lower bound on performance can be guaranteed, thus macros
do not have a detrimental eﬀect on overall performance. Furthermore, in case
new macros are discovered, they can be added to MEvo pool and will be taken
into consideration for solving upcoming instances.
A large-scale experimental analysis demonstrates the usefulness of MEvo, and
provides valuable insights into structure and size of macro sets whose impact on
the performance of particular planning engines is considerable.

2

Background

Classical planning deals with ﬁnding a partially or totally ordered sequence of
actions to transform the environment from an initial state to a desired goal state,
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Algorithm 1. Components of the MEvo algorithm
1: procedure MEvo(M ,I,D,p,n)
2:
E = initialiseMacroScores(M )
3:
for i in I do
4:
S = getMacroSets(E,M ,n)
5:
r = solveInstance(S,D,i,p)
6:
E = updateMacroScores(r,E)
7:
end for
8: end procedure

with a static and fully observable environment and deterministic and instantaneous actions [8]. In the Planning Domain Description Language (PDDL) representation the environment is described by predicates. States are deﬁned as sets of
grounded predicates. We say that o = (name(o), pre(o), eﬀ − (o), eﬀ + (o), cost(o))
is a planning operator, where name(o) = op name(x1 , . . . , xk ) (op name is an
unique operator name and x1 , . . . xk are variable symbols (arguments) appearing in the operator) and pre(o), eﬀ − (o) and eﬀ + (o) are sets of (ungrounded)
predicates with variables taken only from x1 , . . . xk representing o’s precondition, negative and positive eﬀects, and cost(o) is a numerical value representing
o’s cost. Actions are grounded instances of planning operators. An action a is
applicable in a state s if and only if pre(a) ⊆ s. Application of a in s (if possible)
results in a state (s \ eﬀ − (a)) ∪ eﬀ + (a).
A planning domain model is speciﬁed by a set of predicates and a set of
planning operators. A planning problem is speciﬁed via a domain model, a set
of objects, initial state and set of goal predicates. A solution plan of a planning
problem is a sequence of actions such that their consecutive application starting
in the initial state results in a state containing all the goal predicates.
Macros are encoded in the same way as ordinary planning operators, but
encapsulate sequences of planning operators. Technically, an instance of a macro
is applicable in a state if and only if a corresponding sequence of operators’
instances is applicable in that state and the result of application of the macro’s
instance is the same as the result of application of the corresponding sequence of
operators’ instances. Macros can be added to the original domain models, which
gives the technique the potential of being planner independent.

3

The MEvo Approach

The core of the proposed MEvo approach can be abstracted to Algorithm 1,
taking ﬁve parameters: a domain model D, a stream of problem instances I, a
solver p, a pool of macros M and the maximum number of macros in a set n.
Firstly, a vector of scores E is initialised. Each macro is associated to a score
in the range [0, 100], where 0 indicates that the macro has never improved the
performance of the planner, while 100 indicates a very useful macro, that always
had a positive impact on the performance of the considered solver. Initially,
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the score can be assigned randomly, or it can rely on some previously observed
performance or on some experts’ knowledge. In our implementation the initial
score has been set to 10: this can be seen as a defensive strategy, as it relies
on the fact that macros are expected to provide a very limited speed-up to the
planning process.
Solving the stream of problem instances I one at a time, four sets of macros
S (including the empty set) are generated according to scores E. Each set S
must not include more than n macros. This limit is needed because the number
of instances of macros is often high, because they usually have a large set of
parameters, that derives from the parameters of the original operators that are
encapsulated: as a result, the branching factor in the search space is increased,
and this can dramatically slow down the planning process.
The macro sets are then used for creating four diﬀerent domain models which
are exploited in four parallel runs of the solver p. As soon as one run ﬁnishes
solving the instance, all of them are terminated and corresponding results are
recorded in r. Finally, macro scores are updated according to observed performance. It is of critical importance to stop all runs as soon as one ﬁnds a solution:
otherwise, MEvo would be as slow as its slowest run, thus wasting a lot of valuable CPU-time. As a drawback, this does not allows to exploit any information
on relative performance of the considered sets.
In Algorithm 1, the getMacroSets procedure provides four diﬀerent sets of
macros (average is an average score of all the macros in M ):
– Original: an empty set, i.e. the original domain model;
– Random: a set including between 1 and n randomly selected macros;
– Best: the best set of macros identiﬁed so far; it includes the top min(k, n)
macros (k stands for the number of macros whose score is higher than
average)
– AlmostBest: a set of macros including top j macros from the best set where
j is (strictly) smaller than the size of the best set, and top l macros (l ≥ 1)
that were not included in the best set. The values of j and l are randomly
chosen, but j + l ≤ n must hold.
The use of the original model guarantees that, in the case in which all the sets
of macros have a detrimental impact, the problem will be solved as if running
without knowledge. The random set allows to explore the space of macros. The
best set exploits the set of macros believed to be the most suitable. Finally, the
almost best set includes (with some probability) part of the best set and part
of the “nearly best” macros, so it aims at exploring possibly useful macros that
might not (yet) qualify to the best set.
In Algorithm 1, procedure updateMacroScores consider the results of runs on
an instance i for updating macro scores E. Macros (if any) which were in the
set that achieved the best performance for i have their score cV incremented as
follows (size is the number of macros included in the set, average is the average
score of all the macros in M ):
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|cV − average|
100 − cV
∗ (1 −
)
size
100
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(1)

Conversely, macros that are involved in the other sets, which did not achieved the
best performance, have their score cV decremented as follows (size and average
have the same meaning as before):
|cV − average|
cV
∗ (1 −
)
(2)
size
100
If none of the considered runs (including Original) solved instance i, all scores
remain unchanged. That is because no information is available.
Evidently, the introduced scoring method is strongly based on the average
value of all the macros. The underlying idea is that macros scoring close to the
average should get larger score increments/decrements in order to categorize
their potential usefulness early in the process. Considering the size of the set
allows, at the same time, to keep the same score for macros that “work well
together”, or to reward more macros that singularly gives a boost in performance (this results in the best set including only such macro). Also, it is worth
emphasising that the scoring method cannot rely on information about the relative performance –such as speedup– of the parallel runs, because as soon as one
run ﬁnds a solution, all the others are terminated for the sake of performance.
Moreover, given the fact that MEvo is planner-independent, information about
the search performed by the diﬀerent runs –such as visited states– is unavailable.
The proposed MEvo framework can easily accommodate changes to the
macros M while solving instances from the stream I: new macros can be added,
for instance, because a new macro generating technique has been developed. The
initial score for a newly added macro can be randomly initialised, ﬁxed at the
average of other macros or deﬁned according to expectations.
The described technique is modular: while the proposed version is focused
on a typical quad-core machine, it is straightforward to exploit additional cores
by considering diﬀerent macro sets.
cV = cV −

4

Experimental Analysis

The experimental analysis main aims are: (i) assessing the usefulness of the MEvo
approach in the depicted scenario; (ii) checking the ability of MEvo to cope with
sudden changes in the planning instances structure; and (iii) comparing MEvo
with state-of-the-art parallel planners.
4.1

Experimental Settings

We considered instances from the following domains: Barman, Blocksworld,
Depots, Matching-BW, Parking. Domains were selected due to the large availability of diﬀerently structured macro actions, thus providing an interesting
challenge for the approach MEvo. For each of the considered domain models,
macros have been generated by BLOMA [5], Wizard [11], MUM [3], MacroFF
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[2] on some disjointed set of training instances. Also, manually crafted macros
have been considered; such macros encode the human expertise (intuition) of the
domain. Around 15 diﬀerent macros have been considered per domain model,
and between 100 and 200 problems have been generated using existing randomised generators, and considering the size of instances used in recent learning
tracks of the international planning competition. Problems have been ordered
according to their size (from simplest to the most complex), in order to simulate
an environment in which problem instances evolve over time.
As benchmarking planners we chose Jasper [17], LPG-td [7], Mp [12,13],
Probe [9], Yahsp [16]. All the planners competed in International Planning Competitions (IPCs), with remarkable results; moreover they exploit very diﬀerent
techniques for ﬁnding satisﬁcing plans. All of them have been used in the conﬁguration for ﬁnding one satisﬁcing plan (no incremental search for improving
plan quality) and, whether possible, seeds have been ﬁxed.
A runtime cutoﬀ of 900 CPU seconds (15 min, as in learning tracks of IPC)
was used. IPC score (time metrics), as deﬁned for the learning track of the IPC
2011 has been considered: for a planner C and a problem p, Score(C, p) is 0 if p
is unsolved, and 1/(1 + log10 (Tp (C)/Tp∗ )) otherwise (where Tp∗ is the minimum
time required by compared systems to solve the problem). The IPC score on a
set of problems is given by the sum of the scores achieved on each instance.
We ﬁxed the maximum size of macro sets (n in Algorithm 1) to n = 3: this
has been empirically observed to be a good upper bound (see, e.g., [2,3]). All
the experiments were run on a quad-core 3.0 GHz CPU, with 4 GB of RAM
made available for each run. Presented results are averaged across three runs,
in order to take –to some extent– randomness into account. Overhead due to
macro selection and scores update is negligible (few milliseconds).
4.2

Performance on Considered Benchmarks

Table 1 shows the results achieved by the considered planners, in terms of accumulated IPC score and percentage of solved instances, when exploiting the Original domain model (O), the Best macro set –according to MEvo– (B) and the
AlmostBest set (A). The overall performance of the proposed approach is shown;
clearly, they should not be directly compared with performance of O, B and A
sets, since MEvo subsumes them. Results of planners exploiting the random
sets are not shown, due to space constraints and also because they are only
focused on exploring the space of macros. It should be noted that –given a
stream of instances on a speciﬁc domain– Best and AlmostBest sets contain different macros, according to the evolution of scores of considered macros. As a
baseline –not shown in Table 1– we run experiments where the domain models
were extended using all the available macros; none of the considered planners was
able to solve any instance. Naively, these results support the need of selecting
good quality macros, from the available pool.
From Table 1 three main conclusions can be derived. First, the same macros
can have a very diﬀerent impact on planners exploiting diﬀerent approaches. This
behaviour, even though well-known, is conﬁrmed by the variability of the relative
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Table 1. Accumulated IPC score (percentage of solved instances) of the considered
planners exploiting the Original domain model (O), the Best macro set (B) and the
AlmostBest set (A) on the selected domains. The MEvo row reports the overall performance achieved by the planner when exploiting the proposed approach. Bw stands
for Blocksworld. The number of testing instances is indicated on top of each column.
Bold indicates best IPC score among O, B and A sets for a given planner.
Set

Domains
Barman 150

Bw 160

Depots 165

94.3 (69.3)

57.2 (36.9)

84.6 (55.2)

36.8 (26.7)

0.0 (0.0)

B

113.6 (80.7)

86.2 (55.0)

86.1 (56.3)

34.7 (26.0)

0.0 (0.0)

A

115.1 (80.7) 40.3 (31.3)

Jasper O

LPG

Mp

Probe

Yahsp

Matching-Bw 150 Parking 140

78.9 (52.1)

34.3 (26.)

0.0 (0.0)

MEvo 130.0 (86.7)

97.0 (60.6)

120.0 (72.7)

49.0 (32.7)

0.0 (0.0)

O

0.0 (0.0)

70.2 (76.9)

146.2 (100.0) 24.2 (17.3)

B

0.0 (0.0)

158.4 (100.0) 107.6 (95.2)

22.5 (18.7)

0.0 (0.0)

A

0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

98.7 (63.1)

111.6 (100.0)

23.2 (19.3)

MEvo 0.0 (0.0)

160.0 (100.0)

165.0 (100.0)

33.0 (22.0)

0.0 (0.0)

O

13.5 (10.7)

0.0 (0.0)

147.8 (100.0)

1.2 (1.3)

1.0 (0.7)

B

15.5 (11.3)

98.5 (62.5)

162.8 (100.0) 1.1 (1.3)

1.0 (0.7)

A

14.5 (10.7)

47.8 (31.3)

159.9 (98.8)

1.0 (0.7)

0.0 (0.0)

MEvo 24.0 (16.0)

106.0 (66.3)

165.0 (100.0)

3.0 (2.0)

1.0 (0.7)

O

89.6 (68.0)

106.6 (77.5)

164.5 (100.0) 37.8 (27.3)

2.0 (1.4)

B

98.4 (73.3)

140.8 (88.8)

159.0 (100.0)

42.2 (32.7)

2.0 (1.4)

A

93.5 (71.3)

0.0 (0.0)

135.2 (86.3)

157.6 (100.0)

34.7 (27.3)

MEvo 128.0 (85.3)

144.0 (90.0)

165.0 (100.0)

64.0 (42.7)

2.0 (1.4)

O

0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

6.9 (4.7)

0.0 (0.0)

B

0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

3.7 (2.4)

7.0 (4.7)

0.0 (0.0)

A

0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

8.0 (4.8)

7.0 (4.7)

0.0 (0.0)

MEvo 0.0 (0.0)

0.0 (0.0)

11.0 (6.7)

7.0 (4.7)

0.0 (0.0)

performance between the Original and the Best sets, and indicates the need for
systems that can automatically identify the best set of macros to exploit –if any–.
The second observation we derived from the results is that the best set of macros
that outperforms the original encodings is usually established after solving a
relatively small number of instances; see, for instance, the performance of Yahsp
in Gripper domain. Third, Table 1 clearly indicates that the MEvo algorithm
can eﬀectively exploit the speed-up given by macros, but still guaranteeing a
minimum level of performance (see MEvo rows).
Figure 1 (coloured) shows a typical pattern of the evolution of the accumulated IPC score of the four sets of macros considered by the MEvo. Speciﬁcally,
the example shows the performance of the Probe planning system on a continuous stream of instances taken from the Blocksworld domain. Initially, the
performance of Original and Best sets are exactly the same: there is no available
information about promising macros –i.e., no macro has a score higher than the
average– therefore an empty set is used also by the Best set. As soon as some
exploration has been performed by the Random set, and some useful macros
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Fig. 1. Accumulated IPC score of Probe exploiting the four considered sets of macro
on instances from the Blocksworld domain. (Color ﬁgure online)

have been identiﬁed, the performance of the Best set improves and the gap
between Original and Best set increases. At the same time, the AlmostBest set
also shows performance improvement due to the exploitation of a subset of the
most promising macros set. At some point, in Fig. 1 this happens approximately
after that 125 instances has been processed, the problem instances are too large
to be solved by the planner exploiting the original domain model. Conversely,
macros are still very helpful, thus allowing Probe to solve such large instances.
With regards to the size of Best macro sets that are identiﬁed by MEvo,
and to the macros included, it is worth noting that both aspects vary among
considered planners. For instance, Yahsp and Mp usually exploit sets composed
by a single macro. Conversely, Probe shows a signiﬁcant performance improvement when exploiting set composed by 2–3 macros. In terms of structure of
exploited macros, Mp can better exploit short macros, i.e. those encapsulating a
small number of original operators (2–3), while Probe can also exploits macros
encapsulating 4–5 operators.
We noticed that in cases where the accumulated IPC score of the Original
and Best sets are very similar –with regard to Table 1– this is due to: (i) no
macros are improving the performance of the planner; (ii) macros speed-up is
limited; (iii) there is a large number of macros that are, in turn, providing limited
improvement on diﬀerent instances. In principle, the performance of the Best
MEvo set can be improved by introducing a threshold (currently, only the average
value is considered). However, given the fact that the Original set guarantees a
lower bound on performance, we preferred to give some freedom to the Best set;
this can potentially lead to better overall performance of the MEvo framework.
Finally, in order to shed some light on the usefulness and importance of the
size and average aspects in Eqs. 1 and 2, we re-run MEvo on the considered
benchmarks using modiﬁed equations, where such aspects were in turn removed.
Unsurprisingly, MEvo exploiting such modiﬁed equations performs similar to
the original system when the Best set for the selected planner includes a single
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macro, and such macro allows to improve the performance of the planner in
most of the considered instances. Otherwise, original equations allows MEvo to
perform better because: (i) they allow a faster convergence to a good set of
macros; and (ii) they limit the impact of cases in which macros perform very
diﬀerently than usual on very few instances.
4.3

Comparison with the State of the Art of Parallel Planning

As previously discussed, the MEvo approach exploits four cores in parallel. It
is therefore important to investigate how it performs when compared with the
state of the art of multi-core parallel planning engines. As a baseline for this
comparison, we considered the winner of the sequential multi-core track of the
deterministic part of the 2014 edition of the International Planning Competition,
ArvandHerd-14 [14]. In that competition track, planners were allowed to exploit
four cores in parallel for solving a single planning instance, exactly as MEvo
does.
In our experimental analysis, ArvandHerd-14 were run on the same benchmark instances considered in Table 1, with a cutoﬀ of 900 wall-clock CPU seconds. Since we are evaluating the runtime of planners, ArvandHerd-14 was
stopped as soon as the ﬁrst solution was found. It is worth remarking that the
MEvo framework, when running a given domain-independent planner, exploits
some additional domain-speciﬁc knowledge, under the form of macros. Therefore, we expect the planners empowered by the MEvo system to achieve better
performance, in terms of runtime, than ArvandHerd-14.
Table 2 shows the IPC scores achieved on the benchmark instances by
ArvandHerd-14 and the ﬁve planners considered in this experimental analysis,
exploiting the MEvo framework. The overall results (last row of Table 2) indicate that all the considered planners, except Yahsp, shows performance that
are similar to those of ArvandHerd-14 on the considered benchmarks domains.
As observed in Table 1, Yahsp is generally unable to solve a vast majority of
Table 2. IPC score of the parallel planner ArvandHerd-14 (ArHerd), and of the ﬁve
considered sequential planners when exploiting the MEvo framework. Bw stands for
Blocksworld. Bold indicates best IPC score. Results shown for the MEvo approach are
averaged over 3 runs.
ArHerd MEvo
Jasper LPG

Mp

Probe Yahsp

Barman

46.0

84.1

0.0

Bw

43.1

48.1

156.5

66.9

73.8

0.0

Depots

22.7

37.0

147.9 132.7

78.9

3.1

Matching-Bw

88.9

29.1

29.2

0.8

41.3

3.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

200.7

198.3

Parking
Total

10.9 126.8 0.0

2.0 0.0

333.6 212.3 322.8

6.2
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the testing instances. Furthermore, most of the considered sequential planners
outperform ArvandHerd-14.
From a domain perspective, results in Table 2 show that in most of the considered domains, all the planners (ignoring Yahsp) running on the MEvo framework are able to achieve considerably better results than ArvandHerd-14. In
Matching-BW, ArvandHerd-14 clearly outperforms MEvo. This is because the
considered planners are not very eﬃcient in this domain. As we recognise that
MEvo is also exploiting some additional domain-speciﬁc knowledge, which is not
available for ArvandHerd-14, we believe that the results of the performed comparison suggest that running diﬀerently extended domain models –according to
identiﬁed promising macros– can be a fruitful way for exploiting multiple cores.
This is particularly true if we take into account that, out of the four cores used
by MEvo, only two are “smartly” exploiting the additional knowledge: Original
and Random sets are, respectively, used for backup and exploration of macro
sets purposes.
Results presented in Table 2 suggest that considering diﬀerent domain model
formulations, wisely extended with promising macros, can be a fruitful way for
exploiting additional cores. This observation is of particular interest for the
future development of the area. Speciﬁcally, in the light of the fact that most
of the works in parallel planning focused mainly on the “reasoning” side, by
running diﬀerent algorithms, or the same algorithm investigating diﬀerent areas
of the search space, on each available core.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed MEvo, an approach for improving performance of
domain-independent planners by dynamically combining and evolving suitable
sets of macros, given a pool of macros and a continuous stream of problem
instances. MEvo can cope with one of the major drawbacks of existing macros
extraction approaches: the fact that impact of extracted macros, when used on
instances very diﬀerent from those used for training or with diﬀerent planners,
is unknown. Remarkably, the pool of macros can be modiﬁed while instances are
solved: newly-identiﬁed macros can be immediately exploited by MEvo.
Our large experimental analysis: (i) demonstrates the usefulness of MEvo
as a framework for improving the performance of domain-independent planners; (ii) conﬁrms the ability of MEvo in evolving suitable macro sets, also in
case of sudden structural changes of the stream of instances; (iii) indicates that
MEvo outperforms the state of the art of multicore planning; and (iv) provides
insights into the size of macro sets and structure of macros, that allows improving
the performance of diﬀerent planners. Planner-speciﬁc knowledge about macros’
structure, gained by using MEvo, can be useful for improving macro generation
processes.
The results of the comparison between sequential planners exploiting the
MEvo tool and the winner of the sequential multicore track of last IPC, are of
particular interest. Speciﬁcally, in the light of the fact that most of the works
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in parallel planning focused on the “reasoning” side, by running diﬀerent algorithms, or by investigating diﬀerent areas of the search space, on available cores.
Our results suggest that also considering diﬀerent domain model formulations,
wisely extended with promising macros, can be a fruitful way for exploiting
additional cores.
Future work includes an analysis of smarter ways for generating the Random
set of MEvo, and the use of online macro-generation approaches (e.g., [1,6]) for
increasing over time the pool of considered macros.
Acknowledgements. Research was partially funded by the Czech Science Foundation
(project no. 17-17125Y).
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Abstract. This paper describes a pilot application developed by the
authors within a project in the area of elders assistance. Speciﬁcally,
the work addresses the problem of assigning scheduled activities to a
set of volunteers by means of an interactive tool that considers both
users’ needs/preferences and constraints posed by the organization that
manages the volunteers. Particular emphasis is given to the problem of
assigning a group of seniors to the “right task” so as to obtain a positive
outcome of the services oﬀered by the volunteering association while
maximizing the volunteers’ level of satisfaction perceived, in this domain,
as a relevant requirement. This paper describes the design of a complete
application for supporting this process focusing, in particular, on the
back-end functionalities where a formalization as a generic optimization
problem and a heuristic, developed to serve the time constants required
in the domain, have been integrated. Experimental results, conducted
with realistic data, support the particular design of the solution and
encourage future work.

1

Introduction

The Active and Assistive Living (AAL) Joint Program is a European funding
initiative aiming at promoting the synthesis of new ICT solutions for helping
people to age well. The program (active since 2008 with the previous extended
name of Ambient Assisted Living) is now strongly focusing on the fact that elderlies should remain active as long as possible in order to preserve their role in the
society longer. The program Call for project proposals number 6 (2013) specifically asked for “the development of ICT-based solutions which enable elderlies
to continue managing their occupation at work in an oﬃce, a factory or any
working environment; in a ﬁrst or subsequent career, in paid or voluntary occupation including local social activities while preserving health and motivation
to remain active”. Additionally, the speciﬁc call was looking for solutions that
promote, enhance and sustain both paid (including for example professional,
Authors work is partially funded by the Active and Assisted Living Joint Program
under the SpONSOR project (AAL-2013-6-118 - http://sponsor-aal.eu/).
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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entrepreneurial/small business and self-employment) and unpaid activities (e.g.,
volunteering, knowledge sharing, counseling).
The Sponsor project [4] aims at developing, testing and implementing an
ICT platform that facilitates the posting, browsing and exchange of key information between competence-oﬀering elderlies and search-based requests, from
competence-demanding organizations both in the public, private and volunteering sectors. Figure 1 shows the taken perspective pursued in Sponsor. The goal
consists in supporting Organizations that favor occupation (upper part of the
ﬁgure) creating a software platform that help them in the task of facilitating contact between people who oﬀer their work and people in need of support (lower
part). Indeed, during the development of the project, we have mostly focused
on the relation between organizations and the older workers. The third group of
people (those in need for a support) will be de-facto mediated by the role of the
organizations.
Within the project, the authors were
responsible for the assessment of the Italian situation and the development of an
Italian case study. In the ﬁrst part of the
project they focused on the understanding of the situation of the Italian older
adults who either lose their jobs or retire.
In particular, we discovered how realities
which help elderlies in ﬁnding again a job
are really very few and, in most of the
cases the older adult is left alone to face a
very frustrating problem. However, it has Fig. 1. The context in which the
been conﬁrmed that also in Italy volun- Sponsor system operates.
teering organizations play an important
role in retaining elderlies occupied. Thanks to these associations, elderlies feel
more useful to the society and less abandoned, resulting in a better attitude in
searching new activities on a regular basis. One of the major problems of volunteering work is the high level of abandonment. Hence, the main objective of
these organizations is to allocate tasks to volunteers in a way that spurs them
in giving continuity to their collaboration over time. Keeping persons motivated
is a challenging aspect that also depends on the level of satisfaction that the
volunteers have while performing the assigned activities. In this light, a feature
of this problem is that doing a volunteer is not only a question of skills (hard
and soft) but also of the adequacy of the activities to the predisposition of those
who have to do them.
This paper focuses on the experience in developing the Italian pilot for
Sponsor. The case, called S4AMT (for “Sponsor for Activity Matching and
Timetabling”), is devoted to the problem of allocating elderly volunteers to a set
of activities proposed by an organization. The pursued overall aim is to ﬁnd the
best match that respects the tasks’ constraints while maximizing the level of satisfaction of elderly users, thus contributing to increase their level of motivation
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in performing volunteering work. The paper particularly describes the work done
for formalizing the problem and for creating an eﬀective problem solving module
that ﬁts the computational time constants required in the given environment,
for a decision support system suited for a small organization.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents in details the problem
of one volunteering association that manages around 120 volunteers (all retired
people), highlighting the current practice for performing the best match between
volunteers and activities; Sect. 3 presents the formalization of the problem as
Binary Integer Programming; Sect. 4 presents the proposed approach for solving
the problem as well as a domain dependent heuristic aimed at helping the reasoning process; Sect. 5 presents an experimental evaluation of the whole work.
Section 6 shortly describes the complete application where the presented work
has been integrated, while some ﬁnal considerations close the paper.

2

Using SpONSOR at Televita

Televita1 is a volunteering association which is active since 1993 within the
2nd and 3rd municipalities of Rome. Among the activities carried out by the
organization we can mention tele-assistance services (tele-friendship) and a 24 h
active helpline devoted to lonely elderlies who need support. Beside this, there
are several laboratories that involve elderlies both as attendees and conductors.
Examples include a computer lab, a tailoring lab, an Italian language teaching for
foreign people, etc. Furthermore, even if not very often, the association organizes
cultural events as concerts, museum visiting, theater, etc. The overall objective
is to maintain the elderlies active and motivated, leveraging upon individual
aptitudes and/or competencies. Televita’s volunteers, in fact, are, themselves,
elderlies who want to keep active by oﬀering their abilities and competences to
the organization.
A peculiar aspect of Televita, compared to other volunteering organizations,
consists in the evaluation of their volunteers which, rather than just considering their skills, takes into account, also, their attitude and their adequacy in
performing speciﬁc tasks. As said before, one of the main problems of volunteering organizations is related to the volunteers resignation rate, which might
be interpreted as the consequence of assigning unsatisfying tasks to the volunteers, making feel them inadequate. The idea pursued by Televita is to select
the volunteers according to their own inclinations and to assign them the “most
suitable” activities. This will presumably increase the level of satisfaction and
accomplishment of the volunteers and, hence, the likelihood of avoiding drop
out.
At present time, the Televita’s objective is pursued through the periodic
screening of volunteers by means of customized questionnaires (see Fig. 2) that
assess their psychological aspects. The idea is that such questionnaires allow the
detection of aspects of the volunteers which make them best suited for some
activities. Speciﬁcally, the answers to the questionnaires are construed so as to
1

http://www.televita.org.
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Fig. 2. The Televita current modalities in managing the organization. Volunteers
answer a customized questionnaire and managers, by interpreting the results of the
questionnaires, assign activities to them.

extract behavioral and emotional aspects characterized by the following relevant
features:
– The President, (P) coordinates common eﬀorts so as to achieve the ultimate
goals.
– The Structurer, (S) represents the leader of the working group.
– The Brilliant, (B) is the source of original ideas, suggestions and proposals
for the team.
– The Evaluator, (Ev) contributes at producing precise and unbiased
evaluations.
– The Concrete, (C) is the practical organizer.
– The Explorer, (Ex) is the member of the team who goes outside of the
organization so as to capture information and ideas, developing them for the
common interest.
– The Worker, (W) is the most sensitive of the team.
– The Objectivist, (O) worries about what might end up badly.
After the answers construing process, for each volunteer, a value is
associated to each of the above features. By observing these values and, in particular, the highest ones, it is possible, for a Televita
manager, recognize some peculiar characteristics of the volunteer which
make him/her adequate at performing some speciﬁc tasks. The vector
P = 21, S = 5, B = 11, Ev = 12, C = 5, Ex = 8, W = 7, O = 1 describes, for
example, a person with a dominant president trait. This characterizes the person
as suitable to carry out decision-making tasks. The same person is, nevertheless,
evaluated as brilliant and as an evaluator, hence, suitable (albeit with less relevance) in performing other tasks. At the same time, the organization has a set
of activities, distributed over a quarterly planning horizon, to be carried out.
These activities are characterized by a temporal span and by a set of required
skills. An “Animation” activity, for example, might require that the “animator” volunteer is a structurer, brilliant, explorer and objectivist. The task of the
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organization manager becomes, therefore, to ﬁnd the most appropriate person,
among the available volunteers, to carry out this task, seeking for the right compromise between people’s availability, as well as their abilities and desires. It is
worth noting that a volunteer who caters to a volunteering association, does so
in order to feel useful and to help the society. It is, therefore, responsibility of
the organization not to leave him/her without any activity to be carried out. On
the other hand, the organization has some activities that must be carried out by
someone and volunteers, with their skills, constitute a “limited resource”, hence
the idea of exploiting AI techniques so as to optimize the matching process.
Challenges. The relatively high Table 1. The current Televita volunteers and
number of volunteers, along with high-level tasks
the high number of activities to
Number of volunteers Activity type
be carried out, however, makes
65
Helpline
8
Psychological/Spiritual support
it extremely diﬃcult to per30
Animation/Socialization
form, optimally, the above match15
Coordination/Organization
ing problem. Speciﬁcally, Televita
3
Training
5
Technological support
currently manages the work of 126
persons partitioned according to
the schema in Table 1. The organization and the management of such a number
of users makes manual coordination impracticable. Additionally, the assignment
of volunteers to activities based on the analysis of users’ features is currently
made by a single person who is particularly expert in this kind of analysis. The
challenge for this speciﬁc domain is therefore to build a support system that
helps the human organizer in ﬁnding this “best match” while helping not expert
people at performing an eﬀective assignment.

3

Formalizing the Problem as Optimization

In this section we produce a formalization of the Televita problem that we call
the S4AMT problem. The problem mainly consists in assigning a set of activities
to a set of volunteers while taking into account behavioral and emotional aspects.
Speciﬁcally, at the core of the model there is a set V volunteers whose activities
should be decided. Each volunteer v ∈ V has his/her own temporal availability
Tv = {[lbv1 , ubv1 ] , . . . , [lbvi , ubvi ]} representing the temporal intervals within which
the volunteer has provided willingness in performing activities. Furthermore,
each volunteer v has associated a psychological profile vector Pv = pv0 , . . . , pv7 
representing the 8 values resulting from the interpretation of his/her questionnaire. As an example, the following expression describes both the temporal availability and the psychological proﬁle vector of a speciﬁc volunteer.
T = {[8 : 00, 11 : 00] , [13 : 00, 15 : 00] , [32 : 00, 35 : 00]}
P = 15, S = 5, B = 8, Ev = 14, C = 5, Ex = 8, W = 10, O = 5

(1)

At the same time, a set A activities should be carried out by the above volunteers.
Each activity a ∈ A has its own execution interval ta = [lba , uba ] representing
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the span of time within which the activity is carried on. In addition, each activity
a has associated a skill vector Sa = q0a , . . . , q7a  of boolean values representing
the relevant skills needed to perform the activity. As an example, the following
expression describes the execution interval and the required skills vector for one
of such activities.
t = [8 : 30, 10 : 30]
P = 0, S = 1, B = 0, Ev = 1, C = 0, Ex = 1, W = 1, O = 0

(2)

For each of the v, a couples we introduce a binary integer variable dv,a ∈
[0, 1] and give it the following semantic: dv,a = 1 if and only if the volunteer
v performs the activity a. The task of the solver will be to assign values to
such variables while guaranteeing that (i) each volunteer performs at least one
activity (we recall that volunteers should feel useful), (ii) each of the activities
should be performed by someone (more speciﬁcally, by exactly one volunteer),
(iii) volunteers’ temporal availability should be compatible with the assigned
activities temporal span and (iv) each volunteer can perform at most one activity
at a time.
Additionally, in order to consider the volunteers’ attitudes and preferences,
we introduce the concept of adequacy wv,a = Pv × SaT , representing how much a
volunteer v is “adequate” in performing the activity a. As an example, assigning
the activity described by expression 2 to the volunteer described by expression 1
would result in an adequacy of 15 × 0 + 5 × 1 + 8 × 0 + 14 × 1 + 5 × 0 + 8 × 1 + 10 ×
1 + 5 × 0 = 37. We can thus introduce the objective function of the optimization
problem:

wv,a dv,a
v∈V,a∈A

Maximizing the above expression, given the premises, guarantees an optimal
assignment, in terms of the adequacy, of the activities to the volunteers.
General Constraints. Once the decision variables have been introduced, it is
possible to enforce constraints among them. Speciﬁcally, guaranteeing that each
volunteer
 performs at least one activity, can be expressed by means of the expressions a∈A dv,a ≥ 1 ∀v ∈ V . Analogously, guaranteeing
 that each activity is
performed by exactly one volunteer can be expressed as v∈V dv,a = 1 ∀a ∈ A.
The expression [¬∃tk ∈ Tv : tk ⊆ ta ] ⇒ dv,a = 0 ∀v ∈ V, a ∈ A, where tk ∈ Tv
represents the temporal availability of the volunteer v, ta the temporal span of
the activity a and tk ⊆ ta is true if the interval tk contains the interval ta (i.e.
)]), guarantees that the temporal availabilities
[lb (tk ) ≤ lb (ta )] ∧ [ub (ta ) ≤ ub (tk
are met. Finally, the constraints a∈O dv,a ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V, O ∈ Overlaps, where
O represents the i-th set of all the temporally overlapping activities Overlaps
within the foreseen plan’s horizon, forbid the assignment of more than one activity at a time to the volunteers. Notice that a viable strategy for computing the
O sets consists in adapting the “collecting peaks” procedure described in [5].
It is worth noting that, conversely to a standard Assignment Problem (refer
to [1] for a comprehensiveness introduction at the Assignment Problem) the
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S4AMT problem allows the assignment of more than one activity to each volunteer, provided that they do not temporally overlap, rather than exactly one.
Furthermore, the temporal availability, omitted in the case of the Assignment
Problem, guarantees that a single volunteer does not performs those activities
which are carried on when he/she is unavailable. It follows that the S4AMT
problem can be seen as an Assignment Problem enhanced with temporal constraints. Conversely, the presence of the temporal constraints could suggest a
Staﬀ Scheduling and Rostering problem (see, for example, [2,7]). Nonetheless,
unlike these kinds of problems, the S4AMT problem takes into account the adequacy measure. In conclusion, the S4AMT problem mixes aspects of an Assignment Problem and of a Staﬀ Scheduling and Rostering problem. Finally, it is
worth specifying that those activities which require more than one volunteer
can be modeled by means of concurrent, separated, activities each requiring a
volunteer.
Additional Constraints for a More Realistic Modeling. From the interaction with
the volunteering organization, further constraints have emerged for guaranteeing
the generation of solutions that can be feasibly enacted by both the organization and the volunteers. These additional constraints are intended to reﬁne the
produced solutions, taking into account further factors which are not considered
by the previous modeling.
A ﬁrst constraint, for example, is aimed at limiting the working hours of
people in order to improve the fairness. In particular, the organization tries to
avoid more than l (typically one) weekly activity for each single volunteer. Furthermore, the organization aims at reducing the job demand on public holidays
(e.g. Sundays) implementing a simple turnover strategy. It turns out that any
volunteer who performs a task on a Sunday,
 will not perform tasks in the other
Sundays of the month – formalized as a∈W dv,a ≤ l ∀v ∈ V, W ∈ W eeks,
where W represents the i-th set of the activities that fall within the i-th week
of all the W eeks of the foreseen plan’s horizon. Notice that these sets can be
easily built fromthe execution intervals of the activities. Analogously, the following formula a∈H dv,a ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V, H ∈ M onths, enforces that the sum of
the activities within all the holidays of each month of the whole plan’s horizon
must be lower or equal than one. H represents the i-th set of the activities that
fall on the holidays of the i-th month among all the M onths of the foreseen
plan’s horizon. Similarly to the W sets, the H sets can be easily built from the
execution intervals of the activities.
A further constraint, unlike the previous ones, deals with managing particular
cases. Some activities, indeed, can only be carried out by some people having
some speciﬁc skill or authorization. A visit to a museum, for example, requires
the use of a bus that can be driven only by a volunteer with the appropriate
driving license. Given a set of volunteers S ⊆ V , sharing some speciﬁc skill, and
a set of activities D 
⊆ A, it is possible to deﬁne new constraints characterized by
the following form v∈S,a∈D dv,a ≥ 1. Notice that the above constraint covers
the most general case in which an activity requires more than one person to be
carried out (D, in this case, contains the activities in which the shared activity
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is decomposed). In the particular case in which the set D contains a single
element (i.e. the activity requires a single person), the previous constraint can
be replaced by a more intuitive (and, as well, more eﬃcient) constraint which
prevents
those users, not having the required feature, to perform the activity:

v∈{V }/{S},a∈{A}/{D} dv,a = 0.

4

The S4AMT Solver

As a ﬁrst step, aimed at quickly arriving to a complete solution, we have developed a system based on two pre-packaged solvers, namely Z3 [6] and Choco
[8]. This initial solution relied on the pure solvers abilities while capturing the
earlier small size instances provided by Televita. As the problem size increased,
however, being it an NP-Hard problem, it quickly resulted as intractable forcing us to use more sophisticated techniques. In fact, with the increase of the
number of users and activities, aimed at fulﬁlling the real needs of the Televita
pilot, general solvers resulted insuﬃcient, alone, to eﬃciently solve the combinatorial optimization problem. Local consistency techniques like, for example,
arc-consistency, implemented in standard solvers, ﬁnd inconsistencies “too late”,
resulting in an ineﬃcient resolution process, rather slow even in ﬁnding a ﬁrst feasible solution. Random restart and no-good learning techniques partially improve
the performance of the resolution process which, however, preserves its slowness
resulting to be inadequate for real usage. It is worth reminding that our goal
is the one of delivering a complete tool to the volunteering association that is
working with us. Suggesting strategies like “leave the solver running during the
night” were not among the possible solutions given that also the Televita managers are volunteers themselves and should take the maximum advantage from
their time. Hence the need for exploring domain dependent heuristics.
The Domain-Dependent Heuristic. The eﬃciency issue has been addressed by
introducing a domain-dependent heuristic, taking into account the underlying
structure of the problem, into the Choco solver with the aim of allowing the
solving process to make smarter choices. The idea behind the heuristic simply
consists in associating to the volunteer who carries out less activities the activity
that is more suited to him/her which is not yet carried out by anybody else.
Speciﬁcally,
for each volunteer v ∈ V , we maintain an integer variable loadv =

d
,
called
the workload of the volunteer, representing the number of
v,a
a∈A
assigned activities. When choosing a decision variable dv,a we search for the less
committed volunteer vi , i.e. the one having the smallest lower bound for the
loadvi variable and, among the dvi ,a variables, we chose the one, dvi ,aj , which is
both not instantiated and has the greatest adequacy wvi ,aj . Finally, we assign
dvi ,aj the value 1 and perform propagation.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of our heuristic. This relatively simple
technique allows us to ﬁnd a feasible solution reducing the need of backtracking.
Furthermore, the above heuristic creates solutions which, although suboptimal
according to our objective function, are relatively fair from a workload point of
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Algorithm 1. The domain-dependent heuristic for SponsorT
function SelectNextVar(users, activities, l)
int c load ← inf
volunteer vi ← null
int c adequacy ← − inf
activity aj ← null
for all v ∈ volunteers do
 we select the less committed volunteer
if lb (load (v)) < c load then
c load ← lb (load (v))
vi ← v
end if
end for
for all a ∈ activities do
 we select the best activity for vi
if ¬instantiated (dvi ,a ) ∧ wvi ,a > c adequacy then
c adequacy ← wvi ,a
aj ← a
end if
end for
return dvi ,aj
end function

view. Starting from this solution, Choco applies standard techniques for improving the quality of the found solutions according to a branch-and-bound procedure
while allowing the user to interrupt the resolution process when satisﬁed with
the best solution found so far.

5

Experimental Results

This section introduces an experimental evaluation produced during the development of the Sponsor solution. The Sponsor system, indeed, could impact in
diﬀerent ways with the current Televita management. Two particularly important aspects, on which we concentrated most, consist in (a) the improvement of
the time spent by the Televita managers in generating a solution to their management problem and (b) the quality of the generated solution. From a technical
point of view the application could, therefore, be evaluated on these measures.
Speciﬁcally, in an eﬀort to simulate diﬀerent organizations, so as to guarantee that the platform is accessible from the widest possible number of diﬀerent
realities, we have generated some benchmark problems2 . In order to characterize the instances, two parameters are introduced: the VA coeﬃcient, a value
between 0 and 1, representing the ratio between the number of volunteers and to
the number of scheduled activities, and the AR coeﬃcient, a value greater than
1, representing the ratio between the total amount of time that the volunteers
make available and the total amount of time required by the activities. Table 2
provides some overall statistics about the generated benchmark problems. The
2

We plan to make these problems publicly available to enable their use from others.
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created problems are characterized by a growing complexity that is obtained
through the progressive increasing of the number of users and activities.
Notice that the VA and the
AR parameters are intended more Table 2. Description of the benchmark
to show a certain distribution over problems.
Name Nr. Volunteers Nr. Activities VA AR
the various instances of possi#0
3
17
0.176 3.661
ble problems rather than estab#1
6
25
0.24 5.268
lishing some kind of correlation
#2
12
30
0.4 8.907
#3
23
33
0.697 15.92
with the actual complexity. We
#4
21
22
0.954 22.909
have exploited these parameters
#5
26
27
0.963 22.554
to generate benchmarks that have
#6
27
41
0.658 15.18
#7
28
62
0.452 10.5
diﬀerent characteristics so that,
#8
30
70
0.429 8.606
once the software is distributed
#9
30
70
0.428 7.793
to the organizations, it may result
robust in the highest number of real cases.
Table 3 compares the performances, both in time (measured in seconds) and
quality (i.e., the value of the objective function), of the diﬀerent solvers. Specifically, the diﬀerent abbreviations are described hereafter:
– ChF, ﬁrst solution of the Choco solver
– HChF, ﬁrst solution of the Choco solver enhanced with the domaindependent heuristic
– Z3F, ﬁrst solution of the Z3 satisfability solver
– ChO, the optimal solution of the Choco solver
– HChO, the optimal solution of the Choco solver enhanced with the domaindependent heuristic
– Z3O, the optimal solution of the Z3 optimization solver
We impose a timeout of 5 min (represented, in Table 3, by means of the
“to” acronym) and, for those instance for which the timeout is not reached,
we compute the average value among ten measurements. It is worth noticing
that the introduction of the domain-dependent heuristic, as described in Sect. 4,
allows ﬁnding a ﬁrst solution in (sometimes, signiﬁcantly) faster times. In case
of benchmark #5, for example, Choco reaches the timeout even before the ﬁrst
Table 3. Experimental results.
Name ChF
time

ChF
HChF
quality time

HChF
quality

Z3F
time

Z3F
quality

ChO
time
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ChO
quality

HChO
time

HChO
quality

Z3O
time

Z3O
quality

#0

0.3454 530

0.3249

0.2226

707

2.8343

749

2.5254

749

0.2249

749

#1

0.3905 869

0.3496 884

0.6778

999

to

978

to

1,003

0.2967

1,098

#2

0.3719 1034

0.3409 1051

9.995

1,128

to

1,127

to

1,153

166.3888 1,314

#3

5.2358 1221

0.3578 1210

44.9755

1,220

to

1,248

to

1,286

to

to

#4

1.075

721

0.35

767

10.5638

757

to

772

to

780

to

to

#5

to

to

0.3576 976

28.8545

925

to

to

to

984

to

to

#6

0.4811 1432

0.371

133.3643 1,574

to

1,492

to

1,601

to

to

#7

0.4269 2232

0.3997 2316

to

to

to

2,289

to

2,390

to

to

#8

0.4961 2,521

0.4563 2,646

to

to

to

2,575

to

2,722

to

to

#9

0.4311 2,485

0.4037 2,648

to

to

to

2,553

to

2,723

to

to
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solution is found. Similarly, Z3 is not able to ﬁnd a feasible solution for the #7,
#8 and #9 cases within the timeout. From a user interaction point of view,
the use of Choco with the domain-dependent heuristics is the best choice as it
generates, within a short time, an admissible solution to be presented to the
user. Except in some cases, the quality of the ﬁrst solution found thanks to the
heuristic is better than the quality of the ﬁrst solution, on the same instance,
found by the other solvers. In those cases where other solvers are able to ﬁnd a
better solution, they do it spending higher times.
As concerns the optimization process, in those cases where the table shows
a value for the quality of the solution but does not show the time it takes to
calculate it, we are showing the best solution found before the timeout has been
reached. Speciﬁcally, while the two instances of Choco (with and without the
heuristic) are able to demonstrate the optimum of the ﬁrst benchmark only,
Z3, conﬁgured as an optimization solver, is able to demonstrate the optimum of
the ﬁrst three benchmarks. In other words, exception made for the ﬁrst three
instances, we do not know which is the optimal value. Since Z3 was able to
demonstrate the optimum for a greater number of instances, fostered by its
by its simplex-based implementation, initially, we used it as the only solver.
Unfortunately, however, we were not able to retrieve intermediate solutions by
Z3, thus aﬀecting the interactivity with the end user who has no chance to
settle for a suboptimal solution. The deﬁnition of new heuristics, as well as the
introduction of diﬀerent search strategies, also appears to be prohibitive from
an implementation point of view, thus making Z3, for the moment, a second
choice. At the moment, using Choco with the heuristic is, again, the best choice,
allowing the organization manager to ﬁnd good quality solutions in a reasonable
amount of time.

6

The Complete System and Its Current Status

The present paper is focalized on the formalization
of the addressed problem
as the S4AMT and the
synthesis of a solver for
meaningful instances of that
problem. We have currently
implemented a complete system, the SponsorT system (standing for “Sponsor
Fig. 3. The SponsorT end-to-end system.
for Televita”) that is based
on the described algorithm.
SponsorT represents an end-to-end product suited to serve the small organizations with similar structures.
Figure 3 sketches the applied approach and the three developed functionalities: (a) a Pre-Processing module that supports data gathering (e.g., the questionnaires from the diﬀerent volunteers, the periodic formulation of the problem,
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etc.); (b) a Solving module implementing the solver as described in Sect. 4; (c) a
Run-Time Interaction module, that oﬀers a combination of front-ends to guarantee support for continuous use by diﬀerent classes of users: speciﬁcally the
SponsorT @Desktop allows the organisation managers to look for solutions and
communicate them to volunteers; the SponsorT Mobile is devoted to volunteers
who can see their assigned tasks by means of an app downloadable on their
mobile. For the sake of space the interaction capabilities of modules (a) and (c)
are not part of this paper, their current design principles are described in the
paper [3]. The system is currently in the transition from laboratory testing to an
extensive test with users. A preliminary test with a restricted group of Televita
managers has been more than encouraging.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

The Sponsor project has exposed the authors to a perspective of becoming
elderly that is particularly complex and to a social problem not easy to be
solved. As always, when addressing problems of frail segments of the population
it is better to avoid broad statements like “we have solved a relevant social
problem with AI” and we will not make such a statement here. Nevertheless
with the current work we have identiﬁed a particular class of problems where
the use of AI techniques can help the human users to ﬁnd better solutions with
respect to an hand-made current practice. It is worth reminding the main aspect
of our current approach: we have studied the practice at Televita and integrated
their approach in our pre-processing phase to be used as an input of the solving
procedure. The key assumption is the choice of the objective function that uses
the adequacy metric to associate people to activities. After having formulated the
S4AMT problem, this paper presents an exploration of the use of diﬀerent solvers
for a well characterized set of instances for the problem. An heuristic approach is
then proposed that guarantees good quality in acceptable computational time so
as to be integrated in a simple desktop based system. The experimental section
demonstrates how this result has been achieved.
The agenda for the immediate future is constrained by the need to perform a
user evaluation in the real organization so as to make sure that also the various
soft constraints from the practical use are implemented in Sponsor. Indeed from
the strictly technical side we would like to perform some additional exploration
of diﬀerent optimization procedures ranging, for example, from those based on
Large Neighborhood Search to those based of Genetic Algorithms. Furthermore,
some multi-objective strategies, based on Pareto frontier, can be adopted by
including, also, the overall workload of the volunteers in the objective function,
with the aim of producing fairer solutions, as well as possible preferences on the
volunteers’ temporal availabilities.
Acknowledgments. Authors would like to thank Sergio Cametti for his enthusiastic
participation in the project, for oﬀering us the Televita case and for believing in what
we are doing notwithstanding the diﬃculties of a dialogue between our so diﬀerent
worlds.
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Abstract. The goal of the Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP) is to ﬁnd an
assignment of nurses to shifts according to speciﬁc requirements. Given
its practical relevance, many researchers have developed diﬀerent strategies for solving several variants of the problem. One of such variants was
recently addressed by an approach based on Answer Set Programming
(ASP), obtaining promising results. Nonetheless, the original ASP encoding presents some intrinsic weaknesses, which are identiﬁed and eventually circumvented in this paper. The new encoding is designed by taking
into account both intrinsic properties of NSP and internal details of ASP
solvers, such as cardinality and weight constraint propagators. The performance gain of clingo and wasp is empirically veriﬁed on instances
from ASP literature. As an additional contribution, the performance of
clingo and wasp is compared to other declarative frameworks, namely
SAT and ILP; the best performance is obtained by clingo running the
new ASP encoding.
Keywords: Answer Set Programming
reasoning · Nurse Scheduling

1

· Knowledge representation and

Introduction

The Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP) consists of generating a schedule of working and rest days for nurses working in hospital units. The schedule should
determine the shift assignments of nurses for a predetermined window of time
and must satisfy requirements imposed by the Rules of Procedure of hospitals.
A proper solution to NSP is crucial to guarantee the high level of quality of
health care, to improve the degree of satisfaction of nurses, and the recruitment
of qualiﬁed personnel. Given its practical relevance on the quality of hospital
structures, NSP has been widely studied in the literature and several variants
have been considered [14,18]. Such variants are usually grouped according to
several factors, as the planning period, the diﬀerent types of shifts considered,
and requirements on the preferences of hospitals and nurses.
The NSP variant considered in this paper concerns a planning period ﬁxed to
one year with three diﬀerent types of shifts (morning, afternoon and night) and
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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requirements on nurses and hospitals provided by an Italian hospital. Speciﬁcally,
such requirements concern restrictions to the number of working hours per year
and to the number of times nurses are assigned to a speciﬁc shift.
Recently, the aforementioned variant of NSP has been modeled by means of
an Answer Set Programming (ASP) [13] encoding presented in [21]. The encoding
resulted to be natural and intuitive, in the sense that it was designed by applying
the standard modeling methodology, yet it obtained reasonable performance on
solving the analyzed instances.
On the other hand, it turned out that the encoding presented in [21] shows
some limitations and intrinsic weaknesses, mainly due to aggregates [7], i.e. operations on multi-sets of weighted literals that evaluate to some value. The encoding
of [21] presents some aggregates with a quite large number of literals and few different weights, resulting to be counterproductive for the performance of modern
ASP solvers [27], since they deteriorate their propagation power. In this paper,
we circumvented such limitations by taking into account only combinations of
values that can lead to admissible schedules. Interestingly, the new encoding
did not require to signiﬁcantly sacriﬁce the readability of the encoding, which
remains intuitive and clear.
The performance of the ASP solvers executed on the new encoding has been
empirically evaluated on the same data and settings used in [21], showing a clear
improvement on the performance of state of the art ASP systems clingo [26]
and wasp [5]. As an additional contribution, the ASP-based approaches have
been compared to other declarative frameworks, namely Propositional Logic
Satisﬁability (SAT) [8] and Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [1]. Results show
that clingo and wasp executed on the new encoding outperform their counterparts executed on the original encoding. Moreover, clingo executed on the
new encoding is considerably faster than all other tested approaches.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We formalize the variant of NSP considered in this paper and in [21]
(Sect. 2.2).
2. We propose a new ASP-based solution to NSP overcoming some limitations
of the encoding presented in [21] (Sect. 3.3).
3. We present an experimental analysis comparing the ASP solution proposed in
this paper with the previous one as well as with SAT and ILP based solutions
(Sect. 4). Results show a signiﬁcant improvement of the performance of ASP
solvers and, speciﬁcally, clingo performs better than all other alternatives.

2

Description and Formalization

We start this section by providing a description of the problem as posed by an
Italian hospital (Sect. 2.1). In the description we identify parameters that allow
to reuse the proposed solution even if part of the speciﬁcation given by the
hospital will change. The formalization presented in Sect. 2.2 in fact considers
these parameters as part of the input.
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Nurse Scheduling Problem

NSP amounts to the totalization of partial schedules assigning nurses to working
and rest days over a predetermined period of time, which is ﬁxed to one year in
this paper. Usually, partial schedules to be totalized involve few data concerning
already authorized vacations. Admissible schedules must satisfy a set of requirements dictated by the rules of the hospital units. In the following, we report the
requirements speciﬁed by an Italian hospital.
Hospital requirements. For every working day, nurses can be assigned to exactly
one of the following shifts: morning (7 A.M.–2 P.M.), afternoon (2 P.M.–9
P.M.), night (9 P.M.–7 A.M.). Thus, the morning and the afternoon shifts
last 7 h, whereas the night shift lasts 10 h. In order to ensure the best
assistance program for patients, the number of nurses in every shift x ∈
nurse
nurse
to xmax
.
{morning, af ternoon, night} must range from xmin
Nurses requirements. In order to guarantee a fair workload, each nurse must work
a number of hours ranging from work min to work max . Additional requirements
are also imposed to ensure an adequate rest period to each nurse: (a) nurses are
legally guaranteed 30 days of paid vacation; (b) the starting time of a shift must
be at least 24 h later than the starting time of the previous shift; and (c) each
nurse has at least two ordinary rest days for every window of fourteen days. In
addition, nurses working on two consecutive nights deserve one special rest day
in addition to the ordinary rest days.
Balance requirements. The number of morning, afternoon and night shifts
assigned to every nurse should range over a set of acceptable values, that is,
day
day
to xmax
for each x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night}.
from xmin
2.2

Formalization

According to the above requirements, we deﬁne the following decisional problem
N SP d : Given a set N of nurses, a partial schedule
s  : N × [1..365] →
 {morning, af ternoon, night, special-rest, rest, vacation}
(1)
day
nurse
nurse
day
natural numbers work min , work max , and xmin
, xmax
, xmin
, xmax
for x ∈
{morning, af ternoon, night}, check the existence of a schedule
s : N × [1..365] → {morning, af ternoon, night, special-rest, rest, vacation}
(2)
extending s  and satisfying the following conditions:
nurse
nurse
xmin
≤| {n ∈ N : s(n, d ) = x } |≤ xmax

(3)

for all x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night}, and all d ∈ [1..365];
work min ≤ 7· | {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) ∈ {morning, af ternoon}, n ∈ N } |
(4)
+ 10· | {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = night, n ∈ N } |≤ work max ;
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| {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = vacation} |= 30
(5)
| {d ∈ [2..365] : s(n, d ) = morning, s(n, d − 1) ∈ {af ternoon, night}} |= 0
| {d ∈ [2..365] : s(n, d ) = af ternoon, s(n, d − 1) = night} |= 0
(6)
for all n ∈ N ;
| {d  ∈ [d ..d + 13] : s(n, d  ) = rest} |≥ 2

(7)

for all n ∈ N , and all d ∈ [1..352];
s(n, d ) = special-rest if and only if s(n, d − 1) = night and s(n, d − 2) = night
(8)
for all n ∈ N , and all d ∈ [3..365];
day
day
≤| {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = x } |≤ xmax
xmin

(9)

for all n ∈ N , and x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night}.
Optimal balance requirements. In addition to the above requirements, the hospital reported some further requirements to guarantee a balance in the assignment
of shifts. Indeed, the number of morning, afternoon and night shifts assigned to
every nurse should be preferably ﬁxed to some desired values, that is, x day for
each x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night}.
According to the above additional requirement, we deﬁne the following optimization problem N SP o : Given a set N of nurses, natural
day
nurse
nurse
day
, xmax
, x day , xmin
, xmax
for x ∈
numbers work min , work max , and xmin
{morning, af ternoon, night}, check the existence of a schedule s of the form
(2) satisfying (3)–(9), and minimizing


abs(x day − | {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = x } |).

x ∈{morning,af ternoon,night}, n ∈ N

(10)

3

ASP Encodings

In Sect. 3.3 we present the new advanced encoding, improving on the existing one
introduced in [21] and brieﬂy recalled in Sect. 3.2. We assume that the reader is
familiar with basic knowledges of Answer Set Programming and ASP-Core-2
input language speciﬁcation [15] (some minimal notions are given in Sect. 3.1).
3.1

ASP Evaluation Strategies

In the following a summary of the evaluation strategies of ASP programs are
reported in order to provide a better insight on the properties of the new encoding. The evaluation of an ASP program is usually made in two steps, called
grounding and solving. First, the ASP program with variables is evaluated by
the grounder, which is responsible to produce its variable-free (propositional)
counterpart.
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Example 1 (Grounding). Consider as example the following rules:
a(1..5). b(1..10). c(1..3).
{output(X,Z,Y) : c(Z)} = 1 :- a(X), b(Y).

The grounder produces 50 (i.e. 5×10) propositional rules of the following form:
p1 :
p2 :
p3 :

{output(1,1,1); output(1,2,1); output(1,3,1)} = 1.
{output(1,1,2); output(1,2,2); output(1,3,2)} = 1.
{output(1,1,3); output(1,2,3); output(1,3,3)} = 1.
.
.
.

Intuitively, the choice rule p1 enforces that exactly one atom between
output(1,1,1), output(1,2,1) and output(1,3,1) must be true in an answer
set. Similar considerations hold for other ground rules generated.

The resulting propositional program is evaluated by the solver, whose role is to
produce an answer set. Modern ASP solvers implement the algorithm CDCL [27],
which is based on the pattern choose-propagate-learn. Intuitively, the idea is to
build an answer set step-by-step by starting from an empty interpretation, i.e.
all atoms are initially undeﬁned. Then, the algorithm heuristically chooses an
undeﬁned atom to be true in the answer set, and the deterministic consequences
of this choice are propagated, i.e. new atoms are derived true or false in the
answer set candidate. The propagation may lead to a conflict, i.e. an atom is
true and false at the same time. In this case, the conﬂict is analyzed and a
new constraint is added to the propositional program (learning). The conﬂict
is then repaired, i.e. choices leading to the conﬂict are retracted and a new
undeﬁned atom is heuristically selected. The algorithm then iterates until no
undeﬁned atoms are left, i.e. an answer set is produced, or the incoherence of
the propositional program is proved, i.e. no answer sets are admitted.
Example 2 (Propagation). Consider the propositional rule p1 reported in
Example 1 and assume that atoms output(1,1,1) and output(1,2,1) have
been heuristically assigned to false. Then, the solver derives output(1,3,1) to

true because it is the only way to satisfy the rule p1 .
3.2

Existing Encoding

Instances of N SP d and N SP o are represented by means of ASP facts
and constants. Speciﬁcally, the interval [1..365] of days is encoded by facts
of the form day(d), for all d ∈ [1..365], and the number of days is
ﬁxed by the fact days(365). The nurses are encoded by facts of the form
nurse(n), for all n ∈ N . Available shifts are encoded by facts of the form
shift(idx , x, h), where idx ∈ [1..6] is a numerical identiﬁer of the shift
x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night, special-rest, rest, vacation}, and h is the numnurse
nurse
, xmax
ber of working hours associated to the shift. Natural numbers xmin
for x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night} are represented by facts of the form
nurse
nurse
, xmax
), where idx is the identiﬁer of the shift x .
nurseLimits(idx , xmin
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Fig. 1. ASP encoding introduced in [21] for N SP o (and for N SP d if r14 is removed).
day
day
Natural numbers x day , xmin
, xmax
for x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night} are
day
day
represented by dayLimits(idx , x day , xmin
, xmax
), while work min , work max by
workLimits(work min , work max ). Hence, according to the speciﬁcation given by
the hospital, the following facts and constants are considered in our setting:

day(1..365).
shift(1,morning,7).
shift(4,specialrest,0).
nurseLimits(1,6,9).
dayLimits(1,78,74,82).
workLimits(1687,1692).

days(365).
shift(2,afternoon,7).
shift(5,rest,0).
nurseLimits(2,6,9).
dayLimits(2,78,74,82).

nurses(1..41).
shift(3,night,10).
shift(6,vacation,0).
nurseLimits(3,4,7).
dayLimits(3,60,58,61).

The computed schedule is encoded by atoms of the form assign(n, x, d),
representing that nurse n is assigned shift x on day d , that is, s(n, d ) = x . The
same predicate assign is used to specify the partial schedule s  in input. x
The ASP encoding introduced in [21] is reported in Fig. 1. It implements the
Guess&Check programming methodology: Choice rule r1 is used to guess the
schedule s : N × [1..365] → [1..6] extending s  and assigning each day of each
nurse to exactly one shift, and rules r2 –r13 are used to discard schedules not satisfying some of the desired requirements. Speciﬁcally, hospital requirements, for-
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malized as property (3), are enforced by the integrity constraints r2 and r3 , which
ﬁlter out assignments exceeding the limits. Regarding nurse requirements, property (4) is enforced by integrity constraints r4 and r5 , property (5) by integrity
constraint r6 , property (6) by integrity constraint r7 , property (7) by integrity
constraint r8 , and property (8) by integrity constraint r9 –r11 . Note that r7 takes
advantage of the numerical identiﬁers associated with shifts, and in particular
by the fact that morning has ID 1, afternoon has ID 2, and night has ID 3.
Concerning balance requirements, formalized as property (9), they are enforced
by integrity constraints r12 and r14 . Rules r1 –r13 encode N SP d , while for N SP o
we also need weak constraint r14 : It assigns a cost to each admissible schedule
measured according to function (10). Optimum schedules are those minimizing
such a cost.
3.3

Advanced Encoding

The aim of this section is to introduce a new encoding, shown on Fig. 2, which
improves the encoding reported in the previous section. First of all, note that
many constraints of the encoding in Fig. 1 only involve assignments to working
shifts, that is, morning, afternoon and night. The Guess part of the encoding


, r1b
, where
(i.e., rule r1 ) can thus be replaced by two diﬀerent choice rules, r1a

r1a guesses among one of the working shifts or otherwise marks nurses as not

eventually guesses among rest, special-rest and vacation for
working, and r1b
each nurse marked as not working. To achieve such a behavior, an additional
meta-shift is added to the set of facts, namely shift(7,notworking,0).
Table 1. Number of working hours assigned to nurse n, that is, 7 · (M + A) + 10 · N ,
where M =| {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = morning} |, A =| {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) =
af ternoon} |, and N =| {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = night} |. Admissible values, that is,
those in the interval [1687..1692], are emphasized in bold.
N

M +A
157

158

58 1616 1623 1630 1637 1644 1651 1658

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

1665 1672

155

156

1679

1686 1693 1700 1707 1714 1721 1728

59 1626 1633 1640 1647 1654 1661 1668

1675 1682

1689 1696 1703 1710 1717 1724 1731 1738

60 1636 1643 1650 1657 1664 1671 1678

1685 1692 1699

61 1646 1653 1660 1667 1674 1681 1688 1695 1702

1709

159

160

161

162

163

164

1706 1713 1720 1727 1734 1741 1748
1716 1723 1730 1737 1744 1751 1758

A second improvement is obtained by combining the knowledge represented
by Eqs. (4) and (9) with some observations on how rules r4 and r5 are evaluated. In fact, during the solving phase, rules obtained by instantiating r4 and
r5 comprise aggregates with relatively large aggregation sets and few diﬀerent
weights. Speciﬁcally to our setting, where morning and afternoon shifts are ﬁxed
to 7 h, and night shifts to 10 h, each aggregation set contains 365 elements with
weight 7, and 365 elements with weight 10. It turns out that several schedules result into exactly the same sum value. The question is now how many
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Fig. 2. Advanced ASP encoding for N SP o (and for N SP d if r14
is removed).
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of these schedules actually satisfy both (4) and (9). Restricting to the specday
iﬁcation given by the hospital, that is, morning day
min = af ternoonmin = 74,
day
day
day
morning day
max = af ternoonmax = 82, nightmin = 58, and nightmax = 61, the
possible sum values are those reported in Table 1, where we also highlight admissible values in the interval [work min ..work max ] = [1687..1692]. The new encoding therefore determines the admissible pairs of the form (N , M + A), where
M , A, N are the number of morning, afternoon and nights assigned to a given

. These pairs are then used to check whether the
nurse, by means of rule r15
assignment of working shifts is valid for each nurse by means of rules r4 and r5 .
Actually, rules r4 and r5 take advantage from a third improvement of the
advanced encoding. The number of morning, afternoon and night shifts that
can be assigned to a nurse must adhere to Eq. (9), and are therefore limited to
a few diﬀerent values. The possible values of these aggregations are therefore
encoded by means of atoms of the form countGE(x , n, v ), being true whenever
| {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = x } |≥ v . It turns out that any answer set satisﬁes
the following property: for each shift x and for each nurse n, there is exactly
one value v such that countGE(x , n, v ), not countGE(x , n, v + 1) is true. In the

. Moreover, rule
advanced encoding, predicate countGE is deﬁned by rule r17

r18 is used to enforce truth of countGE(x , n, v − 1) whenever countGE(x , n, v )
is true; it is not required for correctness, but convenient to prune the search
space in case countGE(x , n, v ) is assigned to true during the computation even
if | {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = x } |≥ v does not yet hold (for example, in case
countGE(x , n, v ) is selected as a branching literal).
The fourth improvement is obtained by noting that rules r12 –r14 aggregate
on sets {d ∈ [1..365] : s(n, d ) = x } for x ∈ {morning, af ternoon, night}. It is
therefore convenient to rewrite these rules in terms of predicate countGE, hence


–r14
. Finally, a further improvement is obtained by checking
obtaining rules r12
the number of nonworking days assigned to each nurse. For the speciﬁcation given
by the hospital it must range between 149 and 150, and in general the admitted

. The check itself is then performed by rules
range can be determined by rule r16


r12 and r13 (for S being 7). Note that also this last check is not required to
guarantee correctness of the encoding.

4

Empirical Evaluation

In this section the results of the empirical evaluation conducted on the same
setting of [21] is reported. The experiments consider real data provided by the
Italian hospital unit, which comprises a set of 41 nurses and holidays selected
using the preferences of nurses of the year 2015. Moreover, the scalability of
the approach has been evaluated by considering diﬀerent number of nurses. In
particular, an additional experiment was run by considering 10, 20, 41, 82 and
164 nurses without ﬁxed holidays. We consider both the decisional (N SP d ) and
the optimization (N SP o ) variants of NSP. Concerning the decisional variant, we
compared our new ASP-based approach with the previous ASP encoding, with
a solution based on SAT and one based on ILP.
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The ASP encodings have been tested using the system clingo (v. 5.1.0) [24]
and the solver wasp (v. 996bfb3) [5] combined with the grounder gringo [25],
both conﬁgured with the core-based algorithms [4] for N SP o . Solvers lingeling
(v. bbc-9230380-160707) [12], glucose (v. 4.1) [8] and clasp (v. 3.2.2) have
been executed on the SAT encoding, while the commercial tool gurobi (v.
7.0.2) [1] on the ILP encoding. Concerning the optimization variant, the same
tools for ASP and ILP have been used, whereas lingeling and glucose have
been replaced by the MaxSAT tools mscg [32] and maxino [6], both binaries
taken from MaxSAT Competition 2016.
In order to test SAT and ILP solutions, we created a pseudo-Boolean formula
based on the ideas of the advanced ASP encoding. The pseudo-Boolean formula
was represented using the OPB format, which is parsed by the tool gurobi.
Concerning the SAT-based solutions, we use the tool pblib [33] to convert the
pseudoBoolean formula into a CNF. The running time of pblib has not been
included in the analysis.
Time and memory were limited to 1 h and 8 GB, respectively. All the material
can be found at http://www.star.dist.unige.it/∼marco/Data/material.zip.
Results. The results of the run on the instance provided by the Italian hospital
are reported in Table 2. The best result overall is obtained by clingo executed
on the advanced encoding for both N SP d and N SP o , which is able to ﬁnd a
schedule in 42 and 70 s, respectively. This is a clear improvement with respect to
the original encoding. Indeed, clingo executed on the original encoding was able
to ﬁnd a schedule in 22 and 7 min for the decisional and optimization variant,
respectively. However, the advanced encoding does not help the other ASP solver
wasp: its bad performance seems related to the branching heuristic, which is not
eﬀective on this particular domain. SAT-based (and MaxSAT-based) approaches
are also not able to ﬁnd a schedule within the allotted time and memory. In
this case their performance can be explained by looking at the large size of
the formula to evaluate (approximately 65 millions of clauses), which makes the
solvers exceed the allotted memory. The tool gurobi obtained good performance
on both N SP d and N SP d instances. In particular for N SP d gurobi is faster
than clingo executed on the original encoding. On the contrary, gurobi is
slower than clingo on N SP o instances.
Scalability. We also performed an analysis about the scalability of the encoding,
considering diﬀerent numbers of nurses. In particular, for both N SP d and N SP o
we considered ﬁve instances containing 10, 20, 41, 82 and 164 nurses, respectively.
For each instance, we proportionally scaled the number of working nurses during
each shift and holidays are randomly generated, whereas other requirements are
not modiﬁed. Results are reported in Table 3.
The best results overall is obtained again by clingo executed on the
advanced encoding, which outperforms all other tested approaches. Concerning
ASP-based approaches, their performance is much better when they are executed on the advanced encoding. Indeed, the running time of clingo decreases
considerably for all tested instances in both N SP d and N SP o . Moreover, Fig. 3
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Table 2. Results of the experiment with 41 nurses and ﬁxed holidays.

N SP d

N SP o

Solver

Solving time (s) Solver

clingo (orig enc)

1352

clingo (orig enc)

431

clingo (adv enc)

43

clingo (adv enc)

70

wasp (orig enc)

-

wasp (orig enc)

-

wasp (adv enc)

-

wasp (adv enc)

-

glucose (sat enc)

-

mscg (maxsat enc)

-

lingeling (sat enc) -

Solving time (s)

maxino (maxsat enc) -

clasp (sat enc)

-

clasp (maxsat enc)

-

gurobi (ilp enc)

1018

gurobi (ilp enc)

1073

Table 3. Scalability of the approach. Solving time (s) for each solver.
Solver
N SP

d

clingo (orig enc)
clingo (adv enc)
wasp (orig enc)
wasp (adv enc)
glucose (sat enc)
lingeling (sat enc)
clasp (sat enc)
gurobi (ilp enc)

N SP o clingo (orig enc)
clingo (adv enc)
wasp (orig enc)
wasp (adv enc)
mscg (maxsat enc)
maxino (maxsat enc)
clasp (maxsat enc)
gurobi (ilp enc)

Nurses
10 20

41

82

164

155
4
5
62

117
9
20
172

738
70
1018

1486
351
-

2987
1291
-

37
4
4
113

94
13
411

339
72
2004

798
482
-

1689
1590
-

shows a comparison among the number of conﬂicts found by clingo executed
on the original and on the advanced encodings. The new encoding takes advantage of the better propagations, thus it is able to ﬁnd a solution with a smaller
number of conﬂicts. Concerning N SP o , it can also be observed that the performance of the two versions of clingo are comparable on the instance with 164
nurses, even if the number of conﬂicts are much lower when clingo is executed
on the advanced encoding. To explain this discrepancy we analyzed the number
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of branching choices performed by clingo, which are around 128 millions for
the original encoding, and around 300 millions for the advanced encoding. Thus,
for this speciﬁc instance, the branching heuristic of clingo seems to be more
eﬀective when the original encoding is considered. Moreover, wasp executed on
the advanced encoding is able to ﬁnd a schedule for N SP d when 10 and 20
nurses are considered whereas wasp executed on the original one does not terminate the computation in 1 h. The performance of SAT (and MaxSAT) solvers
are also in this case not satisfactory since they cannot solve any of the tested
instances. gurobi can solve instances up to 41 nurses, whereas it is not able to
ﬁnd a schedule when 82 and 164 nurses are considered.
NSPd

NSPo

18 000
16 000

CLINGO ( ORIG ENC)

CLINGO ( ORIG ENC)

CLINGO ( ADV ENC )

CLINGO ( ADV ENC )

Execution time (s)

14 000
12 000
10 000
8 000
6 000
4 000
2 000
0

10

20

41
82
Number of nurses

164

10

20

41
82
Number of nurses

164

Fig. 3. Comparison of the number of conﬂicts (in thousands) of clingo executed on
the original and on the advanced encodings for both N SP d and N SP o with diﬀerent
number of nurses.

5

Related Work

In recent years, several approaches to solve NSP have been proposed. The main
diﬀerences concern (i) the planning periods; (ii) the diﬀerent type of shifts;
(iii) the requirements related to the coverage of shifts, i.e. the number of personnel needed for every shift; and (iv) other restrictions on the rules of nurses (see
[14] for more detailed information). In this paper a one-year window of time has
been considered as in [17], where however the same requirements on nurses and
hospitals were not reported. Concerning the shifts, we considered three diﬀerent
shifts (morning, afternoon and night) with no overlapping among shifts, whereas
in the literature other approaches were based on one single shift only (see e.g.
[31]). Other requirements depend on the diﬀerent policies of the considered hospitals. Thus, this makes the diﬀerent strategies not directly comparable with
each other.
Concerning other solving technologies reported in the literature, they range
from mathematical to meta-heuristics approaches, including solutions based on
integer programming [9,11], genetic algorithms [3], fuzzy approaches [35], and
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ant colony optimization algorithms [28], to mention a few. Detailed and comprehensive surveys on NSP can be found in [14,18].
The approach described in this paper represents an enhancement of the one
proposed in [21]. The two encodings mainly diﬀer with respect to how the constraints related to hospital and balance requirements are modeled. Indeed, the
new encoding takes into account only combinations of parameters values that
can lead to a valid schedule.
Finally, we report that ASP has been already successfully used for solving
hard combinatorial and application problems in several research areas, including Artiﬁcial Intelligence [10,20], Bioinformatics [22,29], Hydroinformatics [23],
Databases [30] and also in industrial applications [2,19]. ASP encodings were
proposed for scheduling problems other than NSP: Incremental Scheduling Problem [16], where the goal is to assign jobs to devices such that their executions
do not overlap one another; and Team Building Problem [34], where the goal is
to allocate the available personnel of a seaport for serving the incoming ships.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the only ASP encodings for NSP are
those shown in Sect. 3.

6

Conclusion

In this paper an advanced ASP encoding for addressing a variant of NSP has been
proposed. The new encoding overcomes the limitations of the one proposed in
[21] by taking into account intrinsic properties of NSP and internal details of ASP
solvers. The resulting approach has been compared with the previous one and
with other declarative approaches on real setting provided by an Italian hospital.
Results clearly show that clingo executed on the new encoding outperforms all
alternatives, being able to solve all instances within 30 min, even with more than
100 nurses.
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Abstract. The goal-oriented manipulation of articulated objects plays
an important role in real-world robot tasks. Current approaches typically
pose a number of simplifying assumptions to reason upon how to obtain
an articulated object’s goal conﬁguration, and exploit ad hoc algorithms.
The consequence is two-fold: ﬁrstly, it is diﬃcult to generalise obtained
solutions (in terms of actions a robot can execute) to diﬀerent target
object’s conﬁgurations and, in a broad sense, to diﬀerent object’s physical characteristics; secondly, the representation and the reasoning layers
are tightly coupled and inter-dependent.
In this paper we investigate the use of automated planning techniques
for dealing with articulated objects manipulation tasks. Such techniques
allow for a clear separation between knowledge and reasoning, as advocated in Knowledge Engineering. We introduce two PDDL formulations
of the task, which rely on conceptually diﬀerent representations of the
orientation of the objects. Experiments involving several planners and
increasing size objects demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
models, and conﬁrm its exploitability when embedded in a real-world
robot software architecture.

1

Introduction

The manipulation of non rigid objects, including articulated or flexible objects,
such as strings, ropes or cables, is one of the most complex tasks in Robotics
[11,20]. Apart from issues related to grasping and dexterity, and diﬀerently from
rigid objects, the configuration of an articulated or ﬂexible object (i.e., the set
of relative poses of its constituent parts) varies due to the relative position of
its constituent parts with respect to each other. This induces a representation
problem for such objects, which, on the one hand, is tightly connected with
robot perception capabilities and their accuracy, and on the other hand impacts
on processes reasoning about conﬁguration changes and the associated robot
manipulation actions.
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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In the literature about the manipulation of non rigid objects, this problem
did not receive suﬃcient attention, nor a principled formalisation is available.
Indeed, it is possible to ﬁnd examples in which robots exhibit the capability of
manipulating ropes [25], tying or untying knots [19] and operating on mobile
parts of the environment, such as handles of diﬀerent shapes [5], home furniture [12] or valves in search and rescue settings [17]. However, in all these cases,
manipulation actions are directly grounded on perceptual cues, such as the peculiar geometry of the object to deal with [1], assumed to be easy to identify in a
robust way, or based on a priori known or learned information about the object
to manipulate, e.g., its stiﬀness or other physical features [6,7]. As a result, every
time either the element that has to be manipulated or the manipulator changes,
a new reasoner has to be developed from scratch.
A structured approach to perception, representation and reasoning, as well
as execution, seems beneﬁcial: on the one hand, we can decouple perception
and representation issues, thus not being tied to speciﬁc perception approaches
or ad hoc solutions; on the other hand, domain knowledge and reasoning logic
can be separated, with the advantages of an increased maintainability, and the
possibility to interchange reasoners and models in a modular way.
In this paper, we investigate the use of automated planning techniques for
manipulation tasks involving articulated objects. Such techniques assume an
abstract model of the object to manipulate, a clear separation between knowledge representation and reasoning, and the use of standard languages, such as
PDDL [16], and widely available domain-independent planners. Language standard and planners’ eﬃciency have been fostered by the International Planning
Competition series (see, e.g., [22]). Our contribution is at the problem formalisation and modelling levels. It should be noted that the representation of an
articulated object can be modelled using two alternative approaches, which diﬀer
on how link orientations are expressed: relative, with respect to each other (e.g.,
any link with respect to the previous one, assuming an ordering among links), or
absolute, with respect to an external, possibly robot-centered, reference frame.
In this context, it is evident that we are not trying to generate joint trajectories to achieve a desired object conﬁguration, but rather determine a series of
model-deﬁned actions towards such goal. Roboticists are familiar with numerical methods and motion control strategies for articulated structures, what the
planner should provide is a series of intermediate reference joint states to be fed
to those lower level systems.
From a robotics perspective, a relative representation is very sensitive to perception issues: small perception errors in link orientations can lead to dramatically huge errors in the estimate of the object’s conﬁguration, since it is necessary
to compute forward all the robot-centred orientations to support manipulation
actions: this seems to suggest that an absolute representation would be preferable, but also the eﬃciency of planners on the related formulations must be
taken into account.
In this respect, starting from the relative and absolute representations of link
orientations, we propose two planning models: the ﬁrst, which we refer to as basic,
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assumes pairwise relative link orientations and primary features of PDDL; the
second, which is termed conditional, treats orientations as absolute and employs
also conditional statements. Experiments have been performed using an architecture integrating a modiﬁed ROSPlan framework [4] on a dual-arm robot manipulator. They show that our approach (i) eﬃciently solves tasks with a realistic
size, in terms of number of links constituting the object and the resolution of
their orientations, and (ii) scales in a satisfactory way with increasingly more
complex problems, which is of particular relevance since it provides a challenging
benchmark for the planning community, and can be seen as an important step
toward the manipulation of ﬂexible objects.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the reader with needed
preliminaries about our scenario and automated planning, whereas Sect. 3 introduces the problem statement. Then, Sect. 4 presents the two models, whose evaluation with automated planners is shown in Sect. 5. Conclusions follow.

2

Background

In this section we provide the necessary background on the reference scenario,
and on automated planning.
2.1

The Reference Scenario

The tabletop scenario we consider involves a Baxter dual-arm robot manipulator
from Rethink Robotics (see Fig. 1). Each arm has 7 degrees of freedom and is
equipped with a standard gripper. An RGB-D device located on the Baxter’s
head and pointing downward is used to perceive the robot’s frontal workspace.
The workspace is constituted by a table, on which articulated objects can be
manipulated by rotating its constituting parts. Given our reference scenario, the
granularity of rotations can not be small. We employ wooden objects, which have
been purposely hand crafted to minimise perceptual errors: the ﬁrst has three
40 cm long links (and two loose joints), whereas the second has seven 20 cm long
links (and six stiﬀ joint). On the second object we ﬁxed a QR tag to each link,
in order to quickly determine its orientation.
A software architecture has been developed, based on the well known ROS
framework and integrating ROSPlan, which allows sensory-based knowledge representation, action planning and execution via a number of nested control loops.
A point cloud or link poses (determined using QR tags) are obtained either continuously or on demand from the RGB-D device. Perception data are processed
in order to obtain a model-based representation of the scene [3], for instance the
conﬁguration of an articulated object, which is maintained within an OWL-based
ontology [13]. The ontology is updated whenever a new perception is available.
In order to obtain a new object’s goal conﬁguration, the information within
the ontology can be accessed by a planner, which can extract information to
build the initial state of the planning problem. Since the planner is treated as a
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Fig. 1. The reference robotic framework.

ROS service, any suitable planner can be used as long as it adheres to a welldeﬁned communication interface. If a plan is found, each manipulation action
therein is executed. After each execution a new perception is obtained, whereas
the scene representation in the ontology is updated, and compared with the
expected eﬀects of the action: if they are compatible, the execution continues,
otherwise re-planning occurs. The execution continues until the ﬁnal state of the
plan is reached, or aborted as per designer’s instructions.
2.2

Automated Planning

Automated planning, and speciﬁcally classical planning, deals with ﬁnding a
(partially or totally ordered) sequence of actions, which modify a static, deterministic and fully observable environment from an initial state to a desired goal
state [9].
In classical planning, the environment is represented as an appropriate set P
of |P | First Order Logic predicates, p1 , . . . , p|P | , whereas states s1 , . . . , s|S| are
deﬁned as appropriate sets of ground predicates p̄1 , . . . , p̄|P̄ | .


An operator o = name(o), pre(o), ef f − (o), ef f + (o) is deﬁned such that
name(o) = o name(x1 , . . . , xK ), where o name is a unique operator name and
x1 , . . . , xK are its K arguments, pre(o) is the set of predicates Ppre representing
the operator’s preconditions, whereas ef f − (o) and ef f + (o) are, respectively,
the sets of predicates Pef f − and Pef f + representing the operator’s negative and
positive eﬀects. As a consequence, actions a1 , . . . , a|A| are ground instances of


planning operators. An action a = pre(a), ef f − (a), ef f + (a) is applicable in a
state s if and only if pre(a) ⊆ s. If
 allowed, the application of a in s results in a
new state such that s \ ef f − (a) ∪ ef f + (a).
A planning domain D is speciﬁed via sets of predicates PD and operators
OD , such that D = (PD , OD ). A planning problem P is speciﬁed via a planning
domain D, an initial state si and set of goal atoms P̄ (both made up of ground
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predicates), such that P = D, si , P̄ . A solution plan S is a sequence of I actions
a1 , . . . , aI such that, starting from the initial state si , a consecutive application
of the actions in the plan results in a ﬁnal state sf that satisﬁes the goal P̄ .

3

Problem Statement

In general terms, the problem we consider in this paper can be stated as follows:
given an articulated object, determine a solution plan that modiﬁes the initial
object’s conﬁguration to a speciﬁed goal conﬁguration, where the solution plan
is made up of a number of manipulation actions to be executed by a robot. In
order to better specify the boundaries of the problem we consider, let us pose
the following assumptions:
1. We consider articulated objects as simplified models for fully ﬂexible objects.
These can be modelled as articulated objects with a huge number of links
and joints. This assumption is widely accepted [25].
2. We do not consider the eﬀects of gravity on the object being manipulated,
nor those of any external force but manipulation actions. For this reason,
the object is considered as laying on a horizontal plane (large enough to
accommodate it). As a consequence, we consider articulated objects which
lay strictly on the plane.
3. We assume sensing and representation to be decoupled, the latter assuming
perfect sensing. On the basis of the features extracted from sensing data, this
leads to diﬀerent problem formulations.
4. The object can be easily manipulated by standard Baxter’s grippers. The
speciﬁc object we use has been purposely manufactured to that aim, and
therefore we do not consider issues related to grasping or dexterity.
More formally, an articulated object α is deﬁned as an ordered set L of
|L| links and an ordered set J of |J| joints, such that α = (L, J ). Each link
l is characterised by a length λl and an orientation θl on the plane, whose
meaning depends on the considered planning model, namely

 basic or conditional.
Therefore, a conﬁguration Cα is a |Lα |-ple such that θl1 , . . . , θl|L| , i.e., the
orientations of all the links. Obviously enough, since L and J are ordered sets,
links and joints are pairwise correlated, such that a link ll is bounded upstream
by jl and downstream by jl+1 , apart from l|L| .
Conﬁgurations change as a consequence of manipulation actions. In our case,
we only consider rotations of a given link ll around the corresponding joints jl or
jl+1 . If we refer to δ as the granularity associated with variations in orientations,
then a manipulation action a operating on a link ll can either increase or decrease
its orientation θl by δ, with respect to an axis perpendicular to the horizontal
plane. In doing so, and given the stiﬀness of α, the robot needs the use of two
grippers: the ﬁrst is used to keep the upstream (resp. downstream) ll−1 (resp.
ll+1 ) link still, which is a non modelled action in the solution plan (nonetheless
executed by the robot when needed), whereas the second is used to rotate ll
around jl (resp. jl+1 ).
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Fig. 2. An example of rotation: l3 rotates around j3 of an angle δ while l2 is kept still,
which induces l4 to rotate.

An example can be found in Fig. 2, where a 4-link, 4-joint articulated object
is shown. The initial state si corresponds to link poses in black, whereas in the
ﬁnal state sf links l3 and l4 must be rotated by δ, i.e., l3 must rotate around j3 .
The expected sequence of manipulation actions includes: grasping and keeping
l2 still, grasping l3 , rotating l3 counter clockwise around j3 of about δ, releasing
l3 and releasing l2 . However, the ﬁrst action, which is a necessary prerequisite for
the rotation to occur, need not to be explicitly modelled, but can be delegated
to the robot action execution system.

4

Proposed Formulations

In order to tackle the problem introduced above, and to evaluate the two possible semantics associated with link orientations, we designed two PDDL formulations, which exploit diﬀerent sets of language features. The basic formulation employs the :STRIPS subset of PDDL, extended with equalities and
negative-preconditions, whereas the conditional version requires also the use
of conditional-effects. Notably, the precision limits of most manipulators
requires the granularity discretisation of angular movements, hence there is no
practical necessity for continuous or hybrid planning models. Therefore, PDDL
provides an appropriate level of abstraction.
On the one hand, in the basic formulation, given a link ll , its orientation
θl must be considered as being relative, for instance, to the orientation of
the upstream link ll−1 . From a planning perspective, each manipulation action
changing θl does not aﬀect any other upstream or downstream link orientations, since all of them are relative to each other, and therefore the planning
process is computationally less demanding. However, since manipulation actions
are expected to be based on link orientations grounded with respect to a robotcentred reference frame, i.e., absolute in terms of pairwise link orientations, a
conversion must be performed, which may be greatly aﬀected by perceptual
noise, therefore leading to inaccurate or even inconsistent representations. On
the other hand, in the conditional formulation, θl is considered as absolute, and
therefore it can be associated directly with robot actions. Unfortunately, this
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means that each manipulation action changing θl does aﬀect numerically all
other upstream or downstream link orientations, depending on which side of the
object is kept still, in the representation, which must be kept track of using
conditional eﬀects in the planning domain.
It is noteworthy that the use of advanced PDDL features, such as conditional
eﬀects, may allow for a more accurate representation of the domain but, at the
same time, it may reduce the number of planners able to reason on the model.
4.1

Basic Formulation

As described in Sect. 3, an articulated object α is represented using two ordered
sets of joints and links. We use a connected predicate to describe the sequence
of links in terms of binary relationships involving a joint jl+1 and a link ll ,
which induces a pairwise connection between two links, namely ll itself and
ll+1 , since they share the same joint jl+1 . We assume that each joint jl is
associated with an angle θj , which ranges between 0 and 359 deg, through
the predicate angle-joint. Obviously enough, in such a range it holds that
θj = θl+1 − θl . As we anticipated, this formulation assumes that link orientations are expressed as pairwise relative to each other. This means that the
robot perception system is expected to provide the representation layer with
the set of joint angles θ1 , . . . , θ|J| as primitive information, whereas the set of
link orientations θ1 , . . . , θ|L| is not directly observable, but must be computed
applying forward kinematics formulas to the object’s conﬁguration Cα . As we
discussed already, if noise aﬀects the perception of joint angles, as it typically
does, the reconstruction of the object’s conﬁguration may diﬀer from the real
one, and it worsens with link lengths. This position signiﬁcantly simpliﬁes the
planning model’s complexity: from a planner’s perspective, the modiﬁcation of
any link orientations does not impact on other relative joint angles, and therefore
manipulation actions can be unfolded in any order the planner deems ﬁt.
Angles are speciﬁed using constants, which are then ordered using the
angle-before predicate. The diﬀerence between constant values is the granularity δ of the resolution associated to modelled orientations. For example, d45
and d90 are used as constants representing, respectively, a 45 and a 90 deg angle.
Then, a predicate (angle-before d45 d90) is used to encode the fact that d45
is the granularity step preceding d90, i.e., in this case δ = 45 deg.
The domain model includes two planning operators, namely increase-angle
(shown in Fig. 3) and decrease-angle. Intuitively, the former can be used to
increase the angle of a selected joint of a δ step, while the latter is used to decrease
the joint’s angle, by operating on the two connected links. As an example, if
δ = 45 deg and a joint angle θj = 135 deg, increase-angle would produce
θj = 180 deg, whereas decrease-angle θj = 90 deg. In the operator’s deﬁnition,
?link1 and ?link2 represent any two links ll and ll+1 , ?joint is the joint jl+1
between them, whereas ?a1 and ?a2 are the current and the obtained joint
angles, respectively. If ?joint connected two diﬀerent links ?link1 and ?link2,
the angle ?a1 of such joint would be increased of a δ step and become ?a2. A
similar description could be provided for decrease-angle.
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Fig. 3. The basic formulation of increase-angle.

A problem is deﬁned by specifying initial and ﬁnal states. The former includes
the topology of the articulated object in terms of connected predicates, and its
initial conﬁguration using angle-joint predicates; the latter describes its goal
conﬁguration using relevant angle-joint predicates.

Fig. 4. Without end point joints, the basic formulation cannot discriminate among
these four conﬁgurations.

It is noteworthy that, as shown in Fig. 2, we add one seemingly unnecessary
joint to the conﬁguration, as one of the end points of the link chain. As a matter
of fact, from a representation perspective, the use of relative angles leads to
issues in discriminating between some conﬁgurations of the articulated object.
Let us consider, for instance, the case of an articulated object made up of 3 links,
namely l1 , l2 and l3 , which are connected by two joints, namely j2 (connecting
l1 and l2 ) and j3 (connecting l2 and l3 ). Then, let us set both joint angles to 90
deg. If j2 and j3 were treated as relative, in the planning process it would be
impossible to distinguish between conﬁgurations C , C , C and C in Fig. 4.
In order to deal with this drawback, the end point joint j1 and a related “hidden”
link l0 (not shown in the Figure) can be added to one of the articulated object’s
extremes. This hidden link deﬁnes an ad hoc reference frame that allows for
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discriminating among conﬁgurations characterised by the same shape, but with
diﬀerent orientations. Such hidden links must be added to problem deﬁnitions.
4.2

Conditional Formulation

The conditional formulation diﬀers from the basic one in that joint angles θj
originate from link orientations expressed with respect to a unique, typically
robot-centred, reference frame, and as such are absolute. Therefore, the set of
link orientations θ1 , . . . , θ|L| is assumed to be directly observable by the robot
perception system. However, if a manipulation action is planned, which modiﬁes
a given joint angle θj , not only the related link orientations θl or θl+1 (depending
on whether the upstream or downstream link is kept still) must be updated, but
it is necessary to propagate such changes to all the upstream or downstream link
orientations. As a consequence, such a representation increases the complexity
of the planning tasks but is more robust to perception errors: in fact, perceiving
independent link orientations induces an upper bound on the error associated
with their inner angle.

Fig. 5. The conditional version of increase-angle.

The connected, angle-joint and angle-before predicates are the same
as in the basic formulation, subject to the diﬀerent semantics associated with
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joint angles. Also in the conditional formulation two planning operators are
used, namely increase-angle (shown in Fig. 5) and decrease-angle. However, with respect to the basic formulation, the eﬀects of the operator diﬀer. In
particular, the model assumes that we can represent which joints are aﬀected
when a link is rotated around one of its associated joints. This is done using
the affected predicate, i.e., a ternary predicate (affected ?joint1 ?link1
?joint2), where ?link1 is the link that is rotated, ?joint2 is the joint around
which ?link1 rotates, and ?joint1 is a joint aﬀected by this rotation. So, if
?joint1 were aﬀected, its angle would be changed as well in the conditional
statement and, as such, it would aﬀect other joints via its corresponding link.
With reference to increase-angle, as in the previous case, the joint angle
?joint, located between ?link1 and ?link2, is increased by δ, according to
the angle-before predicate. If rotating ?link2 around ?joint aﬀects ?js, the
latter is updated and aﬀects in cascade all other joints upstream or downstream.
In terms of problem deﬁnitions, it is necessary to include the list of appropriately deﬁned affected predicates.

5

Experimental Evaluation

The aim of this experimental evaluation is to assess the computational performance of the basic and conditional models, and in particular whether the
proposed planning-based approach can be eﬀective in a real-world robot software architecture. First we discuss the experimental settings, then we show how
the two planning models scale with increasingly diﬃcult problems (in terms of
the number of joints in the articulated object and the granularity δ associated
with link orientations).
Settings. We selected 4 planners, based on their performance in the agile track
of the 2014 International Planning Competition: Madagascar (Mp) [18], Probe,
SIW [15], and Yahsp3 [23]. We also included Lpg [8] due to its widespread
use in real-world planning applications. Both Yahsp3 and Lpg do not support
conditional eﬀects.
Experiments have been performed on a workstation equipped with 2.5 Ghz
Intel Core 2 Quad processors, 4 GB of RAM and the Linux operating system.
Synthetic problem instances have been randomly generated parameterised
on the number of joints j ∗ (the same as the number of links) and the number of allowed orientations g ∗ (which induces certain granularity values), which
both aﬀect the problem’s size. Once j ∗ and g ∗ are deﬁned, a conﬁguration C ∗ is
determined by normally sampling, for each link, among the ﬁnite set of possible
orientations induced by g ∗ . The cutoﬀ time has been set to 300 CPU-time seconds. Generated plans have been validated using the well-known VAL tool [10],
in order to check their correctness with respect to the planning models, and also
to verify the presence of ﬂaws.
Computational Performance. In a ﬁrst series of tests we analyse the sensitivity of planning models with respect to increasing values for j ∗ . It is noteworthy
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that in the literature there is hardly evidence of objects manipulated by robots
made up of more than four or ﬁve joints at best. However, it seems reasonable
to model ﬂexible objects as articulated objects with a huge number of links. In
that case, the higher the number of links, the better the approximation given by
the model. We generated problem instances in which j ∗ ranges between 3 to 20,
ﬁxing g ∗ = 90 deg. As such, only four orientations are possible. For each value
of j ∗ , three instances have been generated and the results averaged.
Unsurprisingly, the basic model is faster than the conditional model. When
using the basic model, j ∗ has no signiﬁcant impact on a planner running time.
In all cases, valid plans have been found in less than 1 CPU-time second. This
is due to the fact that, in the basic model, each rotation is independent, and the
ﬁnal state can be quickly reached by focusing on one joint at a time. Instead, the
conditional model requires the planner to consider the impact a rotation has on
other links. Moreover, the size of the conditional problem model exponentially
increases with j ∗ , due to the presence of affected predicates that need to be
speciﬁed.

Fig. 6. Average CPU-time seconds needed by Mp, Probe, and SIW to solve instances
with j ∗ from 4 to 16 using the conditional model.

Figure 6 shows, for the three planners able to cope with conditional eﬀects,
how the average runtime is aﬀected by j ∗ . SIW is the most negatively aﬀected,
while Mp and Probe share a similar trend. According to the Wilcoxon test [24],
the performance of SIW is statistically signiﬁcantly worse than those of Mp and
Probe. Furthermore, Probe has statistically better performance than Mp. None
of the planner solved, within the 300 CPU-time seconds cutoﬀ, any instance with
j ∗ greater than 15.
When assessing the quality of plans generated using the basic model, empirical evidence indicates that Mp, Probe and SIW generate plans of similar length
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(approx. 10 actions). Yahsp3 and Lpg ﬁnd plans consistently worse than those
found by the above mentioned planners: on average, LPG (Yasp3) ﬁnds plans
that are 85% (25%) longer than those found by Mp, Probe and SIW. Instead,
when using the conditional model, SIW typically provides the shortest plans on
average, followed by Probe (17% longer) and Mp (50% longer). Interestingly,
when comparing the quality of plans generated by the same planner, on the two
considered models, we can identify two diﬀerent behaviours. Mp and Probe seem
to suﬀer the way conditional eﬀects propagate rotations: plans generated with
the conditional model are signiﬁcantly longer. An in-depth analysis suggests that
such planners use many actions to fix joint angles aﬀected by previous manipulation actions. On the contrary, SIW seems to exploit the additional information
leveraged by conditional eﬀects, and this is reﬂected by shorter plans.
In a second series of tests we investigate how g ∗ aﬀects a plan’s feasibility
and size. Intuitively, a high value for g ∗ (e.g., 90 deg) implies a low number of
possible orientations (e.g., 4), thus a small number of manipulation actions must
be planned, and viceversa. We generated problem instances in which j ∗ is set
to 5, 10, 15, or 20. For each size, we modelled the problem with three diﬀerent
values for g ∗ , namely 90 deg, 60 deg and 30 deg, thus leading to 4, 6 and 12
possible orientations. For each value of j ∗ and g ∗ , three instances have been
generated and the results averaged.

Fig. 7. Average CPU-time seconds needed by Probe to solve instances with j ∗ equal
to 5, 10, 15, or 20, and g ∗ equal to 90, 60, and 30 deg, using the conditional model.

As expected, also in this case, the basic model allows all the planners to
generate solution plans. As in the previous case, all instances are solved in less
than 1 CPU-time second. When considering the conditional model, the observed
results show that Probe has the best scalability. SIW and Mp run out of time
also for small values of j ∗ , when g ∗ = 30 deg. Figure 7 presents the impact of
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the considered values for g ∗ on the average runtime performance of Probe. It is
apparent that the granularity has a very strong impact on planning performance:
on instances with the same number of joints, the runtime can increase up to two
orders of magnitude for diﬀerent granularities in link orientations.
Finally, we executed some of the plans obtained by Probe when considering
objects with j ∗ of 3 and 7 and g ∗ = 90 deg, on the actual Baxter manipulator
shown in Fig. 1, which was controlled using the ROSPlan framework [4]. All
plans were successfully executed by the robot, which was able to manipulate the
object in order to provide the required goal conﬁguration.

6

Conclusion

This paper presented the use of automated planning to plan for robot manipulation of articulated objects, which is one of the most complex tasks in robotics.
We introduced two PDDL models, based either on relative or absolute representation of links orientation. The former model requires the robotic framework
to be able to provide an accurate perception of the position of the articulated
object, while the latter is more robust to perception errors, at the price of a
higher complexity.
Our experimental analysis, which involved four state-of-the-art planning
engines and objects of diﬀerent sizes, performed on synthetically generated problem instances and by using the ROSPlan framework for controlling a Baxter
manipulator, shows that: (i) both models allow to generate plans that are executable by a typical robotics manipulator; (ii) both the models allows considered
planners to eﬃciently solve tasks with a realistic size; and (iii) the basic model
can be fruitfully exploited when very large objects are considered, as an approximation of ﬂexible objects. We also observed that the conditional model can be
exploited as a challenging benchmarks for testing the capabilities of planning
engines: the number of conditional eﬀects per grounded action can be extremely
large.
We see several avenues for future work. We plan to investigate how to extend
the proposed models in order to represent multi-dimensional joint movements.
We are also interested in testing the proposed approach using diﬀerent manipulators, and to test its feasibility for representing ﬂexible –rather than articulated–
objects such as ropes. Finally, we also envisage to study knowledge processing mechanisms to possibly improving the ﬂexibility of control processes (see,
e.g., [2,14,21]).
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel planning framework, called
PLATINUm that advances the state of the art with the ability of dealing with temporal uncertainty both at planning and plan execution level.
PLATINUm is a comprehensive planning system endowed with (i) a new
algorithm for temporal planning with uncertainty, (ii) heuristic search
capabilities grounded on hierarchical modelling and (iii) a robust plan
execution module to address temporal uncertainty while executing plans.
The paper surveys the capabilities of this new planning system that has
been recently deployed in a manufacturing scenario to support HumanRobot Collaboration.

1

Introduction

The continuous improvements in robotics in terms of eﬃcacy, reliability and
costs are fostering a fast diﬀusion in a large variety of scenarios where robots
are required to demonstrate more ﬂexible and interactive features like, e.g.,
those for supporting and interacting with humans. For instance, during the last
decade lightweights robots are being increasingly used in manufacturing cells to
support human workers in repetitive and physical demanding operations. The
co-presence of a robot and a human in a shared environment while operating
actively together entails many issues that must be properly addressed requiring
the deployment of ﬂexible controllers capable of preserving eﬀectiveness while
enforcing human safety. In manufacturing, Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC)
challenges concern both physical interactions, guaranteeing the safety of the
human, and coordination of activities, improving the productivity of cells [7].
In such scenarios, the presence of a human, which plays the role of an uncontrollable “agent” in the environment, entails the deployment of control systems
capable of evaluating online the robot execution time and continuously adapt its
behaviors. Namely, deliberative control systems are required to leverage temporal ﬂexible models (such as in [6]) as a key enabling feature both at planning and
execution time. In this sense, standard methods are not fully eﬀective as current
c Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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approaches do not foresee/estimate the actual time needed by robots to perform collaborative tasks (i.e., tasks that directly or indirectly involve humans).
Indeed, robot trajectories are usually computed online by taking into account
the current position of the human and, therefore, it is not possible to know in
advance the time the robot will need to complete a task. Thus, it is not possible
to plan robot and human tasks within a long production process and take into
account performance issues at the same time.
Some plan-based controllers rely on temporal planning mechanisms capable
of dealing with coordinated task actions and temporal ﬂexibility e.g., T-Rex
[17] or IxTeT-eXeC [10] that rely respectively on EUROPA [1] and IxTeT
[8] temporal planners. It is worth noting how both these systems do not have
an explicit representation of uncontrollability features in the planning domain.
As a consequence, the resulting controllers are not endowed with the robustness
needed to cope with uncontrollable dynamics of domains such as, for instance,
the one needed in HRC scenarios.
This paper presents a new Planning framework, called PLATINUm, which
integrates temporal planning and execution capabilities that both explicitly deal
with temporal uncertainty, thus resulting as well tailored for ﬂexible humanrobot collaborative scenarios. The system has been developed and deployed
within the FourByThree research project1 [12]. The PLATINUm planning
and acting capabilities have been integrated in a software environment that
facilitates the adaptation of a new robotic arm in diﬀerent HRC manufacturing
scenarios. The proposed planning system has been completely deployed in a realistic case study [16] demonstrating its ability to support a productive and safe
collaboration between human and robot. In particular, PLATINUm has been
able to ﬁnd well suited task distribution between human and robot increasing
the productivity of the working cell, without aﬀecting the safety of the operator.

2

Human-Robot Collaboration: Needs from a Case Study

In manufacturing, HRC scenarios consist of a human operator and a robot that
interact and cooperate to perform some common tasks. Namely, the human and
the robot represent two autonomous agents capable of performing tasks, aﬀecting
each other behaviors and sharing the same working environment.
The motivations of this work rely on a research initiative related to the FourByThree project funded by the European Commission. FourByThree is a
research project [12] whose main aim is to realize new robotic solutions that
allow human operators to safely and eﬃciently collaborate with robots in manufacturing contexts. Speciﬁcally, the project outcomes will be a new generation
of collaborative robotic solutions based on innovative hardware and software.
The envisaged solutions present four main characteristics (modularity, safety,
usability and eﬃciency) and take into account the co-presence of three diﬀerent actors (the human, the robot and the environment). In this context, the
1
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solution proposed by FourByThree is a combination of several hardware and
software components for implementing safe and eﬀective HRC applications. On
the one hand, a brand new collaborative robotic arm has been designed and is
under validation. On the other hand, a set of software modules spanning from
very high level features, such as, e.g., voice and gesture commands detection, to
low-level robot control have been developed. The resulting complex integrated
robotic solution implements two possible robot-human relationships in a given
workplace without physical fences: (i) coexistence (the human and the robot
conduct independent activities); (ii) collaboration (the human and the robot
work collaboratively to achieve a shared productive goal). Validation tests are
ongoing in four pilot plants, covering diﬀerent types of production process, i.e.,
assembly/disassembly, welding operations, large parts management and machine
tending.
In this paper, one of the pilots in FourByThree is considered as a relevant
HRC scenario for manufacturing. In such a scenario a robot and a human must
cooperate in the assembly/disassembly of metal dies for the production of wax
patterns. Some tasks of the process can be performed by both the robot and
the human while other tasks that require a special dexterity can be performed
only by the human. The robot is endowed with a screwdriver and therefore it
can support the human in all the screwing/unscrewing operations of the process.
Such HRC scenario can be addressed deploying Planning and Scheduling (P&S)
technology [4], i.e., modeling the control problem as a time-ﬂexible planning
problem and, then, solving it by means of a hierarchical timeline-based application [20]. The hierarchical approach provides a description of the problem at
diﬀerent levels of abstraction ranging from the process deﬁnition level to the
robot task implementation level. Then, timelines coordinate the behaviors of
the human and the robot over time in order to achieve the desired production
goals.
2.1

Planning with Timelines Under Temporal Uncertainty

The formal characterization of the timeline-based approach deﬁned in [6] is wellsuited to model HRC scenarios thanks to its capability of representing temporal
uncertainty. Indeed, temporal uncertainty plays a relevant role in HRC where
the human represents an uncontrollable element of the environment with respect
to the robot. Thus, it is crucial to properly represent and handle such uncertainty in order to produce robust plans and dynamically adapt the behavior of
the robot to the observed behavior of the human. According to [6], a domain
speciﬁcation is composed by a set of multi-valued state variables. Each state
variable models the allowed temporal behaviors of a particular feature of the
domain that must be controlled over time. A state variable is formally deﬁned
by the tuple (V, D, T, γ) where: (i) V is a set of values the feature can assume
over time; (ii) D : V → R>=0 × R ∪ ∞ is a duration function specifying
for each value the allowed non negative minimum and maximum duration; (iii)
T : V → 2V is a transition function specifying the allowed sequences of values over the timeline; (iv) γ : V → {c, u} is a controllability tagging function
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Fig. 1. A partial timeline-based domain specification for a HRC scenario

specifying for each value whether it is controllable or not. State variables model
a single feature of a domain by describing the local constraints that must be
satisﬁed in order to build valid temporal behaviors (i.e., valid timelines). Synchronization rules specify additional (temporal) constraints that coordinate the
behavior of diﬀerent state variables in order to realize complex tasks or achieve
goals.
For instance, Fig. 1 partially shows the domain speciﬁcation for the collaborative assembly/disassembly process in FourByThree. An Assembly Process
state variable models the high-level tasks that must be performed in order to
carry out the desired collaborative process. A Robot and a Human state variables model the possible behaviors of the robot and the human in terms of
the low-level tasks they can perform over time. Finally, Arm and Screwdriver
state variables model respectively robot motion tasks and tool management. It
is worth to underscore the capability of the formal framework to allow the modeling of uncontrollable dynamics in the considered scenario. The human agent
is modeled as an element of the environment and therefore all human tasks are
tagged as uncontrollable. In addition, a human may indirectly aﬀect the behavior of the robot in such a working scenario because the robot can slow-down
or even interrupt motion tasks in order to guarantee free-collision trajectories.
Thus, the actual duration of motion tasks is not under the control of the control
system and, therefore, such tasks are also tagged as uncontrollable. The dotted
arrows in Fig. 1 represent temporal constraints entailed by a synchronization
rule deﬁned for the value Remove Bottom Cover of Assembly Process state variable. Such constraints specify operational requirements needed to carry out a
high-level task (Remove Bottom Cover) of the assembly/disassembly process.
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A set of contains temporal constraints specify the low-level tasks the human and
the robot must perform. Speciﬁcally, they specify the bolts the human and the
robot must unscrew to remove the cover. Then, additional temporal constraints
(during and contains temporal constraints) specify how the robot must implement related low-level tasks. To successfully unscrew a bolt the robot arm must
be set on the related location and the screwdriver must be activated.
In such a context, a plan is composed by a set of timelines and a set of temporal relations that satisfy the domain speciﬁcation and achieve the desired goals.
Each timeline is composed by a set of ﬂexible temporal intervals, called tokens
describing the possible temporal behavior of the related feature of the domain.
Temporal ﬂexibility allows timelines to encapsulate an envelope of possible temporal behaviors. Such a rich temporal representation together with controllability
information can be exploited to generate plans that can be dynamically adapted
to the observed dynamics of the environment at execution time.
2.2

A Hierarchical Modeling Approach for HRC Scenarios

In general, the design of eﬀective models is a crucial issue in the development of
plan-based controllers. Indeed, a planning model must capture the information
about the system to be controlled and the environment in which it works. A
planning model is to capture such complexity and to allow a Planner to make
decisions at diﬀerent levels of abstraction. To this aim, hierarchical modeling
approaches have been successfully applied in real world scenarios. They support the planning process by encoding knowledge about a particular problem to
address. HRC scenarios are complex problems that require to take into account
several aspects from diﬀerent perspectives. Thus, hierarchies are well-suited in
such a context as they allow to model a complex problem from diﬀerent levels
of abstraction and decompose the related complexity in sub-problems.
Pursuing the hierarchical modeling approach described in [4,20], it is possible
to model a HRC scenario by identifying three hierarchical levels. A supervision
level models the process and the high-level tasks that must be performed. At this
level of abstraction the model speciﬁes the operational constraints that must be
satisﬁed to carry out the process regardless of the agent that will perform the
tasks. The state variable Assembly Process in Fig. 1 is the result of such a level.
A coordination level models the decomposition of high-level tasks of the process
into low-level tasks that the human or the robot can directly handle. At this
level of abstraction the model speciﬁes the possible assignments of tasks to the
robot and therefore the possible interactions between a human and a robot. The
state variables Human and Robot in Fig. 1 model the low-level tasks that the
robot and the human may perform and the synchronization rules connecting
these values with state variable Assembly Process model possible assignments.
An implementation level models the operations and the related requirements that
allow a robot to perform assigned tasks. The state variables Arm and Screwdriver
in Fig. 1 and the synchronization rules connecting their values with the state
variable Robot model the motion tasks and the tool activations needed to carry
out robot tasks.
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A Framework for Planning and Execution Under
Uncertainty

The modeling and solving approaches described above have been implemented in
a general framework called EPSL (Extensible Planning and Scheduling Library)
[20]. EPSL complies with the formal characterization given in [6] and initial steps
have been done in order to compare it with other state-of-the-art frameworks
[19]. Nevertheless, EPSL was not fully suited to address the needs related to
task planning problems in FourByThree. Most importantly, handling temporal uncertainty both at planning and execution time results as a key capability for
eﬀectively and safely deploy P&S robot control solutions. Thus, a new system,
called PLanning and Acting with TImeliNes under Uncertainty (PLATINUm),
is presented here constituting a uniform framework for planning and execution
with timelines with (temporal) uncertainty2 .
The capability of handling temporal uncertainty both at planning and execution time allows the framework to address problems where not all the features
of a domain are under the control of the system. Moreover, the “combination”
of temporal ﬂexibility and temporal uncertainty allows P&S controllers to generate ﬂexible and temporally robust plans that can be dynamically adapted at
execution time without generating new plans from scratch. Robust plan execution is particularly relevant in HRC scenarios in order to avoid to continuously
generate a new plan every time an unexpected behavior of the human is detected
(e.g., human execution delays).
Recent results [16] have shown the capability of a PLATINUm instance to
realize ﬂexible collaborations by dynamically adapting the behavior of a robot to
the observed/detected behavior of a human. Before describing the deployment of
PLATINUm in a realistic collaborative assembly scenario, next sections provide
a description of how the P&S framework has been extended in order to deal with
temporal uncertainty at both planning and execution time.
3.1

Solving Timeline-Based Problems with Uncertainty

Given a domain speciﬁcation and a particular problem to solve, the role of a
timeline-based planner is to synthesize a set of ﬂexible timelines that satisfy
domain constraints and achieve some goals. A plan includes a set of timelines
each of which describes the allowed temporal behaviors of a particular domain
feature (i.e., state variables). In such a context, a plan represents an envelope of
possible solutions. Indeed, temporal ﬂexibility allows timelines to encapsulate an
envelope of possible temporal behaviors. Given the considered HRC scenario,
a plan consists of a set of coordinated human and robot beahviors that carry
out a particular production task. The solving process of a P&S application
can be generalized as a plan reﬁnement search. Basically, a solver iteratively
reﬁnes an initial partial plan until a valid and complete plan is found. The
reﬁnement of a plan consists in detecting and solving a set of ﬂaws that aﬀect
2

https://github.com/pstlab/PLATINUm.git.
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either the validity or the completeness of the plan. However, the validity of a
plan with respect to the domain speciﬁcation does not represent a suﬃcient
condition to guarantee its executability in the real world. The uncontrollable
dynamics of the environment may prevent the complete and correct execution
of plans. Thus, from the planning perspective, it is important to generate plans
with some properties with respect to the controllability problem [13,21]. Dynamic
controllability is the most relevant property with respect to the execution of a
plan in the real world. Unfortunately, it is not easy to deal with such a property at
planning time when the temporal behaviors of domain features are not complete.
Typically, such a property is taken into account with post-processing mechanisms
after plan generation [3,5,13,21]. Another property worth to be considered at
planning time, is the pseudo-controllability property which represents a necessary
(but not suﬃcient) condition for dynamic controllability [13].
The pseudo-controllability property of a plan aims at verifying that the planning process does not make hypotheses on the actual duration of the uncontrollable activities of a plan. Speciﬁcally, pseudo-controllability veriﬁes that the
planning process does not reduce the duration of uncontrollable values of the
domain. Consequently, a timeline-based plan is pseudo-controllable if and only
if all the ﬂexible durations of uncontrollable tokens composing the timelines have
not been changed with respect to the domain speciﬁcation. Although pseudocontrollability does not convey enough information to assert the dynamic controllability of a plan, it represents a useful property that can be exploited for
validating the planning domain with respect to temporal uncertainty. Indeed, if
the planner cannot generate pseudo-controllable plans, then it cannot generate
dynamically controllable plans either. Thus, the general solving procedure of
EPSL has been now extended in PLATINUm aiming at dealing with temporal
uncertainty at planning time. Algorithm 1 shows the new PLATINUm planning
procedure.
Hierarchy-Based Flaw Selection Heuristics. The behavior of the planning
procedure shown in Algorithm 1 is determined by the particular search strategy
S and the ﬂaw selection heuristic H. Speciﬁcally, ﬂaw selection can strongly
aﬀect the performance of the planning process even if it does not represent a
backtracking point of the algorithm. Indeed, each solution of a ﬂaw determines
a branch of the search tree. A ﬂaw selection heuristic is supposed to encapsulate
smart criteria for suitably evaluating ﬂaws during planning. A good selection of
the next ﬂaw to solve can prune the search space by cutting oﬀ branches that
would lead to unnecessary or redundant reﬁnements of the plan. In addition,
leveraging the hierarchical modeling approach presented in Sect. 2.2, a suitable
heuristics to guide the selection of ﬂaws can be deﬁned by means of the domain
knowledge. The work [20] has shown that it is possible to deﬁne a hierarchybased heuristic capable of leveraging such information and improve the planning
capabilities of timeline-based applications.
Algorithm 2 depicts the SelectFlaws procedure in Algorithm 1 (row 14)
according to such hierarchy-based heuristic. The heuristic takes into account
the hierarchical structure of the domain and select ﬂaws that belong to the most
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Algorithm 1. A general pseudo-controllability aware planning procedure
1: function solve(P, S, H)
2:
Fpc , F=pc ← ∅
3:
π ← InitialP lan (P)
4:
// check if the current plan is complete and flaw-free
5:
while ¬IsSolution (π) do
6:
// get uncontrollable values of the plan
7:
U = {u1 , ..., un } ← GetU ncertainty (π)
8:
// check durations of uncontrollable values
9:
if ¬Squeezed(U ) then
10:
// detect the flaws of the current plan
11:
Φ0 = {φ1 , ..., φk } ← DetectF laws (π)
12:
// apply the heuristic to filter detected
flaws


13:
Φ∗ = {φ∗1 , ..., φ∗m } ← SelectF laws Φ0 , H
14:
// compute possible plan refinements
15:
for φ∗i ∈ Φ∗ do
16:
// compute flaw’s solutions
17:
Nφ∗i = {n1 , ..., nt } ← HandleF law (φ∗i , π)
18:
// check if the current flaw can be solved
19:
if Nφ∗i = ∅ then
20:
Backtrack(π, Dequeue(Fpc ))
21:
end if
22:
for nj ∈ Nφ∗i do
23:
// expand the search space
24:
Fpc ← Enqueue (nj , S)
25:
end for
26:
end for
27:
else
28:
// non pseudo-controllable plan
29:
F¬pc ← Enqueue (makeN ode (π) , S)
30:
end if
31:
// check the fringe of the search space
32:
if IsEmpty (Fpc ) ∧ ¬IsEmpty (F¬pc ) then
33:
// try to find a non pseudo-controllable solution
34:
π ← Ref ine (π, Dequeue (F¬pc ))
35:
else if ¬IsEmpty (Fpc ) then
36:
// go on looking for a pseudo-controllable plan
37:
π ← Ref ine (π, Dequeue (Fpc ))
38:
else
39:
return F ailure
40:
end if
41:
end while
42:
// get solution plan
43:
return π
44: end function
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Algorithm 2. The hierarchy-based ﬂaw selection heuristic
1: function SelectFlaws(π)
2:
// initialize the set of flaws
3:
Φ ← ∅
4:
// extract the hierarchy of the domain
5:
Hπ = {h1 , ..., hm } ← extractHierarchy (π)
6:
for hi = {svi,1 , ..., svi,k } ∈ Hπ do
7:
if Φ = ∅ then
8:
// detect flaws on state variables composing the hierarchical level hi
9:
for svi,j ∈ hi = {svi,1 , ..., svi,k } do
10:
// select detected flaws
11:
Φ ← detctF laws (svi,j )
12:
end for
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
// get selected flaws
16:
return Φ
17: end function

independent state variables of the domain (i.e., ﬂaws concerning state variables
that come ﬁrst in the hierarchy). The rationale behind the heuristic is that
the hierarchical structure encapsulates dependencies among the state variables
composing a planning domain. Thus, the resolution of ﬂaws concerning state
variables at the higher levels of the hierarchy (i.e., the most independent variables) can simplify the resolution of ﬂaws concerning state variables at the lower
levels of the hierarchy (i.e., the most dependent variables).
3.2

Timeline-Based Plan Execution

The most innovative aspect in PLATINUm is its ability to perform also plan
execution relying on the same semantics of timelines in the pursued planning approach [6]. Therefore, PLATINUm executives leverage information about temporal uncertainty in order to properly manage and adapt the execution of plans.
In general, the execution of a plan is a complex process which can fail even if a
plan is valid with respect to the domain speciﬁcation. During execution, the system must interact with the environment, which is uncontrollable. Such dynamics
can aﬀect or even prevent the correct execution of plans. A robust executive
system must cope with such exogenous events and dynamically adapt the plan
accordingly during execution.
Controllability-Aware Execution. The execution process consists of control
cycles whose frequency determines advancement of time and the discretization
of the temporal axis in a number of units called ticks. Each control cycle is
associated with a tick and realizes the execution procedure. Broadly speaking,
the execution procedure is responsible for detecting the actual behavior of the
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system (closed-loop architecture), for verifying whether the system and also the
environment behave as expected from the plan and for starting the execution of
the activities of the plan.
Algorithm 3. The PLATINUm executive control procedure
1: function execute(Π, C)
2:
// initialize executive plan database
3:
πexec ← Setup (Π)
4:
// check if execution is complete
5:
while ¬CanEndExecution (πexec ) do
6:
// wait a clock’s signal
7:
τ ← W aitT ick (C)
8:
// handle synchronization phase
9:
Synchronize (τ, πexec )
10:
// handle dispatching phase
11:
Dispatch (τ, πexec )
12:
end while
13: end function

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code of the general PLATINUm executive
procedure. The procedure is composed by two distinct phases, the synchronization phase and the dispatching phase. At each tick (i.e., control cycle) the synchronization phase manages the received execution feedbacks/signals in order
to build the current status of the system and the environment. If the current
status is valid with respect to the plan, then the dispatching phase decides the
next activities to be executed. Otherwise, if the current status does not ﬁt the
plan, an execution failure is detected and replanning is needed. In such a case,
the current plan does not represent the actual status of the system and the environment and therefore replanning allows the executive to continue the execution
process with a new plan, which has been generated according to the observed
status and the executed part of the original plan.
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo-code of the synchronization procedure of the
executive. The synchronization phase monitors the execution of the plan by
determining whether the system and the environment are aligned with respect to
the expected plan. Namely, at each iteration the synchronization phase builds the
current situation by taking into account the current execution time, the expected
plan and the feedbacks received during execution. A monitor is responsible for
propagating observations concerning the actual duration of the dispatched activities and detecting discrepancies between the real world and the plan. The executive receives feedbacks about the successful execution of dispatched commands
or failure. The monitor manages these feedbacks in order to detect if the actual
duration of tokens comply with the plan. If the feedbacks comply with the plan,
then the execution of the plan can proceed. Otherwise, a failure is detected
because the current situation does not ﬁt the expected plan and the executive
reacts accordingly (replanning).
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Algorithm 4. The PLATINUm executive procedure for the synchronization
phase
1: function synchronize(τ , πexec )
2:
// manage observations
3:
O = {o1 , ..., on } ← GetObservations (πexec )
4:
for oi ∈ O do
5:
// propagate the observed end time
6:
πexec ← P ropagateObservation (τ, oi )
7:
end for
8:
// check if observations are consistent with the current plan
9:
if ¬IsConsistent (πexec ) then
10:
// execution failure
11:
return F ailure
12:
end if
13:
// manage controllable activities
14:
A = {ai , ..., am } ← GetControllableActivities (πexec )
15:
for ai ∈ A do
16:
// check if activity can end execution
17:
if CanEndExecution (τ, ai , πexec ) then
18:
// propagate the decided end time
19:
πexec ← P ropagateEndActivity (τ, ai )
20:
end if
21:
end for
22: end function

Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo-code of the dispatching procedure of the executive. The dispatching phase manages the actual execution of the plan. Given the
current situation and the current execution time, the dispatching step analyzes
the plan πexec in order to ﬁnd the tokens that can start execution and dispatches
the related commands to the underlying system. Namely, the dispatching step
allows the executive to advance execution and decide the next tokens to execute. Thus, a dispatcher is responsible for making dispatching decisions of plan’s
tokens. For each token, the dispatcher checks the related start condition by analyzing the token’s scheduled time and any dependency with other tokens of the
plan. If the start condition holds, then the dispatcher can decide to start executing the token (i.e., the dispatcher propagates the scheduled start time into
the plan).
3.3

Token Lifecycle

A plan and its temporal relations encapsulate a set of execution dependencies
that must be taken into account when executing timelines. Besides the scheduled
temporal bounds, such dependencies specify whether the executive can actually
start or end the execution of a token. Let us consider for example a plan where
the temporal relation A before B holds between tokens A and B. Such a temporal
relation encapsulates an execution dependency between token A and token B.
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Algorithm 5. The PLATINUm executive procedure for the dispatching phase
1: function dispatch(τ , πexec )
2:
// manage the start of (all) plan’s activities
3:
A = {ai , ..., am } ← GetActivities (πexec )
4:
for ai ∈ A do
5:
// check if activity can start execution
6:
if CanStartExecution (τ, ai , πexec ) then
7:
// propagate the decided start time
8:
πexec ← P ropagateStartActivity (τ, ai )
9:
// actually dispatch the related command to the robot
10:
SendCommand (ai )
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end function

The executive can start the execution of token B if and only if the execution of
token A is over. In addition, the executive must take into account controllability
properties of tokens. Diﬀerent controllability properties entail diﬀerent execution
policies of tokens and therefore diﬀerent lifecycles.
Controllable tokens are completely under the executive control. In this case
the executive can decide both the start time and the duration of the execution of
this type of tokens. Both decisions are controllable. Partially-controllable tokens
are not completely under the control of the executive. Tokens of such a type
are under the control of the environment. The executive can decide the start
time (i.e., the dispatching time) while it can only observe the actual execution
and update the plan according to the execution feedbacks received from the
environment. Finally, uncontrollable tokens are completely outside the control
of the executive. The executive can neither decide the start nor the end of the
execution. Both “events” are under the control of the environment. Execution
feedbacks concern both the start time and the end time of the execution and
therefore the executive can only update/adapt the controllable part of the plan
accordingly.

4

Deployment in a Real Scenario

A separate work [16] describes how an instance of PLATINUm has been
deployed in a manufacturing case study integrating the task planning technology
described above with a motion planning system for industrial robots [15]. In that
integration, PLATINUm and its features are leveraged to implement an integrated task and motion planning system capable of selecting diﬀerent execution
modalities for robot tasks according to the expected collaboration of the robot
with a human operator. This is the result of a tight integration of PLATINUm
with a motion planning system. Indeed, the pursued approach realizes an oﬄine
analysis of the production scenarios in order to synthesize a number of collisionfree robot motion trajectories for each collaborative task with diﬀerent safety
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levels. Each trajectory is then associated with an expected temporal execution
bound and represents a tradeoﬀ between “speed” of the motion and “safety” of
the human. The integrated system has been deployed and tested in laboratory
on an assembly case study similar to collaborative assembly/disassembly scenario described above. In [16], an empirical evaluation is provided in order to
assess the overall productivity of the HRC cell while increasing the involvement
of the robots (i.e., increasing the number of tasks the robot is allowed to perform). The results show the eﬀectiveness of PLATINUm in ﬁnding well suited
distribution of tasks between the human and the robot in diﬀerent scenarios
with an increasing workload for the control system. Speciﬁcally, the PLATINUm instance results as capable of increasing the productivity of the production process without aﬀecting the safety of the operator.
Before concluding the paper it is worth underscoring that for lack of space
this paper does not concern an experimental evaluation of PLATINUm features.
Some focalized experiments are contained in [16] while a wider experimental
campaign is undergoing and will constitute an important pillar for a future
longer report.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, a recent evolution of a timeline-based planning framework has
been presented. In particular, taking also advantage of the needs coming from
the FourByThree project, the EPSL planner has been endowed of novel features for structured modeling, synthesizing plans under uncertainty and plan
execution functionality. The obtained framework, called PLATINUm, is currently supporting the need of adaptability in new domains. The table below
summarizes the main features and capability introduced in PLATINUm and
points out diﬀerences with respect to EPSL.
EPSL

PLATINUm

Representation Temporal flexibility Temporal flexibility with uncontrollability
Solving

Hierarchical

Hierarchical with uncertainty

Execution

Not supported

Plan execution with uncertainty

PLATINUm represents a uniform framework for planning and execution
with timelines under uncertainty. It relies on a well-deﬁned formalization of
the timeline-based approach [6] and has proven to be particularly suited for
addressing HRC scenarios. It is worth underscoring how PLATINUm enters in
the current state of the art in a sub-area of planning systems for robotics together
with CHIMP [18], HATP [9], meta-CSP planner [11], FAPE [2] that creates a
current generation of planners for robotics whose goal is to evolve with respect
to classical temporal frameworks such as, for instance, EUROPA [1] and IxTeT
[8]. Finally, leveraging the work in [14], a current research eﬀort is related to the
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extension of the knowledge engineering framework for PLATINUm to enable
use by non specialist planning users. Our goal, as already said, is to enable the
use of our technology in diﬀerent industrial settings. To this aim, creating a
tool for non specialists for modelling, conﬁguring and implementing plan-based
controllers is an important goal to pursue.
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